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Michael: new objectives

Canadian
CoAs
on the move

By Karin Maitby

TORONTO — A Canadian associa-

tion for children of alcoholics of all

ages has been launched here.

The Canadian Association for

Children of Alcoholics (CACOA)
will be both a resource for helping

professionals and a group to seek

accessible community services for

children living in alcoholic homes
and those who have left.

Kathleen Michael, an Addiction

Research Foundation therapist

and consultant here and now also

vice-president of CACOA, told The
Journal there are three main ob-

jectives for the association

:

• to increase public and profes-

sional awareness, understanding,

and recognition of the needs of

children of alcoholics (CoAs) of all

ages through involvement of the

entire community. This will be
done through a network to promote
information exchange and re-

sources and to advocate funding

from public and private sources;
• to advocate accessible services

addressing the special problems
arising from being a CoA (The
Journal, June, 1985), including

support for professional training,

for professionals who are them-
selves CoAs, and for school-based

programs that address the needs of

CoA youth and protect their right

to live in a safe and healthy envi-

ronment; and,

• to help existing programs ini-

tiate primary and comprehensive
services for CoAs, staffed by pro-

fessionals specifically trained to

meet their needs, as well as on a
broader basis to encourage clinical

and genetic research.

CACOA, now federally incorpo-

rated as a non-profit organization,

drew more than 200 delegates from
(See Canada, p3)

Ottawa Charter pushes for

global alliance on public health
By Anne MacLennan

OTTAWA— In November, 1986,

210 people from around the

globe were deep in a week-long

series of discussions on health.

It was the first International

Conference on Health Promo-
tion in Industrialized Countries,

subtitled: The move toward a

new public health.

In attendance were the key

figures behind a still young and
frequently misunderstood
movement toward achieving

health for all by the year 2000,

an ambition which evolved in-

ternationally through the World
Health Organization (WHO).
The WHO was a co-sponsor of

the meeting here, along with

Health and Welfare Canada and
the Canadian Public Health As-

sociation.

Health promotion posits there

are fundamental prerequisites

for improvement in health:

peace, shelter, food, income, a

stable eco-system, sustainable

resources, social justice, and
equity.

Furthermore, political, eco-

nomic, social, cultural, environ-

mental, behavioral, and biologi-

cal factors can favor health, or

be harmful to health; health

promotion action aims at mak-
ing these conditions favorable

through advocacy.

Says J. E. Asvall, MD, WHO
regional director for Europe:

Health for all is a very ambi-

By Elda Hauschildt

TORONTO — Marc Lalonde,

author of the ground-breaking

report that changed the public

Lalonde: facing facts

tious, broad, social movement
that forces countries to face to

what extent they really are

solving their health problems,

whether they are marshalling

all resources, and whether they

are searching for imaginative,

new strategies for improving

health.

Some delegates here, relative

newcomers to the debate,

struggled: What is health pro-

motion? What does it have to do

with us — we’re healthy?

Doesn’t it have more to do with

Bangladesh than England? Or
Canada?
But by the end of the week,

there was consensus and an

“Ottawa Charter for Health

Promotion,” the second of its

kind in history.

In it, conference participants

pledge to:

• move into the arena of

healthy public policy and to ad-

vocate a clear political commit-

ment to health and equity in all

sectors;

• counteract the pressures to-

ward harmful products, re-

source depletion, unhealthy liv-

ing conditions and environ-

ments, and bad nutrition, and to

focus attention on public health

issues such as pollution, occu-

pational hazards, housing and

settlements;

• respond to the health gap
within and between societies,

and to tackle the inequities in

health produced by the rules

health field 12 years ago, says

his recommendations have

been held back by the federal/

provincial split in health care

responsibility in Canada.

“When it comes to impacting

on health and wellness, partic-

ularly on any aspect affecting

environment, there is a differ-

ence in terms of responsibility

in this country, and also a divi-

sion of responsibility within

governments,” Mr Lalonde told

500 delgates here at the Well-

ness 86 conference.

Federal health minister from

1972 to 1976, Mr Lalonde was the

featured speaker on an opening

panel discussion which traced

the evolution of the wellness

movement. Other speakers re-

ferred repeatedly to the 1974 La-

R.A. (Ron) Draper

on health promotion
and addictions p5

and practices of these societies :

• acknowledge people as the

main health resource, to sup-

port and enable them to keep

themselves, their families, and

their friends healthy through fi-

nancial and other means, and to

accept the community as the es-

sential voice in matters of its

health, living conditions, and

well-being

;

• re-orient health services and

their resources toward the pro-

motion of health, and to share

power with other sectors, other

disciplines, and, most impor-

tantly, with people themselves;

and,

• recognize health and its

maintenance as a major social

investment and challenge, and

to address the overall ecologi-

cal issue of peoples’ ways of

living.

“The conference urges all

concerned to join them in their

commitment to a strong public

health alliance.”

barrier
londe Report, A New Perspec-

tive on the Health of Canadians,

as the cornerstone of the

movement.
“In a federal system — in the

United States as well as in Can-

ada — health care responsibili-

ty is divided. We had to face this

fact very quickly in trying to ap-

ply some of the recommenda-
tions in New Perspectives,"

said Mr Lalonde.

He cited car-seatbelt legis-

lation as an example: “First of

all, such legislation is a provin-

cial responsibility. There was
nothing the federal government

could do but convince.

“So, I called a meeting of

(provincial) health ministers

. . . and very quickly, we agreed

(See New, p2)

Responsibility split a

People use
drink/drugs
to make life

‘interesting’
By Terri Etherington

TORONTO — Alcohol and other

drugs are just ways of making life

more interesting, says Ken Lowe,

president of Action Studies Insti-

tute. Calgary.

“Intoxication is primarily a rec-

reational activity, and we make a

terrible mistake in so many pre-

vention activities in assuming peo-

ple use drugs or alcohol as a means
of solving problems,” he told the

4th annual Drug Education Coordi-

nating Council conference here.

“The vast majority of people

who use drugs or alcohol are not at-

tempting to solve problems, they

are simply attempting to make life

interesting.”

See Exposure, p4

Mr Lowe said the human mind

can stand anything but boredom.

“Boredom is a lack of change.

You’re different after you’ve had a

beer than before. . . . And, if you

want to be really different, have

eight beers.”

Intoxication is one of the 11 most

popular free-time activities, things

people choose to do when not being

constrained to do something else.

And, Mr Lowe said, the interest-

ing thing about these 11 universal

activities is that they are so easy to

do; four, or five, or six can be done

at the same time.

One of the reasons young people

are so attracted to smoking, for in-

stance, is that it is one of the few

adult behaviors and prerogatives

kids can copy very easily, Mr Lowe
said.
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Those paternal GPs
LONDON — Doctors don’t

give patients enough informa-

tion about why they prescribe

drugs and how to take them,

says the British mental health

association Mind. A new con-

sumer guide published by the

group says GPs either adopt a

paternalistic attitude to their

patients or are simply too

busy to explain, says Doctor.

Blue Lightning
BRACEBRIDGE, Ont — A
coroner’s jury here has rec-

ommended that windshield

washer fluid be labelled with a

warning it may cause blind-

ness or death if swallowed.

The jury was investigating the

death of a prisoner who drank

a concoction called Blue

Lightning, made from the flu-

id, reports The Globe and
Mail.

The best-kept secret
PITTSBURGH — Sexual ad-

diction remains behind closed

doors, says the Gateway Re-

habilitation Center here. Pat-

rick Carnes, PhD, who con-

ducts seminars on the subject

at the centre, says the sexual

addict abuses sex the same
way an alcoholic abuses alco-

hol. The four-step cycle, he

continues, is preoccupation

with sex, ritualization, com-
pulsive sexual behavior, and
despair.

Bytes get bitten
TORONTO — Five people who
work for the Liquor Control

Board of Ontario have been

convicted of stealing $100,000

worth of inventory. And in ad-

dition, another $605,000 worth

of missing inventory is the re-

sult of paper error, computer
tape problems, and book en-

tries . . . data input errors, or

problems related to procedu-

ral error. Consumer Minister

Monte Kwinter said in The To-

ronto Star.

Wild grey yonder
TORONTO — The Canadian
Cancer Society is stepping up
its anti-smoking campaign
with an appeal for a ban on

smoking on all commercial
flights in ('anada. Ken Kyle, a

society spokesman, told The
Toronto .Star: “The feeling we
get from some of the larger

airlines is that if the govern-

ment would take some lead-

ership and would pass some
regulations, they would fully

cooperate."

A trade off
KINGSTON, Out — Since pris-

oners at .loyeeville I’eiiileiilia-

ry here are being tested for

drug use, there’s now a new
commodity on the prison's

black market; drug-frt'e

urine, reports Canadian
Cress. “Somebody had a pret-

ty good scam going," Dennis

Curtis, a prison spokt'sman,

said. Urine was bartered for

cigarettes until guards caught

on and stopped the trading. Of
ficials believe the ‘cl(‘air urine

was sold for three package's of

cigarettes, one pack being a

returnable ileposit if the urine

container was returned.

ARF: 10% to 15% have alcohol/drug problems

Injured workers need addiction help
By Terri Etherington

TORONTO — As many as 10% to

15% of injured workers have some
measure of alcohol or other drug

problems, says the Addiction Re-

search Foundation (ARF) here.

If not assessed and treated, these

problems may impede recovery,

and workers may return to the job

site at high risk for other

accidents.

In a brief to the Ontario Task
Force on the Vocational Rehabili-

tation Services of the Workers’

Compensation Board (WCB), the

ARF recommends several steps to

assess and treat injured workers
before they go back to work.

The brief points out statistics in

Canada and the United States show
clearly that alcohol and other drug
use increases the risk of accidents.

“This suggests we can expect to

find (these) problems among in-

jured workers to a greater extent

than they exist in society at large.”

The ARF recommends a more
open process of identifying and as-

sessing alcohol and other drug

problems among injured workers
as soon as possible after the work-

er becomes involved with the

WCB. However, the ARF says, pol-

icy framework must ensure admis-

sion or identification of drug-re-

lated problems would not influence

compensation claims.

Injured workers, says the ARF,
are one group at high risk of devel-

oping alcohol- and drug-related

problems. “Since they are already

in contact with health and social

science professionals, they are in

an excellent position to be as-

sisted.”

Existing screening and diagnos-

tic tools could be used by WCB

staff and/or private physicians
treating injured workers.

Training of staff at the WCB
Downsview hospital to conduct al-

cohol/drug assessment and to

make appropriate referals is also

recommended.
The ARF provides treatment as-

sistance on an inpatient resi-

dential service or through day
treatment and outpatient counsel-

ling and can provide advice to at-

tending physicians on the careful

management of pain with mini-

mum narcotic doses and on with-

drawal of the drugs, says the brief

Cooperation key to good prevention
By Terri Etherington

TORONTO— For youth, their par-

ents, teachers, community work-

ers, and helping professionals, the

message is clear: cooperative ac-

tion and pragmatic planning are

the way to fight alcohol and other

drug abuse.

Addiction Awareness Week in

Ontario in November culminated

in a two-day conference designed

to point the way for future action

and to give participants tools to

counter drug abuse in their home
communities.

Ontario Health Minister Murray
Elston said the Drug Education
Coordinating Council (DECC),
sponsor of the conference, “is an
excellent example of how commu-
nity-based organizations, both pub-

lic and private, can join together

and tackle major health care con-

cerns in a way that is decentralized

yet coordinated.”

Elston: message gets out

The message, said Mr Elston,

“is getting out.”

He pointed to the steady decline

in the number of drinking drivers

killed in Ontario, falling to “its

lowest point on record” in Decem-
ber, 1985.

The province’s commitment to

Alexander: life 40 years back

fighting the problems of alcohol

and other drug abuse continues, he

said, as evidenced by increased

funding for public health units,

which include drug and alcohol

abuse prevention in their services,

and increased funding of commu-
nity-based addictions programs

(The Journal. January, 1986).

Mr Elston; “This new policy

puts community-based treatment

programs on the same financial

basis as those run by institutions.

It removes the need for client fees.

It reflects the growing body of re-

search that attests to the effective-

ness of community-based pro-

grams and will help promote ac-

cess to those services for all the

people of the province.”

Lincoln Alexander. Ontario's

Lieutenant-Governor, said the

fight against drug abuse should be
“a firm attack, a strong attack, a

continual attack."

When he visits schools he carries

the message to young people:

“Think of me 30. 40, 50 years ago
and think about what life was like

in terms of being tough . . . and I

never turned to alcohol and drugs.

“Life never has been easy and
never will be easy. It is not fair,

and it will never be fair.”

New federal framework lacks detail: Lalonde
( from page 1

)

this was indeed a good idea. Then,

they had to go back home and face

their ministers of justice,

attorneys-general, ministers of

highways.”

It took a very long time for legis-

lation to be passed.

Other factors have also affected

the implementation procedure, Mr
Lalonde said: the nature of the

change in lifestyle demanded by

the report, the resistance of “pow-
erful and well-financed” special in-

terest groups, and the long time-

delay before people can actually

see the positive impact of wellness.

"I think there have been some
significant developments over the

past 12 years though,” he added.

“And, 1 don't think they are all

lti(‘ result of New l‘ers])eclives by

any means. New 1‘erspectives

came at thi' right moment ;in(l was
more or less the result of wh;it was
already liappening in the country.

It only served as a stimulus .ind

Iramework for all kinds of groups,

•igencies, government .act ion, :mi(I

for r.aismg the level of eonsiaous

ness of ( 'anadians

“Whether we look at hum.in liio

logy gener.illy, environment, life

style, or health serviees them

selves. I tliink wi' will Imd a lot has

t.iken pl.iee
“

Mr Lalonde s.iid he was “Ir.ankly

dis.ippointed. ' however. Iiy tlie re

eeiit report issued by Health Min

coming up in —

THE JOURNAL
• RCMP Drug Intelligence

Estimate

ister Jake Epp, Achieving Health

for All — A Framework for Health

Promotion ( see page 5 )

.

“Not that I quarrel with any of

the principles contained in the pa-

per, but I had expected that after

all the time that has elapsed and
all the studies that have been
made, we would have had a lot

more of a specific plan for action

from the government.

By Elda llaiisohildt

TORONTO — Health promotion
should be the cornerstone of gov-

ernment policy making, of the

thinking of health care profession-

als, and of people’s attitudes to

their own health, says Ontario

Health Minister Murray Elston.

“We have to tell people that to-

day’s Largest killers he.art and
stroke dis«“.ase, c.ancer, lung dis-

ease, c.ar .accidents, cirrhosis of

the liver .ari' avoidable," he told

fidO deleg.ales hi're at llu' Welhu'ss

fl() conferenci'

“We know most of the lu'.alth

g.ains in the last h.alf ci'iitury, such

.as tlu' virtual elimination of polio,

diplhei a;i, tulx'iculosis, and sm.all

pox. h.ave bei'ii .achieved through .a

combination of he.allh promotion

;md disease iirevention
“

Mr Elston (|uoled Milton Terns.
Ml), ri’he .loiiriial. May. l!)IHl who
cslim.ali's “with .a rciisonabh' dc

ploymcnt of our pia'sent resources

lor prevention, and with our exist

mg scientific knowledge ol how to

achieve he.allh. we could b\ the

year 'JOtlO accomplish the follow

mg

“The statement reads like some-
thing that was written before New
Perspectives, not 12 years after.”

Mr Lalonde referred specifically

to a "long list” in the Epp report of

policies having a direct bearing on

health that need to be coordinated:

income security, employment, ed-

ucation, housing, business, agri-

culture. transportation, justice,

and technology, among others.

• a 70' ( reduction in heart disease

and stroke.

• a 15' ( reduction in cancer.

• a 20' ( reduction in chronic ob-

structive lung disease.

• a 30', reduction in accidents,

poisoning, and violence, and
• a 40'( reduction m cirrhosis of

"To try to coordinate all those

various activities, and between the

federal and provincial govern-

ments also, is an immense task.

“There is no way — no way —
any government w ill hand over to

any particular minister of health,

provincial or federal, all that pow-

er. It would be more or less hand-

ing the whole government over to

the minister of health.”

who with chairman Robert Spa-

soff, Ml>. of the University of Otta-

wa w ill develop a document setting

health goals for Ontario.

The minister noted the goal

setting process w ill be consultative

and that a conference on health

promotion m the province will be

lield next spring.

the liver.”

Mr Elston also announeed the
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CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLIC^

CoA organizations need funding, structuring
By Karin Maltby

TORONTO — Euphoria about the

burgeoning growth of the children

of alcoholics movement in the

United States and Canada must be
tempered with awareness that ac-

tion among mental health profes-

sionals is “no sure thing.”

TORONTO — A pioneer in chil-

dren of alcoholics research says

history has been made in Cana-

da with the formation of the Ca-

nadian Association for Children

of Alcoholics (CACOA).
Margaret Cork, author of the

landmark book, The Forgotten

Children, told the 1st national

conference on children of alco-

Psychiatrist Timmen Cermak,
chairperson of the US National As-

sociation for Children of Alcoholics

(NACoA), told a conference here

the only way to ensure help for

children of alcoholics is to “buckle

down and create organizations

which are well-funded, well-struc-

tured,” and which will still be in

holies here “at least we’ve

made a start.”

Ms Cork, now retired, wrote

her book in 1969 while at the Ad-

diction Research Foundation

here. She thanked organizers of

CACOA for their determination

to help children of alcoholics

and remarked that Kathleen

Michael, ARF therapist and
family consultant and now also

CACOA vice-president, had the

“zeal, enthusiasm, and vision”

for what might be achieved in

Canada.

“All children are hurting,”

Ms Cork said. “But, at least for

this particular group, we’ve

made a start” (The Journal,

May, 1985).

Ms Michael presented an

award to Ms Cork which estab-

lishes her as the first honorary

member of CACOA, “in recog-

nition of ber contribution to chil-

dren of alcoholics.”

existence for decades to come.
Dr Cermak addressed more than

200 delegates to the first national

meeting here of the Canadian As-

sociation for Children of Alcoholics

(CACOA). He warned them they

must work to help young children

living in alcoholic homes, “locked

away in silence and isolation and
who need an organization to speak

for them” (see related story, page

1 ).

Dr Cermak estimates three mil-

lion children of alcoholics — of all

ages — live in Canada, basing his

figure on the 28 million people af-

fected in the US, and dividing that

figure proportionately to Canada’s
population.

“It’s dangerous to your health to

have an alcoholic parent,” he said,

citing increased risk of fetal alco-

hol syndrome, hyperactivity, at-

Mcllwain: president

tention-deficit disorders, at-

tempted or completed suicides,

and, “perhaps, most ironic, in-

creased risk of early alcohol and
other drug abuse.”

And, while adult children can be-

gin recovery because they have
physically left their alcoholic envi-

ronment, young children especial-

ly “need our help. They can't walk

out of the house. They can’t sup-

port themselves or join organiza-

tions,” Dr Cermak said.

“Our goals by starting organiza-

tions like NACoA and CACOA must
be to begin offering a voice for

young children of alcoholics, to be-

gin raising public awareness.”

Dr Cermak said mental health

professionals treat children of al-

coholics but are unaware of the

root cause of the illness, as are fos-

ter parents and the legal system.

Cermak: no place to go

He stressed the need for better

education about chemical depen-
dency among all professionals

dealing with troubled children.

“We need to bring effective serv-

ices to bear .... We all need to

start being nuisances. Any treat-

ment centre which says it has a

family program but doesn’t in-

clude age-appropriate treatment
for all children is not a family pro-

gram.”
Services must also be available

in the schools, he said, mentioning
model, confidential, student-assis-

tance programs already begun in

the US and based on the format of

employee assistance programs.
Dr Cermak: “My hope is that 100

years from now, most children

won’t understand (what it is like)

to be alone with an alcoholic parent
and have no place to go.”

Denis: on board

Margaret Cork named
first honorary member

Canada lagging behind US in attention to CoA issues
( from page 1

)

across the country to its first na-

tional conference.

Timmen Cermak, a psychiatrist

and chairman of NACoA (the Unit-

ed States National Association for

Children of Alcoholics) told the

meeting; “What CACOA needs

from you most is money. They
need you to join, not because it’s

going to do anything great for you.

but because it’s going to be your

contribution to the solution.”

And, Elizabeth Miller, a member
of the conference planning com-
mittee, said, “We need your assis-

tance in spreading the information

concerning the importance of CoA
issues in schools, in homes, in the

workplace, in the penal system, in

hospitals, and in alcoholism treat-

ment centres and programs.

“In the US, there is a growing

understanding and awareness of

these issues. But, in Canada, ex-

cept for a few locations, there is

little recognition or knowledge of

this population. There is much
work to do and, right now, too few

qualified and informed people to

carry it out.”

Ms Miller said insufficient re-

sources have limited CACOA’s
growth in its first year to identify-

ing available resources, working

with them, and initiating and sup-

porting plans to find more help for

CoAs. Active promotion should be

carried out so that all Canadians
are aware ofCoA issues.

CACOA’s administrative board

of directors includes founding di-

rectors: Diane Mcllwain, employ-

ee assistance program coordina-

tor, American Express Canada,
Inc, president; Kathleen Michael,

vice-president; Ann Denis, thera-

pist and consultant. Experiential

Learning Associates, Toronto,

treasurer; and, Diane Davies,

manager, employee advisory re-

source, Control Data, Toronto.

Four other directors will be cho-

sen from the Atlantic, Quebec.

Prairie, and Pacific regions. Four
general directors will complete the

board.

For more information on

CACOA. contact The Journal, Ad-

diction Research Foundation, 33

Russell St, Toronto, MSS 2S1.

HNSIDE OUT
A pilot for complicated waters

When I came out of the hospital, after the

Fall, and returned to the world with its

suddenly lonely streets, one of the most
bitter things 1 had to face, immediately
and head on, was the certain knowledge of

my overwhelming ignorance.

The Fall had left me without any moats
and high walls; my egotism and arrogant
superiority, which had only served to

make my catastrophe more pronounced
when it happened, were revealed for what
they had always been: frightening illu-

sions, compelling for their grotesque,

smoke-and-mirror irrelevancy.

All the props and all the tricks of the

trade were swept away; all of my experi-

ence and my intelligence and my instincts

were impotent in dealing now with what
had happened to me. All ideas of my life

as a slightly romantic journey into pro-

gress and growth were rendered absolute-

ly empty.

You see, the Fall burns it into your be-

ing that you are now back at the ultimate

square one, and all bets are off.

To realize in the deepest regions of your
heart that you have been systematically
lying to yourself, murdering your poten-

tial, and short-changing other people for

years because of your addiction is to

stand in squalid isolation, utterly exposed
and humiliated and ashamed and almost
beyond any zones of forgiveness.

It does not help much, either, when peo-

ple tell you that what you have is merely a

disease, or at least 1 should tell you it cer-

tainly didn’t help me at the time of the

Fall.

Because always nagging, always in-

sisting, always pointing its truthful finger

at you, is the reality that being addicted is

nothing like having diabetes, or epilepsy,

or multiple sclerosis.

No, being addicted is a disease, all

right, a physical disease that has great

moral implications, a dis-ease of the soul.

So there 1 was, out of the hospital and

not only trying to put the pieces back to-

gether, but also having trouble finding out

where the pieces had disappeared.

It seemed useless to talk to friends

about what 1 was going through, because

the experience was, in an eerie way, be-

yond words.

The literature on addiction 1 absent-

mindedly flipped through pointed out a

few signposts. But. 1 had no energy to con-

centrate on what it was saying, and what 1

could focus on was either too technical or

too evangelical in tone.

And, there were still six weeks to go be-

fore 1 entered the clinic, six weeks that

could have been the longest time of my
life, the worst, too. Except for one wel-

coming light.

A book helped me a little then, and

helped me much, much more after 1 got

out of the clinic and was not only finding

the pieces again, but also putting some of

them back together.

Since then, I have read this book four

times. I have compared it to other works

on what addiction means, and it can

serve, I humbly suggest, very well indeed

as a pilot to steer a passage through some

very complicated waters for people who

were, or are, in the boat I was in at the

time of the Fall.

1 think— and you know I am only a lay-

man, so I hope you will be tolerant — that

the book. The Road Less Travelled, would

be of use to alcoholics and other addicts

whose eyes are beginning to clear enough

to be able to see possibilities for changing

their lives.

The book was written by Scott Peck, a

United States psychiatrist, and published

in 1978.

It has since become a phenomenon in

these dreary, yuppie days because it

doesn't offer quick roads to happiness, or

any cheap comforts.

In fact, it steadfastly, resolutely, and

defiantly flies in the face of our narcissis-

tic. self-absorbed times and demands that

we be brave, disciplined, and convinced a

full life is bound to be full of pain and we
shouldn’t try to avoid it.

The book talks about the necessity of de-

laying gratification, the need for restraint

and balance in our lives, and avoiding

procrastination and other not-so-sweet

pills.

Now, Dr Peck isn't offering anything

that will astound you with its novelty. His

ideas are not new tablets brought down
from a mountain top, as he is the first to

admit.

But, what he is saying goes so against

the grain of our culture that The Road
Less Travelled almost appears revolu-

tionary these days.

And. what he is saying has particular

relevance to the situation of addicted peo-

ple and, perhaps, to those who are trying

to help those who are addicted.

All I know is that for one man wrestling

with reality at a very bad time of his life,

the book was like having a small flash-

light in his shaky hand in a dark and dan-

gerous forest.

This column, exploring addictions from
the “inside out.’’ is by a freelance. Ca-

nadian journalist.

.. .It could have been the

longest and worst time ofmy life
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Infant apnea tied to drug-using moms
Abnormal breathing patterns have been documented in sleeping

infants born to drug-using mothers. And, the California re-

searchers who conducted the study speculate these abnormali-

ties may contribute to the substantially increased risk such in-

fants have of succumbing to sudden infant death syndrome. In

research based at the Infants of Substance-Abusing Mothers
(ISAM) clinic at Los Angeles County-University of Southern

California Medical Center, Los Angeles, 28 pneumograms were
obtained from 27 such infants. Pneumograms consist of a re-

cording of the chest-wall impedance respirations and an electro-

cardiogram (ECG) recorded for 12 hours overnight. Results

were compared with those obtained from 43 control infants.

Mothers of the children in the study were identified as either us-

ers of opiates, cocaine, or PCP, or as polydrug abusers. Results

show children born to these mothers had a longer total sleep

time, greater durations of apnea, a higher total duration of ap-

neas greater than or equal to six seconds, more periodic breath-

ing, a higher mean respiratory rate, and a lower mean heart

rate. Overall, 32% of the pneumograms of these infants were ab-

normal compared with 9.3% of the control pneumograms. As all

but one of the children with drug-using mothers who had abnor-

mal readings were two months of age or younger, the study says

this suggests abnormalities may be the result of an effect of in

utero drug exposure that decreases with time.

American Journal of Diseases of Children, October, 1986,

V.140: 1015-1020.

Passive smoking studies flawed
Misclassification cannot be used as a defence by those who
claim findings on the dangers of passive smoke have been exag-

gerated. That is the conclusion of A. Judson Wells from Dela-

ware after evaluation of some of the statistics involved. He says

one potential flaw of estimates of up to 1,800 lung cancer deaths

from passive smoking annually in the United States is the possi-

ble misclassification of smoking spouses as non-smokers. An-

other, he points out, is that in many studies, smoking status is

established by interviews or questionnaires, not hospital charts,

which some scientists believe may be unreliable. Other findings,

he adds, do not confirm the assumptions of one researcher that

5% of smokers represent themselves as non-smokers. “Miclas-

sification,” he concludes, “is not a justifiable refuge for those

who feel uncomfortable with the thought that passive smoking is

associated with appreciably higher death rates from lung can-

cer and heart disease.”

The Lancet, September 13, 1986, No.8507:638.

Drunk driver injuries more traumatic
Alcohol can be a deadly addition to any equation involving in-

jury, statistical research from North Carolina shows. The drink-

ing driver is more likely to suffer serious injury or death than

the non-drinking driver, no matter what other variables are tak-

en into account. Using data from the North Carolina Traffic Ac-

cident Report Forms, the North Carolina Driver History File,

and state medical examiner reports on deceased victims of

crashes, the research team studied more than one million driv-

ers involved in motor vehicle crashes. Taking into account dam-
age to the vehicle and the type of accident, the data shows drink-

ing drivers were almost four times as likely to be killed in a

crash. This proportion was even greater for accidents of lesser

severity. Similar statistics are shown for drivers seriously in-

jured in auto accidents. PJven when injury-related variables

such as safety belt use, vehicle deformation, vehicle speed, driv-

er age, and vehicle weight are taken into account, the drinking

driver is significantly more likely to suffer serious injury or

death in an auto accident. The study concludes these statistics

support laboratory work with animals that shows alcohol is a.s-

.sociated with an increased severity of traumatic injury. "If it is

clearly established in humans the mere presence of alcohol en-

hances the degree of any injury occurring, alcohol education
must communicate the potential hazards of being intoxicated

when expo.sed to any risk of injury, whether the intoxicati'd pen -

son is in c()ntrol olThe situation or not," the researchers say.

Journal of Ihc American Medical Association, September 19,

1986, V. 2.56: 1461 1466.

Teen girls use drugs more than boys
Among 14 to 16 year olds, fem.nh's abuse virtually all drugs, in

eluding alcobol and tobacco, more than males, a 1983 survey of

Ontario yontb shows Data from the cross-sect lon.d survey ol

more than 1,000 adole.scents between ages 12 and 16 was ana
lyzed by two re,sear(4iers from the child epidemiology unit

,

p,sy-

clnatry department, Mi'Master University, Hamilton, Ontariii

.Self administered (|neslionnaires were n.sed to as.se.ss use of to

bacco, alcobol, and a range of illicit drugs Many of the findings
of David ( ifford. Ml), director of the unit

,
and research associate

Michael Moyle conf irm those of similar recent surveys, iik bid

mg the iirevalence rates of almost all categories of substances
increasing with age One persistent trend is greater drug use
among girls Data for the 14 to It! year old group suggest more
girls than boys n.se alcobol, mari|nana, and other drugs "The
differences, while admilledly small and nonsignificant," say
Dr Ollord and Mr Moyle, "ari' by no means trivial and warrant
Inriher researidi " Tins I'mding, they add, could indicate the
need to tailor preventive programs .separately lor pre adoles
cent boys and girls

('anadian Medical Associalion Journal. Novembi'r 13. 1!)86,

V 135 1113 1121

l‘iil Itlch

Exposure to risk helps kids

resist alcohol, other drugs
By Terri Etherington

TORONTO — Simple-minded in-

terventions and paternalistic regu-

lations will only make the prob-

lems of drug abuse among youth
worse, warns a Calgary consultant

on human behavior.

What’s needed is a whole new ap-

proach to education and child rear-

ing, emphasizing opportunities for

young people to test and develop

their skills in judgment and deci-

sion-making.

In fact, says Ken Lowe, presi-

dent and founder of the Action

Studies Institute, Calgary, what’s

needed is a return to the principles

of developing character skills and
of teaching children the values of

courage, bravery, innovation, and
community participation.

Mr Lowe: “The fundamental is-

sue of pragmatic primary preven-

tion for intoxicant problems is not

the (drugs) themselves. Those si-

rens and temptations, in one form
or another, will always be with us.

The question is, how are we pre-

paring our youth to manage the

challenge of freedom? That is the

issue.’’

And. says Mr Lowe, “right now,

we are not doing such a wonderful

job” ( see People, page 1 )

.

He told the Drug Education

Coordinating Council’s 4th annual

conference here: “We have dev-

astated the character skill capaci-

ty of our youth by loving them to

death, by eliminating the opportu-

nities for them to sail on rough

seas, by eliminating the possibility

of them being exposed to situations

that do require foresight,

judgment, and decision-making.

We have adopted, as a culture, the

Lowe: rough seas

notion that all our human problems

can be solved simply if we acquire

more information.”

The key to understanding the at-

traction of alcohol and other drugs

is that it doesn’t take any skill. If

you can swallow, you can get

there, says Mr Lowe, a contribut-

ing editor for the Alberta Alcohol

and Drug Abuse Commission’s
teen magazine, Zoot Capri.

Underlying the problem is that

children are no longer taught to

function in teams. The school sys-

tem. as we have created it. he said,

is primarily set up to produce peo-

ple who can function in factories

and bureaucracies.

"In bureaucracies, the foremost

character skills required are com-
pliance and diligence; meaning
that you accept a task as it is pro-

vided to you, you think up to the

boundaries of that task, and you do

not think beyond that. Because
that is the way factories and

bureaucracies operate.”

Mr Lowe: "The major socializa-

tion function of schooling is to

inure children to accept purposes

created by other minds, follow rul-

es and procedures derived by other
minds, to arrive at products and
conclusions known in advance, be-

cause. by and large, that is the ma-
jor form of participation in our cul-

ture.”

Those are the very things that

make kids so widely susceptible to

dependency, he said.

And. the drug explosion came
just as the first generation raised

in front of the television was hitting

the streets. Their expectancy for

high-level, passive stimulation was
great.

This created problems in produc-

ing interesting, worthwhile experi-

ence in a culture where "we have
sanitized the possibility of taking

risks, where we have created a sit-

uation that loyalty and courage
can only be words for the majority
of children, because we do not pro-

vide them with any significant

tests for loyalty and courage.”

Mr Lowe said as a young person

he spent much of his life shooting a

B.B. gun in the back yard, setting

off fireworks, building bonfires,

climbing trees, or playing on the

river ice in the spring.

"Do any of those kinds of things

today, and you’ll have 14 squad
cars out there. What are you
doing? Want to hurt yourself?

Want to poke your eVe out? Want to

break your neck?’

“We have created a life where
we imagine that keeping kids in

this very efficient cage. safe, with-

out risk, ”

is good for them.
“ If what we are interested in is

helping kids understand how to

solve problems, how to learn, how
to exercise judgment, intelligence,

creativity, imagination, we aren’t

doing a terrific job.
”

ARF community service award

RIDE coordinator is honored
TORONTO — Sergeant Donald
Colbourne. the Metropolitan To-

ronto police officer in charge of

the drinking/driving spot check

program, has been named first

recipient of a community
achievement award from the

Addiction Research Foundation

(ARF) here.

The award was presented to

Sgt ('oll)ourne at the launch of

the I9K6 holiday spot check pro-

gram RIDE (Reduce Impaired
Driving K\ erywherc I.

Sgt ('olhournc worked closely

with the ARF and the Etobicoke

Safely ( oiincil in developing the

program in 1979 and is now
coordinator of the year-round

V

RIDE program throughout Met-

ro.

In the citation. ARF chair-

man John B. MacDonald, PhD,
said Sgt t'olbourne's outstand-

ing contribution to the imple-

mentation, preservation, and
furtherance of the prevention

concept through RIDE "has

helped to save many lives and
to protect the quality of many
more.”

.loan Marshman, PhD. ARF
president, told staff the new
award is an “opportunity to rec-

ognize the valuable contribu-

tions made by exceptional indi-

viduals in communities across

the province.

“In making this first award to

Sgt Colbourne. the foundation

has certainly set a very high

standard."

Colbourne: lives saved

y

Turner resigns White House post
WASlIlNtlTDN Carllon Turiici',

I
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Redefining health— the momentum is building
‘So much disease, disability

and despair is preventable’

OTTAWA — The new Ottawa Charter for Health Promo-

tion (see page 1 ) was developed here after a week ofinten-

sive discussion on common concernfor health, as it moves
beyond care and cure. But, its

roots reach back more than a de-

cade.

The Journal Editor Anne Mac-
Lennan reports on the evolving

health promotion movement and
interviews international expert

R.A. (Ron) Draper ofCanada.

The charter, and the meetings here, grew out of another

charter and meeting — the Declaration on Primary

Health Care, drawn up in Alma Ata, in the USSR, in 1978

— as well as the World Health Organization’s (WHO)
health-for-all target, and debate about the need for inter-

sectoral action for health.

Whether it finds and holds a place in history — becom-

ing an important point in a movement that will only look

inevitable in retrospect — depends essentially on two

things: its continued reach into hearts and minds and its

adaptation to particular societies and circumstances ; and

continued support from the growing number of individu-

als, associations, and governments committed to the

ideals it reflects.

In principle, along with many other governments, this

includes Canada’s, which, through Health Minister Jake

Epp, released at the Ottawa conference its own contribu-

tion to the debate: Achieving Health For All— A Frame-

workfor Health Promotion.

Catalytic in the development of the ideal has been the

awareness that established medical care systems and in-

terventions cannot solve health problems. For some, in

developing countries, even the most basic health care is

not available. For others, in the developed world, costs

are soaring and returns diminishing.

Halfdan Mahler, MD, WHO’s director-general, told the

conference at the outset: “At its heart, this crisis is politi-

cal : blatant inequalities in health status still exist in most

countries despite high levels of medical care.

Medical care has not “reacted adequately to the

changes in the illness panorama of the developed world,

and it is moving with great speed into technological solu-

tions that are of little help to those who are hungry, in

chronic pain, or in fear of death.

“The tragedy of the health situation in the industrialized

world is the knowledge that so much of the disease, the

disability, the chronicity, the premature death, the men-
tal despair is actually preventable.

"We do not need just a little bit more health education

here and a little bit more prevention there. We need a new
approach to public health action, and we need a strong

public health alliance to move us forward.”

Canada has been a pioneer in health promotion.

Dr Mahler: “No one can speak of new developments in

public health in the second half of our century without

mentioning the report: A New Perspective on the Health

of Canadians, issued in 1974 (see Responsibility, page 1).

It opened the door to a new discourse on health which had
influence on the focus of public health thinking and action

far beyond Canada itself.”

Canada was also one of the first countries to establish

within the government a group responsible for health pro-

motion— the health promotion directorate.

Director-general since its inception has been Ron Drap-
er. the key figure in Canada and one of the key figures in

the field internationally, along with Ilona Kickbusch,
PhD, chief of health education, WHO regional office, Eu-
rope.

Mr Draper was also, until recently, co-chairman of the

federal/provincial sub-committee on alcohol and drug
problems in Canada and is a member of The Journal’s edi-

torial advisory board.

Following are excerpts from an interview with The
Journal Editor Anne MacLennan in which he discusses

both health promotion and the addictions field.

AM: This first international meeting on health promotion
is the culmination of three or four years of organizational

work and debate. What is it you are trying to achieve?

RD: Basically, we are trying to redefine health promo-
tion, to change it from a narrowly defined, disease-pre-

vention or risk-reduction phenomenon concerned with

things like diet, and things like drugs and alcohol abuse,

into a broad debate, into a socio-ecological approach to

prevention.

AM: Nationally and internationally?

RD: Nationally and internationally. We’re banking on the

assumption that if we can get enough international lead-

ership forums, it will make it easier to do things national-

ly, domestically. The point in all of this is to build consen-

sus and to build a network.

AM: Where will the charter go now? To governments?

RD: That’s the idea. Delegates can take it back to whom-
ever it is they work for and say we have a consensus. Anne
Kern for example (deputy secretary for health in Austra-

lia ) is anxious to take that kind of statement back to the

Australian government in Canberra. The next move there

is to have a conference like this in 1988.

So, what we are doing is building consensus, attracting

attention, clarifying what these concepts mean in prac-

tice, extending the number of people who know each other

and can ring each other up, extending the knowledge of

practical advancement in the field. All of which is to try to

generate social support and political will in general for the

health promotion idea.

AM: This meeting — and charter — have followed on a

meeting in Alma Ata in the USSR. Could you explain?

RD: That was in 1978, and that essentially grew from the

World Health Assembly resolution on health for all, which
came out in 1977. That was the most crucial conference of

the WHO: 160 countries were there, governments were
there, government representatives were there, and they

came up with the Declaration of Alma Ata. They said this

is what primary health care is and this is how you do it.

AM: You’ve moved beyond that?

RD: Yes, we’re moving away from the cure and care idea.

But, we’re trying, in a small way, to create another Alma
Ata here.

Draper: drug experimentation a human reality

AM: But evolving from there?

RD: That’s right. The original idea in the 1977 resolution

was a very radical idea. It was based on citizen partici-

pation and intersectoral coordination. It is my theory that

the radical thrust of the original resolution got lost. What

we are trying to do here is get that back.

AM: Some critics have argued that the WHO and health

promotion have more to do with developing than devel-

oped countries, where standards are high and there is

greater access to health care.

RD: The problem in developing countries is that they still

don’t have primary health care in place. I mean, Bangla-

desh has got what, one doctor for every 10,000 people . . .

something like that. The fact that a country does not have

basic health care is just not acceptable. So, they are still

proceeding with the primary health care idea.

In fact, the reason we had

this conference for industri-

alized countries was that,

when we had the working

group meeting four or five

months ago in Copenhagen,

we ran into a dichotomy: the

industrialized countries were

interested in the idea, and the

developing countries were not.

So we said, okay, we’ll go ahead with the industrialized

countries now, get that underway on some global basis,

generating political will. Then, we’ll get back to the devel-

oping countries.

AM: Because, in fact, to go this next step to disease pre-

vention you need primary care in place.

RD: That’s right, there must be medicinal care available

One can argue, for example, that in a country like Bangla-

desh it would be better to invest in population control and

nutrition and clean water, and just forget the care idea.

But, that’s not acceptable either.

AM : What is happening then in Europe, for example’’

RD: What has happened in Europe is interesting, in terms

of international consensus. As Asvall ( J.E. Asvall, region-

al director for Europe. WHO) said in his address, the 32

member states of the WHO European region i repre.sent-

ing some 800 million people) have agreed a major part of

their health problems come now from affluent lifestyles.

Their discussions culminated in the European Strategy

for Healthfor All and a firm statement, with 38 health-for-

all targets, specifying how far the region should go in the

next decade or so.

That has profoundly changed the focus of health plan-

ning. It wouldn't surprise me if. by the end of the decade,

we have pretty explicit statements of health policy all

over Europe which incorporate statements about health

promotion. The report released the other day (by Mr Epp)
is really the nearest thing you can get to a federal policy

statement on health promotion in Canada.

AM: What would you like to see by the end of the decade in

Canada?
RD: I would like to see a much more explicit statement of

policy, with some goals attached to it that had really been

ratified by the federal government after consultation with

the stakeholders — provinces, health care professionals,

community groups, that kind of thing.

AM: It’s surprising Canada hasn't had a set of operating

principles already.

RD: Yes, but I don’t think Canadians work that way. do

you? I mean where do you know of an official statement of

health policy in Canada? We prefer to be much more ad
hoc.

For some reason too, when all of this fee-for-service

clinical care got going, we lost interest in public health in

this country, and public health departments have been a

low priority for probably two decades now.

AM: Is there some light now at the end . . . with respect to

public health? Do you see any kind of renewed stirrings of

interest and creativity?

RD: I do. What’s missing, at the moment, is someone to do

real networking, to get these people all together and to get

them political recognition. We should now have a Canadi-

an conference like this.

We’ve been very innovative in the past. Part of the issue

is that there is no crisis in this country, you can look at it

that way. Other than AIDS, there are no epidemics around

that I know of . . .

.

But, a lot, in terms of this country, depends upon what

follows now. From provincial governments, from national

organizations and associations, and a few academics and

others.

AM: So, the future in a sense is lodged with them too.

RD: Yes, and in reactions to the report. Achieving Health

for All.

AM: How does this all relate to the addictions field, partic-

ularly to the thrust to create a national drug strategy?

RD: The problem I have with the demand reduction (pre-

vention) side is this: 1 think the specific drug information,

drug education, drug-related community organization

must be put in a context. You have to take a whole differ-

ent look at the issue of addictions, contributing some rea-

listic context. It is time to look at the issues as they are, to

look at drug use for what it is.

On the one hand, it’s an expression of experimentation,

an expression of pleasure and the excitement around that.

On the other, it is an expression of a pathology — human
pathology. But that pathology is not specific to addictions,

it is part of the human condition.

AM: But, even if you take a totally health promotion ap-

proach, is it not necessary to tell parents or kids what a

drug does, or why people like it?

RD: Oh yes. sure. But, 1 think, by and large, we are pi'etty

dishonest. I think we ought to tell people what we know
about the stuff— if we can be honest. I think we ought to

do more to explain drugs in a context. The percentage of

the population that uses heroin, for example, is never

more than 5% or 6%; it is a

marginal problem. You ought

to have a public discourse on

that kind ofknowlcdge.

When you’ve done that, you

haven’t done any prevention,

in a real sense. All you've done

is made the public a little

more knowledgeable.

But. once you've got more
knowledge, once you’ve got an open discourse with the

public, then you can begin to think about what you do in a

broader public health context about the fact that experi-

mentation with drugs is a human reality: that it will go on

in any non-oppressive, pluralistic .society: that people wdl

experiment: and. that using chemicals to produce tempo-

rary blurring of reality — and feelings that are different

from reality — is a normal human condition that has al-

ways been with us and always will. Sometimes, this be-

comes pathological, and you need to look at that pathology

in terms of social conditions and what you can do to alle-

viate that.

Once you’ve got a knowledgeable public, you can begin

to work on tho.se other issues.

An international

conference on
Health

Promotion

‘You have to take a

whole different look

at the issue of addictions,

contributing some realistic

context’
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Alcoholism/battering— a complicated issue
Some questions
outstanding
Thank you for the interesting arti-

cle, Violence and alcohol; a

strained connection ( November).
The linkage between alcohol

abuse and domestic violence cer-

tainly is a complicated issue. I

found the article informative and
thought provoking. However, it left

some questions unanswered for

me.
I do not question that most bat-

terers are not alcoholic. My own
experience as an addictions coun-

sellor for 15 years supports that.

But, many alcohol abusers are

also spouse batterers; I would sus-

pect a much higher proportion

than in the population at large. Is

there statistical data available on

the percentage of alcohol abusers

who are also wife batterers?

I certainly agree battering is an

issue of power and control. An in-

teresting adjunct to this is that al-

coholism is also, on a personal lev-

el, very much an issue of power

and control (or of powerlessness)

over one’s self and one’s life.

It, therefore, is not surprising

that many alcoholics also batter.

In recovering from alcoholism,

the individual regains control over

his/her own life. In the process,

many ( not all ) also stop battering.

Having developed new, healthier

skills for achieving power and con-

trol in their own lives, spousal pow-
er struggles become less intense.

These issues must be directly

dealt with in recovery.

Marshall Hoke,

Alberta Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Commission
Edson Area Supervisor

Edson, Alberta

mSN 7HB scouts
OFSoaBTV

KSe/T WINO^ ?

fEd note: Statistics are available

in the book. Statistics on Alcohol

and Drug Use in Canada and Other
Countries from the Addiction Re-
search Foundation, Toronto and
Alcohol in Canada, A National Per-

spective from Health and Welfare
Canada, Ottawaj

Give heip first,

diagnose iater

I have been a counsellor of people

with alcohol problems for 38 years,

and sometimes I feel we haven’t

learned a thing. A case in point is

The Back Page (November), Vio-

lence and alcohol: a strained con-

nection.

I will agree wholeheartedly with

the author that alcoholism gets a

bad rap. All sorts of behaviors re-

lated to the use of alcohol are at-

tributed to alcoholics when, in fact,

much of unacceptable behavior we
see as counsellors is acted out by

those who are not alcoholics, or at

least those whom we have not yet

been able to diagnose as alcohol-

ics.’

Any counsellor who is going to

have any degree of success in help-

ing people faced with problems re-

lated to alcohol is going to have to

forget for a while trying to diag-

nose ‘alcoholism’ before trying to

help a person.

If alcohol is causing a problem,

forget about trying to diagnose the

problem and get on with dealing

with alcohol.

In a long and often not-so-suc-

cessful career of trying to help

those with problems, I have found

it extremely useful to get the alco-

hol out of the way first. Once that is

accomplished, it is much easier to

see what we are dealing with and

to see that the proper routes are

followed.

As long as alcohol is involved,

both the client and the counsellor

have trouble seeing things clearly.

One could surp it up very simply

:

many people have problems relat-

ing to alcohol who are not or have

not been diagnosed as alcohlics.

Some of them are even counsel-

lors.

Robert C. Hickle

Waverly, Iowa

Columns draw criticism, praise

One reader dismayed
As an addictionologist. I was ex-

tremely dismayed to see Richard

Gilbert promote the myth (hat beer

may be better for an individual

than other alcoholic beverages

containing equal amounts of alco-

hol ( August I.

While citing the poorly con-

trolled •research" of Kiehman and
Warren, which w;is sponsored by

the Brewers' Association of Pana-

da and the United States Brewers'

Association, Dr Gilbert neglected

to cite other studies (hat support

(he concept a drink is a drink is a

drink. He totally ignored the US
Surgeon General's report (i;)8-U

lh;i( staled: ' Two or more beers

per d.iy triple the I'hanees of devel

oping rectal eaneer
'

Indeed, the Surgeon-General's

report seems to indicate, contrary

to Kiehman. Warren, and Gilbert,

(hat. all other things being equal, a

drinker would be better olT drink

ing any other alcoholic beverage.

Dr Gilbert's articles in The .lour-

iial are generally quite interesting

and usiuilly informative This one.

however, is seriously misleading to

your rciiders and demonstrates

well the problems one is likely to

encounter when basing an entire

premi.se on a single, and in this

ease most likely biased, source of

information

Louis .\. I’agliaro, Phi)

Goordiiialor. Master of I’harmaey

Program
I iiiversil> of .Mberla

Edmonton, .VIberta

. . . another moved
Many (hanks for a very impressive

publii'alion The .lonrnal is always
p.ieked with good sliiir ranging

li oin llu' are.iiu' to the droll

In the November edition, (he eol

umn. Inside Out, seemed parlie

ularl v poign.inl Its ring of truth re

l alls for me another line altribnted

to .Sir Wmsion t'hurehill "There,

but for Ibe grace of God. go I

"

Having worked almost '27 years

with prob.it loners .and parolees, I

have come (o know thousands of al

eohol and other drug abu.sers In

side Old (lorlrays them both viv

idly and with sensitivity.

The writer has a gut feeling for

the .sometimes heart wrenching

struggles of ex abu.sers trying to

survive and rebuild their lives

Such aulhenlie stories are .seldom

seen m the commercial press,

much less on television

Perhaps The Journal will re-

ceive credit someday for helping

such writers launch careers in aid

of sobriety A small step, .some

erilies will say. perhaps so. but

Ibose small steps are all part of (he

human struggle for survival

.I.E. (Ered) Rrailey

Don Mills, Ontario
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Young drivers and alcohol use
— beyond the holiday blitz

AMSTERDAM — Teenagers who drive — auto-

mobiles, motorcycles, or mopeds — and teen pas-
sengers are consistently over-represented among
road accident injuries and deaths.

And, white experience in the United States in the

past five years has shown raising the legal drinking
age can reduce the number of alcohol-related

crashes, drinking itself is only a manifestation of

the life most teens live.

There is no simplistic answer; alcohol does not

equal crashes. Drinking while driving is only one
aspect of many kinds of illicit behavior in which
many teenagers engage.
At a recent international symposium here on

Young Drivers’ Alcohol and Drug Impairment,
Canadian researchers in particular presented de-

tailed pictures of current teenage behavior and life-

styles. And, wide-ranging contributions from
speakers from other countries — New Zealand,
Sweden, Australia, Great Britain, France, the Ne-
therlands, Switzerland, West Germany, Denmark,
Finland, and the US — illustrate that the problem is

not one confined to North America.
The conference was sponsored by the Internation-

al Drivers Behavior Research Association (ID-
BRA), a non-profit, non-governmental public serv-
ice organization headquartered in Paris. The ID-
BRA has held a number of international seminars,
symposiums, and meetings covering the field of

driving and road safety.

The association knows the problem will not go

away: Timothy Benjamin, IDBRA secretary, point-

ed out 80% of the population in the Third World is in

the 18-to-24-year age group.

At the end of the symposium, participants agreed

to these conclusions:

• Motor vehicle accidents account for more than

one-half of all male deaths in the 15-to-19-year age

group in many countries. They are also responsible

for a substantial and increasing proportion of the

pool of permanent disability. In most countries, the

per capita consumption of alcohol is increasing as

is the number of young people driving motor vehi-

cles. Convictions for driving under the influence of

alcohol have increased, as has the abuse of drugs

other than alcohol by young people.

• Alcohol is the most important cause of motor ve-

hicle accidents in young people, and alcohol intoxi-

cation complicates the diagnosis and treatment of

the injuries they receive. It also reduces their

chances of survival or of recovering without perma-
nent disability.

• Surveys from several countries show a solution to

the abuse of alcohol and other drugs by young peo-

ple in traffic will not be found by studying the prob-

lem in isolation.

• Important relationships have been shown be-

tween lifestyle, social environment, and attitudes of

young people who drive while impaired by alcohol,

as compared with those who do not. Much informa-

tion has become available about adverse factors

which influence lifestyle and attitudes, and this has

enabled corrective measures to be proposed.

• An increase in the risk of accident involvement

occurs in a substantial proportion of young drivers

at lower concentrations of alcohol than is the case

with older and more experienced drivers. Legis-

lation enforcing a lower statutory limit for young or

novice drivers has proved effective in reducing ac-

cidents in some countries.

• The introduction of discretionary (sometimes
called random ) breath tests has also proved effec-

tive in reducing road accidents in some countries,

when it is combined with a concentrated and inte-

grated program of public education.

• An effective approach to the problem of the abuse
of alcohol and other drugs by young people in traffic

will not be achieved until traditional barriers be-

tween departments and agencies (both governmen-
tal and non-governmental) concerned with trans-

port, health and welfare, education, and law en-

forcement have been broken

down so that comprehensive and
integrated countermeasures can

be introduced at national and lo-

cal levels.

Washington Contributing Editor

Harvey McConnell reports on the

conference, pages 1)2 to 1)4. McConnell

The Journal
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Most adults in all societies have expended
great energies saving the younger genera-

tion,” observed Morris Chafetz, MD, for-

mer director of the United States National

Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism

( NIAAA ) and now head of Health Educa-
tion Foundation Inc in Washington, DC.
He said the reasons young people injure

themselves and die in traffic accidents can
be explained through “a host of complex
inter-relationships. Driving is a complex,

integrated activity, and adolescence is an
ill-defined, physical and emotional period

of transitions.

“The taking of alcohol requires an inter-

twining of psychological and environmen-

tal responses varying from time to time

and place to place, even for the same indi-

vidual.”

Dr Chafetz pointed out there is a need for

a new social norm: “There is an appreci-

able difference between getting drunk and
taking alcohol. There is a big difference

between education and information.”

One mistake being made is to think anti-

smoking models can be used equally as

well with alcohol: “There are no health

benefits to the moderate use of smoking,

but there are certainly well-tested benefits

to the moderate use of alcohol.”

Many young United Kingdom
drivers have a misconception
of how much they can drink

and still legally drive

Commenting on the recent raising of the

drinking age to 21 years in most US states.

Dr Chafetz said: “We have given them
permission to engage in all adult behavior

except to drink. And, at the same time,

there are 22 million or so users of cocaine

and nearly as many users of marijuana,

and we wonder why the young people pay
no attention to what we say.”

He believes enlightened self-interest is a

key factor for change. With colleagues, he

has developed a server (bartender) train-

er program, and research at a major Vir-

ginia university has shown it can be effec-

tive.

Ian Johnston, of the Victoria Hoad Traf-

fic Authority, Australia, said about three

decades have passed since it became free-

ly accepted that alcohol plays a major role

in road crashes. Yet, progress, with em-
phasis on the justice system, must be con-

sidered disappointing.

The emphasis has swung from drunk
driving to drinking and driving, from de-

tection to general deterrence, and penal-

ties have been increased appreciably.

What makes drunk driving so dirfienlt to

deal with in the past, pre.sent, and future

“is th(‘ fact that drinking behavior and
driving behavior are |)revalent, legal, and
.socially acceptable Ix'haviors, and both

are considered aeee|)table to social inter-

action.”

Harry .Sweedler, of the bureau of safety

programs, US National Transport Safety

Hoard, Washington, DU, remarked tliat

people from other countries may have
been perplex('d in recent yc-ars at the US
furor about raising the drinking age to 21

years,

The fact is, though, that all industri

alized nations suffer from the problem of

youthful drinking and driving. And, it has

been shown that the number of alcohol-re-

lated highway deaths among 18- to 20-year-

old drivers dropped when the drinking age

was raised.

“We do not think raising the age to 21

years will solve the problem: no one mea-
sure will. But, passing a 21-year drinking

age may be one of the most effective ways
of cutting the highway death toll.”

H. A. de Boer, secretary-general of the

Netherlands Ministry of Welfare, Health

and Cultural Affairs, pointed out young

road-users who make the highways unsafe

by drinking and driving are in a special

category.

“It is certainly not my intention to cast

the blame on young people and thereby

play down the share of older drivers in

road accidents. Nor do I wish to over-em-

phasize the differences between men and

women. Nevertheless, the fact of the mat-

ter is thht the majority of serious road ac-

cidents are caused by young men under

the age of 25 ( years ) .

”

Mr de Boer said there are two trends in

the western world: First, “young people

now tend to drink more frequently and to

consume greater quantities than was pre-

viously the case. In the Netherlands, for

example, many 15 and 16 year olds drink

as much as adults, although I would be re-

luctant to call such behavior ‘adult.’ This

drinking takes place mainly at the week-

ends when young people go out.

“Second, increased prosperity has

meant many more young people drive mo-
tor vehicles and have their own moped,
motorbike, or car. Whereas adults keep

their cars primarily for family use or to

drive to and from work, young people gen-

erally go out in cars or on mopeds in the

course of their leisure pursuits, mainly at

the weekends, and therefore also after

they have been drinking.”

Another worrying factor in recent years

has been a steady increase in the percent-

age ofwomen driving with high blood-alco-

hol concentrations (BACs).

Mr de Boer noted this past autumn the

Netherlands government approved a poli-

cy drawn up by his ministry to restrict the

availability of alcohol in schools, youth
centres, and sports-club bars and to pro-

hibit the sale of alcohol at gas stations.

An alcohol information program is

aimed a young people. “Society has be-

come so tolerant of drinking that a funda-

mental reappraisal of alcohol and drinking

habits is urgently needed,” he added.

One should not be blind to reality : many
young people have never suffered physical

or emotional damage from their drinking.

Many think in the short-term and not of to-

morrow; they are unresponsive to cam-
paigns about the risks of alcohol because
in their minds alcohol has only pleasant as-

sociations.

It is natural for young people to overstep

the bounds; they should be given a certain

amount of freedom to do so. On the other

hand, how can this be reconciled with well-

intentioned warnings about the risks of im-

moderate behavior, be it drinking, smok-
ing, or speeding?

Mr de Boer said the young are no differ-

ent than their elders: all of them think they

know everything there is to know about al-

cohol, They are as susceptible to the myths
that beer is less harmful than wine or spir-

its, or that a drink or two improves driving

ability.

Mr de Boer: “These notions stem from a

desire to portray alcohol as being relative-

ly harmless, and the fact that people have

A random US survey shows
the number of teens driving

after drinking has declined
since 1979

deep-seated motives for minimizing the

risks indicates it will not be easy to dispel

these myths and convey a more realistic

concept of what drinking entails.”

John Havard, MD, secretary of the Brit-

ish Medical Association and chairman of

the symposium, noted the obvious par-

adox: while strides against communicable
diseases have been astounding this cen-

tury, one could view deaths on the road in a

similar light to see, paradoxically, that in

some countries, crashes account for near-

ly 50% of the deaths of young men aged 15

to 19 years.

“Yet, this attitude contrasts starkly with

public reaction to deaths from life-threat-

ening, communicable diseases such as

AIDS,” he added.

Another factor is that for many auto-

mobile accident victims medical science

has progressed too far : their lives can be

saved, albeit their future existence will be

curtailed.

Dr Havard: “It is not generally appre-

ciated that young people have a much bet-

ter chance of surviving serious trauma
than older people. The consequence is that

the young, in increasing proportion, are re-

sponsible for a pool of incapacity and disa-

bility in the community. ’ ’

Head injuries, spinal cord compressions,
and major skeletal disintegrations they

suffer mean “many survivors are confined

to a cabbage-like existence.” And, the cost

to the health care system is enormous.

More similarities than differences are to

be found in the most recent studies in a

number of countries of drinking driving

patterns ofyoung people.

J. T. Everest, of the Transport and Road
Research Laboratory, Crawthorne, the

United Kingdom, said in 1984, some 260,000

automobile and 64,000 motorcycle drivers

were involved in injury-producing acci-

dents. Figures show 3.6% of them were ei-

ther positive for alcohol on a breath or

blood screen, or were presumed to have al-

cohol in their blood because they refused to

provide a specimen.

The highest incidence of fatalities hav-
ing BACs above the legal UK limit (0.08%)

was for drivers in their early 20s (41%),
with the level falling to 36% among those in

their late 20s and down to 14% among those

older than 40 years. Conversely, about 60%
of those older than 35 years had a 0.15%

BAC compared with 33% of the 20 year
olds.

Among teenage drivers, the figures were
significant: only 20% were above the legal

limit. On average, among all drivers, 35%
reported they had been drinking some
amount of alcohol before their accident.

At present, Mr Everest said, the labo-

ratory is carrying out a study with the po-

lice in Nottinghamshire, to establish

drunk-driving patterns and characteris-

tics of drivers and riders in relation to

their levels of blood alcohol at the time of

an accident. Drivers with high BACs are to

be interviewed at home and compared
with a matched control group.

Mr Everest: “An understanding of the

characteristics and drinking habits of peo-

ple who drink and drive is fundamental to

the development of effective countermea-
sures. Relatively little of this research

material is currently available to assess

the situation in Great Britain."

Some studies are now underway to as-

sess social background, use of vehicles,

age, and drinking habits.

G. Kroj of the Federal Highway Re-
search Institute in West Germany, said
their studies between 1980 and 1984 found
the riutnlH-r of fatal, alcohol-related acci-

dents declined by 25' <, and by 21% of all

known accidents in which alcohol was in-

volved. Nevertheless, the pcrccntnpc of fa-

tal. alcohol-related accidents remains
more or less the same.

About 40' t of drunk drivers involved in

accidents in 1983 were aged between 18 and
20 years. Yet, the institute studies show
young drivers drink alcohol less frequently

than others, and. as in the UK. the HACs of

intoxicati'd young drivers involved in acci-

dents are lower tlian those of older drivers.

Young men with driving licences for

nine months or loss had the greatest reluc-

tance to drive after drinking.

Young drh

— beyi
Attitudes, however, toward drinking and

driving are the same for young and older rr«

drivers. Those who do drink and drive wor-

ry less about breaking the law, seem will-

ing to take more risks, and rate lower than

other drivers the possible risks of drinking

and driving.

In the Netherlands,
many 1 5 and 1 6 year olds
drink as much as adults

For these reasons. Mr Kroj declared:

"As attitudes arc the same as in the gener-

al population, any measures directed at

special groups will be severely limited in

what they can achieve."
j

Drinking practices particular to Finland

are exhibited even by young drivers, said

Antii Penttila and Jarmo Pikkarainen of

the Department of Forensic Medicine at

the University of Helsinki and the National

Public Health Institute. Drinking to get

drunk is the dominant feature.

The percentage of young people arrested

for di'unk driving has steadily increa.sed,

and various countermeasures so far have
j

been fruitless. At present, driving while in-

toxicated is most common among 18 and 19

year olds.

The Finnish studies show young drivers

know what they arc doing and fully intend

to drive after drinking. Riding around with

friends at late hours on the weekend is

common; most passengers have been
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drinking as well, and only a small minority

of them try to'dissuade the driver from

taking the wheel.

Half of the young drivers were found not

to have valid licences, despite a high risk

of detection by police and their overriding

worry that being caught postpones the day

they would get a valid licence.

A study of drunk drivers less than 20

years old found they started drinking as

young as 13 years, drank at least 10 bottles

of beer on two weekends a month, and only

a few thought they had any problems with

alcohol. Further investigation showed,

however, that the rate of problem drinking

in this group is quite low.

Motorcycles are a major source of acci-

dents and deaths among young people in

New Zealand, where about 70% of fatal ac-

cidents happen in rural areas, says John

Bailey, of the chemistry division of the

New Zealand Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research.

Motorcycles account for only 7% of the

licensed vehicles in the country, but mo-
torcycle riders are involved in about half

of all fatal injuries on the road among
young people, and about half of all injuries

in drivers of all ages.

Mr Bailey: “Cannabis as well as alcohol

^ may well be a significant problem for mo-
torcyclists among the 20 to 24 year age
group.” Radioimmunoassay of samples
taken from accident victims admitted to

d* one major hospital found 18% of the motor-
>i- cyclists had been drinking and 16% had

been using cannabis.
Ii)i “It appears possible cannabis users are
i possibly heavy and/or regular drinkers as

well,” he added.

tt* Prescription drug use is only a minor
iji problem among all drivers, and alcohol re-

lit mains the major intoxicant for those in-

jured in road accidents. Cannabis is a

(jSi problem among certain groups,

jsi Richard Jessor, Institute of Behavioral

liii
Science, University of Colorado, Boulder,

jilt
has taken a wide-ranging psychological

id#
approach to dangerous driving and adoles-
cent problem behavior.

line .

He said risky driving— speeding, follow-

(1^
ing too closely, driving after drinking or

j(jl
drug use— is part of a larger syndrome of
adolescent problem behavior,

jjji
Among the young people he and col-

leagues have studied, there is lower paren-

tal support and control, lower peer Control,

lower compatibility between the parents

and friends, a greater influence by friends

than parents, less parental disapproval of

problem behavior, and, most particularly,

greater approval from friends as the mod-
el for problem behavior.

“Even problem drinking can serve a va-

riety of functions central to normal adoles-

cent development. Many of these same
functions can be served by other problem

behavior as well, including risky driving,”

Dr Jessor added.

His data suggest problem behavior be

viewed as part of the way of life of many
young people, instead of as a separate be-

havior. Those with problem behavior in

adolescence differ in their frequency of

drunkenness, frequency of marijuana use,

delinquent behavior, and sexual experi-

ence ( more )

.

Herbert Simpson, PhD; Douglas Beir-

ness, PhD; Daniel Mayhew; and Alan Do-

nelson, PhD, of the Traffic Injury Re-

search Foundation of Canada, Ottawa;

and John J. Lawson and Jean Wilson, PhD,
of Transport Canada, made several contri-

butions on alcohol and other drug impair-

ment of young drivers, lifestyle factors,

and why young drivers are at greater risk

of collision.

They point out that in the past two de-

cades, road accidents have been the big-

gest cause of death and injury among
young people in industrialized countries,

and, while young drivers are over-rep-

resented in road crashes, even when the

amount of exposure to risk is controlled, it

still has not been clearly established why
this is so.

A causal relationship remains obscure:

alcohol is neither a necessary, nor a suffi-

cient condition for collision to happen. In

fact, most collisions involve young drivers

who have not been drinking.

In addition, a majority of young people

who do drink and drive do not have acci-

dents.

Dr Simpson: “In retrospect, it now ap-

pears that preoccupation with alcohol as a

risk factor, particularly in the crash expe-

riences of young drivers, has proved a hin-

derance in identifying other factors that

contribute to crashes involving young driv-

ers — including those involving the use of

alcohol beverages.”

It is necessary to look beyond the

amount of alcohol they drink and to consid-

er other factors, such as those enumerated
by Dr Jessor.

As part of a study funded by the Alcohol-

ic Beverage Medical Research Foundation
at Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore,

Maryland, Dr Simpson and colleagues

questioned 801 Ottawa-area high school

students from both rural and urban areas.

The study was about equally split between
boys and girls aged 13 to 19 years.

They found 296 of the students said they

had a driving licence and slightly more
than 20% said they had been involved in an
accident while behind the wheel.

Those who had had accidents could be

distinguished from those who did not on a

number of measures: they had higher lev-

els of sensation-seeking, greater tolerance

of deviance, more liberal social attitudes

toward alcohol, and were less likely to

agree with the idea, ‘Everyone has a re-

sponsibility to avoid things that can cause

sickness or injury.’

The largest group of factors distinguish-

ing the drivers involved in accidents could

be considered problem behavior: greater

incidence of smoking and use of other

drugs, lower incidence of seat belt use,

drinking more, and more often, and a

greater number of citations for moving
traffic violations.

Dr Beirness said the factors “appear to

represent a structured set of personality

attributes, behaviors, and opinions indica-

tive of a lifestyle oriented toward more un-

conventional expressions of self, less con-

cern for health and safety, and greater

sense of individuality and invulnerability.

“Although alcohol use is prevalent

among accident-involved drivers, it rep-

resents but one aspect of lifestyle asso-

ciated with greater risk of crash involve-

ment, regardless of whether alcohol was
actually a factor in the crash or not.”

An almost similar set of characteristics

and behaviors was found among young
people involved in accidents as passen-

gers, pedestrians, or cyclists.

These clusters of factors appear to have
a more pervasive influence on young peo-

ple, so they are at great risk of being in sit-

uations^ likely to result in a traffic acci-

dent, whether as drivers or passengers. In

addition, they are at higher risk of other

types of accidents.

Dr Beirness said their studies represent

an attempt to go beyond the fixation by

some that alcohol is the variable in

crashes among the young, to explore other

factors that might contribute.

Mr Mayhew said the available studies do

not support the view that young people are

more affected by alcohol than older peo-

ple. The evidence appears the reverse: im-

pairment induced by alcohol on various

tasks increases significantly with the age

of the person tested.

The best available evidence appears to

show that, contrary to the general view,

young drivers relate differently in their

tolerance of alcohol. Factors other than

pharmacological may play as important a

role. Peer pressure may make teens disre-

gard any idea of reasonable driving behav-

ior when driving after drinking.

The extent to which tolerance and inex-

perience in driving contribute to increased

risk in young drinking drivers is not well

established.

Mr Mayhew noted one of the most per-

sistent problems in studies examining age
difference in the effects of alcohol is the

definition of what constitutes ‘young’

drinkers.

As far as they know, there has been no

such study on drivers with the highest rela-

tive risk of crash involvement at low to

moderate BAG: those aged 16 to 18 years.

“Legal and ethical constraints have pre-

vented researchers from administering al-

cohol to people who have not yet reached

the minimum drinking age.

“Hence,” he added, “there appears to be

no direct experimental evidence concern-

ing the effects of alcohol on people under 18

years of age. And, the limited state of pre-

sent knowledge precludes definitive an-

swers to questions surrounding

relationships among age, alcohol, driving
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experience, and relative risk of crash in-

volvement.”

Mr Mayhew offered possible explana-

tions on the higher relative risk to young
drinking drivers.

One possibility is that “the disinhibiting

effects of alcohol are translated into a

greater willingness to accept risk among
young drivers.

“Secondly, the higher crash risk of

young drivers may be due to personal and

social characteristics of a subset of this

group: those who engage in risky driving

behavior and who also happen to consume
alcohol.”

There is also Dr Jessor’s suggestion of a

general lifestyle that includes risk taking

and problem behavior.

Mr Mayhew said a new factor may be

that outlined by Markuu Linnoila, MD, of

the NIAAA (The Journal, August) that

young people have been found to be more
chronically sjeep-deprived than older peo-

ple, and they thus show impairment after

very small doses of alcohol.

James Farrow, MD, assistant professor

of medicine and pediatrics at the Universi-

ty of Washington, Seattle, had 153 adoles-

cents — including those with driving-

while-impaired (DWI) offences, matched
control juvenile offenders without DWI
convictions, and high school drivers —
analyze vignettes to assess attitudes and
skills in making decisions about drinking

and driving.

Dr Farrow said the DWI offenders, when
compared with the control groups, came
from homes with less parental income.

There was also a greater chance their par-

ents were divorced or separated, and they

had lower grades in school.

In addition, the DWI offenders drank
more often prior to driving; associated al-

cohol with many social events, including

dating; became angry when questioned

about their driving ability; and, drove fast

to relieve stress. They were also much

Motorcycle riders account
for half of all fatal

accidents among the

young in New Zealand

more likely not to seek help from a parent,

or another important adult, in dangerous

drinking and driving situations because

they thought they would face undue crit-

icism.

Marked differences in attitudes and pat-

terns toward drinking and driving are

found in Australia between rural and ur-

ban populations, reported Mary Sheehan,

of the Department of Social and Preven-

tive Medicine at the University of Queens-

land, Brisbane.

Students from isolated rural areas were

significantly more likely to expect their fa-

thers and members of their immediate so-

cial groups to drink and drive. They also

said the chances were high their favorite

teacher would drink and drive.

The rural students “were significantly

more likely to expect to have a good time if

( continued on page D4

)
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they drove after drinking. They also ex-

pected to get more fun out of the evening,

and they were more likely to take part in

more frequent drinking."

Ms Sheehan said there are different atti-

tudes toward driving as well: 11'

c

of the

students questioned had driven their par-

ents' cars in the previous month even

though they were still too young to get a li-

cence. Rural communities accept a differ-

ent attitude toward such behavior.

A detailed study of 150 young drivers in-

volved in accidents in which someone was
injured has been carried out to help devel-

op a countermeasure program from the

Traffic Safety Planning and Research De-

partment of the Insurance Corporation of

British Columbia.

Peter Rothe of the corporation said the

year-long study also included a survey of

1.500 16- to 19-year-old high school students

and 20. five-member group interviews con-

cerning driving.

Among drivers in injury-causing acci-

dents. Mr Rothe said, slightly more than

50Vf included one or more passengers.

About one-third of the drivers were taking

part in animated conversation just before

the crash: a third of the drivers thought

their own interactions contributed to the

crashes.

Most of the accidents happened on week-

days; it was found young people would

hang around, decide to pile into a car. go

for a ride, and look for a party. "The car

was typically overloaded, and beer was of-

ten pre.sent."

Among the 1.500 other students. Mr
Rothe said, they found 65' r believed that

driving with f riends is safe.

As for partying, the re.searchers found

those in grade 10 liked to take part most of

all because it reitresented a lU'w stage in

life and. in a party scene, they were ac-

cepted l)y older students.

There is, in Australia,

a marked difference in

attitude to drinking and driving

between rural and urban teens

Mr Hoihe "And. we louiid p.'ireiits plav

,1 iiiaior role in wli\ kids ch ink and dri\i'

(Well d Ihev do so iinintenl ion:dl\ When

parents want kids to be home at 1 am. the

kids try to make it.
"

The paradox is young people doing the

wrong thing for the right reasons. Instead

of staying put if they've had too much to

drink, they run the risk to get home on

time so that parents won't be suspicious.

"When it came to the risk of driving

home, compared to the certainty of punish-

ment. they would take the risk." Mr Rothe

said.

Any prevention program has to take into

account the everyday life of young people,

he added.

Since 1979. Ralph Hingson. PhD. and col-

leagues at Boston University School of

Public Health have observed the changes

in youthful behavior as Massachusetts

tightened up its drinking and driving laws.

Each year they do a random telephone sur-

vey of 1.000 teenagers.

They have found those teenagers who re-

port (driving after drinking in the past

month has declined to 26' c in 1985 from
51 '‘y

in 1979. and those who report driving

after marijuana use declined to 13' r from
29'^f in the same period.

The number of fatal crashes involving

teenage drivers dropped to 92 in 1985 from

181 in 1979.

As well. Dr Hing.son added, the research-

ers found those who drive after heavy
drinking: "tend to drive older cars, are

less likely to wear scat belts, arc more
likely to drive after psychoactive drug or

marijuana use. and are more likely to

speed, run red lights, receive tickets for

moving violations, be in crashes, and to be

in crashes involving injury."

Dr Hingson said the figures can akso be

misleading: there are a number of varia-

bles which must be considered. For exam-
ple. account should be taken of the miles

driven, or the stale of tlu' economy, at the

lime a survey or study is made,
lie and colleagues ba\'e found a faelor

liiniling research is that much ol' il relu's

on self reporting.

Over lime, ikwv laws tend to (leea\ in

their impact, and. in the linal analysis the

enforceiiK'nl actions lakc'ii liy police ha\'e

a major mijiacl on whellu'r young drinking

drivers are delecled .and or charged

The Boston researclu'rs ha\c also usi'd

their r.indom sur\c\ leclmiqiie lo sludv

the elfecis m Maine of a 1983 law which

suspends for a year Ihe dru iiig licence of

anyone less than age 20 va-.irs c.iughi with

a measurable defmed ;is one drink, or

0 02'- BAC
/\mong M.iine's .ippro\nnalel> 90.000

leeiiagcrs, some I..a00 had Iheir licences

sus|icn(le(l the lirsi year .and around 1.200

111 each of Ihe following two wars The
le(aiagers said, on the Icicphone. Iluil their

driMiig alter drinking declined In 1:')', in

1985 11(111131', 111 1983

A conloiindmg biclor was lhat onl\ ;iboul

.lO' I knew llieir lua'iKa’s could be sus

|ieii(l('(l and onl> aboiil 30', reali/ed il

could be suspended for .1 \ e;ir All addil loll

al problem is Ihal the l.iw is dillKailt to eii

lone because ol llie com|)leMl\ ol lr\mg
lo decide il ;i leeiiagia' lias had a drink

Many young drivers have a misconcep-

tion of how much they can drink and still

be within the legal limit, a study by .Andres

Guppy and colleagues at the Applied Psy-

chology Unit at Crantleld Institute of Tech-
nology. UK. showed.

A survey of 261 male drivers less than 25

years old found those who drank excessi-

vely thought they could consume signifi-

cant amounts of alcohol without it affect-

ing their driving. They also considered

their drinking was within the legal limit:

the perception of how much they could le-

gally drink was much higher than among
matched drivers who did not drink and
drive.

If one accepts, as evidence seems to indi-

cate. that predispositions in performance
are more easily rectified than predisposi-

tions in attitude or behavior, then, sug-

gests Ivan Brown of the Medical Research
Council. Cambridge. UK. bring in compul-
sory driver training.

"Young drivers acquire vehicle control

skills much more quickly than roadcraft

skills." he said. Often, young drivers are

exposed to traffic manoeuvers with which
they are not sufficiently experienced to

cope. Driver training should aim at reduc-

ing the discrepancy between perceived
and actual levels of skill.

Similar views were expressed by Carol

Boughton. Federal Office of Road Safety.

Department of Transport, Australia.

Young drivers need three general skills be-

fore they become safe drivers: manipula-

tive. perceptual, and decision-making.

Under such a plan, novice drivers would

be introduced to the road in gradual

stages. This would increase the time be-

fore they acquired a full licence. But by

then, they would be exposed to the difficul-

Half of young drivers studied

in Finland were found not

to have valid licences

ties of driving in situations with a highor-

than-normal risk of accidents.

.John Mouldcn. alcohol program coordi-

nator. US National Transport Safety

Board, Washington, DC. advocates peer

('ducatioii as the most powerful tool m try-

ing to jicrsuadc teenagers of the dangers of

drinking and driving

lie said: "The a(l\'oeae\' ol eomprehen
sive alcohol and ding prevention pro

grams would convey the imjilieil assnmp
lion Ihal such jirevenlion programs are

demoiisirably effective

A'el liisloi'ieall\ . driig abus(‘ pre\ enlioii

programs haw not been (lramalieall> sue

eesslnl

I'Aperieiiee has shown speeiall\ trained

senior high school slndi'iils should be .sent

lo elemenl.ir\ schools "beeause in elemen
l.ir\ schools when someone of Ihal sl.itnre

comes in. it is like God has enlered Ihe

ekissidom." he s.iid

I'licre IS ,ilso .1 need lor eonlnui.d jn'o

grams Irom Ihe stal l of school to gradn.i

lion Irom high school ,is .ill Ihe (W idenee is

Ih.d Ihe ('Heels ol one linu' onl\ programs
arc c|iliemeral

In Ihe I K lor .i number ol \e.irs, annn.d
piiblicitv camji.iigns lising lo dissuade

\onng driM'is irom drinking and driMiig

ha\ e been produced by the Transport and
Road Research Laboratory. The messages
which appear most successful are those

which emphasize the possibility of losing a

driving licence and the fear of injury to a

close friend or relative.

Barbara Sabey. director of the road

safety division at the laboratory, said fu-

ture publicity campaigns should he con-

ducted in summer as well as winter, im-

prove the driver's knowledge about the

risk of getting behind the wheel after

drinking small amounts of alcohol, point

out beer is potent, increase the perceived

likelihood at the local level of being

caught, and continue to create an unsym-
pathetic climate of opinion about drivers

who drink and drive.

In Canada, researchers point out
the causal relationship between
alcohol and young drivers

remains obscure

In a just-started program in West Ger-

many, all new drivers will have to stay on

probation for two years before they obtain

a permanent driving licence.

Those young drivers who are caught

drinking and driving will have to take part

in a nine-hour program, for which they will

pay. aimed at increasing their knowledge
about drinking and driving.

"The final aim of this program is not to-

tal abstinence by the young drivers." ex-

plained Markus Jensch, of the .Association

for Education. Perfection, and Driwr Im-

provement. Cologne, "The aim is that they

manage to control their drinking habits;

the motto is never more than 0.03', when
driving."

He added that "the object of the course

is not to avoid alcoholic beverages out ol

fear, but to control the problem and enable

participants to handle and control witli

confidence their u.se of alcohol
'

Mr Jensch; "The program is not set up
to solve the problems of heav\ drinkers

"

Patricia Waller and husband Marcus
Waller, both of the Department of P.syehol-

ogy at the Universil\' of North Carolina,

have been long-time researchers in the

field,

Ms Waller noted there are two different

approaches that can be taken toward

young drinking drivers.

The first, and most popular at the mo
meni, views drunk driving as a matter of

personal responsibility and has increased

enforcement and sanctions, "although we
do know , it penalities are seen as too se-

vere, you can run into .some backlash.
"

While Ihe con.sequcnces of drinking and

driving may be severe and may satisfy

public demand for something to be done,

this ma\ divert attention from more effee

live measures

Counlermeasun's could include incrcas

mg the drinking age. curfew laws, rcduc

mg av ailability of alcohol, changing taxes

on alcohol, modifying the way the nu'dia

portrays alcohol, and improving highway

and aulomobih' design

Ms Waller "Drunken driving is a pre

dict.'ible and iiu'v ilabh' ('Hi'cl ol the soci.il

climate m which young people arc i cari'd.

and until we |,'cognl/e and deal with some
ol the consequences of drinking probh'ins

ol voulh. drunk driv mg will continue to be

.1 m.i|oi cause ol morbiditv and morlalitv

ol this .ige group

I’liii'ccllllgs ol (he 1 1 mu.A svinpoMiiin will ho

|)iil)lish('(l oai'lv in 1987 and will ho availahio

Ihnnighlho Itov al .Sooiolv ol Mi'du ino in London

Wi ilo I'ho loiii'tial lor liii lhor inlorm.dion

The Journal. Addiction Research Foundation, 33 Russell St, Toronto. Canada MSS 2S1
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INTERNATIONAL
British psychiatrists cite damage to nation’s health

Public awareness key to curbing alcohol harm
By Alan Massam

LONDON — Alcohol far outstrips

heroin and cocaine in the harm it

causes to the nation, and doctors

believe Britons should be drinking

much less of it.

That is the central theme of a

major report issued by the Royal

College of Psychiatrists here.

It says that in the last 25 years al-

cohol consumption in Britain has

risen by more than 50^fc, “with dev-

astating consequences for the

health and well-being of the na-

tion.”

The report continues: “Almost

half a million people in the United

Kingdom are dependent on alco-

hol, and 15% of men and 1% of

women admit to drinking at a level

known to be harmful.

“But, of far greater concern is

the fact these represent the tip of

the iceberg. Many more people

have an alcohol problem they re-

fuse to acknowledge or may even

be unaware of.”

The report records that on aver-

age, Britons drink the equivalent

of 439 pints of beer or 31 bottles of

spirits per capita annually, at a

cost in harm of more than £1,600

million (Cdn $3,124 million).

Alcohol causes “vastly more
deaths, suffering, and harm than

heroin and cocaine, yet its famil-

iarity means it provokes far less

public concern.

“During 1983, 77 deaths in Brit-

ain were attributed to the inhala-

tion of glue and solvents; 82 deaths

to opiates and other illicit drugs,

and about 4,000 deaths to alcohol,”

the report says. There were also

50,000 convictions for drunk driv-

ing and 5,000 first admissions to

psychiatric hospitals for alcohol

dependence and alcoholic psycho-

sis.

As a result, the College wants to

see more public awareness of the

harm alcohol causes. It recom-

mends a “safe” drinking level of

IV2 pints of beer per day (or the

equivalent) for men and one pint of

beer per day for women, roughly

half the rate recommended in its

report seven years ago.

The College warns that above

these levels the risk of harm in-

creases. The risk becomes “sub-

stantial” if a man regularly drinks

more than 3‘/2 pints or a woman

more than 2V2 pints per day { recog-

nizing that a pint of beer is equiva-

lent to one double whisky or two

glasses of wine )

.

As far as the nation’s health is

concerned, the College has no

doubt about the impact of alcohol.

It says deaths from alcohol-re-

lated liver disease have doubled

between 1970 and today, and can-

cer of the gullet and pancreatitis

(both potentially-fatal, alcohol-re-

lated diseases) have also in-

creased.
“Drinking is implicated in 19%-

of deaths by drowning, 39% of

deaths from fires, and 43% of fatal

falls. Sickness related to drinking

contributes enormously to lost

time and efficiency at work.

“Alcohol abuse has a devastat-

ing effect on family life,” the re-

port continues.

“Around 50% of battered wives

are victims of their husbands'

drunkenness, and excessive drink-

ing is often associated with depres-

sion. Forty percent of male and

16% of female suicide attempts oc-

cur among excessive drinkers, and
33% of women attempting suicide

report their husbands' drinking as

the cause of desperation .

'

'

The College concludes national

consumption of alcohol should be

prevented from rising any further

and, in the longer term, it should

be reduced by one third. This will

require, it says, a coordinated

strategy from the government.

The report also suggests the gov-

ernment should monitor the sale

and content of liquor advertising

and curtail it if it is seen to be asso-

ciated with an increase in overall

consumption.The pub life: consumption up by 50%

Lung cancer rates soar for women in industrialized nations
By Thomas Land

GENEVA — Lung cancer mortali-

ty has increased by 300% in Ca-

nadian women, says the Weekly

Epidemiological Record published

by the United Nations World

Health Organization (WHO )

.

The survey concludes the dis-

ease is replacing breast cancer as

the chief cause of cancer deaths

among women in industrialized

countries.

The rise in lung cancer death

rates of women in the past two de-

cades has been particularly steep

in English-speaking countries, plus

Denmark, says the WHO.

A spokesman describes lung can-

cer as a “self-induced, avoidable,

and preventable tumor.

He adds the new findings “clear-

ly indicate the need to establish

fresh priorities and strategies on

cancer control.”

A 20-year survey published by

the WHO earlier this year revealed

an enormous increase in lung can-

cer mortality in women, estimated

at 200% in 28 industrialized coun-

tries including Canada (The Jour-

nal, May).

Further analysis related to the

countries with the highest lung

cancer death rates has now led to a

revision, putting the age-adjusted

increase at 200% in Britain, Aus-

tralia, Ireland, and New Zealand

and at 300%^ in Canada, Denmark,
and the United States.

“This may well reflect an earlier

breakdown of social taboos against

female smoking in these popula-

tions, particularly in the English-

speaking countries,” comments
the WHO.
The statistics also show mortali-

ty more than doubling in Norway,
Sweden, Poland, and Japan,

There are two noteworthy excep-

tions: female mortality from lung

cancer in Denmark has risen much
more rapidly than in other Scandi-

navian countries, and death rates

^ Mr Peanut would be surprised, ^

or a case of mistaken identity
TEL AVIV — An original, if

time-consuming and clumsy,

way to sell and smuggle hashish

on a crowded street has been

devised by a drug pusher here.

The dealer, who thought he

had found a foolproof method
against being caught, laborious-

ly opened the shells of pistachio

nuts, removing the contents and

^replacing^hem^with^iashis^

He then glued the tw o halves to-

gether.

He was caught when a woman
who really wanted pistachio

nuts was mistakenly given doc-

tored nuts and went to police.

Officers not only found the “lab-

oratory,” but also quantities of

hashish from Lebanon, shipped

by water to the Gaza Strip and

smuggled into Israel.

loolts by MARGY CHAN

The Law and
the Treatment of

Drug- and Alcohol-

Dependent Persons

. . . by L. Porter, A.E. Arif, and
W.J. Curran.

This publication is part of the

World Health Organization’s

continuing review and analysis of

legislation and health matters.

The purpose is to analyze exist-

ing legislation on the treatment of

alcohol and other drug dependent

people in selected countries, in or-

der to assist member countries in

reviewing their own legislation and
in determining whether revision is

needed. Legislation enacted up to

1982 in 42 countries and one territo-

ry ( Hong Kong ) is included

.

The result is this comparative
study of the relevant legislation,

guidelines for assessing how exist-

ing legislation functions, and sug-

gestions for alternative ap-

proaches to the development and
review of national legislation. The
book is concerned primarily with

how legislation promotes the treat-

ment of people who are dependent

on alcohol or other drugs and on an

analysis of the legal provisions

governing treatment program ad-

ministration. It also contains a

summary of legislation and a bibli-

ography.

World Health Organization, Gene-

va, 1986. 216 p. Cdn $29.33. ISBN 92-

4-156093-2.

Northern Spirits:

Drinking in Canada
Then and Now

... by Reginald G. Smart, Alan C.

Ogborne

Alcohol problems have existed in

Canada from pioneer days. By tra-

cing the history of drinking and

drinking problems through the

Temperance movement, to the

Prohibition period, to the present

day, the authors show how alcohol

and its problems are wrapped up in

both Canadian history and present-

day social life.

The book covers different com-

plexities of the alcohol issue in

Canada: alcohol consumption, so-

cial and psychological factors af-

fecting alcohol use, drinking

among Native people and in the

north, alcohol production, taxation

and controls, effects of alcohol pol-

icies, and some possible benefits of

alcohol consumption.

The authors comment on what is

typical about Canadian drinking

and Canadian attempts to deal

with the problem. The book ends

with suggestions for further work

in specific areas of research, treat-

ment. prevention, and education.

Addiction Research Foundation,

Toronto. Canada. 1986. 191 p.

$16.50. ISBN 0-88868-129-1.

in Scotland are far higher than in

other parts of the United Kingdom.
During the 1960s, mortality from

breast cancer worldwide was up to

seven times greater than from
lung cancer.

But, the WHO report adds: “In

recent years, this ratio has de-

clined to about 1.5— and indeed, in

Scotland, the death rate from lung

cancer is now identical to that

from breast cancer.

The same trend is already dis-

cernible in Canada, the US, Brit-

ain, Denmark, Ireland, Japan, and
New Zealand.

Although mortality varies from

country to country, women be-

tween the ages of 55 and 75 years

are most affected.

An integrated approach
to substance abuse research

Addiction
Prone

Evaluation of the General
Substance Abuse Model by
Comparing Correlates of Abuse
of Four Common Substances

by Kathryn Graham and
Ardith Ekdahl

ISBN 0-88868-138-0

There is a growing consensus that there is a set of basic

processes which underlie various substance abuse pat-

terns and which might be called "addictive behavior"
,
and

that a general model of substance abuse or addiction

would be of value both theoretically and practically.

This study correlates the existing research on abuse of

four commonly used substances — alcohol, tobacco,

food, and caffeine.

The approach compares all these substances within a

single framework (integrative), it compares the variables

in a wide variety of research approaches from different

disciplines (multivariate), and it uses a rating system to

justify the conclusions from each variable (evaluative).

The ratings provide a global assessment of the credibility

of each variable in predicting levels of abuse, based on the

quality and quantity of the evidence accumulated to the

present time.

135 PAGES, SOFTBOUND $8.50

Order from

Marketing Services, Dept AP1
Addiction Research Foundation
33 Russell Street

Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1

Orders under $20 must be prepaid Visa and MasterCard accepted
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I COMMENT 3

The anti-smoking movement and I have

generally been on good terms. We agree

on most things: that smokers die prema-

turely on account of their habit, that pub-

lic smoking is public menace, and that the

world might be a better place without to-

bacco.

We’ve disagreed over a few things too.

Most of the disagreements have been

friendly, but one — concerning tobacco

advertising— has caused grief.

When I argued that the Toronto Transit

Commission should not ban tobacco ad-

vertising on its vehicles and property but,

instead, surcharge it and use the proceeds

for counter-advertising, I was given a spe-

cial award for my ignorance, in front of

television cameras summoned for the

purpose.

Arguments against banning tobacco ad-

vertising are met with zealous resistance

mindful of the response to blasphemy in a

church. Respectable academics make
outrageous, unsupportable, and mislead-

ing statements against tobacco advertis-

ing in a manner quite different from their

ordinary professional demeanor.

Governments, in my view, should deny

freedom of speech in three cases only:

when there is a pressing national interest,

such as an ongoing war or imminent nat-

ural catastrophe; when libel has been

proved; when restriction (not prohibi-

tion) is required to ensure the freedom of

speech of another person, or to protect

minors. Preventing free expression in

other instances probably causes more
harm than the harm the prevention is de-

signed to avoid.

Thus, you find me parting company
with the anti-smoking movement on the

matter of banning tobacco advertising. I

part company with my feminist friends on

banning pornography. My usual inclina-

tion toward intervention by government is

absent on matters to do with freedom of

expression. “I disapprove of what you

say, but I will defen(i to the death your

right to say it,” Voltaire was said by a bio-

grapher to have said. A good philosophy, I

think, whoever the source, and however

reprehensible the beneficiary.

Advertising has its special controver-

sies. “Advertising, in its spirit and pur-

po.se, is germinal fascism,” has been one

opinion. “Without advertising, it’s Rus-

sia,” has been another. More moderate

have been the views that “You can tell the

ideals of a nation by its advertisements,”

(Norman Douglas), and “Advertisements

contain the only truths to be relied on in a

newspaper,” (Thomas .Jefferson), I like

Stephen Leacock’s definition ofadverti.se-

ing: “The science of arre.sting the human
intelligence long enough to get money
from it.”

Advertising empowers
Advertising, with all its banality and

duplicity, is part of the sharing of infor-

mation that empowers people. Banning

advertising .serves the status (|U().

All this is by way of saying that those

who strive to ban tobacco ads make me
peeved, however noble their eau.se. Kven

Unprofessional conduct
A

if their case were sound, I would be per-

turbed. The banners (those who would
ban) would sacrifice the^most essential

feature of our society to secure a legiti-

mate, important, but secondary interest

in public health. But their case is not

sound. The weight of evidence does not

support a case that advertising tobacco

products contributes to the overall use of

those products by any class of persons.

The combination of a weak case and in-

explicable zeal pushes the banners into

disturbing behavior that deserves expo-

sure. I shall dwell here on some of the chi-

canery and dissimulation that passes for

academic and professional input into the

vital debate as to whether tobacco ads

should be banned altogether.

The debate is heating up, particularly in

the United States, where legislators are

But, see what Dr Davis said; “In both

Norway and Finland, there are fewer per-

sons using tobacco now than when these

countries allowed advertising ... a re-

duction in the number of persons who use

tobacco is precisely the effect expected

and desired from an advertising ban.”

Dr Warner said: “There is no question

that this overall campaign was effective

— a persistent growth pattern in smoking
ceased instantly and smoking immedi-
ately began to decline, particularly

among teenagers.” These statements are

blatantly misleading.

What about wrong ‘facts?’ Here are

four the professional banners tried to per-

petuate:

• Drs Blum and Davis both said ciga-

rettes are the most advertised product in

society. I don’t have US figures at hand

. . / shall dwell on some of the chicanery and dissimulation

that passes for academic and professionai input into the

vitai debate as to whether tobacco ads shouid be banned

under pressure to ban and where 20 to 30

suits filed by individuals ( or their estates

)

in respect of smoking-related diseases are

currently wending their way through the

courts. Each plaintiff seeks compensato-

ry and punitive damages for personal in-

jury or wrongful death. A claim in many
of the suits is that tobacco advertising

contributed to the disease, that there was
a conspiracy between tobacco companies
and advertising agencies to mislead the

public, and that false and misleading in-

formation was knowingly distributed. An
aim in many suits is to force tobacco com-

panies to place stronger warnings on their

products and cease using advertisements

that link smoking with youth, virility, and

health.

Congressional committee
Representations were made to a sub-

committee of the US Congress in July.

The four that I have read were by Ken-

neth Warner, chairman of the Depart-

ment of Public Health Policy and Admin-
istration at the University of Michigan;

Ronald Davis, for the American Medical

Association; Virginia Ernster, associate

professor of epidemiology at the Universi-

ty of California; and, Alan Blum, founder

and chairman of Doctors Ought to Care

( DOC ) and former editor of both the Med-
ical Journal of Australia and the New
York State Journal of Medicine.

These four presentations are riddled

with wrong and misleading statements.

Let me begin with Norway.
Two of the deputants mentioned Nor-

way. Banners love to cite Norway. Tobac-

co advertising was banned in Norway in

197.5 and, by one measure, consumption

declined. But by this measure, consump-
tion was declining before the ban, and so

it is perhaps more correct that the decline

eau.sed the ban than to .say the ban caused

the decline. By another measure, con-

sumption remained pretty much the same
before and after the ban.

(iiinniiui
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( none was cited by either expert ) . but the

proportions are likely similar to Canadian
figures that put tobacco products a poor

third or lower, far behind beer and auto-

mobiles.

• Dr Ernster repeated the often-heard

argument that cigarettes are the leading

preventable cause of death in the US. I

suspect that automobiles rank higher. A
109!: reduction in gasoline use in Califor-

nia during the fuel crisis of 1974 was asso-

ciated with a 10% reduction in overall

mortality. A similar reduction in tobacco

use would be associated with only a 3% re-

duction in mortality. Therefore, gasoline

(ie, automobiles) may very well be a

more important preventable cause of

death. (But, you might say, automobile

use is not preventable in the same way as

smoking. It is.

)

• Dr Ernster, and also Dr Warner, said

that women started smoking in large

numbers after they were targeted in ciga-

rette advertising. Historical analysis, de-

scribed in detail in my August. 1985 col-

umn, shows that women started to smoke
in large numbers before the manufactur-

ers began to appeal to them, largely be-

cause newspaper reports made it accep-

table.

• Dr Davis said. ".
. . Tobacco use ex-

tracts an annual economic cost of about

$65 billion, or roughly $2.17 for each pack

of cigarettes smoked in the country." But,

he cited an estimate that looked only at

one side of the equation. Tobacco use

brings economic benefits. The usually-cit-

ed benefits — employment and economic

activity — are relatively minor, com-

pared with the bonanza smokers give so-

ciety in the form of their premature

deaths, consequent release of stored re-

sources, and removal of society’s costly

obligation to provide for them in old age.

If reducing health costs is the only objec-

tive, smokers should be encouraged to

continue their habit. Over their lifetimes,

they will probably cost the community
less as smokers.

Unsupportable statements
When the four exjierts were not gar

bling the facts, they were mostly making
unsubstantiated and unsupportable

slatenu'iits about the efieets of tobacco

advert ising 1 lere are ,soine examples
• "('ig.iietti' advertising rei'rmts new us-

ers creates social aeeept.ihibty for

smoking re stmuilales individuals

who have (jiiit to ,st,u t again helps re-

midrei' the eomplaeeiu'y ol those who do
not smoke "

( Blum)
• Toliaeeo product advi'i tismg and pro

motion eneoiirage individuals to start us

mg toliaeeo, re.assure usms, and I'litiee

fornu'r usi'rs to resume lohaeeo use" i Da
VIS)

• " (’ig.irelte advertising and promo
lion do .ifleel eonsumplion the ease

for a relationship belween advertising

and smoking is quite strong” (Warner).

There is virtually no evidence to sup-

port these assertions, certainly none in

the four presentations.

Some of the experts’ remarks were fa-

tuous, such as the statement by Dr Warn-
er. “if advertising did not increase con-

sumption, there would be no reason for a

state tobacco monopoly to advertise. Yet,

each of the following countries has a state

monopoly and cigarette advertising: Aus-
tria, Japan, South Korea, Thailand, and

Turkey." Canada's first, sixth, and 15th

leading advertisers are the governments
of Canada, Ontario, and Quebec, respec-

tively, all of which are monopolies in their

areas of enterprise.

An underhand tactic of banners is to in-

troduce as ‘evidence’ statements alleged

to have been made, usually anonymously,

by employees of tobacco companies and
their advertising agencies. Dr Blum said

an “advertising man " told him: "When I

worked for (a well-known New York ad-

vertising agency), we were trying very

hard to influence kids who were 14 years

old to smoke. . . . The entry age is 14. I

w'as laughing on the outside and crying on

the inside. My experience tells me never

to believe any noble notions about adver-

tising men — that they won’t take aim at

kids. They will aim at whomever the cli-

ent and they have determined will sell

(sic) the product. They do not care what

the product is."

Dr Warner urged the subcommittee "to

contemplate the words of a representa-

tive of the tobacco industry, a marketing

employee ofBrown & Williamson

;

"Nobody is stupid enough to put it in

writing, or even in words, but there is al-

ways the presumption that your market-

ing approach should contain some el-

ement of market expansion, and market

expansion in this industry means two

things, kids and women. I think that gov-

erns the thinking of all the companies."

This is the tawdriest kind of evidence —
unreliable, untraceable, and probably un-

related to the issue. Its use by accredited

academics is unconscionable.

Regrettably, these four professionals

are not alone in their lapses from ordi-

nary academic standards when dealing

with the issues around tobacco advertis-

ing. A cursory review of the literature re-

veals an unfortunate abundance of misre-

porting, misrepresentation, illogical ar-

gument, wild generalization, and old-

fashioned inaccuracy. Let me mention

just one, mild example.

Wild generalization
The book by Dr Benjamin Singer of the

University of Western Ontario. Advertis-

ing and Society ( 1986). contains a chapter

entitled. The paradox of promotion: the

advertising of alcoholic beverages and to-

bacco. Dr Singer’s conclusion is that “For

the most part, critics of the advertising of

alcoholic beverages and tobacco products

have succeeded in proving their points.

Despite industry denials, advertising diH's

increase sales."

But. this statement follows a review of

tlie literature that overwhelmingly shows

the opposite for alcoholic beverages and

provides no ('videiu'c eoneerning tobacco

Next month. I’ll U'ok closely at evidence

on the effects of tobacco advertising, such

as it IS. and discuss related issues, notably

(he worrying claim publishers suppre.ss

adver.se information about tobacco to

;i\oid offending Ibeir advertisers.

By

Richard

Gilbert
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Group shakes off the stigma of lacking ‘clout’

MADD taking a political activist role in US
By Terri Etherington

EUGENE, Oregon — A new wave
of professionalism may be chang-

ing the thrust of the United States-

based, citizen activist group

MADD (Mothers Against Drunk

Driving).

More men and more families are

getting involved, says Steven Un-

gerleider, PhD. And, local MADD
chapters are beginning to shift

their orientation toward criminal

justice intervention and away from

dealing only in public education

and awareness.

Dr Ungerleider and colleagues

from Integrated Research Serv-

ices here surveyed 212 MADD
chapters, 63.1% of the 336 valid US
chapters.

While the survey showed MADD
groups continue to place strong

emphasis on prevention and educa-

tion, more members believe the

most effective deterrents are legal

sanctions.

Dr Ungerleider told The Journal

there is a sense chapter leaders

are “frustrated. They would prefer

to be more involved in the criminal

justice system.

“They are perceived as MADD
mothers and carry the stigma of

not having clout.”

This is changing, however, he
said.

The researchers conclude; “Af-

ter five years on the national scene
. . . the thrust of MADD’s work is

no longer just to tell the victim’s

story but to change attitudes and
behavior to prevent the creation of

more victims.

“One might say the grief cycle

(denial, anger, sorrow, depression,

and acceptance ) has come full cir-

cle. MADD has come to accept its

role in the community as a vehicle

for citizen activists who want to ef-

fect social change.”

Survey results also indicate

chapters with a higher proportion

of male members tend to have

more program involvement and
stress a wider variety of commu-
nity efforts.

There was 48% support for reha-

bilitation as a solution for drinking/

driving problems. More than half

( 52% ) did not consider ‘safe rides’

By John Carroll

FREDERICTON — Despite re-

duced overall consumption of bev-

erage alcohol, the sales and profits

of the New Brunswick Liquor Cor-

poration (NBLC) increased again

in fiscal 1985/86.

This prompted a renewed call for

a set percentage of profits to be al-

located to the annual budget of the

province’s Alcohol and Drug De-

pendency Commission ( ADDC).
The annual report of the NBLC

shows that in the year ending
March 31, 1986, revenues totalled

$195.8 million, up 2.1% on the $191.7

million made the previous year.

Profits increased by 4.3% or $2.9

a solution, arguing the program
“might encourage people to drink

and then face the critical decision

of whether to drive or call for assis-

tance.”

Dr Ungerleider and colleagues

say the shift in emphasis suggests.

million, to $70.1 million from $67.2

million in 1984/85. Based on a 1983

New Brunswick population of

706,600, per capita expenditure on

alcohol was $277.10. The profit rep-

resented 35.6% of gross sales.

Beer continued to be the bever-

age of choice, but the 51,090,250

litres consumed indicate a per ca-

pita decline of 2.34 litres to 70.93

litres. Consumption of liquor also

decreased and at 3,445,758 litres

declined to a per capita rate of 4.78

litres, from 4.98 litres.

Wine again showed a modest ad-

vance, with a per capita consump-
tion increasing to 4.45 litres from
4.41 litres, for an annual total of

3,202,188 litres.

“MADD has emerged from its hon-

eymoon status with the press and
is now moving into a systems ap-

proach involving multiple compo-
nents of community resources to

deal with the drunk driving dilem-

ma.”

When the legislature’s Crown
Corporations Committee studied

the report and questioned NBLC
senior management. Liberal MLA
Sheldon Lee said it was “shameful
and disgusting" that liquor profits

were about 3.5 times greater than

revenues from two of the prov-

ince’s major economic sectors:

forestry and mining.

Liberal financial critic Allan

Maher moved that the committee
recommend 15% of the profit of the

NBLC be directed to the ADDC.
As in former years when similar

motions have been made, this was
defeated because the committee
did not have a mandate to inter-

vene in the budgetary process.

A letter to Richard Gilbert

Consumption drops, profits rise

Lacking an easily-identifiable social

sub-group which they could vilify and ridi-

cule, Chenguans were forced to look in-

ward and contemplate their own moral
failings. They got so discouraged they

stopped making jade Happy Faces and
were swallowed up without a fight and
without a whimper in the expansion of the

Han Dynasty of China, circa 200 AD.
• There is also the case of the Bithnyan
culture, which flourished on the Anatolian

plateau from 2500 to 300 BC.

Recently, expert linguists have deci-

phered a significant proportion of the cu-

neiform-like Bithnyan script, and it would

appear that long before Pericles and 'ong

/ don’t think I could use you as a role model
for my new persona. No offence

January 1, 1987

Dear Richard

Thank you for your recent letter (The

Journal, December, 1986). I too enjoyed

our encounter, including the “too much
time we spent discussing politics.”

Your suggestion we switch roles — you

trying your hand at humor and/or satire

and me attempting to be serious and dull

— does appeal to me, notwithstanding the

fact I don’t think I could use you as a role

model for my new persona.

No offence, but I’ve read your column
for quite some time, and, although I find it

serious, I have yet to find it dull.

In any event, I have applied myself dil-

igently to your suggested topic ; the social

benefits of the moderate use of drugs. I

have been attempting to put together

what you describe as “an intricate and
well-researched estimation of optimal

levels of drug use.”

And, I have been feverishly searching

libraries and electronic databases so that

I can, as you suggest, demonstrate the

consistency of my conclusions with re-

ports in the anthropological and historical

literature of societies that declined be-

cause of too little or too much drug abuse.

So far, I’ve only encountered one prob-

lem. Perhaps you can help me with it,

since your research skills are obviously

more highly developed than mine. The
problem is this: there is precious little

historical and/or anthropological litera-

ture about societies that declined because
of too little drug use. Indeed, I have been
able to come up with only three obscure

examples:
• There is the case of the Chengu people,

who occupied what is now the Changajn
Nuruu region of central Mongolia be-

tween 1250 BC and 100 AD and left a vari-

ety of puzzling artifacts, including the

famous ‘Yinchuan Jade,’ thought to be the

inspiration for the modern ‘Happy Face’.

Recent, computer-aided cryptoanalysis

has greatly aided the decipherment of

Chengu pictograms, and it now appears
that the vibrant Chengu culture of the

first millennium BC (the culture that pro-

duced the Yinchuan Jade) became dis-

pirited and demoralized because of a de-

cree prohibiting alcohol and other mind-
altering substances put into effect by the

emperor Chin Tuong ( 120-50 BC )

.

This decree eventually resulted in a sit-

uation in which there was no one Cheng-
uans could feel superior to: before long

Chenguan culture suffered from an abso-

lute lack of a class of people the average
citizen could look down on as depraved or

morally weak.

before the rise of Athens, Bithnya was a

hotbed of democratic republican govern-

ment: there were political parties, politi-

cal conventions, even elections. These

things apparently existed up until 405 BC
and the rise of the demogogue Laodecia I,

who issued an edict prohibiting the use of

alcohol and coffee.

Following the Edict of Laodecia, Bith-

nyan democracy fell into total disarray.

The noted scholar Giberin, in his classic.

Decline and Fall of the Bithnyan Empire,

suggests the Bithnyan republic disinte-

grated because of the Edict of Laodecia.

Alcohol and/or caffeine, argues Giberin,

are essential fuels of the political process,

since people who go to political conven-

tions invariably consume one or the other

— or both — in great quantities. Denied

these essential fuels, says Giberin, Bith-

nyans simply lost interest in republican

government and the democratic process.

So, it is not surprising, says Giberin,

that Bithnya fell, after a half-hearted and

desultory struggle, to the armies of Alex-

ander of Macedonia in 356 BC and was
never heard from again.

• And finally, there is the case of the Bun-

yoro people of central Africa (200-1200

AD). Well, perhaps I should say the al-

leged case of the Bunyoro people, since

I’m trying to be serious and dull and there

is a considerable body of scholars ( Prit-

chard, Weismann, and Divot to name just

a few) who have questioned the very exis-

tence of the Bunyoros, suggesting they be-

long to the world of legend rather than the

world of archaeology.

(Weismann is very convincing on this

point, and his argument that the famous

Musetta Stone supposedly deciphered by

Champignon in 1887 is an outright 19th

century fake is not without merit.

)

In any event. Champignon claims to

have unlocked the secret of the curious

Bunyoro hieroglyphs and says the Bunyo-

ros had a highly developed literate cul-

ture. Around 1100 AD, references to a

‘Flack’ epidemic begin to appear in Bun-

yoro literature and banana-leaf broad-

sheets. Champignon says Flack was some
sort of killer-herb which the Bunyoro
scribes claimed was going to tear the fab-

ric of Bunyoro society apart.

But, in fact. Flack was a minor problem
confined to minority communities; even

in those communities, it had a self-limited

life span. However, the Flack-hysteria of

the scribes served the interests of the

Bunyoro rulers, who were anxious — as

rulers always are— to divert public atten-

tion from more legitimate concerns,

namely the poverty of the lower classes

and the war-mongering of the ruling

classes. So, the authorities encouraged

the scribes.

The Bunyoros disappeared about 1150

AD. Pritchard says they were decimated

in an ecological disaster; Bunyoro scribes

were so obsessed with the phony, media-

induced Flack-menace that they com-

pletely ignored the real menace: African

killer bees.

So, there you have it, the sum total of

my research into societies that declined

because of too little drug use.

It isn’t much. Indeed, having embarked
upon this research exercise and having

found it quantitatively fruitless, I am in-

clined to agree with Freiberg and Helwig,

who assert in Chemocentrism and Culture

that there is precious little historical and/

or anthropological literature about socie-

ties that declined because of too little drug

use. They say this is due to the warped
perspectives of anthropologists them-

selves, who tend to ignore non-drug-using

societies and focus their attention on the

other kind.

As Freiberg and Helwig point out, ev-

eryone has heard of the famous Schleim-

man expedition. Everyone has heard how,

in 1881, Baron Schleimman penetrated the

upper reaches of the Amazon.
Everyone has read of Schleimman’s en-

counter with the Xoxital tribe: how he ob-

served the ritual smoking of the sacred

‘Zatixuma’ leaves, how he watched the

frenzied drug-inspired dancing, how he

saw the sacramental chewing of Itakha

bark, how he — with mounting wonder-
ment and horror — observed what hap-

pened to the Sacred Virgins, and how he

and his six brave co-adventurers dodged
the poisoned tips of Sacred Arrows and es-

caped to tell the tale.

Schleimman’s tale of the Xoxitals is a

classic of anthropological literature.

But, as Freiberg and Helwig point out,

has anyone ever heard of the Yumblaba
tribe, a tribe much more numerous than

the Xoxitals, a tribe with which the ex-

hausted Baron and his men spent five

happy and recuperative months following

their adventure with the Xoxitals?

Baron Schleimman dismisses the

Yumblabas in two sentences. And, what
was the Yumblabas’ crime, why were
they virtually ignored by Baron Schleim-

man? Was it because their idea of a good

time was to gather together in front of

their mud huts and sing — as a round —
this song;

Row, Row, Row your dugout

Gently down the Amazon (literal transla-

tion, ‘big stream’)

Merrily, Merrily. Merrily. Merrily.

Life is but a ’*’&(/%, ( not yet deciphered ) ?

Freiberg and Helwig say Schleimman
unconsciously chose to ignore the remark-

able counterpoint and harmony of Yumb-
laba round-singing because of chemocen-
trism. Since he himselfcame from a drug-

taking society. Schleimman was cultural-

ly preconditioned to dismiss the gentle

pleasures of the Yumblabas as boring and

culturally preconditioned to concentrate

on the antics of the Zatixuma-smoking,

Itakha-chewing, Xoxitals.

I think Freiberg and Helwig may have a

point, and this may explain the absence of

anthropological and historical literature

that deals with cultures in which there

was too little drug use.

Of course, I may be wrong; I’m new at

this serious and dull business. Please ad-

vise.

Yours truly

Wayne Howell
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MJectfOtts
The following selected evaluations of audio-visual materials have been made
by the Audio-Visual Assessment Group of the Addiction Research Founda-
tion in Ontario. The ratings are based on a six-point scale. Projections are

available in both video and 16mm film unless otherwise specified. For fur-

ther information, contact Margaret Sheppard at (416) 595-6000, ext 7384.

Drink, Drunk, Drive

Number: 761.

Subject heading: Impaired driv-

ing.

Details: Three, 12-min filmstrips.

Synopsis: Drinking-driving acci-

dents have reached epidemic pro-

portions, particularly among
young people. The problem has

been compounded by lenient law

enforcement. It is not only the vic-

tims who suffer, but also families

and friends. The driver responsible

suffers emotional trauma. There
are ways to combat this problem.

Organizations such as Mothers
Against Drunk Driving (MADD)
raise awareness and force changes
in legislation. Young people can
take precautions ; not drinking too

much, spacing and sipping drinks,

and removing the car keys from

impaired friends.

General evaluation: Good to very
good (4.5). The filmstrips contain

good information that could lead to

valuable discussion about drinking

and driving and ways to deal with

the problem.

Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the filmstrips could

benefit those 15 to 18 years old and
their parents.

Smoking and You

Number: 756.

Subject heading

:

Smoking.

DISTANCEEDUCATION

Homestudyaddictionscourses

nowavailabletoeveryone

MULTIMEDIA
RESOURCES

TELEPHONE
MAIL

AUDIOTAPES
STUDY GUIDES

NOTES& TEXTS

Participants in the School for Addiction Studies’

new distance education courses will receive a set

of reference materials plus weekly units to guide

them through the readings and assignments. A
tutor will provide assistance and regular feedback.

These courses will be of interest to professionals

in the alcohol and drug and related fields and to

concerned members of the general public. Choose

the course which best meets your requirements.

RegisternowforWinter1987

PHARMACOLOGY
AND DRUG ABUSE

February 18 to May 20, 1987

New in 1987, this course focuses on the
pharmacology of psychoactive drugs.
The curriculum covers;

• BASIC PHARMACOLOGY

• PRESCRIPTION DRUGS

• LEGAL DRUGS

• ILLICIT DRUGS

Registration Fee:

Ontario residents $200.
Non-Ontario residents $340.

DRINKING AND DRUGS:
USE AND ABUSE

February 2 to April 17, 1987

This course features audiotapes of lectures

and interviews with prominent authorities in

the field. Topics include:

• THEORIES OF ADDICTION

• CONSEQUENCES OF ABUSE
• FAMILY ISSUES

• DRINKING AND DRIVING

• HEALTH PROMOTION
• TREATMENT

Registration Fee:

Ontario residents $ 1 50.

Non-Ontario residents $255.

hhf morr itifonmiriori diitl

trffshutiou fonns, amtot t:

Scliool for Addiction Studies
H M.ty Street

lotonto, ( Tinada M4\V I lei; (4U>) 9(>4-‘),ll I

t tJn'ision of t/w Aililutiim Rrsiiinh /‘oumt/fion / An r/gry/ry ofthe I'tm'inrr of thtono

Details: Five, 10-min filmstrips

with audiotapes.

Synopsis: Quality of life depends
on decisions people make. Some
decisions, like smoking, could
make a great difference. There are
many short- and long-term undesi-

rable effects of smoking, and the
best way to avoid this “dirty,

harmful habit” is simply never to

start.

General evaluation: Poor (2.2).

This series overstresses the long-

term effects of smoking, inappro-
priate for the young target audi-
ence. The issue of birth defects is

raised but is insufficiently dis-

cussed. The filmstrips are boring.

Recommended use: None.

Staying Alive;

Decisions About
Drinking and Driving

Number: 753.

Subject heading: Impaired driv-

ing.

Details: Four, 10-min filmstrips

with audio cassettes.

Synopsis: A tow-truck driver at the

scene of a drinking-driving acci-

dent discusses how he feels about

cleaning up afterward ; a police of-

ficer explains he had stopped the

car earlier to give the driver a

warning; the parents and girl-

friend of the dead driver share
their feelings: and, the man who
sold beer to the boy stresses he is

not responsible. The filmstrips ex-

plain why it is dangerous to drink

and drive and that being fit. drink-

ing coffee, or sticking to beer will

not reduce the chances of a drink-

ing-driving accident. Viewers are

urged to find out about groups such

as MADD ( Mothers Against Drunk
Driving), SADD (Students Against

Drunk Driving ). etc to help combat
the problem.

General evaluation: Good to very

good (4.5). These well-produced

filmstrips include good informa-

tion on current intervention pro-

grams. Some reviewers were con-

cerned the progorams discussed

focus exclusively on drinking, driv-

ing and appear to tolerate under-

age and excessive drinking.

Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the filmstrips could

benefit all audiences 12 years and
older.

Subscribe to

PROJECTION
Film Reviews

Eliminate costly

preview fees. Know
what films to borrow
or buy without

pre-screening.

PROJECTION is

mailed 10 times a

year by the ARF
Audio-Visual

Assessment Group.

About 50 films per

year are assessed for

accuracy, interest,

production, age level,

etc.

$16.00 per year

5 hard binders of 745
reviews since 71 —
$211.00
Empty binders—$7.00

Mirktlni Sirvicti

AMicttN Diiitrcll (wiillMii
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Coming Events is a free service. While all notices are considered, publication can-
not be guaranteed. Deadline is eight weeks in advance of publication. Contact:
The Journal, Coming Events, 33 Russell St, Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1.

Canada

Ontario Psychiatric Association:

Unity and Quality Care — Jan 21-

24, Toronto, Ontario. Information:

Pierre Beausejour, Rm 4418, dept

of psychiatry, Ottawa General

Hospital, 501 Smythe Rd, Ottawa,

ONK1H8L6.

Drinking and Drugs: Use and

Abuse, A Multi-Media Distance

Education Course — Begins Feb 2,

Canada. Information: School for

Addiction Studies, Addiction Re-

search Foundation, 8 May St, To-

ronto, ONM4W2Y1.

Canadian Addictions Foundation

Atlantic Conference 87 — April 26-

30, Saint John, New Brunswick. In-

formation: Roger A. Alain, infor-

mation officer, Alcoholism and

Drug Dependency Commission of

New Brunswick, PO Box 6000,

Fredericton, NB E3B 5H1.

1st Pacific Institute on Addictions
— May 5-8, Langley, British Co-

lumbia. Information: Karl Bur-

den, Alcohol and Drug Concerns

Inc, 11 Progress Ave, Ste 200, Scar-

borough, Ontario MIP 4S7.

PRIDE Canada 3rd National Con-

ference on Youth and Drugs —May
14-16, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.

Information: Eloise Opheim, pres-

ident, PRIDE Canada, Ste 111,

Thorvaldson Bldg, College of Phar-

macy, University of Saskatche-

wan, Saskatoon, SK S7N OWO.

United States

13th Annual Advanced Internation-

al Winter Symposium: — Feb 1-6,

Colorado Springs, Colorado. Infor-

mation: Jeffrey D. Elliott, sympo-

sium coordinator. Psychotherapy

Associates, 3208 N Academy Blvd,

Ste 160. Colorado Springs CO 80907.

3rd National Convention on Chil-

dren of Alcoholics— Feb 28-March

5, Orlando, Florida. Information:

US Journal Training, Inc, 1721

Blount Rd, Ste 1, Pompano Beach,

FL 33069.

International Native American
Solvent Abuse Conference —
March 2-4, Tulsa, Oklahoma. Infor-

mation: Travis Jackson, presi-

dent, Native American Research

and Technical Assistance Center,

Inc. 411 E St, Seminole, OK 74868.

10th Annual Alcohol Symposium,
Diagnosis and Treatment: New
Perspectives on Old Dilemmas —
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March 7, Boston, Massachusetts.

Information: Judy Reiner Platt,

Cambridge Hospital, 1493 Cam-
bridge St, Cambridge, MA 02139.

12th Annual Regional Institute on

Alcohol and Drug Abuse — March
10-11, Belton, Texas. Information:

Central Texas Council on Alcohol-

ism and Drug Abuse, PO Box 203,

Temple,TX 76503.

PRIDE 1987 International Confer-

ence on Drugs — March 19-21, At-

lanta, Georgia. Information: Jean

Alford, National Parents’ Re-

source Institute for Drug Educa-

tion, Inc, 100 Edgewood Dr, Ste

1216, Atlanta, GA.

5th National Symposium on the Im-

paired Nurse — March 25-27, At-

lanta, Georgia. Information: Na-
tional Nurses Society on Addic-

tions, 2506 Gross Point Rd,

Evanston, Illinois 60201.

American Society for Clinical

Pharmacology and Therapeutics
Annual Meeting — March 25-28,

Orlando, Florida. Information:
Elaine Galasso, executive secre-

tary, 1718 Gallagher Rd, Norris-

town, Pennsylvania 19401.

American Orthopsychiatric Asso-

ciation Annual Meeting — March
25-29, Washington, DC. Informa-

tion: Marion Danger, executive di-

rector, 19 W 44th St, Ste 1616, New
York, NY 10036.

National Alcoholism Forum and
Medical Scientific Conference on

Alcoholism: Alcohol and Sports —
April 23-26, Cleveland, Ohio. Infor-

mation: Forum coordinator, NCA,
12W 21st St, New York, NY 10010.

Abroad

Symposium on the Prevention of

Alcohol Misuse Among Children

and Young People — Feb 25-26,

London, England. Information: In-

stitute of Alcohol Studies, Alliance

House, 12 Claxton St, London,

SWIH OQS

The International Congress for Al-

coholism and Drug Abuse Counsel-

ors — March 13-21, London, En-
gland. Information: Tom Claunch,

PO Box 210638, Montgomery, Ala-

bama 36121.

7th International Conference on Al-

cohol Problems — April 5-10, Liv-

erpool, England. Information:

Conference secretary, 1st fl. The
Fruit Exchange, Victoria St, Liv-

erpool, L2 6QU England.

3rd Annual International Industri-

al Alcoholism Symposium — May
25-27 Frankfurt, West Germany.
Information: Sara Bilik, Symposi-
um chairperson, Conecta Part-

ners, Berger Strasse 211, 6000

Frankfurt 60 FRG, West Germany.
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TORONTO — Joanna is a striking woman
in her 60s, European born, somewhat for-

mal— a woman with “presence.

”

The morning she realized she could not

remember her dinner party the night be-

fore was traumatic.

She remembered cooking it and serving

it — another of the exquisite gourmet din-

ners she delights in preparing for her

friends— but nothing more.

“My dinners are great; everybody loves

to come and eat at my place. Everything

was served properly, done properly. But
then, ‘What happened to that duck last

night?’ I couldn’t remember eating . . . .

My friends had noticed nothing, but I

knew,” Joanna told The Journal.

A successful business executive before

her retirement five years earlier, Joanna
did not take kindly to the thought of loss of

control.

“I’d been in control of my life all those

years; I was a manager for 30 years. . . .

Something had to be done, but I wasn’t

sure what to do.”

Alcoholics Anonymous was not for her,

Joanna knew. She does not consider her-

self an alcoholic. She is not “a group per-

son; I could never get up and admit I had
problems.” And, she was not prepared to

be told, ‘You can never have one more
drink in your life.’

Then, by chance, she saw a newspaper
advertisement from the Addiction Re-

search Foundation (ARF) here announc-

ing brief, confidential, outpatient treat-

ment.

“I phoned right away. Martha was on

the phone; we talked about an hour.”

Martha Sanchez-Craig, PhD, is a pi-

oneer of brief intervention for suitable,

early-stage, problem drinkers as an alter-

native to the costly, traditional package of

one-month of inpatient treatment plus one
or two years of weekly follow-up (The
Journal, September).

Dr Sanchez-Craig believes brief inter-

vention is more effective for early-stage

problem drinkers and that it is much more
likely to persuade such people to come for-

ward for help before they develop serious

dependency and before they lose their

jobs, their f^amilies, and their self respect.

The program is not designed for severe

alcoholics but for people, like Joanna, with

less than 10 years of excessive drinking.

It is essentially a learning process; it

aims to teach people how to drink sensibly,

to attain goals of controlled drinking set

with their consent. The 78-page manual
given each “student” sums it up: Why not

Drink Defensively? A Self-Help Manual
for Drinking Safely.

The course is no pushover. Dr Sanchez-
Craig warns new students: “Abstention
will be easier; one deeision and that’s it.

With this, you must work at it very hard.”

The clients must answer detailed question-

naires, fill in daily records, and keep close

track of their drinking. Commitment and
honesty are prerequisites.

But, how does it feel for the new pupil?

A one-hour asse.ssment interview for

.Ioanna with “very friendly, very con-

genial people,” was followed by three

sessions, at two-weekly ititervals, with

ARF outpatient counsellor ((arole Bush.

But first, 'one (irink’ was defined for

.Joanna, radically revising her awareness
of how much she had been drinking.

•Ioanna's excessive drinking followed a

dislinel jiattern
;
she drank almost enlircdy

while she was cooking. I’arlics were no
problem, she never drank in the morning,
01' after diiiiier

Itiil, ahoiil a year before she retired, she

had tallen into the habit ot pouring hersell

.1 drink as soon iis she got home ti oiii work

%ACk
I»GE
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ARF program helps early-stage problem drinkers

Warding off the crash: a success story
By Joan Hollobon

day, seldom drink more than three times a

week— and no more than 12 drinks a week
— do not drink before noon, or use aicdwl

“as an important source of recreation.
"

Ms Bush said she always tries to have

clients examine the differences in their be-

havior when they control their drinking. A
businessman, for example, is clearer-

headed in the afternoon, more productive

— no more avoiding the secretary or chew-

ing mints — and in better physical condi-

tion when he forgoes liquid lunches.

"Drinking is accepted so much — in

business, in the golf club after the hole-in-

one. It is easy to believe Everyone enter-

tains their clients that way .’ It is only later

when people get out of the routine and look

around that they find how many people are

not drinking. ” Ms Bush said.

('riteria for admission to the .XRF outpa-

tient course include the absence of physi-

cal illness or concurrent treatment by a

psychiatrist.

For most jH'ople. the program counsel-

ling suffices. But, occasionally, clients

prove to have other problems and are re-

ferred elsewhere for marital, psychiatric,

or psychological counselling, Ms Bush

said

She believes people are becoming con-

cerned about alcohol abuse .sowier today,

''but they don't want to see Iheni.seh es as

alcoholic a term I don't find very hel|v

fill"

Many heavy abusers who have already

lost their social supports probably recog

ni/.ed early on that thev had problems, but

didn't know what to do about it. she said

I think it's marvellous that we are

looking at early problem drinking iiiid ac-

knowledging there is a possibility of doing

something alnnit it in the early stages

"We all sei' (leople and think. If only we
eoiild have gotten this guy 20 years ago be

fore he'd lost everything.’

"I always feel more confident lof their

success I when they come in the early

stages, " Ms Bush said.

After retirement, she continued to do so.

That drink sat beside her on the kitchen

counter as she cooked. As the ice diluted it,

she topped it up.

“When they asked me how many drinks

I had, I said three or four. But, when I

added up what they meant by one drink, I

was drinking eight or 10 a day. . . . That’s

one thing you learn; you start counting,

measuring,” Joanna said.

(One drink is one shot of liquor — an
ounce and a half— three ounces of sherry,

five ounces of wine, or one bottle of beer.

)

During the first two weeks, Joanna con-

tinued to pour a drink as soon as she came
home from shopping in the afternoon, ex-

cept now she took it into the living room
and sat down to drink it. Later on, she had
a .second drink, again in the living room.

Then, when she went into the kitchen to

cook she poured her.self a tonic water with

lime or a similar non-alcoholic drink. She

also took the alcohol out of the kitchen cup-

board.

The lu'xt sli'p was to pour a non alcoholic

drink when she came home. Later in the

afternoon, she 'l•('warde(^ herself with a

sherry while watching television, and,

when her husband came home, they had a

drink together

She began the program before

('tiristmas a year ago, managing to get

Ihroiigh all the Christmas and New ^’ear

cooking and festivities siieeessliilly She

rewarded hersell with three drinks on her

birthday at the (‘iid of .laniiary

"Bill, I'm still fighting Isven now. when
I'm III the kitchen. I in templed," shi' s.iid

Her friends h.id noticed lii'r deleriora

lion III the jiasl few years and h.id express

ed coneern to her husband Now, they havi'

also nolieeil the improvenienl

What did .lo.'inna find tiu' most useful

thing .iboiil the course
"

"Talking Carole said, ''\’oii are an Intel

ligeni person, do yon have to do Ihal'” No.

I really don't It’s liringing it into one's

awareness And the eoimlmg liiisiness.

that helped a lot. She told me to try some
days not to drink at all, and I did it and I

didn’t suffer for it.”

Joanna, a dedicated cigarette smoker,

said she has never had a craving for alco-

hol. “Cigarettes— that is a craving. But, I

don’t have that problem with alcohol: it is

just a stupid habit. . .
.”

Even habits are extremely difficult to

break.

Ms Bush told The Journal she prefers the

word urge to craving. People often talk

about craving as some "terrible thing that

comes over them they can't control; " of-

ten these are really engrained habits.

“I say to people like Joanna, Ifyou have
an urge to drink when you walk in from
shopping, then make the drink loss acces-

sible .... Often, we fool wo must havo a

toa or a coffoe whon wo aro watching tho

television nows. Is that a craving ’ To mo.
it’s a habit

”

Ms Hush : "Few people who come in hero

aro really comfortable. It's my job to help

them fool comfort able. They aro hero bo

cause they have a problem I’m not hero to

punish them. I'm hero to help them learn a

.skill

"Many people havo never learned the

rules for drinking safely
"

Dfteii, clients do not know why they

drink, sometimes, they have failed to real

i/.e that needing a drink to relax when they

gel home suggests they have not learned to

tiandle stress on the job effi'elively, she ex

|ilauied

The .S.inche/ Craig manual mslriiels pa

lienl.s to assess llu-ir pri'si'iil drinking pal

terns and suggests different ways to

achieve safe drinking, such as monitoring

their own drinking, coping with |iressiire

from drinking companions, siilisliliilmg

other .iclivilies for drinking, or coping

with iinha()i>iness or stress wilhoiil reach

mg for a liollle

Defining moderation, the manual says

moderate drinkers do not drink daily, do

not drink more than four drinks on any one

PlKStecrf
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Sports stars may be prone to cocaine deaths
By Harvey McConnell

LOS ANGELES — Top-class ath-

letes are probably more at risk of

death from a cocaine overdose be-

cause they are physically fit.

“Obviously, we shall never be

able to prove that, but I think it is a

valid hypothesis because of what
we know about the actions of co-

caine on the heart,” says Forest

Tennant, MD, drug abuse consul-

tant to the United States National

Football League (NFL) and Los

Angeles Dodgers and director of a

number of community health clin-

ics in this area.

However, while cocaine over-

dose deaths of US sports stars Len
Bias and Don Rogers triggered

new federal anti-drug initiatives,

the focus on cocaine should not ob-

viate dealing with high dose alco-

hol and marijuana use and their

much greater prevalence among
athletes.

Elaborating on his hypothesis.

Dr Tennant notes that “highly fit,

highly tuned athletes may be more
susceptible because they have

more chemical's in their nerves;'

they have more highly tuned re-

ceptor sites, and they have some-

thing called an athlete’s heart (hy-

pertrophy) or thickening of the

heart muscle.

“We know that cocaine restricts

the coronary blood vessels to the

heart (The Journal, August, 1986),

thus reducing the oxygen supply to

the heart, while at the same time it

speeds up the heart as well as re-

leasing norepinephrine which has

a stimulating effect on the heart.

You get several negative things

working at the same time, and you

can end up dying.

“Another way to die from co-

caine is brain seizure, but you nev-

er know in cocaine deaths whether

the brain seizure came before the

heart stoppage or vice versa.”

As for widespread marijuana

use among professional athletes.

Dr Tennant confesses: “It is a

Bathroom technology advances

Urine-testers now offer privacy
By Harvey McConnell

WASHINGTON — A $10 digital

thermometer and a “dry bath-

room” can now eliminate the most
objectionable aspect of urine test-

ing for drug use.

^INSIDE
Gallop reports on
Canadian smokers p3

j

Hearing-impaired teens
and drug use p4

Children of alcoholics
handle recovery

V
p10

/

“This way you can insure the

sample has integrity and without

direct observation, which people

do find objectionable and under-

standably so,” says Lee Dogoloff,

executive director of the American
Council for Drug Education here.

The concept is simple: the per-

son being tested has the privacy of

a bathroom, but there is no running
water in the sink and a dye is

added to the toilet bowl so water
cannot be scooped up to dilute the

sample. When the person leaves

the bathroom, the temperature of
the sample is tested with an inex-

pensive digital thermometer.
Mr Dogoloff: “That temperature

better be close to what is inside

your body. It has been found very
difficult to duplicate because you
can’t keep a bogus sample in your
pocket or under your armpit and
get it to that temperature; the bo-

gus one would be several degrees

lower.”

Mr Dogoloff, who lectures on the

question of urine testing and whose
council has sold more than 40,000

guides on how to test fairly, says:

“By the nature of the technology,

the test errs on the side of false

negatives rather than false posi-

tives. The real concern is that

some people talk about false posi-

tives — identifying someone as a

user who is not— and that is highly

unlikely, particularly if you have a

good chain of custody.”

Positive readings must be con-

firmed by gas chromatography

and mass spectrometry.

“If you do that, you will not have
false positives.” But you will have

false negatives simply because of

the original cut-off levels: if it is 50

nanograms of THC (delta-nine-te-

(See Bootleg, p2)

great mystery why anyone who
wants to perform well in sports

would ever touch marijuana, con-

sidering that one of the breakdown
products stays in the bloodstream

for from two to five days and may
have some activity on the nervous

system. It absolutely makes no

sense.”

The most pronounced effect is on

the eyes; the pupils do not react

normally, and physical examina-
tions find conditions known as

nystagmus (involuntary eyeball

movement) and strabismus. Mari-

juana also effects concentration.

The combination may explain

why some players are error-prone,

“because sports is really a matter

of eye-hand coordination and con-

stant mental concentration” (The

Journal, January, 1986). The
decrement, though small, wouldn’t

affect the average person but does

Bias: more susceptible

affect the reactions of the top-class

athlete.

Dr Tennant adds: “The evidence

is that alcohol, marijuana, and co-

caine all affect the high performer
more than the average person.

“Why do athletes use marijua-

na? I think it is out of ignorance;

they have been told it is harmless,

it won’t hurt you, and it is safe to

use. All the evidence is to the cont-

rary.”

In his role with the NFL, Dr Ten-

nant is involved in league plans to

start testing players for anabolic

steroid use when they report to

training camps, or minicamps, un-

der the present management-play-
er contract which expires on Au-

gust 1. Drug testing is expected to

feature in the new contract to be

drawn up between owners and

players.

Tennant: out of ignorance

Rockers in Ireland

for anti-drug videos
By Karen Birchard

DUBLIN — Some of the biggest

names in pop music — all of them
Irish —appear on an anti-drug vi-

deo released here for use during

the spring school term.

Megastars like Bob Geldof, Chris

deBurgh, the Thompson Twins,

and U2 perform their hits and also

speak directly to the young people

about drugs.

Mr Geldof uses humor and an ap-

peal to students’ vanity when
speaking about heroin abuse, tell-

ing them one of the side effects is

loss of hair.

“Your muscles go, your body

falls apart — and so it doesn’t mat-

ter if you’re dead, you’ll be bald.

And that’s worse.”

Tom Bailey of the Thompson
Twins tells young people: “The
world is a great place with lots of

things to do, but drugs will only

close them off. Don't waste your

time with drugs.”

The video was the idea of a group

of concerned parents. Community
Action Drugs, who found it simple

to get the video produced.

Chairman Grainne Kenny told

The Journal: “Everyone I went to

said it was a great idea, and no one

wanted to be paid. I'm talking

about everyone from the rock stars

to the technicians and cameramen.

They all felt it was important.”

(See Ireland feature, The Back
Page.)

The video runs for an hour and

features the stars on location here

as well as their music videos. It

will be shown in all Irish schools

and in youth clubs.

Geldof: loss of hair
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NEWS

Briefly. .

.

The air you breathe
LONDON — A Norwegian sci-

entist’s observation that lum-

berjacks ~ who breathe in a

lot of woodsmoke — rarely

catch cold has led to devel-

opment of a new drug to fight

the common cold, The Sunday
Times reports. Olav Braen-

den, PhD, a former chief of

the United Nations narcotics

laboratory in Geneva, com-
bined vitamins B and C with

polyphenols found in wood-

smoke. Following tests on 300

Norwegian air force recruits,

the drug has been approved, in

nosedrop form, for use in Nor-

way.

Hospital hospitality

DUBLIN — Patients in a new
hospital planned for a town
north of here will have their

own on-site puh, following ap-

proval by the hospital board.

This isn’t a first for Ireland,

however. The Medical Post re-

ports. St Mary’s Hospital in

Castleblaney has had its own
pub for some time.

Sign of the times
DELHI, Ont — Here, in the

heart of Ontario’s tobacco-

growing industry, drivers

travelling along Highway 3

may well light up a cigarette

as they pass a conspicuous

billboard. The sign, in four

simple words, echoes the sen-

timents of tobacco growers, a

reader reports in The Toronto

Star. The sign says: “Thank
You For Smoking!”

Lax diagnosis
BERLIN — Young women
who abuse laxatives to keep
weight down often manage to

conceal their addiction from
doctors. The Medical Post re-

ports from the I8th Congress

of the European Association

for Gastroenterology and En-

doscopy here. A United States

physician, Gunter Krejs, said:

“It is very important to be

able to distinguish chronic di-

arrhea associated with laxa-

tive abuse from other

causes.” Dr Krejs of the Uni-

versity Health Science Center,

Southwestern Medical School,

Dallas, Texas, adds he and as-

sociates often search patients’

hospital rooms for slashed

laxatives.

Facing facts
MOSt.'OW — The numb*T of

Soviet drug addicts has risen

IK-fold in two years. The (Hobe

and Mail (jutdes the Kremlin
as saying. Interior Minister

Alexander Vlasov gave the

new total as i(!,0(IO in an inter-

view in Pravda, the Comimi-
nist Party daily newspaper.

Last .Soviet Tigiires, released

in May, lilKi, had set the total

at 2, .100.

A glass of the best
BEVEItLY HILLS - The lat-

est addition to the bar seeiu* <mi

Rodeo Drive is 1120, a water-

ing hol«‘ that sells only water.

A barely eliilled glass of one of

50 bottled waters from Korea,

Greece, Anstralia, Italy, .la-

pan, and 15 other countries

costs from one to two dollars,

Monday Mornlnn Heport says.

Iiubibcrs are warned: don't

isk for ice; it tends to diliite

the flavor.

v /

Regina program working on sleepers
By Deana Driver

REGINA — You can’t sleep in

class.

That simple rule has helped iden-

tify 150 cases of alcohol and other

drug abuse in one Regina high

school, with an enrolment of 350

students, in the past three years.

Herman Hovlund, regional coor-

dinator of the Saskatchewan Alco-

hol and Drug Abuse Commission
(SADAC), says school is the best

place to start with a drug abuse

program, “because school is the

place where kids score their

drugs.”

SADAC began a program in the

Regina high school in 1980/81 with

the no-sleeping rule. If students

slept in class, they had to see the

principal or the guidance counsel-

lor.

“The kid will always take the

easy way out,” Mr Hovlund told a

symposium here, and choose the

counsellor. For the second offence,

the choice was the principal or a

SADAC counsellor.

Mr Hovlund said SADAC has had

workshops with 30 students taken

out of the school setting. One stu-

dent from each school clique was
included, and these youths, when
they went back to the school,

talked about the problem in the

hallways.

“As a result, we had seven kids

come forward in the first week,

and some moms and dads came
forward,” said Mr Hovlund.

Youths who do come forward are

given professional assessments.

SADAC personnel are conscious

of how they describe the problems

of alcohol and other drug abuse

within the school setting.

“We don’t say the kids are on

drugs. We don’t say they’re

hooked. We like to use the words

‘harmfully involved,’ but often we
don’t even say that,” said Mr Hov-

lund.

“We just say the kid is sleeping

in class, and that’s got to change.”

It is often impossible to convince

student athletes to come forward

with drug problems. If caught,

they are generally penalized in-

stead of helped, and Jim Coucill,

MD, a family physician and con-

sultant to SADAC, said that atti-

tude must change.

Drug abuse education must start

at the lO-to-14-year age-level

“when people are exposed” to

drugs, said Dr Coucill.

Students should be told then not

REGINA — The public school

board here has followed its Saska-

toon counterpart, deciding smok-

ing no longer will be permitted on

any properties it owns or uses.

Saskatoon’s board announced a

similar policy in May, 1986. Regi-

na’s smoking ban went into effect

immediately.

Board members voted to allow

an eight-month transition period

just to stay away from drugs, but

“to have a responsible attitude if

they do get involved.”

There must be support networks
for teenagers, and the education

program should include compo-
nents to build self-esteem, said Mr
Hovlund.

for smokers to adjust to the change
in rules.

The board will provide staff and
students with information about

the health effects of smoking and

second-hand smoke and will make
a stop-smoking program available

to those who want to quit.

Smoking will be restricted to

designated areas until the end of

May, with a total ban going into ef-

It is essential to hold one
workshop for the teenagers and
then another one for the parents, so

they all know the signals and con-

sequences.

Dr Coucill said drug abuse is not

one person's responsibility, but a

community responsibility.

feet in the schools on June 1.

Members of the city council here

have also recognized the dangers
of smoking.

Recently, they passed a motion

to discontinue cigarette advertis-

ing in all City of Regina facilities

and on transit buses. The ban sup-

ports the city's elTorts to achieve a

smoke-free environment in public

places.

Smokev the Bear would love their rules

two more schools smoke-free by June

Bootleg urine easy
( from page 1

)

Irahydro-cannabinol) in the sam-

ple and you have 48 nanograms,

then you will be called clean even

though you are not.”

A major concern of Mr Dogo-

lolTs, as use of urine testing in-

creases, is not technicians starting

“cowboy” labs in their ba.sements

or garages, but testing by laborato-

ries designed to do general medi-

cal testing. These laboratories

want to add drug testing as they

would any other medical test.

lie points out: “II is a si)ecialize(l

lest which re(|uires s|)eeialize(i

handling and a chain of custody, as

well as confirmation. The kinds of

decisions being made may have
implications in terms of I lie jier

— coming up in —

THE JOURNAL

• A week at the Addiction

Foundation of Manitoba
• RCMP Estimate
• PRIDE Canada and PRIDE
International conferences

DogolofI: no absolute rights

.sonal (iesimies of individuals, im
plications which are far different

than if their blood sugar is a little

high or a little low.”

As for urine testing infringing on

the individual's control of his oi-

lier liodilv lliiids an issu(> raist'd

liy those ohjeeting to testing, Mr
I )ogoloff has no doubts

'It IS a lialancing of individual

rights and putilie s.itety, and no

Ixicty h.is .111 atisolute right to any
thing The contusion is in trying to

make it .1 moral issue somebody's
right lo use and abuse drugs

"Th.it IS not wliat we re t.ilking

.iliout What wi' re t.dking .iliout is

the s.ifi'ty of otiii'r pt'ople I’eople

who .ire hurl most .ire not the drug

to detect: Dogoloff
users but those around them, their

families, their co-workers."

As for the sale of bootleg urine

for samples, Mr Dogoloff says

those w'ho might be tempted should

beware.
"1 have heard a number of sto-

ries of the entrepreneurial spirit in

blackmarket urine. The only

problem is the sealed container

doesn't have certification by the

Food and Drug Administration.

What people have been buying is

dirty urine eagerly supplied by

drug users for a few bucks"
If levels of drug use in US society

drop to pro- 1960s levels, the ques-

tion of urine testing should be re-

considered. he says. "Hut as long

as the levels stay as high as they

are and we have a vulnerability in

our general population, it is here to

stay.

“The question is to work it out in

a way which is fair and reasonable

and equitable"
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Many ex-smokers quit more than five years ago

Most Canadians smokers know they’re addicts . .

.

By Elda Hauschildt

TORONTO — One out of every

three Canadians 18 years and older

still smokes cigarettes daily, and

80% of them consider their smok-
ing an addiction, a national poll in-

dicates.

The majority of Canadians are

non-smokers; they are divided al-

most equally between former

smokers and never-smokers, Ca-

nadian Gallop Poll Ltd reports.

Eight out of 10 of the current

smokers also say they smoke pri-

marily out of habit, while only one

in 10 smokes primarily for enjoy-

ment. Other reasons given on the

multiple-choice question include:

to reduce tension (four out of 10),

to be sociable (one out of 10), and

for a “pick-me-up” (one outoflO).

The Gallop survey is based on a

national probability sample of

1,046 Canadians interviewed in

their homes between October 23

and 25, 1986. Results were released

last month. The poll was sponsored

by Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals

Inc, in collaboration with the Ad-

diction Research Foundation

(ARF) here and the Canadian

Council on Smoking and Health,

Ottawa.

( The 35% of adult Canadians now
smoking represents approxi-

mately the same proportion re-

Kozlowski: no excuse

corded in 1983, a drop from the 50%

who were daily smokers in the ear-

ly 1960s.)

The fact that six out of 10 current

smokers light up their first ciga-

rette of the day within 30 minutes

of waking is a measure of their ad-

diction to nicotine, Lynn

Kozlowski, PhD, head of behav-

ioral research on tobacco use at

ARF, told a press conference here.

But, said Dr Kozlowski, the key

response in the Gallop survey is

the 80% of current smokers who
see their cigarette use as an addic-

tion ( see story below)

.

A majority of current smokers

(71%) consider smoking to be “like

Ferrence: stat confusion

drug addiction,” and more/or as

difficult to give up as alcohol

(70%), coffee (66%), or going on a

diet (66%).

When comparing smoking to the

use of other drugs, fewer current

smokers say it is more/or as diffi-

cult to give up as marijuana (36% )

,

cocaine (21% ) ,
or heroin ( 18% )

.

Dr Kozlowski : “But, a survey we
did at the ARF last year shows 75%
of people with alcohol or drug prob-

lems say it would be as difficult or

more difficult to give up cigarettes

as to give up the drug they are hav-

ing problems with.”

The Gallop statistics also show
an equal percentage of men and

women smoke, but more women
(65%) than men (44%) never start.

This means more men (56%) than

women (35%) are listed as former
smokers, a fact that leads to confu-

sion over the number of women
who have quit smoking, ARF epi-

demiologist Roberta Ferrence ex-

plained.

“Statistics on women smokers
show the numbers have been drop-

ping since the mid-1970s,” she said.

Ms Ferrence said more young
people are current smokers; 42%
of those aged between 18 and 29

years are daily smokers, com-
pared to 37% of those between 30

and 49 years, and 28% of those 50

years old or older.

The survey shows people living

in Ontario and British Columbia
are less likely to smoke, while

French-speaking Canadians are

more likely to be current smokers.

Overall, 76% of current smokers
are interested in quitting in the

next 12 months, and 68% have al-

ready made a serious attempt to do

so. “The more often you try, the

more likely it is you will succeed,”

added Ms Ferrence.

There is some “slight self-decep-

tion” on the part of Canadian
smokers about whether they are

moderate or heavy smokers, she

said.

The majority of current smokers

. But, butt out anyway, says ARF researcher
TORONTO— The high percentage

of current smokers in Canada who
view their smoking as an addiction

(80%) is an indication that people

have given in to special pressure to

quit.

“And what we are left with is the

addicted population,” says Lynn

Kozlowski, PhD, head of behav-

ioral research on tobacco use at

the Addiction Research Founda-
tion here.

“This is what a 10-year-old Brit-

ish survey of 7,000 television view-

ers also showed; 51% of them had
quit smoking for social reasons.

Those who were left were addicted

to nicotine.”

Saying you are addicted is no
‘easy out’ to quitting, however. Dr
Kozlowski told a press conference

here announcing the results of a

Gallop poll on smoking in Canada.
“Saying you are addicted to cig-

arettes doesn’t mean you can’t quit

smoking. There is no drug addic-

tion that a person can’t over-

come.”

Dr Kozlowski said former smok-
ers (91%) and current smokers

(93%) alike know you have to quit

when you are ready, not because

someone else wants you to quit. He
suggested smokers use their own
willpower first to try to quit. And,

if that doesn’t work, they should

use groups, consult with a physi-

cian, or use products designed to

help them quit.

(53%) call themselves moderate
smokers and 28% say they are

heavy smokers.

However, a cross-tabulation of

these figures with data showing
31% smoke 25 to 49 cigarettes a day
and another 6% smoke more than

50 cigarettes a day indicates 37%
actually can be labelled heavy
smokers (more than 25 cigarettes

a day).

‘Smoko’
no more

AUCKLAND, NZ — New Zea-

landers commonly call a work
break a “smoko,” and the

health department here wants
to remove the expression from
the language, replacing it with

a healthier term.

“Calling your work break a

smoko makes you think it’s

okay to sit in your tea-room

filled with cigarette smoke,”
says the department’s mag-
azine, Health. “It makes you

think it’s okay for others to

smoke their cigarettes in front

of you.

“It makes you think that it’s

okay to smoke during your work
break. It makes you think a

break from work is a time for

having a fag.”

As a positive alternative to

smoko, the department pro-

poses using the word breather.

“When we take a break from
work, we say, ‘Let’s take a

breather.’ So . . . why not take a

breather!”

To relegate smoko to the sta-

tus of outdated terms like

chamber pot and perambulator,

the department’s district office

in Palmerston North is launch-

ing a campaign.

The latest conscript and me
I was walking away, headed for the table

where the coffee waited, when I heard my
name called out three times behind me.
Now, I have sometimes had the fantasy

that precisely this was bound to happen,

in the not very distant future, under just

these circumstances, at an Alcoholics

Anonymous meeting just like this one —
crowded, lively, and upbeat — far away
from the area where I lived.

I’d even rehearsed in my mind some of

the bright, witty things I would say when I

would turn around and recognize the per-

son calling my name out.

I had made a mental list of possible can-

didates who’d be doing this calling out— a

friend teetering on the edge of the cliff,

poised to take the plunge into the Lake of

Truthfulness about his addiction; an old

hand I knew who had been straight for

years and now seemed blessed with a

peaceful imperturbability; or perhaps
even somebody with whom I’d once spent

one booze-soaked, drug-raddled night

memorable for its take-it-to-the-limit aw-
fulness, in another town, in another coun-

try, in another era, and had never seen

since.

So I turned around, trying to be suave
and easy about it all, about this little con-

frontation. I stopped dead in my tracks

and didn’t know what to say. I looked at

the floor, and then I looked away com-
pletely, and, finally, I stammered out

something really elegant and cool: “Uh,
hi, how’s it going?”

So much for my earlier rehearsals, I

thought, laughing a little now as I went
past some of the brothers and sisters on

my way to give her a hug. At least I hadn’t

handled this meeting in the worst possible

manner; I hadn’t yelled out something
along the lines of “What the hell are YOU
doing here, anyway?”
No, I’d managed not to do that, thank

God. Still, it was a shock to see this partic-

ular human being standing in front of me.

hearsed for. Of course, there hadn’t been

any clues at all.

Indeed, except for that party, where —
compared to others who’d been there and

truly had gone over the line — she had

merely slipped slightly, she would have

been one of the last people, really, I would

ever have put on my mental list.

/ felt exactly like a war veteran with a

recruit, but the last thing I felt was any superiority

beaming but awkward, all of a sudden as

shy as a small youngster asking for a su-

perstar’s autograph down at the arena.

I had known this woman briefly, had

even taken her out, once, and she had

been aware then that I had stopped drink-

ing. I recalled, as we stood now in the

room where the brothers and sisters were

huddling, that she had not had anything to

drink the night we were together.

But another night, under precisely dif-

ferent circumstances, she had been at the

same party I’d been at and she had gone

over the line a little, I had heard later,

when it was over and I had been long gone

from the scene. Then, she’d gone away
somewhere else altogether, and we’d nev-

er seen each other again, although I had

thought of her once or twice.

Now she stood here. Several months

had passed since we’d seen each other,

and my mind raced backwards as 1 tried

to remember if there had been any clues

then, when I first knew her, that she

would be the one here now, the one I’d re-

She had struck me as a classy woman,
intelligent, responsible (she was a single

parent with teenagers), humorous, and

straight-forward. I liked her because she

appeared to be competent, unflappable, in

easy control of her life. And, she had a

great laugh charged with irony and a

well-developed realism about people.

So there I was— thinking I knew people

so well, better, in fact, than I'd ever

known myself — and I was sinking deep

into that great, truthful cliche that we
never really know about people, that we
can never pin them down like butterfly

specimens because they surprise you ev-

ery time, and that anything is possible, al-

ways and forever.

“It’s been five days,” she said. She

stopped then, pausing, thinking of what

she’d just said, mulling the words over

like a taster seriously considering an in-

triguing young wine, f^ull of promise.

Then she said: “I haven’t had anything

now for five days.”

She said it with a hush, the way you or I

would tell someone else we’d won a gigan-

tic lottery or been awarded the Nobel

Peace Prize. She said it as if we were in a

cathedral up by the altar.

'We sat next to each other at the meet-

ing. 1 looked at her out of the corner of my
eye, as the speakers went on. 1 started

trying frantically to look back at what it

must be like for her — five days! — to be

sitting here with strangers, in the strang-

est situation she'd ever faced.

I felt exactly like a war veteran with a

recruit, but the last thing 1 felt was any

superiority. The last thing 1 felt was like

giving her was any advice, any cheap nos-

trums. She had to find the high road back

herself. It was a bitter truth — .she had to

do it for herself, had to want to do it, and,

then, the help and love of others would

surround her and she'd be amazed.

I only wanted to tell her she was going

out now on the longest, most spectacular

voyage of her life, an odyssey that would

make other previous trips as dull as a trek

across the road to a grocery store to get

milk.

But 1 couldn’t even tell her that: words,

anyone’s words, couldn’t do the job.

When it was over and the speakers had

packed up their phrases and remi-

niscences and we all went to find our coats

to go, I looked at her and merely wished

her good luck.

And when I got home, I said a prayer for

her.

This column, exploring addictions from
the “inside out,” is by a freelance, Ca-

nadian journalist .
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RESEARCH UPDATE

Pancreatic tissue damage from smoking
Cigarette smoking results in direct damage to pancreatic cells.

But, researchers at the Veterans Administration Medical Cen-

ter, East Orange, New Jersey, were unable to show a similar

link between histologic changes in the pancreas and coffee-

drinking habits. These results, which strengthen the likelihood

of a relationship between smoking and pancreatic cancer, came
from the evaluation of 22,344 slides of pancreatic cells taken

from 560 autopsied subjects. Oscar Auerback, MD, and Law-
rence Garfinkel found a spectrum of histologic changes linked in

a strong dose-response relationship with smoking habits. While

only 5.4% of non-smokers had medium to high percentages of

pancreatic duct cells with atypical nuclei, this rose to 50.7% in

light smokers, and to 74.9% in subjects who had smoked 40 or

more cigarettes a day. Moderate to advanced hyaline thicken-

ing of arterioles seen in 12.8% ofnon-smokers increased to 74.4%

in the heaviest smoking group. As part of their conclusion, the

researchers say the thickening of blood vessels seen in smokers’

pancreatic tissue “must have some deleterious effect, and, if

truly widespread in many organs, it must put a strain on the en-

tire cardiovascular system.”

Digestive Diseases and Sciences, October, 1986, v.31 ; 1014-1020.

Acetaminophen overdose prediction
A formula for accurately predicting the acetaminophen ( eg, Ty-

lenol ) levels in an overdosed patient has been developed by Mas-

sachusetts scientists. The formula could be of clinical value in

assessing the relative severity of the overdose. It involves a

pharmacokinetic equation of absorption and elimination follow-

ing a single oral ingestion. The researchers, from several phar-

macologic and medical facilities in Boston, tested the formula’s

efficacy retrospectively with 44 adults who suffered acute acet-

aminophen overdoses in a 22-month period. A total of 80 drug

levels drawn from the patients up to 16 hours after taking

the overdose were evaluated. To control for decreased drug ab-

sorption as a result of vomiting or the use of a variety of treat-

ments, only the first available concentration in patients who had

not vomited or received any decontamination treatment, prior

to drawing the level, was used. After applying the formula, the

researchers found a statistically significant relationship be-

tween the measured and calculated levels. The report concludes

it may now be possible for a clinician to accurately predict the

measured serum acetaminophen level in a patient seen at any

point in time from two to 16 hours after ingestion.

Annals ofEmergency Medicine, November, 1986, v. 15: 1314-1319.

Disulfiram studies faulted
A large-scale United States study has questioned the efficacy of

using disulfiram (eg, Antabuse) to treat alcoholics. Research-

ers from nine Veterans Administration medical centres con-

ducted a randomized, controlled, blind study of disulfiram treat-

ment in 605 alcoholic men. The patients were divided into three

separate treatment groups and received either the traditional

disulfiram dose of 250 milligrams, a dose of 1 mg of disulfiram

(a quantity not sufficient to produce a disulfiram reaction), or

no disulfiram. All received counselling. Bimonthly treatment

assessments were done for one year with interviews with pa-

tients and relatives or friends (patients living alone were ex-

cluded from the study) and blood and urine analyses used to

evaluate abstinence. There were no significant differences be-

tween the groups in number of patients totally abstinent, time to

first drink, and employment or social stability. The one signifi-

cant difference found was that patients receiving the standard

do.se of disulfiram reported significantly fewer drinking days
during the study period. For all groups, compliance with the

treatment regimen was strongly as.sociated with ability to main-

tain total abstinence. The researchers conclude: “We did not

find disulfiram provided additional benefit to the treatment

services provided at our nine clinics in aiding our patients to re-

main completely abstinent or in delaying the time to relap.se”

The Journal of the American Medical As-socialion, September
19, 1986, v,2.56: 1449-1455,

Coffee and coronary disease
Heavy colTee drinkers have a two lo Ihi'ec'fold gi'ealer I'isk ofde-

veloping signirie.'inl coronary heart disease. While such a link

has long been siisiieeled, researchers al (lie .lolins lloiikins Med
leal Insliliilioiis, Hallimore, Maryland, and (lie IJniled Slales

Nalional Ceiiler lor Ileallli Slalislies, I lyallsville, Maryland,
have now shown a dellnile relalionship in a prospeelive study In

(he study, I.I.'IO male medical sliidenis al .lohns Hopkins Medi
cal School were followed for helween 19 lo 35 years after admis
sion lo Ihe school tjiiesi lonii.aircs mailed lo |iarl icipanis al five

year iiilervals delailed changes m personal hahils, including

cod 'onsumplion and smoking Three measiire.s of coffee con

siimplion early adiill consiimplion, average consumplion.
and most receiil consumplion were derived from this infor

malion, and clinical evidence of coronary disease was recorded

I'lvalualion of Ihc data shows suh|ccls who drank five or more
cups of coffee (lady had an approximalely llireefold g.realer risk

of developing coronary disease myocardial mfarclion, an

giiia, or sudden cardiac dealh no mailer which nus'isiire was
used After taking into accoiinl age, curreni smoking and hyper
lension slalus, and baseline serum cholesterol levels, heavy cof

fee drinkers were still seen lo be more than twice as likely lo di-

velop coronary disease'

The New England Journal of Meiliraic, October 16. 1986,

V.3I5 977 9112
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Drug problems extra burden
for hearing-impaired teens

By Harvey McConnell

CEDAR SPRINGS, South Carolina

— As director of the South Carolina

Commission on Alcohol and Drug
Abuse, Gerry McCord has devel-

oped as clear a picture as anyone

of alcohol and other drug use and
abuse.

But, there is always room for

surprise, as he discovered when
the director of the South Carolina

School for the Deaf and Blind here

told him: “My kids have problems

with drugs and alcohol.”

“I was shocked. These young
people don’t need another hand-

icap, they can’t afford another

problem,” Mr McCord told The
Journal.

With assistance from the state

commission, the local Spartenburg

Alcohol and Drug Abuse Commis-
sion, spearheaded by Barbara
Glenn and Thom Seymour, drew
up a pilot program for the stu-

dents, their parents, and the

school’s residential staff.

They drew on curricula from as

far afield as Manitoba, as well as

from the United States National In-

stitute on Drug Abuse and the US
National Institute on Alcohol

Abuse and Alcoholism. They have
completed a pilot program with 12

hearing-impaired students aged
between 13 and 18 years but are

still developing a program for the

visually impaired.

Ms Glenn, a certified interpreter

for the hearing impaired: “While
we do deal with the disability of the

students, it is not the highlight of

the curriculum, although we feel

as well it is something that needs to

be addressed.”

She said the major problems the

hearing impaired face are lack of

communication with families, lack

of access to much of the media, iso-

lation, lack of self-esteem, and a

dependence for the most part on a

visual means of communication —
sign language.

“These kids also have a lot of dis-

torted information they are getting

from their hearing-impaired

friends,” she added.

Training of residential staff, who
act as a surrogate family, is equal-

ly important. Even before the pro-

gram began, but after they were
trained, counsellors discovered six

students already had alcohol and
other drug problems. Two were
sent for treatment at another fa-

cility.

As the school is residential and
students attend from across the

state, staff are able to involve the

parents in prevention and educa-

tion only once or twice a year.

Ms Glenn said the aim is to en-

able students to set goals, make de-

cisions, and make choices about al-

ternatives to alcohol and other

drug use.

Some students who live nearby
leave the school on weekends, and
all are at home during the sum-
mer. This means they may be ex-

posed to drugs, and, as many work
or receive allowances, they have
the money to purchase them.

Mr Seymour said the program
curriculum has been developed so

it can be used on a state level and
replicated elsewhere.

“We realize we are pioneering

here. It may hit the mark. We feel

we have gotten pretty close, but it

is being refined.

“Whatever we do will be adapted

and changed as time goes on."

He said there is no question of

not talking about drugs with the

students: “You can’t have a non-

use model or preach non-use with-

out talking about the issue and all

the communication issues that be-

come a part of that. If you exclude
'

any population, hearing-impaired

or any other special population. I

think you have enhanced the prob-

lem, not helped it.”

Mr Seymour said a number of

positive things happened in the

school community after the pro-

gram was initiated, including a re-

write of school policy.

"We found, for example, that

people in psychological services

had very little training in alcohol

and other drug abuse, education,

or prevention, or even how to coun-

sel an addict or a child whom we
call harmfully involved. We had to

train these people much as you
would elementary school guidance
counsellors.”

After this training of counsellors

was completed, the six students

with problems were identified im-

mediately. Mr Seymour said he

does not consider impaired stu-

dents at higher risk than their

peers, but that being in a resi-

dential setting could have an ef-

fect.

“They are close-knit folks. They
would be susceptible if the leader

in the community used drugs. They
would be much more susceptible to

peer pressure than a normal ado-

lescent who might have several

leaders in a large community to

draw from.

"1 think we have headed off a lot

of things immediately in this

school, but long-range etTects of

the program will only be known in

five or 10 years from now.”

Saskatchewan honors Saul Cohen
REGINA — Saul Cohen, MD,
chairman of the Saskatchewan Al-

cohol and Drug Abuse Commission
iSADAC) and founder of the Physi-

cians at Risk Committee of the

Saskatchew'an Medical Associa-

tion. is oiu' of five people who has
bcc'ii awarded Ihe Saskatchewan

Cohan contributing to province

Award of Merit in 1986.

The award recognizes outstand-

ing contributions to the .social, eco-

nomic. and cultural well-being of

Ihe province.

Dr Cohen, who is also active in

private practice, lu'came involved

in S.AD.AC in 1959. He has written

the IViysiciaiTs Manual on Alcohot-

ism and is a charter member of the

teaching program on chemical de-

pendencies at the University of

Saskatchewan’s (.'ollege of Medi-
cine.

Naval chemist gets brig

for fentanyl production

V

W.XSMINCTON - .\ research

eheinisl al (he United Slates

Naval Research l.ahoratoiw

here was 80' ( of Ihe wa> lo

maiiiiraetnriiig 300 grains of 3-

melhxl fenlainl worth a hillion

dollars when he was arrested.

Most of Ihe exidenee in Ihe

ease against llillel Modes, I’hD.

has been kepi secret afler he

pleaded gniltx folloxxing Ids ar-

rest. He xxas later senleneed lo

15 years in prison and will serve

his term al a “dislani insliln-

lion” under an assumed name.

Dr Modes told invesligalors

aHer his arrest he had a prior

eonvielion in Massaehnsells for

mannfaetnring LSI). Experts

said he knew w hat he w as doing

in mannfaeinring the fenlanxi

xxhieh would haxe been 1,000

times more poxxerfni than hero-

in.

Dr Modes claimed he started

to stall heeanse he feared when

he delivered Ihe fentanyl to tra-

fficking eonneetions. he might

have been killed.

Earlier in Ihe year, US Drug

Enforcement Administration

agents bought more than 10

ounces of methamphetamine
from Dr Modes.
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comment!

rGILBERTH
Tobacco ad debate continued

This is the second of two columns on to-

bacco advertising. I noted last month how
moves to ban the advertising of tobacco

products are intensifying, especially in

the United States (see letter, p6). The US
Congress is under pressure to ban; many
suits are before US courts claiming tobac-

co advertising contributed to the ill-health

or death of plaintiffs or their estates.

The point of the first column was to vent

my spleen against academics and clini-

cians who abandon ordinary professional

conduct in their claims about the effects

of tobacco advertising. I singled out four

who made representations to a US Con-

gressional subcommittee in July, 1986.

They adduced hardly a mite of evidence

among them. Instead, the four let loose a

wealth of unsupported and unsupportable

statements and downright inaccuracies.

Here I shall look more closely at the ar-

guments against tobacco advertising.

There have been three:

• Tobacco advertising should be banned

because it increases consumption of to-

bacco products, directly or indirectly, es-

pecially among children.

• Tobacco advertising should be banned

as unethical in that it promotes use of a

product that causes disease and death.

• Tobacco advertising should be banned

because it contributes to the suppression

of accurate information about the hazards

of tobacco use.

Under scrutiny

Hardly one piece of evidence produced

by those who would ban tobacco advertis-

ing stands up to scrutiny. I mentioned the

favorite item last month: the Norwegian

ban in 1975 that was followed by a decline

in the use of manufactured cigarettes.

The decline began before the ban. Overall

tobacco consumption has not fallen. Self-

made cigarettes are now smoked more
because of large tax increases on man-
ufactured cigarettes. The ban had little

bearing on this trend.

Consumption in Italy has increased sub-

stantially since advertising of tobacco

products was banned there in 1962. The
banners rarely mention this fact.

The banners have pointed to positive

correlations between expenditures on ad-

vertising and cigarette consumption,

claiming the former caused the latter.

The correlations are not always positive.

Where they are, as in advertising directed

at women and women’s smoking, a good

case can usually be made that the con-

sumption increase came first: the tobac-

co manufacturers were following the

market, not leading it.

The banners say cigarette advertising

must influence adolescents because it

links smoking with desirable attributes

such as toughness, friendliness, confi-

dence, attractiveness, and enthusiasm.

There is new evidence that these linkages

occur, but none that they cause smoking.

There is evidence too that 10 and 12 year

olds are cynical about tobacco advertis-

ing. Here are some of the things Dr P. P.

Aitken of the Advertising Research Unit

of the University of Strathclyde, Scotland,

and two colleagues reported young people

as saying about a Marlboro advertise-

ment in a 1985 article in Social Science

and Medicine

:

Cowboys, to get more people to buy them
— do what the cowboys do” (10-year-old

boy).

It’s trying to get you to buy cigarettes”

(10-year-old girl).

“Good background, scenery; good feel,

got character to it. Shouldn’t advertise

cigarettes” ( 10-year-old boy )

.

“1 like the horses and the scenery, but 1

don’t like the advertising for cigarettes”

( 10-year-old girl )

.

“Rubbish” ( 12-year-old girl).

“I don’t see what horses have to do with

cigarettes” ( 12-year-old boy )

.

The recent experience of the RJR Mc-
Donald company with its ill-fated Tempo
cigarette is instructive.

Tempo cigarettes were launched in Sep-

tember, 1985 with what may be the only

cigarette advertising campaign aimed di-

rectly at young people. Even with a price

discount. Tempo captured no more than

0.5% of the market. By May. 1986, neg-

ative sales were recorded: eg, more un-

sold stock was returned to the company
than new stock was sent to retailers.

David Sweanor, lawyer for the Toronto-

based Non-Smokers’ Rights Association,

said the failure of Tempo illustrates the

rule that the “ads that most affect young
people are the ones that associate adult

smoking with the adult behavior young
people aspire to.” A company representa-

tive said the problem was the price war
that started just after Tempo was
launched. Who knows?
Careful studies of the initiation and

maintenance of smoking in children point

consistently to three contributing factors:

smoking by parents and older siblings,

peer pressure, and proneness to deviance

in the emerging smoker. Advertising has

not been shown to play a significant role.

Indeed, much cigarette advertising

may be negative; Tempo’s ads may have

been especially effective in this way.

Counter-productive advertising is well

known in the industry. David Ogilvy, the

doyen of Madison Avenue, noted as much
in his 1983 book, Ogilvy on Advertising. He
told the story of the head of marketing at

the Ford Motor Company who put an ad in

every other issue of Reader’s Digest and

found that readers who had not been ex-

posed to the advertising bought more
Ford cars.

William B. Foege, president of the

Board of Trustees of the US American
Medical Association, was quoted in Feb-

ruary, 1986 as saying “.
. . it’s absolutely

unethical for [tobacco companies] to be

promoting tobacco, knowing what it

does.”

Hardly one piece of evidence produced by those

who would ban tobacco advertising stands up to scrutiny

Exceptions to the rule: other magazines profit from tobacco ads

The same can be said for the following

:

• automobiles— which kill a lot of people

through accidents and pollution,

• food — the regular use of which by

North Americans may account for more
illness and deaths than tobacco,

• plastic products — whose manufacture

and disposal can be life-threatening,

• electricity — the production of which is

usually an environmental hazard, and

• weapons — which may be legally ad-

vertised in both Canada and the US and

which kill or maim all their victims, but

which seem not to cause fulminations in

the medical establishment.

“Advertising is being made into a sca-

pegoat by tobacco opponents," wrote J. J.

Boddewyn of New York’s City University

in a thought-provoking chapter in the 1986

book. Smoking and Society: Toward a

More Balanced Assessment, edited by

Robert D. Tollison — a book 1 want to re-

view here during 1987. Other commenta-

tors have noted advertising often acts as a

lightning rod for critics of contemporary

.society who object to capitalism, industri-

al development, crass consumerism, etc.

Advertising as scapegoat
The perception of advertising as scape-

goat. particularly tobacco advertising,

helps explain how arguments against it

persist in spite of their factual or logical

shortcomings.

Even if the case that tobacco advertis-

ing is unethical is conceded, there may
still not be rea.son to ban this advertising,

for banning it may be more unethical.

Statements about the ethical values of ac-

tions are useful only when made with ref-

erence to a hierarchical list of ethical

principles. In my list, free expression

comes ahead of freedom from risk, even

free expression by tobacco companies.

If the banners could demonstrate to me
that tobacco advertising reduces free ex-

pression, they may have a convert.

In his presentation last July to a US
Congressional subcommittee, Alan Blum,
MD, said: “The veritable absence of arti-

cles on smoking and cigarette advertising

during the past 15 years in Time, News-
week, and other magazines ... is stark

testimony to the power of tobacco adver-

tising revenues to silence media criticism

of the promotion of cigarettes.” Dr 'Vir-

ginia Ernster said: “With the notable ex-

ceptions of Good Housekeeping and Sev-

enteen, women’s magazines receive tens

of millions of dollars of cigarette advertis-

ing annually; perhaps as a result, they

have largely ignored the subject of smok-
ing and women’s health in their editorial

features.”

There is a small amount of evidence for

these assertions. It worries me. If it

stands up to scrutiny, a case could be

made for correcting legislation and a

modest surcharge on advertising by to-

bacco companies with the proceeds being

used to remedy the imbalance in informa-

tion. A surcharge with the proceeds going

to counter-advertising may not be such a

bad idea anyway. A special charge on a

certain kind of expression is a very differ-

ent thing from a ban on that expression.

Dr Boddewyn made the point: “If ad-

vertising could directly, singlehandedly,

and significantly affect aggregate pur-

chases, horse carriages would still be

with us.” (He also wrote, “All the com-
mercials in the world could hardly inter-

est many people in wearing hairshirts or

chastity belts.” ) Perhaps horse carriages

should still be with us. Many advances in

technology are less questionable.

Two possibly less questionable ad-

vances have been the filter cigarette and

the low-tar filter cigarette. Use of both ap-

pears to have been influenced by advertis-

ing; countries with advertising have

tended to use them more. In Sweden,

where there is cigarette advertising,

more cigarettes sold are filter tips and

very many more are low-tar, both in com-

parison with Norway.

Some advertisements by manufactur-

ers of alcoholic beverages, although self-

serving, help in addressing some of the

problems of drinking and driving.

Powerful message
A current ad by Seagrams seems pow-

erful. Most of the text is a dialogue be-

tween a teenager and her father:

“Dad, you've got to help me."
“Sandy, what's wrong'!' Are you hurt'.'"

“No. Dad. I'm fine."
“Where are you'.'"

“At Pat's. We all came over here to cele-

brate after the game.

“It's almost 12:30. Isn't it time you called

it a night'.'"

“That's just it. Remember you always

told me if I was out never to drive with

anyone who's had too much to drink'f And
not to be afraid to call you if I had no other

way of getting home'.' Well, tonight I'm

taking you at your word.
"

“Stay right there. I'm coming to pick you

up."

“Thanks. Dad. Oh. and something else."

“Shoot.”

“Are you angry with me'.'”

“Angry'f No. Sandy. Not on your life.”
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‘What information is shared in Benson and Hedges billboards?’

McDonald refutes Gilbert on tobacco ads
Richard Gilbert’s Unprofessional

Conduct column (January) is a

misguided and arrogant attack on

those of us who seek to ban ciga-

rette advertising.

As author of a private member’s
bill now before the House of Com-
mons to this effect and which

would, as well, provide for a

smoke-free work environment in

places under federal jurisdiction, I

would like to reply.

The problem is far more serious

than Dr Gilbert admits. Yes, smok-
ers die prematurely on account of

their habit — an estimated 35,000

Canadians in fact. So also do non-

smokers die from secondary

smoke, a point Dr Gilbert neglects

to mention. The numbers are diffi-

cult to estimate, but probably are

in the order of 1,000 Canadians per

year— or more than there are vic-

tims of murder.

A considerable part of Dr Gil-

bert’s column is devoted to show-

ing errors in the arguments made
by the advocates of a tobacco ad-

vertising ban. He may even be cor-

rect in his criticism, but this does

not prove his point. If four— or 400

— experts make mistakes, this

does not make a ban bad public

policy, or not worth a try. The evi-

dence is difficult to assess for no-

where has there been a complete

ban and most partial bans have not

been in effect long.

Smoking is still so much a part of

our culture that it is widely por-

trayed, over-whelmingly positive-

ly, in books, films, television shows
— even in productions of Shake-

speare. Thus, even where “adver-

tising” is banned, as in Norway
and Finland, people see a great

many positive images of smoking,

quite apart from what they see in

advertising per se in imported

magazines and the like.

Dr Gilbert also castigates his

four inexpert experts for not sup-

porting their assertions that adver-

tising affects consumption. Again,

perhaps he is right, but what does

this prove? Should we not make the

attempt to discourage smoking be-

cause some researchers make
their case badly? If the available

research is poor, surely the point is

to do some good research.

Some of Dr Gilbert’s arguments

are so inane as to insult his read-

ers. Whether cigarettes are the

most advertised product or third-

most is surely irrelevant. That au-

tomobiles might be a more serious

cause of death is also, even if true,

beside the point. Here Dr Gilbert’s

“evidence” consists of reference to

California statistics for 1974. (Inci-

dentally, there is some evidence to
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the effect cigarette smokers have
more car accidents than non-smok-

ers, a point surely deserving of fur-

ther investigation.) Dr Gilbert is

offensive also in his argument that

“if reducing health costs is the only

objective, smokers should be en-

couraged to continue their habit,”

to save the community money.

Whoever said costs were the only

objective?

Dr Gilbert castigates the would-

be banners for the “unconsciona-

ble” and “under-handed” use of

the “tawdriest” evidence from em-
ployees of tobacco companies and
their advertisers. These “unrelia-

ble” people have stated their em-
ployers are, in fact, out to get new
smokers, especially women and
children, contrary to the compa-
nies’ line that they are only trying

to preserve the market share of

their brand.

Does Dr Gilbert believe the to-

bacco companies, these same com-
panies who, for decades, denied

there was any connection between

smoking and lung cancer? Those

companies used precisely the

same tactics he is now using, find-

ing flaws in the reported research

and insisting that no association

between lung cancer and smoking
was sufficiently demonstrated.

The failure to distinguish the ad-

vertising of a product — a lethal

product at that — from the issue of

free speech is more serious.

According to Dr Gilbert’s criteria,

government could restrict but not

prohibit freedom of speech to pro-

tect minors. But how, practically,

could this be done? Restrict tobac-

co advertising to $100 million per

year instead of the $200 million cur-

rently spent? Get the ads to ensure

that they affect adults only and no

minors? How?
Dr Gilbert badly misses (he point

when he argues advertising is

"part of the sharing of information

that empowers people." What in-

formation is shared in the Benson

;in(l Hedges billboards, of large,

be.'iiitiful, tropical fish? No inl'or-

m.itioii IS conveyed in most ciga

rcttc advertising, rather, an image
Is {•reated of an association be

tween the product and good he.dth,

siieei'ss, and style Where is the in

formation on tobacco’s addictive

qualities, the effect on cancer and
heart disease, fetal development,
and the dangers to women using
oral contraceptives? Where is the

evidence for Dr Gilbert’s conten-

tion that advertising empowers
and that a ban would serve the sta-

tus quo? What freedom of speech
does a health-conscious employee
of an advertising company have in

the preparation of a cigarette ad?
Citing Voltaire in support of per-

mitting cigarette advertising is the

lowest blow of all. Certainly Volt-

aire was a lover of liberty, al-

though nowhere, to my knowledge,

did he say “I disapprove of what
you say, but I will defend to the

death your right to say it." Vol-

taire, in fact, never chose death
over censorship for his or anyone
else’s freedom of expression. He
chose his battles shrewdly and on

censorship preferred to change ad-

dresses than tight In the great cri-

sis over the Eucyclopedie. Voltaire

first counselled negotiation with

the censor, through friends at

court. Later, he urged abandoning
the project and demanded the re-

turn of his correspondence,

Voltaire's references to tobacco,

incidentally, are wholly negative.

He deplored the "new artificial

need" th.it was being created, by

example, Tobacco use itself was
dirty," "stinking, " and “vulgar,"

evoking "horror and disgust." He
noted, with no pleas for free ex

pression, that tohaeeo was not per

milled 111 the court of Louis \1\'

Voltaire was so much a fighter

for the poor and oppressed that it is

hard to imagine his putting any
abstract cause, however noble,

above the needs of real people. For
this reason, it is difficult to imag-
ine his siding with the defenders of

pornography, another of Dr Gil-

bert’s free expression causes. Vol-

taire was. after all. the great de-

fender of the victims of torture. It

is doubtful that he could have seen

the rack and other instruments of

torture as mere objets d'art for a

person exercising his right of free

expression in pornography.

Voltaire's views on liberty, fi-

nally. are germane to Dr Gilbert's

arguments on advertising as "em-
powerment.”

Liberty, for Voltaire, consisted

of the power to act and choose "not

to do the wrong thing when my
mind represents it as necessarily

wrong, to subjugate a passion

when my mind makes me sense the

danger." Liberty was a weak and

limited faculty, which needed to be

strengthened with reflection

(Oeuures completes, 1876 ed vol

seven
,
pages 26. 45-47 )

.

Surely we know now that tobacco

is addictive, destroying the mind's

power to make choices and act in

accordance with its sense of right

and wrong.

My private members bill, C-204.

under the new rules of Parliament,

actually has a chance of being

adopted. It was chosen by an all-

party committee to be a votable

item and is thus guaranteed ad-

equate time in the House for de-

bate. The bill has the supptirt of the

NDP (New Democratic Party i and

Liberal caucuses and an unknown
number of Progressive Conserva-

tive members. Minister of Health

Jake Kpp has so far refused to say

whether he will support it, Thiw
government members have spoken

on (his bill so far, two against and

one in favor.

Lymi McDonald, MP
House ofCommons
Ottawa. Ontario

(Fd note Copies of bill C '2M may
be obtained from Ms Melhmald's

ofl'iee Ipo.stdl code KIA 0.461 No

postage required. I

Howell slips on drugs,pom parallels
Wayne Howell's eoliimn on pornog

rapliy (August, lilHii) is, nnforlu

nalely, |iisl another example of the

pot ealling the kettle black

I le ends by claiming, as if il wi'i i'

a I act. I bat iinib'r crackdown at

(empls.l I) Sabngi'r's availability

in (be library is more likely (o be

alfeeled Iban hardcore porn's

availability

I lowevc'r. there is plenty ol doeii

im'iilalion that porn's availabibl>

can be em bed and sex crimes with

It , by doing no more Iban enforcing

existing laws

Nor is (here .K'lnal evidenet' of

"general sueeess" of ci'iisorsbip of

legitimate bterafiire m the United

Stall's Tberefon'. Dr llowcH's last

two si'iilenei's pul him m at least as

byslerieal a eali'gory as (be ere

ators ol Reefer Madness and The

Liberty Report

Finally, bis crilieism of the

Mi'cse Heport conveniently omits

as do most of its critics (bat

one of Its maior eonelusions is (bat

the general nature and intensity of

porn has changed significantly m
the bard cori' (tired ion since 1970.

While (be parallels lietween porn

and drugs be points out are gi'iier-

all> valid. 1 suggest be eitlu'r stick

with writing about drugs or do a

he'll or job on bis homework

.lohn Kiisten

Bangor, Maine
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Bike gangs:

Drugs,money, and the underworld
Beneath the popular image of free-

wheeling bikers are groups of sophis-

ticated, well-managed, organized

criminals — the outlaw motorcycle
gangs. A threat to any community
they live in, the gangs have crime as

their primary activity
,
from prostitu-

tion, to drug trafficking, to contract

murder.

And, outlaw motorcycle gangs have
reached a new and potentially more
dangerous level through national and
international activities.

Since the gangs discovered meth-
amphetamine and PCP in the early

1970s, they have developed a lucrative

market for the manufacture and traf-

ficking of chemical drugs. They have
prospered to the point they are now
devoted to expanding their trade and
maximizing their profits.

More than 800 outlaw motorcycle
gangs have been identified in the

United States — and 65 more are

known in Canada. They vary in size

from single chapters of five to 10

members to worldwide organizations

like the California-based Hells An-

gels. There are three other major
gangs: the Outlaws, the Bandidos,

and the Pagans. The Pagans, the one

group without international connec-

tions, are in decline since concerted

law enforcement efforts in 1984185 re-

sulted in convictions for many of the

leaders.

There are a variety of other outlaw

gangs considered a serious threat to

society: the Warlocks, the Vagos, the

Dirty Dozen (in Arizona), the Gypsy
Jokers (US Pacific Northwest), and
the Sons of Silence (Colorado) are a

few.

The following report is based on a

joint research project of the Drug En-

forcement Directorate, Royal Canadi-

an Mounted Police, Ottawa, and the

Office of Intelligence, United States

Drug Enforcement Administration,

Washington, DC.

The motorcycle gangs referred to

are those labelling themselves the

“l%ers,” the percentage of the North

American biker population the Amer-
ican Motorcycle Association in the

United States estimates operate out-

side of the law.

The gang link

with organized crime

As organized crime groups, outlaw mo-
torcycle gangs in Canada and the US re-

ject the laws and norms of society. They do

know, however, how to use the law and ju-

dicial processes to their best advantage,

utilizing expensive lawyers they have re-

tained.

Changing with the times, gang leaders

are more likely to be wearing three-piece

suits than gang colors as they go about

their daily business. The gang president

often plays the role of corrupter, whose

function it is to establish communication

with influential people and public officials,

and the gang's sergeant-at-arms will take

the enforcer role. Both these roles fit the

accepted structure usual in organized

crime.

Law enforcement groups are working to

determine and document links between or-

ganized crime and the outlaw gangs, par-

ticularly in the manufacture and traffick-

ing of illicit drugs.

In fact, the major gangs have well-es-

tablished links.

The Hells Angels chapter in New York

city has a documented relationship with

the Gambino crime family, and several

chapters of the Outlaws have ties to tradi-

tional organized crime, acting as enforce-

rs and carrying out punishment or mur-
ders. The Pagans’ association has been

methamphetamine production and traf-

ficking as well as enforcement.

Organized crime usually uses money to

corrupt, with physical violence kept as a

last resort. Outlaw gangs combine money

and violence.

Organized crime operates within socie-

ty, while outlaw gangs are detached. Both,

however, have mechanisms to buffer lead-

ers from law enforcement authorities.

The major outlaw gangs meet the US
Department of Justice criteria for orga-

nized crime. The US National Organized

Crime Planning Council restricts the term

to “those self-perpetuating, structured,

and disciplined associations of individuals

or groups combined together for the pur-

pose of obtaining monetary or commercial

gains or profits, wholly or partly by illegal

means, while protecting their activities

through a pattern of graft and corruption."

The council says organized criminal as-

sociations share these characteristics :

— their illegal activities are conspiratori-

al, using the definition that a conspiracy is

an agreement between two or more indi-

viduals to commit a crime or to accompl-

ish a legal purpose through illegal action;

— they use violence, or the threat of vio-

lence, to intimidate. Outlaw gangs are no-

torious for this, possessing weapons and

using a code of retribution against anyone

they think has betrayed them. They keep

dossiers on gang members and their fami-

lies and intimidate witnesses and law en-

forcement authorities;

— they insulate their leaders from direct

involvement in crime with intricate orga-

( continued on page 8)
•
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nizational structures. Law enforcement

groups have found it easier to develop

cases against individual gang members
than against the gangs because of the insu-

lated decision-making apparatus gangs

use. Their code of silence also works

against the police using counts against in-

dividuals members to develop conspiracy

charges;
— they use corruption, graft, and legiti-

mate means to try to gain influence in gov-

ernment, politics, and commerce. While

they lack the political force of organized

crime, outlaw gangs have started to show
interest in using legitimate businesses as

fronts for their criminal activities and to

maintain links with politicians and law

firms; and,
— they have economic gain as a prime
goal, not just from illegal activities like

drug trafficking, but also from laundering

illegal revenues through and investment in

legitimate commerce. The outlaw gangs
are big business, owning or controlling

businesses like motorcycle repair shops,

catering firms, security services, enter-

tainment agencies, towing companies,

trucking firms, etc.

As they move toward legitimizing their

activities, outlaw gangs have tried to sani-

tize their image through public relations

campaigns. They join drives such as

“Toys for Tots” to present a nice-guy

image. More and more legitimate busi-

nesses are owned by the gangs, but illegal

activities often result; many of their mo-
torcycle repair shops, for example, are

used to cover the interchange and sale of

stolen motorcycles.

Unwitting investors are dragged in by
the high rate of return on their money.

US situation :

As closed social groups spread across

wide geographic areas, US outlaw gangs
are well-adapted to crime. Contraband
and personnel can be moved easily along

secure pipelines of supply and commu-
nication.

Drug trafficking accounts for the larg-

est single source of revenue for the US
gangs, who, in many areas, control the

production and distribution of certain

drugs, like PCP and methamphetamine.
For example, state and local police report

the gangs control at least 40'’/f of the entire

US supply of methamphetamine.
The outlaw gangs concentrate their traf-

ficking in dangerous drugs — LSD, for ex-

ample — because they can control the en-

tire production and distribution process,

from clandestine laboratories through

street distribution. Such control offers se-

curity, lessens competition, and returns

greatest profit.

Increasingly adulterated drugs are

passed on to subordinate gang levels so

that the drugs are cut and the money
moves upward. Law enforcement agencies
estimate that by tlu* time the drugs reach
Ihe street, they have been diluted up to

r)()()% and the i)t ice has risen 1

,
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The US gangs are diversifying away
from LSD. P(-’l’, and m(‘tham|)hetai7une.

Their (lanadian pipeline p.asses dia/.eiiam

(eg, V.iliuni) to the US, where it is used m
Ihe maniilaetiire olCounlerl'eil melha(|ua

lone, 'I’hey import and dislrihule eoe.iine,

mari|uana. and sometimes heroin.

Major US gangs -

• Hells Angels

Hegiin as ;i grouj) for (hsenehanted

World War II veleriins in Soiilhern Cahl'or

Ilia III Ihe lale I'.l'IOs, Ihe Hells Angels have
evolved inlo Ihe niosi nolorioiis oCoullaw
gangs, wilh 000 US members and drug
(raniekmg as ils prime source of income
11 is ('iiiiil.iled by ollu'r gangs, large and
small Ity the mid ItlfiOs, eharlers were is

sued lo oilier chilis, and by Ihe 1070s, (he

gang was inlernal lonal Ihroiigh operalions

in Cii'eal Itrilain, (he Nelherlands, (ler

many. Denmark, Aiislralia, and Canada

^ Today, oilier ehaiiters also exist m Aus-

tria, Switzerland, Brazil, France, New
Zealand, and Denmark,

Club policy decisions are still made in

Oakland, California, although the New
York city chapter has been prominent.

Large-scale drug trafficking began in

1967 when the Hells Angels became the

main source of LSD in the US. Since the

early 1970s, the gang has concentrated on

producing and distributing methampheta-
mine and amphetamine, including nearly

all of the supply for the US west coast. The
club has diversified into cocaine, marijua-

na, PCP, and a wide variety of other illicit

drugs.

• Outlaws

The most violent, major criminal orga-

nization in operation today is the Outlaws

gang. The Outlaws’ roots are in Chicago,

Illinois in the late 1950s. They spread in

smaller gangs throughout the Great Lakes
region, the southeastern and southern US,

and Oklahoma. Law enforcement intelli-

gence indicates the leadership may be

moving to Detroit, Michigan.

Because the gang is spread out, regional

boards were started to coordinate local ac-

tivities with national policy. Membership
estimates vary from 1,000 to 3,000. Nation-

al and regional leaders direct drug traf-

ficking, relations with other gangs, and
profit allotment for all chapters.

The Outlaws’ non-drug criminal activ-

ities include extortion, contract murder,

car theft, prostitution, and trafficking in

weapons and explosives.

Most of their income is derived from

drug trafficking, specifically diazepam,

methamphetamine, LSD, and cocaine.

Property they own in Florida is reportedly

used to offload drugs smuggled by ship.

Several motorcycle gangs, including the

Outlaws, have shown interest in shipping

Hawaiian marijuana to the ^sfern US.

• Bandidos 7.,

The youngest but fastest-growing of the

outlaw gangs, the Bandidos are recovering

from successful law enforcement efforts in

1985. Concentrated in Texas, the gang has

approximately 33 chapters in the US
I south-central and central states, Wash-
ington state) and one in Australia. There
are four regional vice-presidents (one of

whom is national president) and approxi-

mately 250 members.
Drug trafficking is also the major

source of funds for the gang, but consider-

able revenue is generated by prostitution,

arson, contract murder, fencing, extor-

tion, weapons theft and trafficking, and
welfare and bank fraud.

Established in 1966 in Texas, the Bandi-

dos began transporting heroin as early as

1975. Methamphetamine is the drug most
often produced by the gang. However, co-

caine trafficking is on (he increase,

• Pagans
Traditionally, the Pagans have con-

trolled the manufacture and distribution of

metham|)hetamine in the northeastern

US. But, they are also involved in marijua-

na, cocaine, hashish, and diverted phar-

maceutical distribution. A 19tt3-l)ased esti-

mate shows the retail value of PCP and

iiu‘lham|)helamine the gang distributes

to he in excess of US $15 million (Cdn $20.

4

million) annually.

The Pagans originated in the Washing
(on, DC ai(>a in 195‘). Today, there' are 500

lo liOO color lii'aring nii'iiilie'rs and 31 eha|)

(ers The mother chapter has sliifled from
H.illmiore, Maryland, to near Philadel

phia. Peiiiisylvania, and is now m Long Is

land, New York
Unlike (he oilier major oull.iw gangs,

Ihe Pagans run llii' ehaplers directly under

Ihe coiilrol of Ihe molher group Ollier die

gal Pagan aclivilics mirror those of oilier

outlaw (jangs, fidiii coiilraci murder, lo

prosliliilioii, lo arson

Inter-gang link

Willi each of Ihe major gangs carving

out a core area lo control, eoiilliels devi'loji

III iierijtlieral geograjitne areas Oficii, (In'

eonrronlalioii is violent, allhough relalions

between the major outlaw gangs are on a
continuum from cordial to open warfare.
The strongest competition exists be-

tween the Hells Angels and the Outlaws,
who have been virtually at war, especially
in Canada, Ohio, and North Carolina. The
belligerence extends to smaller gangs al-

lied with the principals.

Law enforcement damage to the Pagans
has led to a power vacuum in their area,

and authorities expect conflict there.

Cooperation between the gangs is usual-

ly centered on drug production and traf-

ficking.

Canada: an overview
Outlaw motorcycle gangs, says the

Criminal Intelligence Service Canada, are

one of the major organized crime threats

in the country today, involved in various

criminal activities ranging from murder
to white-collar crime. The Canadian gangs
are also diversifying into legitimate busi-

nesses.

Strategically located in Vancouver,
British Columbia and border entry points

in Ontario and Quebec, the Canadian out-

law gangs are in a good position to use club

activities to cover illicit drug distribution.

Their drug activities aren’t confined to dis-

tribution though: Canadian gangs also

handle the financing and manufacture of

chemical drugs across the country.

Although they’ve also shown interest in

cocaine and cannabis, they have little in-

terest in the heroin trade, leaving that to

traditional organized crime groups and
other independents. In fact, use of any
drug requiring injection is forbidden by
the gangs.

Intelligence indicates that a number of

Canadian motorcycle gangs are exchang-
ing domestically produced amphetamine
for LSD manufactured in the US. Metham-^
phetamine is expensive and difficult to ob-

tain in the US, but cocaine is cheap and
plentiful. Trade in the two products had de-

veloped between gangs in the two coun-

tries.

Canadian outlaw gangs appear to prefer

bulk buying of both cocaine and cannabis

from known importers, rather than hand-

ling importation directly, however.

Canadian gangs
Canadian law enforcement intelligence

sources say the Outlaws and the Hells An-

gels, of 65 existing outlaw gangs, dominate

gang power in Canada.

• Hells Angels

The first Canadian chapter started in

1977, but Canadian activity went into high

gear in 1980 when Quebec gang members
travelled west, making contacts with other

gangs, particularly the Satan's Angels.

The Vancouver Satan’s Angels presi-

dent met with the Hells Angels internation-

al president in Oakland. California, and a

Canadian-US pipeline for drugs, weapons,

and contraband resulted. The pipeline

luiis from the US through British Colum-
bia, across Canada, to Quebec. Quebec-

nianuraetured drugs are sent west lo the

US, and wc'apons and eontrahand are re-

turned Ihe same way.

Satan's Angels chapters officially be

came Hells Angels in 1983

The Hells Angels now have .seven Ca
nadian chapters with N’ancouver ;ind Que
l)('c as jiowi'r bases Canada is dividi'd in

half geographically the wcsicrn I'anadian

groups arc run by the molher chapter in

Oakland. Quebec and Allanlie jirovinec

eh.ipb'rs are controlled from Ni'w ^ork

Will'll Ihe H.ililax eliapler was shut

down by .irresls in 1985. however. Brilisli

Columbia gang membi'is rotali'd two

wei'k sliil'ls to lake care of eliapler busi

ness from drug trafficking lo jiroslilulion

Drugs eoeaiiie, cannabis, eliemie.ils,

.111(1 (liveried iiliarm.ieiK'lie.ds, in parlie

ular all' Ihe gang's principal ineome

sourei'

In Brilish Columbia. Ilin'e eliajili'is

I wo III V.ineoiivi'r and oik' on \'aneouv('r

Island .iri' sojibislieab'd and wi'll sirue

tured. using 40 registered companies to

front the operation. Cocaine is the main

product handled, with distribution net-

works reaching out into the prairie prov-

inces. Intimidation, seizure of assets, and

direct violence are used to collect drug

debts.

Quebec gang members are involved in

the manufacture and distribution of both

methamphetamine and PCP and the dis-

tribution of cannabis and cocaine.

• Outlaws
The Hells Angels' major Canadian rival

also started up in Canada in 1977. absorb-
ing several Satan’s Choice chapters. The
Outlaws have three Quebec chapters and
span an area from Quebec, southwest to

Windsor, and north to Sault Ste Marie in

Ontario. Chapters operate out of Ottawa.
Toronto, St Catharines. Hamilton, and
London as well.

The gang is prominent in smuggling and
distributing diazepam and methampheta-
mine into the US.

Drug trafficking is only one income
source for the chapter in northwestern On-

tario; fencing stolen property, prostitu-

tion. extortion, and bootleg liquor are oth-

ers.

• Sultans

Operating in Newfoundland, the Sultans

have been heavily involved in marijuana
and hashish trafficking. A combined law
enforcement effort in Newfoundland, New
Brunswick. Quebec, and Ontario in 1985.

however, made the gang insolvent, with a

drug debt of more than $150,000. Enforce-

ment seizures approached a retail value of

Cdn $1.6 million and eliminated the gang's

suppliers and distributors.

• Vagabonds
Believed to be the most affluent outlaw

gang in Ontario, the Vagabonds have a
long-term membership 1,15 to

50. Cocaine is their big money-maker, al-

though they have expanded into metham-
phetamine distribution in the Niagara pen-

ninsula area. The gang owns 50 acres of

land in the Georgian Bay area and is on

friendly terms with the Hells Angels of

Nova Scotia for drug trafficking purposes.

• Los Bravos
• Silent Riders

These two Manitoba gangs are involved

in cocaine and marijuana trade, with other

Canadian outlaw gangs as their main sup-

pliers. From 'have-not' clubs, the two have

evolved into well-structured criminal or-

ganizations.

Methods of drug dealing differ between

(he two clubs: Los Bravos handle deals in-

dividually; Silent Riders sanction and fi-

nance transactions as a group. Each gang

also has different outlaw gangs as drug

sources, and rivalry between the two fac-

tions is expected to escalate until one dom-

inates. The Hells .‘\ngels are expected to

absorb which ever is victor and make Win-

nipeg a major centre for distributing illicit

drugs and stolen motorcycle parts

Future trends

The continued evolution of North .\mon-
can outlaw motorcycle gangs is expected

to follow certain trends:

d('V('loiiing working relationships

among gangs m Canada and organized

crime lamilies. facilitati'd by such
rclalionsliips m (he US.

an ongoing move toward U'gitimiz.ation.

willi closer lies lo organized crime fami-

lies and growing involvement m money-
laundcring by the gangs;

mb'lligciu'c gathering by the gangs tar-

g('(('d at rival mil law gangs and law en
I'orccmcnl .uilhorilK's,

incr('as('d cmiiliasis on physical and
IH'r.soniicI .st'curily. using anti-intrusion

• ilarni systems, attack dogs, radio scan-

ning ('(juipnicnt, and communication net-

works,

continui'd use of vioU'nce and intimida-
tion as central to outlaw gang interaction

w ith tli(' mil side world : and.

incrcas('d (ravel, parlicularly first class

air (ravel, by gang nienib('rs.
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Government working party had ‘dreamy, romantic’ vision

NZ experts, union fight liberalized alcohol laws
By Pat McCarthy

AUCKLAND, NZ — Radical liber-

alization proposed for liquor li-

censing laws here has alarmed
agencies concerned with alcohol

abuse.

Sunday trading, lowering the le-

gal drinking age from 20 to 18

years, and allowing supermarkets

and grocery shops to sell liquor are

among recommendations made by

a government-appointed working

party.

It also proposed flexible licens-

ing hours to be decided in each dis-

trict by local councils.

But, the National Society on Al-

coholism and Drug Dependence

says opening up the liquor industry

to increased competition would

lower prices, increase consump-

tion, and cause more social casual-

ties.

The society’s medical director,

Geoff Robinson, MD, said rep-

resentatives of the society’s mem-
ber agencies studied the report and

declared; “We are alarmed and, in

some instances, angered at the

proposals. Our view is based on

case studies of those we deal

with.’’

The director of the Alcoholic Li-

quor Advisory Council, Keith

Evans, agrees with efforts to sim-

plify the present licensing laws,

but has expressed concern that the

working party did not believe in-

creasing the availability of alcohol

would increase drinking problems.

By Pat McCarthy

AUCKLAND, NZ — Long-standing

social traditions encourage heavy

drinking among New Zealand men,

a health department study here

says.

A crucial aspect is the connec-

tion between drinking and becom-

ing a man, says Ian Hodges of the

department’s health services re-

search and development unit.

His study of habits and customs

associated with drinking encom-

While New Zealand’s Minister of

Justice Geoffrey Palmer praised

the working party for a “practical,

down-to-earth” approach, a liquor

industry trade union accused it of a

“dreamy, romantic vision” of

drinking.

“Our members know the dan-

gers of the product because they

handle it every day and see the

seamier side of its effects,” said

passed hotels, sports clubs, stag

parties, and beer festivals.

In one part of the country — the

Otago region in the southern part

of the South Island — he found

more than 40 drinking games, with

names such as One Fat Hen and a

Couple of Ducks, Bottles, Hokonui

Swindle, Fluffy Ducks, and All

Blacks (named after the national

rugby team).

“Many of the games, whether

playful or not, appear to be a kind

Rick Barker, Hotel Workers Fed-

eration secretary.

Working party chairman, for-

mer ombudsman, Sir George Bak-

ing said present liquor licensing

legislation exists for the benefit of

the alcohol industry, to limit com-
petition. The working party sug-

gests if the law is to help control al-

cohol abuse, the “economic regula-

tions” have to be separate.

of proficiency test, based on peo-

ple’s success or failure with cer-

tain intellectual or physical chal-

lenges,” he said.

"In fact, in most games, being

forced to drink is a sign of defeat,

not a reward.”

Attitudes underlying the drink-

ing games reflect the frequent em-
phasis of the adult entrepreneurial

world that “social power belongs

to those who can marshal control

over others through alcohol,” Mr
Hodges said.

The government has called for

public submissions by April 1, af-

ter which legislation is to be intro-

duced.

But, given parliamentarians’

conservative tendency on liquor is-

sues (on which they traditionally

have a conscience vote), it seems
likely the proposals will be water-

ed down before a new law is en-

acted, probably not until 1988.

"Drinking games may mirror

the hidden rules in less playful situ-

ations.

On one hand, we can see the invi-

tation to drink and the exchange of

drinks as a gesture of hospitality, a

way of forming relationships.

"From another point of view, it

can also mean achieving control

over others, where the intimacy

associated with drinking is com-
bined with a battle for determining

who drinks, where, and when.”

Drinking games— alcohol as power

Irish publicans declare war on price increases
By Karen Birchard

CORK— A call by the Irish Nation-

al Council on Alcoholism for price

increases on alcohol may be in for

a rough fight, if recent actions by

the country’s pub owners are any

indication.

5 WithiAfiU'ys-.of.tbe cfidpcii’,? ma,-,

jor conference to discuss a national

policy to reduce the harmful ef-

fects of alcohol abuse ( see The
Back Page), Ireland’s largest

brewing concern announced a

modest price hike.

Guinness made the surprise an-

nouncement on a Friday night in

December, and, within hours, an-

gry publicans were discussing how
they could force the company to

back down.

. The price -increase of four-pence

on a pint (about seven cents Cdn)
was front page news in every pa-

per in Ireland that Saturday morn-
ing. Articles featured denuncia-

tions by the owners of licensed

premises as well as sad comments
from the men-on-the-barstools.

By Monday, the battle lines were
drawn: pub owners in the west of

Ireland decided to boycott Harp la-

ger, one of the beers brewed by

Guinness.

( Ireland is in the midst of a lager

war and sales of Harp have

dropped during the past few

months. Pub owners thought they

could force Guinness to change its

mind by attacking a product be-

lieved to be vulnerable.

)

The refusal to sell Harp soon

spread throughout the country as

the issue became the major news
item, eclisping even the Irangate

revelations out of Washington, DC.

After days of negotiations be-

tween Guinness and the Licensed

Vintners Association, the morning
papers carried banner headlines

the following Friday: Guinness

Backs Down on 4p Rise.

However, the price rose in the

New Year.

Guinness said it had deferred the

increase during the Christmas and

New Year’s season so that drink-

ers could enjoy their pints at the

old price. But, they raised prices in

mid-January, and another price

hike is expected in mid-March.

Ireland’s second biggest brewer
of stout, Murphy’s, has also an-

nounced a similiar plan.

Customs council

on security alert

Airport muscle (above, Vienna's Schwechat): tackling traffickers in transit lounges

By Thomas Land

BRUSSELS — Officials coordinat-

ing a new strategy against drug

traffickers have identified Lagos,

Nigeria as the principal staging

post for Pakistani heroin smuggled
to the West.

Until recently, drug couriers had

little to fear from airport customs
' there; Nigeria doesn’t have a sig-

nificant heroin addiction problem

[
and flights to and from Lagos

t usually were not subject to rigor-

^ ous drug checks.

I
The anti-smuggling strategy

r launched in June, 1986, links the

world’s airlines with the Customs
Cooperation Council (CCC) in a

;

new training and collaboration

accord.

p For the first time, flight person-

nel are involved in the forefront of
' a war against drug syndicates. Ini-

- tial results have been spectacular:

Traffickers
WASHINGTON — Intimidation of

judges and other Colombian gov-

ernment officials by drug traffick-

ers through murder or death

1
1 threats increases constantly

.

Some prominent Colombians
who fought against drug traffick-

: . ers in the previous administration

;^J.«,-are now seeking an escape from

for example, cooperation among
four countries has broken up a

gang believed to have been respon-

sible for the smuggling of £200 mil-

lion (Cdn $408 million) of heroin

from the Middle East to Western

Europe and North America.

The case has pinpointed a securi-

ty loophole at airports that enables

smugglers to collect their wares—
and terrorists to arm themselves
— while awaiting their flights in

transit lounges.

Drug smugglers and terrorists

often try to confuse law enforce-

ment agencies by using flights on

which they are least expected;

hence, the collaboration agree-

ment reached by the CCC here and
the International Air Transport As-

sociation (lATA) in Montreal (The

Journal, October, 1986).

Says Gunter 0. Eser, the lATA
director general: “We are at war
against one of the most insidious

terror threats by becoming ambas-
sadors to Eastern Bloc countries.

James Knapp, United States

deputy assistant attorney general,

said: “The atmosphere of intim-

idation down there now is very,

very serious, and we are very con-

cerned about it.”

The biggest fear is that the Co-

scourges facing modern society

.... Only by combining our forces

and determination in a spirit of co-

operation will we be equal to the

task.”

The agreement, evolved by a

working group of the two organiza-

tions, uses flight personnel in drug

detection work. They are encour-

aged to watch for anything unusu-

al, whether in the documentation

of cargo or the behavior of passen-

gers.

lombian judicial system, which

has a history of honesty, is going to

be severely crippled by wealthy

and ruthless drug traffickers.

More than 60 judges have been

killed in the past five years.

Threats that judges and their

families will be killed have led to a

number of trafficking suspects be-

ing released before trial.

The current success of customs

authorities against traffickers is

largely due to the agreement with

the airlines. Airline personnel now
conduct drug checks on aircraft

before — and sometimes during —
flights.

The airlines have also agreed to

develop a system — such as the use

of accountable seals for example
— for preventing the use of en-

closed compartments in aircraft

for concealing contraband.

And, they have promised to in-

tensify checks on all areas and per-

sonnel under their jurisdiction, to

provide practical assistance when
customs authorities decide to

search aircraft, and to inform

them of any major changes to op-

erational equipment.

Customs officials have been

careful to acknowledge the prim-

ary responsibility of airlines is to

move people and goods and that

they cannot be expected to breach

the laws, regulations, or control re-

quirements of the countries in

which they are operating (lights.

But. they have promised to help

the airlines review and upgrade se-

curity procedures by providing

material assistance, specialist ad-

vice and training, as well as sensi-

tive intelligence identifying high-

risk flights.

Custom officials have also prom-

ised to assist airlines in ensuring

that security and control proce-

dures prevent unauthorized access

to company facilities such as air-

craft, baggage, mail, and cargo.

The Lagos connection seems to

thrive on the principle of couriers

switching destinations.

Since the start of the CCC-IATA
agreement at Western European

airports, more than 100 Nigerians

have been arrested with heroin

consignments packed in contra-

ceptive sheaths and carried in

their .stomachs and anal and vagi-

nal passages.

Several couriers have died from

liver and kidney failure after con-

doms broke in their bodies.

i

'

intimidating officials
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CoAs progress gradually to recovery
‘Once it starts

it keeps going’

TORONTO — Adult children of al-

coholic parents are spiritually

frustrated and manifest their emp-
tiness by spending their lives

looking for love in all the wrong
places.

This is the observation of Julie

Bowden, a therapist in private

practice in Santa Barbara, Califor-

nia, and co-author of several books

on recovery for children of alcohol-

ics (CoAs).

She told the 1st national confer-

ence here on CoAs that for most of

their lives these people have been

alone. “They’ve disconnected from

their parents, from their selves,

and they’ve disconnected from

their higher power, whatever that

might be.”

Ms Bowden differentiated be-

tween CoAs first entering recovery

and perhaps, eventually, connect-

ing to the “second awakening;”

they are “switching their orienta-

tion from their own healing back to

the world and giving back what

they have acquired. But, we cannot

give away what we do not have.”

She calls this second awakening

in recovery genesis. “It is a per-

spective on life. It’s a way of

looking at life .... For someone, it

might be the need to go to temple,

for someone else it might be to stu-

dy the Old Testament, or to have 10

minutes alone quietly.

“It might be spending a year

working with Mother Theresa in

India, or it might be going home to

your community and making a

presentation to your agency.”

She said recovery for CoAs un-

folds in a progressive and sequen-

tial way. “It almost seems as

though recovery from this trauma
is chronic, because once it starts, it

seems to just keep going.”

The first stage is survival.

Young CoAs bargain with their

higher power to get help and wind
up feeling abandoned, Ms Bowden
explained.

In the second stage, which she

calls emergent awareness, CoAs
recognize for perhaps the first

time that their adult life is not

working because of early years in

an alcoholic environment.

Ms Bowden; “I consider emer-
gent awareness the first spiritual

awakening that occurs for a child

of an alcoholic. Most of the time, I

don’t think it’s called spiritual and
I don’t think it’s called finding a

higher power, or coming home to

God. It’s called hope.”

When clients enter the third

stage of recovery, they begin to

deal with their own personal core

issues.

“Children in an alcoholic envi-

ronment have two choices; they

can be right, or they can be safe. It

is the safe child who makes it

to adulthood. For safety, we train

ourselves to put up with inappro-

priate behavior in our adult lives.

We marry alcoholics; we put up
with huge fights.

“As therapists, we must intro-

duce the client to that safe child

and be gentle with him as he lives

through that age regression and re-

members .... We need patience

because we will have to model pa-

tience for our clients all the time.
’ ’

Following the three stages is

transformation, Ms Bowden said.

Clients begin to learn new coping

strategies and to put themselves

first and prioritize their own needs
for perhaps the first time.

“Transformations can take a

long time. But, when most of the

work is done, the person has stabi-

lized his life. He no longer has

weekly or hourly crises; he no

longer has friends criticizing him
for his own good, or has a job

where he feels horrible. He then

moves into the fifth recovery

stage, integration.”

When clients reach this point,

they have times of joy, stability,

and are living satisfactory lives,

Ms Bowden said. But, for some
people an event occurs that propels

them into the sixth stage, genesis.

“This is where the recovery pro-

cess can go. If (therapists) but

know that, then they can at least

signal it when the client seems to

need the signal.”

Bowden: needing the signal

Ms Bowden; “It doesn't mean
taking them by the hand and doing

spiritual counselling. You might
just refer them on to someone who
does spiritual counselling, or to a

church or synagogue, or to a sun-

set.

“It’s a lifestyle, and it needs to

be reaffirmed regularlv, just like

health.”

Now sniffers punch ping pong
By Harvey McConnell

WASHINGTON — Ping pong

balls?

Gasoline additives, adhesives,

cements, cleaners, coatings, de-ic-

ers, fuels, gasoline, hardeners,

markers, octane boosters, paints,

pens, polishes, chemical products,

propellant gases, removers, seal-

ants, paint strippers, cleaning sup-

plies, thinners, and varnishes;

none are a mystery to Robert Gio-

vacchini, PhD, a vice-president

with the Gilette Company and an

expert on solvent sniffing.

But, he is always learning

through the inventiveness of young

people and what they choose to

sniff.

He was interested then, when a

young drug abuse counsellor asked

him after a presentation at a Unit-

ed States National Federation of

Parents conference here why
many of his young clients said they

got a buzz from punching a hole in

ping pong balls and sniffing. Dr
Giovacchini said he didn’t know,

but he would try to figure it out.

As vice-president of corporate

integrity for Gillette, he has been

involved for many years in the va-
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balls to get a high
rious ways and means sniffers

sniff as well as methods of deter-

rence.

Sniffing is not new — the Greeks
of Aristotle’s day used to get a buzz
by inhaling high volumes of carbon
dioxide at natural springs.

In recent decades, sniffing took a

deadly turn when young people

started to inhale gas from air con-

ditioning and fire extinguishers

and then from aerosols, producing

concentrations never studied be-

fore and which could almost in-

stantly stop the heart.

It was the rise of airplane glue

sniffing, still endemic in some
areas, which pushed many indus-

tries into trying to make products

sniff-proof.

A number of experiments

showed oil of mustard would not af-

fect the property of airplane glue,

but would provide a jolt to sniffers.

"The new glue was introduced

secretly into nine stores in Los .An-

geles. In only four days, about 90^(

of it was returned by youngsters,

who claimed it didn't work. " Dr
Giovacchini said.

While oil of mustard was appro-

priate for airplane glue, it was not

good for commercial adhesives,

which the young also sniff, because

it affected workmen who use the

compounds daily.

More men are
WASHINGTON More men tlian

women are attempting to give up

smoking, says a study from the

United States Uenters for Disease

Control, .Atlanta , Georgia.

,A survey of smoking habits of

resiiU'iils m 21 slates and the Dis-

trict of Cohimhia carried out in

Itlliri found "more men appear to be

stoiipmg smoking than women,

even though the smoking hazards

for both men and women have been

widely publicized
"

Some 2r).t)00 current or former

cigarette smokers took part m the

study Hesnlts show 12. IF. of men
attempted to quit, eompared with

;i!) 8' . of women
Meanwhile, a lengthy study of

the evidence by a panel of experts

gathered togetlu'r by the US Na-

tion.'il Academy of Sciences says

children whose parents smoke
have a greater chance of respira

tory ills Non smoking women
married to a smoker have a JO'i

In an attempt to make up labels

to warn and deter young people.

Gillette ran various trials.

"We found if we used the word
intoxication it would attract young
people. But. two words which did

not attract were harmful and fatal.

“However, the words harmful
and fatal certainly did attract our

marketing department, especially

the word fatal.'
" ^

Dr Giovacchini explains there

are three groups of sniffers; the

experimental sniffer who won't try

unless he is in a group and may not

try again because of the odor,

chemical taste in the mouth, or the

severe headaches sniffing produc-

es: the sniffer who sniffs as part of

a group activity, and. the chronic

sniffer.

Chronic sniffers are "youngsters

who cannot face the day without

being high.
"

Sniffing knows no bounds, geo-

graphically or economically: it's

popular among Native North

.Americans. Pacific Islanders, and

Australian aborigines.

And. even though some of the

gases have been removed, aerosols

still remain popular: this time the

nitrous oxide in aerosol whippt'd

cream and cheese cans.

Now ping pong balls have

bounced onto the list

,

trying harder
higher risk of lung cancer.

The report said the data are "I'e-

markably eonsislent " that chil-

dren whose parents smoke suffer

from more wheezing, eoughing.

and sputum produelion than chil-

dren from families where the par

ents do not smoke DIher po.ssible

effects on children could be in-

ereased risk of ear infection, de-

cre.ised lung funetion, and po.ssibly

.1 slow er rale of grow Ih

While conceding the magnitude

of risks involved is unclear, the re-

port says overall, “exposure to en-

vironmental tobacco smoke in-

creases the incidence of lung can-

cer in non smokers"
The experts were cautious about

some studies suggesting expo-

sure to tobacco smoke in non-

smokers could reduce their lung

function: adults in the normal

course of life are at times, as well,

in contact with substances which

could reduce lung funetion
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‘Users wising up for second time in a century’

Today’s cocaine fears a replay of early 1 900s
TORONTO — [It] is now getting

more into vogue in Canada.”

“[It’s] the ‘new craze.’
”

“The use of cocaine is becoming

so widespread.”

“[I]t has grown to alarming pro-

portions.”

“[T]he profits made . . . are stu-

pendous.”

“This curse of cocaine has

existed for a short time, but [i]t

goes on spreading so fearfully that

it is time for society to take a

marked notice.”

Remarks such as these can be

found in almost any recent exposi-

tion of cocaine.

What distinguishes these

statements is that they refer to a

problem which plagued Canada in

the first decade of this century. All

of these reports are historical ac-

counts of cocaine use which ap-

peared in the popular press, the

House of Commons Debates, and

health profession journals in Cana-

da between 1906 and 1910.

At that time, concern about the

use of cocaine was voiced by poli-

ticians, church leaders, health pro-

fessionals, criminal justice system

personnel, and various moral cru-

saders. Cocaine was perceived as a

problem that was “rapidly devel-

oping into a danger spot of threat-

ening proportions” (Canadian

Pharmaceutical Journal, April,

1908).

Although cocaine use was seen

as a social problem in the early

1900s, contemporary writers tend

to describe it as a new phenome-

non. One reason, no doubt, is that

the 1960s and 1970s are viewed as

the time when drug use first be-

came a widespread social prob-

lem.

Marijuana, hashish, LSD, MDA,
speed, PCP, and cocaine entered

the everyday vocabulary of a drug

conscious era. Prior to this, illicit

non-medical drug use was linked

with particular, usually small, seg-

ments of the population.

In the public’s mind, the Chinese

opium smokers and the marijuana-

using bohemians were the ‘dope

fiends.’ The appropriateness of

this perspective on drug use is

called into question by examina-

tion of existing historical sources.

At the turn of the century, drug

users could be found in most seg-

ments of the population because of

the widespread and legal availabil-

ity of patent medicines, beverages,

and powders containing opiates

and cocaine.

The problem of the ‘cocaine hab-

it,’ for example, was raised in the

House of Commons on November
25, 1910. A member of Parliament,

citing a newspaper report, claimed

that there were “thousands of men
and women, many of them in re-

spectable families, who are vic-

tims of the [cocaine] habit.”

W.L. Mackenzie King, then Min-
ister of Labor, subsequently de-

scribed the problem of cocaine to

the House. King quoted a letter

from the chief of police of Montreal
to indicate that “the Montreal po-

lice have made over 125 arrests . . .

for selling or using that drug” in

the last six months. King referred

to an article entitled. The Cocaine
Habit Has a Grip on Ottawa, which
reported on the local cocaine traf-

fic.

Furthermore, a probation officer

was quoted as having met “as
many as 50 or 60 little girls and
boys within the same day, in the

city of Montreal, all of whom had

acquired the cocaine habit to some
degree.”

A parallel exists between the na-

ture and degree of the problem
that appeared nearly a century ago

and the one society confronts to-

day.

A recent account indicated that

“cocaine is now second ... in pop-

ularity [to cannabis] as far as illic-

it drugs are concerned” (The Jour-

nal, April, 1985), and a 1906 report

suggested that “with the speed at

which the cocaine habit seems to

be growing, [it] stands a good
chance of soon becoming a close

second [to morphine].

In the earlier period, cocaine’s

euphoric effects were first praised

by a few and ultimately echoed and
enjoyed by many. Within a few

years, however, reports of co-

caine’s adverse consequences be-

gan to appear.

In this regard, it is interesting to

note that a recent article in Life

magazine closed with the following

statement: “Today, the confes-

sions of addicted celebrities and

athletes and the advent of cocaine

hot lines and detoxification centers

are signs that the cocaine user is

once again wising up— for the sec-

ond time in a century of abuse.”

Extractedfrom The Steel Drug—
Cocaine in Perspective, by Pat-

ricia Erickson, Edwad Adlaf,

Glenn Murray, and Reginald

Smart, published by Lexington

Books, D.C. Heath and Co.

1

Mackenzie King (with F.D. Roosevelt): describing the habit to the House

The free market in ideas
Brave New World by Aldous Huxley,

Catch 22 by Joseph Heller, A Clockwork
Orange by Anthony Burgess, The Color

Purple by Alice Walker, Death of a

Salesman by Arthur Miller, A Farewell to

Arms by Ernest Hemingway, East of

Eden by John Steinbeck, Huckleberry

Finn by Mark Twain, Lord of the Flies by
William Golding, Nineteen Eighty-Four

by George Orwell, One Flew Over the

Cuckoo’s Nest by Ken Kesey, Slaugh-

terhouse-Five by Kurt Vonnegut, To Kill a

Mockingbird by Harper Lee, Ulysses by
James Joyce, The Shining by Stephen

King, and The Catcher in the Rye by J. D.

Salinger: these are just a few of the books

challenged, burned, or banned in the Unit-

ed States and Canada during the past 15

years because school or lending-library

authorities felt they were “dangerous,”

“ungodly,” “vulgar,” “pornographic,”

and “obscene” and therefore a threat to

the moral fibre of youth.

John Kasten, a reader of this column,
has suggested (see page 6) 1 was being
somewhat hysterical in my August, 1986

column when I said attempts to get Sa-

linger’s The Catcher in the Rye banned
from high schools generally succeed. He
may have a point because 1 don’t know
how many attempts have been made to

supress The Catcher in the Rye. 1 only

know about the successful attempts in De
Funiak Springs, Florida; Issaquah,

Washington; Middleville, Michigan;
North Jackson, Ohio; and, Libby, Mon-
tana.

So, perhaps, 1 was being hysterical. And
perhaps 1 was showing my age and the in-

clinations (that the written word is impor-

tant) that go with it. Because, notwith-

standing the machinations of school

boards and library committees in the

aforementioned towns, any kid between
DeFuniak Springs, Florida and Morris,

Manitoba (where East of Eden was
banned from the school library in 1982)

who is at all curious as to what subversive

messages these relics of the Gutenberg
age contain, can saunter down to the local

convenience store and pick up a video

adaption of the titles listed above, since

every one of them — Catcher in The Rye
excepted— has been made into a success-

ful movie.

That’s a kind of freedom (the ability to

get access to alleged depravity by means
of inexpensive technology ) that is virtual-

ly unknown in many parts of the globe.

Consider the Soviet Union, for instance.

In June, 1985, Communist Party chief

Mikhail Gorbachev introduced an anti-al-

cohol law containing stringent measures
to cut down on the consumption of alco-

hol : food stores removed liquor from their

shelves, restaurants went dry, and liquor

stores reduced hours of sale.

Of course, this experiment, in principle

as noble as North American experiments
with prohibition, eventually came to

grief: faced with the wrath of a normally

complacent public and a shortfall in gov-

ernment revenue equivalent to nine bil-

lion Canadian dollars ( a shortfall that was
a nine billion dollar windfall for bootleg-

gers and home distillers ) ,
the government

reluctantly eased-up. But not before a

party review board, acting on the instruc-

tions of the Soviet Society for the Promo-
tion of Sobriety, had arbitrarily cut drink-

ing scenes out of 200 popular movies, with-

drawn 60 movies from circulation be-

cause they celebrated or encouraged
social drinking, and excised references to

drinking in plays, operas, and literature.

According to Sobriety Society spokesman
Nikolay Tchernykh, only classics such as

The Brothers Karamazov were spared.

Think of it. Drinking scenes cut from
200 movies. 60 movies sent to the Gulag,

and a band of merry Sobriety Society Cen-

sors riding roughshod through the works
of Turgenev and Chekkov, Borodin and
Pushkin, cutting and prunning, snipping

and excising, all in the interests of Public

Health.

With all due respect to public health in-

terests, would you want these characters

to get their hands on Casablanca, substi-

tuting a ‘Rick goes jogging’ scene for the

scene that ensues the night the Bogart

character realizes Ingrid Bergman is

married to another man? Would you want
these characters to get their hands on Un-

der the Volcano? On La Traviata (that

drinking scene has got to go, catchy tune

or no ) ? On any cultural property?

Despite the depredations of cultural

vigilantes in the western world, it is im-

portant to remember they are vigilantes,

and they do not represent The State. And
for the most part. The State, to its ever-

lasting credit, exercises a benign indiffer-

ence in cultural matters. It is so benign

that I can watch Bedtime for Bonzo on

late-night television, a movie that shows

Ronald Reagan, the president of the Unit-

ed States, playing second fiddle to a

chimpanzee.

I doubt many world leaders — Marga-

ret Thatcher and Mikhail Gorbachev in-

cluded — would allow this kind of emba-
rassing business to go on. In the best in-

terests of peace, order, and good govern-

ment, not to mention public health, they

would interdict, expunge, or proscribe

films dealing with past simian shenani-

gans, literal or figurative.

What we have in effect, and what we
should treasure even as we from time to

time deplore it on individual moral and/or

aesthetic grounds, is basically a free mar-
ket in cultural goods. A free market in cul-

tural goods is a clumsy and inefficient

thing, but it is a far better thing than the

Soviet alternative — which would assure

that movies such as Easy Rider and books

such as Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas

would never see the light of day.

Because the free market in cultural

goods or ideas — in lifestyles if you like—
eventually rights itself in its own clumsy

and inefficient way. We can see this in the

film and television industries. After a de-

cade of portraying drug consumption as a

desirable exotic and/or erotic activity,

both industries are now giving more than

equal time to other views; Miami Vice

portrays cocaine dealers as scumbags to

be blown-away, the venerable Paul New-
man in The Color ofMoney paints coke us-

ers as low-life deviants, and Crocodile

Dundee, a low-budget sleeper from Aus-

tralia, becomes one of the top-grossing

movies of all times, despite the fact it ridi-

cules the drug-taking habits of sophisti-

cated New Yorkers.

The free market in cultural goods is not

everyone’s cup of tea. And even people

like myself, who agree with it in principle,

have trouble dealing with it in practice.

For instance, I am no fan of Miami Vice

despite its ‘get tough with drug dealers’

message. I object to it because in the pro-

cess of de-romanticizing drug dealing, it

romanticizes violence. Much as 1 might

wish that we could rid Florida of drug

dealers, 1 don't really think that it should

be done by machine-gunning them to a

rock music score.

But in the end, that’s the virtue of a

free-market system
:

you get to see every-

thing, form your own opinions, and bitch

about what you see if you are so inclined. 1

am inclined to bitch. But all the same, and

all things considered, I wouldn’t have it

any other way.

By

Wayne

Howell

After a decade of portraying drugs as
desirable, television gives equal time to other views
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Money
secrets

revealed
for US
agents

WASHINGTON — A money laun-

dering agreement with Britain and
a Latin American law enforcement
summit are part of the Reagan ad-

ministration’s international drive

against drugs.

The agreement with Britain al-

lows United States narcotics inves-

tigators access to the hitherto se-

cret financial records in the Turks
and Caicos, island smudges near
the Bahamas which have been a

haven for drug trafficking money.
The Turks and Caicos are a British

dependency.

Similar agreements for access to

financial records have been made
with the Cayman Islands, Italy, the

Netherlands, and Turkey. Efforts

are being made to extend this to

other havens for drug money, espe-

cially Panama.

Attorney-General Edwin Meese
arranged a meeting with US am-
bassadors in all countries where
drug trafficking is a major prob-

lem. He also attended a law en-

forcement summit in Mexico City

where the possibility of further

joint action against trafficking,

such as that recently completed in

Bolivia, was discussed.

Bahamian Prime Minister Lyn-
den Pindling is asking the US
administration for up to a dozen

helicopters, 10 planes, and 10 pa-

trol boats to help in the fight

against cocaine passing through
the islands to the US.

In September, 1986, his govern-
ment agreed to a program with the

US which allows “hot pursuit” of
suspected traffickers from the is-

lands. The Bahamian police force
is also being reorganized with the
assistance of officials from Scot-
land Yard in London.

Teen anxiety, depression
tied to potentiai drug use
WASHINGTON — Anxiety disor-

ders and depression may precede
the onset of drug abuse in 20% of

adolescents and young adults, a

study here conducted by the United
States National Institute of Mental
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Health (NIMH) shows.

Prompt and effective treatment
of mental illness could perhaps
prevent their slide into drug abuse,

the study adds.

The study of 18 to 30 year olds

was part of a survey of mental dis-

orders in Baltimore. Maryland;
New Haven, Connecticut; St Louis,

Missouri; Durham, North Caroli-

na; and, Los Angeles, California.

James Burke and colleagues at

NIMH, who presented their find-

ings to the annual meeting of the

American Public Health Associa-

tion in Las Vegas, found there were
earlier episodes of depression or

anxiety disorders in 19% of drug
abuse cases among young men and
22% among young women.
Dr Burke said, however, the fig-

ures do not prove mental illness

can cause drug abuse. It could be
that mental illness and drug abuse
have a common origin and predis-

position to both conditions.

Marijuana is the drug most often

linked to earlier mental problems
in both men and women. Cocaine

abuse is more common in young
women who w'ere diagnosed earl-

ier with anxiety disorders or de-

pression.

The study did not define drug

abuse as casual use; those defined

as drug abusers had significant im-

pairment in function for a month or

more.
The most common signs of de-

pression in the young people in-

cluded a drop in school perfor-

mance. problems in getting along

with others, a drop in appetite, in-

somnia. inability to concentrate,

and. at times, feelings of despair.

No smoking
Dreferred in

MS hospitals
HALIFAX — A firm policy dis-

couraging smoking in virtually all

areas of Nova Scotia's hospitals

and other health care institutions

has been prepared by the prov-

ince's health minister.

But. Health Minister Ronald

Russell will stop short of actually

legislating a ban as urged in a peti-

tion collected by the provincial

medical siK'iety and signed by

about 45.000 people.

That petition was presented to

Mr Russell here, following an ad-

dress to the medical society annual

meeting.

More than half the diH’tors in the

province participated in circulat-

ing the petition, said Mark
Kazimirski. MD, chairman of the

society's committee on smoking

and health

Mr Rus.sell told the meeting a

lengthy policy concerning hospital

smoking had been prepared by his

ministry The jHilicy had not yet

been sent out to hospital adminis-

trators because approval by the

government's policy board is

needed

Later. Mr Russell said. “I don't

intend to dictate to hospitals that

they adopt this policy But, I'm

going to strongly recommend to

them they do so.
"

The policy would restrict smok-

ing in hospitals to designated

areas, the private rooms of pa-

tients who wish to smoke, or wards

in which all patients agree to per-

mit smoking.



Addiction Prone:

Evaluation of the

General Substance
Abuse Model by

Comparing Correlates

ofAbuse ofFour
Common Substances

... by Kathryn Graham, Ardith

Ekdahl

This working paper from the Ad-

diction Research Foundation in

Ontario is a review of the corre-

lates of four commonly used sub-

stances of abuse: alcohol, tobacco,

food, and caffeine. The general

substance abuse model is eval-

uated by reviewing previous re-

search on the four different sub-

stances. The approach is integra-

tive, comparing all substances

within a single framework, and

multivariate, employing a varia-

ble level analysis from many areas

of research. It is also evaluative,

using a rating system to justify the

conclusions for each variable.

The addiction field is still a long

way from being able to predict who
is addiction prone. This review

provides drug abuse researchers

with a broad basis, however, for

further studies.

Addiction Research Foundation,

Toronto, Ontario. 135 p. $8.50. ISBN
0-88868-138-0.

Alcohol and Culture:

Comparative
Perspectives from
Europe and America

. . . edited by Thomas F. Babor

This book is the result of the 1983

conference. Alcohol and culture:

comparative perspectives from
Europe and America, sponsored

by the United States National Insti-

tute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcohol-

ism, the World Health Organiz-

ation, the International Council on
Alcohol and Addictions, and the

Connecticut Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Commission.
Sections are included on social

epidemiology of alcohol problems,

ethnic and national differences in

the manifestation and meaning of

alcoholism, socialization and ac-

culturation in the etiology of alco-

holism. alcoholism treatment in a
cross-cultural perspective, and im-
plications for research and preven-

tion policy.
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byMARGYCHAN

of Sciences. Vol 472, July 11, 1986.

New York Academy of Sciences,

New York, NY.

Perspectives on Drug
Use in the United States

. . . edited by Bernard Segal

This monograph is also volume 1,

number 1 of a new journal. Drugs

and Society. The journal is in-

tended to provide a contrast to the

traditional journal format and con-

tent, concentrating on review of

contemporary issues in the field of

drug abuse and presenting new
ideas with direct implications for

practice and research.

In the first issue, several impor-

tant issues on drug use in the Unit-

ed States are addressed: drug laws

and drug law enforcement, the de-

viance model of drug-taking be-

havior, and women: alcohol and
other drugs.

Haworth Press, New York, NY.
1986. 126 p. $24.95. ISBN 0-86656-586-

8 .

Other books

Psychopathology and Addictive

Disorders — edited by Roger E.

Meyer, 1986. This book includes ar-

ticles by leading investigators in

the addiction field. Topics are: un-

derstanding the relationship be-

tween psychopathology and addic-

tive disorders, varieties of psycho-

pathology found in patients with

addictive disorders, family history

of psychopathology in alcoholics,

family pedigree of psychopatholo-

gy in substance abusers, childhood

behavior problems and adult anti-

social personaltity disorder in al-

coholism, “psychiatric severity”

as a predictor of outcome of drug
abuse treatments, psychiatric dis-

orders in opiate addicts, psycho-

therapy as an adjunct to metha-
done treatment, relevance of labo-

ratory studies in animals and hu-

mans to an understanding of the

relationship between addictive dis-

orders and psychopathology, alco-

hol idiosyncratic intoxication and
other alcohol-related states of

acute behavioral disinhibition,

neurophysiological and neuropsy-

chological concomitants of brain

dysfunction in alcoholics, alcohol-

ism and depression, treatment im-

plications of a psychodynamic un-

derstanding of opioid addicts, and
psychopathology produced by alco-

holism. Guilford Press, New York.

362 p. ISBN 0-89862-680-3.

Preparing Your Church for Min-
istry to Alcoholics and Their Fami-
lies — Thomas Hamilton Cairns,

1986. This book is a manual for lo-

cal church personnel, both lay and
clerical. It covers three basic

topics : why churches should be in-

volved in ministry to alcoholic

families, what ministry churches
can provide, and how churches can
equip themselves for such min-
istry. Charles C. Thomas, Spring-

field, Illinois. 123 p. ISBN 0-398-

05230-1.

Healthy Choices — Sharon Gibb,

1985. A drug education program
aimed at 10 to 12 year olds is out-

lined. The three-book series, which
also includes Using Drugs Safely

and Smoking and Drinking, pro-

vides teachers with the resources

needed to plan, prepare, and deliv-

er a comprehensive and lively unit

of instruction. Doubleday Canada,
Toronto.
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FILM REVIEWS

)

9rdjections
The following selected evaluations of audio-visual materials have been made
by the Audio-Visual Assessment Group of the Addiction Research Founda-

tion in Ontario. The ratings are based on a six-point scale. Projections are

available in both video and 16mm film unless otherwise specified. For fur-

ther information, contact Margaret Sheppard at (416) 595-6000, ext 7384.

Maybe I Am:
The Story of a

Teenage Alcoholic

Number: 759.

Subject heading: Youth and alco-

hol.

Details: Two-part filmstrip on vi-

deotape.

Synopsis: Kurt is having trouble at

home, at school, and with his girl-

friend. From drinking to overcome
shyness, he now drinks to get

drunk. Drinking is becoming the

most important aspect of his life;

he is late for school or absent and is

beginning to have blackouts. One
day, the coach catches him drink-

ing and takes him to a counsellor.

For a while, nothing changes.

Then, his mother stops covering up

for him, and his girlfriend learns

different ways to deal with him.

Kurt is finally convinced to go to a

young people’s Alcoholics Anony-
mous meeting. At first he refuses

to listen, but, perhaps, next time he

will be more receptive.

General evaluation: Good to very

good (4.5). This video realistically

portrays the problems friends,

family, and school personnel have
when confronted with a young
problem drinker. However, there

is concern the video overempha-
sizes the disease concept of alco-

holism.

Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the video could as-

sist teachers, guidance counsel-

lors, and parents in identifying

teenage alcohol problems. It could

also be useful for young people 12

to 18 years of age.

The Subject of a Moment

Number: 767.

Subject Heading: Impaired driv-

ing.

Time: 30 min.

Synopsis: Wes works part-time in

a service station. One weekend, the

boss’s family goes away. Wes goes

to a party where many of the young

people are intoxicated. Wes re-

fuses a beer since he’s already had

a couple and his reason for coming
to the party is to look for Roxanne.

He sees her go off with someone
else and leaves the party. On the

way home, lights from a tailgating

car interfere with his driving; Wes
hits an oncoming car. He is taken

to jail, photographed, and finger-

printed. The victims are his boss’s

family. Wes maintains it was an
accident; his lawyer says he will

be tried in adult court for auto-

mobile homocide, with conviction

probable. Wes’s school friends

shun him. And, as he goes to court,

his boss confronts him, asking if

his child would be alive if Wes had
not had those few beers.

General evaluation: Fair (3.4).

This film presents many issues re-

lating to impaired driving. Howev-
er, the pace is slow, and the film is

confusing in parts. General broad-

cast is recommended.
Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the film could be
used with those 15 to 18 years old.

The Smoking Habit:

How to Quit

Number: 751.

Subject heading

:

Smoking.

Details: Two, 14-min filmstrips

with audio cassettes.

Synopsis: Part one, using statistics

from the 1964 United States Sur-

geon General’s Report, outlines

the many hazards of smoking ;
de-

spite warnings on cigarette

packages and a ban on cigarette

advertising on television, many
young people continue to take up

smoking. Part two looks at ways to

kick the habit; several methods

are recommended.
General evaluation: Very poor to

poor (1.6). The filmstrips are out-

of-date, with information that is no

longer accurate.

Recommended use: The filmstrips

should no longer be shown.

Powers and Becoming

Number: 769.

Subject Heading

:

Attitudes and va-

lues
;
lifestyle.

Details: Three video tapes, ap-

proximately 20 min each.

Synopsis: Ken Lowe illustrates

universal activities— for example,
conversation, listening, people

watching (The Journal, January)
— people can engage in almost

anywhere with practically no

equipment. Each activity can
change the way we feel and make
life better. However, activities like

intoxication can cause problems.

We must develop our powers and

learn to be capable. Our environ-

Career Opportunities . . . Career Opportunities . .

.

Nova Scotia

Commission on
Drug Dependency

MANAGER-TREATMENT SERVICES
The Nova Scotia Cominission on Drug Dependency, an

agency of the Province of Nova Scotia, has major responsi-

bilities under legislation to deliver treatment and rehabilita-

tion services as well as preventive education programs in

the Province. Its service delivery is comprehensive and high-

ly decentralized. Program development and implementation

has a strong community delivery focus and is managed
through a multi-disciplinary team approach.

The Nova Scotia Commission on Drug Dependency invites

applications for the position of Manager of Treatment Serv-

ices, located in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia.

Responsibilities:

The incumbent is responsible for the line management of a

multi-faceted and integrated regional treatment and rehabili-

tation program delivered on a decentralized basis in accord-

ance with the policies, procedures and standards sanctioned

by the Nova Scotia Commission on Drug Dependency. The
Manager of Treatment Services is responsible for the direct

supervision of professional treatment and rehabilitation staff

including registered nurses, clinical therapists, community
health workers, etc. Responsibility includes preparation and

control of budgets as well as participation in planning and

program implementation and evaluation.

Qualifications:

Ttie successful candidate will possess a Masters Degree in

Social Work or Clinical Psychology, supplemented by sev-

eral years' experience in supervision or managenionl of line

programs; proven administrative skills in budgeting; person-

nel supervision and communications plus a working knowl-

edge and appreciation of ttie concepts and theories sur-

rounding addiction.

Salary Range: $36,932 - $46,165

Full Civil Service benefits

Competition is open to both men and women
Please quote Competition Number: 87-303

Closing date: February 23rd, 1987.

Resumes should be submitted to the Nova Scotia Civil Serv-

ice Commission, P.O. 943, Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 2V9

ADDICTION COUNSELLOR II

Applications are invited for the above position in our Alcohol

Treatment & Education Centre, located at Chedoke Hospital

Division.

The applicant must possess a degree in Social Work, Nurs-

ing, or Psychology, or have ten years plus experience in a
treatment centre for Alcoholics/Drug Addicts. Extensive su-

pervised training/certification in group therapies such as

Psychodrama, Gestalt, Reality Therapy, etc. Must have cer-

tification or eligibility to Addiction Intervention Association.

Please reply in writing with resume to:

Human Resources
Chedoke-McMaster Hospitals

Chedoke Hospital Division

P.O. Box 2000, Station ‘A’

Hamilton, Ontario

L8N 3Z5

PORT COLBOURNE GENERAL HOSPITAL

DIRECTOR
ADDICTION TREATMENT PROGRAM

Port Colbourne General Hospital is a 100-bed. fully accred-

ited community hospital located in the Niagara Peninsula.

We are currently establishing a new program for the treat-

ment of chemical dependency, composed of 15 residential

beds and 30 day evening places, to serve the Niagara re-

gion.

Reporting to the Executive Director, the Director of the Ad-

diction Treatment Program will be responsible for devel-

oping a high quality prograrn as well as managing the staff to

achieve excellent results.

Educational preparation at the university level is preferred

Previous (Tianagemont experience, effective com(nun(cation

skills, and experience in the cheniical dependency field is

essential.

Position available, April 1st, 1987. Please submit a resume

and salary expectations to;

Wendy Walker
Director of Personnel
Port Colbourne General Hospital

260 Sugarloaf Street

Port Colbourne. Ontario L3K 2N7

merit has a strong impact. We need
to be challenged and must learn
that making mistakes is not fail-

ure.

General evaluation: Very good to

excellent (5.6). These videos are
well-produced and contain many
ideas that can lead to good dis-

cussion about lifestyle and the

place of intoxicants in one’s life.

General broadcast is recommend-
ed.

Recommended use : With resource

people, the videos could benefit all

audiences over 11 years of age.

Drunk and Disorderly

Number: 765.

Subject Heading: Alcohol/alcoho-

lism; women and alcohol.

Time: 30 min.

Synopsis: Liz, a 23-year-old British

woman, is in jail for the third time

as drunk and disorderly. Whenever
she drinks, she becomes loud and
aggressive. Her parents recall she

was always having accidents, but

they never related them to her

drinking. Liz attempted suicide

several times. Her probation offi-

cer suggests her release from jail

will offer her last chance for recov-

ery. Liz does not remain abstinent

and is jailed again; she is sent to a

long-term treatment centre, she

feels there is little hope of recov-

ery.

General evaluation: Fair to good

(3.9). This documentary is well-

produced, but its British context

makes it difficult to relate to for

North American audiences.

Recommended use : The film could

be used with health professionals.

Earnie Larsen:
Relationships

Number: 766.

Subject Heading : Treatment reha-

bilitation.

Time: 30 min.

Synopsis: Earnie Larsen lectures

on the value of relationships in re-

covery. It is important that the

chemically dependent person and

significant others re-learn how to

relate to each other; trust must be

re-established. This is a skill that

can be learned.

General evaluation: Poor (2.3).

The lecturer has some good infor-

mation. but the format is boring.

Recommended use: The film could

be used with family members in

treatment.

Subscribe to

Eliminate costly

preview fees. Know
what films to borrow
or buy without

pre-screening.

PROJECTION is

mailed 10 times a

year by the ARE
Audio-Visual

Assessment Group.

About 50 films per

year are assessed for

accuracy, interest,

production, age level,

etc.

$16.00 per year

5 hard binders of 745
reviews since 71 —
$211.00
Empty binders—$7.00

Mirktlmi Sinhcli

AMtctin (tiiiircli Fmiii4iIIm

33 Riiitll Siriil

Fornli Cinitfi MSSZSI

PROJECTION
Film Reviews
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CONFERENCE

Canada

Alcohol Advertising: Public Fo-

rum — Feb 17. Toronto, Ontario.

Information: Special events, Ad-

diction Research Foundation, 33

Russell St, Toronto, ON M5S 2S1.

Hospitals Meeting the Challenge of

Alcohol and Drug Problems —
March 5, Toronto, Ontario. Infor-

mation: Gwen MacKinnon, Addic-

tion Research Foundation, 33 Rus-

sell St, Toronto, ON M5S 2S1.

Relaxation and Stress Manage-

ment Workshop — March 5-6, To-

ronto, Ontario. Information:

School for Addiction Studies, Ad-

diction Research Foundation, 8

May St, Toronto, ON M4W 2Y1.

The Community and Northern Jus-

tice — March 15-20, Whitehorse,

Yukon. Information: Northern

conference office, c/o Continuing

Studies, Simon Fraser University,

Burnaby, British Columbia V5A
1S6.

Suicidal Behavior in Children —
March 20, Windsor, Ontario. Infor-

mation: Antoon A. Leenaars, sui-

cide prevention/awareness com-

mittee, Dept of Psychology, Uni-

versity of Windsor, 401 Sunset Ave,

Windsor, ON N9B 3P4.

Seminar for Scientists — April 2,

Toronto. Ontario. Information:

School for Addiction Studies, Ad-

diction Research Foundation, 8

May St, Toronto, ON M4W 2Y1.

Behavioral Interventions Course

— April 6-8, Toronto, Ontario. In-

formation: School for Addiction

Studies. Addiction Research Foun-

dation. 8 May St, Toronto, ON M4W
2Y1.

Canadian Addictions Foundation
Atlantic Conference 87 — April 26-

30. Saint John, New Brunswick. In-

formation: Roger A. Alain, infor-

mation officer. Alcoholism and

Drug Dependency Commission of

New Brunswick, PO Box 6000,

Fredericton. NB E3B 5H1.

1st Pacific Institute on Addictions

— May 5-8. Langley, British Co-

lumbia. Information: Karl Bur-

den. Alcohol and Drug Concerns

Inc. 11 Progress Ave, Ste 200, Scar-

borough, Ontario MIP 4S7.

29th Annual Assembly of the Col-

lege of Family Physicians of Cana-
da— May 10-13, Halifax, Nova Sco-

tia. Information: College of Fami-
ly Physicians of Canada, 4000 Les-

lie St, Willowdale, Ontario M2K
2R9.

PRIDE Canada 3rd National Con-

ference on Youth and Drugs — May
14-16. Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.
Information: Eloise Opheim, pres-

ident. PRIDE Canada, Ste 111,

Thorvaldson Bldg, College of Phar-
macy. University of Saskatche-
wan. Saskatoon. SK S7N OWO.

87th Annual Conference of the Ca-
nadian Lung Association — May
29-31, Montreal, Quebec. Informa-
tion: Les McDonald, director,

Health Education and Program
Services, Canadian Lung Associa-

tion, 75 Albert St, Ste 908, Ottawa,
Ontario KIP 5E7.

Canadian Multidisciplinary Road
Safety Conference and Annual
Meeting of Canadian Association
of Road Safety Professionals

(CARSP) — June 1-3, Calgary, Al-

berta. Information: Madeleine Al-

dridge, conference coordinator.

Faculty of Continuing Education,

University of Calgary, 2500 Univer-

sity DR NW, Calgary, AB T2N 1N4.

Work and Well-being 87 — June 12-

14, Edmonton, Alberta. Informa-

tion: Canadian Mental Health As-

sociation, #200, 12120 - 106 Ave, Ed-

monton, AB T5N 0Z2.

Summer School for Addiction Stud-

ies — July 6-24, Toronto, Ontario.

Information: School for Addiction

Studies, 8 May St, Toronto, ON
M4W2Y1
28th Annual Institute on Addiction

Studies — July 12-17, Hamilton,

Ontario. Information: Betty Col-

lins, Alcohol and Drug Concerns,

Inc, 11 Progress Ave, Ste 200, Scar-

borough, ON MIP 4S7.

Canadian Psychiatric Association

Annual Meeting: The Human Di-

mensions of Psychiatry — Sept 16-

18, London, Ontario. Information:

Lea C. Metivier, 225 Lisgar St, Ste

103, Ottawa, ON K2P 0C6.

United States

Current Developments in Adoles-

cent Treatment: Reasons for Hope
— Feb 28, Oakland, California. In-

formation: Stephanie Ross, Mer-

ritt Peralta Institute, 435 Haw-
thorne Ave, Oakland, CA 94609.

3rd National Convention on Chil-

dren of Alcoholics— Feb 28-March

5, Orlando, Florida. Information:

US Journal Training, Inc, 1721

Blount Rd, Ste 1, Pompano Beach,

FL 33069.

International Native American

Solvent Abuse Conference —
March 2-4, Tulsa, Oklahoma. Infor-

mation: Travis Jackson, presi-

dent, Native American Research

and Technical Assistance Center,

Inc, 411 E St, Seminole, OK 74868.

10th Annual Alcohol Symposium,
Diagnosis and Treatment: New
Perspectives on Old Dilemmas —
March 7, Boston, Massachusetts.

Information: Judy Reiner Platt,

Cambridge Hospital, 1493 Cam-
bridge St, Cambridge, MA 02139.

12th Annual Regional Institute on

Alcohol and Drug Abuse — March
10-11, Belton, Texas. Information:

Central Texas Council on Alcohol-

ism and Drug Abuse, PO Box 203,

Temple.TX 76503.

PRIDE 1987 International Confer-

ence on Drugs — March 19-21, At-

lanta, Georgia. Information: Jean
Alford. National Parents’ Re-

source Institute for Drug Educa-
tion, Inc, 100 Edgewood Dr, Ste

1216, Atlanta. GA.

5th National Symposium on the Im-

paired Nurse — March 25-27, At-

lanta, Georgia. Information: Na-

tional Nurses Society on Addic-

tions, 2506 Gross Point Rd,

Evanston, Illinois 60201.

American Society for Clinical

Pharmacology and Therapeutics

Annual Meeting — March 25-28,

Orlando, Florida. Information:

Elaine Galasso, executive secre-

tary, 1718 Gallagher Rd, Norris-

town, Pennsylvania 19401.

American Orthopsychiatric Asso-

ciation Annual Meeting — March
25-29, Washington, DC. Informa-
tion: Marion Langer, executive di-

rector, 19 W 44th St, Ste 1616, New
York, NY 10036.

Chemical Dependency and Eating
Disorders: Common Denomina-
tors and Differences — March 28,

Oakland, California. Information:

Stephanie Ross, Merritt Peralta

Institute, 435 Hawthorne Ave, Oak-
land. CA 94609.

Western Conference on Addiction
— April 2-4, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Information: Charter Medical Cor-

poration, addictive disease divi-

sion, 11050 Crabapple, Rd, D-120,

Roswell, Georgia 30075.

Coming Events is a free service. While all notices are considered, publication can-

not be guaranteed. Deadline is eight weeks in advance of publication. Contact:

The Journal, Coming Events, 33 Russell St, Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1.

Southwest Conference on Wellness
— April 23-25, Tempe, Arizona. In-

formation: Diane C. Fausel, con-

ference coordinator. Community
Resource Associates, 8338 E Buena
Terra Way, Scottsdale, AZ 85253.

National Alcoholism Forum and

Medical Scientific Conference on

Alcoholism: Alcohol and Sports —
April 23-26, Cleveland, Ohio. Infor-

mation: Forum coordinator, NCA,
12 W 21st St, New York, NY 10010.

Biological Advances in the Treat-

ment of Chemical Dependency —
April 25, Oakland, California. In-

formation: Stephanie Ross, Mer-
ritt Peralta Institute, 435 Haw-
thorne Ave, Oakland, CA 94609.

Northeastern Conference on Alco-

hol and Drug Dependence — May
3-6, Newport, Rhode Island. Infor-

mation: Jane A. Drury, conference

coordinator, Edgehill Newport
Foundation, Beacon Hill Road,

Newport, RI 02840.

American Psychiatric Association

Annual Meeting: Psychiatry in

Medicine; Medicine in Psychiatry
— May 9-14, Chicago, Illinois. In-

formation: Cathy Earnest, APA,
1400 K St NW, Washington, DC
20005.

American Society of Hospital

Pharmacists Annual Meeting —
May 31-June 4, Washington, DC;
Clinical meeting, Dec 6-10, Atlan-

ta, Georgia. Information: Joseph

Oddis, executive vice-president,

4630 Montgomery Ave, Bethesda,

Maryland 20814.

4th Annual Summer Institute for

Alcohol and Drug Studies — June

1-5, Evansville, Indiana. Informa-
tion: Nadine Coudret, director. In-

stitute for Alcohol and Drug Stud-

ies, University of Evansville, 1800

Lincoln Ave, Evansville, IN 47722.

3rd Annual National Rural Insti-

tute on Alcohol and Drug Abuse —
June 7-11, Eau Claire, Wisconsin.

Information: National Rural Insti-

tute on Alcohol and Drug Abuse,

Arts and Sciences Outreach, Uni-

versity of Wisconsin, Eau Claire,

WI 54702-4004.

National Clergy Council on Alco-

holism and Related Drug Prob-

lems Annual Meeting— June 15-19,

St Augustine, Florida. Informa-

tion. John O’Neill, executive direc-

tor, 1200 Varnum St NE, Washing-
ton, DC 20017.

Abroad

Symposium on the Prevention of

Alcohol Misuse Among Children

and Young People — Feb 25-26,

London, England. Information: In-

stitute of Alcohol Studies, Alliance

House, 12 Claxton St, London,

SWIHOQS.

The International Congress for Al-

coholism and Drug Abuse Counsel-

ors — March 13-21, London, En-
gland. Information: Tom Claunch,

PO Box 210638, Montgomery, Ala-

bama 36121.

7th International Conference on Al-

cohol Problems — April 5-10, Liv-

erpool, England. Information:

Conference secretary, 1st fl. The
Fruit Exchange, Victoria St, Liv-

erpool, L2 6QU England.

International Symposium: Medi-
cal Education and Alcoholism —
April 20-23, Santiago, Chile. Infor-

mation: Alfredo Pemjean. Univer-

sidad de Chile, Facultad de Medici-

na. Division Ciencias Medicas sur

Proyecto: Educacion Medica y Al-

coholismo Correo 10-D, San Mi-
guel, Santiago, Chile.

3rd Annual International Industri-

al Alcoholism Symposium — May
25-27, Frankfurt, West Germany.
Information: Sara Bilik, symposi-
um chairperson, Conecta Part-

ners, Berger Strasse 211, 6000

Frankfurt 60 FRG, West Germany.

16th International Institute on the

Prevention and Treatment of Drug
Dependence and the 33rd Interna-

tional Institute on the Prevention
and Treatment of Alcoholism —
May 31-June 5, Lausanne, Switzer-

land. Information: International

Council on Alcohol and Addictions,

Case postale 189, 1001 Lausanne,
Switzerland.

Research Conference: Statistical

Recording Systems of Alcohol

Problems — Sept 14-18, Helsinki,

Finland. Information: E. Oster-

berg, Social Research Institute of

Alcohol Studies, Kalevankatu 12,

00100 Helsinki 10, Finland.

International Conference on Alco-

hol-related Problems at the Work-
place — Sept 27-Oct 1, Newcastle-

upon-Tyne, Great Britain. Infor-

mation: Peter Rdrstad, director,

North-East Council on Addictions,

1, Moseley St, Newcastle-upon-

Tyne, NEl lYE, Great Britain.

Couldyourpatients benefit from volunteer services?

WHY
VOLUNTEERS? Why
Selecting, Training, and Vohmteers?

Deploying Volunteers in

Alcohoi Treatment Services

by Gillian Leigh, Robin Gerrish, and Evelyn Gillespie

Volunteer services, until now frequently

underrated, are becoming recognized as a

necessary component in the delivery of treatment

services. ISBN 0-88868-140-2

This volume examines the whole process, from

recruitment through training methods (including

training aids and modules), to creative deployment

— putting the right people in the right jobs.

Although alcohol-specific, the concepts treated

here can be implemented by any health service.

An extended appendix examines a community
support model of outpatient treatment in which

identified patients were paired with volunteers who
acted as helping friends in the community. The

volunteers supported the patients and aided them

in achieving their treatment and lifestyle goals.

Selection, training, volunteer/patient matching and

relationships, and evaluation procedures are

described.

80 pages, coilbound

$9.75

Order from

Marketing Services, Dept. WV
Addiction Research Foundation

33 Russell Street

Toronto, Canada M5S2S1

Orders under $20 must be prepaid VISA and MasterCard accepted
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At least, at last, we admit to alcohol problems

Ireland now grasping a thorny issue
DUBLIN — The Irish National Coun-

cil on Alcoholism (INCA) wants

tougher laws on alcohol sales and
price increases to counteract the

drug’s abuse.

Mr Justice Declan Costello, INCA
chairman, told delegates at a recent

conference here that Irish people

spend 12% of their disposable income

on alcohol, an international record.

Alcohol consumption in Ireland has

risen dramatically — by 113% be-

tween 1950 and 1979 — among those

older than 15 years.

Citing the need for urgent action,

Mr Justice Costello said price in-

creases, coupled with better enforce-

ment of tougher laws, could lead to a

reduction in consumption.

“Existing legislation designed to re-

strict teenage drinking is defective

and requires amendment,” he said.

The INCA suggests it should be an

offence to allow a young person under

the age of 18 years to be on licensed

premises, not, as now, those aged 15

years and under. It also suggests pub
owners should no longer have the le-

gal excuse they didn’t know the per-

son was underage when buying drink.

The Council also wants the law

changed so that both the underage
drinker and the publican are liable to

charges.

Correspondent Karen Birchard re-

ports on alcohol abuse among the Ir-

ish.

Attitudes to alcohol are liberal and toler-

ant in Ireland, where the pub is often the

centre of community life. The president of

Ireland, Dr Patrick Hillery, observes

there could be few people in the country to

whom the unhappy results of alcohol abuse

are not all too visible: “Yet because of a

misguided toleration of what we euphemis-

tically call a ‘weakness’ in people, a most

pressing problem is permitted to gather

momentum.
“It is no small achievement to be able to

claim that now at least, at last, we admit

there is a problem,” he told the conference

here.

The Irish National Council on Alcohol-

ism ( INCA) points out that with the sharp

increase in consumption, there has been a

consequent rise in both health and social

problems. It dismisses those who suggest

the link between consumption and alcohol

abuse has not yet been proven, saying they

accept as valid the recent report by the

Hritish Department of Health linking the

sharp increase in alcohol misuse in the

United Kingdom with the overall rise in

consumption there.

Ireland is a small country with a popula-

tion of under four million people, more
than half of them under the age of ‘25 years.

Statistics on Irish drinking are inadequate,

but the conference was told there are an

eslitnated one and a half ttiillion Irish

drinkers. The Irish Medico-.Social He
search Hoard calculates that, at current

rates, one in every eight men and one in

every 10 women will have been admitted to

lios|)ital at least one(‘ for alcoholism treat

ment.

Minister for Health Harry Desmonct

spoke ot the Irish attitude to drink and the

neeit to change tlw situation "We have a

poor regard for the man who cannot hold

Ills drink and aeee|)t the man who can

Itowever, when lie eannol control Ins

drinking and we consider him a niiisanee.

we liave ti'iided to liive off the prolilem

lACk
PAGE

Village pub: often the

centre of Irish com-
munity life

drinker to the psychiatric services where
he acquires an additional label.”

Mr Desmond points out approximately
25% of the annual admissions to psychiat-

ric hospitals are due to alcohol-related

problems. It is also estimated the cost of

alcohol-related problems now approaches

SIR 600 million (Cdn $1.14 billion) annual-

ly, including health and social services

costs plus lost production and lost taxes.

Mr Desmond, along with several other

speakers, hit out at the slickness of adver-

tising and its effect on young drinkers.

Recent statements by Canadian Minister

of National Health and Welfare Jake Epp
were quoted: “I am concerned that the

lifestyle content of such advertising en-

courages our young people to begin drink-

ing at earlier ages. I believe advertising at

rock shows and the use of celebrities is

simply inappropriate.”

Donal O’Shea, chairman of the Irish

Health Education Bureau, said in Ireland

Mr Epp could have added local festivals,

national music festivals, and major sport-

ing events, all of which deliver to young
people the message that alcohol is synony-

mous with entertainment and enjoyment.

Mr O’Shea said it is now essential for the

Irish public to be more effectively alerted

to the major health hazard alcohol poses

and to the risks and harm associated with

it.

“It is also essential that public debate be

stimulated on the possible remedies,” he

said, quoting recent research that the pub-

lic regards alcohol as a serious problem,

but as a less serious one than muggings or

other drug abuse.

Mr O’Shea said there is statistical evi-

dence linking alcohol sales to prices, but

little research has been done to establish

how various groups within the population

react to price movements.
“The figures for alcohol addiction indi-

cate it is lower-paid workers who most
need treatment and higher-income groups

have the lowest levels of addiction. It could

well be that when prices ri.se, moderate
drinkers drink less but heavy drinkers

don’t change their consumption."

An effective national policy must take

into account tiu' |)olitical situation in

Northern Ireland. Mr O’Shea also said the

amount of alcohol im|)orl(Hl or smuggled
into the Hepulilic from llu' north is also a

difl'K'ult factor to measure.

Drink (uices in the north are cheaper

and. Iiefore the government removed some
of the lax levied against .ilcohol, prices

llicre weri‘ even che;iper

Mr O’Shc.i "We arc lamili.ir with llu‘

spcci.'il excursions and trips which were
org;im/.cd to liuy drink there .ind of people

who seldom piircliased .ilcohol who fell

compelled liy Hu* liargam' to load up the

ear during a visit to the north
”

Norman Krmlman. direelor of the Unit

for Epidemiological Studies in I’sychialry.

Hoyal Edinhurgli Hospital, where re

si'.'ireh into IIk' piihlic hi'allh aspi'ets of al

cohol related liarm is underway, outlined

five prineipic' strategies for containing the

extent of alcohol related damagi'

• piihlie health approach coneerned with

the overall relationslup between consiimp

tion and harm. Of the factors which influ-

ence consumption, price is the most impor-

tant, but questions of availability and ad-

vertising need to be considered. Govern-

ment intervention is essential for a

coherent policy to be implemented;
• education, for both children and adults,

which so far has been of very uncertain ef-

ficacy
;

• early detection and screening, mounted
through primary care agents, probation

agents, etc, and in the workplace;

• early intervention, by all treatment

agencies. Punitive intervention by the po-

lice with drunk drivers, for example, can

also be considered under this heading;

and,

• treatment of problem drinkers.

Dr Kreitman stressed the public health

approach is probably the most important

one in western societies.

The alcohol industry in Ireland is a ma-
jor employer and taxes from alcohol con-

tribute heavily to government coffers.

Harry Hannon, director of the Irish

Brewers Association, said his industry is

not an adversary in the fight against alco-

hol misuse.

“We are, as an industry, equally con-

cerned at the toll it takes on society and
support the need for positive measures to

prevent abuse.

“Research and experience throughout

the world testify that the most effective

way to deal with alcohol abuse is through

prevention, educational programs at a

young age, peer group inlluence, and
parental example.

“The problem of abuse is a people prob-

lem, not a product problem."

The Irish Brewers Association has em-
barked on comprehensive measures to

help in the fight against alcohol abuse, in-

cluding workplace programs, policing a

strict advertising code, and supporting

campaigns against drunk driving.

In Mr Hannon’s view, a national alcohol

policy "must be realistic, take account of

the positive role alcohol plays in .society,

and deal with the problem of abuse in a

constructive and positive way”
Seciclary of the Irish Department of

Health Uiam Flanagan says government
|)olicy is now directed toward implement

ing recent recommended changes to Ire-

land’s health care system.

Mr Flanagan said the preventive ap-

proach to alcohol problems is being

stressed and there is a need to train more
alcoholism counsellors so that local treat-

ment centres can be set up with outpatient

facilities.

"What is needed in a treatment model is

a partnership between therapist and cli-

ent, in which the client gradually takes

over responsibility for control of his drink-

ing. This does not require an institutional

setting."

He stressed the importance of the gener-

al practitioner's rote in preventing alcohol

abuse. "While people with evident signs of

alcohol abuse are easily diagnosed, it

takes great skill to spot the alcohol abuser
a decade earlier.

”

Mr Flanagan points out the irony that

now exists in Ireland with the general pub-

lic viewing alcoholism as a disease at a

time when professionals tend to see prob-

lem drinking as a socially learned behav-

ioral disorder.

The alcohol issue has a number of char-

acteristics that make it particularly thor-

ny to deal with in Ireland. Like tobacco, al-

cohol poses something of an economic par-

adox. providing jobs and revenue to the

government while imposing significant

costs in terms of health care, suffering,

and lost production.

Also, there is a degree of ambivalence in

attitudes to alcohol. There is recognition of

the alcohol problem, but Irish drinking

habits suggest a tolerance of excessive

drinking which is reflected by the central

position alcohol occupies both in day-to-

day activities and festive wcasions.

Festivals are celebrated throughout Ire-

land, and there is usually sponsorship from

drink-related industries For example, big

music weekends are heavily supporttnl by va-

rious breweries, A festival, even a small vil-

lage one. IS alw ays accompanied by an exten-

sion of the licensiHl drinking hours.

Concludes Mr Flanagan, the current

economic and cultural situation in Ireland

militate against any simplistic .solution to

alcohol abuse here

Epp (ids inuppropnate Hillery: gathering momentum

Maplines
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Decisions can be made, says Oppenheimer

UN global conference on drugs ‘vital step’

VIENNA — Some 2,500 people

from countries around the world,

including Canada, are expected to

attend the United Nations global,

ministerial-level conference on

drugs here from June 17 to 26.

The ICDAIT — International

Conference on Drug Abuse and Il-

licit Trafficking — is “the least-

LeCavalier: no change needed

funded conference” in UN history,

says Tamar Oppenheimer, now
secretary-general of the confer-

ence and director of the UN Divi-

sion of Narcotic Drugs here from

1982 to 1986.

She told a press conference

about a half million dollars is

available from the UN to operate

the conference; typically, partici-

pating countries and organizations

will contribute their own costs. On
a world scale, these costs will be

remarkably high, given the ex-

pense of advance work and travel

and the numbers of delegates who
will be attending the 10-day meet-

ing.

However, opening the first and
final preparatory meeting here for

the conference, Mrs Oppenheimer
said because participants are ex-

pected to be “cabinet level,” the

event should provide “a unique op-

portunity for decision-making.
’

’

It will “represent a vital step to-

ward mobilizing society in bring-

ing together the various elements

and components of the needed

counter-offenses,” she said.

Unlike other UN conferences, on

the environment, for example,

there is consensus the June meet-

ing is not a consciousness-raising

event.

“Everybody is very aware this

Oppenheimer: mobilize society

conference is specifically designed

to help individuals, organizations.

Soviets query heroin use
By Anne MacLennan

VIENNA— Sixteen months after it

made heroin available in hospitals

for treatment of chronic pain for

the terminally ill, Canada argued

the case again, briefly, at the Unit-

ed Nations Commission on Narcot-

ic Drugs here.

Generally, the Commission was
focusing on the more current,

pressing problem of cocaine pro-

duction and abuse and continued

expansion of illicit trafficking.

But, the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics re-opened debate and
sponsored a resolution to ban all

heroin use, for any purpose, inter-

nationally.

For Canada, Jacques LeCavalier

noted the current international

law allows for heroin’s medical

use, where a country deems it ap-

propriate and not dangerous to

public health, and there is no rea-

son for that to change.

It has not changed.

Later, Mr LeCavalier, who is di-

rector of Canada’s Bureau of Dan-
gerous Drugs, told The Journal

that about four kilograms of licit

heroin were sold in Canada last

year — which represented both

company and hospital stocks and
re-stocks, as well as treatment
supplies. (It has been available

since December, 1985 )

.

He said there has not been signi-

ficant medical use of heroin to date

in Canada. Nor do hospitals appear

to be stocking the drug, although if

a physician feels it may benefit a

patient, the drug can be made
available in 24 hours, even if the

(See Alternatives, p2)

Reagan faces fight on drug budget cuts
By Harvey McConnell

WASHINGTON — United States

President Ronald Reagan’s ef-

forts, through the new federal bud-

get, to emasculate the anti-drug

bill passed before the November
Congressional elections will be re-

sisted here on Capitol Hill.

Many Democrats have made it

known they will try to stymie ef-

forts by the Republican adminis-

tration to slash $913 million (Cdn
$1,227 million) from education,

prevention, and enforcement pro-

grams under an omnibus bill

passed by the US Congress and
signed by President Reagan.
The budget cutting is in sharp

contrast to President Reagan’s
pledge in his January State of the

Union message to continue to fight

drugs and his declaration three

months earlier when he signed the

$1.4 billion bill and pledged “total

commitment of the American peo-

ple and their government to fight

the evils of drugs.”

However, experts here say that

whatever budget cutters may wish

to do, the drug issue is still a top

concern among voters. This has

been reinforced by a recent rail-

way accident in this area in which

17 people were killed — two train

engineers were found to have tra-

ces of marijuana in their blood —
and the ousting of two players from

the Houston Rockets professional

basketball team for testing posi-

tive for cocaine.

(See Drug, p2)

ADAMHA chief replaces Turner

Macdonald to White House
WASHINGTON - Donald Ian

Macdonald, MD, administrator of

the United States Alcohol, Drug
Abuse and Mental Health Adminis-

Macdonald: assists Reagan

tration (ADAMHA) since 1984, has

taken over as director of the White

House Office on Drug Abuse Policy

here.

He will retain his ADAMHA ap-

pointment as well as being Special

Assistant to the President for Drug
Abuse Policy.

Dr Macdonald, a pediatrician, is

an advocate of prevention and
treatment programs for youth. He
replaces Carlton Turner, PhD, who
resigned from the White House
post at the end of 1986 (The Jour-

nal, January) and who has since

become head of a drug testing lab-

oratory in New Jersey.

Meanwhile, Attorney-General

Edwin Meese has announced all

US government anti-drug efforts

will be coordinated by one, cab-

inet-level board with control over

prevention, education, treatment,

and rehabilitation programs.

Until now, the National Drug
Policies Board, set up in 1984, has

only coordinated strategy for law

enforcement efforts against traf-

ficking.

Mr Meese said the board will set

the budget priorities for every gov-

ernment agency involved in anti-

drug efforts.

“This important step will pro-

vide policy coordination for en-

hanced government efforts to sub-

stantially cut the demand for drugs

while maintaining and strengthen-

ing our long-range drive to reduce

the supply of drugs,” he said.

and governments work together to

develop methodologies and ways to

combat drug abuse and illicit traf-

fic in drugs,” said Mrs Oppenheim-
er.

The ICDAIT meeting — and the

call for high-level political com-
mitment by the UN Secretary-Gen-

eral that brought the conference

about (The Journal, July, 1985) —
is one catalyst for the national

strategy on drugs currently being

developed by the Canadian govern-

ment (The Journal, December,
1986).

That strategy is expected to be

announced in Canada by Health

Minister Jake Epp soon — and be-

fore the fact of its existence is sig-

nalled to the international commu-
nity at the ICDAIT in June.

Much hope for the success of the

ICDAIT conference has been

vested in a working manual on ac-

tivities to combat drug abuse

drafted over the last year and with

comments from governments and

intergovernmental and non-gov-

ernmental organizations.

The Comprehensive Multidisci-

plinary Outline of Future Activ-

ities in Drug Abuse Control — or

the CMO, as it’s called — has been

the centrepiece of planning for the

conference — by the UN Commis-
sion on Narcotic Drugs (and the

preparatory body) in its two meet-

(See Politics, p2)
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Hidden tolls

LONDON — A British lobby

group suggests nearly twice

as many people in the United

Kingdom are killed in drink-

ing-driving accidents each

year as government statistics

indicate, Doctor reports. The

Action on Alcohol Abuse group

says statistics are not uni-

formly recorded in the UK,
with more than 33% of coro-

ners not making adequate re-

turn reports. It’s more likely

that 2,000 Britons die each

year in such accidents than

the 1,000 the government

counts, says the group.

Biting the bullet

CHICAGO — The American

Dental Association (ADA) in

the United States has officially

recognized chemical depen-

dency as a disease, an associa-

tion press release says. The
ADA reports it is “committed

to assisting the chemically-de-

pendent member toward re-

covery,” and that it “encour-

ages institutions responsible

for dental education to allo-

cate adequate curriculum on

substance use, misuse, and

addiction.”

Nyet to booze
MOSCOW — Soviet alcohol

sales fell nearly 40% in the

first 11 months of 1986, says a

story in The Globe and Mail.

Statistics, released by the So-

viet Central Statistics Board,

include figures on correspond-

ing drops of 25% in the crime

rate, 20% in road deaths, and

.33% in absenteeism.

Brat packs
OTTAWA — The Toronto-

based Non-Smokers Rights

Association has taken the fed-

eral government here to task

for allowing the tobacco indus-

try to introduce “kiddie-

packs” of 15 cigarettes nation-

ally. The association fears the

smaller packs will lead more
teenagers to smoking, with

more youngsters addicted to

tobacco, says The Globe and
Mail. The new packs make
smoking more affordable for

young people, suggests asso-

ciation executive director

Garfield Mahood.

Drugs ahoy
LONDON — Charges of drug
smuggling by sailors aboard
British Royal Navy ships are

now being investigated by the

naval police. The Ministry of

Defence here says the ships in-

volved include the aircraft

carrier Ark Royal. It is report-

ed that some young sailors

have been inv(»lvcd in smug-
gling hashish from M(»rocco

and selling It in Portsmouth, a

home base for most of the

ships.

Rye humor
VANCOUVER — The British

Columbia li(|tior control and li-

censing branch wiisn't laugh-

ing at a magazine advertisc-

incnt from Seagram Distillers

Ltd, rep»»rts The Toronto Shir.

They banned the ad for l''ive

Star rye showing a young

hiisinessinaii dejectedly

looking <»n as three tneehanies

work on his ear, because it as-

sociated driving and aleoh(d.

The eiitline under the ad read,

“If only everything was so

smooth.”v_ y

Second world conference set for 1 988

Australia to target health promotion

Redefining health— the momentum is building
‘So much disease, disability

and despair is preventable’

ngw Oltfflco Charter far Premo-

poi ieveieped after a week cftalen-

camman coneemfor heoUh. oj li moaet
beyond core and cure. Bat. tU
roots reoeh back tnore than a de-

Tbe Joormal Editor Attoe M«c-
Ueoiian reports on the evotvoig

rr\lervievs alemalionaJ expert

RA lRor\iOrtq» ‘

RD: That's the idea. Delecates caa take it back to vtaorn-

ever It IS they vert for aod say ve have a cocsensus. AoK
Kern for aani|de < deputy seoetary for health in Aistra-

bai is to take that kind of statement badt to the

Australian government m Canberra. Themt move tben
B to have a anference like this in US

So. what we are doing ts building coRsensus. attracting

attention, darib^ what these coocepts mean in prac-

tice, extending the taunbo' of peopie who know each other

and can nog each other up. extending the knowledge of

practical advancemeat in Uk field. A"
generate social support and political 1

health promotioo 1^.

AM: This meeting —

That has mfoDaHy changed the fbeu

nmg- It woulAT surprise me if. by th^
we have pretty expbat statem^*^’*^
over Europe w hich incorpecwy
pnanolioc. The report re'

IS reaOy the nearest U
statemest on healU^

The Journal, January

By Anne MacLennan

GENEVA — The second interna-

tional conference on health promo-

tion will be held in Australia in

1988.

The conference is a follow-up to

the first, held in Ottawa in Novem-
ber, 1986 (The Journal, December,

1986).

The announcement was made by
Bernie McKay, Australian secre-

tary of health to the 79th session

here of the executive board of the

World Health Organization

(WHO).
The Ottawa meeting culminated

in the striking of the Ottawa Char-

ter for Health Promotion, defined

as, “the process of enabling people

to increase control over, and to im-

prove, their health.”

The charter said: “The move to-

ward a new public health is now ev-

ident worldwide,” and called on in-

dividuals and countries to put

health on the agenda of policy

makers in all sectors and at all lev-

els, to develop a socio-ecological

approach to health, to strengthen

community development, to sup-

port people’s personal and social

development, and to reorient

health services beyond providing
clinical and curative services.

Anne Kerns, deputy secretary

for health in Austr^ia, was one of
the chief facilitators of the Ottawa
meeting, by the end of which it was
considered very likely Australia
would host the next.

The Ottawa meeting was spon-
sored jointly by Health and Wel-
fare Canada, the WHO, and the Ca-
nadian Association for Public
Health.

The Australian meeting will co-

incide with the 40th anniversary of

the WHO, the 10th anniversary of

the Alma Ata Primary Health Care
Declaration, and Australia's 200th

birthday celebrations.

Alternatives make heroin phony issue
(from page 1)

hospital has no heroin in stock.

Mr LeCavalier said although the

push to have it made available was
often heated (The Journal, Octo-

ber, 1984), there is an array of

drugs that are equally effective.

“The dramatization of the need
for legal use was only equalled by
those who didn’t want it at all,” he

said.

He said individuals or govern-

ments who want to prohibit or ban
heroin use on the basis that it is

abused, or that there are better op-

tions available, should consider

that the same arguments prevail

for cocaine, methaqualone (eg,

TuaIone-300), and possibly other

drugs.

“Certainly, there are alterna-

tives to cocaine in medical prac-

tice, and no one will argue there

isn’t a significant amount of abuse.

But, nobody talks about removing

cocaine from medical use. The
same applies to methaqualone.

“Heroin is a somewhat phony is-

sue.”

Mr LeCavalier confirmed that

somehow ampoules being exported

from the United Kingdom to Cana-
da disappeared at Heathrow Air-

port in London last year and have
still not been traced.

However, he said it was a small

amount.

Scotland Yard and the RCMP
(Royal Canadian Mounted Police)

are investigating.

TJ writer honored
as Woman of the Year

A

Alcoholism can be mitigating factor

in lawyers’ misconduct, court rules

Lee: award winner

V

HAMILTON — Betty Lou Lee,

medical writer with The Hamil-

ton Spectator for more than 18

years and a regular correspon-

dent to The Journal, has been

named one of seven Women of

the Year here.

Ms Lee, who has won the

medical journalism award of

the Canadian Science Writers

Association, four western Onta-

rio newspaper awards, and
awards from the Canadian
Health Care Public Relations

Association, was named woman
of the year in the communica-
tions category by the Hamilton

Status of Women committee.

The communications catego-

ry award is for “significant

achievement within the broad-

est sense of communications.”

WASHINGTON — Alcoholism

should be considered a mitigating

factor in disciplining lawyers for

legal misconduct, the District of

Columbia Court of Appeals here

has ruled.

In a precedent-setting decision,

the court declared the District's

disciplinary body should consider

the claim of alcoholism when de-

ciding on sanctions against law-

yers.

“To fail to consider alcoholism

as a mitigating factor would be to

defy both scientific information

and common sense,” the court

ruled.

The court, however, did not write

any new rules. It lefi decisions to

be made on a case-by-case basis as

to whether the defense of alcohol-

ism might affect a lawyer s con-

duct, noting, “Not all drinking al-

coholics are unable to control their

behavior.”

The court, the final arbiter in dis-

ciplinary actions against lawyers

in Washington, was acting on an

appeal by a lawyer suspended for a

year and placed on probation for

four years for a number of viola-

tions, including three of misappro-

priating clients' money.

The court said the lawyer should

instead be put on probation for five

years, monitored, and continue

treatment for alcoholism.

Politics encumbers UN drug debate
( from page 1

)

ings, one in Pehruary, 1986, and the

second this year.

The CMO was designed to enlist

the partieiiialion of all segments of

society at national, regional, and

inti'i national levels, and to present

a compendium of suggestions for

practical activities for government
agencies, professional associa-

tions. academic institutions, non-

governmental organizations, par-

ents and other individuals, and UN
agencies and inter-governmental

organizations.

It covers demand reduction, con-

trol of .supply, action against illicit

trafficking, and treatment and re-

habilitation; and. it indieates spe-

cific targets for action.

Many participants in both the

Commission on Narcotic Drugs

and the preparatory body were pri-

vately coneerned that the political

commitments that the ICDAlT’s

success both called for and dc-

^H'nds upon have only added to the

cumbcrsomcncss of the interna-

tional debate on drugs, rather than

to the debate itself

They were eonoenuKl tiHi that the

CMC an already ambitious

doeumenf-hy-worldH'ommittiH' —
might share the same fate

Drug tests (deman(ded
(from page I

)

Several eoiigressmen liave

moved swil'lly to inirodiiee hills for

— coming up in —

THEJOURNAL
• PRIDE international

eonferenee

• US eonferenee on aleohol,

(IriigN, iind women

more random drug testing in the

transportation industry, ranging

from pilots and air trallie control

lers to all employees involved in

Ihe operation of trains and plain's

Traiisportation Seerelary Eli/.a

lielli Doll' has ealU'd for testing for

all personnel ri'.sponsililt' for llie

safety oftlu' Iravi'llmg pulilie, liolli

in till' piihlie and private sectors

'I’t'simg would he earru'd out In'

fore ('m|)loynu'nt, following any
aeeidenf, or any situation witli rea

sonalile snspieion of drug use

riu' Iwn lloiislon ItiH'kel players

wlio lesli'd (lo.silive for cocaine liad

not .songlit hi'lp under Ihe anti drug
agreemt'iil helwei'ii players and

owiu'rs.
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Only 27 of 873 cases linked to drugs

Canadian AIDS totals rise
By Elda Hauschildt

OTTAWA — Approximately 50,000

Canadians have been infected by

the human immunodeficiency vi-

rus (HIV), and 873 people have de-

veloped AIDS, Health Minister

Jake Epp told the House of Com-
mons standing committee on na-

tional health and welfare here in

February.

Of the 873 cases, 423 patients are

still alive and 450 have died. The

statistics show 816 of the cases in-

volved men (with 411 deaths); 40

involved women (with 27 deaths);

and, 17 involved children (with 12

deaths )

.

Gregory Smith, coordinator of

the AIDS centre at the Laboratory

Centre for Disease Control, Health

and Welfare Canada here, told The

Journal only three of the cases

were related to intravenous (IV)

drug use. But, he pointed out, 24

cases listed in the male, homosex-

ual/bisexual category were known
to be IV drug users as well.

Mr Smith said the data were cor-

rect as of February 9.

Mr Epp told the House commit-

tee that of the 50,000 Canadians in-

fected with HIV, it is estimated

20% to 35% will develop AIDS.

“Those percentages are open to

discussion because of the relative-

ly short time-frame and the long

incubation period of the disease,”

he said.

The minister also stated that of

$39 million the federal government

has budgeted for AIDS prevention,

research, and treatment over the

next five years, approximately $7

million will be for education.

Mr Epp told the House commit-

Epp: short time-frame

tee Canada’s first national public

health education campaign on

AIDS is being launched by the Ca-

nadian Public Health Association

(CPHA) this month (March). Fi-

nancing from the federal govern-

ment for the CPHA is $3.5 million

over five years.

David Walters, MD, director of

the AIDS education and awareness
program of Health and Welfare

Canada, told the standing commit-
tee the aim of the campaign is to

inform Canadians of the preven-

tive aspect of the disease.

“And that includes the sexual

transmission of the disease, the

transmission by shared needles in

which blood is exchanged in the

drug abuse situation, and some of

the other mechanisms, those being

the main ones at the present time

extant in Canada.”
Canada is organizing an interna-

tional consultation on AIDS in mid-

March with experts from the Unit-

ed States, the United Kingdom,

Australia, the World Health Orga-

nization, and Canada.

— coming up in—
The Journal

• US national forum on AIDS and

chemical dependency

Global statistics reflect

only part ofAIDS picture
GENEVA — Approximately 33,000

cases of AIDS have been reported

to the World Health Organization

(WHO) here, from 101 countries

representing all continents.

The largest number of cases,

86% or 28,600 cases, are from the

Americas, with Europe reporting

3,200 cases. Africa reported 1,000

cases. Oceania (all from Australia

and New Zealand ) 300, and Asia 55.

The statistics were reported as of

October, 1986.

The WHO states the official case

list “reflects to a limited extent the

actual scope of the current AIDS
problem.

“Given the emotional and politi-

cal climate which surrounds AIDS,

we consider the reporting of even a

fraction of known AIDS cases by

national health authorities to ex-

press national willingness to deal

constructively with the problem.”

The WHO states that 91% of the

reported cases — 26,000 — in the

Americas are reported from the

United States and that the US gov-

ernment estimates between one

million and one-and-a-half million

people there have been infected

with the human immunodeficiency

virus.

Cooking wine saies

stir up controversy
for Ontario retaiiers

Bv Peter Unwin

TORONTO — Major grocery

store operators in Ontario have

been asked to avoid selling

cooking wines to minors.

The request, by Ontario Min-
ister of Consumer and Commer-
cial Relations Monte Kwinter,

comes after recent publicity

that minors are buying cooking

wines and sherries for personal

consumption.

A Toronto-area (Brampton)
consumer group, AIM (Advise

Inform Monitor), originally

brought the issue to the atten-

tion of local media and poli-

ticians. “There is not enough
care being taken in the distribu-

tion of this product,” Joe Bar-

tello, co-founder of the consum-
er group, told The Journal.

“Even cashiers admit there is

absolutely no control (The Jour-

nal, February, 1986).”

Cooking wines range in price

from two to three dollars per 750

millilitre bottle and have an al-

cohol content of up to 36%. They
are not considered alcoholic

beverages under the Liquor Li-

cence Act because they contain

suHiciently high quantities of

salt to make them unpalatable.

The high salt level poses a

health risk in itself, especially

to people with high blood pres-

sure or heart conditions.

Mr Kwinter, in his letter to

Ontario store owners, stated his

concern stemmed, “not only

from the alcohol content, but

also from the health risk posed

by the salt levels if these prod-

ucts are consumed as bever-

ages.”

No changes in the liquor laws
concerning cooking wines ap-

pear imminent. But, Mr Bartel-

lo says some grocery store own-
ers have voluntarily pulled the

products from their shelves fol-

lowing Mr Kwinter’s request to

exercise “extreme caution” to

avoid sales to underage people.

Fake i(dentification cards

bedevilling US bartenders
WASHINGTON - Bar owners,

bouncers, and liquor store owners
in this area are reporting a sharp

rise in fake identification (ID) use

now that the legal drinking age is

21 years in the District of Columbia
and surrounding Maryland and
Virginia.

Some liquor store owners are so

concerned about the problem that

they’ve put up signs saying anyone
under the age of 30 years will have
to provide a valid ID, if asked.

Law enforcement officials say
minors are very inventive at chan-
ging the dates of birth on ID or

even superimposing pictures on le-

gitimate identification.

Smoking, and paying the piper
Oh, no, here I go, back in the clinic again.

It’s a new kind of clinic, certainly; its

purpose is not directly or obviously reha-

bilitative, and the concept is highly un-

structured and still unsteady at the mo-
ment.

But I suspect it’s soon going to be the

wave of the future in hundreds, perhaps

thousands, of office buildings in North

America.

It’s known as the ‘smoking room’ — al-

though those who use it call it by many
other, more vulgar names.
And, if the one I’m attending these days

is anything like others already in use in

other companies, these new clinics will be

small, always cramped, airless, desolate

spaces that sometimes, when the filter

system isn’t working well, make me think

of nothing less than the holds of ancient

slave ships.

The smoking room at my company is

the result of an office-wide vote taken al-

most a year ago. More than half ofmy col-

leagues decided the time had come to stop

smoking in the workplace altogether.

Many people, including a surprising num-
ber of heavy smokers, concluded at the

time of balloting that the cessation of

smoking at desks was most certainly an
idea whose time had come. So, when the

final results were announced, there was,

more or less, a sincere agreement that

something positive had been accom-
plished.

But, that was before the time finally, in-

evitably, and cruelly arrived when the

idea became terribly real.

That was when smokers who magnani-
mously had chosen to give non-smokers a

break, felt giddily idealistic, full of integ-

rity, and seduced by the notion that hav-

ing a ban on cigarettes would nudge them
closer to the day when they, too, would
throw the damned things out, toss away

the lighters and the matches, ceremo-
niously dump their ashtrays forever into

the wastebasket, and walk out into the

world at large as absolutely free men and
women again, heads held high, the nic-

otine monkey removed, gloriously, from
their backs.

Naturally, when Day One came, none of

that happened at all. Instead, we smokers

a serious revenge on the do-gooders out

there, in the big office.

That first week was heady. Novelty is

always amusing, and many of us secretly

believed the New Order would end : many
of our bosses were heavy smokers, after

all, and how long would they hold out? It

was their building, after all.

The smoking room provided a chance to

Cramped, airless, desolate spaces . . . that make
me think of the holds of ancient slave ships

trooped into work feeling shaky, ill-tem-

pered, full of rage, many of us also feeling

bereft and mournful.

Some immediately lit up at their desks,

not in defiance, but out of habit. They
were quickly ordered to stop. We didn’t

know what to do with our hands all of a

sudden. We could hardly make small talk.

We were extremely self-conscious, like

teenagers at the first dance of their lives.

But all of us, eventually, marched shee-

pishly to the smoking room before lunch,

marched into the New Order of things,

and began to realize the enormity of what
had happened to us. We could feel the

great ship of History begin to turn

around. . .

.

For those who had led the fight to ban
smoking, it was a day of great triumph.

They beamed, they crowed, they smirked
endlessly, gathering together in small

bands to celebrate the victory. We hated

them
;
we still hate them now, but we have

tried to maintain good cheer — some of

us, anyway.
Quickly, the new subculture of the

smoking room formed. Jokes were told,

always about smoking. People talked

about the loss of civil rights; some plotted

get to know people we’d never paid much
attention to. New relationships were

formed. Mailboys became pals with man-
agement types. Secretaries suddenly no-

ticed certain male workers in a new and

exciting light. There was a lot of shrill

laughter. Office legends were beginning

to unfold.

Yes, that first week, over all, could be

construed now as fun, in a gallows-humor

way.

But, by the end of the second week, the

mood had shifted dramatically. Suddenly,

people were not amused by their seem-

ingly out-of-control compulsion to keep

going back, again and again, to the smok-

ing room. It became increasingly more
difficult to stay with a work project until

its conclusion without getting up to take

that Long March across the huge office to

have a smoke.
Those who didn’t smoke were upset by

the shift in the rhythm of work patterns;

why were the ‘sinners’ getting more re-

laxation times than they, the stalwarts,

the non-addicted ones trying to put in a

good day’s work?
We got tired of seeing the same old

faces in the same old small room; we got

tired of the predictable jokes. It is not fun

to be around obsessive people, and smok-

ers, when deprived of what used to be the

normal order of things, are strikingly ob-

sessive.

I have been in a rehabilitation clinic for

alcoholism, and this was a reminder of

nothing more than some of the group ther-

apy sessions I used to be in. We smokers

talked, by Week Three, of going to hypno-

tists. Acupuncturists became chic. Stop-

smoking programs were discussed with

fervor. We were finally beginning to face

just how addicted we truly were to this in-

sidiously seductive habit.

We were beginning to feel like children

being sent constantly into the corner of

the classroom by a very disapproving tea-

cher. The notion this was how it would be,

for years and years to come — this inces-

sant strolling to the smoking room — was

becoming unbearable. It was becoming

ludicrous; people were bringing their

work into the smoking room, which was

rapidly taking on the form of an opium

den.

People who had thought of themselves

as functioning adults, responsible types,

were forced to look again at the damaging

evidence that was being pushed in front of

their faces every day.

We were hooked, all right, and in a big

way. We simply couldn’t control our-

selves. We just couldn’t stop this over-

whelming urge. Pavlov smiled some-

where, we were sure.

And now, for many of us, the smoking

room has become almost like one of Dan-

te’s circles of hell.

How do we get the hell out of here?

That’s what we all want to know.

This column, exploring addictions from
the “inside out,"

nadian journalist.
is by a freelance. Cay
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RESEARCH UPDATE

UK deaths attributed to sniffing
Deaths caused by the abuse of volatile substances in the United

Kingdom have continued to rise in the past five years. An initial

survey reported 282 deaths from such abuse between 1971 and

1983, and follow-up by researchers at St George’s Hospital Medi-

cal School, London, indicates 385 such deaths occurred between

1981 and 1985. A number of methods, including press clippings

and inquest proceedings, were used to track the UK deaths at-

tributed to abuse of volatile substances. The annual number in-

creased to 116 in 1985, from 46 in 1981. More than half were re-

lated to direct toxic effects of the substance, with the remainder

thought to be due to intoxicated behavior or asphyxiation.

Deaths from abuse of fuels, aerosol sprays, and solvents in glue

were recorded in each of the five years. The researchers, head-

ed by H. R. Anderson, MD, head of the department of clinical ep-

idemiology and social medicine, conclude abuse of volatile sub-

stances is more than a passing fashion and that various preven-

tive efforts have not been successful.

British Medical Journal, December 6, 1986, v.293 : 1472-1473.

Ts and blues problem revisited
Evidence shows that Talwin Nx has not solved the drug abuse
problem associated with ‘Ts and blues.’ The combination of oral

formulations of pentazocine hydrochloride (eg, Talwin) and tri-

pelennamine hydrochloride (eg, Benzoxal) has been known to

be abused as an intravenous heroin substitute since 1977. In re-

sponse, Talwin Nx, combining pentazocine hydrochloride with a

narcotic antagonist naloxone in the hopes of blocking the effect

of the pentazocine if the drug was injected, was introduced in

1983. But, two physicians from the departments of psychiatry

and behavioral sciences and pharmacology at Northwestern

University Medical School, Chicago, Illinois, have produced the

first published report of two cases of abuse of the new formula-

tion in combination with tripelennamine. One patient reported

he knew at least seven other people injecting the new combina-
tion. Drs Deborah Reed and Sidney Schnoll give several possible

reasons for the failure of the naloxone in Talwin Nx to block the

effect of the pentazocine, the most likely being that the drugs

are acting on different opiate receptor sub-types and that tripe-

lennamine alone may possess mood-enhancing effects. They
also speculate the dose of naloxone hydrochloride might be in-

sufficient to block the combined effects of pentazocine and tripe-

lennamine. They conclude that while there has been a marked
decrease in the number of patients reporting abuse of Ts and
blues, this reduction could not be attributed to the introduction

of Talwin Nx and is more closely associated with an increase in

the availability of low-priced heroin.

The Journal of the American Medical Association, November
14, 1986, v.256:2562-2564.

Head injuries missed in alcoholic patients
Alcoholics with serious neurologic deficits should be watched for

traumatic head injuries, say two Scandinavian researchers.

They found traumatic brain injuries can easily be missed in this

patient population. Matti Hillbom from the Clinical Alcohol and
Drug Research Department in Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm,

Sweden, and Lena Holm from the Department of Neurology at

the University of Helsinki, Finland, interviewed 157 recently de-

toxified alcoholics and an age-matched control group of 400 sub-

jects from the same geographic area. They found 41% of the

male alcoholics and 22% of the females had suffered head inju-

ries in the past, compared to 15% and 6% respectively of the

males and females in the control group. About one-third of the

cases in each group had been admitted to hospital for treatment

of the.se head injuries. The alcoholics who reported traumatic
head injuries not identified at hospital performed worse in neu-

ropsychological tests and showed more profound brain atrophy

than the aU'oholics who deni(‘d having ever sul'fered a head in-

jury. 'I'he researchers conclude that unrecognized traumatic
brain injuries can contribute to intellectual impairment of alco-

holics and that a considerable number of such injuries go unrec-

ognized

Journal of Ncurolofij/, Neurosurcicry. and Psiiclualni. Decem-
ber, 1986, v. 49: i:)4H 1353.

Asking the right questions
A simple (|uestionnaire can .successfully identify adolescents :it

risk of alcohol and other drug abuse, say a group of resc'archers

in the eastern United Stales The 42 ilem (|ueslionnair(' asks

groujis of (|Uc.slions about self rcpoiled substance .ihuse, use

(lallerns by relatives and close friends, and ilems related to risk

factors for abuse idenlilied m the literature or through the clini

cal ex|)erience of the researchers To lest the efficacy of the

(|ueslionnaire, two different groups of adolescents were polled

21)6 youths between 11 and 17 years old seen in a private medical

practice m Washington. DC. in a three month period in 1985, and

97 demographically similar youths from a drug and alcohol

abuse trealment program in the same city The researchers

from the I’ai ific Inslitiile ot Kesearch and l•;valualIon in Bellies

da. Maryland, and George Wasliington University in Washing
ton found the (|iiestionnaire was successful m discriminating be

tween the two groups and also in discriminating drug and alco

hoi risk within the samples The study concludes "A simiili'. pa

per and pencil (|ueslionnaire i-an successfully discriminate the

degree of risk of substance abuse in adolescent patient poinila

tions, and such an instrument can be successfully integrated

into the routine activities of iiedialric jiraclice
"

American Journal of Diseases of Children, .lanuary, 1987,

v 1 11 45 49

Piit Ulch
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No-smoking bylaw clear hit

with Winnipeg businesses ‘

By Maureen Brosnahan

WINNIPEG — An overwhelming
number of business operators and
restaurant owners here support

the city’s no-smoking bylaw, a ma-
jor survey by the Manitoba Intera-

gency Council on Smoking and
Health indicates.

The survey, conducted last sum-
mer, shows more than 87% of 650

businesses surveyed were aware of

the bylaw. Of 160 restaurants, 93%
complied with the law calling for a

no-smoking section in places that

Tobacco
By Thomas Land

GENEVA — Despite exhortations

from doctors, teachers, and the

mass communication media, ciga-

rette consumption is still growing

faster than population increases,

generating enormous health risks

for the future.

Statistics from the United Na-

tions World Health Organization

FBEDEBK’TON Alcohol is the

drug most commonly used by New
Brunswick secondary school stu

dents, with tobacco and cannabis

running a distant second and third,

a new survey indicates

And. approximately 25' I of those

surveyed by the province's Alcohol

and Drug Dependency ('ommis
Sion (ADDC) report blacking out

while drinking

In the survey, more than 6.(M8)

student volunica'rs wi’ie inter

viewed in a four day periml in all

parts of the province (I’tiere are

approxnnali'ly 70,000 students in

NB junior and senior high scIkmiIs )

More than 70') reported ah'ohol

use at least once in the last year

During the same pi-riod. 44'

i

seat more than 30 patrons. In many
cases, restaurants had significant-

ly increased the size of their no-

smoking sections since the bylaw

took effect.

Richard Stanwick, MD, profes-

sor of social and preventive medi-

cine at the University of Manitoba
here and author of the survey, said

he is delighted with the results, es-

pecially since the restaurant asso-

ciation opposed the bylaw when it

was first introduced in 1983.

“We were actually quite sur-

prised given the low level of public

(WHO), indicate the highest rates

of cigarette consumption per capi-

ta and the highest lung cancer

mortality rates still occur in indus-

trialized countries, particularly

North America and Britain (The

Journal, January).

But, the steepest rise in the last

decade has been in poor countries.

In five industrialized countries

— Canada, the United States, Aus-

usod tobacco (at least oiuaM, and
23' ( had Ix'cn at least one lime us

«'i s of cannabis

The next most prevalent drugs

wen' prescribed barbiturates and
non prescription stimulants, with

I3 2'< and 10 1'. of students, re

speetivi'ly, re|)ortmg use

On average. 30''. of the students

surveyed report having been on a

drinking spree at least once, rang

mg from 13 6'') of Grade .seven stu

dents to 44 4') of Grade 12 stu

dents

I’he two most common reasons

given for using alcohol and eanna

bis were “to see what it was like."

and, "because my friends are us-

ing it

"

education and enforcement by city

officials.

“Obviously, we can count on
business as an ally rather than an

^
opponent for other clean-indoor-air

acts.”
i

Participating retail stores in- |
eluded a cross-section of 490 retail

|[

outlets in major shopping centres,

residential areas, and strip malls. !

Only two-thirds of them considered
j

their sales areas no-smoking, and

less than one-third had no-smoking

signs displayed, a requirement un-

der the law.

tralia. New Zealand, and Japan —
the number of cigarettes smoked
has increased by 14% against a

population grow'th of 12.9%.

Cigarette consumption in Africa

is nearly twice the population in-

crease, jumping by 42% against a

population increase of 23%. In Lat-

in America, the number of ciga-

rettes smoked increased by 31%
and in Asia by 29%, significantly

more than the adult population

growths of 25% and 22% respec-

tively.

The analysis is based on tobacco

production, imports, and exports;

it does not take into account va-
|

rious "cottage industry" forms of !

cigarette manufacture.

Despite indications of increasing

lung cancer mortality in the devel-
j

oping regions, the WHO says many a
governments there are ambivalent ®
on the issue, allowing the tobacco M
industry to expand unchecked in v
order to raise welcome tax reve- ®
nues.

It emphasizes that the health |
risk is particularly acute in the de- 1
veloping countries because the cig-

|
arettes marketed there contain *

more nicotine and produce more
;

tar and carbon monoxide than do
cigarettes available in the industri-

alized world.

Koop calls

smokers out
— twice
WASHINGTON - Evidence about

the effects of second-hand smoke is

now so eompelling new measures

are needed to restrict smoking,

says United Slates SurgtHin-Gener-

al Everett Koop, MD
Dr Koop. in releasing a report

concent rating on non-smokers,

said It is now clear that damage
due to the Inhalation of tobacco

smoke is not solely limiliKl to

smokers, it also alTeets non smok-
ers

lie added; "The rights of smok-

ers stop at the point where his or

her smoking eonqn'tes with those

iH'cupying the same environ-

ment
"

The only answer is a smoke-free

workplace and smoke free public

buildings Parents must al.so do

their best to eliminate tobacco

smoke from the environment of

their children

Some critics have said no action

should be taken until more evi-

dence is available about the effects i

of second hand smoke
Dr Koop. as both a dw'tor and a

public health official, says: "It is

my judgement that the time for de-

bate has passed and measures to

protect the public health are re-

quiri'd now Scientific evidence is

more than sufficient to justify re-

medial action
"

use up worldwide

Graphic reminder
Concern for peers and friends caught in (he downward spiral of

addiction prompted (he design of (his poster by a young Scar-

borough, Ontario artist. The original illustration and poem, (he work

of 15-year-old Matthew Sloly, are on display at the Addiction Re-

search Foundation in Toronto.

New Brunswick survey shows

Teens choose to drink

I
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Four years ago, I wrote two columns

about the work of the Addiction Research

Unit ( ARU) of Maudsley Hospital in Lon-

don, Britain’s leading centre for research

into the addictions (April, March, 1983). I

visited the centre again in January. What
follows is a brief update of some of the

matters covered in my previous reports

and an indication of the Unit’s current

work.

Careers of alcoholics

The main interest ofARU director Grif-

fith Edwards, MD, continues to be the ca-

reers of alcoholics. The Unit is still in

touch with approximately two-thirds of a

group of 99 male alcoholics interviewed

during the early 1970s. A 1985 report in the

British Journal of Addiction showed a

trend away from what the authors de-

scribed as “troubled” drinking during the

first decade of scrutiny of the group, illus-

trated by this summary of data from the

study;

Drinking behavior during the year

1972 1981

Troubled only 41% 37%
Troubled and social 24% 12%
Social only 3% 9%
Social and abstinent 17% 12%
Abstinent only 15% 30%

The trend of the group toward absti-

nence and social drinking obscures con-

siderable individual movement among
categories from year to year. According

to the 1985 report, "... 60% of the individ-

uals have a patchwork of abstinence and

troubled drinking.”

The current focus is on identifying

“change episodes” within drinking ca-

reers. These are events and experiences

reported by the subjects that precede, ac-

company, and follow changes in the pat-

terns of alcohol consumption. Hundreds of

pages of transcripts of interviews are be-

ing coded to identify common features of,

for example, a shift from abstinence to so-

cial drinking.

Part of the interest in careers of alco-

holics concerns the extent to which ‘so-

cial’ or ‘normal’ drinking occurs during

or after recovery — defined as regular

use of alcohol, but never more than five

average drinks in any 24-hour period and
no dependence symptoms or other ad-

verse consequences.

Elusiveness of truth

A seminal study of social drinking by
recovered alcoholics was published in

1962 by D. L. Davies, head of Alcoholism

Treatment Services at the Maudsley Hos-

pital. His report in the Journal of Studies

on Alcohol, Normal drinking in recovered

alcohol addicts, concerned seven men
previously suffering from alcoholism who
were reported as drinking normally for

periods of seven to 11 years after dis-

charge from hospital. The report was in-

fluential in combatting the view, espoused

by Alcoholics Anonymous, that social

drinking by an alcoholic is an impossibili-

ty-

Dr Edwards examined Dr Davies’ sev-

UK’s Addiction Research Unit
en patients or their relatives. He con-

cluded: “.
. . Five subjects experienced

significant drinking problems both during

Dr Davies’ original follow-up period and
subsequently . . . ,

and the two remaining

subjects (one ofwhom was never severely

dependent on alcohol ) engaged in trouble-

free drinking over the total period.”

The recent work on careers of alcohol-

ics enables us to be less than surprised by

the review of Dr Davies’ work. An alco-

holic can be abstinent, drink socially, and

engage in troubled drinking at various

points of a mostly unpredictable career. A
researcher unaware of the variety and va-

riability of alcohol careers might easily

conclude that a certain pattern exists

where there is none.

Had the reassessment of Dr Davies’

work occurred without the present under-

standing of the liability of alcoholics’ ca-

reers, today’s reviewers might have been

tempted to accuse Dr Davies of sloppiness

or even misrepresentation. Now, Dr Da-
vies’ work stands merely “as an indica-

tion of the elusiveness of truth,” said Dr
Edwards. He added: “We have woven
pretty stories without verifying them. Pa-

pers [on alcoholism] are riddled with

statements that are difficult to verify.”

The work on careers of alcoholics con-

tinues, but, since 1983, there has been a

shift in the ARU away from research into

alcohol problems and toward work on the

use of heroin and other ‘hard’ drugs.

GPs and opiate abuse
A significant part of the work on ‘hard’

drugs concerns the role of general practi-

tioners in the treatment of drug abuse.

Until the late 1960s in Britain, most treat-

ment of users of ‘hard’ drugs was done by
GPs, the main source of the notification of

such users required by the national gov-

ernment.

Then, Drug Dependence Units (DDUs)
were established to provide the expert

care not available from most GPs. By
1970, the DDUs were making 85% of the

statutory notifications. As the number of

abusers grew during the 1970s, GPs grad-

ually came back into the picture because

of the long waiting lists for first appoint-

ments at the DDUs and the uneven distri-

bution of DDUs about the country.

By 1984, GPs were making 55% of the

notifications. Researchers at the ARU,
particularly Alan Glanz and Colin Taylor,

began to survey GPs about their contact

with, management of, and attitudes to-

ward opiate misusers.

The findings were published in three ar-

ticles in the British Medical Journal (Au-

gust, 1986 ) . They suggest

:

• About one in five GPs sees an opiate

misuser in any given month. One third of

the time, the patient is “new” to the GP.
The national annual total is 30,000 to 44,000

such new patients.

Russell: useful way-stations

• In more than half of cases, the opiate

misuse will have been under treatment by
the GP for longer than six months, with

opiate drugs prescribed in nearly a third

of cases. Only a third of cases are notified

to government.
• GPs consider opiate misusers to be

“especially difficult to manage, beyond
their competence to treat, and less accep-

table as patients than others in need of

care.” Indeed, only 31% of the survey’s

respondents said they would treat an

opiate misuser as willingly as any other

type of patient in need of care.

The prescribed opiate is generally

methadone. Contrary to myth, heroin was
prescribed in Britain only during the peri-

od 1968 to 1972, said Mr Glanz.

No special licence is required to pre-

scribe methadone. There is a move to-

ward no prescribing at all, even though

unavailability of methadone has contrib-

uted to illegal opiate use.

Mr Glanz and Mr Taylor are now pre-

paring a study of the obstacles to greater

involvement by GPs in treating opiate

abuse. Among the obstacles, real and per-

ceived, are; lack of skill; the view that

drug abuse is not a priority because it is

self-inflicted; devious, disruptive pa-

tiefits; and, the disproportionate effort re-

quired in relation to results achieved.

The simple way to encourage what Dr
Edwards regards as the desirable trend

toward the treatment of opiate users by
GPs would be to pay GPs to undertake
special training and to treat drug misus-

ers. The British government rejected this

option. Meanwhile, the DDUs retreat to

providing occasional expert support for

mostly inexpert GPs.
The large difference found in the ARU

survey between official and actual num-
bers of drug users points to the need for a

better system of identifying and tracking

users. The ARU is working on the design

of a national monitoring system, to be

managed by the ARU, that would provide

good current information in spite of over-

burdened GPs and the diversity of agen-

cies involved in the care of drug abusers.

Thoughts are also turning to securing bet-

ter information about drug abuse in conti-

nental Europe.

GPs and alcohol abuse
The reluctance of GPs to treat opiate

abusers parallels a longer-standing prob-

lem regarding the treatment of alcohol

abuse. Betsy Thom and Carlos Tellez of

the ARU recently reported in the British

Journal of Addiction 33 interviews with

GPs concerning their diagnoses of alcohol

problems, attempts at treatment, and use

of hospital services. These researchers

showed how “the diagnosis of drinking

problems, particularly in the early

stages, poses intellectual and emotional

difficulties for GPs, notably because they

must first define as a problem, behavior

that is generally regarded as normal and
desirable, and secondly because they

must do so despite doubts about the likely

success of their efforts to help people with

drinking problems.”

Ms Thom and Mr Tellez conclude:

“Strategies to improve the medical re-

sponse to drinking problems are likely to

achieve limited success unless they are

supported by wider political measures
aimed at altering public perceptions of

the use of alcohol.”

Nicotine therapy
Smoking research, directed by Michael

Russell, MD, continues to form a major
part of the ARU’s work. An ongoing

theme is the notion that regular smokers
are dependent on nicotine and successful

therapy may require sustaining nicotine

dependence, at least for a time, by means
of a less harmful vehicle for nicotine than

tobacco smoke. Nicotine chewing gum is

the best known example of an alternative

vehicle.

In the earlier columns, I described re-

search at the ARU on the acceptability

and efficacy of nasal nicotine solution

(NNS), a form of liquid snuff squeezed
into the nostril to provide rapid delivery

of nicotine to the central nervous system.

A clinical trial has now shown that NNS is

moderately acceptable to quitting smok-
ers and produces fewer side-effects than

nicotine gum.
Another promising approach has been

transdermal delivery of nicotine by nic-

otine-containing skin patches. Absorption

is slow, even slower than from nicotine

gum, but side-effects are few.

Smoke-free cigarettes

A recent, unpublished study examined
smoke-free cigarettes, a product being

market-tested in the United States. Each
consists of a hollow, white, plastic cylin-

der, similar in proportions to a regular

cigarette, with imitation cork tipping pa-

per at one end and a

plug of porous plas-

tic sponge impreg-

nated with nicotine

at the other. Sucking

at the tube delivers

a mixture of air and
nicotine. A typical

puff at a fresh,

smoke-free ciga-

rette delivers about

13 micrograms of

nicotine, compared
with 100 micro-

grams from a regu-

lar cigarette.

The authors conclude: “The results

were a mixture of disappointment and

cause for cautious optimism. On the neg-

ative side, there was little evidence of the

capacity of the smoke-free cigarettes to

deliver potentially useful doses of nicotine

to the alveoli of the lungs. On the other

hand, they do appear to be capable of gen-

erating slow but substantial increases in

blood nicotine concentrations of an order

similar to those produced by nicotine gum
and could therefore be of therapeutic

value.”

The point of investigating a variety of

vehicles for delivering nicotine is that, al-

though nicotine therapy is generally more
effective than other methods, any one

method might not be found acceptable to

a particular quitter.

Nicotine gum for life

Dr Russell, and most physicians, re-

gard nicotine therapy as a useful way-sta-

tion between smoking and a nicotine-free

existence.

The experience of a friend of mine is

cautionary; Graham Reed, a psychology

professor at York University, Toronto,

tried to quit smoking for .36 years before

he began using nicotine chewing gum in

1983. He still uses the gum, feels he will

use it for the rest of his life, and that if his

family physician denied him a continuing
prescription, he would immediately re-

sort to cigarettes.

Dr Reed has kept good records of his

gum use. He has interesting insights into

his lifelong grappling with nicotine that

I'll describe next month.

A brief update ofsome matters covered in previous
reports and an indication of the Unit’s current work

FAVOR

Regular

Smoke-free cigs
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SditoiC.. AettetS to the aditorT.. (Letteii to the (EditoC.

Early intervention
provocative

I found the article on early-stage

problem drinkers (January) to be

thought provoking.

I am somewhat confused be-

cause I assume many of these

“problem drinkers” were already

genetically programmed to devel-

op into full-blown alcoholics. To
imply that they could drink “de-

fensively” or “safely” might be

somewhat misleading.

I could see such an approach
could work for some patients and
would be helpful for others with the

understanding that, “If this

doesn’t work for you, maybe we
need to consider some genetic rea-

sons for your drinking problem.”

I would appreciate more infor-

mation on this program. Is the

manual available for purchase?

Burt Wasserman
Substance abuse counsellor

Staunton, Virginia

. . . astounding
Early intervention? ? ?

I must confess I was nothing

draws reader reaction . .

.

short of astounded by the article,

Warding off the crash (January )

.

To hear you state, “The program
is not designed for severe alcohol-

ics but for people like Joanna, with

less than 10 years of excessive

drinking,” absolutely amazes me.

I cannot imagine considering

working with people who have
been drinking for up to 10 years as

“early intervention,” or that these

people are not “severe alcoholics.”

Joanna, the woman discussed in

the article, who was considered in

this category of drinkers, drank

eight to 10 drinks per day for six

years and was experiencing black-

outs at the time of the “early inter-

vention.”

As part of Joanna’s treatment,

she was allowed more than three

drinks per day (three mixed drinks

and one sherry) as a “reward” for

not drinking more. Assuming this

was allowed seven days per week,
this would be more than the defi-

nition of moderation in drinking as

spelled out in the same article “sel-

dom drinking more than three

times per week.”

Certainly, we as care-givers

working with alcohol and other

drug abusers are not to be ex-

pected to take this article or pro-

gram seriously?

I

. interesting

I read with great interest the arti-

cle, Warding off the crash (Jan-

uary )

.

I agree wholeheartedly with this

concept and would be very inter-

ested in learning more about this

program set up at the Addiction

Research Foundation. Toronto.

Would it be possible to receive a

copy of Why Not Drink Defensive-

ly: A Self-Help Manual for Drink-

ing Safely? I would also be inter-

ested in making a contact with

someone trained in this field and
practicing in the Ottawa area.

kH/^t f^ces

OL/BSriON THiSON

m COCAINE

piAi
7roe

Jack Vandenberg Terry Lavender
Orillia, Ontario Nepean. Ontario

(Editor’s note: Martha Sanchez-Craig, PhD. founder of the early inter-

vention program detailed in the January article, is answering your ques-

tions directly.

)

I
'

I I I III.. IP n

Nurses supply patients

with courage— or terror
I am responding to Elda Haus-

childt’s article. Addictions in nurs-

ing; reality versus image" (De-

cember. 1986).

As founder of Project Turnabout

and an esteemed nurse of long

standing. Janet Gaskin certainly

knows more about nurses and their

problems than I do.

However. 1 question two of her

statements: "Nursing is likely to

be a small part of patient care

. . and, Tf the patient is only in

hospital three to five days and you

have all these other care givers,

how much time do the nurse and
patient get?”

Last summer, 1 was hospitalized

for one week for a problem that

had nothing to do with addiction.

In my experience during that

short time. 1 found nursing was a

huge part of patient care. In fact.

there were no other care givers to

speak of. The good nurses supplied

courage as well as needles, pain-

relievers. and fresh blankets. The

bad nurses were sources of terror

and made me feel as though being

sick were somehow my own fault.

My point '.’ Nurses have every op-

portunity for 'gratification" and

"job satisfaction" if they can find

it in helping the sick.

1 do not deny their special diffi-

culties, but am convinced that they

are extremely important links in

the healing chain, often with more
power for good — or evil than

they realize.

Lise Anglin

Senior research assistant

Drinking/Driving Research I'nit

Addiction Research Foundation

Toronto. Ontario

Inside Out right on target
Thank you for an interesting and
informative publication.

As a person who for years liad a

seven' alcohol problem and who is

now in ri'covery and lebnilding a

new life, 1 find the eolumn In.stdc

Out very inleresting

Having diseussed feelings with

m;iii\ aleoliolu's, I find we have
liilTiciilly inilting these feelings

into words The author of hi.sidc

Out I'xplains these tVi'lings in a

manner of .somi'oin’ who's hei'ii

then* H(' shows the mood swings.

the seeking of something to believe

in again, the fragility of .sobriety

Also, he explains the feeling of

listi'mng to alcoholics share their

experiences and the feelings de-

rived from this

I'm presently doing volunteer

work within a treatment program

1 feel articles like /ii.side Out would

he of great hel)) to clients within

treatment programs

A. Reid

Mississauga, Ontario

The Journal welcomes Letters to the Editor. Letters

bearing the full name and address of sender may be
sent to: The Journal, 33 Russell St. Toronto, Cana-
da MSS 2S1. y
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Maplines

WINNIPEG — It’s February, and the

snowplows, big and small, slash their way
down the main roads here as the last of an
overnight snow slowly peters out — the

first heavy snowfall since the city was bur-

ied by a blizzard in early November.
As the cab slithers toward the Alcohol-

ism Foundation of Manitoba (AFM) office

on Portage Avenue, the driver, like every-
one else here, says that until now, this has
been the mildest winter in years in Manito-

ba. This week, the temperature falls to

minus 35 degrees Celsius.

In this report, the fourth in The Journal

series on Canadian provincial addiction

agencies (Ontario, October, 1986; Alberta,

August, 1985; and. Nova Scotia, Novem-
ber, 1984), Washington Contributing Edi-

tor Harvey McConnell looks at the AFM,
its programs and objectives, its future di-

rections.

Harvey
McConnell

reports

from
Winnipeg

THE DIARY
The AFM — everyone is expecting the

name to change to include either drugs

and/or addiction — has seen a massive
number of changes, from the top down, in

the last year. Former executive director

Ross Ramsey stepped down last spring to

move to a plum job with the Kaiser Sub-

stance Abuse Foundation in British Colum-
bia (The Journal, April, 1986), and Ian

Puchlik, the director of support services,

took over here in the summer.
It is also a time of zero budget growth, or

even possible budget-shaving, with strict

accounting and accountability.

As an independent, provincial Crown
agency, the AFM received approximately

$10 million from the government last year.

Of that, approximately 60% was used by
the Foundation itself, and 40% was distrib-

uted to outside agencies, including: the

Salvation Army Harbour Light residential

program, the Main Street Project which
deals with people in the core area here, the

Native Alcoholism Council (while only 6%
of the province’s population is Native,

close to 50% of AFM clients are Native),

the St Norbert Foundation, and a detox fa-

cility in The Pas receive partial funding.

Judge Charles N. Rubin, AFM chair-

man, says the Foundation’s role is to

“make sure the services we acquire from

funded agencies are being directed in the

same manner, philosophically, that we see

within our own community.
“There are many agencies assisting va-

rious aspects of addictions problems.

Some of them centre more on shelter situa-

tions than on addictions. You have to skate

in between them, so to speak, in terms of

funding because there is only a limited

amount of money and there is a serious

problem with restraint. Funds have to be

jealously distributed in the best possible

fashion.”

Judge Rubin says the greatest need in

Manitoba right now is for addictions serv-

ices for youth. The AFM has tried unsuc-

cessfully for the past three years to obtain

special funding for a youth program.

“We see a crying need. There isn’t any
serious direction taken with respect to ad-

dictions problems among young people.

That’s our next goal — to create or at least

try to obtain funding to create a youth ini-

tiative.”

He takes pride in knowing the AFM “has
achieved a presence in the province and is

well-known. We have a tremendous work-

ing relationship with community groups,

particularly AA (Alcoholics Anonymous),
which is enormously supportive and pro-

vides a great deal of aftercare and follow-

up for Foundation clients.”

MONDAY
11 am
AFM Headquarters
Winnipeg

Ian Puchlik’s appointment as AFM exec-

utive director has been made more excit-

ing by the development of a national drug

strategy in Canada (The Journal, Decem-
ber, 1986). Less exciting, but just as real,

are strict budget clamps in difficult eco-

nomic times.

This is the perfect spot for a centrist.

That is where Manitoba is located in Cana-
da and probably what most people here

feel. Mr Puchlik: “We feel very much just

plain in the middle. We certainly don’t feel

any close ties with Ontario or places east,

but we do feel an association of sorts with

other prairie provinces.

“Even when it comes to drinking in Can-
ada, we are in the middle. If there is such a

thing as a typical drinker, we would have
it. The smaller per capita consumptions
are to the east of us, and the largest per ca-

pita consumptions are to the west of us.”

The inklings are that his next budget

might have to result in necessary cuts here

and there in programs and personnel,

something Mr Puchlik does not relish.

He is enthusiastic about the developing

federal strategy and looked forward to a

Vancouver meeting the following week
with other provincial agency directors.

(Mr Puchlik said, following the meeting,

he was extremely encouraged, as well as

intrigued to find out how much programs
vary between provinces.

)

He and the other directors, he’s sure,

would like to see more cost sharing with

the federal government for alcohol and

other drug programs.

“I guess that’s why I’m encouraged that

Rubin: philosophic similarity

the federal government is developing a na-

tional strategy even if it doesn’t result in

us getting more money. As long as some-

body in the province and in the field gets

more, it will be good.”

As to the disproportionate number of Na-

tives in AFM programs, Mr Puchlik points

out executives, bank presidents, or other

higher-income groups tend to go outside

the province for help. Therefore, most of

the AFM clients are in the middle- and low-

er-income categories.

“And, it’s probably true in other treat-

ment agencies in Canada.”

The AFM’s latest initiative has created a

mystery: since September, an impaired

driver’s program — under which people

convicted of driving while impaired ( DWI

)

have to come to the AFM for assessment

and possibly a one-day educational semi-

nar or treatment, if necessary, before get-

ting their licences back — has been in op-

eration. Darlene Golinoski and a fully

trained staff have been prepared.

But, where are the drivers convicted of

DWI and who, one would think, would want

their driving licences back?

Mr Puchlik: “Here it is mid-winter, and

the numbers just aren’t surfacing.”

There are a couple of unlikely probabili-

ties: “One possibility is that people have

decided they are going to drive unlicensed

and uninsured. The other is that these peo-

( continued on page M2)

Puchlik: encouraged, intrigued
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A week in the life <

Alcoholism Foundation

(from page Ml)

pie have given up driving and have no in-

tention of trying to get their licences

back.”

Mr Puchlik says one of the points in

seeking government approval for the im-

paired driver’s program is that the pro-

gram will be fully cost recoverable.

If the numbers don’t improve, Mr Puch-

lik plans to get together with relevant offi-

cials to try to solve the mystery of the

missing DWI drivers. It could be, he

mused, that laws on driving unlicensed

and uninsured need to be tightened up.

Mr Puchlik says in the treatment field.

Natives have a choice of entering pro-

grams geared to their culture or regular

programs. “We felt we wouldn’t try to du-

plicate (what they have). We decided to

continue our program as we had it, but at

the same time to become more aware of

cultural differences when dealing with Na-
tive patients.”

While budget constraints are certainly a

minus, one of the pluses Mr Puchlik sees is

that the agency can encourage “increased

public awareness about alcohol and drugs

and their effects.

“I think our field is becoming better

known in the mind of the public; for exam-
ple, impaired driving — everyone is buy-

ing into a part of it, employee assistance

programs and industry. Everyone is more
aware.

“I think our agency has a visibility high-

er than what it was, and I think that is

something we should continue to work on
— not necessarily just ( visibility for ) the

agency, but for the field, being a catalyst

to get information out on alcohol and alco-

holism.”

Mr Puchlik sees an attitude change in so-

ciety generally; “I know from parties I go

to that a few years ago, people would get

absolutely bombed, get into their cars, and
drive home. Now the talk of the party is,

‘Who is your designated driver?’

“People are becoming more aware of

their (own) consumption. And I’ve noticed

something that never happened before;

people put out coffee around midnight and
say, ‘One for the road.’ That’s the coffee.”

And a good party question is to ask how
many drinks people think they can have
before they reach the legal blood alcohol

(0.08%) limit.

“Most people haven’t got a clue.

“They don’t know whether it is two
(drinks) per hour, or six in four hours. 1

found this out when I took a breath tester

to a party given by my brother. To a man,
everyone was shocked at how little it takes

to reach 0.08%.”

Although the legal drinking age in Man-
itoba is only 18 years, the province doesn’t

have to worry about teenagers from North

Dakota ( where the legal drinking age is 21

years) crossing the border for a night out.

Hoads across the Manitoba/United States

border are few, and so are any large towns
adjacent to it.

Noises have been made in the past about
raising the legal drinking age in Manitoba
to 19 years, but Mr Puchlik says, while it

would take the limit past the high-school

age, the impact would be small.

“But, if you wanted to raise it to 21

years, then 1 think there would be a signifi-

cant effect.”

Dn(! aspect of the Manitoba licensing

system he finds worrying is the legal sale

of alcohol by corner grocery stores in

small communities.

“I know what it means because I live in a

small community outside Winnipeg called

Birds Hill. The store has a liquor licence. I

know I’ve gone there for other things and
thought, ‘Yes, we could use another bottle

of wine.’ Now, if I didn’t see it, I wouldn’t

have bought that bottle of wine.

“If they did that all around Winnipeg in

the big stores, there is no doubt consump-
tion would go up. Let’s not take the risk.”

1 :30 pm
Youth unit
Teenagers referred to AFM’s youth treat-

ment unit will find Sherry Palmer, acting

supervisor, youthful (assuming they don’t

consign anyone more than 25 years to the

realms of senility).

She has experience in the corrections

field and with AFM as a networker in com-
munity relations, with involvement with

outside agencies.

Attitudes in the unit are realistic; the

goal is abstinence, but there is acceptance

that the majority won’t stick to it. A
change in some aspect of clients’ lives and
involvement of parents is a constant chal-

lenge.

Some 450 teenagers aged 12 to 18 years
went through the program in 1986. About
50% came to AFM through the correction-

al system, and almost all of the rest were
referred by family agencies or parents.

Only 3% of clients voluntarily seek help.

Ms Palmer says the youth program “has

only been here for about five years, a rela-

tively new development. ”

About half of the teenagers attend the

program for five days after school; the

other 50% go into a three-week treatment

program. Counsellors help them assess

their patterns of use and abuse and impart
an educational component.
Ms Palmer says there is a six-month fol-

low-up for everyone and an even longer

one for those who enter treatment.

“Our goal with chemically dependent
kids is that they maintain abstinence. But
realistically, we know that is not always
going to be the case. If we can see positive

changes in their lives, we consider them to

be a success.”

Alcohol is the most used drug, “but a

very close second is (cannabis) - marijua-
na, hashish, and hash oil. Most of the kids

are into daily use, or use every second day
at least.”

Break and enter and drug dealing are

the major crimes for those who come
through the correctional system.

The new Young Offenders Act means the

unit now services teenagers from rural

areas; about 100 kids from northern Man-
itoba are living in open custody in Winni-

peg, attending the program. Approxi-

mately 50%' of the clients are Natives.

Many of them also sniff solvents and gaso-

line.

Many preteens in Winnipeg also sniff

(The Journal, August, 1986). Ms Palmer
explains “By the age of 13 years, there is

peer pressure. Snilfing is not seen as very
cool or sophisticated, so many switch to al-

cohol and marijuana. However, for those

who live in the more remote rural areas,

there may not be that much peer pressure

to stop or change. They could have started

sniffing at seven or eight years and at 15 or

16 years, they are still sniffing.”

Above all, sniffers are extemely difficult

to help: many come (o the unit once and
then disappear; often, they don't attend

school either. Unless the AFM unit can
step in, they won’t get help.

As many parents of teen clients as possi-

ble are invited to take part in a program
for family members. But reality, again, is

that parents spend so many days or eve-

nings with counsellors or waiting outside

courtrooms, they are exhausted.

“About 25%) of our parents attend the

sessions ; we wish it were more.
“We have found that most families are

not dysfunctional until their kids start us-

ing. Then, the question of control becomes
an issue. Many kids are running the home
by intimidation or physical threats.”

3:30 pm
Prevention
“We think we have something pretty un-

usual here in our Tuning In To Health pro-

gram for elementary and junior high

school students (The Journal, September,
1984). In fact, our folders and our revised

program are hot off the press, literally,”

says Denise Koss, prevention consultant.

She and field worker Mark Strople re-

vised the program for elementary schools

piloted in 1983 and put into use in 1984.

They also put the final polish on the junior

high school curriculum piloted last year.

Both are to go into effect immediately.

Ms Koss says that five years ago, the

provincial Department of Education as-

sessed the health education curriculum

and decided a unit on drug use was needed.

The ministry and AFM set up specific ob-

jectives for the curriculum together.

“It is not the kind of package we as an
outside agency developed and are trying to

fit into the schools. We already have en-

dorsement and approval.
"

The original elementary-school pilot in-

volved a series of sessions with teachers

from various school divisions; the system
has now evolved so that AFM regional of-

fices coordinate the programs in their

areas. This “gives teachers a good ground-

ing in the program, its philosophy, and ob-

jectives,” says Mr Strople.

Success breeds success and some hurt

feelings loo. Approximately 125 schools

wanted to take part in the junior-high pilot.

Mr Strople: "We had the onerous task of

deciding which schools would participate.

We tried for a cross-section of urban and
rural, small and large, private and pub-

lic.”

Ms Koss says a competent teacher ean

lake the package and run with it the way it

is l( is a complete package, aimed at the

average' student who is no( using drugs

'Ttu' purpose' IS to pre'se'id infe>rmatie>n

abeiut suhstaiu'e's on ;i fairly obje'e’live lev

e'l anel to elise’uss seinu' etf the' e'lnolieinal is

sue's .iboul making ele'e’isions
"

TUESDAY

8:30 am
Winnipeg region

Selkirk

He'll) rhomson eiullines his job as (he re

gional aelministrator of (he' Winnipe'g re

gion. He acts as local historian as we drive

north along the Red River to Selkirk.

The area was settled by Scots, who had
long, narrow’ lots with river frontage.

Today, most people there work in Winni-
peg. and Selkirk advertises itself, especial-

ly for US visitors, as Catfish Country.

The main focus for adults in Winnipeg is

the residential treatment centre next to

AFM headquarters. A 15-bed primary care
section helps men and w'omen through
chemical withdrawal.

The 20-day treatment for residential and
non-residential men is held there; women
are treated at River House a short dis-

tance away.

Mr Thompson: “We work to link the

counsellor and client so that the client sees

Impaired drivers' program office

Thompson: local historian loo Manko: i
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the same counsellor from beginning to

end. We work closely with NA (Narcotics

Anonymous) and AA.”

One of the changes being made “is to

have Winnipeg staff move out a bit to ser-

vice rural areas. Then, the staff in the ru-

ral areas can move out even further. It

cuts down on travel time, and we think we
deliver a better quality of service.”

Across the frozen Red River in Selkirk,

standing on its own, proud and happy, is

Happy Thoughts School.

There is some question about how the

school acquired the name a century or so

ago, but there is no question of the fierce

local opposition to suggestions the name be

changed, explains Len Manko, school prin-

cipal.

Mr Manko is chairman of the local HUB
committee, a group of Selkirk people who
voluntarily meet to discuss community
problems.

Mr Manko: “We are a networking agen-

cy of representatives of various self-help

groups. It evolved from a concern some
years ago about an increasing vandalism
and how to deal with it.”

Over the years, awareness of the prob-

lems of chemical abuse grew, and a youth
worker, Jan Harris, was hired.

From AFM’s point of view, Mr Thomp-
son says, “We are a resource, providing

speakers, some financial assistance when
required to put on some particular com-
munity project, and information sessions.

“We can’t do it alone, we need the com-
munity committees.”

While Mr Manko says awareness of the

use of chemicals is increasing, “I don’t

think enough people are concerned about
the use of alcohol and other drugs in a so-

cial setting.

“A soft approach may be better in the

long run in educating people.”

But, there has been one major change in

community attitudes: “At one time, peo-

ple used to point the finger at the school

with respect to chemical abuse.

“Now, people are saying it is a commu-
nity problem, and there is a partnership.

They parent and we teach.”

2 pm
Northern region

Glen Gordon lived in Thompson for 12

years and, as regional administrator for

the probation service, knew exactly the

kinds of problems he faced when he be-

came AFM’s regional administrator for

the northern region four years ago. His re-

gion covers most of the large centres in the

north not on Native treaty land. Fortunate-

ly, he can reach most by road, with the ex-

ception of the South Indian Lake area.

Thompson is a nickel mining town with a

polyglot population: most of the rest of the

people living in the region are Native.

“in many cases, families I saw while in

the probation service, I now see in this job.

There is a lot of alcohol and prescription

drug abuse. On the reserves, there is a lot

of sniffing — gasoline, hair spray, Lysol,

and anything else they think is mood-alter-

ing.”

Planes shuttle in and out of the region.

A bedevilling factor is that where there

is a large Metis population, there is usually

a hotel and an outlet for alcohol. Local

band constables have authority on the re-

serves, but not in the Metis settlements.

“A good example is the Gods Lake Nar-

rows reserve, which is dry. But, right in

the middle is an island which is a Metis set-

tlement, and that is where the liquor

comes in. It is very frustrating from the

point of view of the band constables who
can’t go in and close it down. They can only

make arrests if people are caught on re-

serve land.”

The Royal Canadian Mounted Police

does what it can and has to deal with the

aftermath of violence caused in large part

by alcohol abuse.

“The major problem is economics, and,

frankly, there is not much that can be done

up there which is viable,” Mr Gordon
adds.

Any idea that the Native population

could revert to its past traditions is out.

“The land can’t support all the people

hunting, trapping, and fishing now. A lot of

people have the mistaken idea the land is

teeming with game: it isn’t, and depletion

would be rapid.

“And, the ban on fur products in so many
places does not help. Outside people don’t

realize or understand that, for many peo-

ple. trapping is their livelihood.”

Mr Gordon observes that Native organi-

zations. in the last three or four years,

have become more sophisticated in their

ability to deal with the government.
“Things can be frustrating, but there is

improvement over 10 years ago. In some
ways it is not so bad. But, I don’t want to

minimize the problems we have.”

4:30 pm
Program delivery
"In the winter, the road between Winnipeg
and Portage La Prairie is considered the

most dangerous in Canada because of

blowing snow,” explains Jerry Dragan,
PhD, director of program delivery, as he

threads through sheets of exhaust conden-
sation onto the Trans-Canada Highway.
Fortunately, the night is clear, and blow-

ing snow is not too bad as he slides the car
into cruise control on a two-and-a-half-

hour drive to Brandon and a meeting the

following day with regional administra-

tors.

He relates some of his background— ed-

ucation, the probation service, the one
year he agreed to serve as director of the

community corrections system in Manito-

ba and with it a number of necessary and
sweeping changes, head of special projects

for the provincial civil service — before

joining the AFM two years ago. He spent

two-and-a-half years in San Diego studying

for a doctorate. He plans to retire there in

the sun; “In Manitoba, we look for the

summer and hope to get through the win-

ter.”

Dr Dragan says the difference in work-
ing with a private agency is that “you can
act much more quickly and with less red

tape.” He tries to get out into the regions at

least every six weeks and while he is in

constant contact with the regional admin-
istrators and they often come to Winnipeg,

“being in the field is really important to

me.”
A typical two days for him might include

sitting in to watch staff do their jobs at a

treatment centre one morning. He might
participate, “if that seems useful.

“At lunch. I’d catch a regional advisory
board, sharing ideas and assisting if I can
on local issues. Later, I meet with the re-

st Norbert Foundation: funded agency
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gional administrator; we review our pro-

grams and our progress toward our annual
objectives. We have brainstorming ses-

sions on issues that have come up.”

Dr Dragan says one current study dem-
onstrates savings to be made in Manito-

ba’s health care costs, which at the mo-
ment consume one-third of the provincial

budget.

Matched groups are being studied of

those who go through a treatment program
and those who receive only hospital emer-
gency care.

“We go back one year prior to their com-
ing to treatment. We check provincial

health records and take a look at the inci-

dence of use and cost per person, and then

we follow them up. post-treatment, for as

long as we can to see what the cost is per

patient per year.”

“The second group of people are diag-

nosed as alcoholic in emergency room vis-

its but not treated for alcoholism.

“Already, in the early part of the study,

we are seeing a significant difference be-

tween the treated group and the untreated
in terms of the total amount of health care
dollars the province spends for each.”

In the untreated population, some clients

attend emergency rooms as often as 42

times a year.

“We are trying to show the government
that active intervention, whether in the

workplace or in the community, is in the

long-run going to save millions of dollars.
”

Dinner includes a rumination about the

pluses and minuses of the addictions prob-

lems in the province and a recounting of

what was found in Shamattawa, a reserve

in the middle of nowhere near Churchill,

(The Journal, August, 1976) and the scene
of violence in the past two months.

WEDNESDAY

8 am
Western region

Brandon
Marston Grindey has lived in rural Man-
itoba for 20 years. Several years ago, after

a long spell in the probation service, he

joined the AFM as regional administrator

for the western region. His area has a pop-

ulation of about 200,000, including the

38,000 people living here in Brandon.

Rural living can mean isolation; and
people living 50 miles or more from Bran-

don or smaller offices, don’t have all the

services the AFM can provide. It generally

means travelling to receive such service.

“Our service can only be on a intermit-

tent basis, every week or so. It is a real

problem for us,” Mr Grindey says.

“Our alcohol treatment workers try to

reach community health centres and hos-

pitals to become familiar. They try to

make contacts and make referrals. They
try to get a regular schedule so people at

least know they will be there on a Monday
or Friday.

“The real problem for us is that people

are treated and go back into the rural

areas where aftercare is not as intensive.”

Teenagers in the area are experienced

with alcohol and others drugs; the western

regional office is not set up to give them as

much service as needed because of a staff

shortage. Referrals are made to other

agencies and efforts made to follow-up.

Overall, “alcohol is seen as a macho
thing; it causes a lot of aggressive behav-

ior. Alcohol far outshines other drug abuse

problems,” Mr Grindey adds.

Drinking is entwined with the popular

sport of curling here.

“However,” Mr Grindey says, “there is

no question people are becoming more

aware of alcohol and more aware of the

problems if they are caught DWI. I know

someone here in Brandon who owns a cou-

ple of hotels and his beverage .sales are

down about 307f. In the rural areas, it is

even higher.”

Always in touch with rural workers on

his travels around the western region, Mr
Grindey is on call on weekends for serious

cases. “I’m not just an administrator. I

don’t back away from situations where I

can get involved and that’s what is re-

quired.”

(continued on page M4)
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Alcoholism Foundation of Manitoba
(from page M3)

9 am
Sun Centre
Sun Centre is an old building partitioned

and repartitioned over the years whenever
the money or other facility is available. It

will be abandoned, but for now serves ad-

mirably as a 24-bed treatment centre in

the middle of Brandon.

Jim Fraser and his staff make it tick.

Workmen have started to widen his com-
fortable but just-able-to-swing-a-cat office.

A psychologist and retired 25-year Royal

Canadian Air Force veteran, Mr Fraser

set up several treatment programs in the

services. He has been supervisor at Sun
Centre for three years.

Like everyone else one talks to in the

Foundation, he is enthusiastic: “I think

what the Foundation is doing is realistic. It

has its feet on the ground and is not chas-

ing around doing a lot of airy-fairy

things.”

There is a lot of marijuana around Bran-

don to combine with alcohol; apparently,

crack has made its debut. Rumor has it,

and “one lad claimed he had had PCP, but

from my experience I don’t think so. There

is not much cocaine and heroin here be-

cause of price and availability.

“Young users here are not sophisticated

in drug use. They have no real experience,

so they think they get whatever people

claim they are selling them.”

Sun Centre has a large number of Native

clients: “Culturally, they are very private

people; they have difficulty with what we
know as communications techniques —
simple things: there is little eye contact,

they have a tendency not to be verbal, and
they certainly don’t like to discuss person-

al issues.”

Kenzie Gray, a counsellor, agrees.

“I had to develop an ability to live with

quiet; to be able to allow them (Native cli-

ents) two or three minutes between the

time I ask the question or make a com-
ment and the time they reply. In individual

sessions especially, you can draw them
out; they will talk when they have a level

of trust and comfort that you will under-

stand and be with them.

“Many tend to go back to their culture;

to their spiritual beliefs. As soon as I, as a

counsellor, feel they are happy with what
they are doing— even if I am not myself—
I am satisfied, especially since a part of

our program is left up to the individual.”

Native women are more reluctant to talk

about battering and sex abuse. Mr Fraser
thinks much of this is cultural: “They will

accept more abuse than a white; they are

much more passive.”

On the other hand, Ms Gray says some of

her most intense work has been with Na-
tive women.
There is one constant among Natives

older than 40 years: the vivid memories of

being forced into residential schools where
attempts were made to take away all

things Native and where white culture was
forced on them. 'I'he Natives have nothing

good to say for this intense experience.

Noon
Western advisory board
A .soup and sandwich lunch has been ar
ranged with Doug Wark, chairman of (he

AFM Western Region Advi.sory Mo.ird, and
memhers Beverley Micks, Gary Rr.iwn,

and Don Hamilton. As outsiders, Ihey try

to assess what (he l''oundation does, whal
it can do in (heir area, and to make appro
priate suggest ions One of (heir concerns is

the condition of the .Sun (lenlre huilding;

they fear it will ju.st wear out one day
Kconomics are never out of mind, Mr

Hamilton notes: “Money is scarci' in Man
itoha as it is in the rest of the country. We
want to get as much hang out of the buck
as we can

"

Mr luawn “Brandon is considered,

even by the people who live here, a shel-

tered community; things which are com-

mon in larger centres take some time to

get here. I think some years ago it could

have been said, fairly, that there was no

drug problem — not that drugs weren’t

available, in small quantities, to small

groups of people. Now, there is a broader

concern.

“There is greater sensitivity within the

community to substance abuse in the

broader sense. We know in the early

grades in schools here, children are more
sensitive; 10 years ago, youngsters proba-

bly had no appreciation of drug terminolo-

gy. Even young children do now.”

1 :30 pm
Matheson House
Matheson House, the Foundation’s west-

ern regional headquarters, has been refur-

bished to its original glory— round towers,

balcony, intricate woodwork painted

cream and green. A posthumous gift from
a businessman here, it reflects life in the

early part of the century: beautifully carv-

ed oak fireplaces, a stained glass window.

On the trip back to Winnipeg, Paul Ma-

dak, a native New Yorker and AFM coor-

dinator of research and data systems, ex-

plains the computer system being in-

stalled. The snow forecast has come and

gone in a whisk on the prairie winds; the

road is long and fairly clear.

THURSDAY

8:30 am
Support services

Winnipeg
One of the newest members of the AFM is

Tim Duprey, director of .support services.

He is familiar, like many other AFM staff-

ers, with .some situations the AFM faces

because of his federal government experi-

ence, partly with the Bureau of Indian Af-

fairs. His responsibilities include finance,

personnel, recruitment, training and de-

vi'lopmisit, and labor relations. l‘'ounda

(ion staff belong to the Manitoba Govern
ment Emiiloyccs Association.

At the AFM, things ;irc done in different

ways in different regions. Mr Duprey ex

plains: “Be it financial or program, each
region has its own quality. The western re

gion. for example, has a rural nature and

rural attitudes I’i’ople taki’ more time to

meet and discuss with you

“Winnipeg is urban and a little more
active”

11 am
Library
The Foundation's library is on the ground

Hour near the mam entrance This tempts

people to walk m olf the street to ask for in

formation, librarian Rita .Shreiher reports

Inquirers range from school children to

university post-graduates.

A set of AFM pamphlets, in English and
in French, are distributed widely. Lan-
guage is couched in terms understandable

at any reading level. Ms Shreiber says the

AFM can’t advertise the library service to

the public: “We would not be able to han-

dle the inquiries we would be sure to get.”

An average of 350 video cassettes on top-

ics that cover the field, from alcohol to sol-

vent sniffing, are sent out each month.

1 1 :30 am
Planning and research
“The first thing to do is to pinpoint oppor-

tunities and figure out how you are going to

work within the system to get them,” is

how Linda DuBick sees part of her opera-

tion as director of planning and research.

This is easier said than done.

Her career with the Manitoba govern-

ment, before moving to the AFM 18

months ago, means she is trying to trans-

late what she knows about the central gov-

ernment system, “and the big P and small

p of politics, into the needs and concerns of

the Foundation.”

One AFM mandate is research, although
there has never been capacity to conduct
research. Paul Madak has been trying to

develop such a capacity, but, as Ms Du-
Bick points out, “the problem is. of course,

that there isn’t any money. So, we do a lot

of things on spec and by the seat of our

pants.”

One thrust is to use the Foundation’s

staff and client population for graduate
student research projects. The research
review committee, which sets criteria and
standards, recently met for the first time
to consider two proposals.

A series of program evaluations is also

underway to try to evaluate which pro-

grams are doing well and which are not.

Another important area is formulation

of policy statements, which are both im-

portant and worrying to Ms Dubick. "1

have a concern because 1 think sometimes
when you define the differences between
groups, you only make the problems
worse. I want to see policies which almost

Golinoski: argumonis with dhvors

could be applied to any human.”
One of the first policy statements has

been on care of women, and it addressed
special needs such as child care, especial-

ly for single mothers, while in treatment.
Obviously, the Foundation can’t be a child

care agency, but staff hope the means
might be found to get women into treat-

ment and contract out child care to local

day care centres.

2 pm
Residential services
Gerry Kolesar is acting manager of the

residential services located in a large
building next to theAFM headquarters.

“We have units for 10 men and five for

women for minor kinds of withdrawals be-

fore further assessment,” he explains.

“Women clients are treated at River
House, and the men, in a 45-bed capacity in

the building.

“We operate a vertical service; the

same counsellor continues to see a client.

This is much more effective than separate
programs.”
Non-residential care is soon to be located

in the building as well as the affected

persons’ program: for people who do not

have a problem themselves but have a
family member who does.

A large number of the clients are Native.

Mr Kolesar points out most live in Winni-

peg and “have basically the same lifestyle

as other people in the city. We have pro-

grams for those with special needs, which
can be covered in indivdual counselling.”

FRIDAY

9 am
Impaired drivers program
Since September. Darlene Golinoski and
her staff have received abusive telephone

calls from people hopping mad because a

DWI conviction means they have to come
in to see staff and part with $225. A lot have
yet to come in.

“People on the telephone want to argue:

they blame, they threaten. But. we have
found that by the time they actually come
in to pay their money and see a counsellor,

they have already worked through a cer-

tain level of that anger."

Under the program, a DWI-convicted

driver has to be assessed by Ms (Jolinos-

ki’s staff before applying to get their li-

cence restored.

"We anticipate for first offenders that

the great majority will be in the category

of having made a stupid mistake. We will

do assessments; if that is what comes out.

we won't take further action.
'

On the other hand, people assessed as

high risk in terms of consumption have to

take part in a one-day educational pro-

gram. The day is spent partly on education

and partly on how to handle the situation

differently the next time.

The 'next time' is not idle chatter. Ms
Golinoski: "We try to assess what they're

really going to do. We don't want only the

'right' answer — I'll take a bus.' Few
young men. for example, are going to stH' a

young lady home by bus.
"

If assessment shows a client's chemical

use is already creating problems, the indi-

vidual will be put into treatment

People expect drivers put into treatment

are going to be more hostile and more re

sistant because they're not there volun-

tarily.

Ms Golinoski is not so sure; "Perhaps

that's right, but 1 tend to think that's a

rather negative way of looking at it Let's

face it. how many ptniple seek help ’ Some-
thing usually pushes them there

"They might sit in a treatment group

and say they don't want to be there, but

w.int their licence hack It is more risky to

say they don't want to be there, but they

have to be because they want to keep (heir

jobs or families We might have an oppor-

tunity to deal moreojH'nly then
"

The house where the impaired drivers

program is hx'ated is in a quiet neighbor-

IkkhI The AFM's first headquarters, it is

anonymous enough for tho.se w ho call

And, Ms Golinoski is aware those who do

come “have already suffered conse-

quences they can't drive, there is embar
rassment as well as cost

"
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Participation in global anti-drug efforts seen as priority

Through the Open Door: China and drugs
By Gatnini Seneviratne

VIENNA — China has no serious

drug abuse problem as yet, but the

world’s most populous country has

joined the international effort

against drugs and is examining its

own vulnerability.

China’s commitment to an open

door policy on the world has

brought with it worries about an in-

flux of drugs and the drug influ-

ence on youth.

The country’s Criminal Code, re-

constructed after the traumatic

Cultural Revolution, includes an

article which imposes severe pen-

alties for drug smuggling and

peddling. And, a new pharmaceuti-

cals law closely controls the medi-

cal use of all addictive drugs.

The clearest revelation of con-

cern is the 1984 decision of the

State Council, the highest level of

government, which led to the Min-

istry of Health immediately setting

up a Drug Dependence Research

Centre (DDRC).
While criminal law does not re-

flect internal demand and is aimed
essentially against through-traffic

of drugs in and out of China, the

pharmaceuticals law does address

a nascent problem. Drug depen-

dence in China today is largely due

to misuse in medical practice.

It is now illegal to use the opium
poppy in traditional medicine and
in the local pharmacy. One can buy
acetylsalicylic acid (eg, Aspirin),

vitamin C, and antibiotics like te-

tracycline, but not narcotics or

psychotropic substances.

All addictive drugs are issued on

prescription, and only physicians

in practice for at least three years

can prescribe them. For hypnotics,

the prescriptions are limited to a

few days' needs.

Chinese officials do not rate the

prevailing level of post-treatment

drug dependence as disturbing.

Cai Zhi-Ji, professor of pharma-
cology at Beijing Medical Univer-

sity; "Some people have developed

dependence after getting narcotic

injections against severe pain.

Morphine is rarely used and the in-

jectable analgesic of choice is pe-

thidine (eg, Demerol).

“We also have some addiction

due to the overuse of hypnotics,

scattered cases of benzodiazepine

and barbiturate addiction. The pa-

tients are required to accept treat-

ment.”

What does disturb Dr Cai and

others is the future. Since the early

1980s, China has sensed its vulner-

ability to drugs and opted to be pre-

pared; isolationism was aban-

doned for international partici-

pation.

In 1984, Dr Cai was elected by the

United Nations Economic and So-

cial Council to serve a five-year

(1985-90) term as a member of the

By Lachlan MacQuarrie

HONG KONG — Customs and nar-

cotics officials are concerned the

easy availability and relatively

low prices of certain medicines in

China may lead to a rising inci-

dence of drug-related problems
here.

The problems range from indi-

vidual smuggling of medicines to

trafficking and abuse of non-opiate

drugs.

UN International Narcotics Con-

trol Board (INCB), the first

Chinese member.
In 1985, China ratified the two in-

ternational conventions and also

joined Interpol (the International

Criminal Police Commission)

.

As an INCB member. Dr Cai con-

veyed the international concern

about methaqualone (eg, Tualone-

300) to the authorities in China and
recommended its manufacture

and use there be stopped.

“I am happy to say steps are be-

ing taken to remove it from medi-

cal use, and, already, manufactur-

ers in China have been asked to

stop producing it,” he told The
Journal. ( See story below.

)

Customs and Excise Department
Assistant Superintendent Michael

Lee has warned Hong Kong resi-

dents of the medical and legal dan-

gers of trying to take advantage of

the low prices of Chinese drugs and

the fact certain medicines, con-

trolled here, are often available

without prescription in China,

Major seizures of drugs originat-

ing in China have increased signifi-

cantly, particularly of methaqua-
lone, a commonly abused drug

among bar girls and prostitutes in

Hong Kong,

Dr Cai is director of the DDRC
which, he says, has a key linking

role.

“We want to collect information

from all countries and translate

and summarize it for the use of our

authorities.”

The external part of the DDRC
program is being coordinated by
the World Health Organization and
has been awarded US $300,000 (Cdn

$416,000) over three years, by the

UN Fund for Drug Abuse Control.

The funding will buy equipment,

bring foreign experts to seminars

in China, and send DDRC scien-

tists to specialist centres abroad to

fine tune their skills.

The DDRC is set up as an inde-

In the first six months of 1986, the

total quantity of Mandrax ( metha-

qualone-diphenhydramine) tablets

and methaqualone powder seized

was more than eight times that

seized in the whole of 1985.

And, even though heroin contin-

ues to be the major drug of abuse

for more than 90% of Hong Kong’s

estimated 40,000 addicts, there has

been an increase of more than

200% in the number of people re-

ported to be taking methaqualone
as their primary drug.

pendent, non-governmental re-

search body under the supervision

of the Ministry of Health and is al-

ready earmarked by the govern-

ment for status as a national insti-

tute, with appropriately increased

staff and capability to carry out

countrywide studies.

The single, most important of

these is its planned epidemiologi-

cal survey of drug abuse in China.

Almost as important, and al-

ready underway, are evaluation

studies on the dependence poten-

tial of newly developed drugs.

The DDRC is also responsible for

public education on smoking and

c alcohol, as well as on drugs, A re-

I lated project is training of profes-
“ sionals who have contact with the

public, notably doctors.

“There is a lot of concern about
the young,” says Dr Cai. “We have
a very rough estimate that 70% of

young people have the smoking
habit, though not all are heavy
smokers, only a few" (The Jour-

nal, June, 1986).

But, it is a social habit as well as

a source of governmental revenue,

so nothing other than information

about its harmful effects is likely

to come out of the Centre in the

near future.

Alcohol, which is used only for

rites and festivals, is seen as the

least of China’s problems.

Dr Cai: “Socially, we drink tea,

so we have few alcohol addicts. We
are becoming a bit worried now,

because the economy is picking up

and the young are exposed to the

drinking habit.”

An interesting bonus for China is

that none of the herbs and plants

used in its widely practiced tradi-

tional medicine, apart from canna-

bis and the opium poppy — both

now illegal even for medical pur-

poses — have any "detectable de-

pendence potential," says Dr Cai.

It has been suggested, in fact,

the low demand for drugs in China

may be the result not only of cultu-

ral conventions, like tea rather

than alcohol drinking, but also of

traditional medicine based on

whole plants rather than extracts

of their active ingredients.

Health promotion, the series

Mainland drugs hitting Hong Kong

My dearest Nephew

:

1 have perused your latest missive with

interest. 1 am always flattered when you
turn to your old uncle for guidance in the

ways of the world and for advice as to how
you can best make your way in it.

I am no Lord Chesterfield and conse-

quently my letters to you can be in no way
as stylish and erudite as his letters to

his son. But that caveat aside, 1 do possess

a modicum of wisdom and a modest felici-

ty of expression, and 1 am always pleased

to apply both to the task of helping you
chart your course through the stormy wa-
ters of life.

As I’ve told you many times, there are
tides in the affairs of men, tides that can
gently lift you into safe financial harbors
and tides that can leave you with your
keel stuck in the mud. Needless to say, the

former are preferable to the latter. The
trick, of course, is to be able to identify

the flood tide from the ebb — something
you have not always been successful at,

as witnessed by your disastrous foray into

Home Computers.

But, let us not dwell on past failures. Let
us look to the future, and specifically, to

your future.

I understand from your letter that you
are now concentrating your efforts in the

field of Health Promotion, a field you ref-

er to as “the wave of the future.” 1 seem
to remember that ‘the wave of the future’

was the sobriquet with which you identi-

fied Home Computers. But, be that as it

may, I wish you every success in your

new endeavor.

Wishing you every success is one thing;

your achieving it is quite another. And, 1

would be less than honest if 1 did not con-

fess that 1 have some serious reservations

about the health-promoting television

screenplays you sent me.

1 understand they are pilots for prime-
time series, and 1 appreciate the difficulty

of trying to create a memorable charac-

ter and develop an interesting dramatic
situation given the half-hour time limita-

tion. But all that notwithstanding, I hon-

estly do not feel that the NBC TV network
is going to be impressed with Hilda Hano-
ver: Public Health Nurse. The scene
where she makes up a low-cholesterol diet

for her roomate goes on far too long, and 1

didn’t find the bit about her catching the

Medical Officer of Health with his seat-

belt unbuckled funny at all, even when I

tried to imagine, as you suggested, Mary
Tyler Moore playing the role.

In addition, I don’t think CBS is likely to

go for Miami Virtue. The premise is

amusing — two Public Health Inspectors

who moonlight as urine testers— but, how
shall I say it, the pilot episode lacks a cer-

tain dramatic tension. 'The tedium of your

duo’s attempt to install adequate kitchen

exhaust-fans in the restaurant of a Cuban
exile is not relieved, I am sorry to say, by

the sub-plot concerning tbe collection of

specimens from the air traffic controllers

at Miami International Airport.

It was perspicacious of you to send the

Zoltan Danzig script to the CBC, a Canadi-

an network with a reputation for being

high-minded and public-spirited and. not

only that, a network that has demon-

strated in the past — by way of Wojeck. a

series about a crusading coroner, and

Quentin Durgens. a series about a hard-

working Member of Parliament — that it

is not only high-minded and public-spir-

ited, it is also a network with a strange

penchant for dramatic series about men
with funny names.

Notwithstanding these favorable por-

tends, I am not convinced the CBC will

look on a series about a Statistics Canada
biostatistician with much favor, even one

so imaginatively named. And that is in

spite of the scene in the pilot where Zoltan

Danzig prepares a report about alcohol

use in Elgin County, Ontario, and writes a

memo suggesting that it would be quite in-

teresting to compare this with alcohol

consumption in Cape Breton.

I mention this scene because it was the

only one that even remotely held my at-

tention; the big dramatic moment when
Zoltan Danzig discovers his boss sneaking

a cigarette in the men’s washroom, didn’t

move me at all.

I am sorry to sound so negative, dear

nephew, but if Health Promotion truly is,

as you say, the wave of the future, then

you will need sleeker vessels than these to

ferry you into Marina del Rey harbor and

a California condo. Because, however

much we might individually strive to live

healthy and virtuous lives, the lives of the

unhealthy and sinful have considerably

more entertainment value.

How about making Hilda Hanover a

public health nurse by day. and a call-girl

by night? It is just a sugge.stion.

Your loving Uncle

By

Wayne

Howell
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More Irish students smoke— fewer use drugs
By Karen Birchard

DUBLIN — A major study of

smoking and drug use among Irish

secondary school students has

found bad breath and smelly

clothes are more effective deter-

rents to smoking than the threat of

cancer or other health hazards.

Moreover, the study found smok-
ing among high school students

here is much more widespread

than in Europe, North America, or

Australia.

The study was conducted for the

Economic and Social Research In-

stitute (ESRI) by Joel Grube, a se-

nior scientist with the Prevention

Research Center in Berkeley, Cali-

fornia who was with ESRI from
1981 to 1985, and Mark Morgan, a

lecturer in education and pyscholo-

gy at St Patrick’s College here.

Of the students surveyed, 67%
admitted they either had smoked
or were still smoking. The average

age for the first cigarette was 11

years, while many children ad-

mitted they began to smoke regu-

larly between 13 and 14 years.

Approximately 3,000 students

from a variety of social back-

grounds, attending 24 randomly se-

lected secondary schools in the

Greater Dublin area, took part.

More than a third used alcohol on a

regular basis, and nearly 40% had
been drunk at least once.

Twenty-five percent of the 13-

year-old schoolboys surveyed were
regular drinkers, while 70% of 17-

year-old boys were.

However, the study points out

that while there are a large num-
ber of teenage drinkers, there are

also a significant number of total

abstainers among the young.

“It’s a major image of adult so-

ciety,” said Dr Morgan.
More than 20% of the students

had tried drugs other than alcohol

and cigarettes. ‘Hard’ drug abuse
was low, with the least popular
drugs being cocaine and opiates.

The most popular drugs were mar-
ijuana and glue (for sniffing), fol-

lowed by hallucinogenic mush-
rooms and cough syrup mixtures.

Comparisons with other coun-

tries suggest that although the rate

of inhalant use here is high, the use
of other drugs by Irish children is

low by international standards.

But, the researchers point out,

drug use had increased six-fold in

10 years.

The study found slightly great-

er use of drugs by students whose
fathers hold either managerial or

executive jobs. The consumption of

drink or cigarettes by parents did

not influence their children to

smoke or drink. But, parental atti-

tudes to other drug use did have
some influence.

Neither the fathers’ nor the

mothers’ work outside the home
related to teenage drinking, smok-
ing, or other drug use. Those stu-

dents who had the most pocket

money also reported more fre-

quent use of the substances.

Young people who smoked,
drank, or used other drugs were
also found frequently to have be-

haviorial problems. As a group,

they tended to swear and lie to tea-

chers and parents, as well as to

steal and damage property.

Perceived drug use by a best

friend was consistently and strong-

ly associated with student use of al-

cohol, cigarettes, or other drugs.

What the study report calls

“bonding to the family” (dose
relationships with parents) coin-

cided with significantly lower lev-

els of drinking and smoking. Reli-

gious students and those who place

emphasis on doing well in school

were generally less likely to smoke
or drink.

The study report points out more
information about drugs does not

seem to deter people from using

them. In fact, there are indications

information alone might lead to

more favorable attitudes and in-

creased experimentation.

It recommends school programs
to combat cigarette, drug, and al-

cohol use, but says it is extremely

important to avoid “miseduca-

tion.” Information to young people

should be truthful rather than ex-

aggerated. By stressing immedi-
ate consequences of drug abuse,

rather than long-term effects, tea-

chers, parents, and counsellors

have some effect.

Wanted:
men, women
for ADPA meet

WASHINGTON — A national in-
ference on alcohol, drugs, and

women scheduled for Denver in

May had better draw a large male
audience or Karst Besteman is

going to be one miffed director of

the Alcohol and Drug Problems As-

.sociation of North America here

One reason for the conference is

that “if you can show there is a

gender difference in the consump-

tion of various drugs, including al-

cohol, and that there is a stH'ial pat-

tern. then you know you have to de-

sign your responses to nu'ct those

differences,
' Mr Besteman says

This IS important "beeause wo
haven't defined adequately treat-

ment needs based on gender

male or female."

Mr Besteman points out there

are some dilTerenees. there are

clinical and epidemiological data

available, and "we know some 9t)'

.

of United Slates clinical directors

and program directors are white,

male, and middle aged, or gelling

close to it

“That particular population his-

torically is not alert to gender dif-

ferences in this field, or any field"

Mr Besteman emphasizes the

May meeting “is not a for-women-

only conference

TrainingProgram on
Prevention mtbeDmgHd.d

PREPARING A VERBAL

PRESENTATION

Modular design — use units or modules

separately

Complete structured course with 12-day

timetable

26 reference material handouts

22 learning activity exercises

24 visuals for overhead or flip chart

Complete package in either French or English

Prepared by a Task Force of the National

Planning Committee on Training in the

Addictions Field

^ 200-page

Instructor

Manual

O N V > (t R A r J

-riiiiiiii ^3
Monographs

for Background

Reading

Price: Instructor Manual and 3 Monographs $95.00 pkg.

Order from Marketing Services, Dept. PJ

Addiction Research Foundation

33 Russeii Street

Toronto, Canada M5S2S1

Send for more information

VISA and MasterCard
accepted
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ew Moolis by MARGYCHAN

Smoker Motivation:

A Review of

Contemporary
Literature

. . . by Angelika Wettener and Jur-

gen von Troschke

This is a critical review of the so-

cial research literature on the

smoker and causes of smoking.

The review covers mostly publica-

tions in English and German is-

sued since 1964, the date of the first

United States Surgeon-General’s

report on smoking and health.

The text includes the main re-

search findings and a critical anal-

ysis of methods and results. It fo-

cuses on three main aspects ; com-
mencement and habituation of

smoking, changes in smoking be-

havior, and function of smoking
from the standpoint of the average

smoker. A comprehensive bibliog-

raphy is appended.

Despite the large volume of liter-

ature on smoking, the book points

out, almost all studies end on an in-

conclusive note. The limitation and
methodological weaknesses of the

various studies are discussed. This

work will contribute toward the de-

velopment of more sophisticated

methodological and theoretical

frameworks for future research.

Springer-Verlag, New York, NY.
1986. 164 p. ISBN 0-387-16751-X.

The Steel Drug:
Cocaine in Perspective

. . by Patricia G. Erickson, Ed-
ward M. Adlaf, Glenn F. Murray,
and Reginald G. Smart

Even though cocaine has become a

popular illicit drug among adults,

information about the drug and its

users remains relatively scarce.

This is a timely book on the cur-

rent cocaine crisis (The Journal,

February). The authors inject a

sense of proportion to the issue by
looking at cocaine historically, by
placing it in a cultural context, and
by reviewing available studies.

The authors also present in-depth

research on more than 100 adult co-

caine users. Policy implications

are discussed, and directions for

future research are suggested.

The book will interest drug treat-

ment professionals, law enforce-

ment personnel, researchers, and
those involved in the development

of public policy.

Lexington Books, D.C. Heath and
Company, Lexington, Mass. 169 p.

$25. ISBN 0-669-14572-6.

Why Volunteers?

:

Selecting, Training,

and Deploying
Volunteers in

Alcohol Treatment
Services

... by Gillian Leigh, Robin Ger-

rish, and Evelyn Gillespie

In the last two decades, there has

been an increasing emphasis on

the role of community-based care

in the provision of mental health

services. Outpatient or neighbor-

hood health care facilities have
created a need for volunteers, es-

pecially in times of dwindling pub-

lic funding.

In the alcohol abuse treatment

area, volunteers are both a useful

and necessary force in supple-

menting the growing need for serv-

ices, including early treatment in-

tervention and positive community
links in maintaining treatment

gains.

This manual explores the issues

r
Guest Review

By Donald M. Smith, PhD*

Author James Mills is a journalist

who purports to have spent several

years gathering material for an in-

side account of CENTAC, the Cen-
tral Tactical Unit which operated
in the United States Drug Enforce-
ment Administration (DEA) in the

early 1980s.

Details are given on only three of

CENTAC’s projects against major
drug traffickers, the common fac-

tor being the organizational acu-
men of the leaders involved. One
conspiracy was centred in Fort
Lauderdale, Florida, where Carib-
bean marijuana was imported. A
second, in Tijuana, Mexico, pushed
marijuana, cocaine, and some her-

oin from Mexico into California;

and, the third— unsuccessfully re-

solved — involved heroin from the

Golden Triangle through Thailand.

This book is a true crime adven-

ture and could be turned into an-

other violent television series.

Presumably, the author’s inside

track was given in an attempt to

ensure survival of CENTAC and

the type of wide-ranging investiga-

tion into major trafficking conspir-

acies, uninhibited by the ‘turf pro-

tection of regional DEA offices, it

conducted. The effort was unsuc-

cessful; the unit has long since

been dissolved.

Such conspiracy cases are long,

difficult, and don’t yield the showy
seizures of large quantities of

drugs needed for the photo ‘oppor-

tunities’ sometimes used to help

re-elect US district attorneys.

Of note is what is omitted : the in-

volvement of the Mafia; Levantine

trafficking; the Golden Crescent

(Iran, Afghanistan, Pakistan) as a

source of heroin; diversions from
legal sources; motorcycle gangs
and trafficking in synthetics; and,

any in-depth study of methods used

to track and seize the assets of traf-

fickers and, more particularly, the

financial operators who run them.

The cases detailed were ‘biggies,’

but not the biggest or most-en-

trenched in the corruption of the

countries concerned.

*Dr Smith is aformer senior scien-

tific adviser, intergovernmental

and international affairs branch,

Health and Welfare Canada.

of selection, training, and deploy-

ment of volunteers. 'The appendix
contains a detailed description of a

volunteer program as a commu-
nity support approach to alcohol

abuse treatment.

Addiction Research Foundation,

Toronto, Canada. 80 p. $9.75. ISBN
0-88868-104-2.

Prevention
in the Drug Field

. . . by Sherri Torjman

This training package is the culmi-

nation of five years of research and
effort by the National Planning

Committee on Training in the Ad-

dictions Field, a working group of

the Federal Provincial Sub-Com-
mittee on Alcohol and Other Drug
Problems in Canada.

It provides a basic level of train-

ing developed primarily for train-

ers, but may also be useful to com-
munity workers with responsibility

for prevention activities.

Prepared and written for use by
many workers in the drug field, the

package contains an instructor’s

manual and three monographs: es-

sential concepts and strategies,

change agent skills, and program
planning and implementation. The
training package is also issued in

French.

Addiction Research Foundation,

Toronto. $95 per package. ISBN 0-

88868-126-7.

The Geisinger
National Conference

ON Addiction

Conway Hunter, Jr., M.D., Chairman
Geraldine O. Delaney, Co-chairman

4

October 28 through November 1, 1987

The Adams Mark Hotel
Philadelphia, Pa.

Sponsored by The Geisinger Foundation and
Marworth Alcoholism Treatment Centers

CME-CATEGORY I CREDITS APPLIED FOR

The Most Important

Conference on Addiction

You May Ever
Attend . .

.

For more information and a
COMPLETE CONFERENCE BROCHURE CALL. .

.

1-800-451-4442 / 717-563-1112 in pa

Advance Registration

$25.00
DISCOUNT

—Save this ccmpon—
Altach Ihisonipon l<» vour Frtvdom 'H7

rvgistrahon maiRrd bef*»rv Mav 15, IV87

We will aulomatkaliy deduci $25.00
from vour regi.slraltori fei*^. Limil tnu*

(!) coupon per registralHin or

booth.

j

j
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j

!
BROCHURE FOR Freedom '87 cm

j

1
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I
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1
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j
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9fbjettion$
The following selected evaluations of audio-visual materials have been made
by the Audio-Visual Assessment Group of the Addiction Research Founda-

tion in Ontario. The ratings are based on a six-point scale. Projections are

available in both video and 16mm fdm unless otherwise specified. For fur-

ther information, contact Margaret Sheppard at ( 416 ) 595-6000, ext 7384.

The Party’s Over

Number: 111.

Subject heading: Impaired driv-

ing.

Time: 19 min.

Synopsis: Jim, promising to get

home in time for his son’s party,

goes off to work. After a normal
day, he agrees to go for a beer with

a co-worker. As Jim drinks in the

bar, the narrator explains the dan-

gers of drinking and driving and
the three decisions each person

must make; will you drink, how

much, and will you drive? Several

people tell of their experiences.

Others explain why they do not

drink and drive and the alterna-

tives they use. By now, Jim is vis-

ibly impaired but sets out to drive

home. After several close calls, he

arrives. As he enters the house, his

wife asks if he saw their son wait-

ing for him in the driveway. Un-

knowingly, Jim has killed his son.

General evaluation: Very good

(5.2). This film had great emotion-

al impact and good information to

stimulate discussion. General

broadcast is recommended.

Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the film could bene-

fit those 15 years and older.

Medical Aspects
ofCo-dependency

Number: 771.

Subject heading: Alcohol and the

family : treatment/rehabilitation.

Time: 28 min.

Synopsis: Max Schneider, an inter-

nal medicine specialist, has no-

ticed members of families in which

there is an .alcoholic suffer from
symptoms similar to those of an al-

coholic. He lectures on the symp-
toms: psychosomatic disease, ul-

cers, and urinary tract disorders.

He says all members of the family

must receive treatment if they are

to function smoothly as part of a

family system. He recommends
significant others — for example,
the boss — also attend some treat-

ment sessions.

General evaluation: Poor (2.1).

The information could be mislead-

ing; not all family members man-
ifest the symptoms shown, and not

all families are “sick.” The lecture

format is boring.

Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the film could be
used with families of alcoholics.

First Cigarette

(Revised)

Number: 774.

Subject heading

:

Smoking.
Time: Nine min.

Synopsis: People who’ve tried cig-

arettes offer reasons for taking the

first puff. People who continue to

smoke discuss why. A third group
discusses the difficulties of quit-

ting. The viewer is cautioned to

think carefully before accepting a
cigarette.

General evaluation: Poor to fair

(2.7). This film won’t help the in-

tended audience, young children,

in making decisions about smok-
ing.

Recommended use: None.

Living with
an Alcoholic Parent

Number: 762.

Subject heading: Alcohol and the

family.

Details: Two filmstrips with audio

cassette tapes.

Synopsis: Maureen. Susannah, and
Tom each live wdth an alcoholic

parent. They explain their feelings

and how they try to deal with their

situations in the first filmstrip. The
second illustrates the effects alco-

hol can have and tells why it is im-

portant for those living with an al-

coholic to get help. The three tell

how they got help from a school

counsellor and Alateen.

General evaluation: Good (4.0).

The filmstrips accurately portray

how young people might react to

an alcoholic parent and provide

good advice on how to cope.

Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the filmstrips could

benefit those 12 to 18 years of age.

PCP

Number: 773.

Subject heading

:

PCP.
Time: 19 min.

Synopsis: PCP, a very unpredict-

able psychoactive drug, is both a

depressant and a stimulant, de-

pending on the user and the envi-

ronment. Tom. a middle-class

worker likes to get high to escape

daily pressures. His dealer per-

suades him to try something called

superw’eed. At home, after dinner.

Tom smokes a cigar laced with

PCP. He becomes violent and as-

saults his wife. A counsellor, a for-

mer user, explains how dangerous
the drug can be.

General evaluation: Poor (2.0).

This film is out-of-date, and the in-

formation no longer useful.

Recommended use: Archival.
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Coniing^vents
Coming Events is a free service. While all notices are considered, publication can-
not be guaranteed. Deadline is eight weeks in advance of publication. Contact:
The Journal, Coming Events, 33 Russell St, Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1.

Canada

Hospitals Meeting the Challenge of

Alcohol and Drug Problems —
March 5, Toronto, Ontario. Infor-

mation: Gwen MacKinnon, Addic-

tion Research Foundation, 33 Rus-

sell St, Toronto, ON MSS 2S1.

Relaxation and Stress Manage-

ment Workshop — March 5-6, To-

ronto, Ontario. Information:

School for Addiction Studies, Ad-

diction Research Foundation, 8

May St, Toronto, ON M4W 2Y1.

1987 Health Care Management
Conference — March 11-13, Toron-

to, Ontario. Information: Ingrid

Norrish or Karen Tavener, Confer-

ence and Seminar Services, Humb-
er College, 205 Humber College

Blvd, Etobicoke, ON M9W 5L7.

The Community and Northern Jus-

tice — March 15-20, Whitehorse,

Yukon. Information: Northern

conference office, c/o Continuing

Studies, Simon Fraser University,

Burnaby, British Columbia V5A
1S6.

Suicidal Behavior in Children —
March 20, Windsor, Ontario. Infor-

mation: Antoon A. Leenaars, sui-

cide prevention/awareness com-
mittee, Dept of Psychology, Uni-

versity of Windsor, 401 Sunset Ave,

Windsor. ON N9B3P4.
Seminar for Scientists — April 2,

Toronto, Ontario. Information:

School for Addiction Studies, Ad-

diction Research Foundation, 8

May St, Toronto, ON M4W 2Y1.

Behavioral Interventions Course
— April 6-8, Toronto, Ontario. In-

formation: School for Addiction

Studies, Addiction Research Foun-

dation, 8 May St, Toronto, ON M4W
2Y1.

Canadian Addictions Foundation
Atlantic Conference 87 — April 26-

30. Saint John, New Brunswick. In-

formation: Roger A. Alain, infor-

mation officer. Alcoholism and
Drug Dependency Commission of

New Brunswick, PO Box 6000,

Fredericton, NB E3B 5H1.

1st Pacific Institute on Addictions
— May 5-8, Langley, British Co-
lumbia. Information: Karl Bur-
den. Alcohol and Drug Concerns
Inc, 11 Progress Ave, Ste 200, Scar-

borough, Ontario MIP 4S7.

Prevention Congress III, Working
Together to Build Healthy and Sup-

portive Communities — May 6-8,

KitchenerAVaterloo, Ontario. In-

formation: Prevention Congress
III, Lutherwood, RR 3, Waterloo,

ON N2J 3Z4.

29th Annual Assembly of the Col-

lege of Family Physicians of Cana-
da— May 10-13, Halifax, Nova Sco-

tia. Information: College of Fami-
ly Physicians of Canada, 4000 Les-
lie St, Willowdale, Ontario M2K
2R9.

PRIDE Canada 3rd National Con-
ference on Youth and Drugs — May
14-16, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.
Information: Eloise Opheim, pres-

ident, PRIDE Canada, Ste 111,

Thorvaldson Bldg, College of Phar-
macy, University of Saskatche-
wan, Saskatoon, SK S7N OWO.

87th Annual Conference of the Ca-
nadian Lung Association — May
29-31, Montreal, Quebec. Informa-
tion: Les McDonald, director.

Health Education and Program
Services, Canadian Lung Associa-
tion, 75 Albert St, Ste 908, Ottawa,
Ontario KIP 5E7.

Canadian Multidisciplinary Road
Safety Conference and Annual
Meeting of Canadian Association
of Road Safety Professionals
(CARSP) — June 1-3, Calgary, Al-

berta. Information: Madeleine Al-

dridge, conference coordinator.

Faculty of Continuing Education,

University of Calgary, 2500 Univer-

sity DR NW, Calgary, AB T2N 1N4.

Work and Well-being 87— June 12-

14, Edmonton, Alberta. Informa-

tion: Canadian Mental Health As-

sociation, #200, 12120 - 106 Ave, Ed-

monton, AB T5N 0Z2.

Summer School for Addiction Stud-

ies — July 6-24, Toronto, Ontario.

Information: School for Addiction

Studies, 8 May St, Toronto, ON
M4W2Y1

28th Annual Institute on Addiction

Studies — July 12-17, Hamilton,

Ontario. Information: Betty Col-

lins, Alcohol and Drug Concerns,

Inc, 11 Progress Ave, Ste 200, Scar-

borough, ONM1P4S7.
Canadian Psychiatric Association

Annual Meeting: The Human Di-

mensions of Psychiatry — Sept 16-

18, London, Ontario. Information:

Lea C. Metivier, 225 Lisgar St, Ste

103, Ottawa, ON K2P 0C6.

United States

12th Annual Regional Institute on

Alcohol and Drug Abuse — March
10-11, Belton, Texas. Information:

Central Texas Council on Alcohol-

ism and Drug Abuse, PO Box 203,

Temple,TX 76503.

PRIDE 1987 International Confer-

ence on Drugs — March 19-21, At-

lanta. Georgia. Information: Jean
Alford, National Parents’ Re-

source Institute for Drug Educa-
tion. Inc, 100 Edgewood Dr, Ste

1216, Atlanta, GA.

5th National Symposium on the Im-
paired Nurse — March 25-27, At-

lanta, Georgia. Information: Na-

tional Nurses Society on Addic-

tions, 2506 Gross Point Rd,

Evanston, Illinois 60201.

American Society for Clinical

Pharmacology and Therapeutics

Annual Meeting — March 25-28,

Orlando, Florida. Information:

Elaine Galasso, executive secre-

tary, 1718 Gallagher Rd, Norris-

town, Pennsylvania 19401.

American Orthopsychiatric Asso-

ciation Annual Meeting — March
25-29, Washington, DC. Informa-
tion: Marion Danger, executive di-

rector, 19 W 44th St, Ste 1616, New
York, NY 10036.

Chemical Dependency and Eating

Disorders: Common Denomina-
tors and Differences — March 28,

Oakland, California. Information:

Stephanie Ross, Merritt Peralta

Institute, 435 Hawthorne Ave, Oak-
land, CA 94609.

Western Conference on Addiction
— April 2-4, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Information: Charter Medical Cor-

poration, addictive disease divi-

sion, 11050 Crabapple, Rd, D-120,

Roswell, Georgia 30075.

Southwest Conference on Wellness
— April 23-25, Tempe, Arizona. In-

formation: Diane C. Fausel, con-

ference coordinator. Community
Resource Associates, 8338 E Buena
Terra Way, Scottsdale, AZ 85253.

National Alcoholism Forum and
Medical Scientific Conference on
Alcoholism: Alcohol and Sports —
April 23-26, Cleveland, Ohio. Infor-

mation: Forum coordinator, NCA,
12 W 21st St, New York, NY 10010.

Biological Advances in the Treat-

ment of Chemical Dependency —
April 25, Oakland, California. In-

formation: Stephanie Ross, Mer-
ritt Peralta Institute, 435 Haw-
thorne Ave, Oakland, CA 94609.

Northeastern Conference on Alco-

hol and Drug Dependence — May
3-6, Newport, Rhode Island. Infor-

mation: Jane A. Drury, conference

coordinator, Edgehill Newport
Foundation, Beacon Hill Road,
Newport, RI 02840.

National Conference on Alcohol,

Drugs and Women — May 3-6,

Denver, Colorado. Information

:

Alcohol and Drug Problems Asso-

ciation of North America, 444 N Ca-
pitol St, Ste 181, Washington, DC
20001.

American Psychiatric Association

Annual Meeting: Psychiatry in

Medicine; Medicine in Psychiatry
— May 9-14, Chicago, Illinois. In-

formation: Cathy Earnest, APA,
1400 K St NW, Washington, DC
20005.

American Society of Hospital

Pharmacists Annual Meeting —
May 31-June 4, Washington, DC;
Clinical meeting, Dec 6-10, Atlan-

ta, Georgia. Information: Joseph

Oddis, executive vice-president,

4630 Montgomery Ave, Bethesda,

Maryland 20814.

4th Annual Summer Institute for

Alcohol and Drug Studies — June

1-5, Evansville, Indiana. Informa-

tion: Nadine Coudret, director, In-

stitute for Alcohol and Drug Stud-

ies, University of Evansville, 1800

Lincoln Ave, Evansville, IN 47722.

3rd Annual National Rural Insti-

tute on Alcohol and Drug Abuse —
June 7-11, Eau Claire, Wisconsin.

Information: National Rural Insti-

tute on Alcohol and Drug Abuse,

Arts and Sciences Outreach, Uni-

versity of Wisconsin, Eau Claire,

WI 54702-4004.

Committee on Problems of Drug
Dependence and the Research So-

ciety on Alcoholism, Joint Meeting
— June 14-19, Philadelphia, Penn-

sylvania. Information: Martin W.
Adler, Temple University, Dept, of

Pharmacology, 3420 N Broad St,

Philadelphia, PA 19140.

National Clergy Council on Alco-

holism and Related Drug Prob-

lems Annual Meeting— June 15-19,

St Augustine, Florida. Informa-

tion. John O’Neill, executive direc-

tor, 1200 Varnum St NE, Washing-
ton, DC 20017.

American Medical Association An-

nual Meeting — June 21-25, Chi-

cago, Illinois; Dec 6-9, Atlanta,

Georgia. Information: James H.

Sammons, executive vice-presi-

dent, 535 N Dearborn St, Chicago,

IL 60610.

International Doctors in Alcoholics

Anonymous Annual Meeting —
July 30-Aug 7, Lexington, Ken-

tucky. Information: L. K. Reed,
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Abroad

The International Congress for Al-

coholism and Drug Abuse Counsel-

lors — March 13-21, London, En-
gland. Information: Tom Claunch,

PO Box 210638, Montgomery, Ala-

bama 36121.

Annual Scottish School on Alcohol

Related Problems — March 23-27,

Edinburgh, Scotland. Information:

Jean Nevay, Scottish Council on
Alcohol, 147 Blythwood St, Glas-

gow G2 4EN, Scotland.

7th International Conference on Al-

cohol Problems — April 5-10, Liv-

erpool, England. Information:

Conference secretary, 1st fl. The
Fruit Exchange, Victoria St, Liv-

erpool, L2 6QU England.

International Symposium: Medi-
cal Education and Alcoholism —
April 20-23, Santiago, Chile. Infor-

mation: Alfredo Pemjean, Univer-

sidad de Chile, Facultad de Medici-

na. Division Ciencias Medicas sur

Proyecto: Educacion Medica y Al-

coholismo Correo 10-D, San Mi-

guel, Santiago, Chile.

3rd Annual International Industri-

al Alcoholism Symposium — May
25-27, Frankfurt, West Germany.
Information: Sara Bilik, symposi-
um chairperson, Conecta Part-
ners, Berger Strasse 211, 6000
Frankfurt 60 FRG, West Germany.

16th International Institute on the

Prevention and Treatment of Drug
Dependence and the 33rd Interna-

tional Institute on the Prevention

and Treatment of Alcoholism —
May 31-June 5, Lausanne, Switzer-

land. Information: International

Council on Alcohol and Addictions,

Case postale 189, 1001 Lausanne,
Switzerland.

Research Conference: Statistical

Recording Systems of Alcohol

Problems — Sept 14-18, Helsinki,

Finland. Information: E. Oster-

berg. Social Research Institute of

Alcohol Studies, Kalevankatu 12,

00100 Helsinki 10, Finland.

International Conference on Alco-

hol-related Problems at the Work-
place — Sept 27-Oct 1, Newcastle-

upon-Tyne, Great Britain. Infor-

mation: Peter Rdrstad, director,

North-East Council on Addictions,

1, Moseley St, Newcastle-upon-

Tyne, NEl lYE, Great Britain.
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Drug addicts, acupuncture, and retraining
Acupuncture has been used by treatment

workers to help drug addicts for approxi-

mately 13 years. The Journal Hrst pub-

lished a report on the procedure (see clip-

pings below) in March, 1978.

Today, clinics in Great Britain and Hun-
gary, as well as across the United States,

consider acupuncture a regular treatment

modality.

And, one clinic in Los Angeles has added
an economic alternatives model to its use

of acupuncture, with support groups, in a
drop-in, detoxification setting, hoping to

reduce crime in the downtown core. Corre-

spondent Connie Zweig reports.

LOS ANGELES — A drop-in, detoxifica-

tion centre in the downtown skid row area

here is treating both drug addicts and
those addicted to nicotine and caffeine

through acupuncture.

The Turnaround Alternative Treatment
Center, a non-profit affiliate of the Crime
Prevention Through Substance Abuse
Treatment organization, was started by
volunteers from the sheriffs department,

the Los Angeles Police Department
(LAPD), downtown social agencies, the

medical community, and the business

community— diverse groups with a single

focus: reducing urban crime by reducing

drug abuse.

At the clinic’s official opening in Jan-

uary, Los Angeles County Supervisor Ed-

mund Edelman said: “We estimate 90% of

all crimes are committed by drug-ad-

dicted people. If this program works, we
could duplicate it throughout the county.”

Retired LAPD captain Diane Harber
spearheaded the project for precisely the

same reason: “A high percentage otcrime
is committed by people seeking money to

buy drugs. If we can stem this tide, we
should begin to see a big reduction in

crime and all of its economic conse-

quences.”

Municipal Court Judge Charles Rubin, a

member of Turnaround’s steering com-
mittee, concurs: “The courts are backed
up with criminal cases in which drugs and
alcohol play a significant role.”

Ms Harber said she was frustrated with

the revolving door of arresting drug users

and sending them back out on the streets.

“And, I hadn’t seen a treatment pro-

gram in existence that had had a great

deal of success with hard-core addicts.”

Then she learned about a New York city

treatment centre using acupuncture to

treat addiction (The Journal, January
1981 ) ;

she went to see how it worked. Pi-

oneered by psychiatrist Michael Smith,

PhD, at Lincoln Hospital in the South

Hronx, the program has achieved good re-

sults for 13 years with hard-core addicts.

Counselling too
"We were using methadone to treat her-

oin addicts when we read reports of a doc-

tor in Hong Kong using acupuncture,” Dr
Smith told 'I'he Journal.

At first. Dr Smith u.sed acupuncture in

con junction with counselling for 20-year al

coholics referred by the Welfare I)epart-

rnent. A survey showed 2HG of them had
stopped drinking.

The acupuncture program was then

u.sed, in cornliination with Alcoholics Anon
ymous and Narcotics Anonymous, to treat

cocaine and heroin adduds. The result: a

W/i to W/i success rale.

“Acupiinclure alone is not sufficicnl
,

'

Dr Smith reports '

ll dc|)cnds on a combi
nation of Ircalmcnis. Hut in the first

moiilli, it works far belter Ilian any oibcr

mode of outpatient irealmeni Ibal exists

“If people are to slay clean for years,

llicy need to look al ibeir lifestyles on an

ongoing basis
"

Today, clinics in Boston, Massachu-
setts; Washington, DC; Albuquerque, New
Mexico; Minneapolis, Minnesota; San

Francisco, California; Portland, Oregon;

two United States Native reservations.

Great Britain, and Hungary use Dr
Smith’s centre as a model.

To launch Turnaround here, Ms Harber

recruited Bruce Monroe, a sheriffs de-

partment planner, who volunteers as the

project’s steering committee chairman
and director. Mr Monroe found backing

through a small grant from the California

Community Foundation and thousands of

dollars in goods and services from local

businesses. The city donated the site on

San Pedro Street.

Mr Monroe designed a three-tiered pro-

gram: acupuncture, support groups, and
economic alternatives.

Mr Monroe: “This is the first program in

Los Angeles County to address alcohol and

drug problems in the context of medical,

.social, and economic development, which

arc all necessary for successful, perma
nent recovery.”

'rurnaround’s pilot program has been

underway at the SAMRA School of Acu
puncture in the Westlake District for three

months. A satellite clinic treats addictions

free of charge from 7 am to 10 am Monday
through Saturday, while the San Pedro

cciilrc ('barges on a sliding scale. Turn
around also lias a Los AngcU's hotline, ()23-

ilEIJ’

Turnaround s sl.iff has treated .sev('r;il

hundred iialicnis, including Albert, 28. who
bad a $'1110 ptu' day lu'rom habit for ('ighl

years bcfoi'i' he began Ircalnu'iils at Turn
around "1 went in pretty sick, but decided

to go cold tiirkc'y after the first tri'atment

Now, the cravings are down, and I can

think straight and sleep okay Before, all I

could Hunk ol was a lix
”

Aubrey McCoy, 39, a writer living in the

West hike 1 list net
, is also a gradual i' of the

program He had smoked cigarettes since

he was 19 ye.irs old and. until reeenllv,

hadn't gone without one for '.M hours To
day, he's a non smoker and proud of it

' If I had known it was so easy. I would

have done it sooner.'' hes.iid

David Kal/.in, MD. ol Los Angele.s. a

member ol Turnaround's medical advi

sory board, is enthusiastic: “The early re-

sults are extremely encouraging and indi-

cate acupuncture is an effective, non-toxic

alternative to the use of methadone and
other pharmacologic approaches to detoxi-

fication.”

However, several outside experts point

to possible shortcomings. P. Joseph Fraw-
ley, MD, chief of staff at Schick Shadel

Hospital, Santa Barbara. California,

where a combination of medical and be-

havioral approaches is used to treat addic-

tion, questions long-term effectiveness.

"Fve seen reports of acupuncture help-

ing withdrawal, ” Dr Frawley said. ‘‘But. 1

haven't seen reports of any long-term re-

covery rates.”

Larry Eckstein, MD, of Santa Monica,
who uses acupuncture as part of his prac-

tice, said: "Long-term recovery must be

based on multi-level interventions.

“Acupuncture needs to be supplemented

wUhdrMwtl

Acupun

Acupuncture
coverage

in
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with lifestyle intervention and commit-
ment by the patient.

“I’ve had excellent results using acu-
puncture to reduce cigarette smoking, for

instance. But, nothing can work unless the

patient really wants it.”

Basil Clyman, MD, associate chief of

staff for ambulatory care at the Veteran's
Administration Hospital in Sepulveda, was
formerly in charge of a detoxification

service for Los Angeles County and Uni-
versity of Southern California.

“It’s important not to lose sight of poten-

tial medical complications that can come
with drug addiction and withdrawal.

“If the stress of withdrawal is added to

medical problems like ulcers, trauma, or

infection, it can exacerbate the problem
and make patients more ill," he said.

“Those who use alternative techniques

tend to get over-focused on their own treat-

ment modalities and overlook other prob-

lems. Acupuncture can do no harm, pro-

vided it’s done with medical observation."

The Turnaround treatment consists of

placing five needles in specific sites in

each ear of the patient, every day for about
two weeks (The Journal, May. 1983).

Gary Archer, an acupuncturist at SAM-
RA, explains: “In Chinese medicine, the

ear is a microcosm of the whole body, so

we can treat any organ by treating the ear.

“Drugs deplete the body's energ\\ but

acupuncture helps clients maintain their

energy. It eases the whole process so they

can cope with the anxiety and other physi-

cal problems during drug withdrawal."

Self-support
Steve Wolf, a psychotherapist in private

practice in West Los Angeles, is training

counsellors to organize mutual, self-sup-

port groups for those trying to kick their

habits.

“We realize that we re attempting the

impossible," he said.

"These people have a 24-hour-a-day hab-

it, and they come here for one hour that's

different. In standard treatment, they

would be locked away from their normal
lives, cut off from external contact, to

break their patterns. But. even those pro-

grams have only a 30% to 40% success

rate."

Mr Wolf designed a social support sys-

tem to help people deal with the emotional

issues that come up during withdrawal.

"Clients learn to recognize their early

warning signs that precede the desire for a

substance. They learn to make an internal

connection by using their own breath to

ease the craving. And. they can break

their patterns of social isolation by cre-

ating friendships with others who take ^>er-

sonal responsibility for their addictions.

“Acupuncturists say every symptom is

an imbalance of the whole system

"We see people's addictions as symp-
toms of their social environment. They

need to develop new identities, new life

plans, and that is the aim of the .self-sup-

port groups
"

Besides crisis intervention, counsellors

refer clients to other community agencies

and resources here.

"We don't want to duplicate other serv-

ices already available," Mr Wolf said.

Successful graduates of the program are

expected to try new business ventures.

“We re planning to .set up a pipeline of

activities through which people can pass

back into society. " explained Buddy Nad-

ler, chairman ofthe busine.ss committee.

"Projects begin simply and in a variety

of forms '

l''or example, a local janitorial

service offers training and jobs, and a

community beaut ifical ion project includes

mslruction in carpenirv and other building

.skills

Mr Nadler "rhe key idea is labor entn'-

preneurs, jieople who will develop busi-

lu'sses and become jiarl owners in them

These enterprises will Iw riHited in (he

rel.it ionshijis that are built m the sell help

groups
“

"We know that acupuncture can detox

them, " Mr Wolf said " But they are only

declared clean by most expi'its aficr 18

months
"".So ai'upuncliire is only the first step.

That's why we re designing more into the

program an effort at real transfor-

mation. real healing
'
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AIDS issues permeate drug field
‘As little as we know, we can’t

afford not to take positions’

By Harvey McConnell

FORT LAUDERDALE, Florida —
Concerted political action is the

only way to prevent the AIDS di-

saster from steamrolling the

chemical dependency field.

The field in the United States and

elsewhere will be radically alter-

ed: from research through treat-

ment to confidentiality.

“AIDS is a major threat to our

entire field: an epidemic with po-

tentially disastrous proportions

which clearly is having and will

continue to have global as well as

national implications,” declared

Robert Niven, MD, former direc-

tor of the US National Institute on

Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism

(NIAAA) and now director of the

chemical dependency program at

Harper Hospital, Detroit, Michi-

gan.

Not only will everyone in the

field be affected, but also the entire

focus of medicine will be over-

hauled.

“AIDS is a public policy dis-

ease,” said Dr Niven. He can think

of no other disease “that is going to

affect more broadly all segments

of society and in which the public

will get more involved in decision

making.”
Before going to Washington to

head the NIAAA, Dr Niven said he

didn’t much like politics; in some
ways he still doesn’t.

“But, I have become convinced

you have to make the political pro-

cess work for you if you really

want to have the best chance of

getting the outcome you want. Not

to get actively involved now is sim-

ply unacceptable.”

Dr Niven outlined a number of

assumptions and predictions in an

address to a conference on AIDS
and Chemical Dependency held

here by the American Medical So-

ciety on Alcoholism and Other
Drug Dependencies.

In the past, and over time, one

could take positions based on a rea-

sonable degree of scientific preci-

sion. AIDS is different; “We can’t

Addictions and AIDS:
facing facts

pages

Recuperating from assassin’s bullets

Colombian diplomat battles on
By Anne MacLennan

VIENNA — His jaw still wired

closed following bullet-removal

surgery in the aftermath of an at-

tempt on his life, a Colombian dip-

lomat told The Journal here : mor-
al commitment is more important
than money in crippling interna-

tional drug syndicates.

Urging every citizen of every

country to become a fighter

against drug crime, Enrique Pare-

jo Gonzalez spoke with The Jour-

nal only weeks after he was hit by a

spray of bullets fired at him by a

lone gunman on the streets of Bu-
dapest.

A South American “drug com-
mando unit” claimed responsibili-

ty for the January 13 shooting.

Until August, 1986, Mr Parejo
was Colombia’s minister of justice,

a post he had assumed in 1984 after

the assassination of Rodrigo Lara
Bonilla, another campaigner
against drug trafficking.

In the post, Mr Parejo started a

daring campaign against traffick-

ing and for the eradication of illicit

cultivation, receiving frequent

threats to his life in the process.

As minister, he approved the ex-

tradition of Carlos Lehder Rivas to

the United States.

Carlos Lehder Rivas, accused of

being one of the great cocaine bar-

ons of his country, is now awaiting

trial in the US.

In August, 1986, after a change of

administration in Colombia, Mr
Parejo was appointed his country’s

ambassador to Hungary, one of the

eastern bloc countries to which

some Colombian justice officials

are said to have been posted to pro-

tect them from the wrath of narco-

terrorists (The Journal, Feb-

ruary). Many Colombian officials

have been killed by them.

That Mr Parejo was shot in Bu-

dapest — across the world, and
months after he was removed from
his country — is seen by many as a

reflection of the life and death pow-

er, and the reach, of drug syndi-

cates — even into cities and coun-

tries far removed from areas

usually considered drug trouble-

spots.

Parejo: moral power

Hospitals broaden net to catch addicts
By Terri Etherington

TORONTO — A multidisciplinary,

public health approach is the best

way to reach the 20% to 30% of the

general-hospital patient population

with addictions, who remain un-

diagnosed and untreated.

These patients are on every
ward, every day. But, unless their

alcohol and other drug problems
are noticed by busy hospital staff

and dealt with, they become part of

the health system’s revolving door,

returning again and again for re-

lated health problems.

Representatives from hospitals

across Ontario, here at a one-day

conference sponsored by Ontario’s

Addiction Research Foundation
(ARF), explored ways to become
part of the solution, instead of part

of the problem.

James Rankin, MD, ARF head of

medicine and conference chair-

man, said hospitals should look at

ways to supplement or comple-

ment existing services in the com-
munity.

Evelyn Kent, director of plan-

ning and research. Metropolitan

Toronto District Health Council,

said addictions knowledge in hospi-

tals, at all levels, will aid in devel-

oping a continuum of care.

“When you look at people in trou-

ble in a place like Metro Toronto—
(See Primary, p6)

On February 2, this year, closely

protected by a squad of body-

guards wherever he moved, Mr
Parejo took up his seat here as

chairman of the Commission on

Narcotic Drugs, a meeting of hun-

dreds of people from around the

world. At the end of week two, he

began a week as chairman of the

preparatory body for the June In-

ternational Conference on Drug
Abuse and Illicit Trafficking (IC-

DAIT (The Journal, March).

In an interview, and as his body-

guards stood outside the door, he

told The Journal;

“I am now convinced that differ-

ent countries now have clearly

seen it is impossible to fight in an

isolated way. They have to make
efforts in a consolidated way.

Otherwise, it will be impossible.

And, the fight must be integrated,

at every level; narco-trafficking

must be attacked in the field of pro-

duction, in the field of illicit traffic,

and in the field of demand.

“The job countries have in front

of them is not easy — precisely be-

cause of the immense power of the

narco-traffickers. But, I am sure

that if all countries involved in the

problem fight against the criminal

organizations of traffickers, it is

possible to defeat them.

“But, it is necessary that the ef-

fort be linked between countries.

What we are doing now (at the

Commission and preparatory

meetings) and what ought to be

done during the international con-

ference of ministers ( ICDAIT ) is to

tie the efforts of all countries to-

(See Colombian, p2)

wait. As little as we know, we can’t

afford not to take positions and ac-

tions.”

Dr Niven made four major as-

sumptions :

• there will not be a major break-

through in treatment for people

with AIDS in the next five years.

There will be advances, but these

will not be revolutionary

;

• most people are well-intentioned

at a conscious level and do not set

out to get the disease. But, people

have fairly healthy drives, partic-

ularly in the sexual area, and while

behavior may change, drives won’t

decline to zero;

• many people are frightened,

whether because of a lack of

knowledge, failure to think about

it, or denial; and,

• people will change their behav-

ior. Many may disagree “but I am
an optimist.”

Dr Niven said the impact of

AIDS will mean increased focus

on: patients treated for alcohol and

other drug problems, all diseases

with a behavioral component,

methods used to treat alcoholic

and addicted patients, treatment

outcome, eligibility for treatment

programs, and the length and cost

of treatment.

Above all, while most people

think AIDS patients should receive

care and treatment, costs will be

prodigious as the number of cases

inexorably rises.

There must be increased focus

on research, and, if the chemical

dependency field “plans carefully

and assertively, there will be

chances to enhance funding for al-

cohol and drug research.” But if

the field does not play its hand

carefully, the chances for funding

(See Routine, p2)
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A shunning star
TORONTO — The Toronto

Star, Canada’s largest circu-

lation daily newspaper, is no

longer accepting tobacco ad-

vertising, reports Marketing.

The decision, covering both

the newspaper and its Star-

week television guide, will not

affect publication of an-

nouncement ads for sports and
other events sponsored by to-

bacco firms. Co-op or third-

party advertising, which

might include tobacco items,

will also not be affected.

What’s not hot
LANSING, Michigan — Great

Expectations, a national video

dating service club in the Unit-

ed States, says drinking and
casual affairs are out and cau-

tion and commitment are

in. The club came to this con-

clusion following a represen-

tative study of its 40,000 mem-
bers, says Monday Morning
Report.

Plane gets sheared
MOSCOW — Drunk crop dus-

ters, hungry for mutton, ille-

gally took off in a plane in

search of sheep and crashed,

killing six of seven men
aboard, the newspaper Voz-

dushny Transport has report-

ed. It said the last words of the

second pilot were: “What
have we done?”

Smokerlyser?
LONDON — A heavy smoker
will be able to see what she is

doing to her body with the help

of a Smokerlyser. The testing

device is to tobacco what
breath testers are to alcohol,

reports The Medical Post. The
instrument indicates, in fig-

ures, the amount of carbon

monoxide in a smoker’s lungs,

and colored lights and clicking

noises maximize the overall

effect.

Needle trade-in
LONDON — The British gov-

ernment is setting up a pilot

program to provide free hypo-

dermic needles to drug ad-

dicts as a method to help stem
the spread of AIDS. Addicts

will probably be able to ex-

change their needles for ster-

ile ones at treatment centres

in 12 cities with major drug

problems, says Medical World
News.

For peat’s sake
STORNOWAY, Scotland — Af-

ter m years, the island of Eris-

kay has run out of free scotch,

reports Associated Rress. Is-

land resident Allan Macdon-
ald is seeking permission to

open a pub— The Politician —
in memory of a ship that sank
off (he island in 1941, dumping
2U,.1(MI cases of whisky. Police

then were unable to stop loot-

ing, and because there was
plenty, women were seen us-

ing the whisky to help (heir

peat fires burn more easily.

Happy ending
EDMONTON The Alberta

Motel Association Is pressur-

ing the provincial government
to end happy hours. Executive

vice-president .lim Hanson
told Canadian 1‘ress happy
hours are expensive for hot«‘l

owners and (he only people

who benefit are patrons and

the provincial government,

which collects (axes on the ex-

tra alcohol consumed.V — y

us student survey: only 4% use crack
WASHINGTON — Overall drug
use among United States high

school seniors continues to drop ex-

cept for cocaine, the latest survey

by Lloyd Johnston, PhD, and col-

leagues at the University of Michi-

gan indicates.

The survey conducted for the US
National Institute on Drug Abuse
found 17% of seniors had tried co-

caine, 13% had used in the previous

year, and 6% had used in the pre-

vious month. However, Dr
Johnston notes the survey, among
1986 graduates, was completed be-

fore the highly publicized deaths of

sport stars Len Bias and Don Rog-

ers.

The 12th annual study in nearly

130 high schools (The Journal, De-

cember, 1986) found the number of

seniors experimenting with any il-

licit drug fell to 58% in 1986 from
61% in 1985. This still makes such
drug use high compared with other

industrialized nations.

Twenty-three percent of seniors

reported marijuana use during the

past month, down from the peak of

37% in 1978.

Similarity, reported daily mari-
juana use declined to 4% in 1986

from 11% in 1978.

Dr Johnston and colleagues, for

the first time, reported on the use
of crack; 4% of the seniors report-

ed using it at least once in the pre-

vious year, with most use concen-
trated in students not bound for

college. Dr Johnston said it ap-

pears the rapid spread of public in-

formation about the dangers of

crack has moderated its rate of in-

crease.

Routine AIDS-screens likely: Niven
(from pagel)

of traditional alcohol and other

drug research will diminish. Dr Ni-

ven predicted.

Religion cannot be excluded

from the discussion, because of a

probable increased prevalence of

AIDS among the clergy. “And, be-

cause of the inextricable link be-

tween sexual behaviors and moral-

ity, a major review of a lot of

strongly held religious beliefs will

be forced. Position statements

from the churches could indirectly

impact on treatment programs.”

Attempts to prevent people ap-

plying for insurance from being

tested for the AIDS (HIV) antibody

will not work. Dr Niven suggested.

Private insurance has nothing to

do with health; it is about making
money, and companies will simply

stop writing policies if they cannot

assess risks.

Ethical issues are myriad: the

rights of patients with AIDS, or

high risk of AIDS, and the rights of

other people
;
the rights of the indi-

vidual vs the rights of society; the

rights of patients to be diagnosed

or not
;
and, the rights of patients to

get trea>»m8it or not.

Confidentiality and privacy are

becoming less important issues as

they are being resolved on practi-

cal levels because of the rights of

society, fellow patients in treat-

ment, children, and sexual con-

sorts.

Screening for presence of the

HIV antibody is extremely contro-

versial, but Dr Niven has no doubt

that for high-risk groups, the

screening is appropriate and bene-

ficial. “Regardless of whether you

agree, I will say to you it is inevi-

table.

“In my view, by 1991 (by which
time the number of AIDS cases in

the US is expected to increase 10-

fold from the present 30,000), peo-

ple who enter hospital will be

screened in almost every age

group. In a few years, screening

will be very commonplace. I will

go further: by 1991, many people in

the health-care field will be

screened, and some of them will be

prohibited from working in various

aspects of the field if they are anti-

body positive.

“All of this is controversial and
debatable, but I think it is going to

happen.”
Polls show a majority of people

favor screening for the HIV anti-

body. For this reason, as well as

for medical, legal, and cost rea-

sons, screening is going to become
common. Dr Niven also forecasts

there will be a plethora of ripoffs,

such as one he knows of which of-

fers a twice-yearly blood test and a

pin signifying you are HIV neg-

ative— all for $300 a year.

And, in the baggage train will

come the lawyers: “There are

going to be fewer underemployed

lawyers; they are going to make a

lot of money.”
Lawsuits will be filed: against

condom manufacturers, claiming

the condom broke while in use;

that those with the HIV antibody

were not appropriately diagnosed

and treated; and, that partners of

people with AIDS or the HIV anti-

body were not warned.

“This is going to happen really

fast. Regardless of what the confi-

Framingham data are used
to link stroke with smoking
TAMPA — A definitive link be-

tween cigarette smoking and the

risk of stroke has been established

with data from a famous, long-

term, United States heart study.

The information presented by
Philip Wolf, Ml), a neurologist at

Boston University School of Medi-

cine, utilizes data from the Fra-

mingham heart study. It helps con-

firm an association long-suspected

but only shown for the first time in

the Honolulu heart study. Those
study results, published last fall,

dealt only with Japane.se men liv-

ing in Hawaii
"Now, we have enough ca.ses,

we’ve followed them long enough,

and we're able to analyze it (the

data) ajjpropriately There’s no

{(ucstion cigandte smoking is re

latcd to stroke,’’ Dr Wolf explained
prior to the American Heart As.so

elation animal conterenci' on

stroke and cen'hral circulation

here

"It’s true III both nu'ii and worn

CM. it’s true at all ages, and it’s re

lati'd to till' amount you smoki'
’’

The good news for smokers is

that within two to five years ol

(|uittmg, former smoki'is have no

greater risk of having a stroki'

than do lifetime non smokers
The study population involved

•1,255 p('0 |)le ('moiled in the Fr.i

mingham heart study in 1955, who
were stroke-free and between 36

and 68 years old at that time. They
were followed up during the next 26

years. In that period, 459 sustained

a stroke.

A raw comparison of the smok-
ers and non-smokers in the group

showed men or women who
smoked had a 20''! to 30';r greater

chance of having a stroke. When
(|uitting was taken into account,

current smokers were found to be

even more at risk of sustaining a

.stroke or brain infarction than non-

smokers.

The risk was directly correlated

with the amount smoked, and both

men and women smokers of more
than 10 cigarettes daily had a 90‘ ;

or greater risk of stroke than non

smokers. Smokers of 10 cigaretti's

a day had 17' ! to 19'’; gri'aterrisk

The relationship between smok
mg and stroke or brain infarction

remaiiu'd even when other major
cardiovascular risk factors

weight, cholesterol levels, and glu

cose intolerance were taken into

account

Dr Wolf said hyperti'iision is per

haps a more powerful risk factor

tli.'in smoking for stroke, Imt

added, "The mi'ssage is you want
to make everylmdy a normoten
sive. non smoker ”

dentiality statutes are, they will

not prevent lawsuits.”

Dr Niven said there will proba-

bly be a resurgence in methadone
maintenance programs. It may be

a worthwhile strategy in the short-

term in the US to try to get intrave-

nous (IV) drug users into what he

calls “a smart-user approach” to

minimize their risk from IV drug

use if they cannot remain absti-

nent.

Dr Niven expects there will be

distribution of sterile needles.

“Many pharmacists are quite pre-

pared to distribute sterile needles;

all they need is for someone in au-

thority to say it is okay.”

Dr Niven suggests the easiest

question to answer — with only a

minor qualification — is whether

people with AIDS should be treated

for chemical dependency. He says

yes, and the qualification is that

some people with AIDS will not

want treatment. Given their short

life expectancy with the disease,

for practical and humanitarian

reasons there may be some who
will be better off left to their own
alcohol- or other drug-using de-

vices.

Treatment of AIDS patients with

chemical dependency should bor-

row from both regular and special-

ized programs. “I think treating

those with AIDS, or those who are

sero-positive, in the context of a

short, inpatient program really

runs the risk of not doing either

very well. It is a tough issue that

needs to be addressed.”

Dr Niven recommends: that ev-

eryone in the chemical dependency

field become involved in a major
way in the issues; that routine

screening of high-risk groups

should and will be implemented;

and, that all programs have a pre-

vention and education component
about how to reduce the risks of be-

ing infected with the HIV antibody.

Issues should be tackled aggres-

sively, openly, comprehensively,

and with sensitivity to individual

issues. The emphasis should be on

risk groups, not alcohol or other

drug users or homosexuals. Dr Ni-

ven said the high-rcxid approach

should be taken, avoiding defen-

sive pitfalls such as issues of homo-

phobia or whether an IV drug user

brought the condition on himself.

1
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Colombian ^
traffickers i

strike out I

(from pagel)

gether,” said Mr Parejo.
j

He continued :
“ All the money we

can spend to fight against drugs at

this moment, is less than what is .

necessary. But. I insist that mosH^’^
important is to create a conscience

about the importance of the fight in '

all societies. I think it is more im- *

portant to have a moral commit-
ment. moral power, than the eco- i

nomical resources.

"We have to make of each citizen

a fighter. It is not an easy job. but - -

it is necessary to do it."

He said damage of trafficking is

not only to the economies of coun-

tries. "You also have to remember
the lives— the very, very valuable

lives— that countries have lost be-

cause of assassination by narco-

traffickers."

On a question about proposals by

narcotic traffickers that they could

assist Colombia in eradicating its

national debt. Mr Parejo said:

"There is not any possibility that

the government of Colombia can

talk with narcotic drug traffickers.

When 1 was minister of justice, the

government received a papt'r

where the narctvtraffickcrs said

more or less that same thing.

’But, 1 had. on that occasion. Ih^

opjH)rtunity to refuse in the most
'

energetic way that pretension of

tralTickers." ’
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Stamler voices widespread concern

Official corruption key to drug trade
By Anne MacLennan

VIENNA — Corruption of law en-

forcement and judicial authorities

is one of the major problems in

eradicating drug trafficking, says

Rodney T. Stamler, chief of the

Drug Enforcement Directorate,

Royal Canadian Mounted Police

(RCMP).
“The problem starts in the coun-

tries where production is allowed

to continue — because of corrup-

tion.

“The product is available be-

cause of corruption, and the orga-

nized crime base continues be-

cause of corruption,” he told The
Journal here.

He said at its core, the problem

is the income of police officers in

the face of the potential wealth of

criminals.

“There’s no question that when
police are poorly paid and crimi-

nals have a lot of money, you’re

going to have corruption automat-

ically. It’s almost an accepted situ-

ation.”

(Although corruption is taken as

a given by most national and inter-

national authorities in the field, it

is rarely addressed formally or

publicly. For many years, Peter

Lee, a former commissioner of

narcotic drugs for Hong Kong, was
the lone voice on the subject at the

United Nations Commission on
Narcotic Drugs, the international

drug parliament.)

Chief Superintendent Stamler

(see page 7)said: “I don’t think

there’s much in Canada. What hap-

pens in Canada is the delivery to

traffickers. I think we’re fortunate

that we have virtually eliminated

major organized crime groups
from monopolizing trafficking.

“But, the problem is that we
have so many groups operating

and extending out to other coun-

tries where there is a large orga-

nized crime base that we virtually

have to take down the organized

crime base in that other country to

mcike a dent on the Canadian
scene.”

He said what makes Canada less

vulnerable to police corruption, is

“first of all, we have a lot of differ-

ent authorities involved in enforce-

ment in the same territory. We
don’t have one territory that be-

longs exclusively to one jurisdic-

tion.”

Also, he said, “we use infor-

mants a great deal. We listen to

them. Many countries don’t, and
many condemn their use.

“But, I think it’s a fair system.
We need proactive police activity

in consensual crime areas.

“In other words, if everybody’s
consenting to the crime, how are

the police going to detect the crime
was being committed at the higher

levels without having the assis-

tance of a co-conspirator, without

an informant, or without including

surveillance by undercover opera-

tors who infiltrate the groups —
whether it’s electronic surveil-

lance or surveillance by undercov-
er operators?”

Crack problem
skips Toronto
— so far

By Peter Unwin

Hung-over pilots nniscue on maneuvers
By Harvey McConnell

WASHINGTON — Significant ef-

fects on performance 14 hours af-

ter drinking were found in 10 expe-

rienced, United States Navy pilots

by researchers at Stanford Univer-

sity School of Medicine, Stanford,

California.

Hangover effects were similar to

those found in an earlier study

among private pilots tested 24

hours after smoking marijuana
cigarettes (The Journal, Feb-

ruary, 1986), researcher Otto Von
Leirer, PhD, told a science press

seminar here, sponsored by the US
Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental
Health Administration.

Dr Leirer and colleagues will

study older commercial pilots in

the next three years to see if hang-

over effects of alcohol in similar

situations are more pronounced

and last longer.

The navy pilots studied were less

than 32 years old and in superb

physical shape — “these guys are

going to live to be 120.” They regu-

larly flew missions over the Pacif-

ic Ocean hunting submarines in

four-engine, PC-3 Orion turbo prop

planes, from Moffett Naval Air

Station in California. All were so-

cial drinkers, with use varying

from an average of two drinks a

week to an average of two drinks a

day.

In the study, the pilots were
tested twice through simulated
flights : once after abstaining from
alcohol for at least 48 hours, and
once 14 hours after they had drunk
enough alcohol mixed with soda

pop to reach a 0.10% blood alcohol

concentration (BAC). By the time

the 14-hour deadline had been
reached, their BACs had returned

to zero.

The study flights included take-

offs, short flights, and landings on

a complex simulator to test the pi-

lots’ abilities to perform crucial

maneuvers. Two engines on the

left — or the right — side of the

plane failed during take-off or

landing, for example: “(This is)

the pilot’s nightmare, which puts

him in a very tough situation and
forces him to perform at peak abil-

ity,” explained Dr Leirer.

In the hangover sessions, the pi-

lots performed significantly worse
on virtually all measures. There
were significant increases in yaw-
ing (the plane twisting sideways),

and, on landings, there were signif-

icant variances in correct head-

ings and rates of descent.

There was no correlation be-

tween pilots’ experience and sub-

jective measure of performance
and the researchers’ objective

measure of performance. Some pi-

lots felt they had a hangover, and
some did not. And, “there was no

relationship between how they felt

and how they performed,” said Dr
Leirer.

The researchers found many of

the pilots didn’t realize when they

were legally intoxicated.

Dr Leirer said effects of alcohol

on sleep patterns after drinking

might have a profound effect on re-

actions, especially when there are

emergency conditions. He noted:

“Any reduced ability to fly an air-

craft — no matter how small — in-

creases the probability of a serious

accident. That increase may be

very small, but, at the same time,

there are hundreds of thousands of

flights in the world every day.”

TORONTO— So far, this large, Ca-
nadian city has escaped the crack
problems seen in some major
North American centres (The
Journal, August, 1986).

However, police authorities are
concerned the potential for trouble

is here.

“We should be ready,” Sergeant

Craig Hilborn of Metropolitan To-

ronto Police’s Central Drug Infor-

mation Unit, told The Journal.

“There are large amounts of co-

caine around; it may just happen.
Fortunately, as of yet, it hasn’t.”

Toronto cocaine seizures do not

include seizures made by the Roy-

al Canadian Mounted Police

(RCMP).
Robert Fahlman, officer in

charge of the Strategic Intelli-

gence and Publications Branch of

the RCMP’s Drug Enforcement

Directorate in Ottawa, says large

amounts of cocaine are seized at

the Canadian border.

“But, little of it is crack. What
little crack is found seems to be for

personal use in the gram to one

ounce range.”

Although 1986 cocaine seizures in

Toronto were up by 90% from the

previous year, the increase should

be interpreted in light of increased

police activity.

Sgt Hilborn: “We are definitely

paying more attention to cocaine

investigations now. The specific

drug squads are gearing in on it.”

Marijuana seizures for the same
time went down drastically as po-

lice priority shifted to cocaine.

“Marijuana seizures were down
181%,” says Sgt Hilborn. “But,

that doesn’t tell me there’s less

marijuana out there.”

Changing public perceptions
We were on a boat, getting ready to sail

out into the harbor, on a spitting-rain-

filled evening at the end of the season.

There were six of us, and the conversa-

tion was going easily as we drifted away
from the dock, although my friend and I

had not met two of the others on board be-

fore.

We ate our sandwiches out on the deck,

pulling the plastic gear up over our heads
— the rain was starting to get a little

stronger— and the hostess asked us what
we’d like to drink.

It was all so perfect; even the rain

added to the peacefulness. There was the

city, spread out in a strange, grey-gold

necklace behind us. And there were the

other boats bobbing all around on the

lake, looking so pretty in their fragility,

sails puffing proudly. Their different col-

ors dotted the eyes like so many waving
handkerchiefs at a World War II train sta-

tion.

And here we were, six decent, success-

ful people, bright and amusing, you’d say,

and determined to enjoy and entertain

one another. We’d sailed off for a few
hours into the playful oblivion found in in-

nocent, watery joys, glad to be away from
the trafilc fumes, knowing this was proba-
bly the last time to be out here this year,

just like this, before the snows and wicked
winds got down to their nasty business.

The others gave their preferences to the

hostess; when she got around to me she
asked, “Orange juice? Soda? Coke?”
A soda would be fine, I said. One of the

two people I’d not known before the voy-

age began looking at me and asked if I

was on the wagon.
He was a burly man, eager and bearish,

the kind of guy advertising account exec-

utives seek for beer commercials. I could

tell from the look in his friendly eyes that

he was wondering why I’d come along for

the trip if I wasn’t going to be drinking.

Was I going to prove to be a drag? Be-

cause drinking was what you did, of

course, out here on the water, away from
responsibilities— wasn’t it?

“Yes, I’m on the wagon,” I told him,

ready to take out one of the stock quips

from my quiver of drinking jokes, in case

he asked me why or for how long.

“How long?” he asked.

“Oh, almost two years now,” I told him.

He seemed both impressed and sudden-

ly uneasy.

“Two years? Two YEARS?”
He shook his head. Then he was silent

and even more uneasy, but a little less im-

pressed somehow.
“How come? I mean, have you found re-

ligion?” he joked. “You’re not one of

those bom-agains, are you?” He looked at

the hostess.

“No. I’m an alcoholic.”

I said it coolly, deadpan, with the emo-
tional weight I would give if you asked me
the name of the street I live on these days.

But, it was as if I’d suddenly hit him
with a sucker punch while we were being

introduced at a civilized cocktail party.

And, I was surprised by my quick an-

swer too; I had never told anyone, let

alone a stranger, just exactly what I was,

with such bluntness — with no explana-

tions, no evasions. Even people I’d known

for years got the full treatment, if I could

sense any genuine curiosity, when the

subject ofmy drinking came up.

They heard the epic details; they listen-

ed, often somewhat raptly, if I was feeling

inspired, or sometimes with polite indif-

ference, if I was feeling bored by the top-

ic. Usually there were follow-up ques-

tions, and detours, because most of my
acquaintances and friends — hell, just

about all of my friends— are hard-drink-

ing types. It goes with the territory of our

lives.

The burly man didn’t know what to say.

He was looking, 1 could tell, for some sort

of adequate rejoinder for me. He was also

looking for me to expand on what I’d just

said. He was looking at the other people

on the boat too, the host and hostess, who
knew me well, and, most of all, the guest

he’d come with and the woman I’d invited.

But it was a closed subject, like the rain

that now ended.

I suddenly knew I didn’t want to talk

about it, and the voyage went on into the

night. As I looked out over the calm wa-
ter, it struck me that, from now on, when-
ever the subject of drinking came up
again, in other circumstances with other

strangers, I was going to say the same
thing again, in the same way.

It felt so clean and good; there was such

a finality to it, and I thought about all the

famous people all over the world who
were now coming out publicly about their

drug and alcohol addictions, coming out

in such numbers that it was all starting to

become a bore, to tell the truth.

But it was better, I was beginning to

think, as the sails ruffled in the breeze,

than the way it used to be, back in the

days of hiding the truth and shuffling the

fictions into what passed for “facts”

about the disaster that is addiction. Be-

cause, by hiding it, disguising it, distort-

ing it, rearranging it, or lying about it, we
magnify it. Yes, perhaps, we give it a too

supreme importance; we let it become too

great a ruler of our lives and minds. It be-

comes too gigantic to deal with con-

cretely, practically, and without blinders.

Maybe, finally, we are changing our

perceptions. Maybe, finally, we, who are

stuck with addiction as a major fact of our

beings, can admit it more easily, can stop

denying the reality of our disease before

that moment when it’s too late and it just

swamps us.

Maybe, one day, I mused on the boat,

people will begin to admit, candidly and

without embarrassment, that they have a

problem before it’s too late, before the

damage is permanent. Maybe, their

friends will do more to make them face it

sooner, and they can say, “I think I’m an

alcoholic,” or “I am a drug addict,” “I’m

diabetic.” And no one will blink an eye,

and they can move, swiftly and fully, to

deal with the problem and then get on

with their lives again.

Or, is that just too fantastic a thought

triggered by the sometimes deceptive

calm of a sail on a lake, on a night full of

magic?

This column, exploring addictions from
the "inside out,” is by a freelance, Ca-

nadian journalist.

I thought of all the famous people
coming out publicly about their addictions
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MDMA’s complex effects
There is now hard evidence that MDMA (methylenedioxyme-

thamphetamine) causes brain damage in rats. And, while re-

searcher Christopher Schmidt from the Merrell Dow Research
Institute in Cincinnati, Ohio is unwilling to extrapolate his re-

sults too readily to humans, he says his study shows there are

toxicological grounds for concern about the widespread abuse of

MDMA and related compounds. Following up earlier studies,

Mr Schmidt reported on an investigation in which one milligram

per kilogram doses of MDMA were injected to a group of rats

who were then sacrificed and studied. He found in the cerebral

cortex that the drug reduced concentrations of serotonin (a

neurotransmitter) both shortly after administration and then a

week later. These complex effects, he said, begin with a reversi-

ble depletion of transmitter in the acute stage but culminate in a

permanent degeneration of the nerve terminal over the long-

term. He says the parenteral doses used in the study are about

four to eight times the human oral dose, but the effects were
seen with a single administration of the drug. The possible cu-

mulative effects of multiple MDMA exposures remain to be

evaluated.

The Journal of Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics,

January, 1987, v.240: 1-8.

‘Wet’ prime time
Alcohol remains a major ingredient of prime-time television. A
group of California researchers keeping watch on the appear-

ance of alcohol in television programs since the mid-1970s has

found that the frequency of scenes involving alcohol has risen to

74% from 62% in eight years prior to 1985. In the current study,

researchers from the Pacific Institute for Research and Evalua-

tion in Berkeley looked at 127 episodes of prime-time television

programming, totalling 122.5 hours, picked at random from a

two-week sample of programs from between 8 pm and 11 pm, in

the 1984 fall season. Non-fiction programs were dropped from
the evaluation

; dramatic series and movies made up more than

half of the final sample. All of the shows were watched by
trained coders who recorded the number of ‘alcohol appear-

ances,’ verbal or visual references to alcohol and drinking. “Al-

cohol is clearly a staple in the prime-time television diet,” the

study notes, with more than three-quarters of all episodes seen

containing at least one alcohol reference. While characters

drank alcohol in all four of the movies seen, the drug was seen in

just more than half of the situation comedies. Overall, 60% of all

programs in the sample showed at least one character drinking.

While heavy drinking and drinking to drunkenness are seen rar-

ely, the study concludes, the frequency of drinking on television

“reflect(s) a ‘wet’ environment which exceeds that of the real

world.”

Journal ofStudies on Alcohol, January, 1987, v.48: 33-38.

Breathing abnormalities in pot smokers
Concurrent tobacco smoking doesn’t appear to compound the

many breathing abnormalities of long-time, heavy-use marijua-

na smokers. That’s the conclusion of researchers from the

schools of medicine and public health at the University of Cali-

fornia, Los Angeles. To evaluate the pulmonary effects of mari-

juana smoking, the researchers gave a detailed questionnaire to

and conducted lung function tests with: 144 young, habitual,

heavy smokers of marijuana alone; 135 heavy users of marijua-

na and tobacco; 70 just-tobacco smokers; and, 97 non-smokers.

Pulmonary function testing showed marijuana smokers had
symptoms of acute and chronic bronchitis substantially and sig-

nificantly more prevalent than the non-smokers. Concomitant

tobacco use did not seem to have an additive effect on these sub-

jects. Also, both marijuana and tobacco smokers had signifi-

cantly more abnormalities in lung function than the non-smok-

ers, with marijuana having more of an impact on the larger air-

ways and tobacco smoking primarily affecting the peripheral

airways and gas exchange. The researchers say they are un-

clear on the implications of their study as to sub.sequenl devel-

opment of chronic airflow obstruction in people who continue to

be heavy users of marijuana,

American Review of Respiratory Diseases, .lanuary, 1987,

V. 1.35:209-216.

Pre-trial breath tests evaluated
An astonishingly high number of convicted impaired drivers ar-

rived at scheduled, pre-sentencing, i)sychosocial ('valuations

with positive blood .ilcobol levels ( BAI>s), a study conducted by

re.se.'irchers from IheUommunity Uollege of IMiiladelphi.i. I’enn

sylvania, shows. The researchers s.iy their findings ,su|)porl the

value of administering UAL tests at th;d lime. In the study, a

sample of 5()()con.secutive impaired drivers referred by tlie I ’till

adelphia court .system m late 198.3 and early 1984 underwent
breath te.sts prior to jire .sentencing evaluations. They were in

lerviewed by a psycliialrisi to determine whelber they sulleri'd

from an alcoliolism disordi'r. itrealli analysi's d('lermm(‘d that

26.4'^( ol the of fenders ti.id positive MAl.s at the time ol llieir pre

sentencing interviews, and 8 .3';; bad levi'Is al)ov<' lllll milli

grams |)er millilitre I'lvalii.ition shows those with positive BAl.s

bad higher llAI,s at llie lime of initial arrest and drank more
lli.in those without positive readings. Of 132 people' with iiositivi'

r('adings, 57') wi'ri' diagnosed as h.iving an alcoholism disor

d('r; only I7''( of lliosi' with lu'galivc' readings were di.ignosed as

having such ;i disorih'r 'I'he r('S('arch('rs concludi' tlu' results

support tlu' value' of pre tri.il lire'ath te'sts for e'V.ilu.iting pe'ojile'

arre'ste'd for drinkmg/drivmg offense's .ind for ide'iitifying tliose

whose' drinking lii'liavior lU'e'ds to hi' e'valuate'd more' hilly.

Journal of Studies on Alcohol, Nove'inlii'r, 1986. v. 17:5011 502
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Mother s cocaine use identified

through strands of newborn’s hair
CARMEL, California — A few

strands of a newborn’s hair are all

that is required to detect whether
the mother has used cocaine dur-

ing pregnancy.

An improved extraction method
is responsible for the effectiveness

of the new radioimmunoassay
(RIAH), tested by researchers

from the Childrens Hospital of Los
Angeles, the University of South-

ern California School of Medicine,

and the Wadsworth Division of the

West Los Angeles Veterans Admin-
istration Center.

Researchers argue the new
screening test could be more valu-

able than urine and serum toxic

screens because the tests rely on

recent exposure and may not de-

tect exposure occuring prior to the

immediate perinatal period.

Results of the investigation of

the new test were reported here in

a poster session at the annual

meeting of the western section for

Pediatric Research by Lance Par-

ton, MD, a neonatology fellow.

To look at the efficacy of the new
RIAH, the tests were done on in-

fants up to three months of age,

clinically suspected of being

exposed to illicit drugs, or whose
mothers gave a history of sub-

stance abuse.

All babies with positive urine

tests for cocaine exposure had that

exposure confirmed through

RIAH. Drug exposure was also

confirmed in one infant without a

urine sample because of renal fail-

ure.

In one three-month-old infant.

RIAH could not detect cocaine ex-

posure even though the mother
claimed she used the drug during

her first trimester of pregnancy.

For this reason, the researchers

recommend the test results not be

extrapolated to a period greater

than 10 weeks prior to the time of

analysis.

But overall, they conclude, the

test is “a reliable, quantitative as-

say” for fetal exposure to cocaine.

They note that since the drug is

trapped in the protein matrix of the

hair, it cannot be removed by-

washing.

Dr Parton said the developer of

the assay says drug exposure can

be detected with analysis of as few

as five or six hairs.

Lower birthweiahts . gestational ages

Cocaine babies differ significantly
By Paul Szabo

CARMEL, California — Jittery-

ness is the main symptom seen in

infants of women who abuse co-

caine, say Californian researchers

investigating the rapid rise in num-
bers of such newborns.

Researchers from the depart-

ments of pediatrics and obstetrics

at the Harbor-UCLA Medical Cen-

ter and the School of Medicine at

the University of California, Los

Angeles also found the infants have
several significeuit differences

from babies of women who abuse

other drugs.

Stanle'y Inkelis, Ml), presented

the study here at the annual meet-

ing of the we'stern .se'ction for I’e'di

at l ie Re'.search

Re'coreis bi'twe'cn .lanuary, 1982

and De'ccmber, 1986 were revie'we'd

of all pregnant women emel new
horns suspe'cleel of be'iiig e'xpo.se'd

to illicit drugs. Subje'cts were' eval

uale'd for study If the ne'wborns

showe'd e'vieie'iice' of drug with

dr.iwal, if the mothers appeare'd

drug intoxic.iti'd during l.ibor, or if

till' womi'ii admille'd they iise'd if

licit drugs (luring pregnancy
Urine' sample's we're taken from .all

subjects, those' with positive le'sts

for illicit drugs were include'd m
the study

Dr Inkelis said statist les show an

explosive growth in the number of

infants born at the hospital who
had been exposed to cocaine alone.

The number rose to 66 in 1986 from

five infants in 1983, an increase in

incidence to 9.33 per 1,000 in 1986,

from 0.65 per 1,000 live births in

1983.

Jitteryness, the main symptom
seen in these newborns, was seen

in 86' ; of the group.

Dr Inkelis: "Interestingly, the

jitteryness seen with cocaine expo-

sure alone was usually not as strik-

ing ;es that st'en in infimts expose'd

to other drugs”
He s;eid in babies exposed to co-

caine alone, the jitteryness was
"more coarse than the fine, de's-

perate, and anxious jitteryness as-

sociate'd with withdrawal from oth

er illicit drugs

"If one is not attune'd to this

more subtle form of jitteryne'.ss, it

may he misse'd, and it has been on

many occasions”

The babies had other withdrawal

symptoms hypertonm. hyperac

tivity, mcrease'el crying, and irri

tableness but the meidence of

the'se symptoms was not as high as

with the other groups of infants of

drug abusing mothers

Dr Inkelis said: "Cocaine expo

sure should be suspt'cle'd in any

lU'onate who has the constellation

of jH'rinatal signs and/or symp-

toms of drug withdrawal or whose

mother has a history of drug

abuse."

He advocated urine screening of

all pregnant women and newborns

at the hospital.

"My feeling is that these babies

are being abused in ufero eand) if

the mothers are doing this, why not

find out who they are and try to

stop it as seH)n as possible?"

Infants and mothers exposexi to

ctx'aine alone were compariHi to

other mothers and newborns ex-

posi'd to cocaine in addition to oth-

er drugs, tho.se exposed to opiates,

and to the large jHipulation of new-

borns and mothers exjHised to no il-

licit drugs

The population exjxxsi'd to illicit

drugs Imd several characteristics

m common, in contrast to the nor-

mal mothers and children, such as

a heck of prenatal care, a higher

number of abortions, and the nt'ed

for more intense care of the infants

m the hospital.

But, the group expose'd to co

caine alone were significantly dif

ferent from other subjects exposed

to illicit drugs Newborns had sig-

nificantly lower mean gestational

ages and significantly lower mean
birthweights. There were also

more preterm infants in the group

and a higher incidence of newborns

.small for their gestational age.
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Addictions and the AIDS epidemic: facing facts

FORT LAUDERDALE, Florida— Ramifi-

cations ofthe AIDS epidemic will encroach

more and more on the chemical dependen-

cy field, presenting in coming years prob-

lems with no easy answers (see page 1).

Drugs and alcohol are now considered

co-factors, either through their effect on

the immune system or by lowering inhibi-

tions and allowing high-risk sexual behav-

ior.

The American Medical Society on Alco-

holism and Other Drug Dependencies

(AMSAODD) in the United States explored

the current situation, and future trends, in

a symposium on AIDS and Chemical De-

pendency held here.

Discussions included issues of confiden-

tiality, testing patients for the HIV-virus

antibody, staff training, encouraging those

at risk to change their style of living to

help fight infection and possibly increase

resistance to the virus, and improving the

quality of life remaining for those with

AIDS. Washington Contributing Editor

Harvey McConnell reports.

“AIDS now surpasses the cumulative im-

pact of accidents, homicides, suicides, and

cancer as the leading cause of years of po-

tential life lost in single men aged 25 to 44

years in San Francisco and New York,”

says Donald Abrams, MD, assistant direc-

tor of AIDS activities at San Francisco

General Hospital.

It is forecast that in 1991 there will be

54,000 AIDS deaths in the United States. Dr
Abrams predicts approximately 8% of the

cases, by then, will be among heterosex-

uals.

There is a large

pool of people with

the HIV virus, and
some have interme-

diate manifesta-

tions of infection or

AIDS related-com-

plex (ARC).

Dr Abrams
dashed any hope, at

the moment, of long-term survival. “It is

our clinical impression that this disease is

100% fatal. We have 10% of patients alive

at two years after diagnosis of

Pneumocystis carinii and patients with

Kaposi’s sarcoma appear to have an im-

proved survival rate over those with op-

portunistic infections. In New York, there

is a rare patient alive four or five years af-

ter diagnosis. But, I think the possibility of

10-year survival after diagnosis is zero.”

As for the relationship between various

drugs and development of AIDS, “there is

an impressive dearth of information. Al-

though there are a lot of tantalizing hints,

there are no real answers,” declared Rob
Roy MacGregor, MD, professor of medi-
cine and chief of the infectious disease sec-

tion at the University of Pennsylvania

School of Medicine, Philadelphia.

Effect of alcohol
He says alcohol and other drugs can af-

fect the AIDS epidemic in two major
ways : it can affect the relative infectivity

of the virus, or, it can influence the

movement of the infected individual from

the asymptomatically infected into the

ARC group, into the AIDS category.

Dr MacGregor: “We have no real data

which suggest that either alcohol or any
other drug jsotentiates the host’s suscepti-

bility to infection ofHIV virus.

“One could argue that if alcohol and oth-

er drugs are viewed as immunosuppres-
sants, they could decrease the risk of each
individual cell being infected. But, this

does not mean they should be thought of as

antidotes.”

On the other hand, it is possible an indi-

vidual with one or more areas of immune
function suppressed by drugs may not be

able to fend off the virus at the front line of

defence, whereas patients who have alt

areas of the immune-function working
may be able to fend the virus off and pre-

vent primary infection even though ex-

posed to the HIV virus.

“There are no data to show one way or

the other,” Dr MacGregor added.

There is no question drugs have a disin-

hibiting effect and can put patients in in-

creased risk of exposure.

Dr MacGregor said one of his major in-

terests is the effects of alcohol on the im-

mune response. There is certainly evi-

dence alcohol sets people up for at least

bacterial infections, and he is currently in-

vestigating effects on cell-mediated immu-
nity.

Studies on marijuana are conflicting.

There has been consistent evidence in ro-

dents that cannabinoids suppress both cell-

mediated immunity and antibody produc-

tion, but there is no solid evidence this oc-

curs in people (The Journal, May, 1986).

“I would have to say, though, that the

weight of evidence does give one pause, es-

pecially when one thinks about the long-

term chronic use ofmarijuana.”

As for nitrites. Dr MacGregor said the

evidence is that it is not an independent

risk factor, but it can be considered a

marker for the level of promiscuity among
homosexual men. “And, the level of prom-

iscuity correlates with the level of infec-

tion with the virus.”

Dr MacGregor said all lines of evidence

lead to concern. Drugs may, in fact, fur-

ther complicate the level of immune func-

tion in someone with HIV infection of the

immune cells and may affect the rate that

a person progresses from asymptomati-

cally infected to infected.

Those in the chemical dependency field

will have to learn to differentiate cognitive

impairment of patients with AIDS and the

impairment which can also come with al-

cohol or other drug abuse.

Susan Tross,

PhD, of the depart-

ment of neurology

at Memorial Sloan-

Kettering Cancer
Hospital, New
York, said AIDS de-

mentia complex is

now recognized as

the most common
neurological com-

plication of the disease. Direct brain infec-

tion by the HIV virus leads to global cogni-

tive deterioration.

“In the majority of patients, the progres-

sion to global impairment is rapid — oc-

curring within two months of the onset of

any cognitive symptoms.”
Early-stage signs are mental slowing

and deficits in recent memory and atten-

tion. About half of patients also have prob-

lems of coordination, and one-third have
increased anxiety and withdrawal.

Dr Tross said awareness of the potential

for reactive psychiatric disorders in these

patients can lead to brief trials of psycho-

therapy and of psychopharmacological

agents, which can be beneficial.

Dr Abrams, in answer to questions, said

one study showed neuropsychiatric im-

pairment in men with the HIV virus, those

with ARC, and those with early AIDS.
“We have shown you can detect subtle,

neuropsychiatric differentiations early in

the infection.”

A strong relationship between alcohol

and other drug use during sex and non-

compliance with safe sex techniques to

prevent the spread of AIDS has been found

in a study among San Francisco’s homo-
sexual community by Ronald Stall, PhD,
of the department of urban studies at

Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New
Jersey.

“The relationship of the number of drugs

used and the risk of HIV infection are pro-

found,” he added.

Dr Stall said studies in the past decade

have shown alcoholism rates among homo-
sexual males are as high as any other

group in the world, exceeded only by the

Irish and Native Americans. However, the

samples can be skewed as the studies were
generally taken in bars, which is not good

epidemiological practice, even though

bars are traditional meeting places.

In a household study they carried out in

the Castro area of San Francisco, which

has been a magnet for homosexual men

‘Th€rre is an impressive
dearth of information' on
the relationship hetw^n

drugs and AIDS

n

in the US, Dr Stall and col-

leagues found homosexuals,

as a group, do drink more
than their heterosexual

counterparts. They found a

number are abstainers as

well, suggesting there may
be a sizeable community of

recovering alcoholics in the

Castro area.

Dr Stall said among those

using drugs in the past six

months, the intake was
much higher among homo- _
sexuals : 78% reported using ^
marijuana, 48% butyl nitrite, and around

50% used cocaine, amphetamines, and
barbiturates.

The contradiction was that while the

men knew the dangers of high-risk sex,

they ignored the guidelines for safe sex.

The major reason was their alcohol and

other drug use.

Many members of the homosexual com-
munity today “do things their mothers told

them: don’t get colds and don’t work too

hard. And, there has been a significant cut-

back in alcohol- and drug-use patterns.”

Safe-sex practices
Melvin Pohl, MD, director of the Monte-

vista Center, Las Vegas, Nevada, who is

also in private practice, said a positive

HIV test has no treatment implications for

those with chemical dependency prob-

lems. But, it is not certain what the behav-

ioral aspects will be among those found to

be positive.

“There is some evidence safe-sex prac-

tices go up in response to a positive test,

but there are also data that if people get a

negative test, safe-sex practices go down.”

For people with both AIDS and chemical

dependency, “let’s not give them more
than they can handle; let’s remember how
impaired they are.”

William Hawthorne, MD, medical direc-

tor of the Mediplex Group, Spofford, New
Hampshire, said his group actively dis-

courages patients from having the HIV
test until they leave hospital. “Most pa-

tients don’t want the test — they want a

negative result.”

A positive HIV test may not provide mo-
tivation for those with chemical dependen-

cy problems to recover. The employment,

health insurance, and financial implica-

tions can be profound, leading to more so-

cial isolation.

“And, in treatment, if they have a posi-

tive HIV test, it is going to be hard to get

their attention on recovery.

“I can count on one hand” the number of

patients in the group’s facilities who are ei-

ther HIV-positive or who have AIDS, Dr
Hawthorne continued. But, there is no

question the epidemic presents the biggest

challenge yet to the addictions field.

He’s talked to other medical directors;

while there is a fear that one day they may
be overwhelmed, “we seem to have some
breathing time to get our act together.”

Dr Hawthorne has spent a lot of time

with AIDS help-groups in Boston and tried

to understand the

perspective of drug

abusers with AIDS.

Their care will be a

challenge to ac-

cepted standards of

care for drug-de-

pendent people.

Judgements
must be suspend-

ed. for example,

many of these people do not regard the use

of cough syrups and other drugs as using

alcohol. “And, you have to accept what the

person can do at that ( treatment
)
point, in-

stead of trying to apply a stereotypic view

of alcoholism treatment.”

Dr Hawthorne said education of the fa-

cility staff, at all levels, is vital before
HIV-positive or AIDS patients are ad-

mitted. Infection should not be a major
concern if guidelines set for hepatitis B in-

fection are followed.

Alcohol and other drugs are major co-

factors in the development and spread of

AIDS, and “I think we have to accept that

The epidemic presents the

biggest challenge yet

to the addictions field

fact,” says David Ostrow, MD, PhD, asso-

ciate professor of psychiatry and director

of psychobiology research at the Univer-

sity of Michigan School of Medicine, Ann
Arbor.

It must also be accepted that whatever

alcohol problems exist in the homosexual
community, the use of marijuana, cocaine,

nitrites, amphetamines, sedatives, hallu-

cinogens, and opiates “far outshadows it.”

He and colleagues in a multicentre —
Chicago, Baltimore, Washington, Los An-

geles, and Pittsburgh — study of 5,000 ho-

mosexual and bisexual men showed those

using the drugs were significantly more
likely to engage in sexual practices

believed to be the most likely to transmit

the HIV virus.

Dr Ostrow is clear: “You can’t deal with

the AIDS problem without dealing with the

substance abuse problem.” It is not sur-

prising that with the fear of AIDS, there is

a lot of chemical abuse.

Dr Ostrow added that when homosexual

men or women enter a chemical depend-

ency program, “they are caught up in

fears of ‘coming out’ to a whole new group

of people. They come from altered life-

styles where they often feel rejection. In

treatment, they often feel rejection even

though the staff does nothing to cause this .

”

Work together
Can counsellors and patients deal with

the problems of alcohol and other drug

abuse and HIV infection at the same time?

“I don’t have the answer to that,” Dr Os-

trow says, but he hopes the two groups can

work together.

He posed a second question: “How do

you find ways to replace the social role and

self-acceptance with the gay lifestyle, the

so-called fast track, which includes the use

of alcohol and recreational drugs? If you

take that away, what do you replace it

with?”

Dr Ostrow: “If you don’t panic when the

first AIDS patient comes into your clinic or

your program, other staff will see they

don’t have to panic.”

David Smith, MD, founder and medical

director of the Haight-Ashbury Free Medi-

cal Clinics and research director at the

Merritt Peralta Institute Chemical Depen-

dency Hospital, San Francisco, said one of

his fears is that “people in the AIDS field,

more and more, will be dictating chemical

dependency policy,” and that many do not

have the sensitivity necessary for the

chemical depen-

dency field.

Dr Smith said he

has known private-

ly-run, chemical

dependency pro-

grams which acti-

vely oppose admis-

sion of those

susceptible to AIDS
because it would

give the program a bad name.

Employee assistance programs may not

refer, he said, because of fear their people

may contract AIDS, and the end result is a

loss of revenue.

He thinks the field must issue guidelines

on such issues as giving out sterile needles

and methadone maintenance.

Any expansion of methadone mainte-

nance should be matched with offers for

people to have the chance to take naltrex-

one and utilize individual counselling.

Next month in The Journal

The needle debate
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PRIMARY CARE

A-team helps hospital identify addicted patients
By Terri Etherington

TORONTO — Patients at Roger

Williams Hospital in Providence,

Rhode Island no longer expect to

see Mr T at their door when nurses

tell them to expect a visit from the

A-team.

Instead, one or more members of

an interdisciplinary addictions

team is apt to arrive. And, says

David Lewis, MD, founder of the

program, the team is likely to ar-

rive during visiting hours because

that’s when the best intervention

can take place, when family, em-
ployers, and friends are also there

to hear the message.

“If you’re interested in interven-

tion, if you’re interested in getting

people to hear what you have to

say in a public health way, the gen-

eral hospital is a super place,”

says Dr Lewis, also director of the

Center for Alcohol and Addiction

Studies and professor of medicine

at Brown University, Providence.

“You’ve got a captive population

.... You’ve got people in crisis.

Their defences are down; they’ll

hear more in that setting.”

The goal is to identify the as

many as 20% to 30% of the general-

hospital population who have alco-

hol or other drug problems and to

suggest interventions or treat-

ment.

“We are not identifying people

on charts with a diagnosis of alco-

holism. We are spreading a net to

get to the 20%. At the peak of our

efficiency, we got to 10%— par for

the course is 1%, if that.”

The approach is working. In the

first five years of the program, the

A-team consulted on about 1,200

cases. Of those, 60% accepted re-

ferral, either to an ambulatory al-

cohol clinic in the hospital or to out-

side service agencies, including Al-

coholics Anonymous and Narcotics

Anonymous.
“Only a handful,” refused out-

right, 30 or 40 patients of the total

sample, Dr Lewis said. And, an in-

dependent follow-up of patients

who refused intervention showed
almost half were sober soon after

discharge.

Acceptance of the concept by

other hospital staff is key to suc-

cess of the program, says Dr
Lewis. Education and training for

all disciplines within the hospital,

from trustees, administration, and
medical staffs, through housekeep-

ing and kitchen staffs, was an im-

portant step in starting the A-team
project.

“Whatever they wanted to hear

about, that’s what we talked about

in in-service training,” Dr Lewis
said. Physicians wanted and got in-

formation on enzymes; kitchen

staff wanted and got information

on marijuana. But, underlying all

education and training, the A-team
got its message across and built

support throughout the hospital.

That support is key, since refer-

rals to the A-team — which inclu-

des a doctor, nurse, social worker,

and counsellors — come from ev-

ery area of the hospital.

In the early years, the team got

one referral a month, then one a

day. By March, the figure some-
times climbed to as many as five

per day.

Staff concerns about what hap-

pens after patients are identified

as either alcohol or other drug
abusers also had to be overcome.
Dr Lewis: “There are a lot of

fantasies about what happens
when you identify alcoholics. The
nursing staff thought mostly about

the DTs {delirium tremens). I

said: ‘No, they are already here,

they are not going to go into the

DTs just because we identify

them.’

“The only way you can change
that (feeling),” Dr Lewis told par-

ticipants at a one-day conference

here sponsored by Ontario’s Addic-

tion Research Foundation, “is to

go ahead and do it, demonstrate
that you can intervene with large

numbers and they get better.”

Primary health care staffs

need addictions sensitivity
(from pagel)
people who may be poor, drunk,

crazy, or all of those things— the

obvious place for them to go is to a

hospital. Hospitals are open 24

hours a day and are ‘free.’

“The at-risk population— the al-

coholics, the mentally ill, the frail

elderly, and any other vulnerable

people— have similar needs when
they confront a hospital . . . sensiti-

vity by the professionals, sensitivi-

ty based on knowledge and expert-
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ence. They need someone to dem-
onstrate a genuine appreciation of

the complexities of the individual

situation.”

This is often difficult with tight

budgets and the time constraints in

emergency units, which are de-

signed to get people in, treat them,

and get them out.

Phyllis Creighton, chair of the

ARF Clinical Institute Board, told

delegates : “Every bed in your hos-

pital is potentially a bed for an al-

cohol or (other) dnig patient.

“If I were speaking of any other

public health problem of this mag-
nitude (20% to 30%), I would not

even be asking the question, ‘Why
do hospitals need to be involved.’

”

All too often, Ms Creighton

added, “hospitals, while treating

the physiological results of sub-

stance abuse, fail to identify and
address the basic problem.”

David Lewis, MD, director of the

Center for Alcohol Studies at

Brown University, Providence.

Rhode Island, says the solution

doesn’t have to be difficult or com-
plicated.

Brown University, with a grant

from the United States National In-

stitute on Drug Abuse and the US
National Institute on Alcohol

Abuse and Alcoholism, is devel-

oping a model, core, competency

curriculum in addictions for medi-

cal schools.

The idea, says Dr Lewis, is to ex-

pose more primary health care

workers — family physicians and

general practitioners — to infor-

mation about alcohol and other

drug abuse.

Dr Lewis: “You can’t start to ed-

ucate a bunch of specialists. That

is definitely not the way to go. It is

the way people are going . . . and

they are so zealous about it they

are going to continue to do it any-

way.

“They are off and running trying

to make as many specialists (ad-

dictionologists ) as possible. So I

think it is even more important

that I’m off and running trying to

do something in the mainstream."

Dr Rankin agreed: “Certainly

the so-called field of addiction-

ology is starting to blossom. Yet. if

we really think about it, we can

have as many addictionologists out

there, in Canada and the US (as we
want), but it is not going to solve

the problem in any really effei'tive

way.
“What we arc talking about is

how to change the world,"

Creighton: basic problem
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' ICDAIT RUN-UP~l
New drug treaty would reduce police handicap

Canada pushing hard to move on syndicates
Anne

MacLennan
reports

from
Vienna

VIENNA — The case of two Que-

bec sisters arrested in Rome, held

there, and then acquitted recently

of knowingly possessing heroin

was a “dead loss” for Canadian en-

forcement authorities.

An Italian law, written before

drug trafficking was a global prob-

lem, robbed Canadian police of the

opportunity to nab the drug dealers

they suspected were waiting in

Canada for the heroin, says Rod-

ney T. Stamler, chief. Drug En-

forcement Directorate, Royal Ca-

nadian Mounted Police.

He told The Journal here Canad-

ian police suspected, and were
watching, “certain people.”

But, the heroin didn’t get deliv-

ered to Canada, and the police

didn’t get the dealers, because Ital-

ian law did not permit the drug, or

a substitute, to be delivered, under

police surveillance, to Canada.

This procedure is called “con-

trolled delivery.” It means nation-

al laws permit countries to allow

drug couriers — or “mules” — to

continue their journeys and deliv-

eries, knowingly or unknowingly,

across national borders and under

police surveillance.

Explains Chief Superintendent

Stamler: “Say a courier leaves

Thailand to take a shipment of her-

oin to Canada and stops en route in

the United Kingdom. If the drugs

were discovered there, the UK
would, in all probability and with-

out the knowledge of the couriers,

try to substitute some or most of

the drug. Or, alternately, they’d let

the shipment go through and allow

delivery to take place.

“We would then not only get the

couriers but also identify the crim-

inals waiting for the shipment.”

Among other things, the new in-

ternational convention focusing on

drug trafficking (The Journal,

March, 1986) would require nations

to adjust their laws to allow for

such deliveries.

Says Chief Supt Stamler: The
convention is a “list of things that

enforcement, at least, has identi-

fied as being deficient at the inter-

national level and that creates the

biggest problems in terms of iden-

tifying major organized crime

groups and bases.

“It will mean there will be inter-

national standards that should be

applied to national laws, which

would make it possible to trace,

freeze, seize, and require forfeit of

proceeds derived from trafficking.

“Only in that way can you elimi-

nate the major motives organized

crime has for involvement.”

Even two years ago, the prospect

of the draft convention’s being fi-

nalized within a decade seemed re-

mote; the process of drafting, re-

drafting, getting approval not only

of nations but also of the United

Nations itself, and finally moving
the convention through a complex
series of further steps, is extreme-

ly slow.

However, the increasing sophis-

tication of multinational traffick-

ers in the face of police working to

enforce laws written decades ago

;

pressure from the UN Secretary-

General (The Journal, July, 1985)

as well as a handful of countries,

including Canada; and, increased

political interest have moved the

convention to centre stage interna-

tionally.

With both pressure and lead-

ership from Canada, particularly

from Chief Supt Stamler, the con-

vention has been increasingly

prominent on the agenda of the

United Nations Commission on

Narcotic Drugs here.

Then, this year, under a working

schedule proposed by Canada, the

target for completion of the final

draft of the convention was moved
to 1988/89.

“To take more time would be un-

reasonable when you consider the

amount of trafficking going on and
how much the convention and its

implementation in each country

would do to prevent some of the

problems relative to trafficking,”

said Chief Supt Stamler.

There is, however, a surprising

stumbling block; the people seek-

ing to confront trafficking through

the convention are doing so without

the sophistication, the expertise,

the resources, or the flexibility

that their multinational targets

have.

A leading expert on financial law

and crime. Chief Supt Stamler

says lack of knowledge and experi-

ence is stumping many enforce-

ment and other authorities.

“They simply don’t know what’s

involved and have no idea ofhow to

go about it. These provisions scare

them.

“When you think of bankers and
the commercial world and first see

words like seizing and freezing and
so on, a lot of people are fright-

ened. Most aren’t coming at it

from a position of experience,

knowledge, and background on the

subject. Their attitude is naive.”

Thus, what is likely to happen, he
says, is that “provisions will be
adopted, and most countries won’t
know what the full impact of them
will be until we discuss and devel-

op programs and systems to carry
them out.

“With respect to the proceeds of

trafficking, for example, Canada
introduced legislation in 1975 to

prevent organized criminals in the

United States from laundering

money through Canada. So, we did

that 10 years ago, and it’s nothing

new for us.

“I think Canada is probably in

the lead in the whole area (The
Journal, February, 1986), although
some countries have very good
laws and by good, I mean very
strong provisions to seize and re-

quire forfeit of all proceeds con-

nected with drug trafficking.

“But, the difference is that they

have a lot of onus or burden that

shifts to the accused to prove that

it wasn’t from drug trafficking,

whereas we’re contemplating a

full investigation of money flows.

That’s a big difference even from
what the US has done to this point.

“So, if you do a full investigation

on money flow from trafficking

cases, you will, at the same time,

widen the conspiracy of the drug
offence and also identify the pro-

ceeds. And that’s what’s needed.

Most people are not doing that;

they don’t even realize it should be

done, or how it can be done. That’s

the problem.”
He said the June meeting in

Vienna— the International Confer-

ence on Drug Abuse and Illicit

Trafficking (ICDAIT) — will be a

“great opportunity for ministers to

become aware of precisely what
the convention involves.”

(

Health promotion in workplace a good first step
Community resources help

By Anne MacLennan

VIENNA — Many employee prob-

lems, including those associated

with alcohol and/or other drug use,

could be prevented if employers
established health promotion pro-

grams.
“If you wait until you find people

dependent on alcohol or other

drugs, then you’ve either neglected

prevention, or it hasn’t been very
effective,” says Behrouz Shahan-
deh. Mr Shahandeh is with the vo-

cational rehabilitation branch. In-

ternational Labour Office (ILO*),

Geneva.

Information and education alone
can prevent some problems, he

said. The approach has the added
advantage that individual workers

do not have to be confronted direct-

ly if, for example, they are using

too much alcohol.

“You can create an awareness
that can lead to recognition by
them that if they continue, they

will face disciplinary action. At the

same time, you can inform them of

resources available in the commu-
nity where they can find help if

they need it.

“Sometimes, if you simply com-
municate your company’s policies

and procedures, you’re telling your
workforce where they stand. And,

it’s good for them to be reminded
every now and then of what the sit-

uation will be if they are found to

have caused an accident by having

had too much to drink.”

In Mr Shahandeh’s view, prob-

lems related to alcohol and/or oth-

er drug use should be approached

comprehensively.

“We feel there are a number of

work-related problems associated

with alcohol and other drug use but

not necessarily use at the depen-

dence level.”

He said problems presented by

occasional intoxication and regu-

lar use of alcohol and/or drugs may
be equal to or larger in number
than those presented by people

who are dependent.

“It’s as important to deal with

the person who has had too many
beers at lunch, or some marijuana.

and comes back to operate heavy
machinery as it is to deal with peo-

ple who are dependent.”

As for programs to help workers,

Mr Shahandeh said development
should be slow and systematic.

“If you come across an increas-

ing number of people who are

showing symptoms of, say, a drug
problem, or if supervisors are re-

porting too much absenteeism and
can’t diagnose the problem —these
are sometimes clues. Maybe they

can be substantiated through med-
ical records.

“But, somebody has to become
aware the problem may exist,

bring the issue to the attention of

others, and pull together the facts

and figures — through whatever
direct or indirect indicators are

available.”

He said a small committee is

useful to look at various aspects of

the work. One necessary task early

on is to review the legislation “be-

cause you don’t want to do some-

thing illegal or for which there are

no legal provisions.

“For example, in some countries

where drug use is totally illegal

and if you identify someone as a

drug user, you have to dismiss him
or her. That’s not going to be very

useful; our concern is to keep

workers on the job.”

Another important early task is

to consider what resources are

available in the workplace and in

the community. What can be mobi-

lized?

“A healthy workforce means a

healthy community. Somebody
who’s not alcohol or other drug de-

pendent will not have problems on

the road, will not cause fires, and

soon. It adds up.”

Companies without resources

should see how they can link up

with other organizations “because

you can do a lot without actually

paying for everything yourself”

The ILO does not recommend
particular program models and

stresses that questions about

which particular approach to

adopt are best answered by people

on the spot.

Following a 16-country survey,

the branch developed a multi-me-

dia kit on employee assistance. It

is intended as a step by step guide

for employers and trade unions, in

general, and, in particular, for re-

source staff, who are in the best po-

sition to identify potential prob-

lems and develop programs.

*ILO, Vocational Rehabilitation

Branch, International Labour Of-

fice, CH 1211, Geneva 22, Switzer-

land (Tel 99 68 33 J.

Firing drug-test failers is no answer
VIENNA — Employee drug

screening is only acceptable if it

is part of a larger program pro-

viding counselling and assis-

tance.

If it isn’t, and if screening re-

sults in getting employees fired

instead of rehabilitated, then

employers are simply shifting a

new burden onto communities.

“As long as we retain people

in employment, we have an op-

portunity to help them become

healthy workers,” says Beh-

rouz Shahandeh, vocational re-

habilitation branch. Interna-

tional Labour Office (ILO).

“But, when they’re screened

out of the workplace, where do

they go? Where you had an em-
ployed, dependent person, now
you have an unemployed, de-

pendent person.

“And, unemployed problem

drinkers and drug users are

very difficult to rehabilitate. As
well, it will be difficult for them

to find jobs again with that on

their records.”

He said although the ILO has

not developed an official policy

on drug screening, there is con-

sensus: “We cannot disagree

with the fact there are certain

professionals— in the transpor-

tation field, in medicine, for ex-

ample — with a special code of

ethics and standards that have

to be maintained because the

safety, the lives, of other people

are in their hands.”
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Tobacco ad columns slammed
As one of the academics “who
abandon ordinary professional

conduct in their claims about to-

bacco advertising,” I have read

Richard Gilbert’s two columns on

the subject of the tobacco ad ban
with considerable interest (Feb-

ruary, January).

My reaction has been one of dis-

may and distress, the result not of

Dr Gilbert’s characterization of

my conduct, but rather of the ex-

traordinarily misinformed and
misleading nature of his com-
ments.

To respond to all the inaccura-

cies would require at least as much

space as the columns. By way of il-

lustration, consider that, in his

first effort. Dr Gilbert stated auto-

mobile accidents kill more people

than smoking. In fact, in the Unit-

ed States, cigarettes kill seven to

eight times as many people as do

automobiles. I suspect the ratio is

similar, if not identical, in Canada.
A second example pertains to his

description of the effect of ad bans

in Norway and Italy. Dr Gilbert’s

“facts” are those presented by to-

bacco industry representatives. He
has completely failed to examine
the evidence on the other side, such

as the fact that the so-called ad ban

in Italy is not enforced and has

been flagrantly violated since its

inception.

As a third example, in his more
recent column. Dr Gilbert says the

charge that promoting tobacco is

unethical could be levelled against

the promotion of automobiles,

food, plastic products, electricity,

and weapons.

With the exception of the last, all

of these produce substantial social

benefits that considerably out-

weigh their social costs. (If he does

not believe this, I would suggest Dr
Gilbert try doing without food alto-

gether.) Cigarettes, by contrast.

are the only major consumer prod-

uct that is hazardous when used as

intended and that offers very little

by way of social benefit.

Put simply. Dr Gilbert’s knowl-

edge of health hazards and his per-

spective on comparative ethics are

nothing short of astonishing.

His reliance on, and apparent be-

lief in, tobacco industry sources

suggests a rather extraordinary

naivete or bias. Were Dr Gilbert in-

terested in offering a balanced pre-

sentation, he might have read nu-

merous scholarly publications on

the subject published within the

past year or two.

He cites (Robert D.) Tollison’s

book, work supported by the tobac-

co industry. But, I have been told,

he expressed an unwillingness to

read my 100-page monograph on

the subject written for the Ameri-

can Public Health Association

(APHA). Dr Gilbert was satisfied

he understood my errant thinking

by having read my five-page testi-

mony for last summer’s Congres-

sional hearing.

Should Dr Gilbert feel that the

APHA is not sufficiently objective,

he might wish to consult a peer-re-

viewed. scholarly article published

in the fall, 1986 Journal of Health

Politics, Policy and Law and coau-

thored by, among others, a former
Surgeon-General of the United

States and the former chairman of

the US Federal Trade Commis-
sion.

The tobacco ad ban debate raises

numerous complex and challeng-

ing questions.

While I have concluded that the

bulk of the evidence and logic

strongly favor an ad ban, I readily

acknowledge the existence of efi

fective arguments to the contrary.

Unfortunately. Dr Gilbert has of-

fered none of these. I hope your

readers will not be taken in by his

ill-informed and misleading com-
mentary. ^

Kenneth E. Warner, PhD
Professor and chair

School of Public Health

University of Michigan

Ann Arbor, Michigan

Howell misses facts
Wayne Howell’s well-written col-

umn on his trip to Italy is a wide-

spread view (November. 1986).

Alas, there are two facts the

learned gentleman seems to have

forgotten:

• In Italy, being drunk is a dis-

grace. In Ontario, we think it’s fun-

ny or, worse, something to brag

about.

• The golden-arches’ people (Mc-

Donald’s restaurants) surely

wouldn't have sold billions of those

things from five outlets. Is there

any field in which more outlets

have failed to increase sails'.’

In any case, demeaning the insti-

tution of the family is more cause

than result of substance abuse.

Norman Panzica

Toronto, Ontario

Health education counts
1 enjoy The Journal very much as 1

am interested in health education.

I am a physical education teacher

trying to help improve health edu-

cation in the Northwest Territo-

ries.

Alcohol and other drug abuse, es-

pecially solvent sniffing and smok-
ing among children, are major
NWT health concerns.

I like to keep in touch with the re-

search and other articles you re-

port. 1 was inspired by your paptT

to attend one of the many wfurses

the Addiction Research Founda-

tion SchiKfl for Addiction Studies

olTers and plan to attend another.

KtH'p up the good work.

Please forward to me a cata-

logue of iKlucational materials

Ronald Kennedy
Frobisher Ray
Northwest Territories

TJ needed in staff room
1 have found The Journal most in

formative and helpful in my job as

a guidance counsellor ;)nd special

education teacher

1 am retiring from the teaching

profe.ssion in .lune 1 would there

fore ;isk that my copy be dinvli'd

to the prmcipiil so that one copy

finds its way into the slafi rmun.

Thank you for a most enlighten-

ing publication. Kivp up the good

work

Lawrence Code
W.E. (fowling Public .School

Ottawa, Ontario

V

The Journal welcomes Letters to the Editor. Letters

bearing the full name and address of sender may be
sent to; The Journal, 33 Russell St, Toronto, Cana-
da MSS 2S1.
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OPINION: The addictions movement

Years of complex, painful work bear fruit
By Larry Hershfield*

There is ample room in the addictions field

for discouragement and its bedfellows:

cynicism, desperation, and fear. Fresh

new “wars” are being launched by poli-

ticians; media are craving their own
‘crack’ high; funding decreases; basic re-

search questions remain unanswered;

and, colleagues are burning out.

There are also ample opportunities to in-

dulge yourself, for instance

:

• when you’re trying to explain what we
do to someone in the private sector— par-

ents and headhunters are the most diffi-

cult,

• when you’re trying to muster up enthu-

siasm for the newest, long-term planning

exercise,

• when you have just been misquoted and

the wire services are picking it up,

• when the computer goes down and takes

all your files with it,

• when all your clients fail to show, and
• when your supervisor discovers you

have no evaluation data for your last three

years of work.

At the same time, there are many ways
people can manage these pressures,

among them the cognitively-based, stress-

reduction techniques we recommend to

our clients.

The first practice is to reflect on how bad

things actually were in the ‘good old days’

— say the late 1960s and early 1970s. Those

years brought an influx ofnew money, new
workers, and new approaches to build on

the old; together they form today’s addic-

tions movement (industry, some might

say).

My personal reflections

:

• I sat on interagency committees where
there was hostility among many camps.
Alcohol/drug, young/old, abstinence only/

abstinence as an option, education/policy,

and prevention/treatment/research were
just some of the dividing lines.

• It seemed every day’s mail brought an-

other anti-drug program produced by
some United States corporate complex,

even more glossy and slick than the last.

• Conflicting claims in the literature,

about marijuana for instance, made it dif-

ficult to separate facts from conjecture,

from expectations, and from hoax. Myths
were rampant; acidheads staring into the

sun causing blindness was among my fa-

vorites.

Hershfield: articles of faith

• Attendance at our movies/discussions
depended on the timing and proximity of

bingo games. Being anxious to leave one
remote community after another strength-

ened my conviction that exposure to two
hours of film would not eradicate deep-
seated, rampant alcoholism.

• Media reports and well-meaning educa-
tors provided a wealth of information;
however, this seemed to be increasing cu-
riosity and experimentation rather than
discouraging it. The prospects for commu-
nity development were bleak. Meetings
and forums seemed to attract already-con-
verted family victims of alcoholism or the

temperance forces — both legitimate

groups in their own, but not likely to build

broader bases to advocate policy and serv-

ice changes.

• Instant experts, fresh from methadone
or detox programs, were given platforms
to share their half-formed ideas and spin

adventure tales of life as a deviant.

These reflections solve nothing; but they

make one appreciate all the more the

many positive changes our field has seen

in the last 15 years.

A list of these changes constitute articles

of faith that sustain us in our difficult,

complex, and painful work.

The second practice is to use these as af-

firmations. They don’t have to be true; you
just have to act as if they are. Personally,

I’d include:

• the anti-smoking movement that has
proven public health approaches work; the

drinking/driving movement that is picking

up critical mass and is past the point of no
return — we will win again. Other issues

will likely follow this very pattern

;

• community action groups of today (eg,

parents and drinking/driving groups) that

have the talent, money, clout, and long-

term drive to make things happen. They
are joining together with the traditional in-

terest groups;
• alcohol’s recognition as the major drug
problem

;
the public and professional agen-

das are thus now much closer;

• inter-provincial and federal-provincial

collaboration, an area that used to harden
even the most battle-seasoned bureaucrat,
that has and will continue to bear fruit:

conferences, training packages, rapid dis-

semination of good works, and so forth

;

• professionals and lay groups that have
learned a great deal about each other and
now collaborate, despite major differences
and a volatile beginning;
• our persuasive arguments that no long-

er rest on moral grounds or vague health

threats, but on immediate financial, so-

cial, legal, health, and other conse-
quences. We act to support informed choic-

es;

• funding that will improve as pressure on
the traditional treatment system makes
the case for prevention; private sector

money will follow; and,

• employee assistance programs that are
well-established vehicles, have saturated
various markets, and are a strong base for

additional approaches and interventions.

Some time soon, I hope to see some fun-

damental changes in health care and in

our understanding of drug use. But, for

now. I’ll keep practising.

• Larry Hershfield is director of the Metro-
politan Toronto Regional Office of the Ad-

diction Research Foundation.

Gilbert is ‘flat-out’ wrong on tobacco promo
When I was told by Richard Gilbert

that he had written a column in fa-

vor of continued tobacco promo-
tion (January), I knew it would
make for less than enjoyable read-

ing for those of us trying to combat
tobacco marketing.

What I didn’t expect was that his

personal approach to the issue

would be labelled by his headline.

Unprofessional conduct.

When I read his second column.
Tobacco ad debate continued,

(February), I noted his inaccura-

cies and fallacious argument con-

tinued, including a misquote of one
of my own statements. He was,
though, no longer accurately label-

ling his product, perhaps having
taken a lesson from the tobacco

marketing people.

He begins his first column by
listing three cases where he would
allow governments to deny free-

dom of speech. He cites “pressing
national interest” and uses war as
an example. That sounds appropri-
ate. Forty-two thousand Canadians
were killed in five years in World
War II. Tobacco industry products
kill that number every 18 months

in Canada and have done so for

several years.

He cites protection of minors as

another justification. The illegal

sale of this lethal, addictive prod-

uct to minors represents a $220 mil-

lion annual market in Canada. It

sounds like a tobacco ad ban meets
Dr Gilbert’s criteria.

Dr Gilbert also attacks what are,

in his view, the “facts” which aca-

demics opposed to tobacco adver-

tising get wrong. One of these

“facts” is that tobacco is the most
advertised product in the United

States.

Dr Gilbert is ‘flat-out’ wrong. If

he had taken the time to do his re-

search, a practice he professes to

endorse, he would have discovered

from authoritative US Federal

Trade Commission reports to the

US Congress that tobacco advertis-

ing does rank number one.

To compound the error. Dr Gil-

bert decides to extrapolate from
Canadian data supplied by none
other than the tobacco industry, an
industry with a virtually unparal-

leled history of deception.

He also uses as an example of an

error of “fact” the claim that to-

bacco use is the single largest

cause of preventable death in the

US. He suggests, rather, that auto-

mobiles rank higher. This is a bit of

a surprise since tobacco use is re-

sponsible, according to US Sur-

geon-General reports, for more
than 300,000 annual deaths in that

country, while traffic accidents

claim fewer than 50,000.

It is a pity Dr Gilbert did not ex-

trapolate from Canadian data in

this instance since the 4,400 Ca-

nadians killed on the roads and the

over 30,000 killed through tobacco

use give a good indication of ex-

pected US proportions for these

causes of death.

Dr Gilbert dismisses the “anony-
mous” statements of tobacco and
advertising executives who say ad-

vertising does, indeed, increase

consumption. Since several of

these statements, including those

by Emerson Foote (former presi-

dent and chairman of the world’s

second largest advertising agen-

cy) are far from anonymous, it’s

surprising Dr Gilbert’s research

could not either turn up the name

of the source or obtain, to his satis-

faction, confirmation of the re-

port’s accuracy.

He fails to understand his pro-

fessed critical eye should fall not

only on independent academics,

but also on those whose research is

funded by the tobacco industry

(eg, J. J. Boddewyn).
The tobacco industry position —

that it spends billions annually on

advertising which it knows does

Sweanor: shoddy work

McConneirs marijuana article ‘splendid’

Ross: telephone calls, mail

Harvey McConnell’s article on the

marijuana conference (December,
1986) is a thing of beauty.

We were thrilled to get calls tell-

ing us about the article and then to

receive it ourselves in the mail. We
have made and mailed dozens of

copies.

Mr McConnell made a brilliant

summary of the most important

points made at the conference. 1

would like to thank him especially

for his coverage of my talk on par-

ent involvement in treating adoles-

cent marijuana users.

I am curious about the responses

The Journal receives and am

looking forward to future letters to

the editor.

I am writing to you from a one-

day conference on compulsive eat-

ing disorders and chemical depen-

dency. Most of the participants

here are professionals in chemical
dependency treatment.

We are the only program to ad-

dress this dual addiction directly.

We are also the only program with

a waiting list. Our program is very
similar in approach to that of the

Health Recovery Center in Minne-
apolis, Minnesota.

We combine sophisticated bio-

chemical assessment and treat-

ment along with the 12 steps and a

counselling component. We find

our clients are free of food crav-

ings within two weeks. Follow-up

shows more than a 80% success

rate with chemically dependent

adults one to ZV2 years after leav-

ing six weeks of outpatient treat-

ment.
Thank you for reporting on the

marijuana conference so splendid-

ly-

Julia Ross
Director

Henry OhlofT Outpatient Programs
San Francisco, California

not increase sales by a single ciga-

rette, that it will spend huge adver-

tising dollars even where there is

no competition, and that it will de-

fend to the death the right to con-

tinue this waste of money — has

been thoroughly discredited in the

literature. It was thought nobody
outside of the tobacco companies
really accepted such nonsense. It

is now clear Richard Gilbert does.

Perhaps our most serious con-

cern is that these shoddily re-

searched, unprofessional columns
appeared in a reputable addiction

newspaper in the first place.

They will be reproduced and pre-

sented by the tobacco industry as

arguments from a knowledgeable

scientist, published in a reputable

medical journal, arguing in favor

of tobacco advertising. They will

appear and reappear for years in

industry propaganda kits pre-

sented to commissions and legis-

lators. They will undermine the

recommendations and work of the

Canadian Medical Association, the

Canadian Cancer Society, the Roy-

al College of Physicians (and Sur-

geons), and a host of other bodies

which all have called for a ban on

tobacco advertising.

This shoddy work argues less for

tobacco advertising than it does for

a system of outside review of arti-

cles of this importance, articles so

prominently placed in The Jour-

nal.

And, assuming that the lack of

scholarship is explained by pres-

sures on his time, these articles ar-

gue forcefully for a policy of no

moonlighting for columnists. Per-

haps Dr Gilbert’s heavy workload

as a municipal politician in Toron-

to has cut into the time available to

do proper research.

David T. Sweanor
Staff counsel

Non-Smokers’ Rights Association

Toronto, Ontario
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Self-help program works for 68% ofsmokers
By Pat McCarthy

CHRISTCHURCH, NZ— Better re-

sults than for any other stop-smok-

ing program reviewed in medical

literature have been reported for a

self-help program here.

Of 142 participants in the eight-

week, Stop Ourselves Smoking
(SOS) pilot program, 118 finished

the course. Of these, 80 (68%) were
not smoking at the end of the

eighth week, and 61 (52%) were

still not smoking 15 months later.

Developed here, the SOS pro-

gram is led by selected ex-smok-

ers.

A leader’s manual and a partici-

pant’s kit help consolidate coping

strategies and learning between
cessation sessions. The manual
and kit contain information about

side-effects, monitoring of smok-
ing behavior, quitting strategies,

nutrition, and stress.

Participants in the pilot program
were recruited through a media
publicity campaign. No attempt

was made to select them according

to sex, age, or any other criteria.

They paid to attend the course.

All were cigarette smokers; the

average participant had smoked 22

cigarettes a day for 22 years.

SOS was designed for smokers
who know the dangers of smoking

and want to stop. Those who la-

belled themselves “extremely de-

termined” to stop were more suc-

cessful (70%) than those “deter-

mined” (47%), or “somewhat de-

termined” (33%) to quit.

TEL AVIV— Inspector-General of

Police David Kraus has announced
the first police anti-drug year here

without specifying what steps will

be taken.

He pointed out the drug “racket”

in Israel is in the $500 million to

$700 million range, with crime pro-

viding most of the money used to

buy drugs.

Thirty-eight people completed
the course but did not quit smok-
ing. Of these, 30 considerably re-

duced their smoking. All 24 partici-

pants who dropped out took part in

subsequent courses.

In 1986, police confiscated 200

tons of hashish, 200 kilograms of

heroin, and “several tens of ki-

lograms” of cocaine.

The Israeli Military Court re-

cently handed down what is be-

lieved to be its most severe sen-

tence to the highest-ranking officer

ever charged with drug running.

The officer, a lieutenant-colonel.

Reporting in the New Zealand
Medical Journal (December 10,

1986), health education officers

Glen Price and Jiri Davidson-Rada
said every course has been filled to

capacity.

was reduced to the rank of private,

expelled from the army, and sen-

tenced to seven years in prison af-

ter he pleaded guilty of trying to

smuggle 594 kg of hashish from
Lebanon into Israel.

A recent survey of soldiers about

to be discharged indicates 8% of

the men and 5% of the women have
used drugs in one form or another.

i-GILBERT—

1

I From smoker to chain-chewer

Israel plans its first anti-drug year

Prominent in the work of Britain’s Addic-

tion Research Unit (ARU) is the notion of

the “alcoholic career”— the unfolding se-

quence of an individual’s lifetime behav-
ior in relation to alcohol (The Journal,

March). Of particular interest are

“change episodes” — events and experi-

ences reported by alcoholics that go with

changes in the pattern of alcohol con-

sumption. Of interest, too, is the variabili-

ty among and within alcoholic careers.

Researchers at the ARU believe under-
standing of individual alcoholic careers

will give them a better handle on the

causes and treatment of alcoholism than

information about large populations. If

we know what precedes a sharp increase

in alcohol use, they argue, we can watch
for such events, anticipate the worsening
of the disease, and take corrective action.

Careers can be built around other

drugs, including nicotine. Elaboration of

a nicotine-using career may offer insights

into the causes and continuation of nic-

otine use.

Nicotine career
I became interested in the nicotine-us-

ing career of Graham Reed when I

learned he was among Canada’s early us-

ers of nicotine chewing gum. He has used
it continuously since 1983.

Dr Reed, chairman of a psychology de-

partment at Toronto’s York University,

began smoking when he was 13 years old.

He is now 64 and has not smoked since us-

ing nicotine chewing gum. Serious smok-
ing began at the age of 19 years when he

joined the British Army. Smoking was
very much the norm, encouraged by a

ready supply of cheap cigarettes— free in

combat zones.

Richard Gilbert; Could you have avoided
smoking in the armed forces?

Graham Reed: Yes, if I had had enor-

mously strong willpower. Not smoking
raised suspicions of effeminacy or, even
wor.se, poetic inclination.

RG : When did you first try to quit?

GR: Almost as soon as the war ended.

From 1946 to 1983, I quit at least once a

year. As Mark Twain said, few things are

so easy.

RG : What happened when you quit?

GR : There was usually no problem for the

first four or five days or even as long as

three weeks, contrary to what smokers
usually report. Then, there would be a pe-

riod of stress; or, more often, I would
want to concentrate on a piece of writing,

and my resolve would dissolve. Some-
times, I would find myself being joyfully

surprised that I was not yearning for a

cigarette. Then, soon after, I would be

equally surprised to find a cigarette in my
mouth. My wife may have put it there.

She and others found my temper unbear-

able when I quit smoking. I noticed no

change.

RG : Did you enjoy smoking?
GR; I loved smoking. I enjoyed every-

thing about it; the rituals, the smell, the

taste, and the effect on my thinking.

Sometimes a cigarette seemed to be my
only friend.

Politics of smoking
RG ; Why did you want to quit?

GR; At first, not especially for health rea-

sons. It was more what you might call the

politics of smoking that got to me. 1 felt 1

was in thrall to the tobacco companies.

My miserable pleasure served little more
social purpose than adding to their al-

ready exorbitant profits. Another thing

was the unfairness of the tax on eigarettes

— a .special target of British Chancellors

of the Exchequer.

RG: Were there significant changes in

your consumption over the years?
GR: The price of cigarettes generally de-

termined how much I smoked. I suppose
there was a change after the war, but the

biggest change must have been when I

emigrated to Canada in 1969. 1 went from

smoking between 10 and 20 rather small

cigarettes a day to between 20 and 30 larg-

er cigarettes.

RG: Was quitting more or less difficult

when your consumption went up?
GR: I don’t remember much difference.

Tried everything
RG: Had you tried any aids to quitting be-

fore you used the chewing gum?
GR: I tried everything. So-called herbal

tobacco was touted during and after the

war. It was like dried hay or dank hedge-

rows — smoking at the bottom of a

swamp; there was no pleasure at all, ex-

cept pleasure in virtue. I tried a variety of

filtering devices, everything that came on

the market. They all involved some kind

of cigarette holder, and I wanted the feel

of raw paper in my fingers.

I smoked a pipe for a time; it fitted my
image. I stopped on medical advice when
my frequent grogginess was put down to

nicotine overload from inhaling the

smoke and swallowing the guck that

flowed back down the stem. I thought it

was a recurrence of wartime malaria.

At one time, 1 tried snuff as an alterna-

tive. The head of my department in Brit-

ain used snuff — a filthy business. He
would sniff it in and then blow it out into a

huge, khaki-colored handkerchief that ho

would then inspect in detail. Snuff didn't

help. I sucked candies too. My consump-
tion went down a little, but 1 became inor-

dinately fat

RG. How did you come to u.se the gum ’

GR: In 198.1, 1 had a bad period of dl

health, mostly hypertension. My doctor

s.iid I shoidd cut (lown to 10 cigarettes a

day He thought 1 w.as too old to quit 1 fol

lowed his advici' but found m,v days domi
n.ited liy wailing for the next cigarette

Buses such as culling cig.irelles in lialf

wi'i'i' no help A 2S pack a day colleague

had maiiagi'd to (|uil using iiicoliiu' chew
ing gum 1 asked my doctor for ;i prescrip

lion The colleague slill doesn't smoke
She chain chews the gum instead

Gum sceptic
RG What was your doctor's attitude

’

GR Well, never having smoked him.self,

he always said cold turkey quitting was
the thing to do Me was quite .sceptical

about the gum. hut deigned to give me a

“I felt I was in thrall to the tobacco companies. My miserabie
pieasure served littie more sociai purpose than adding to

their already exorbitant profits"

prescription. That was September, 1983.

RG : What was your early experience with

the gum?
GR: I began using the stronger gum, the

idea being that a heavy nicotine load

would block the craving. The four milli-

gram-per-piece gum was unpleasant, and
I changed to the two-mg prescription af-

ter a few days.

RG: How was the stronger gum unplea-

sant?

GR: It was rather similar to the pipe:

nauseating with an overpowering but in-

definable taste. I have a hunch many of

the failures with nicotine gum happen be-

cause doctors first prescribe the stronger

gum. Each piece is equivalent to four cig-

arettes, and the build-up of nicotine can ^

be quite high,

RG: How much of the two-mg gum were
you using?

GR: For a week. I was chewing 12 to 15

pieces a day. This diminished fairly rap-

idly to a plateau of six to seven pieces a

day. which was sustained for about six

months. Then, for no apparent reason, my
intake fell abruptly to about four pieces a

day. a level that was maintained for some
eight months. During 1985, my consump-
tion fell gradually from about four pieces

a day to about 2' a
pieces, where it has re-

mained ever since.

RG ; Will you give up the gum?
GR: 1 doubt it. 1 seem to have reached my
asymptote. Each time we meet, my doc-

tor threatens to cancel my prescription;

but, if 1 had to give up the gum. 1 would

definitely go back to smoking.

RG : How do you use the gum?
GR ; Well, the first thing is 1 never start on

the gum much before 11 am. When 1

smoked, 1 had my first cigarette before

breakfast, and it was the one I onjoyiHl

most, I take each piece of gum in five

parts, at roughly hourly intervals 1 nibble

each corner and then take the section left

in the centre. In this way, 1 gel alnnit 10 to

12 goes at the gum each day.

No desire
RG Have you had a cigarette since you

started using the gum ’

GR: I haven't the slightest temptation to

smoke, not the slightest ilieker of desire

But. 1 enjoy people smoking around me —
the smell of lohacco smoke Occasionally,

1 have quite sensual dreams about smok-
ing I lovingly light a cigarette and inhale

with a passionate pleasure

By

Richard

Gilbert

y
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Employment -Related

Drug Screening
—A Public Health and Safety Perspective

—

TORONTO— The following material was developed

by the Addiction Research Fonndation (ARF) here

as its Best Advice on tiie controversial issne of urine

testing for alcohol and other drug use.

ARF experts in biochemical research, laboratory

techniques, employee assistance programs, and oc-

cupational research, with assistance from person-

nel and information specialists, looked at; legal is-

sues involved — employee and employer rights, in

onion and non-union settings; meth^s ofdrug anal-

ysis — immunoassay and chromatography; and,

public health and safety concerns — the extent of

public use of alcohol and other drugs, how use af-

fects safety, and risk-levels involved.

Task force chairman Bruce Cunningham told The
Journal this is the first comprehensive study in Can-

ada of all aspects of the issne. The Best Advice is

drawn from the full report of his group and is pre-

sented for readers as part of The Journal’s continu-

ing coverage of the drug-testing issue. {For major
articles, see The Journal, February, 1987; Novem-
ber, March, 1986; Novemter, 1985.)' —The Editor

Summary statement
Employment-related drug screening is likely to be

one of the most contentious issues in labor-manage-

ment relations in the next decade. The growing
practice of employers to institute programs of drug
testing— selectively, randomly, or comprehensive-

ly — led the Addiction Research Foundation

(ARF), Toronto, Ontario, in May, 1986, to establish

a task group on employment-related drug screen-

ing from a public health and safety perspective.

This document presents the recom-
mendations of that group, together

with a brief background summary.
Its purpose is to contribute to in-

formed public discussion of the is-

sue.

Recommendations
With respect to employment-related drug screening

— the term refers to screening for alcohol and other

drugs— the ARF recommends that

:

• mass or random drug screening for all employ-

ees and/or applicants for employment not be imple-

mented :

• drug screening be considered for employees who
show deficits in job performance and whose behav-

ior in the workplace is judged to constitute a safety

risk to self or others. All such cases be referred to a

qualified medical practitioner; the decision to test

for drugs be made by this individual

;

• pre-employment and continued random drug

screening be considered for employees in jobs that

pose risk to co-workers and/or the public and that

are unsupervised for periods such that evidence of

impairment would not normally be subject to obser-

vation;

• if drug screening is instituted, the following pro-

cedures be followed to guarantee valid, accurate,
and confidential results

:

— samples should be collected by qualified staff

under medical supervision and be forwarded to a
qualified laboratory;
— the individual being tested should have the right

to provide and to have recorded a statement of cur-

rent medical or other drug use

;

— all positive results should be confirmed by gas
chromatography/mass spectrometry. The labora-

tory should not forward positive test results unless

the results have been confirmed by this method

;

— the laboratory should communicate test results

only to the licensed medical practitioner who for-

warded the test samples to the laboratory
;
and,

— the practitioner should report back to the em-
ployer on the results of the testing and his/her inter-

pretation of same in accordance with standard
medical ethics and any applicable company poli-

cies and collective agreements;
• if drug screening is instituted, employees with

confirmed positive test results be referred to an
employee assistance program for assessment and,

if needed, counselling and rehabilitation;

• if drug screening is instituted, it be preceded by
a formal employment policy stating the rationale

for the testing and the consequences of confirmed

positive test(s) results in relation to continuation of

employment.

Background
Alcohol and other drug use is a fact of life in Onta-

rio, especially in the under-30 age category. A 1984

survey indicates 84% of Ontario adults aged 18 and
more use alcohol, 11% use marijuana, and 3% use
cocaine. In the same survey, 90% of 18 to 29 year
olds reported using alcohol, 28% marijuana, and 7%
cocaine.

There is no doubt that alcohol and other drug
abuse is a significant public health and safety prob-

lem. Alcohol and a number of illicit and controlled

drugs have been shown to alter motor coordination

and/or perceptual ability; their use can thus result

in industrial and road accidents. <2,3)

The actual extent of alcohol and other drug abuse
in the workplace is unclear, especially in Canada,
where no statistics are available.

However, studies emerging in the United States

suggest that drug monitoring is having beneficial

effects, especially when combined with employee
assistance programs. Although some programs
started without the backing of scientific evidence,

their results support the premise that monitoring of

drug use, whether at work or off-site, reduces acci-

dents in the workplace.

Urine testing for various drugs can be done accu-
rately if the proper equipment, staff, and proce-

dures are used. Although the legal right of employ-
ers to require urine tests of current employees is

not clear for all situations, urine testing may be
permissible for new job applicants.

However, urine testing is intrusive. It requires

that a urine sample be obtained in full view of a
staff person not necessarily known to the donor.

Once in the possession of the employer’s agent, it

can be tested for a variety of compounds, not al-

ways with the full consent of the donor, to whom the

results are not always communicated. Moreover,
urine tests can only measure past use and not im-

pairment on the job.

Therefore, we suggest that urine tests should only

be used where the safety of the public, the em-
ployee, or other workers is involved, or as a supple-

ment to indications of impairment that are ob-

served by other means.

There is direct as well as circumstantial evidence

to indicate that impairment from the use of alcohol

and other drugs in Ontario workplaces could affect

individual and public safety. Heavy use of alcohol

and other drugs does correlate with an increased

risk of accidents. But, it is not clear what, if any, in-

creased risk can be attributed to moderate alcohol

or drug use away from the workplace.

For these reasons, we suggest that urine testing

should be limited to employees in occupations that

pose a risk to co-workers and/or the public.

Where special precautions are warranted, blood

tests would be more appropriate than urine

screens, as blood levels correlate more accurately

with actual levels of impairment.

But before blood tests are utilized, there should be

other indications of impairment, or the work situa-

tion should be one that justifies such measures to

prevent accidents or to allay legitimate public con-

cerns.

In situations where impairment is suspected, the

decision to test should be made by a qualified medi-

cal practitioner. Managers, supervisors, or secu-

rity staff can refer to a medical practitioner but

should not have the authority to require tests. In

this way, confidentiality can be preserved while

providing protection for the public and/or other em-
ployees. When test results are returned to the work-

place, they should go back to the medical practi-

tioner, who is bound by discipline and law to pre-

serve confidentiality.

Employers should also note that other interven-

tions, such as health education, employee assis-

tance programs, regular performance appraisals,

and security checks, should also be considered in

any attempt to reduce risks due to drug abuse in the

workplace.

Some of the interventions currently used in Onta-

rio are

:

— employee assistance programs, which provide

counselling and rehabilitation for employees with

problems;
— union counsellor programs, which train union

members to help fellow workers in the use of com-
munity resources to deal with problems;
— health education programs, which suggest posi-

tive options to lifestyle and health habits that could

lead to addiction problems

;

— security inspection programs, which train secu-

rity staff to recognize drugs and signs of impair-

ment.

Our experience suggests that all such interven-

tions are most effective when they are instituted as

cooperative efforts among labor, management, and

health services.
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Alcohol ads: informing or manipulating public?

Health , safety officials

debate industry reps
By Mark Kearney

TORONTO — In the approxi-

mately three hours it took to com-

plete a recent public meeting on al-

cohol advertising, someone in Can-

ada was killed in a drinking-driv-

ing accident.

Some people believe lifestyle ad-

vertising by beer and wine compa-
nies contributes to the accident

statistic and want more restric-

tions on how alcoholic beverages

are portrayed on television and in

other media.

“Unless we can convince our

breweries to show restraint in their

advertising, weTl never get our

young people to show restraint in

their drinking habits,” John Bates,

president of PRIDE (People to Re-

duce Impaired Driving Every-

where ) ,
told the public meeting.

Mr Bates provided some grim
statistics: one Canadian is killed

every three hours in a drinking-

CORK — A London court has sus-

pended an Irish bishop’s driving li-

cence after his conviction for im-

paired driving.

Bishop Eamon Casey, the bishop

of Galway, was in England on holi-

day when the offence occurred.

The bishop, who has been active-

ly campaigning for special coun-

sellors to tackle the problem of

teenage drinking, was stopped for

speeding.

Subsequent breath tests regis-

tered nearly twice the acceptable

limit.

The conviction has clearly em-

driving accident; alcohol abuse
costs Canadian society at least $1.5

billion annually.

The forum. Alcohol advertising:

information or manipulation, was
sponsored by the Addiction Re-

search Foundation here.

Much of the problem lies with

young people, Mr Bates said. They,

in turn, are influenced by ads they

see on television and hear on radio.

“Lifestyle advertising by the

breweries is undermining every-

thing we’re trying to do,” Mr Bates

said.

Barry Joslin, vice-president of

public affairs for Molson Brew-
eries of Canada, said such charges
are unfounded. The breweries play

an important role in telling people

about drinking in moderation and
the responsible use of alcohol. He
said anti-drinking-driving mes-
sages on TV and billboards are an
example of what the industry does.

barrassed the popular clergyman,
who apologized to his diocese

through a letter read at Sunday
masses.

His solicitor told reporters Bish-

op Casey drank too much during a

meal with friends: “Throughout
the evening, friends and waiters

kept topping up his glass. He was
unaware of how much alcohol he

had consumed.”
The Irish temperance group, the

Pioneer Total Abstinence Associa-

tion, said they were saddened by
the case, particularly since the of-

fence occurred on Temperance
Sunday.

Only 2.8% of Molson’s advertis-

ing budget goes toward such media
as rock videos, he added, and
many of the viewers are older than

the legal drinking age of 19 years.

Most brewery advertising, he said,

is aimed at getting current drink-

ers to switch brands, a trend more
evident in Canada in the past few
years with the advent of new prod-

ucts and bottles.

Mr Joslin: “If there’s been one

remarkable change in the industry

(in the past five years), it’s the

amount of brand switching that

has gone on.”

Other industries also use life-

style advertising, he added, but

beer and wine makers are unfairly

singled out.

“Virtually all (commercials)

are built around some combination

of image and product attributes to

sell a product, and no one seems to

interpret that use of image in the

same way they do for beer adver-

tising.”

An exception is advertising by
the Upper Canada Brewing Com-
pany, said its president Frank
Heaps. The company doubled its

small share of the beer market
( less than one-quarter of 1% ) by in-

formative ads that don’t portray

exciting lifestyles.

Mr Joslin said young people are

intelligent enough to know lifestyle

advertising doesn’t encourage ex-

cessive drinking; the beer compa-

nies are simply trying to get a larg-

er market share than their compet-

itors, not encourage underage ado-

lescents to become drinkers.

But, Garwood Tripp, a senior

communications program officer

with Health and Welfare Canada,
said the ministry doesn’t “buy the

market share argument.
“Aiming commercials at under-

age people is a deliberate and
shrewd strategy. It helps ensure

the future prosperity of the brew-

ing industry by priming young peo-

ple to become beer drinkers,” said

Mr Tripp.

“We believe alcohol advertising

is a barrier to health promotion. In

our analysis, the persuasive, repe-

titive, and appealing nature of the

advertising message used by the

brewing industry is a significant

factor influencing the drinking

practices ofyoung people.”

Kay Kendall, director ofcommu-
nications and public relations for

the Association of Canadian Distil-

lers, disagrees, saying that adver-

tisers are incorrectly blamed for

alcohol abuse problems. Anyone
blaming commercials either

doesn’t understand advertising,

underestimates the public’s “good

common sense,” or is trivializing

the causes of alcoholism and
abuse.

She cited a study by the United

States Federal Trade Commission
which concludes there is no basis

to the argument that advertising

affects alcohol abuse or encour-

ages consumers to drink more.

There are better ways of attack-

ing alcohol abuse, said Ms Ken-

dall: “I would suggest to you that

only a good, mixed balance of re-

search, treatment, and preventive

education will successfully combat
alcohol abuse.”

Broadcasting regulations that

govern alcohol advertising were
also a forum issue. David Bond,

president of the Canadian Associa-

tion of Broadcasters, says the asso-

ciation doesn’t want further re-

strictions (The Journal, Novem-
ber, 1986) because alcohol is legal

and should be treated no different-

ly from other lawful products.

Mr Bates said he recognizes the

need for alcohol manufacturers to

advertise just as anyone else does,

but commercials shouldn’t be

aimed at adolescents or connect

the product with driving.

“We believe it is nothing short of

obscene for a beer company to

sponsor an automobile race.”

Andrea Holmes, a student rep-

resentative here of Toe Alpha (the

youth arm of Alcohol and
Drug Concerns, Inc), said it’s also

wrong for alcohol advertising to

use celebrities with whom young

people identify, especially on rock

video shows where 50% of the audi-

ence is less than 18 years old or

sports shows.

“Most adults only respect ath-

letes, whereas the kids idolize

them.” said Ms Holmes.

Mr Joslin said there are other

reasons — peer pressure, family

attitudes, and a general pessimism

about the state of the world— that

cause young people to abuse alco-

hol and drugs.

Seen in a rear-view mirror
'\

Irish bishop left red-faced

by drinking/driving charge

“Don’t look back,” said pitching-mound

philo.sopher Satchel Paige: “Something

might be gaining on you.”

What’s gaining on me, a .sometime

dabbler in the .surreal, is reality. Last Au-

gust, I happened across a news item about

a Texas entrepreneur who was marketing

a home urine-testing kit for $24.95. This, I

thought, is going to give Family Ties a

whole new dimension.

And with that in mind, I imagined a

.scene from a typical United States family

(the Family Ties family naturally) with

g(H)d old Dad Keaton pacing in the hall-

way and shouting at the closed bathroom
door, “AU'X, you are not going to get the

family car to take Ellen to the prom un-

less you produce a specimen, I mean it

Alex. No specimen, no Chevy . . .
.” And

so on, and so forth, with lots of canned

laughter.

I was working up a column on this war-

ped sitcom theme when I got sidetracked

by another idea: in the era of do-it-your

self drug t(‘.sting at less than $2.5 a pop,

what is to stop someone from merchandis

ing drug-fr»‘e urine or urine substitutes

for people who wish to circumvent the

testing procedures’? This idea eventually

grew into my SeptemluT, 1986 column, a

column purporting to b»‘ a 1996 Con.sum

er's Report on the nu'rits and deficiencies

of varit'us commercial urine substitutes,

A kitten chasing its own t.'iil may be in

volved in a pointless activity, but it has

the virtue of being cute. A columnist who
writes about another column he wrote —
or even worse, writes about the writing of

another column he wrote — had better

have a point to make. Even an indulgent

reader might view such an exercise as too

cute for words — in any event, I hope you

will bear with me.

When I wrote the September, 1986 col-

umn, I did not look back and had no idea

kit for all and sundry to use or misuse at

their pleasure), I thought readers might

still find my development of the premise

(P-Plus in “pop and pour” ampules) a

little far-fetched.

That being the case, I made a point of

mentioning that the various urine substi-

tutes were made by companies already

producing demonstrably anti-social prtxl-

ucts, namely companies making auto-

Already, one company has dehydrated,
drug-free urine specimens on the market

they were gaining on me; I thought 1 was
well out front.

Gonsequently, my first concern was
that a reader might think the do-it-your-

self, all-inclusive, home urine-testing kit

was a figment of my imagination. So, I de-

.scrib<'d it in concrete terms, giving place

of origin, trade name, and exact price.

I t(M)k pains to make sure this product

was accepted as a re.dity. If readers were

assured such a product existed, I rea

soned, their minds would be less inclined

to boggle at the imaginary prinlucts I fa

celiously predicted would exist in the near

future: organic, .semi synthetic, and syn

thetic urine substitutes tradenamed Pseu

d(vP, P Plus, Pure P, and Whi/.away.

Notwithstanding the reality of my
premi.se (the existence of a home testing

mobile radar detectors or “fuzzbusters.”

And, 1 was careful to project the initial ap-

pi'arance of these products into the fu-

ture; they appeared, I .said, in “late 1987
“

The irony is, they were gaining on me
even as 1 was .so carefully and. in retro

s|K'ct, so cautiously developing what 1

thought was a tongue-in-cheek .scenario

Because here we are, in the spring of 1987,

and already Byrd Laboratories of Austin.

Texas has dehydrated. drug-frtH' urine

sjM'cimens on the market.

There I was, in the summer of 1986.

thinking I was so clever and so oulra

gtsais to have conceived of “(Hip and

(M)ur“ ampules and “zip-lock" openings

for phony urine siK'cimens. And, at ap

proximately the same time, some serious

guy in Texas was applying for a patent on

dehydrated urine specimens (just add
water and shake), a practical solution —
pardon the pun — 1 had not even consid-

ered.

While 1 was describing — in the sum-

mer of 1986— the merits of my imaginary

Pure-P’s innovative “variable-amount
”

packaging designed to foil urine testers

suspicious of standard-volume samples,

and while I was describing the virtues of

my imaginary Pseudo-P (namely, the zip-

lock opc'iiing for quick and easy urine sub-

stitution under trying conditions), some-

one at Byrd Laboratories was putting the

finishing touches to Success in Urine Test-

itig, a pamphlet that advi.ses: “Switch

your urine for a quality’ sample. Drug-

free urine may Ih' stored in urostomy or

saline bags or in condoms and then hidden

in your underwear. Keep in mind that

testing (HTsonnel often check .samples to

sw whether they are warm,"
What can I say : they’re not only gaining

on me. they’re pulling ahead

By

Wayne

Howell
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by MARGY CHAN

This book, written by experts in

sports medicine, is very readable.

The first part deals with drugs and

their perceived or real enhance-

ment of athletic performance;

anabolic steroids, stimulants, de-

pressants, and blood doping are

discussed. The book also covers

the ethics of drugs in sports as well

as nutrition and physical perfor-

mance, drug testing, and psycho-

logical aids to performance.

The second part discusses ef-

fects of therapeutic drugs on sports

performance, especially on the

athletes’ musculoskeletal and car-

diovascular systems.

At a time when drug use by ath-

letes is frequently in the news, the

book provides useful information

for physicians, athletic trainers,

nurses, and athletes themselves.

W. B. Saunders, Philadelphia.

1987. 221 p. ISBN 0-7216-1865-0.

Childhood

and Chemical Abuse:
Prevention and
Intervention

. . . edited by Stephanie Griswold-

Ezekoye, Karol L. Kumpfer, and

William J. Bukoski

In North America, more and more
teenagers use alcohol and a vari-

ety of psychoactive drugs; the inci-

dence of first use occurs at young-

er ages. Prevention of chemical

dependency is now widely ac-

cepted as the most cost-effective

method of dealing with alcohol-and

other drug-related problems.

This special journal issue is a

useful account of current know-
ledge about prevention relating to

children and adolescents. It re-

views causes and correlates of

chemical dependency, including

family, environmental, and gene-

tic influences. The current ap-

proaches to prevention in the fami-

ly, the school, the local commu-
nity, and society in general are dis-

cussed. Current intervention strat-

egies and various treatment ap-

proaches applicable and available

to youth are identified.

The volume is of value to mental

health specialists, child devel-

opment specialists, early child-

hood educators, and those in spe-

cial education.

Also published as an issue of the

Journal of Children in Contempo-

rary Society, Vol 18, no 1/2. Ha-

worth Press, New York, NY. 1987.

299 p. $24.95. ISBN 0-86656-580-9.

Prevention: Alcohol

and the Environment
—Issues, Constituencies,

and Strategies

. . . edited by Norman Giesbrecht

and Ann E. Cox

Ejections
The following selected evaluations of audio-visual materials have been made
by the Audio-Visual Assessment Group of the Addiction Research Founda-
tion in Ontario. The ratings are based on a six-point scale. Projections are

available in both video and 16mm film unless otherwise specified. For fur-

^
ther information, contact Margaret Sheppard at ( 416 1 595-6000, ext 7384.

Crack

Number: 779.

Subject heading: Cocaine.

Time: 15 min.

Synopsis: This program is from
the United States National Broad-
casting Corporation. Roger Mudd
interviews people who have stud-

ied “crack.” The new drug of

choice among many US people is

cheap, widely available, and easy

to make. It is more addictive than

heroin and affects the user faster

than regular cocaine. The effect

lasts only three to five minutes,

motivating repeated use. Law en-

forcement does not appear to be ef-

fective.

General evaluation: Good (4.1).

The film provides basic informa-

tion about crack and could re-

inforce attitudes against its use.

General broadcast is recommend-
ed.

Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the film could be

used with general audiences.

Wasted

Number: 778.

Subject heading: Drugs and youth.

Time: 27 min.

Synopsis: The film opens with the
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This collection of papers was deliv-

ered at a 1985 Toronto symposium
discussing the application of re-

search in developing strategies

and policies to reduce or prevent

alcohol problems.

The papers and workshop sum-
maries provide perspectives and

findings of researchers and pro-

grammers from a wide range of in-

stitutions. Current issues in com-
munity-based program planning

and in building local support for

community alcohol problem pre-

vention are covered. Environmen-

tal and public policy issues which

must be addressed as part of local

prevention efforts are examined.

The material is current; the

scope is North American. The book

will interest both community pro-

gram developers and program re-

searchers.

Addiction Research Foundation,

Toronto. 1987. 240 p. $18.50. ISBN 0-

88868-141-0.

Drug Dependence
and Alcohol-related

Problems

Community health workers can
play a crucial role in early identifi-

cation of alcohol and other drug
misuse in the community. They
can help in recovery and rehabili-

tation, as well as by promoting un-

derstanding of problems within the

community.

funeral of a young drug user.

Young people talk about their drug

use and how their parents and oth-

er adults are poor role models. In-

dividually, they talk about what

they do now instead of getting high.

The narrator provides statistics

and states that most young people

who are in jail are there because of

drugs. He concludes that every

young person will have to make a

choice about drugs.

General evaluation: Fair to good

(3.5). This film is a montage, and

the selective use of statistics and

its general tone is depressing.

Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the film could be

used with health professionals.

The first section is geared to

health workers with elementary

education and some months of

training in primary health care. It

outlines, in simple language, the

problems caused by alcohol abuse
and other drug dependence and the

different approaches in assessing

the community, the individual, and
the family.

Suggestions for action during

treatment and rehabilitation plus

ways to mobilize the community to

combat drug abuse are provided.

The second section covers

guidelines to curriculum devel-

opment for trainers of community
health workers.

World Health Organization, Gene-
va. 1986. 34 p. ISBN 924-154-2128.

Subscribe to

PROJECTION
Film Reviews

Eliminate costly

preview fees. Know
what films to borrow
or buy without

pre-screening.

PROJECTION is

mailed 10 times a
year by the ARE
Audio-Visual

Assessment Group.

About 50 films per

year are assessed for

accuracy, interest,

production, age level,

etc.

$16.00 per year

5 hard binders of 745
reviews since 71 —
$21 1 .00

Empty binders—$7.00

Mirketlng Servicit

Addiction Reseircli Fotindation

33 RussnII Street

Toronto. Canidi MSS 2SI

Career Opportunities

RESEARCH PSYCHOLOGIST
Integrated Research Services, a private research and edu-
cation corporation in Eugene, Oregon, needs P.I./researcher

on several alcohol and substance abuse evaluation projects.

Must have at least 5 years post doc experience, strong publi-

cations in chemical dependency, and have some grant writ-

ing experience with public and private sector agencies.

Send Curriculum Vitae including publication list with names
and phone numbers of 5 references to:

Normandie Nunez,
Administrator,

Integrated Research Services,
66 Club Road, Suite 370,
Eugene, Oregon 97410.

Career Opportunities advertising rates:

Display ads— $60.00 per column inch

Classified ads— $50.00 per column inch

Box Numbers— $3.00

A unique three part video series

from the Alberta Alcohol

and Drug Abuse Commission.

MD^

-.-^v A/.

O
Powers & ^

Becoming

The series goes beyond the traditional approach to intoxicants

to examine:

What is freedom and how do we prepare ourselves for it?

What is stopping us from doing what we want, from getting

what we want out of life?

What is the impact of the environment on heavy intoxicant use?

How do people learn?

Is there an optimum amount of challenge—neither too much

nor too little—that people should be faced with in order

to be happy?

O
Each tape is approximately 20 minutes long.

School and community resource guides to accompany use

are also available.
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Barbara Chappell
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Prevention program reaches parents in the workplace
By Harvey

POPULAR SCHOOL
TEACHING KIT

VIDEO SERIES
Available in

English or French

Dr. Cooper and his friends teach kids about
drugs, alcohol, and household chemicals

VIDEOTAPES • POSTERS • TEACHER’S GUIDES • VISUALS
Kids and teachers love these six lively and entertaining learning kits featuring the puppet
characters Dr. Cooper (in French, Dr. Bernard) and his lab assistants, Melvin the dog and
Martha the mouse. Together they investigate drug issues of concern to young people. Each
learning kit is tailored to a specific age group. All have been classroom-tested. All have
original music, and song sheets are included where applicable.

Alcohol: The Inside Story

Alcool: vue de I’interieur

Never Listen to a Bottle

Ferme tes oreilles a la bouteille

Keep Off the Grass

Pas de pot, mon pote

Colorful experiments involving prim

Aunt Marsha, boisterous Uncle
Ned, and a beer-drinking Robot
explore three concepts; a) alcohol

as a drug, b) long-term effects of

alcohol abuse, and c) risks \«hile

performing physical tasks and
during pregnancy.

AGE GROUP: 8-12 9% minutes

Scenes with a driving simulator

compare heavy drinker Fred with

Martha and Melvin. A fast-talking

beer bottle seduces the Robot into

sampling his wares. This program
investigates: a) the short-term

effects of alcohol, b) the role

advertising plays, and c) the

hazards of drinking and driving.

Mike the bumbling handyman and a
trio of singing police officers contribute

to the action by a) examining the

physical and psychological effects of

marijuana, b) presenting the legal

consequences of its use, and c)

reinforcing the attitude “It’s okay to

say NO.”

AGE GROUP: 8-12 QVz minutes
AGE GROUP: 8-12 9V2 minutes

Nothing to Sniff At

Pas de quoi renifler

Butt It Out

Ecrase

Leave It Alone

N’y touche pas

Melvin arrives early at the lab and
accidentally inhales the fumes from

some products on the counter. After

he collapses and starts

hallucinating, his friends try to

revive him. This program shows
a) the potential harm in certain

household products, and b) the

dangers in experimenting with

them.

The Robot fails a treadmill test

because his lungs are affected by
smoking. After getting new lungs
installed, he refuses to do the

experiment if he has to smoke. The
program covers a) physical effects

of smoking, b) second-hand smoke,
and c) personal responsibility for

your own health

AGE GROUP: 8-12 9'/? minutes
AGE GROUP: 6-9 15 minutes

Melvin's little puppy nephews search

the house to find colorful candy and
drinks lor his birthday party.

Fortunately, Dr. Cooper arrives in time

to show them that their 'treats' are

really pills and cleaning fluids. The
children learn a) how to recognize

product warning labels, and b) the

dangers of eating or drinking unknown
substances.

AGE GROUP: 4-6 9'/? minutes

Order from

Each kit (videotape, teacher’s guide, poster, portfolio) . . . $100 (Cdn)

Marketing Services, Dept. 900
Addiction Research Foundation

33 Russell Street

Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1

folephone: (416) 595-6056 Visa and MasterCard accepted

WASHINGTON — Commitment of

parents to educate their children

about drugs is the best way to re-

duce adolescent drug use by the

year 2000.

And, the best place to reach par-

ents is in the workplace.

This is the reasoning behind an
awareness program drawn up by
the American Council for Drug Ed-

ucation (ACDE) in the United

States.

“In brochures, we don’t moralize

about drugs or talk about drug use

as an ego issue, we just give

straight information,” says Lee
Dogoloff, council executive direc-

tor.

The drug awareness program
has two aims.

“The first is to help emloyees un-

derstand what is at stake with

drugs in the workplace and to edu-

cate them not only from the stand-

point of a drug free-workplace, but

also the employer’s serious con-

cern about the issue. Just as kids

are a captive audience in schools,

parents are a captive audience at

the workplace.

“Secondly, if there is any hope
for the goal of returning to pre-

1960s adolescent drug use by the

year 2000, the only way is to begin

to enlist the commitment of par-

ents right now.”
Mr Dogoloff says the majority of

workers do not use illicit drugs and
probably want to do drug educa-

tion with their children. “But, they

don’t know how to do it. And. we
have to remember parents impart

primary values and are the most
important educators of their chil-

dren. You have got to teach them
how to do it (drug education)

.”

Health warnings
for snuffpacks

Colleges called

soft on drug use
WASHINGTON — United States

Secretary of Education Willtam

Bennett has criticized IIS col-

leges and universities for n<W

ht'ing tough enough on drug u«e

among students.

He told a conference hor the

problem could damage higher

('ducation in the US severely un-

less more attention is paid to

the problem.

“It is an offence to the reality,

the spirit, (and) the interest of

higher education for drug use to

be around, to be in plain public

view," Mr Bennett said.

He called for officials at col-

leges and universities to take

the lead in trying to end drug

abuse by “eliminating any tra-

ce of public or institutional tol-

erance of the practice;”

V >

WASHINGTON— Three warnings,

rotated every four months, have

begun appearing on all packets of

chewing tobacco and snuff sold in

the United States.

The Federal Trade Commission
told manufacturers they must

warn on labels; "This product may
cause mouth cancer,” “This prod-

uct may cause gum disease and

tooth loss,” or "This product is not

a safe alternative to cigarettes."

The warnings come as the use of

smokeless tobacco products by

young people continues to climb

(The Journal, March. 1986). An es-

timated 12 million people now use

some form of smokeless tobacco. A
rise in consumption has been cou-

pled with a rise in cancer and other

disease in users.

0i

lir
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Coniing^vents
Coming Events is a free service. While all notices are considered, publication can-

not be guaranteed. Deadline is eight weeks in advance of publication. Contact;

The Journal, Coming Events, 33 Russell St, Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1.

Canada

Behavioral Interventions Course

— April 6-8, Toronto, Ontario. In-

formation: School for Addiction

Studies, Addiction Research Foun-

dation, 8 May St, Toronto, ON M4W
2Y1.

Drugs and Geriatric Care — April

23-24, Toronto, Ontario. Informa-

tion: Drugs and Geriatric Care,

Conference and Seminar Services,

Humber College, 205 Humber Col-

lege Blvd, Etobicoke, ON MOW
5L7.

Orientation to Employee Assis-

tance Programs; A Workshop for

Professionals and Students —
April 25, Toronto, Ontario. Infor-

mation: School for Addiction Stud-

ies, Addiction Research Founda-

tion, 8 May St, Toronto, ON M4W
2Y1.

Canadian Addictions Foundation

Atlantic Conference 87 — April 26-

30, Saint John, New Brunswick. In-

formation: Roger A. Alain, infor-

mation officer. Alcoholism and

Drug Dependency Commission of

New Brunswick, PO Box 6000,

Fredericton, NB E3B 5H1.

1st Pacific Institute on Addictions

— May 5-8, Langley, British Co-

lumbia. Information: Karl Bur-

den, Alcohol and Drug Concerns

Inc, 11 Progress Ave, Ste 200, Scar-

borough, Ontario MIP 4S7.

Emergency Room Aspects of

Crack and Cocaine — May 6, To-

ronto, Ontario, Information: Lome
Greenspan, Emergency dept, To-

ronto General Hospital, 101 College

St, Toronto, ON M5G 1L7.

Medical Aspects of Crack and Co-

caine Abuse — May 6, Hamilton,

Ontario. Information: F.G.H. Bail-

lie, director. Emergency services,

Chedoke-McMaster Hospital, Che-

doke Hospital Division, Box 2000,

Stn A, Hamilton, ON L8N 3Z5

Prevention Congress III, Working
Together to Build Healthy and Sup-

portive Communities — May 6-8,

KitchenerAVaterloo, Ontario. In-

formation : Prevention Congress
III, Lutherwood, RR 3, Waterloo,

ON N2J3Z4.

29th Annual Assembly of the Col-

lege of Family Physicians of Cana-
da— May 10-13, Halifax, Nova Sco-

tia. Information: College of Fami-
ly Physicians of Canada, 4000 Les-
lie St, Willowdale, Ontario M2K
2R9.

PRIDE Canada 3rd National Con-
ference on Youth and Drugs— May
14-16, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.
Information: Eloise Opheim, pres-

ident. PRIDE Canada, Ste 111,

Thorvaldsen Bldg, College of Phar-
macy. University of Saskatche-
wan. Saskatoon, SK S7N OWO.

87th Annual Conference of the Ca-

nadian Lung Association — May
29-31, Montreal, Quebec. Informa-

tion: Les McDonald, director.

Health Education and Program
Services, Canadian Lung Associa-

tion, 75 Albert St, Ste 908, Ottawa,

Ontario KIP 5E7.

Work and Well-being 87— June 12-

14, Edmonton, Alberta. Informa-
tion: Canadian Mental Health As-
sociation, #200, 12120 - 106 Ave, Ed-
monton, AB T5N 0Z2.

Summer School for Addiction Stud-

ies — July 6-24, Toronto, Ontario.

Information: School for Addiction

Studies, 8 May St, Toronto, ON
M4W2Y1
28th Annual Institute on Addiction

Studies — July 12-17, Hamilton,

Ontario. Information: Betty Col-

ins, Alcohol and Drug Concerns,

line, 11 Progress Ave, Ste 200, Scar-

borough, ON MIP 4S7.

Canadian Psychiatric Association

Annual Meeting: The Human Di-

mensions of Psychiatry — Sept 16-

18, London, Ontario. Information:

Lea C. Metivier, 225 Lisgar St, Ste

103, Ottawa, ON K2P 0C6.

United States

2nd Annual Southeast Conference

on Addictions— April 9-12, Ft Lau-

derdale, Florida. Information:

Barbara Goldberg, director, edu-

cation and information. Center for

Recovery, JFK Hospital, 4800 S

Congress Ave, Atlantis, FL 33462.

Adult Children Of Alcoholics —
April 15-19, St Simons Island,

Georgia. Information: ACOA
workshop, PO Box 646, Sea Island,

GA 31561.

Southwest Conference on Wellness

— April 23-25, Tempe, Arizona. In-

formation: Diane C. Fausel, con-

ference coordinator. Community
Resource Associates, 8338 E Buena
Terra Way, Scottsdale, AZ 85253.

Conference of the American Medi-

cal Society on Alcoholism and Oth-

er Drug Dependencies (AM-

SAODD) — April 23-26, Cleveland,

Ohio. Information: AMSAODD, 12

W 21st St, New York, NY 10010.

National Alcoholism Forum and

Medical Scientific Conference on

Alcoholism: Alcohol and Sports —
April 23-26, Cleveland, Ohio. Infor-

mation: Forum coordinator, NCA,
12W 21st St, New York, NY 10010.

20th Anniversary Haight-Ashbury

Free Medical Clinics Drug Abuse

Conference; Chemical Dependen-

cy Treatment and the Clinically

Challenging Client — May 2-3, San

Francisco, California. Informa-

tion: Mim Landry, Haight-Ash-

bury Education Group, 409 Clayton

St, San Francisco, CA 94117.

Northeastern Conference on Alco-

hol and Drug Dependence — May
3-6, Newport, Rhode Island. Infor-

mation: Jane A. Drury, conference

coordinator, Edgehill Newport

Foundation, Beacon Hill Road,

Newport, RI 02840.

National Conference on Alcohol,

Drugs and Women — May 3-6,

Denver, Colorado. Information:

Alcohol and Drug Problems Asso-

ciation of North America, 444 N Ca-

pitol St, Ste 181, Washington, DC
20001 .

Abroad

International Symposium: Medi-

cal Education and Alcoholism —
April 20-23, Santiago, Chile. Infor-

mation: Alfredo Pemjean, Univer-

sidad de Chile, Facultad de Medici-

na. Division Ciencias MOdicas sur

Proyecto: EducaciOn Medica y Al-

coholismo Correo 10-D, San Mi-

guel, Santiago, Chile.

3rd Annual International Industri-

al Alcoholism Symposium — May
25-27, Frankfurt, West Germany.
Information: Sara Bilik, symposi-
um chairperson, Conecta Part-

ners, Berger Strasse 211, 6000

Frankfurt 60 FRG, West Germany.

16th International Institute on the

Prevention and Treatment of Drug
Dependence and the 33rd Interna-

tional Institute on the Prevention

and Treatment of Alcoholism —
May 31-June 5, Lausanne, Switzer-

land. Information: International

Council on Alcohol and Addictions,

Case postale 189, 1001 Lausanne,

Switzerland.

International Symposium on Alco-

hol and the Brain and the 7th An-

nual Conference of the Australian

Medical Society on Alcohol and
Drug Related Problems — Aug 20-

22, Brisbane, Australia. Informa-

tion: B. C. Shanley, alcohol re-

search unit. Dept of Biochemistry,

University of Queensland, St Lu-

cia, QLD, 4067, Australia.

Research Conference: Statistical

Recording Systems of Alcohol

Problems — Sept 14-18, Helsinki,

Finland. Information: E. Oster-

berg. Social Research Institute of

Alcohol Studies, Kalevankatu 12,

00100 Helsinki 10, Finland.

International Symposium on Alco-

holism and Drug Abuse Among
Seafarers — Oct 7-9, Vigo, Spain.

Information: J. Tejeiro, Centro
Preventivo e Assistencial do Dro-

godependencias do Concello de

Vigo, Rua Uruguay 15, Vigo, Spain.

The Geisinger
National Conference

ON Addiction

Conway Hunter, Jr., M.D., Chairman
Geraldine O. Delaney, Co-chairman

October 28 through November 1, 1987

The Adams Mark Hotel
Philadelphia, Pa.

Gdsir^er

Sponsored by The Geisinger Foundation and
Marworth Alcoholism Treatment Centers

CME-CATEGORY I CREDITS APPLIED FOR

The Most Important

Conference on Addiction

You May Ever

Attend . .

.

For more information and a
COMPLETE CONFERENCE BROCHURE CALL.

.

1-800-451-4442 / 717-563-1112 in pa

Advance Registration

$25.00
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Please send me a complete conference

BROCHURE FOR Freedom '87 cm

NAME
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—Save this coupon
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OTTAWA — Each year, the Royal Canadi-

an Mounted Police (RCMP) publishes a
comprehensive review, from the enforce-

ment perspective, of illicit drugs in Cana-
da.

They look at— in order ofRCMP priori-

ty — heroin, cocaine, chemical drugs, and
cannabis: where the drugs originate, with

whom, how they are transported, by what
routes, how much the RCMP seizes once
the drugs reach Canada, and what the

trends indicate is likely to happen in the

next two years.

The Journal presents a summary of this

information by Managing Editor Elda
Hauschildt,/rom the 1985186 National Drug
Intelligence Estimate just released by the

solicitor-general’s office and prepared by
the Strategic Intelligence and Publications

Branch of the RCMP Drug Enforcement
Directorate here.

HEROIN
f!Trends to 1988

• Mexican black tar heroin should begin

to make inroads into the Canadian illicit

drug market; seizures in the United States

are increasing. The drug’s availability,

high purity, and lower price will make it

popular; heroin injuries and deaths will

likely rise proportionately.

• Vancouver, Toronto, and Montreal

should remain the principal areas of hero-

in abuse and distribution, although small-

er centres will begin to see the drug. Air

transport will remain as the primary
means of importation, but, as Mexican
black tar availability increases, importing

by land from the US will increase.

• Southeast Asia will continue as the ma-
jor source of Canadian heroin. The estab-

lishment of clandestine laboratories in

Southwest Asia and upheavals in opium-
producing countries, however, could result

in increased supplies from Southwest Asia.

• Sri Lankan and Nigerian drug traffick-

ers are expected to become more involved

in moving Southwest Asian heroin to Eu-
rope, Canada, and the US.

• The Bekka region of Lebanon — largely

under Syrian control — will keep produc-

ing high-quality opium and heroin; new
underground laboratories will be set up in

Syria; and, the refined heroin will then be

moved to Europe and North America.

1985/86 data

Sources: Southeast Asia supplied an esti-

mated 72% of Canada’s illicit heroin in

1985. Whatever the professed political mo-
tives of insurgent groups in the area, al-

most all are involved in growing, refining,

trafficking, and/or direct sales of heroin.

Most Golden Triangle (Thailand, Bur-

ma, and Laos) heroin destined for foreign

markets is converted into morphine,

heroin, or other opiate narcotics in clan-

destine laboratories outside of Thailand.

The Thai/Burma border continued to be

the major outlet for illicit narcotics, with

80% to 85% of all opiates passing through

the area into Thai and international mar-
kets.

Hong Kong is a high profile transit coun-

try used by international traffickers oper-

ating out of the Golden Triangle. And,
Southwest Asia remains a significant

.source of Canadian illicit heroin. Narcotic

traffickers in I’akistan, Afghanistan, and
Iran are the principal sources.

India, the world's largest producer of li-

cit raw opium, has become a major transit

point for narcotic shipments to North
America. Authorities estimate the opium
traffie from I'akist.'in to India is as high as

700 kilograms to 800 kg per month
In Lebanon, tralTickers are known to be

active in opium poppy cultivation. The
country is also a key processing and trans-

shipment centre. Turkey, Greece, Egypt,

Italy, Eranee, and the Federal Itepublicof

Germany bav«’ also been identified as ma
jor trans-shipiiK'nl points.

Mexican heroin has been only a ni'gli

gihle portion of the Canadian illicit mar
ket, but reports indicate small quantities

of black tar heroin are penetrating the (’a

luck

The marketplace —
illicit drugs in Canada

nadian border and are available on the

West Coast and in Central Canada.

Seizures: The RCMP charged 424 people

with narcotic-related offences in 1985, a

rise of 6% from 1984.' The increase was pri-

marily in the area of major trafficking;

the pattern reflects the RCMP’s targetting

of higher levels of violators. The shift was
also reflected in the 58% increase in the

quantity of heroin seized by the RCMP and

Canada Customs— 63 kg in 1985.

The increase in size and number of 1985

seizures, together with price and purity in-

dex data, clearly indicate heroin availabil-

ity increased in Canada. When heroin is in

short supply, diverted pharmaceuticals

are abused by the heroin-user population.

There remains a secondary user popula-

tion in Canada who rely solely on legal

pharmaceuticals diverted to the illicit

market.

( 79% of seizure incidents ) ; 20% came in by

land.

Seizures: Sightly less cocaine was seized

in 1985 ( 109 kg compared to 115 kg in 1984).

In most areas, cocaine could be purchased

in gram and, increasingly, ounce quanti-

ties. The lowest street prices prevailed in

Vancouver, Toronto, and Montreal. Mon-
treal is the principal centre of distribution.

The slight drop in seizure amounts does

not necessarily reflect the start of a down-

ward trend. The number of traffickers in-

vestigated increased to 1,942 in 1985 from

1,676 in 1984. As well, the amount of co-

caine seized in foreign jurisdictions which

was destined for or had transitted Canada
increased dramatically to 1,168 kg in 1985

from 20 kg in 1984.

CHEMICAL DRUGS

COCAINE TTrends to 1988

• The widespread availability of cocaine

in Canada should persist into the 1990s un-

less enforcement efforts in South America
severely disrupt international trafficking.

If the enforcement programs there work,

cocaine seizures and related charges here

may stabilize.

• South American enforcement efforts

are pushing traffickers away from tradi-

tionally established areas to other coun-

tries and increasing the possibility of clan-

destine laboratories being .set up here.

• Abuse of more potent cocaine deriva-

tives and cocaine u.se in combination with

other substances is exjiected to become
more prevalent If this trend occurs, re

lated lu'allh jiroblems will follow.

• Outlaw motorcycle gangs (The Joiirniil,

February) are expected to be increasingly

involved in cocaine I rafficking.

1985/86 data

Sources: Brazilian traffickers were the

major source of cocaine m Canada (30' i 1

in 1985 for the first time Traffickers in

Peru and Bolivia were each responsible

for a 2.5' ( market share, down slightly

from their 3t'') and 32' > respective market
shares in 1981. Colombian traffickers ac

counted for 20'
) ,
compared to t8''; in 1984

Market share distribution changes re

Heel ineri’ased enforcement efforts in

.South Ameriea which disrupted cultiva

tion, iirocessing, and trafficking opera
tions from the traditional core areas of I'o

lomhia. I’eni. ;uid Bolivia

Most cocaine entered Canada bv air

Trends to 1988

• Principal sources for illicit chemical

drugs in Canada will continue to be: do-

mestic clandestine laboratories, partic-

ularly in British Columbia. Ontario, and

Quebec; illegal importing of illicitly man-
ufactured and diverted drugs from foreign

sources: and. diversion of drugs legally

manufactured in Canada.
• Outlaw motorcycle gangs will continue

as one of the major organized crime
threats in Canada, with emphasis on their

involvement in illicit drugs. They will be

active in financing, manufacture, and dis-

tribution of chemical drugs throughout

Canada and are expected to continue di-

versifying through sophisticated money-
laundering techniques.

• As psilocybin grows in popularity, traf-

fickers will turn more frequently from the

domestic, free growing psilocybin mush-
room to cultivation under controlled cir-

cumstances The re.sult will Iw larger,

more potent varieties

• Laboratories producing chemicals will

represent a serious thre.it and environ

mental hazard
• The Addiction Besearch Foundation in

Toronto reported diminishing use of chem
ical drugs by high school students (The

.loiiriuil. December, 1985). If this trend

eonlinues, abuse of chemical drugs gener

ally may further decline

1985/86 data

Sources; Outlaw motorcycle gangs were

actively involved in the finaneing, man
ufacture, and distribution of chemical

drugs in virtually every region of Ganada

in 1985 Diversion of pharmaeeulieals from

licit distribution remained a signifieant

problem. The majority of chemical drugs
(eg, PCP, MDA) are manufactured in Can-
ada; a certain number (eg, LSD, MDMA)
are imported from the US, primarily by
land.

The manufacture of controlled sub-
stance analogues (The Journal, January,
1986) represents a serious threat: these

analogues produce effects similar to her-

oin but can be more than 1,000 times as po-

tent. They are currently a major abuse
problem in the US and are expected to ap-

pear in Canada.

Seizures: Overall, the number of people
under RCMP investigation as chemical
drug traffickers increased by 10% in 1985.

to 353, from 320 in 1984. The highest level of

traffickers investigated in this category
rose by 20%.
LSD was the favored chemical drug of

abuse in 1985; the most readily available

forms were blotter and microdot. Several

different varieties of methamphetamine
were also available, as were a number of

new combination drugs.

CANNABIS
Trends to 1988

• Cannabis derivatives should constitute

the leading drugs of abuse through 1988.

unless foreign markets are severely dis-

rupted by changes in climate and drug en-

forcement programs in source countries.

Canadian drug users will continue to con-

sume marijuana, hashish, and liquid hash-

ish at current levels from readily available

supplies provided by numerous domestic

and foreign sources.

• The distribution of market share will re-

flect the dynamics of the marijuana trade;

the progressive decrease in Colombia's

share of the Canadian market will contin-

ue.

• Other foreign sources closer to the Ca-

nadian market, plus domestic cultivation,

will replace Colombian supplies. Mexico.

Jamaica, and the US are the most likely

sources.

• Domestic production, using both the

traditional outdoor method and. increas-

ingly. indoor hydroponic growing tech-

niques, will increase through the 1990s.

• Mothership operations on both the Pa-

cific and Atlantic coasts will significantly

determine the quantity available in Cana-

da. Lebanese hashish will continue to be

smuggled in in multi-ton cargo shipments.

• Jamaica will supply the majority of liq-

uid hashish reaching Canadian users, with

domestic production and Lebanon ac-

counting for the balance.

1985/86 data

Sources: Domestic marijuana supplied

10% of the Canadian market: the major
foreign suppliers, in decreasing order of

importance, were traffickers in Jamaica,

Mexico, Colombia. Thailand, and the US.

Colombian traffickers' share continued to

erode because of vigorous enforcement in

that country as well as a shift there to cot'a

cultivation. The loss was rapidly filled by

traffickers in several countries closer to

Canada : Mexico, Jamaica, and the US.

Lebanese traffickers are still the leading

suppliers of hashish in Canada. They sup-

plied 65' ( of the market here in 1985. while

Pakistan India supplied 30' < . and Jamaica
5'';

, The Lebanese tralTickers' ability to

supply multi-ton hashish shipments via

ocean-going vessels crossing the Mediter-

ranean and .Mlantic largely contributi'd to

their maintaining their market .share

.lamaiean traffickers supplied 90''f of

the liquid hashish reaching the Canadian

market, and Lebanon and domestic pro-

duction accounted for 5' < each

In 1985. 75' I of m.uijuana arrived in

Canada by land transportation. 20'c by air

and 5' t by sea In 1984. land accountt'd for

only 20'c of the cannabis transportation,

while air and .sea transportation each ac-

counted for 40' I

Seizures: Total cannabis seizures were up

2,57'. (to 22.940 kg) over 1984 (6.4.30 kg),

largely as a re.sult of two major hashish

.seizures in Nova Scotia (13.4 tons) and

QiuTh'c ( five tons i

Cannabis-related charges changiHl pat-

tern. with 12.662 people chargiHl in 1985, a

marginal decline from the 12.831 charged

in 1984 Possession offences declined

slightly, to 9,774 in 1985. from 10.354 in

1984; cultivation charges decrea.sed to 177.

from 192 in 1984 However, trafficking of-

fences increased to 2,433 in 1985. from 2.014

in 1984 : and, the number of people charged

with imjMirtation rose to 278. from 271.
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Students: staying out of trouble

WASHINGTON — Improved aca-

demic and social skills, better

communication with parents, and
reduced rates of misbehavior have
been demonstrated in some Seattle

school children in a University of

Washington research project.

David Hawkins, PhD, director.

Center for Social Welfare Re-

search there, points out that pre-

vious research shows students aca-

demically and socially successful

in elementao^ijool are less likely

to have prool^s^jh alcohol and
other drugs, *Mte!&t^f9havior, or

What
able to

Social Development Project,

which began in 1981, “is that by the

end of elementary school, those

risk factors can be reduced by pri-

mary prevention approaches.”

They suggest working with parents

and teachers and peers to change
the social environment which
young people are growing up in.

Dr Hawkins does not know if

such a project will work in other

school districts because longitudi-

nal research is needed.

“But, if a school district is inter-

ested in increasing commitment to

school and improving student

behavior so that fewer students are

suspended or expelled, then I think

the program has demonstrated ef-

fectiveness.”

More on kids
Page 7 and The Back Page

He told a seminar here held by
the United States Alcohol, Drug
Abuse and Mental Health Adminis-
tration that the program now in-

volves 11 schools through a com-
prehensive family, school, and
peer-focused approach.

Three schools receive only a par-

ent training program, and five

schools serve as controls.

Forty-eight percent of the stu-

dents are from low income homes,
and 51% are from ethnic minori-

ties.

Dr Hawkins said teachers are

trained in positive classroom be-

havior; parents are encouraged to

create an environment at home
where learning is valued and is

fun. Later, parents are provided

with skills aimed at preventing al-

cohol and other drug abuse before

their children start using.

They try to teach the students

how to “stay out of trouble, keep
your friends, and have a good
time.”

Dr Hawkins said their investiga-

tions have found those involved in

the program have reduced school

misbehavior, aggressiveness, self-

reports of “being tougher” than
peers, suspensions and expulsions,

and student reports of drug use.

TORONTO, May 1, 1987
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Education will be a top priority

Epp set to launch national drug strategy

Anne
MacLennan

* reports

TORONTO— Canada s Health and

Welfare Minister Jake Epp has

told The Journal millions of federal

dollars will be put into drug educa-

tion. prevention, research, and

treatment programs across the

country in the next five years.

In an exclusive interview, he

said education will be a “top priori-

ty” component of the soon-to-be-

announced national drug strategy.

“I don’t simply want a Miami
Vice approach. There will always

be an interdict side to life; we
know that, both from the RCMP
(Royal Canadian Mounted Police)

and National Revenue (Canada

Customs). But, the strategy should

not ... be more police in high-

speed boats or high-powered cars

or whatever.

“There has to be an education

approach. I think every one of the

drug and alcohol addiction people

across the country is telling us

that.”

Mr Epp said the government will

also set up a drug secretariat in Ot-

tawa, sign the 1971 United Nations

Psychotropic Substances Conven-

tion, amalgamate Canada’s Nar-

cotic Control and Food and Drug
acts, and amend legislation to

strengthen enforcement efforts

aimed at removing the profits

from illict drug trafficking.

The official strategy announce-

ment is imminent (a federally-

backed drunk driving campaign is

also expected to be launched this

month; an anti-smoking campaign
was announced in April )

.

Mr Epp’s intention is to make a

joint drug strategy announcement

with the provinces.

“I don’t think this thing can fly if

we don’t have the provinces and

the alcohol and drug addiction

foundations with us. But, that

would be our purpose. I would

think it would be theirs as well.
’

’

Certainly, he said, the strategy

will be unveiled here before he

leads the Canadian delegation to

the two-week International Confer-

ence on Drug Abuse and Illicit Tra-

fficking (ICDAIT) at the United

Nations in Vienna in June (The

Journal, March). (Solicitor-Gener-

al James Kelleher will replace Mr
Epp in the second week.

)

That meeting of world govern-

ment cabinet ministers, called for

two years ago by the UN Secre-

tary-General (The Journal, July,

1985), together with increasing

pressure from national and inter-

national experts, was a chief cat-

alyst for development of a national

strategy.

Essentially, it will reflect signifi-

cantly increased federal commit-
ment, particularly on the health

side, to examining ways of reduc-

Epp: not Miami Vice

Intranasal, intravenous, or freebasing—
all cocaine users take neurological risks

By Katherine Lake

NEW YORK — Cocaine users run

the risk of a wide variety of neuro-

logical and psychiatric complica-

tions, suggests a review of cocaine-

related emergency room visits at

San Francisco General Hospital

(SFGH).
Permanent brain damage and

death can result from coke-in-

duced strokes, prolonged seizures,

and psychotic behavior leading to

accidents or self-destructive acts,

Daniel Lowenstein, MD, told The
Journal at the annual meeting here

of the American Academy of Neu-
rology.

“We’ve seen serious neurologi-

cal and psychiatric complications

in first-time users, occasional rec-

reational users, and chronic abus-

ers,” said Dr Lowenstein, chief

resident in neurology. University

of California, San Francisco
(UCSF) Medical Center.

“The people in our series used all

routes of administration — intra-

nasal, intravenous, and freebas-

ing. So, there appears to be no
route that is safer or more danger-

ous than others.

“Taking only small amounts
doesn’t seem to be any safer than

doing large doses. We’ve seen peo-

ple who had smokes after doing

only one line — about 25 milli-

grams.”

In about half the cases of compli-

cations, the problem occurred

within a few minutes to an hour af-

ter use. At the other end of the

spectrum, seizures and strokes

may be delayed up to 12 hours after

use, the review found.

In the last seven years, emergen-

cy room records and data from the

poison control centre at SFGH
identified 145 neurological and 92

psychiatric complications linked to

cocaine use.

After excluding patients who had
taken other drugs in addition to co-

caine, and those with a history of

neurological and psychiatric disor-

ders, 133 patients were included in

the series reported at the meeting.

Sixty-six patients had neurologi-

cal complications, and 67 had psy-

chiatric effects. In all cases, there

was either a close temporal asso-

ciation between cocaine use and
acute complications or urine test

confirmation that cocaine was the

only drug taken.

The most common neurologic

complication was seizures (28 pa-

tients). Six patients reported hav-

ing had seizures after cocaine use,

( See Coke, p2

)

Free needles in UK AIDS fight

AIDSithe needle debate

intensifies page 6

LONDON — Twelve centres in

Britain will give intravenous

drug users clean needles and
syringes in exchange for used
ones.

Addicts will receive advice
and counselling as well when
they receive their clean nee-

dles at specified hospitals and
drug advice centres. The action

is part of the government’s vig-

orous and uncompromising public

education campaigns about and

against the spread of AIDS (The

Journal, December, 1986).

British Secretary of Health

Norman Fowler said the action

was taken after wide consulta-

tion with those in the drug abuse

field.

Mr Fowler: “All the schemes
will be closely monitored to help

assess their effect on the behav-

ior of drug misusers and the

part this might play in combat-

ing the spread of infection.”

ing problems related to drugs — in

Canada and abroad.

Almost certainly, the govern-

ment will continue to be accused of

mimicking the United States and/

or of trying to win votes with an is-

sue on which the provinces have
done most of the substantive work.

Some observers note, however,

that the federal government also

deserves credit for finally tackling

a traditionally politically unpopu-

lar issue and one that even un-

bridled optimists agree will never

go away.
At the same time, there has been

concern the federal commitment
may not be firm enough to survive

the next election.

Said Mr Epp; “The federal gov-

ernment and/or provincial govern-

ments and/or addiction agencies

have gotten involved before;

there’s been a thrust, and then

things have died out.

“If you take a look at my own de-

partment — in 1971/72, we had 96

people (on drug issues); 1 don’t

think I can scare up six now.”

That acknowledged, however, he

said: “I can’t really commit any-

one beyond five years, simply be-

cause of the democratic process.

But, I have made it very clear to

my cabinet colleagues that it has to

be an ongoing thing.

“There has to be international

cooperation and national cooper-

ation. That's why we’ve worked so

carefully with provincial govern-

ments, as well as with the agencies

and volunteers.”

Mr Epp anticipates the current

strategy will “all be in place by the

end of this (government’s) man-

( See Cooperation, p2

)
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Survival odds
SAN DIEGO — Nicotine may
promote the spread of cancer,

and diagnosed patients should

he encouraged to stop smok-
ing to improve their odds of

surviving, reports Associated

Press. A study presented to an

American Cancer Society

meeting here adds that nic-

otine disrupts one of the

body’s built-in defences

against cancer’s spread. This

also raises questions about

prolonged use of nicotine gum
to break the smoking habit, re-

searchers say.

Snowed under
TORONTO— There’s so much
cocaine in this city that a re-

cent $750,000 ‘bust’ by police

hardly made a dent in sup-

plies. “We’re snowed under

with cocaine. The city is full of

it,” Staff Sergeant Larry Hov-

ey told The Toronto Star. He
adds the purity of the drug is

considerably higher than in

1986, a fact which has been

blamed for one death and sev-

eral accidental overdoses.

All that’s sacred
OTTAWA — A Nova Scotia

man lost his battle with the Su-

preme Court here that mari-

juana is a sacred plant, re-

ports Canadian Press. The
man, who was convicted of

growing the plant in his back-

yard, argued via satellite

hook-up from Halifax that his

freedom of religion was vio-

lated. His sentence — of one

day — was upheld by the three

justices.

No questions
TORONTO — The Addiction

Research Foundation here has

developed emergency money
envelopes for over-imbibers

who need instant cab fare. De-

signed to provide on-the-spot

help when it’s needed most,

the envelope carries the mes-

sage: “No questions asked.”

for deceased
LONDON — A doctor here

filled in names of his dead and
dying patients on prescrip-

tions to feed his addiction to

painkillers. The GF, who had
chronic pain following a car

crash, became dependent on

I’alfium (dextramoramide
tartrate) and “went through

hell” attempting to wean him-

self off the drug, says Doctor.

riie (iP’s ease will be heard

before the General Medical

(Council, which has stringent

powers to restrict a doet(»r’s

right to prescribe.

Prolonging lives
WASIIINtlTON The United

States governiiH'iit has ap-

proved th(‘ sale of the first

drug for the treatment of

AIDS a <'ostly, potent <-hem-

ical with serious side effects,

says ('anadiun Press, riie

drug, to be marketed as Itctro

vir (a/idothymldine), is de-

rived from herring sperm in a

complex chemical process.

'I'hc drug will predong pa-

tients' lives, but it is not

known for how long. One
serious sld«' effect is a (hderio-

rafloii in hone marrow, Ihcrc-

hy r«‘ducing produclion of in-

fection-fighting cells.

V J

sticker scare resurfaces

False alert on LSD tattoos for kids
By Peter Unwin

TORONTO — An-out-of-date flyer

containing alarming and incorrect

information on a type of blotter

LSD is reappearing in many parts

of North America, including To-

ronto, Chatham, and Windsor, On-

tario.

The flyer, a typewritten, photo-

copied sheet mailed anonymously
to high schools or dropped off in

day-care, community centre, and
doctors’ offices, first appeared
about eight years ago. It warns
parents of a stick-on tattoo called

Blue Star ... “a small sheet of

white paper containing blue

stars. . . impregnated with LSD.”
Stamped on the flyer is the ad-

dress of the education office of the

Seventh Day Adventist church in

Berrien Springs, Michigan.

Secretary of the education office,

Agnes Andersen, told The Journal
she has “no idea” who is distribut-

ing the flyer now, or why.

“We did send it around to our

own (Seventh Day Adventist)

schools,” says Mrs Andersen.

However, the education office was
informed about five years ago by
drug rehabilitation and police per-

sonnel that no such problem

existed. Local police told her the

sticker LSD scare seems to reap-

pear every Halloween.

Staff Sergeant Larry Hovey, of

Metropolitan Toronto Police’s Cen-

tral Drug Information Unit, says

some examples of Disney figure

paper tattoos containing LSD were
discovered in Toronto in the late

1970s. However, “it’s definitely not

here now. At least, we’ve never

seized any.”

The outdated flyer claims this

form of blotter LSD can be ab-

sorbed “through the skin by simply

handling the paper . . . .
” Howev-

er, pharmacists at the Addiction

Research Foundation. Toronto,
say this is unlikely.

The reappearance of the flyer,

combined with its alarming tone,

has caused a spate of concerned
calls to radio stations and drug re-

habilitation centres.

In some areas, a footnote has
been added to the flyer that reads,

“NB: These ‘stars’ have been re-

portedly found in Windsor and Port
Huron, Michigan. They may be
here sooner than we think.”

No such findings have been
made in Windsor, says Staff Ser-

geant Ian Chippett, Special Inves-

tigations branch, Windsor police.

( from page 1

)

date ( slightly more than two more
years).”

But, the five years is less than

some had hoped and advised— not

least, the deputy secretary of

health for Australia and that coun-

try’s lead minister on the Austra-

lian national strategy, which be-

gan in April, 1985.

In November, 1986, Anne Kern
told a meeting of strategy officials

in Ottawa that Australia had erred

in not appointing one existing

state ( provincial ) agency as a na-

tional resource and working from
there.

Said Mr Epp: “There are pros

and cons (on the idea of a national

institute). But, because it gets into

provincial jurisdiction, there is

some hesitation.

“What I think absolutely,

though, is that with national health

and welfare as the lead ministry,

there has to be a secretariat —
high profile — that, a

)
people can

know about, and that, b ) can be con-

tacted and be a coordinating body.

“That is maybe the answer to a

national centre as opposed to set-

ting up another quote, bureaucrat-

ic, unquote, operation. In fact, 1

have a person in mind already, to

lead it,”

If one national institute is not set

up, will some existing programs be

considered as ‘national’ resources

and funded accordingly? That

question, which is causing consid-

erable speculation among profes-

sionals, remains to be answered.

Privately, there is widespread

consensus among expert observers

on one thing, and Mr Epp con-

curred and stressed it: the strate-

gy is only a start, and its success is

going to hang most heavily on co-

operation among the disparate

governments, departments, agen-

cies, and special interest groups

that will be involved.

One thread of concern at provin-

cial levels has been suspicion of

federal arrogance.

Mr Epp: “We are not trying to be

arrogant. I raised some of these

matters at the federal/provincial

ministers of health meeting and
got cooperation. I got the feeling

from a number of provinces that

they simply didn't have the money.
There may always be some resent-

ment; but, frankly, 1 am not aware
of it, and 1 think the cooperation

has been good — both ways.

“How this strategy works is

going to depend on cooperation and
on working it out; otherwise, it

isn't going to fly.” Epp: pros and cons of a national institute

1

Coke complications
hit neurology patients

I I'roin page I

)

two presented in status epilepticus

severe prolonged seizures re-

quiring pentobarbitol anesthesia

Cor control.

Ten patients presented with

what neurologists call focal symp-

toms, a category that includes

strokes and a temporary reduction

in cerebral blood How that can

caiis(‘ a variety of less .serious, hut

still disturbing, reactions. Two ex-

peri(‘nc<‘d bh'edmg into th(‘ brain

and coma, one from a ruptured an

eiirysm and the other from a rup

tured arteriovenous malformation.

The remaining eight patients

experienced transient numbne.ss in

a limb, severe motor incoordina-

tion, or lemiiorary loss or blurring

of vision.

Headaches, varying in intensity,

were the presenting problem in

nine patients who described them
as very painful, diminishing over a

'24-hour period. One patient’s head
aclu' was severe enough to require

hospitalization for further evalua-

tion Tests proved to hi' normal,
hut pain persisted for seven days.

Nine patients had a depressed

level of consciousni'ss for which no

cause other Ilian recent cocaine

use could he found Five patients

had sevi'rc diz/.mess: a further five

had "miscell.ineoiis" neurological

reactions

I'hc majority 8.5 oftheliTpa

lii'iils with psychiatric comjilica

lions were extremely .uixious or

.'igil.iled, Iwo were dcscrihcd ;is

aggressive by ex.nnmmg physi

ci.nis. Twenty palienis were p.sy

cholic. |)aranoid. or h.'dhicinalmg

Four of Ihcse jumped or fell out of

windows from d.nigerons heights,

three of llii'in needed ;idmissioii for

serious injuries .Snicid.d thoughts

were the mam pre.seninig fe.iturc

in 11 patients, and one patient was
severely depressed.

“We can't conclude from this

study, in a scientific way. whether

some people are particularly pre-

disposed to having acute neurologi-

cal or psychiatric complications

after cocaine use, " Dr Lowenstein

said.

But, it is generally assumed by

researchers in the field that some
people are more susceptible than

others. “One hundred years ago.

Freud said in his C'ocnnic Papers.

when he was using cocaine thera-

peutically, that there are people

w ho have a variety of idiosyncratic

reactions that can't he explained.

“Certainly, people with high

blood pressure are more prone to

strokes because cocaine is known

to raise blood pressure severely

Also, for the same reason, people

with an undiagnosed aneurysm or

arteriovenous malformation might

have a rupture after eocaine use
"

The cause of transient focal neu-

rological symptoms is unknown

but might be caused by blood v es-

sel spasm — either by direct action

on the vascular system by cocaine

or by adulterants used to cut it.

As for acute psychotic reactions,

the mechanisms are not known.

"It's possible some patients who
appear normal have underlying

psychiatric disturbances exacer-

bated by ciH’aineuse
’
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Treatment, not injury, causes most chronic pain’
ACTH is being used successfully

to treat addicted pain patients

By Katherine Lake

NEW YORK — Chronic-pain pa-

tients addicted to narcotics are be-

ing successfully treated with a sub-

stance that occurs naturally in the

brain.

Genetically engineered adreno-

cortical hormone (ACTH), which

stimulates production of the mor-

phine-like beta endorphins — the

brain’s own natural pain killers —
is being used at a Florida pain clin-

ic.

And, the patients are being de-

toxified more rapidly than those

treated with standard methods,

Hooshong Hooshmand, MD, told

The Journal at the annual meeting

here of the American Academy of

Neurology.

In successfully treated patients,

pain decreases, making them less

Hooshmand: misconceptions

likely to become readdicted, adds

Dr Hooshmand, director of the

pain and seizure control clinic.

Neurological Associates Pain Clin-

ic, Vero Beach, Florida.

“Over 80% of the patients in our

study had severe depression as a

result of losing their jobs and se-

rious family problems because of

their pain and drug dependence.

Immediately after treatment,

ACTH-treated patients had a sig-

nificant improvement in depres-

sion.”

Dr Hooshmand says effective

new therapies are urgently needed
because dependency on opiate

drugs is the main stumbling block

in the treatment of the common
clinical problem of chronic pain.

ACTH detoxification can be done

either in hospital or on an outpa-

tient basis, with similar results.

Patients with severe narcotic de-

pendence are hospitalized and
treated with intravenous ACTH for

one week; outpatients are treated

with the same dose ofACTH, given

as intramuscular injections five

days a week for two weeks. All pa-

tients also receive occupational

and physical therapy, multivita-

mins, and psychological counsel-

ling.

“One of the commonest miscon-

ceptions in medicine is that chron-

ic pain is caused by injuries to va-

rious parts of the body,” Dr Hoosh-

mand says.

“In some cases, this is true, but

in the vast majority — 80% — of

chronic pain patients, the pain is

rINSIDE OUT

Living in a sea of narcotics, doctors are overly quick to prescribe

was eight days, compared to 19

days for the control group. The
ACTH-treated patients went back
to work, on average, nine weeks af-

ter detoxification; the control pa-

tients needed 12 weeks.

Dr Hooshmand: “And, they

(ACTH-treated patients) suffered

significantly less depression,

“Most importantly, after two

years of follow-up, the ACTH group

was 40% less likely to have gone
back to the use of narcotics.”

The study also found that ACTH
was most beneficial in patients ad-

dicted for less than two years, with

pain of physical origin.

Side effects from ACTH treat-

ment are minimal and transitory.

Dr Hooshmand adds, most com-
mon being mild weight gain, mild

gastric upset, and a worsening of

depression during the first couple

of days of treatment.

actually perpetuated by the use of

narcotics. That is to say, chronic

pain is an iatrogenic problem
caused more by the treatment than

the original injury.

“Unfortunately, we live in a sea

of narcotics, and many doctors are

overly quick to prescribe narcotics

as an easy way to deal with pa-

tients experiencing pain.

“A person might have pain be-

cause of surgery, whiplash, or a

back injury, for example. Natural

processes in the body will usually

heal it within a few weeks to a few
months. But, when the patient

starts taking narcotics regularly to

suppress the pain, the brain— just

like Pavlov’s dog — becomes con-

ditioned to responding in a predic-

table way.
“The brain starts to need the

narcotics because these drugs sup-

press the release of the brain’s own
natural pain-killing substances.”

Many studies have shown that

ACTH stimulates the release of ce-

rebral endorphins; ACTH has also

been successfully used in chronic

pain syndromes in which narcotic

addiction is not a feature.

To test whether ACTH would
work in chronic-pain patients de-

pendent on narcotic drugs. Dr
Hooshmand and colleague Farideh
Radfar carried out a randomized,
double-blind, clinical trial with 83

patients addicted mainly to pethi-

dine (eg, Demerol), codeine, or

pentazocine (eg, Talwin), prospec-

tively hospitalized and given stan-

dard detoxification treatment, in-

cluding anti-depressant drug the-

rapy.

Forty-two of these patients were
randomized to receive, additional-

ly, ACTH intravenously for seven

days.

In the ACTH-treated group, the

average period of hospitalization

Freezing the desolation
There I was, merely meandering up a

hushed street that seemed full of peace,

on a brilliant Sunday morning in spring,

and I was feeling so fine I was whistling

and smiling, just like in a 1940s musical.

I had lots of time before meeting my
friend, I knew, as I looked in store win-

dows at all the new clothes I intended to

buy.

1 had already cleaned up my place— a

small joy I had discovered very late in my
life— earlier that morning, cleared away
a pile of domestic paperwork, and gotten

a good jump on the upcoming week’s of-

fice obligations.

Then, I’d whacked some tennis balls

around at my club. After the match,
which I had miraculously won, I had tak-

en stock of my recent life, in a relaxed,

perfunctory way, as I hummed in the

shower. {‘Pretty good, said the brief re-

port card; ‘You’re getting there nicely.’)

I kept my meandering up for several

more blocks, saluting the world and in-

wardly ticking off its glories in my giddy
way; I would have danced if I wasn’t so

shy.

And then, I swear I had the feeling of be-

ing jerked and yanked around a comer by
something very strange; suddenly, there

I was, merely amazed, standing right in

front of a small apartment building I

thought I had forgotten all about.

I looked up at its balconies overlooking
the park across the street. I looked in at

the little lobby
;
I looked at the restaurant

next door — it had a new name, a new
look, I noticed, but the marble-topped bar
hadn’t changed. I looked back at the row
of metal mailboxes

; I looked down at the
new telephone books lying on the tiled

floor, ready to be picked up by the ten-

ants. Then, I saw the wino sleeping — I

could hear the snores through the glass

door — inside by the intercom, his un-

evenly bearded face buried awkwardly in

the old sportscoat, and I was off and cry-

ing.

Almost two and a half years had passed

since I’d allowed this building to take a

seat in my mind.

It’s not that I deliberately ignored it.

and what it meant, or walked out of my
way to avoid seeing it again. Or that I

tried to obliterate it by keeping relentless-

ly active, busy-busy, or happy-all-the-

time.

It’s just that what had gone on inside its

walls while I was ‘living’ there had been

so terrifying and shameful that when 1 got

a chance to leave it behind, it was as if I’d

been propelled with tremendous force by
a giant rocket booster into a new uni-

verse. Life was so different, its challenges

so surprising, that I’d barely had time to

catch my breath since or to reflect on

where I’d started the voyage into staying

straight.

But, whatever it was that had jerked me
around that corner was telling me the

time to take stock of this building was
now, right now. So, I crossed the street to

the park, where I once used to look from
the alcoholic superintendent’s window
and go, ‘Tsk, tsk’ at the winos who mi-

grated there each spring, as I reached for

another drink.

And, it all came back ....

I remembered how my place looked, to-

ward the end, when the ambulance driver

put the key in the ignition and came to

take me away that day.

I almost took a photograph of the place,

after I’d returned from the hospital.

But when I looked around, really looked

around— as if for the first time— I knew
I couldn’t click any shutter to freeze that

desolation. It seemed like the work of an

artist who’d gone insane trying to paint

what Hell looked like.

Every square inch of grime had its own

story, if only I could have remembered it;

every spill on the broadloom, every

scratched wall, every pile of magazines

and newspapers stacked crazily to the

ceiling or sprawling on the floor, every

empty cigarette box, every used match
and old plastic lighter, every rotting piece

of fruit and cheese — ironic, about the

‘food’ I’d been attempting to eat then: I

had malnutrition by the end — every torn

bag loaded with old garbage, every dead

plant, every piece of decaying clothing

tossed cavalierly aside in a lunatic’s haze

at4 am.
There was the devastated refrigerator,

the unusable stove, the kitchen floor that

stuck to the bare foot from the spilled car-

nage. There was the bathroom plundered

and lain to waste; the shower curtain

ripped off, the filthy towels lying in old

bath water, the toilet top loaded with lo-

tions vainly bought to ward off a galloping

skin disease that later, miraculously,

cleared when I stopped drinking; razor

blades in the bowl, gum wrappers, too.

But, above all, there were all the bottles

and the cans; they formed a cathedral

dedicated to the annihilation of the self.

They blotted this infinitely sad interior

decoration; they were like a plague. They
seemed, finally, to have taken on an or-

ganic life; they were exactly like the pres-

ence of an evil too powerful and terrible to

defend oneself against.

There was another part of that king-

dom, too: the break-in I never reported to

the police, because, of course, nothing

was stolen—even thieves have standards.

But, the lock was broken on the front door,

and I used to be desperately afraid at

night, not because someone might come
in intending to do me violence, rather that

someone would enter and take a long

stare at the violence I had wreaked.

That would have been it; I would finally

have had to face my almost unbearable

unhappiness and sorrow and do some-

thing about it. And, of course, 1 was not re-

ady for that yet, no way ....

Yes, I'd felt like a fleeing refugee in that

place, terrified of the knock on the door

that would signal the end, not knowing

that, in order to keep on living, 1 was the

one who would have to do the knocking. 1

was paralyzed with fear there, like a

small animal pushed into a corner by a

huge guard dog, knowing if it moved an

inch its throat would be shredded.

I remembered how silently I used to

step around my visible, tangible mon-

uments to alcoholism — in the living

room, in the bedroom, in the bathroom,

and in the kitchen — silent, deadly silent,

not wanting to wake God up.

So, I thought about these things, finally,

as I sat on a bench in the park across from

the small building. I thought of them with

the acute memory of a soldier returning

to the scene of a horrifying battleground.

1 wasn't meandering when I went off to

meet my friend. 1 was running, running;

and, when I saw her, I hugged her, hugged
her as hard as 1 could.

This column, exploring addictions from
the “inside out.’’ is by a freelance. Ca-

nadian journalist.

The bottles and cans formed a cathedral
dedicated to the annihilation of the self
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PCP and suburban teens
PCP use can be quite prevalent among upper-middle class, sub-

urban, teenage drug abusers, a study has found. The study in-

volved evaluating PCP use in a group of 159 adolescents attend-

ing Straight Incorporated — a non-profit, drug-treatment pro-

gram for middle- to upper-middle class, suburban adolescents

and young adults in Washington, DC, and St Petersburg, Flor-

ida. More than half of those questioned reported past PCP use.

and 21% reported using PCP from once a month to once a week;

16% said they used PCP several times a week. Intense paranoia

was the most prevalent side-effect reported by 62% of the users

;

other consequences included serious accidents while intoxicated

with PCP and having a friend suffer a serious accident or die

during use. The researchers, from Straight Incorporated; the

George Washington School of Medicine and Health Sciences,

Washington; the Chemical/Abuse Addiction Treatment Out-

come Registry, St Paul, Minnesota; and, the Children’s Medical

Center, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, said the re-

sults indicated “disturbing trends” of PCP use. They note age of

first experience with the drug was as low as 12 years and that

many of the respondents were either unaware of what the drug
was when they first used it or deceived others into using PCP.
While questioning if the data can be generalized, the research-

ers say the survey provides valuable information on PCP use

among young teenagers from well-educated, upper-middle class

families.

The Journal of Pediatrics, February, 1987, v.ll0:322-324.

Warning on khat use in West
Western physicians have to be aware of severe psychiatric prob-

lems that can develop in chronic users of khat— a plant predom-
inately used in East Africa and the Middle East (The Journal,

June, 1985). That’s the indirect message from British clinicians

who reported the case of a 34-year-old Somali woman who devel-

oped paranoid psychosis following several weeks of daily chew-

ing of khat. The woman was admitted to a London hospital fol-

lowing a drug overdose and was noted to have paranoid delu-

sions, including the belief that microphones located on the stair-

way leading to her apartment were repeating her thoughts.

Following 12 days of treatment with trifluroperazine (eg, Novof-

lurazine), the woman’s mental state returned to normal. She

was discharged, although later she reported suffering delusions

again after chewing khat. The researchers report that the pa-

tient’s impression is that large numbers of the 4,000 Somalians
in London use khat; they speculate that the case “is likely to

represent only a proportion of the problem.” The case report

suggests full-blown paranoid psychosis and suicide attempts

can be added to psychic dependence and personality disorders

known to be caused by the drug.

British Journal ofPsychiatry, February, 1987, v. 150: 247-249.

Strabismus in babies of drug-abusing moms
A specific eye problem is another clinical entity to which chil-

dren of drug-abusing mothers appear more susceptible. A group

of Philadelphia researchers discovered that strabismus is more
common in this group of infants than in the regular population.

A group of 29 infants of mothers attending an outpatient metha-
done maintenance clinic at the Thomas Jefferson University

Hospital, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, during a three-year peri-

od were studied. The infants underwent ophthalmologic exam-
inations shortly before discharge from the newborn nursery and

at regular intervals up to age five years. Seven ( 24% ) were diag-

no.sed with strabismus, significantly higher than the 2.8% to

5.3% incidence normal in childhood. These babies also had sig-

nificantly lower birthweights than the infants without strabis-

mus, and their mothers were receiving a higher do.se of metha-
done at time of delivery. In addition to methadone maintenance
during pregnancy, a majority of the women reported using hero-

in, diazepam (eg, Valium), marijuana, and/or amphetamines,
as well as cigarettes. Because infants born to drug-dependent
women may be predispo.sed to developing strabismus, the re-

searchers conclude clinicians should be alerted "to clo.sely fol-

lowing U[) all infants prenatally exposed to psychoactive agents.

Once strabismus is diagno.sed, appropriate referrals and treat-

meni can then he inslituled
”

Arncriran Journal o/' Disease of Children, February, 1987,

V 141 175 178

Alcoholic brain degeneration
(!hromc alcoholics have significantly fewer neurons in the front

pari of (lie hrani Ilian conirol suh|ccl.s of Ihc same agi* and sex.

research from Ausiralia shows Clive ll.ii'iier. .Iillian Ki ll, and
•loliii I )aly. Ilniversily of .Sydney and Royal Prince Alfred llospi

lal, Sydney, Ausiralia, invesligaled earlier reports that alcohol

ics have less while mailer in the hr.iiii Ilian normal suh|ecls

The hraiiis of 22 chronic alcoholics, many of whom had suffered

from complex medical conditions related lo drinking, were com
pared with the hrams of 22 conlrols, eillic'r non drinkers or light

drinkers tjiianlitalive, neiiropalhological tests showed the

hrams of the alcoholics had sigmficanlly fewer corlical neurons
III (he suiierior frontal cortex, allhoiigli the numher ol ni'urons in

the motor eorlex did nol differ greatly I lowever. shrunki'ii neu
rolls were found in holh corlical regions of llu' alcoholic palu'iils

The researehers said I his is I he first ohjecllve docuinenlalion of

a phenomenon previously siisiiected hy ehnicians The.\’ say

Iheir findings could well accouni for Ihe irreversible coniponeni

of while mailer shrinkage caused hy Ihe di-alh of neurons and
suhsequeni degeneral ion of axons seen with long lerin drinkers

Hnlish Medieal Journal, Fehruary 28. 1987, v 291 531 536

Pal Rich

Alcoholics’ CT scans costly

but potentially life-saving
By Katherine Lake

NEW YORK — Computed tomo-
graphy (CT) scanning of the brains

of patients having first-time alco-

hol withdrawal seizures may be

useful to distinguish convulsions

caused by abstinence from those

caused by potentially treatable

brain diseases.

However, a United States re-

searcher says its cost-effective-

ness is debatable.

“A CT scan in patients with ap-

parent alcohol withdrawal seizures

will demonstrate a significant per-

centage of cases with an intracra-

nial lesion and influence decisions

about the patient’s management,”
Michael Earnest, MD, told the an-

nual meeting here of the American
Academy of Neurology.

He said there has been a lot of

controversy about the use of ex-

pensive CT scanning in the evalua-

tion of alcohol withdrawal sei-

zures. Although his institution now
routinely uses the sophisticated

technology with recently absti-

nent, chronic alcoholics having a

first-time seizure. Dr Earnest is

Earnest: ethical questions

not making a blanket recommen-
dation that other institutions do the

same.
“CT scanning is a very expen-

sive way to take care of a popula-

tion that does not take care of it-

self. Alcoholism is unfortunately

not a cost-effective disease.”

Dr Earnest believes CT scanning

in a population of patients he stud-

ied with colleagues is useful, since

it can lead to life-saving treatment.

But, he stressed the cost-effective-

ness question is debatable.

“Individual physicians (treating

abstinent alcoholics ) have to make
their own decisions about the value

of this,” Dr Earnest said, adding

that there are many philosophical,

ethical, and social questions about

alcoholism that have to be consid-

ered in the total equation.

Dr Earnest and colleagues at the

Denver General Hospital. Denver.

Colorado, found that 6% of a pop-

ulation of 259 recently abstinent al-

coholics, experiencing a seizure

for the first time, turned out to

have brain diseases, most of which
were treatable.

Their conclusion is based on the

results of combined data from a

retrospective and prospective stu-

dy, which used strict criteria for

deciding which recently abstinent

chronic alcoholics experiencing a

first convulsion should receive a

CT scan to determine seizure

cause.

Only patients with no obvious
cause of convulsions other than re-

cent alcohol abstinence were in-

cluded; those with known neuro-
logical disorders, infections, or
head trauma were excluded.

After analysis of detailed data on

the patients’ clinical and laborato-

ry examinations at the time of hos-

pital admission and the results of

their CT scans, plus other radiolog-

ical procedures, the study found 16

patients with brain lesions. These

included brain tumors, arterial

malformations, small aneurysms,

skull fractures with hemorrhage,

and subdural hematomas.
Dr Earnest said clinical man-

agement in 10 cases was changed

as a result of the CT scan. Depend-

ing on the nature of the problem,

patients either had neurosurgery,

chemotherapy, or were referred to

specialists for further evaluation

of their problems.

Incentive grants

promote school

drug education

REGINA — Saskatchewan schools

are responding to financial incen-

tives from government to promote

healthier lifestyles and activ-

ities and to hold dry graduation

parties.

The provincial Department of

Education is providing school divi-

sions with grants of $200 to $1,000.

based on student population.

Projects emphasizing alterna-

tives to alcohol and other drugs

must focus on students in grades 7

to 9, be developed by students, and

have their involvement.

More than half of the province's

112 divisions have applied for in-

centive grants.

The grants are intended to stim-

ulate student projects in each divi-

sion. said a department spokes-

man.
The Regina public school board

is also offering $500 incentive

grants to students who hold dry

grad parties this year.

Public responds to drug info offer
REGINA — The Regina Leader-

Post here has had to run an extra

10,000 copies of a special. 64-page

supplement, Hooked. Examining
Substance Abuse, it produced last

winter.

The special report includes inter-

views with adolescents and adults,

parents of users, Saskatchewan Al-

cohol and Drug Abuse Commission
officials, counsellors, teachers, po-

lice, and others affected by abuse

of alcohol or other drugs.

Reporters, photographers, and
editors worked for three months on

the publication, distributed to ev-

ery Leader-Post subscriber last

November and then to about 2,000

Saskatchewan schools.

A further 10,000 copies were run
to fill requests from various groups
and individuals.

The supplement was produced as

a response to a community prob-

lem. "in the hope that people who
read it will achieve a broader and
Jeeper appreciation of the perils of

substance abuse," said Jim Struth-

ers. executive vice-president of

The Leader-Post.

Canadian rules

should guide US
wine urethane
W.VSHlNllTt^N Let Canada bt

Ihe guide lo the amount of ure

thane which is allowinl in wine.'

and spirits produced m Ihe I'nitec

Slates

This IS Ihe call m.ide here to tiu

I S ImhhI and Drug Adminislralioi

iFDAi hy the consumer lobby

group. Center for Science in llu

Duhlic Inlen'sl The t';inadian gov
ernmeni set slandards for ure
thane It'vi'Is m wines and spirit.'

mon' than a ye.ir ago. hanniny
more than 60 l\S beverages thei

al>o\e lh(' limit

The (‘enter notes studies m labo
ralory anim.ils have shown ure
thane, which occurs naturally ir

lermenlalion and dislill.ilion, ear
cause carcinomas and is also sus
peeled ol being ;i human carcino'
gi'ii The FDA found higher un
thane levels in .54 01 248 wines an
liquors It studied during 1986
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returns next month
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cocaine"!

Bolivian farmers offered $2,000 per hectare to switch

Project could slash world supply of cocaine

Heather Graham

By Gamini Seneviratne

VIENNA — Roughly 50% of co-

caine supplies to the illicit world

market could be wiped out if a new
multi-million dollar campaign in

Bolivia is successful.

Bolivia presented details of its

nascent anti-cocaine campaign

and won substantial support at a

special meeting here April 7.

A veteran international expert

told The Journal: “No parallel ef-

fort has been thought of before.”

Foreign Minister Guillermo Bed-

regal Gutierrez told representa-

tives of 20 countries and seven in-

ternational organizations, con-

vened by the United Nations Fund

for Drug Abuse Control (UNF-
DAC) at Bolivia’s request, that the

“stick-and-carrot” plan would cost

at least US $300 million in the first

three years, just for the carrot.

The immediate response includ-

ed pledges of US $115 million in the

first 18 months by the United

States, 30 million Deutsche Marks
by West Germany (US $16.5 mil-

lion), $15 million (via UNFDAC,
out of $300 million pledged earlier

to the Fund) by Italy, and smaller

amounts from Finland and

France.

The United Kingdom said it

would contribute in the next bud-

getary year while providing train-

ing and equipment input in the

short-term. Japan will assist with

training. Most others promised

supportive reports to their govern-

ments; but, there were also some
strong reservations, notably from

among the Europeans. (Canada
was among the few who were si-

lent. )

In an interview with The Journal

later, Bolivia’s under-secretary in

the ministry of planning and coor-

dination, Ernesto Machicao, said

the drive was for rapid eradication

and simultaneous repair of the dis-

ruptions this would inevitably

cause.

The first of the campaign’s four

key components, he said, is to “buy
voluntary eradication” of the coca

bush in 60,000 of the 70,000 hectares

currently cultivated, mostly in

one-to-two hectare plots.

The authorities are confident

farmers in five-sixths of the target

area will accept a one-time gift of

$2,000 per hectare (total expendi-

ture: $100 million) and cultivate

coca no more— “provided we have
the stick in hand,” Mr Machicao
said.

The weapon will have to be

wielded against recalcitrants in

the rest ( 10,000 ha ) of the eradica-

tion area, nearly all recent low-

lands plantations where the yield is

large, coarse leaves. These are not

good for chewing, but are great for

making paste and cocaine.

In the highlands, however,

where coca has been grown since

pre-Inca times, legal but con-

trolled cultivation will be per-

mitted on 10,000 ha.

Here lies one of the two main
areas on which many countries

have reservations. According to

the 1961 Single Convention, they ar-

gue, coca is an illegal crop.

When this international statute

was being drafted, Bolivia and

Peru were given the option of reg-

istering reservations. This would

have allowed them to go on grow-

ing coca for 25 years after the date

of ratification to satisfy the tradi-

tional chewing habit medically

recognized as non-addictive and
probably harmless to health.

Neither country took up the op-

tion; even if they had, the 25 years

is now up. Some Bolivian officials

have added fuel to this particular

fire by suggesting that some of the

10,000 ha to be “legalized” could

supply makers of pharmaceuti-

cals. Though Bolivia does not have
these industries, exports are possi-

ble.

Such end-use, however, of an in-

ternationally illegal product may
well inhibit many countries from
supporting the Bolivian program,

even while lauding its four compo-
nents.

The second component is the es-

tablishment of a bank-like facility

to promote what Mr Machicao

calls “dynamic reactivation econ-

omies” in areas affected by erad-

ication, at a cost of $150 million.

Forty million dollars will go to the

third component — sub-programs

of regional development such as ir-

rigation projects, health services,

and infrastructure for rural devel-

opment.

The fourth and smallest compo-

nent, $10 million, will be for reha-

bilitation of Bolivian addicts and

prevention ofdrug abuse.

Meanwhile, there is one cardinal

lesson learned in some five years

of fighting drugs on an ad hoc basis

— the stick is vital too.

Any doubts that may have
existed in the learning process

were wiped out by Operation Blast

Furnace, the three-month-long

project mounted last year, with US
military help, against the coca pro-

cessing and trafficking operations

of drug organizations.

Mr Machicao invites distinction

between the campesinos who grow
coca, still treated as a legal crop in

Bolivia, and those who illegally

process and traffic in it. Blast Fur-

nace targeted exclusively on the

latter, he says.

The immediate result, with the

drug gangs in retreat, was that the

coca leaf price in the local market
plummeted to 22 cents per ki-

logram from $2.20. Many growers

began considering alternatives.

The price is now back to about

$1.80 per kg, but the lesson is clear

:

growers will desist if the illicit buy-

ers are attacked.

That said, however, the govern-

ment is acutely conscious of the

cure-can-be-as-deleterious-as-the-

ailment dimension of drugs for the

national economy. Both of Boliv-

ia’s major exports, tin and natural

gas, are hit by declining world

market prices, while the contribu-

tion from drugs has been increas-

ing in real and relative percentage

terms.

Last year, legal exports earned

$712 million, while the illegal is es-

timated to have brought in possibly

$650 million.

Apart from the number of coca

growers and their families — said

to total 350,000 — whole segments

of society in legal occupations,

from clothiers to car dealers, are

in fact dependent on money circu-

lating from illicit drug dealing.

But, says Mr Machicao, the deci-

sion to go all out against drugs has

been taken “because of its enor-

mous corruptive power, and be-

cause consumption (particularly

of the more harmful coca paste) is

increasing locally.”

The indispensable ‘stick’ has not

been costed yet but is likely to be at

least as much as the carrot. There
appear to be no doubts, among Bo-

livian officials, that what is needed
will be forthcoming, in cash and
kind, on bilateral bases.

This view seems to be shared by

US authorities, but not by many
others. In fact, the main European
donors — notably, Norway, Italy,

and the UK — are adamant that

support must be on a multilateral

basis.

Bolivia-US bilateral negotiations

have been going on meanwhile and

are likely to be concluded within

weeks. Mr Machicao says his col-

leagues would then, on the basis of

that agreed package (technical

support, equipment, etc) approach

European and other countries for

supplementary support.

They are unlikely to find much
joy. The UK, for example, though

it already has plans to send a tech-

nical team to Bolivia in May and is

enthusiastic about the three-year

plan, was nevertheless firmly for

multilateralism at the meeting.

Most donors will certainly ear-

mark contributions for channelling

via UNFDAC. The problem now
appears to be coordination and

harmonization of the US and other

efforts to support Bolivia.

Whole segments ofsociety
are dependent on money
from illicit drug dealing

Smoking prevention basic to primary care

GENEVA — Measures to dis-

courage smoking should be

given full recognition as an im-

portant part of primary health

care, concludes an advisory

document from the United Na-

tions World Health Organiza-

tion (WHO).
Primary health care is one of

the most effective approaches

to improved medical standards

in the poorest regions of the

world, which have recently

emerged as a battleground be-

tween the WHO and multina-

tional tobacco companies.

Tobacco companies hope to

increase their profit perfor-

mance in the f)oor countries to

offset a decline of growth in in-

dustrially developed regions.

But, cigarette smoking ren-

ders the large populations in de-

veloping countries especially

vulnerable to diseases asso-

ciated with the poverty belt.

And, the WHO is committed to

fostering policies that lead to

fundamental improvements in

global public health standards.

“Smoking control measures

are now winning more recogni-

tion as an important part of pri-

mary health care,” concludes

the WHO report. “And, this

trend should be encouraged.”

A WHO specialist spokesman
here: “It is vital that every ef-

fort be deployed to raise public

awareness and to help create

new health behavior patterns in

those parts of the world that are

now targeted by the tobacco

companies.

“The emergence of new com-
munications strategies in

health matters is therefore of

great significance.”

Two special health risks are

exacerbated by tobacco con-

sumption in developing coun-

tries:

• Many people in the devel-

oping regions, and especially in

Africa, are already at high risk

from bladder cancer caused by

schistosomiasis (bilharzia).

Beta-naphthylamine, a sub-

stance contained in tobacco tar,

can cause cancer of the bladder

and the increased risks with

smoking should be recognized

in terms of public health admin-

istration, says the WHO.
• An estimated 90 million — or

40% of women in Africa — are

anemic, and 63% of pregnant
women there have low hemoglo-
bin concentrations. Smoking re-

duces the oxygen-carrying capac-

ity of the blood, which is partic-

ularly dangerous in pregnancy.

A WHO specialist: “Because

their blood does not have re-

serve oxygen capacity, smok-

ing by pregnant women (al-

ready) in such poor condition

can further deprive the devel-

oping fetus of vital oxygen. This

may lead to low birthweight and

increased vulnerability to the

surrounding environment.”

The WHO report draws atten-

tion to the present widespread

lack of legislation in the poor

countries for the control of to-

bacco promotion. It adds: “Pro-

hibition of tobacco advertising

can serve as a symbol of gov-

ernment concern as well as

helping to reduce blatant en-

couragement to smoke.”
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The free needle debate intensifies

FORT LAUDERDALE, Florida — Should

intravenous drug users be given free ster-

ile needles in an effort to slow down the

spread of the AIDS (HIV) virus among the

heterosexual population?

In Canada, freer access to needles and

syringes is said, by some experts, to con-

tribute to the low number of IV users

known to have AIDS.
Free needles are not even on the political

agenda in the United States, and North

American public education campaigns

about AIDS, especially on television, are

puerile compared with those in some West
European countries.

Nor are West European politicians

flinching from reality. Margaret Thatch-

er’s government is every bit as conserva-

tive as Ronald Reagan’s, but Britain has

officially decided to supply intravenous

drug users with clean needles and syringes

in exchange for used ones.

Free needles ranks with HIV testing and

confidentiality as issues which have split

the US chemical dependency field, as a

three-hour discussion at a conference on

AIDS and Chemical Dependency held here

by the American Society of Alcoholism and
Other Drug Dependencies illustrated. See

also The Journal, April.

The spectre is real of a field ravaged by

outside forces as the AIDS epidemic wors-

ens and some traditional concepts are

swept aside.

Contributing editor Harvey McConnell

reports:

"
"• 'A'

I... /

Any debate and deliberation on free nee-

dles should begin with the premise that if

clean needles are legally available to in-

travenous (IV) drug users, the action

should not in any way be construed to sug-

gest that illicit drugs could or should be

made legal, says Lori Karan, MD, asso-

ciate director of the Wyman Recovery

Center, part of Johns Hopkins University,

Baltimore, Maryland.

She does not believe needles in them-

selves are good or bad: it is the behavior

attached to them which is destructive. The
question is whether provision of clean nee-

dles will reduce the frequency of needle

sharing.

On the one hand, Dr
Karan says, “1 don't

believe that mere le-

galization will affect

the behavior of chemi-

cally dependent peo-

ple.” Needle sharing is

an important element

in the interpersonal

trust among people in

the drug-using sub

culture, along with increased sexuality, as

they experience euphoria and after-effects

together.

“.Sharing needles is not only a method of

ecotiomy and conveni<'nce, it also fulfills

psychological and emotion.'il needs,” she
adds

Needle exchange
On the olhei' hand, there is no (|ueslion

there is a dein.ind wilhin the IV drug com
muiuly for clean needles. 'I’here is evi

deuce a mimher of diahelics sell Iheir used

needh's on llu* lil.ickmarkel
,
and sonii'

dealers incliidi' clean needles with each

drug piircluise.

Dr Kar.in ‘Mosl worrisome ofall is Ihe

rep;ickaging and selling ol used needles as

clean or new needles
"

.Slie does nol f.ivor ;my soi l of “one lo

one” needU' I'xchange or providing needles

only to addicts w.iilmg lo enter .i melha
done mainlenance program
Dr K.uan says lhal “solely leaching

boiling, bleaching, or .ilcoliol sterili/.alion

will hinder legalization (of neediest and hi'

less effective in reducing Ihe d.anger of in

feel ion
''

TIum'i' is .1 lU'cd for much greater ediica

tion among IV drug users, especially in

areas where the spread of the HIV virus is

not epidemic at the moment. There needs

to be far more treatment available, inten-

sive counselling, and the possibility of de-

toxification and the use of naltrexone as a

preferable alternative to extending metha-

done maintenance.

And, one idea might be development of a

needle which self-destructs after one use.

Peter Selwyn, MD, medical director,

drug abuse treatment program, Monte-

fiore Hospital, Bronx, New York, reviewed

a study of IV drug users in treatment and

in detention (The Journal, January, 1986)

which found about 40% said they stopped

sharing needles. This adds to the evidence

that some IV users have changed their

habits because ofAIDS.

But, it must be realized “the social net-

work of using needles is very strong and

must be taken into account.”

Dr Selwyn says provision of free needles

could be a “hook” to get people into being

educated about AIDS and into counselling.

This is especially true for the many disen-

franchised addicts.

No questions asked
He is unaware of any evidence that in-

creasing the availability of needles will

lead to a predictable increase in the level

of drug abuse. It could turn out to be true;

as yet, there is no evidence or convincing

argument to the contrary.

Determined opposition to the idea of free

needles was expressed by David Smith,

MD, founder and medical director, Haight-

Ashbury Free Medical Clinics, and re-

search director, Merritt-Peralta Chemical
Dependency Institute Hospital, San Fran-

cisco, California.

Removing people from the needle scene

“is the only completely safe method” to

stop HIV transmission in the IV drug-using

population. He believes any idea that free

needles will reduce or eliminate exposure

to the HIV virus “is not true and will be-

come less and less true.”

In San Francisco, however, there is al-

ready de facto legalization by many phar-

macists: they don’t ask questions when
people come in to buy needles.

Dr Smith says he would like the Ameri-

can Medical Society on Alcoholism and
Other Drug Dependencies to support the

method he and colleagues at the Haight-

Ashbury clinic have developed of “teach

and bleach.” Community workers go out

among the IV drug us-

ers and try to get them
to treat their needles

and syringes with

bleach. At the same
time, the workers edu-

cate them about the

risks they are running.

The method is safe:

.some stupified addicts

have even injected

bleach and nothing has
happciu'd to tlu'in.

Dr Smith .says the teach and bleach

method is not the only model which can be

used. “We can't make the' distribution of

needles a number one priority, and this

will only reinforce an addictive iiattern."

lie believes the me.ssage should he ham
mered honu‘ that addiction is a treatable

illness, ".ind il is possilile lo gel oul of Ihe

IV drug .'ihuse scc'ue and into n'covery.
"

Provision of clean needles would he an

imperfect compromise.
Robert Niven, MD, now director of Ihe

chemic.d de|)endency progr.im al Harper
Ilospil.d, Detroit, Michig.in, suggests Ihe

(|ueslion should he: “Wh.il impaci will Ihe

jirovision of sleriU- needles to IV drug
.ihusers h.ive on llu> prevalence and com
plications of AIDS’’ Nol. though il is not an

irrelevani (|ue.stion, wh.it will Ihi' impact

be on drug ahiisi'

“I c.in conceive it might h.ive an .idversc

as well :is a bi'iielicial imp.icl I would sub

mil till' answi'r lo lhat ((ueslion is nol

known wilh .iny rea.son.ible scientific I'er

l.'iinly
"

Dr Nivi'ii speciil.ites lhal if free neislles

are provided. Ihere may be oiii' subgroup
of IV drug users who will use Ihem. thus

‘Sharing needles also ful-

fills psychological and
emotional needs'

reducing their exposure to con-

taminated blood products. There
will also be a large subgroup for

which it would make no differ-

ence
;
many of these users might

be very resistant to the idea.

And, there may be a small

group of people who are early-on

in their addictive patterns, not

yet into going to “shooting galle-

ries,” but for whom the provision

of free needles might hasten in-

volvement in the IV drug abuse
scene.

Dr Niven points out that one

segment of society has already

made a decision: “There are entrepre-

neurs out there who have found a market
for people who want—and, unfortunately,

they are not all getting — sterile needles.

At least, there is a market out there.”

Dr Selwyn says evidence from Amster-
dam, the Netherlands, where provision of

free needles started in 1984, is that some
drug abusers will change their habits be-

cause of the risks ofHIV infection. There is

no evidence or demonstrated markers so

far that IV drug use has increased in the

city. Nor is there any evidence of acciden-

tal sticks when needles are found by sani-

tation workers or young children.

He is concerned that any attempt to find

a technically easy intervention, without a

link with directed, comprehensive educa-

tion; attempts to change behavior; and,

provision of treatment, might be ineffec-

tive and, on the whole, not very defensible.

Dr Smith says a number of interviews

he’s had with current IV drug users and
former users now in Narcotics Anonymous
(NA) show diametrical views. Those still

using drugs think not only needles but also

heroin, cocaine, and amphetamines should

be provided free. Those in NA hold the op-

posite view, saying any supply of free nee-

dles would have helped sustain their addic-

tion.

“If you make needles and drugs free,

with absolutely nothing else, you will de-

crease the mortality and morbidity of

AIDS; but, you will increase as well the

rapid delivery system to the addict popula-

tion, particularly among younger people,”

Dr Smith predicts.

Dr Niven says issues of chemical depen-

dency must be given consideration. “The
fundamental research question to be an-

swered from the standpoint of this virus is,

‘Would the distribution of free needles

have a negative or positive effect on some
section of this population? And, what
would it cost us?’

Grabbing a hook
'If it did have a positive impact, we

would have people to treat for their drug
dependency for a longer period of time

than you would otherwise, because we
need to remember this is a rapidly spread-

ing and for those who get it fatal dis-

ease."

Dr Smith says it is no good using the

“hook " mentioned by Dr Selwyn of cou-

pling distribution of free needles with con-

sulting, unless there is an expansion of

treatment capacity. Dr Niven's view is

that there is a subgroup who would not

need a hook, as well as a large subgroup

who would spot the hook and not come in

for counselling, although it would be nice

to bring them into broader treatment pro-

grams.
Dr Niven agrees with Dr Smith’s conten-

tion that concern about the AIDS epidemic
should not dictate every action of the

chemical dependency field.

Sacrifice
“But, I submit the converse is true: we

should not be so hardnosed about it that the

traditional, chemical-dependency, treat-

ment-philosophy concept of things should

stand in the way of dealing with this literal

threat to our society.”

The chemical dependency field should

give thought to some scenarios which Dr
Niven speculates could be drawn up by sci-

entists not involved in and with little

knowledge of the field.

One scenario would be that that clean

needles would unquestionably help dimin-

ish the spread of the virus and, at the same
time, worsen the spread of drug use.

Dr Niven predicts this would produce a

serious dilemma, “and I would postulate

to you that a large segment of the popula-

tion world ‘sacrifice' the worsening of the

drug-abuse problem in order to achieve a

diminished spread of the virus. I don't

think, though, that it will turn out this

way.”
Another scenario, albeit hard for those

in the field to imagine, is the possibility

“that some of the drugs we spend most of

our professional lives getting people to

stop taking might, indeed, be beneficial to

the AIDS patient. " It is more probable the

drugs increase infectivity, but, it is just

conceivable they may help some people.

Current street lore is that amphetamine
use might help minimize the progression

of the disease in AIDS patients.

Dr Niven: “1 don't personally believe

that, but one must have an open mind.
"

Because drug users will go to any

lengths to get a needle, “even one used by

100 people before, " Dr Selwyn postulates it

is not out of the realm of iwssibility, since

drugs are big business, that some pushers

would distribute clean needles. They don't

want “clients" dying on them
Dr Niven ptiints out that those who run

some houses of prostitution — another big

business — insist on monthly Hl\' testing

of their employiH's.' .Any found lo be Hl\'*

positive, or who use drugs, are dismissixl

“Customers’ are made lo use condoms.

Although he makes no endorsement, "a

creative research program may bt' lo in-

volve dealers, because they have a vested

interest in keeping Iheir customers alive."

Nivon impact on virus
' Smith determinod opposition

6k '.•/c
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NEWS
Constant support needed

Community vital to good teen care
By Deana Driver

Reaching back: counsellors and remembered adolescence

REGINA — People who treat che-

mically-dependent adolescents

must remember their own adoles-

cence.

“Every generation looks back at

the newest crop of kids and gets

nervous,” but it’s not so frighten-

ing if one looks at these teenagers

with one’s own adolescent eyes,

says David Zarek, director of the

Saskatchewan youth to get help
REGINA —- Saskatchewan “must

stay on track” with education and

other programs to fight chemical

dependency, despite severe budget

cutbacks, says provincial Health

Minister George McLeod.

One out of five Saskatchewan

teenagers experiences problems

with peers or parents because of

drinking or other drug use; 4,000

teenagers are convicted of im-

paired driving each year in Saskat-

chewan, Mr McLeod, a former tea-

cher and principal, told a national

conference here on adolescent

chemical dependency.

Provincial plans for youth treat-

ment include the opening of the

first treatment centre for youth in

Yorkton, enhancement of commu-
nity-based treatment services,

prevention training, and public ed-

ucation programs.

The conference, sponsored by the

Saskatchewan Alcohol and Drug

Abuse Commission (SADAC), was
intended “to demonstrate our con-

tinued commitment to (provincial)

Premier Grant Devine’s initia-

tives,” Mr McLeod added.

Howard Greenstein, SADAC ex-

ecutive director, said workers in

the field must “step back, ap-

proach this very personal and of-

ten deeply disturbing problem in a

systematic and a well-planned

way, and build on our different

strengths. The public, profession-

als, lay people, youth, and parents

must be involved in both the plan-

ning and the implementation of

services.”

SADAC provided grants to more
than 30 community-based agencies

last year, and the funded agencies

provided direct treatment services

to more than 1,100 people under the

age of 19 years.

Washington, DC office of the John-

son Institute.

“The more you can reach the

adolescent within, the more you
can understand what’s happening
with kids, and the more you can
connect with them,” he told a na-

tional conference here on adoles-

cent chemical dependency.

And, it is vital to make that con-

nection with teenagers.

Treatment has a component of

rehabilitation as well as habilita-

tion, said Mr Zarek, and relapse

prevention is “equated almost ex-

actly with doing something to en-

hance adolescent development.”
To be successful in treating ado-

lescents, one has to be there to in-

fuse them with success every step

of the way. If one measures suc-

cess or failure by a single return to

drugs, the attempt will always end
in failure.

But, total abstinence — instead

of moderation — is the only effec-

tive way to get teens off drugs.

Mr Zarek: “If you really want
kids to be successful, you have to

spread a network out that will infil-

trate the community.”
Aftercare must be considered

from the moment the adolescent is

assessed, and the process has to

reach into the school system for

when the teen returns home.
The adolescent has to be pro-

vided with a new pool of friends

and constant support when he or

she needs it— not when it’s conve-

nient for the treatment centre.

Nancy Rosendahl, executive di-

rector, Omegon treatment centre,

Minneapolis, Minnesota, said

members of the community must
work together instead of blaming
each other for the problem.

“Treatment happens not in the

centre. It happens in the commu-
nity.”

Rosendahl Zarek

Schools on track with peer counselling
REGINA — Strides are being

made in Saskatchewan schools in

handling chemically dependent

adolescents, and peer counselling

groups are a part of that advance-

ment.

Kal Newell, a guidance counsel-

lor at Cochrane High School here,

told a national conference on ado-

lescent chemical dependency that

the schools have been conducting

alcohol and other drug education

for about 20 years.

But, “we’ve been doing it wrong

for about 18 of those years.

“We’ve finally come to realize

we can’t just give them half an

hour in the health curriculum to

say how bad drugs are and forget

about it” (See Teachers, The Back
Page )

.

Life skills classes have been in-

troduced and having students in a

home room for half an hour each

day helps teachers identify behav-

ior changes or any other problems

the students may be having.

Staff have identification sheets

for inappropriate behavior and
some times will find students don’t

have drug problems, but do have
family problems.

Voluntary interventions that

come through peer counselling are

helpful. Mr Newell: “We get peo-

ple referring each other all the

time. We’re not penalizing our kids

now if we find some of them have
to go into treatment.”

Representatives from schools

are starting to visit students in de-

tox centres.

“That would have been unthink-

able years ago. The aftercare is

coming, and likely that student is

coming back to our schools,” Mr
Newell said.

Regina has an alcohol and other

drug placement committee to help

get students back into classes at a

level they can manage. And, three

high schools here have voted for a

chemical-free graduation this

year.

She said society is more willing

to fight drug abuse today, with

more positive peer pressure not to

use drugs and parents starting to

crack down more on their children.

“We’re a little more conservative

now than we were 10 or 15 vears
ago.”

She said parents also have to

stick to their roles as parents and
keep watch on their children.

“Kids will be kids, and they’ll use

whatever they can.”

Centres need to treat the depen-

dency itself, but that's not

enough, said Ms Rosendahl. “You
have to look at the other issues in

their lives, and the family is a crit-

ical one. We have to look at treat-

ment as a process, not as an event,

not as the final answer. The staffs

biggest challenge is to keep expec-

tations realistic."

The amorphous, ineffable ‘if
“Be a part of it,” said my friend. Profes-

sor Bottomsworthy. He said it softly, al-

most reverently. Then, in the stentorian

tones of a classically trained actor, he

said it again and again, savoring every

subtlety: “BE a part of it ... be a PART
ofit . . . be a part of IT.”

“Of what?” I interjected.

“It.” said the professor.

“What is it?” I demanded.
“Everything you ever wanted to be a

part of,” he said, as a single tear formed
in his right eye and trickled down his

cheek. I had never seen Professor Bot-

tomsworthy, noted academic, abject cyn-

ic, cry before.

“I’m sorry,” he said, wiping the emba-
rassing tear away with his hand. “But
look here, see for yourself; this is so beau-
tiful it quite overwhelms me.”
He showed me the magazine advertise-

ment that had reduced him to tears.

The ad featured a young man and wom-
an lounging on a white leather couch; be-

hind them on the wall was a large ex-

pressionist oil in muted pastel colors. In

front of them was a large coffee-table, on
which rested a television, some flowers, a

glass sculpture, some bread, a semi-cir-

cle of Brie, a wedge of Emmenthal, some
green grapes, a tall glass containing ice

cubes and an opalescent yellowish liquid,

and a brown liquor bottle.

Below, in bold print, was the admoni-
tion: BE A PART OF IT.

Below that, in smaller, more elegant

print were the words: Canadian Club.

“Whafs the big deal,” I asked. “The
people are attractive, their surroundings

are plush, and there’s an ambiguous hint

of sexual activity to come, since he's

looking at her and saying, ‘Shall we call it

a night.’ Advertising layouts like this are

a dime a dozen; they sell cars, perfume,

booze, you name it. So what?”
“It is not the scene itself that is beauti-

ful. What is so beautiful about this ad,

what brings tears to my jaded eyes, is the

concept,” he explained.

“The concept of using an ambiguous
catch-phrase, such as “Be a part of it,” to

massage those areas of the mind con-

cerned with acceptance, belonging, and
social-climbing is old hat. Admen use the

Remember the classic General Motors ad

from the 1950s showing a handsome cou-

ple emerging from a car in front of a man-
sion and the caption: They’ll know you’ve

arrived when you arrive in a Buick. Need-
less to say, the caption was not referring

to the reliability of a Buick in getting you

to your friends' house in time for dinner.

In its subtle, punning way, the ad was in-

sinuating that ownership of a Buick would

announce that you had in fact ‘arrived’

and had become, therefore, part of the

. . . Some bread, a semi-circle

of Brie, a wedge of Emmenthal

concept to sell perfume, booze, cars, you
name it. So what?”
“You’ve missed the point entirely,”

said the professor, pointing at the ad.

“Look at that young, stylish couple on the

couch, look at their green grapes and
Brie. The first thing that strikes you is

that rye whisky— or scotch or bourbon —
is most definitely NOT a part of it, since

the ‘if portrayed is obviously an upscale

world of yuppies who sip Chablis or Cali-

fornian Chardonnay.

“So you see, the beauty of this ad is not

manifest in its outward appearance, or in

its surreptitious sexual message. The
beauty is manifest in the underlying, cyn-

ical conceit — the assumption that the in-

effable if of which we want to be part is

so amorphous as to be infinitely malleable

and, therefore, open to usurpation. That is

what overwhelms me and brings tears to

my eyes.”

“With all due respect, professor,” I said,

“1 find that totally incomprehensible.”

“Okay. I'll take it a little more slowly.

1950s version of ‘it.’

“A great ad to be sure, beautiful in the

calculated way in which it exploited class

aspirations for commercial gain, but its

beauty is that of a primitive cave painting

compared to this Canadian Club ad.”

“You're losing me." I said.

The professor sighed, and continued:

“Admirable though the ad might be, it

was primitive in the sense that there was
no attempt to usurp the ‘it:' the Buick au-

tomobile was known in the 50s as an up-

scale product; everyone knew it cost

more than a Chevy or a Plymouth. What
is beautiful about the Canadian Club ad is

the brazen attempt to usurp the 'if we
want to be part of, by plunking-down a

whisky bottle where it obviously doesn't

belong.

“The distiller knows it doesn’t belong,

knows it is not a part of ‘it.' This is why
the drink shown in the ad is not an honest

whisky drink, it is some sort of whisky
and orange juice concoction The previous

ad in the series showed the female yuppie

ensconced in a chrome-and-leather chair

sipping some sort of rasberry colored

drink.

“Fruit juice — good old healthy fruit

juice — is obviously considered the key to

the hearts and minds of the Porsche and

Perrier crowd. Or more to the point, to the

hearts and minds of those aspiring to be

part of the ‘if they think the Porsche and

Perrier crowd represents. As I said, the

concept brings tears to my eyes. This sub-

stitution of one icon (the whisky bottle)

for another (the white wine bottle) is a

masterstroke of merchandising legerde-

main.”

“And you think people will buy it?”

“Of course they'll buy it. ’That's the

beauty of it, that's what brings tears to

my eyes.

“In the 19.50s, the Buick was just a

Chevy with three little extra pieces of

chrome on the fenders; those little pieces

of chrome cost pennies to make, hundreds

of dollars to buy. But many people bought

Buicks.

“Remember what P.T. Barnum said:

‘No one ever went broke underestimating

the intelligence of the American public.’

Well, as a corollary to that time-tested ax-

iom, I would add that no one ever went

broke preying on the insecurities of those

who want to ‘Be a part ofit.’
”

By

Wayne

Howell
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Warding off the crash

True portrait
The article by Joan Hollobon on

our program for early-stage prob-

lem drinkers, Warding off the

crash: a success story (January),

initiated many requests for the

“self-help” manual that we are us-

ing to aid treatment.

Such requests are principally

from addiction counsellors work-

ing in various parts of Canada and
the United States.

We were extremely pleased with

the article’s portrayal of our ap-

proach to treatment. However,

there are several important points

that I wish to clarify to avoid con-

fusion among your readers

:

• the manual is at present under

evaluation, and it will take about

two years before we know how ef-

fective it is in aiding therapists;

• although oriented toward the

teaching of moderate drinking, the

manual can also be used to attain a

goal of abstinence; and,

• clients of our program are rec-

ommended abstinence as a goal if

there are contraindications to

moderate drinking (eg, high level

of alcohol dependence, medical or

psychiatric problems, low social

stability, previous history of alco-

holism treatment, lack of support

from family or peers, and client’s

preference for abstinence).

Martha Sanchez-Craig, PhD
Addiction Research Foundation

Toronto, Ontario

Wrong on AA—
As a recovered alcoholic and mem-
ber of AA ( Alcoholics Anonymous

)

who has never before felt the need

to defend my fellowship, I cannot

allow the article by Joan Hollobon

(January) to pass without com-
ment.

Why do writers for The Journal
always feel it necessary to mention
AA in their controlled drinking ar-

ticles, particularly when they indi-

cate they know little about the pro-

gram (or do they )?

For example, no one in AA stops

drinking for a lifetime — only for

today. I suspect it is not the

unscientific, mystical aspect of the

program the writers find repug-

nant, but rather the implicit ac-

knowledgement there is no “scien-

tific” cure for the illness, that

there can be no independence with-

out dependence, just as there is no

joy without sorrow, night without

day, etc in a bipolar universe.

Were Joanna (who was featured

in the Hollobon story) able to ac-

cept her problems, she might find

such psychic relief that she would

no longer need to seek escape in

chemically induced consciousness

and ultimate unconsciousness

(blackouts).

It is astounding that Dr Martha
Sanchez-Craig can include some-

one who has suffered a blackout in

her intervention program for ear-

ly-stage, problem drinkers.

The medical profession consid-

ers the blackout as an infallible in-

dication the patient has crossed the

invisible line from normal to ab-

normal drinking, even though

some such people can achieve con-

trolled. moderate drinking for lim-

ited periods of time.

To become an alcoholic, one does

not have to drink for 10 years, or in

large quantities. This is particular-

ly true of women who are often be-

yond recall in a few short years.

The idea we abnormal drinkers

can control our drinking is an ob-

session many of us pursue into in-

sanity and the grave.

I would also point out to Dr San-

Interesting
On the Hack Page (.lanuary), the

early intervention program was
outlined by .loan Hollobon.

I am very interested in learning

more about this program and

would gratel'iilly receive any

materials and inrormation Dr Mar
I ha Sanchez t'raig would be willing

to share

Should the chemical dependency

counsellors in this region decide to

ii.se the m.inual. I would be willing

to provide feedback

Please note we are located in a

large rural area, in which there is

a high unenqiloyment rate, in

some areas up to Hll'i Thus, our

client base is very much unlike the

particip.ints in Toronto

Sheldon Hrown
Kegional administrator

Aleidiol and Drug Dependene>
Conimission of

Newfoundland and Labrador

Corner Itrook, Newfoundland

chez-Craig that non-alcoholic

drinkers have little trouble in giv-

ing up liquor entirely if they have
good reason.

If outpatient counsellor Carole

Bush prefers the word "urge" to

“craving." she is on dangerous
ground by word-playing and
looking for an easier, softer way to

deal with a life-threatening "hab-

it.”

Ms Bush states she doesn't find

the w’ord alcoholic helpful. She

should survey our members (al-

most 2.000,000) and their families

who have found that the true and
honest use of this definition has en-

abled them to live happy, whole-

some, spiritual lives.

I fought a mighty battle against

acceptance of my alcoholism, in-

cluding psychiatric wards, detoxi-

fication units, counselling, etc. pre-

ferring. finally, to be tenned in-*

sane rather than alcoholic.

But, now I can look at the debris

of my past ( lost family and home,

skid row) and thank God and the

AA founders. It was only when 1

could say that which Ms Bush
doesn't find helpful, and thus ac-

cept my limitations, that 1 began to

recover.

Mari G.

Don Mills. Ontario

Fascinating
The article. Warding off the crash

:

a success story (January) was fas-

cinating. We'd bt' very interested

in trying to establish such a pro-

gram hero at the .\-Conter in Ha-

cine. Wisconsin.

Could you send information on

how it was promoliHl. and, most of

all, on the e.s.sential elements'.’

E. W . Belter

The A-Center

Racine. Wisconsin

Sensible
The rojKirt of Dr Martha Sanchc/-

Craig's program concerning de-

fensive drinking (January) was

very mlcrcsting to me
1 work in a substance abuse

treatment centre and would appre-

ciate any information Dr Sanchez-

Craig may be w illing to share.

I do agree that the notion makes

a great deal of .sense 1 am partic-

ularly interested in it m connect ion

with treatment of people found

guilty of driving w hile intoxicated,

who give no indication of consis-

tent alcohol abuse

I’hilipH MeA\oy
SlafT therapist

Terros

Phoenix. .Arizona

f Kd note Dr Soneliec-Crnip has

rcsfxmdrd la each reader's qiieryj
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Drug testing:

What the lab can - and can’t-do
By Bhushan Kapur

TORONTO— As interest increases in em-
ployment-related drug testing, the inter-

pretive skills of analysts, and the tech-

niques available to them, continue to

evolve. In the past five years, development

has been significant; refinements continue

to be introduced almost monthly.

Still, of questions asked of toxicology

laboratories, more can’t be answered than

can.

Today the most common questions —
from employers, but also from employees,

who want to know their limits — are : how
much drug was taken and when? For how
long after use will the drug screen give

positive results? And, what is the cause of

false positives and false negatives?

Key to finding the answers is an under-

standing that after a drug is used, a num-
ber of events— most of them simultaneous
— take place.

Generally, there are various routes of

drug administration; oral (eg, drinking al-

cohol), intravenous (eg, injecting heroin),

and inhalation (eg, smoking marijuana,

snorting cocaine, or sniffing glue). Drugs
taken orally are usually the slowest to be

absorbed, whereas fastest absorption fol-

lows the intravenous route.

The absorbed drug enters the blood-

stream and is rapidly distributed to tis-

sues; the drug’s chemical characteristics

dictate what happens next. Some drugs

are highly fat soluble and are thus depos-

ited in the fat tissues; the amount stored

depends on the amount and the duration/

frequency of use. An example is delta-

nine-tetrahydrocartnabinol (THC), the ac-

tive ingredient in marijuana, which is

highly fat soluble.

For the fat soluble drug, only low levels

can be found in blood. Blood levels fall rap-

idly as the drug is being distributed.

Peak and decline
Studies show THC levels peak and start

to decline halfway through a joint. Conse-

quently, blood analysis for THC will be

positive only for a short duration.

Alcohol, on the other hand, is not fat sol-

uble and is distributed in the total body wa-

ter. Since blood is mostly made up of wa-

ter, high alcohol levels can be found.

Generally, the lower the levels, the more
sophisticated the laboratory needs to be.

Absorption and distribution are followed

by elimination.

The liver is the major detoxification

centre in the body; as blood circulates

through this organ, drugs are metabolized
or broken down. The metabolites are then

excreted into the urine through the kid-

neys.

This detoxification process has the po-

tential to produce active or toxic metabo-
lites. Drugs deposited in fat tissues are
slowly released into the bloodstream and
metabolized.

Time required for levels to decline by
50% is often referred to as the elimination

half-life of the drug; some drugs have
longer half-lives than others.

Great variations
All of these processes, taking place si-

multaneously, are influenced by a variety

of factors. Age, sex, physical, and clinical

status of a person have a profound effect

on a drug’s half-life. A compromised liver,

concurrent presence of another disease, or

another drug, can enhance toxic effects of

a drug by slowing down the elimination

process. In some clinical conditions, this

process may be speeded up. Thus, it is not

surprising that great variations are found

in the half-lives of the same drug.

Approximately six half-lives are re-

quired to eliminate 99% of a drug. For ex-

ample, cocaine’s half-life is short i 2'/2

hours), thus 17V2 hours are needed for

elimination. PhenobarbitaTs half-life is

long— 80 hours — 480 hours or 20 days are

required to eliminate 99% of the drug.

Since the absolute amount of drug can be

very small, the selection of the appropri-

ate body fluid for analysis is important.

This, in turn, affects the laboratory’s abili-

ty to identify the drugs present in body flu-

ids.

Blood and urine are the most commonly
used fluids in drug analysis. Each has ad-

vantages and disadvantages.

Blood is obtained by an invasive proce-

dure and is available only in small quanti-

ties. Urine is available in larger volumes,

requires a non-invasive procedure to col-

lect, and is easier to obtain. Levels in blood

are low. Larger available volumes and the

presence of the drug’s metabolite make
urine the sample of choice for most drug

analysis.

A laboratory’s ability to identify a drug

depends on the absolute amount of drug
present in the fluid being examined. This

depends on how much and when the drug
was taken. The time span between drug in-

take and specimen collection dictates how

have been available for some time. Quanti-

tation of drugs — drug level — in urine

samples is generally not done.

If you took blotting paper, put a drop of

ink on it, and held the tip of the paper in

water, you would observe that the water
rises. If you continue the process, given

the right conditions, you would find the ink

spot separates into a multiple of spots of

different colors. This process is called

chromatography.
There are three types

:

• TLC; This method requires extensive

sample preparation and technical exper-

tise. In expert hands, it is inexpensive and
very powerful. A large number of drugs

can be screened for at the same time; co-

caine, amphetamine, and opiates can be

done in one sample preparation, although

cannabis derivatives require a separate

preparation.

In identifying positive TLC spots, the

technologist looks for the metabolite pat-

tern. Combining different TLC systems re-

sults in a high degree of specificity. Inter-

pretation of results is subjective, hence the

training of the analyst is crucial.

• GC-MS: This is a combination of two

Kapur: even the least effective test is 95% to 98% correct

much drug is left in the body. Drugs with a

longer half-life remain in the body for a

longer period.

Methods
There are two commonly used methods

in a toxicology laboratory: immunoassays
— radio ( RIA ) and enzyme ( EMIT )

— and
chromatography, which includes thin lay-

er chromatography (TLC), gas chromato-

graphy-mass spectrometry (GC-MS), and
liquid chromatography ( HPLC )

.

Both RIA and EMIT are very sensitive

primary screening methods — have low
detection limits — and are based on anti-

body-antigen reactions.

Specificity for both methods is not very

high; substances which have similar

chemical structures also cross-react and
give a positive reaction. The EMIT or RIA
methods for cannabinoids give a positive

result with most of the metabolites of THC.
On a scale of 100, these tests give results

which are 95% to 98% correct; correct

drug identification is made. The list of

drugs that result in a false positive is

small.

Addition of detergents (soaps) or com-
mon salt will interfere with some of the im-

munoassays. Generally, these interfer-

ences result in false negative answers.

But, recent improvement in reagents has

alleviated this concern.

Urine drug assay kits, for most drugs.

very sophisticated technologies — gas
chromatography (GC), and mass spec-

trometry (MS). GC physically separates

the compound, and MS fragments it so that

a fingerprint of the chemical is obtained.

Sample preparation is extensive.

Although both methods can be used indi-

vidually, they are used in tandem; the

combination is regarded as the gold stan-

dard. All of the above drugs can be identi-

fied in any body fluid. Assay sensitivity

can be enhanced significantly by treating

the test fluid with reagents, prior to the

analysis.

• HPLC: This is similar to GC but takes

advantage of spectroscopic or electronic

characteristics of the chemicals.

Sample preparation for HPLC is less ex-

tensive; this method also results in high

specificity.

The order of specificity (ability to effect

a 100% correct identification) would be,

beginning with the best: GC-MS, HPLC,
TLC, and EMIT/RIA. But, even the least

effective is 95% to 98% correct.

Excepting GC-MS, which is already a

combination of two methods, results

should be confirmed by a different meth-

od. To achieve the extra 2% to 5% accura-

cy, almost any combination of the above

methods is acceptable.

The most common combination used in

employment-related drug screening is

EMIT/RIA confirmed with GC-MS.

Sensitivity of the laboratory method will

result in either a positive or a negative an-

swer. If the absolute quantity of drug pre-

sent is small enough that it is beyond the

analytical method’s detection capability, a

false negative result will be obtained.

A negative urine screen can thus be in-

terpreted as : the drug is not present, or the

drug is present in such amounts that it is

beyond the detection limit of the method
used.

Method sensitivity
Sensitivity of method can be enhanced

by analyzing for the metabolites. Heroin
use, for example, is determined by the

presence of its metabolite, morphine. In-

creasing the specimen volume used for

analysis, or treating it with chemicals, can
also be effective.

Such procedures can make laboratory

methods very sensitive. Studies at the Ad-

diction Research Foundation, Toronto,

show one, five-milligram dose of Valium
(diazepam) can be detected for three to

four days. The sensitivity can be increased

so the same dose can be detected for 20

days.

These high sensitivities make the inter-

pretation of when the drug was actually

used very difficult. Larger amounts of

drug intake would make this method al-

most uninterpretable.

Drugs which are highly tissue-bound

(eg, THC), are released very slowly. De-

pending on the amount stored in the tis-

sues, the time varies considerably. Thus,

the drug’s metabolites are detectable for a

long time in the urine. In the case of THC,
studies show these can be identified in the

urine for 20 to 40 days after last use.

Another factor affecting detection is di-

lution, which may happen if the client has

consumed large amounts of fluids prior to

obtaining a sample for analysis. Although

the absolute amount of drug/metabolite ex-

creted may be the same during a period of

time, the final concentration per millilitre

will be reduced in diluted urine and may
give a false negative result.

Acidity of the urine may effect the excre-

tion of the drug into the urine. In some
cases, elimination is enhanced; in other

cases, it is reabsorbed. This effect of pH in

urine is carefully exploited in treating

some drug overdoses.

Generally, immunoassay technology is

used in preliminary analysis, giving a pre-

sumptive positive which should be con-

firmed by a different method.

A confirmed positive finding implies just

that— that the drug was used in the imme-
diate past ( hours/days )

.

It is not possible with a urine test to infer

from a positive finding how much, when,
or how the drug was consumed.

Skills refined
Although today’s technology can accu-

rately determine the presence of a drug in

body fluids and what drug it is, it cannot

determine how much was taken, when, or

how it was consumed. For example, poppy

seeds may show positive on tests for

opiates and not be a false positive, because

some poppy seeds may be contaminated

with morphine derivatives. Similarly, in-

nocent consumption of coca tea has re-

sulted in a positive test for cocaine.

As the experts refine their interpretive

skills, it’s possible one day they will be

able to answer more questions.

However, the answer to one may contin-

ue to elude them: it’s the one about how
much drug was consumed. Even with alco-

hol, the answer to that question is still, at

best, speculative.

*Dr Kapur. D I^hil, is director. Clinical

Laboratories. Addiction Research Foun-
dation. Toronto.
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GPs should see alcohol as routine health hazard

Regular consultation: anticipating alcohol's harm

By Terri Etherington

LONDON — General practitioners

should make questioning and inter-

vention for alcohol use as routine a

part of their practices as blood

pressure screening or pap smears,

says a report from the Royal Col-

lege of General Practitioners here.

And, a full understanding of the

role of alcohol and the risks and

costs to society “cannot be based

on any purely medical model.

“Doctors need to change their

way of thinking from alleviating,

palliating, and perhaps curing

damage already done, to anticipat-

ing possible harm and, by educa-

tion, preventing it.”

The report, prepared by a work-

ing party of the College, em-
phasizes the need for a multidisci-

plinary approach within the gener-

al practice, involving other mem-
bers of the health care team.

Moderate drinkers, the team
says, not only make up more of the

GP’s caseload than problem drink-

ers, but also represent more
“harm” from alcohol use in the

community.
“We strongly recommend that

general practitioners look at alco-

hol as a hazard to health which

needs attention no more and no

less than smoking or raised blood

pressure and that their daily con-

sultations, their preventative

work, and perhaps most important

of all, their record systems and

notes reflect this view of alcohol as

a risk factor and an agent needing

to be on the agenda for action just

as much as taking a cervical

smear or prescribing an antibiot-

ic.”

A confident and optimistic atti-

tude toward the problems of alco-

hol abuse among GPs can be devel-

oped through increased education

and training, at undergraduate,

postgraduate, and continuing edu-

cation levels.

As a benefit, the report points

out, knowledge and skills learned

to deal with alcohol abuse can be

applied to other conditions (drug

abuse, over-eating) where life-

style, personal choice, and behav-

ior patterns are important.

The working party also urges

GPs to use and support other com-
munity groups working in the field

and to “seek to influence policy

makers at all levels, so that the so-

cial environment would encourage
lower levels of consumption.”

The report examines consump-
tion trends, reasons for drinking,

harms and risks associated with

alcohol, and recommends detailed

strategies for recognition, assess-

ment, and intervention. A drinking

diary and prescriptive advice to

“cut down on drinking” are two
strategies for intervention.

Current education of GPs, the

working party says, is “clearly in-

adequate” and piecemeal, based
on a predominantly medical mod-
el. They recommend instead a

more comprehensive program un-

der the aegis of general practice or

family medicine, which would be a
“natural extension of the multidis-

ciplinary work already existing,

emphasizing epidemiological and
sociological aspects, and accepting

the concepts which soften the bor-

ders between the ‘normal’ and the

‘abnormal.’
”

Drinkers eluding

emergency staff
By Paul Szabo

CARMEL, California — Emergen-
cy room personnel are not able to

deal with the alcohol problems of

intoxicated patients, say research-

ers from the University of Colora-

do.

They have no complaints about

how physicians and nurses deal

with the physical complaints of in-

toxicated patients in emergency
rooms. But, they say emergency
personnel do little to deal with

problems associated with patients’

drinking, like alcoholism or re-

lated psychiatric disorders.

The study was presented here by

D. Terry, MD, at the annual meet-

ing of the western section of the

United States American Feder-

ation for Clinical Research.

Dr Terry said alcohol use and

trauma have been linked and seve-

ral studies have found the preva-

lence of alcoholism in emergency
room patients ranges from 13% to

37% (The Journal, March).

Because the emergency room is

“an ideal setting to identify and
refer alcoholics who are at risk for

alcohol-related injuries,” the re-

searchers decided to determine

what sort of job their own universi-

ty-based, teaching hospital was
doing.

In the study, a retrospective

chart review was done for 153 pa-

tients, presenting in the emergen-
cy room between May and July,

1986, with recorded blood alcohol

levels (BALs) above 0.10%. Medi-

cal notes and any psychiatric notes

were recorded as were laboratory

results of any tests performed.

Patient demographics, chief

complaint, and circumstances of

admission as well as diagnosis,

type and number of treatments,

and medications given were re-

viewed.

Approximately three-quarters of

patients in the study were male.

The mean age of all subjects was
34 years, with a range between 16

and 78 years.

The patients tended to be quite

intoxicated, with a mean BAL of

0.25% and a range between 0.11%

and 0.56%.

Almost half of the patients pre-

sented at the emergency room be-

cause of trauma, with assault re-

sponsible for half of these cases,

and motor vehicle accidents for an-

other quarter.

On average, each patient re-

ceived five tests. Dr Terry said,

and 75% of them received at least

one type of medication or treat-

ment.

Dr Terry: “Our patients were
thoroughly tested and adequately

treated from a medical point of

view.”

In fact, more than half of the pa-

tients received intravenous thia-

mine as a precaution against Wer-
nicke-Korsakoff syndrome, a rare

type of alcohol-induced mania.
In contrast. Dr Terry said, physi-

cians talked to patients about their

abuse of alcohol in only 17% of

cases, and in only 12% of cases

were patients asked about behav-

ior such as depression, anxiety,

violence, or suicide.

Despite the presence of a 24-

hour, psychiatric-care program in

the hospital, only 3% of the pa-

tients had an on-site psychiatric

evaluation. However. 17% were re-

ferred to a psychiatrist, and 10%
were referred for treatment of al-

cohol abuse.

Overall, the study found that

while more than half of the pa-

tients were referred to a medical

clinic, surgical clinic, or to an
emergency department for further

care, only 21% were given a refer-

ral to an alcohol treatment pro-

gram, mental health facility, or for

psychiatric treatment.

Emergency: ideal setting to identify alcoholics

Informed staffmake hospital program
TORONTO — How comfortable

hospital staff are in dealing with

alcohol- and other drug-abusing

patients, and the knowledge that

their intervention can work, are of-

ten the main predictors of success

of a general hospital assessment/

intervention program.
(Cooperation between hospital

staff and specialists in addictions

can provide stall training and edu-

cation needed to bridge the wall

of resistance often encountered

among already-busy, health care

personnel.

At Mississauga Hospital, Missis-

.sauga, Ontario, cooperation came
in the form of a joint assessment/

intervention program with the ho.s-

pital's social work department and

Ontario’s Addiction Research

Foundation ( ARF).
Social workers were trained by

ARF staff in the use of assessment

tools and crisis intervention tech-

niques.

As a result, says Jeanette Piec-

zonka, director of the hospital s so-

cial work department, social work-

ers are not only identifying more
patients with problems, but also

are more comfortable with alco-

hol- and other drug-abusing pa-

tients and more confident they are

doing .some good.

Social workers’ direct .service

time devoted to abuse problems

jumped to 7.8''r. from 2.6% two

years earlier. And. Ms Pieezonka

told a conference here: “They re-

ported they are not nearly as reluc-

tant to get involved with an alco-

holic patient as (they were) ear-

lier They know the lingo; they

know how to broach the topic,

probe for sensitive information,

and confront incongruities. They
have largely abandoned a sense of—

ARF service awarid to Sister St Patrick
TORONTO — Sister St I'litriek

.loyee has been awarded a eoin-

iiuiiiity service achievement
award by the Addiction Re-

search l'’oundation (ARF) here.

The award for a lifetime of

w«trk devoted to the care and

eounselling of ehroiiie aleolud-

ies and their families was pre-

sented hy ARF president, Joan

IMarshman, i*hl>, at an ARF-
sponsored conference on addic-

tion intervention in liospitals.

Sister .St Ibitriek, director of

St .loseph's llospitai Detox

Centre in l.ondon, Ontario,

“first began to voice her eon-

eern for alcoholic patients and

to develop a unicpie and very

personal approach to helping

them” as a student nurse at St

.loseph's Hospital in Chatham
in 1912, said Dr Marshman.
“After entering religions life

in 1915, she maintained her

eommitment to serving individ-

uals and families who are hurl-

ing because of alcohol and drug
pr<d)lems . . . and has provided,

within her religious eommu-
nity, a constant focus on the

needs (»f the chronic alcoholic.”

Sister SI Patrick is also the

founder and director of St Ste-

phen's House in London, a re-

covery home for alcoholic men;

a founding member of Weslox er

Treatment Centre in Thames-
ville; and. has been an invited

participant in the Canadian
Auto Workers training program
for employee assistance pro-

grams.

She has also collaborated

with the ARF on main projects,

incliuling docnmenlation of the

need for alcohol and other drug

services within general hospi-

tals in the I9<i0s, addressing

drug problems among youth in

the 1970s, and was a pioneer in

Ontario's non-medical delovin-

calion program.

work
helplessness about elTeetivene.ss.

"

Ms Pieezonka admits the depart-

ment approached the ciwperative

venture with “collec'live cold feet

. . . and deeply imbi'ddtHl re.serva-

tions.”

At the same time, however, hos-

pital statT “were frequently en-

countering difficult, challenging,

and resistant cases w ilh little or no

specialized ex|H'rtise. with cynical

attitudes, and with no place to ref-

er people to.”

Participation m the program
helped change those negative atti-

tudes

Pieezonka: collective cold feet
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Cigarettes

are ‘knot on
’

in Ireland

By Karen Birchard

DUBLIN — Ireland held its first

no-smoking week, dubbed National

Knotout, to coincide with the begin-

ning of Lent.

The week started off on Ash
Wednesday because the organizers

SMOKE FREE

ZONE
hoped to tie the campaign to tradi-

tional Lenten sacrifices.

In Ireland, the no smoking sym-
bol is a cigarette tied in a knot; this

has produced a series of puns

aimed at smokers . . . “Knot to-

night, nicotine,” “Put a knot in it,”

and “It’s knot on.”

The National Knotout was orga-

nized jointly by the health educa-

tion branch of the Department of

Health, the Irish Cancer Society,

and the Irish Heart Foundation.

Harry Crawley, director of the

health education branch, said the

deadly dangers of smoking are not

being highlighted by the Irish me-
dia.

He grabbed headlines here when
he told a news conference the total

number of people who have died

from AIDS in Ireland is less than

half the deaths each day from
smoking-related diseases.

More than 5,000 people die from
smoking each year. Many Irish

smokers are heavy smokers,
using more than 20 cigarettes a

day
;
only 20% smoke low-tar ciga-

rettes with the majority smoking
middle tar brands.

In recent years, the Irish govern-

ment has taken steps to restrict

cigarette advertising and publici-

ty. All radio and television adver-

tising of tobacco products, along

with outdoor billboards, is banned.

As a result, the only tobacco adver-

tisement appears in adult publica-

tions; it is banned in publications

— including imports — aimed at

those under 18 years.

Those print ads that are allowed

can only include a picture of the

cigarette packets, brand name, the

corporate name or emblem, and a

text referring to quality. A health

warning must be prominently dis-

played.

The Irish minister of health also

controls the amount of money ciga-

rette companies can spend on ad-

vertising and sponsorship.

MAJOR
extrasize

Irish cigarettes

Court clears parents
DUBLIN — A cheering crowd
greeted five members of an anti-

drug group as they left the Circuit

Criminal Court here after being

cleared of forcibly entering and
damaging the home of an alleged

drug dealer known in Ireland as

“Ma Barker.”

The five men are members of

Concerned Parents Against Drugs,

and their five-day trial arose out of

Caribbean may open bank records
By Thomas Land

LONDON — Caribbean countries

who are also Commonwealth mem-
bers are expected to grant interna-

tional narcotics investigators per-

manent access to banking records

ofdrug-smuggling syndicates.

The united approach to the esca-

lating illicit drug trade emerged
during a recent conference in Ja-

maica.

The meeting, held in secret, in-

volved senior envoys from Ottawa,

Washington, and London as well as

various Caribbean capitals. The
envoys expressed alarm at the ex-

tent to which many Caribbean is-

lands are used as staging posts in

the illegal transport of drugs from
Latin America and elsewhere to

Canada and the United States.

The traditional secrecy pain-

stakingly observed by the banks of

the region has made them into con-

venient tools for laundering profits

from the drug trade (The Journal,

November, 1986 )

.

But, the smugglers’ dependence
on discreet as well as reliable and
sophisticated financial services to

facilitate their transactions may

prove to be the weakest link in

their entire operation.

Barry Rider, an eminent inter-

national lawyer in charge of the

commercial crime unit of the Lon-

don-based Commonwealth Secre-

tariat, defined the size of the prob-

lem: “We are, in this region, deal-

ing with jurisdictions which have
already been so deeply penetrated

by organized crime that you can-

not really trust or have confidence

in their institutions.”

That means, he says, that “in

some countries . . . one is dealing

with a criminal state.”

The Jamaica conference in-

volved seven independent Carib-

bean countries plus several depen-

dent territories administered from
London, including the Turks and
Caicos Islands, just north of Haiti.

The Turks and Caicos government
was suspended by Britain last year

following conviction by a Miami,
Florida court of two of its senior

ministers on drug trafficking

charges.

Before the imposition of direct

rule by Britain, the islands’ gov-

ernment, London, and Washington
entered into an exploratory accord

providing access for international

narcotics investigators to the fi-

nancial secrets of drug dealers us-

ing local banks.

A crucial clause in the agree-

ment committed the governments
to proceed with a wider law en-

forcement treaty if the original ar-

rangement works. It worked well

enough to bring down the Turks
and Caicos government.

The Commonwealth initiative

could emerge as an important fo-

cal point of the United Nations’

global conference on drug smug-
gling and drug abuse to be held in

Vienna in June (The Journal,

March).

The initiative also follows a re-

cent Commonwealth summit con-

ference held in the Bahamas — a

big trans-shipment centre for the

illegal drug trade — during which
several participants called for the

execution of convicted traffickers.

an incident that took place in Octo-

ber, 1985. The organization had
staged a protest outside the Dublin
home of Marie Nolan (Ma Barker).

Anti-drug protesters kept a vigil

outside the alleged drug dealer’s

home for several nights before 21

people entered the house, barri-

cading themselves in an upstairs

bedroom.

The police had to break down the

door and subsequently arrested

some of the protesters.

During the trial, Mrs Nolan said

there had never been drugs in her

home; she denied there was al-

ways a fire burning in the house to

dispose of drugs in case of a raid.

She said she had not given any of

the protesters permission to enter

her house.

Mrs Nolan told the court that at

the time of the protest, eight of her

12 children were living at home;
she claimed more than $50,000

damage was done to her home.

‘A near hopeless job’

Israel launches national anti-drug drive
JERUSALEM — President Haim
Herzog kicked off Israel’s first na-

tional anti-drug drive here with a

five-hour exchange of opinions and
information in Beit Hanassi (the

President’s Residence).

The meeting was attended by a

cross-section of those in the field:

police, the district attorney’s of-

fice, educators, health and social

welfare officials, and volunteers.

It’s estimated Israel has about

200.0000 occasional or fairly regu-

lar users of drugs, with hashish be-

ing the most prevalent drug.

Of an estimated 30,000 addicts,

about half are on hard drugs (some
7.000 on heroin). And, only about

7% of them have applied for help.

However, some 4,300 (a 45% in-

crease from 1985 ) are on drug sub-

stitutes, such as methadone. The

number of deaths attributed to

drugs in 1986 stood at 52, a 20% in-

crease from 1985.

Police estimate 90% of the drug
smugglers and traffickers are not

caught since addicts rarely cooper-

ate with the police; and, this high

incidence of “safety,” plus the as-

tronomical profits made in drug

trafficking, make the fight to wipe

out drugs a near hopeless job.

Canadian money aids

Pakistan poppy plan
VIENNA— Money raised by Cana-
da, the United States, and Western
Europe and channelled through the

United Nations Fund for Drug
Abuse Control (UNFDAC) will be
used to destroy illegal opium pop-

py crops in the North-West Fron-
tier province of Pakistan.

Pakistani opposition politicians

claim the defoliant chosen for the

aerial spraying operation is a
chemical agent likely to poison the

environment, contaminate food
crops, and lead to the birth of de-

formed babies.

However, the government quotes
expert medical testimony support-
ing claims the program would do
no harm to human life.

The operation is intended to stop
the export of inexpensive and high
quality Middle East heroin flood-

ing the West. Canada, Britain, and
Italy recently made a series of

grants totalling $10.5 million to

UNFDAC here, and the US has
made two contributions of $5 mil-

lion ( Cdn $6.6 million ) each.

Giuseppe di Gennaro, UNFDAC
executive director: “These conti-

butions are to be used for rural de-

velopment activities in support of

the Pakistani government’s spe-

cial program to eliminate opium
poppy cultivation.”

Aerial spraying of the vast poppy
fields in the North-West Frontier

province — the world’s richest cur-

rent source of heroin — has been

advocated with increasing impa-

tience by the Western lobby. Paki-

stan has acquiesced, reluctantly,

to such a radical solution in the

semi-autonomous province and
only after the failure of lengthy at-

tempts to persuade tribal growers
to switch to alternative crops vol-

untarily.

Pakistan’s reluctance to spray

the poppy fields has been due not

so much to its concern for the envi-

ronment, as to its fear of antago-

nizing the politically volatile Pa-

than tribes of the province. Their

temporary loyalty, traditionally

available to the highest bidder, is

much prized by opposing forces in

the war in neighboring Afghani-

stan (The Journal, April). But, the

dramatic recent increase in their

heroin exports to the West— an in-

direct result of the war — has pro-

voked mounting pressures for ac-

tion which Pakistan could no long-

er resist.

STOP!
Before implementing your drug testing program, attend the

North American Congress On
Employee Assistance Programs

August 10-13, 1987
Westin Hotel — Seattle, Washington

Acquire the knowledge that will help make your alcohol and drug

prevention efforts successful. This conference is a must for

human resource personnel. For a complete program brochure, call

(313) 643-9580 or write:

2145 Crooks Road, Suite 103F
Troy, Michigan 48084
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Liquor industryjoins heaith groups on
By Pat McCarthy

AUCKLAND, NZ — A decision by

the state-owned Broadcasting Cor-

poration of New Zealand (BCNZ)

to clear the way for liberalized li-

quor advertising on television and

radio has encountered widespread

dismay here, even from within the

liquor industry.

Agencies concerned with alcohol

abuse have been joined in their op-

position by health and community

groups. Minister of Health Michael

Bassett is worried, and Minister of

Broadcasting Jonathan Hunt has

called for a delay until new broad-

casting legislation is introduced

later this year.

Among members of parliament

annoyed at the decision — both

government and opposition — one

said he would, if necessary, intro-

duce a private member’s bill to

overturn the decision.

The BCNZ’s move to free up its

rules followed the lead of private

radio stations and came soon after

two government-appointed inquir-

ies — one on liquor laws and the

other on violence — called for

more research into the effects of li-

quor advertising.

A poll of public attitudes to liquor

shows 59% would like liquor adver-

tising banned on TV and radio.

Major liquor interests say they

did not ask for the right to adver-

tise their products on TV or radio

and that they will not do so unless a

competitor goes to air.

Douglas Myers, managing direc-

tor of Lion Corporation, the coun-

try’s biggest brewery: “It’s a

dumb way of going about it. They
are just doing it to make money.

We did not ask for it, but if we use

it, we will be blamed by a commu-
nity that is as yet unconvinced

about its innocence.”

He admits his company is a po-

tential broadcasting advertiser,

but an “apprehensive” one.

“I do not think we will initiate

any advertising. But, we would re-

spond if any competitor was out

there beating us to death on tele-

vision.”

Existing broadcasting rules are

that the names of manufacturers

and sellers of liquor may be adver-

tised, but not brands, prices, or

specific qualities of products. So,

Lion Corporation may be adver-

tised, but not Lion beer.

Ironically, breweries are pre-

vented from drawing attention to

their low-alcohol beers.

While the broadcasting corpora-

tion has yet to announce its new
rules for state TV and radio, pri-

vate radio stations have agreed to

follow the code of advertising prac-

tice that applies to print media.

Among provisions are that liquor

advertising should not encourage

underage drinking, suggest a

relationship between liquor and

sex or romantic situations, show
people consuming before work or

driving, or suggest that alcohol is

necessary for success, pleasure, or

excitement.

The private broadcasters also

recommend rules limiting the fre-

AUCKLAND — A confidential hot-

line service for doctors with alco-

hol and other drug problems is be-

ing set up nationally, at the instiga-

tion of the Medical Council of New
Zealand.

Chairman Stewart Alexander

said the council proposed the serv-

ice — which will operate indepen-

dently— because of concern about

the number of doctors addicted to

alcohol and other drugs as a result

of professional pressure.

He believes significant and ex-

tensive addictions problems
among doctors are not coming to

light “because they are not quite

bad enough.”

Dr Alexander said indications

are that as many as 15% of doctors

developed some kind of addiction

because of stress.

Calls to the hotline — whether

from a doctor with problems, or

from a concerned colleague —
would bring together a squad of

medical experts who could be sum-
moned at short notice.

One of the doctors setting up the

service, Malcolm Mowat, Can-

terbury University, recently wrote

in the New Zealand Medical Jour-

nal that he knew of 26 doctors from
one area who were approached

ad rule
quency of liquor advertising.

As opposition to the BCNZ deci-

sion mounts, its chairman, Hugh
Rennie, said it might take six

months for new rules to be
adopted, after consultation with in-

terested parties.

about, or had treatment for. alco-

hol and/or other drug addiction.

In 10 years, seven died; only one
died sober. Of those still alive,

eight are currently sober and 11

are drinking (or drugging). Of the

11, none has attended Alcoholics

Anonymous or Narcotics Anony-
mous on a regular basis.

Smokers resist
TEL AVIV — A draft bill banning

smoking in all places of employ-

ment, closed sports facilities, wait-

ing rooms, trains, and inland air

flights — except in specific smok-
ing areas — has created a boom-
erang effect here.

A much less specific law, passed

in 1984, banned smoking in closed

amusement areas, buses, taxis,

and medical facilities.

But, the new draft bill seems to

be meeting with more resistance.

There have been enough articles in

the local press, quoting resistance

movements abroad, that the Israe-

li Ministry of Health publicly

stated the proposed law s intention

was not to outlaw smoking, but to

protect non-smokers from the poi-

sonous effects of inhaling someone
else’s tobacco smoke.

Up to 15% NZ physicians addicted

Hotline for doctors

THERAPISTS - COUNSELORS - ADMINISTRATORS - RESEARCHERS - TEACHERS - NURSES

ATTEND ONE, TWO, OR THREE WEEKS
Application Ponn

NAME.

Summer S(dx)ol for Addiction Studies

JOB TITLE.

ORGANIZATION .

The Addiction Research Foundation's Sum-
mer School for Addiction Studies is

designed for community professionals and other workers

who would benefit from a solid background of informa-

tion on alcohol and other drug dependence.
The course will be held at the School, located in a

pleasant residential section of Rosedale in Toronto —
only minutes away from the city centre. Planners and

REGISTRATION FEES: Ontario Residents

faculty for the course are senior scientists and profession-

als from the Foundation, universities, and other organiza-

tions.

Participants are encouraged to attend more than one
course within the Summer School for Addiction Studies.

The School therefore offers special rates for additional

courses.
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New Books by Margy Chan*

Written by a team of women health

activists, the book examines,

through a series of case studies in

industrialized as well as Third

World countries, the dangers wom-
en face from a powerful, global

drug industry.

Women are easy targets for the

pharmaceutical industry and pop-

ulation control policy makers be-

cause of special health needs and

traditional roles as health provid-

ers.

The “pill-for-every-ill” mentali-

ty has brought the drug industry

enormous profits; the book exam-
ines some efforts to challenge the

power of the multinational phar-

maceutical companies.

What is needed is a new ap-

proach to health which combines
the rational use of modern drugs

with respect for traditional reme-
dies and health systems.

The Women’s Educational Press,

Toronto, Canada. 1986. 217 p. ISBN
0-88961-108-4.

The Consciousness &.
Chemistry of Escape

Stariicy Suncfcrwirtii

This book is about ways people lose

control of their lives through striv-

ing for pleasure and escape. The

authors, well-known researchers

in the addictions field, cover a wide

range of compulsive behaviors:

the use of mind-altering sub-

stances and activities such as

work, sex, eating, watching tele-

vision, sky-diving, gambling, etc.

Throughout the book, the bio-

chemical, psychological, and so-

cial similarities underlying com-
pulsive needs and excessive behav-

iors are uncovered.

The book concludes with “a con-

sumer’s guide to good and appro-

priate treatment.” A Counselling

Interest Inventory is also included

so readers can identify the psycho-

therapy systems most likely to be

compatible with their philosophies

and beliefs.

Written for the non-professional

the book avoids technical jargon

while communicating the most ad-

vanced theoretical, research, and

treatment perspectives. It is a

very readable book for anyone in-

PREVENTION,
ALCOHOL,
AND THE
ENVIRONMENT
Issues, Constituencies, and Strategies

PAPERS AND REPORTS FROM A SYMPOSIUM
HELD IN TORONTO ON MARCH 18-19,1985

Edited by Norman Giesbrecht and Ann E. Cox

A compendium of information integrating

community development, research, public health, and
alcohol policy prepared by leading practitioners and
researchers. This material will be of interest to profess-

ionals responsible for the design and evaluation of

programs aimed at reducing alcohol problems at local

and regional levels.

The papers cover:
° General perspectives
° Public perceptions and constituency building
° Education and policy-oriented approaches
° Developing and documenting interventions
" Municipal and regulatory interventions

240 pages, softbound. $18.50

Orderfrom:

Marketing Services, Dept PA
Addiction Research Foundation
33 Russeli Street

Toronto, Canada, MSS 2S1

Orders under $20.00 must be prepaid. VISA and MasterCard accepted.
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terested in human addictions.

Lexington Books, Lexington, Mas-
sachusetts. 1987. 222 p. $25; paper-

back, $12.95. ISBN 0-669-12337-4.

Drunk Driving
in America:

Strategies and
Approaches
to Treatment

. . . Stephen K. Valle, editor

This collection of articles relates to

research, policy, and treatment

approaches to drunk driving. The
authors represent a wide range of

training and experience, including

academic, research, correctional,

public health, and judicial system
backgrounds.

A comprehensive review of the

problem of alcohol and traffic safe-

ty in the United States is included.

A number of creative approaches

to treating the drunk driver are

presented. Special populations in

driving-while-impaired programs
are highlighted. The book con-

cludes with a description of a new,

bold treatment approach to the in-

carcerated multiple offender.

The monograph is also published

as the Alcoholism Treatment
Quarterly, Vol 3, no 2, 1983.

The Haworth Press, New York,

NY. 1986. 176 p. $22.95. ISBN 0-

86656-603-1.

The EAP Solution:

Current Trends
and Future Issues

. . . Jerry Spicer, editor

Employee assistance programs
(EAPs) have grown rapidly in the

last few years. There has been tre-

mendous diversification in the

EAP field as new service models
expand on the original occupatio-

nal alcoholism programs.

The book provides an overview
of a complex field, encompassing
many of the current EAP models.

It discusses the basic services of

EAP programs: counselling, com-
munications, management consul-

tation, marketing, evaluation,

cost-benefit analysis, and re-

search. Bibliographic references

are included at the end of most
chapters. It concludes with an

analysis of future trends and cur-

rent issues.

Hazelden Foundation, Center City.

Minnesota, MN. 219 p. ISBN
0-89486-405-X.

Co-starring

Famous Women
and Alcohol

.. .by Lucy Barry Robe

This book is more than just collec-

tive biographies of famous women
and their alcohol use: it illustrates

how fame and stardom get in the

way of recovery. The book also ex-

plores roles of family, loved ones,

and medical professionals. It

shows how stars recover and deal

with issues of public recovery and
AA (Alcoholics Anonymous) ano-

nymity. It is readable, with an ex-

tensive bibliography and an alpha-

betical list of famous women with

alcohol problems.

CompCare Publications, Minneap-
olis, Minnesota, MN. 537 p. ISBN 0-

89638-100-5.

Books Received

Diagnosing and Treating Co-de-

pendence: A Guide for Profession-

als Who Work with Chemical De-
pendents, Their Spouses and Chil-

dren — Timmen L. Cermak. John-

son Institute Books, Professional

Series, Minneapolis, MN, 1986. 112

p. ISBN 0-935908-32-3.

The Mentally Disordered Offender
— Seymour L. Halleck. US Dept of

Health and Human Services, Pub-
lic Health Service, Alcohol, Drug
Abuse and Mental Health Adminis-
tration. Rockville. MD 20857, 1986,

215 p. DHS Publication No 86-1471

.

Different Like Me: A Book for

Teens Who Worry About Their
Parents Use of Alcohol/Drugs —
Evelyn Leite and Pamela Espe-
land. Johnson Institute Books,
Minneapolis, MN, 1987. 110 p. ISBN
0-935908-34-X.

* Margy Chan is manager of the

Addiction Research Foundation's

library, the leading library in the

field worldwide. A graduate of the

University ofHong Kong, she holds

a master’s in library science from
the University of Toronto.

TWONEWTEACHING MANUALS FROM ARF

APPLAUSE: Appropriate Presentations

for Parents for Learning about Alcohol and
other drugs Using Segmentation Effects

A PRESENTER'S GUIDE TO PARENT
EDUCATION ABOUT ALCOHOL AND
OTHER DRUGS
This manual is for anyone involvecd in parent

education in the drug/alcohol field. The material

will increase parents' awareness of and interest

in strategies for preventing, identifying, and

coping with drug use among young people.

The manual includes sample presentations and

extensive background reading on drugs as well

as other pertinent material for parents.

Overhead graphics are included.

98 pages in 3-ring binder $9.75

High School Education
To Reduce Impaired Driving

high SCHOOL

EDUCATION

TO REDUCE

impaired

ORIViN

This manual contains three complete lesson

plans plus a summary of the evaluation of the

project. The program was developed and field-

tested in cooperation with school boards in the

Hamilton region of Southern Ontario.The lessons

cover an overview of the problem, effects of

alcohol on driving ability, blood alcohol

measurement, drinking and driving laws and

penalties, cannabis and driving, and other related

topics.

47 pages in 3-ring binder $9.50

• Orders under $20. must he prepaid.

• VISA and MasterCard accepted.

• Telephone orders: (416) 595-6036

Orderfrom:
Marketing Services, Dept. AH
Addiction Research Foundation

33 Russell Street

Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1
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ON SCREEN

Projections
The following selected evaluations of audio-visual materials have been made
by the Audio-Visual Assessment Group of the Addiction Research Founda-
tion in Ontario. The ratings are based on a six-point scale. Projections are

available in both video and 16mm film unless otherwise specified. For fur-

ther information, contact Margaret Sheppard at (416) 595-6000, ext 7384.

enough to protect their children.

One family tells what they did to

combat their daughters’ heroin

use. First, they kept them in the

house for two months
;
however, as

soon as the girls were allowed out,

they resumed use. There are not

enough treatment facilities in Brit-

ain, and the National Health Serv-

ice does not allocate money for

heroin treatment. The two girls fi-

nally enter treatment, and there

Number: 770.

Subject heading: Heroin: treat-

ment/rehabilitation .

Time: 30 min.

Synopsis: Heroin use among young
people is a problem across Britain.

Parents in small communities
think the police are not doing

appears to be hope for them.

General evaluation: Fair to good
(3.8) . The film is well-produced but

is lengthy. As the statistics only re-

late to Britain, use in North Ameri-
ca is limited. The story of the two
girls is well done and has great

emotional impact.

Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the film could be

used with health professionals.

Not My Kid

Number: 775.

Subject heading: Youth and drugs;

treatment/rehabilitation.

Time: 90 min.

Synopsis: This is the story of how
one family responds to a child us-

ing drugs. At first, Susan denies

her use, but her father continues to

press her. A younger sister tries to

stop her, and Susan physically

abuses her. Susan’s parents learn

she has been skipping school and
failing her courses. When her fa-

ther follows Susan to school, she

runs away. Two days later, she is

found with drug-using friends. Af-

ter an unsuccessful psychiatric

session, Susan is taken to a treat-

ment centre. The head of the

centre tells her parents only kids

with similar experiences can help

Susan now. In group and family

sessions, Susan is resentful, angry,

and uncooperative. She runs away,
but her father takes her back to the

centre. Slowly, the family mem-
bers begin to work on their prob-

lems. Finally, Susan is allowed

to go home for family visits.

General evaluation: Fair (3.4).

This made-for-television film is

well-made and has emotional im-
pact. One limitation is that the

treatment modality shown is not
the only way to deal with drug-us-

ing youth. The film is too long for

general education use.

Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the film could be
used with parents.

The Cat
Who Drank Too Much

THE 28th ANNUAL INSTITUTE ON ADDICTION STUDIES
McMaster University, Hamilton, Ont.

July 12-17, 1987.

DAILY PROGRAMME:

Plenary Sessions-Interaction Groups-
Choice of 5 Special Courses-Choice
of 3 Relaxation Sessions-Choice of
3 or 4 Evening Seminars, plus
Special Interest Presentations-
Films-Discussions-Fellowship

CW)^ SPECIAL COURSES

:

/J\^J -Fundamentals of Addiction
^ ^ -Pathways to Spirituality

Cocaine Country

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
AND/OR REGISTRATION
WRITE OR PHONE:

ALCOHOL AND DRUG CONCERNS, INC.

1 1 PROGRESS AVENUE, SUITE 200
SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO Ml P 4S7
(416) 293-3400

-Current Work Place Issues
-Domestic Violence and Substance
Abuse
-Introduction to Counselling

DIPLOMA:

In co-operation with McMaster
University, a special Diploma
Course in the Field of Addictions
is offered.

TOPICS:

Recognized national and international
authorities in the field of addictions
deal with timely topics:
-The Role of Addiction in Family
and Child Abuse

-Coping With Youth Addiction
-Chemical Effects on the Body
-Ethnic Counselling
-Whole Health
-Street Drugs
-School Curriculum

Number: 781.

Subject heading : Alcohol and alco-

holism: overview.

Details: 12 min, video only.

Synopsis: Julie Harris narrates
the story of Pat, the cat who had a
wonderful life but did not feel that

it was wonderful enough. Pat tries

drinking, but things get much
worse : Pat’s family suffers, Pat is

haunted by fears, and has a night-

mare about riding in a car and hav-

ing a bad accident. Finally, Pat
can stand it no longer and seeks

help. Things are much better.

General evaluation: Good to very
good (4.9). Light-heartedly, the vi-

deo covers issues related to drink-

ing in a way that could stimulate

discussion with many groups.

Recommended use: The video

would benefit all audiences, espe-

cially patients in treatment.

Number: 780.

Subject heading: Cocaine.

Details: 32 min, video only.

Synopsis: The video opens with a

statement that cocaine use is ram-
pant in the United States. Tom Bro-

kow interviews users, business-

men who report heavy use in the

work force, residents of a treat-

ment centre (Phoenix House), and
the US commissioners of baseball

and football. Finally, US first lady

Nancy Reagan encourages every-

one to be involved in preventive ed-

ucation and to stand up and "say

no” to drugs.

General evaluation: Fair (3.31

This video was meant to be shown
on television and. without commer-
cials. appears to be disjointed.

Recommended use. General audi-

ences.

( Career Opportunities . . . Career Oppo^
Norfolk General Hospital

PROGRAM SUPERVISOR
Haldimand Norfolk Detoxification and Rehabilitation Service

Norfolk General Hospital a fully accredited community hospital

located in Simcoe near the shores of Lake Erie is currently es-

tablishing in the Haldimand Norfolk Region, a new program for

treatment of chemically dependent adults. The service includes

6 detoxification beds, 6 residential beds and 15 day treatment

spaces.

Reporting to the Director of Social Work, the Program Supervi-

sor will direct and co-ordinate stall, be responsible for prepara-

tion and control of budgets, and the development of policies,

procedures, programs and evaluations.

Education at the University level recommended. Previous man-
agement experience, ellectivo communication skills, and a

working knowledge and appreciation of the concepts ancf the-

ories surrounding addiction Is essential. Completion of C.P.R.

and Basic t ile Saving courses an asset.

Please submit a resume and salary expectations to:

Director of Personnel
Norfolk General Hospital

365 West Street

Simcoe, Ontario N3Y 1T7

Closing date: May 15, 19B7
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Barbara Chappell
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Foundation

33 Russell Street, Toronto,

ON M5S2S1 (416) 595-6113
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and development of school and community programs, public rela

lions, allondance at Board of Directors meetings and fund raising

Ability to communicate elleclivoly, both orally and In writing, is a pre-

requisite

Inloreslod persons should send a curriculum vitae to Parents

Against Drugs, 70 Maxome Ave., Wlllowdale, Ontario, M2M
2K1.
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Coming Events
Coming Events is a free service. While all notices are considered, publication can-

not be guaranteed. Deadline is eight weeks in advance of publication. Contact:

The Journal, Coming Events, 33 Russell St, Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1.

Canada

1st Pacific Institute on Addictions

— May 5-8, Langley, British Co-

lumbia. Information: Karl Bur-

den. Alcohol and Drug Concerns

Inc. 11 Progress Ave, Ste 200, Scar-

borough, Ontario MIP 4S7.

Emergency Room Aspects of

Crack and Cocaine — May 6, To-

ronto, Ontario. Information: Lome
Greenspan, emergency dept, To-

ronto General Hospital, 101 College

St, Toronto, ON M5G 1L7.

Medical Aspects of Crack and Co-

caine Abuse — May 6, Hamilton,

Ontario. Information: F.G.H. Bail-

lie. director, emergency services,

Chedoke-McMaster Hospital, Che-

doke Hospital Division, Box 2000,

Stn A. Hamilton, ON L8N 3Z5

Prevention Congress III, Working

Together to Build Healthy and Sup-

portive Communities — May 6-8,

KitchenerAVaterloo, Ontario. In-

formation : Prevention Congress

HI. Lutherwood, RR 3, Waterloo,

ON N2J3Z4.

29th Annual Assembly of the Col-

lege of Family Physicians of Cana-

da— May 10-13, Halifax, Nova Sco-

tia. Information: College of Fami-
ly Physicians of Canada, 4000 Les-

lie St. Willowdale, Ontario M2K
2R9.

PRIDE Canada 3rd National Con-

ference on Youth and Drugs —May
14-16, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.

Information: Eloise Opheim. pres-

ident. PRIDE Canada. Ste 111,

Thorvaldson Bldg. College of Phar-

macy. University of Saskatche-

wan. Saskatoon. SK S7N OWO.

Drug Abuse in the Workplace:

Drawing the Line— May 27-28, To-

ronto. Ontario. Information: Mau-
reen Huntley, Corpus Information

Services, 1450 Don Mills Rd, Don
Mills, ON M3B2X7.

1st National Conference on the

Health Effects of Indoor Air Qual-

ity — May 29, Montreal, Quebec.

Information: A. Les McDonald, di-

rector, Health Education and Pro-

gram Services, Canadian Lung As-

sociation, 75 Albert St, Ste 908, Ot-

tawa. Ontario KIP 5E7, or M. Gos-

selin. 7131 de Lorimier Ave,

Montreal, PQ H2E2N7.

87th Annual Conference of the Ca-

nadian Lung Association — May
29-31, Montreal, Quebec. Informa-

tion: Les McDonald, director.

Health Education and Program
Services, Canadian Lung Associa-

tion, 75 Albert St, Ste 908, Ottawa,
Ontario KIP 5E7.

Duty to Treat vs Right to Consent:

Striking the Balance — June 2, To-

ronto, Ontario. Information: Nan-
cy Forbes, educational services

dept. Queen Street Mental Health

Centre, 1001 Queen St W, Toronto,

ON M6J 1H4.

Work and Well-being 87 — June 12-

14. Edmonton, Alberta. Informa-
tion: Canadian Mental Health As-

sociation, #200, 12120 - 106 Ave, Ed-
monton, AB T5N 0Z2.

Canada Safety Council 19th Annual
Conference — June 14-17, Toronto,

Ontario. Information: Marie Ju-

neau, director, national services,

Canada Safety Council, 1765 St

Laurent Blvd, Ottawa, ON KIG
3V4.

Summer School for Addiction Stud-

ies — July 6-24, Toronto, Ontario.

Information: School for Addiction

Studies, 8 May St, Toronto, ON
M4W 2Y1

28th Annual Institute on Addiction

Studies — July 12-17, Hamilton,

Ontario. Information: Betty Col-

lins, Alcohol and Drug Concerns,

Inc, 11 Progress Ave, Ste 200, Scar-

borough, ON MIP 4S7.

Canadian Psychiatric Association

Annual Meeting: The Human Di-

mensions of Psychiatry — Sept 16-

18, London, Ontario. Information:

Lea C. Metivier, 225 Lisgar St, Ste

103, Ottawa, ON K2P 0C6.

United States

20th Anniversary Haight-Ashbury

Free Medical Clinics Drug Abuse
Conference: Chemical Dependen-

cy Treatment and the Clinically

Challenging Client — May 2-3, San

Francisco, California. Informa-

tion: Mim Landry, Haight-Ash-

bury Education Group, 409 Clayton

St, San Francisco, CA 94117.

Northeastern Conference on Alco-

hol and Drug Dependence — May
3-6, Newport, Rhode Island. Infor-

mation: Jane A. Drury, conference

coordinator, Edgehill Newport
Foundation, Beacon Hill Road,

Newport, RI 02840.

National Conference on Alcohol,

Drugs and Women — May 3-6,

Denver, Colorado. Information:

Alcohol and Drug Problems Asso-

ciation of North America, 444 N Ca-

pitol St, Ste 181, Washington, DC
20001 .

8th Annual Conference on Sub-

stance Abuse: Making a Differ-

ence — May 27-29, Cincinnati,

Ohio. Information: Theresa Miller,

program director, Central Com-
munity Health Board of Hamilton

County, 520-532 Maxwell Ave, Cin-

cinnati, OH 45219.

12th International Summer School

on Chemical Dependency and the

Family — June 1-4, Moorhead,

Minnesota. Information: Debby
Thornton, dept of social work,

Moorhead State University, Moor-

head, MN 56560

Children at Risk: Alcohol and the

Elementary Student — June 18-20,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Informa-

tion: De Paul Training Institute,

4143 S 13th St, Milwaukee, WI
53221.

30th Annual Institute of Alcohol

and Drug Studies — July 26-31,

Austin, Texas. Information: Bill

Britcher, Texas Commission on Al-

cohol and Drug Abuse, 1704 Guada-

lupe, TX 78701-1214.

American Hospital Association An-

nual Meeting — Aug 3-5, Philadel-

phia, Pennsylvania. Information:

John A. McMahon, president, 840 N
Lake Shore Dr, Chicago, Illinois.

Abroad

3rd Annual International Industri-

al Alcoholism Symposium — May
25-27. Frankfurt. West Germany.
Information: Sara Bilik, symposi-

um chairperson, Conecta Part-

ners, Berger Strasse 211, 6000

Frankfurt 60 FRG, West Germany.

16th International Institute on the

Prevention and Treatment of Drug
Dependence and the 33rd Interna-

tional Institute on the Prevention

and Treatment of Alcoholism —
May 31-June 5, Lausanne, Switzer-

land. Information: International

Council on Alcohol and Addictions.

Case postale 189. 1001 Lausanne,

Switzerland.

Alcoholism and Drug Abuse, Inter-

national Symposium — June 27-29.

1987, Rio De Janeiro. Brazil. Infor-

mation: Continuing Education

Abroad, 38760 Northwoods Dr,

Wadsworth, Illinois 60083.

International Conference on Drug
Policy Reform — July 13-17, Lon-
don, England. Information: Drs
Beyerstein and Alexander, dept of

psychology, Simon Fraser Univer-
sity, Burnaby, British Columbia
V5A 1S6, or Robert Fitton, confer-

ence coordinator. School of Jus-

tice, American University, Wash-
ington, DC 20016.

Research Conference: Statistical

Recording Systems of Alcohol

Problems — Sept 14-18, Helsinki,

Finland. Information: E. Oster-

berg. Social Research Institute of

Alcohol Studies, Kalevankatu 12,

00100 Helsinki 10, Finland.

6th World Conference on Smoking
and Health — Nov 9-12, Tokyo, Ja-

pan. Information: Secretariat, 6th

World Conference on Smoking and
Health, c/o Japan Convention Serv-

ices Inc, Nippon Press Centre

Bldg, 2-2-1 Uchisaiwai-cho, Chiyo-

da-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan.

The Geisinger
National Conference

ON Addiction

Conway Hunter, Jr., M.D., Chairman
Geraldine O. Delaney, Co-chairman

October 28 through November 1 , 1987

TTie Adams Mark Hotel
Philadelphia, Pa.

Geisinger

Sponsored by The Geisinger Foundation and
Marworth Alcoholism Treatment Centers

CME-CATEGORY I CREDITS APPLIED FOR

The Most Important Conference
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Charlotte hunter
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Teachers need help

with drug lessons

‘Give us information

to work with,’

they say

By Terri Etherington

GANANOQUE, Ontario — Teachers don’t

have to be magicians to identify students

who are abusing alcohol or other drugs.

They can simply spot the kids with prob-

lems as they walk through school corri-

dors.

But, knowing what to do for the kids,

knowing how to reach them with educa-

tional programs, knowing where to send

them for counselling or treatment, know-

ing how to keep other students from join-

ing their ranks, and knowing that whatev-

er teachers themselves do, school adminis-

trations, school boards, and the courts will

back them up — are vital concerns that

still need to be addressed.

At a two-day conference on Alcohol and

Drug Prevention for the School Commu-
nity, sponsored by the Addiction Research

Foundation (ARF), Toronto, teachers

from eastern Ontario expressed frustra-

tion — frustration caused by lack of sup-

port from government, school boards,

principals, parents, and even the media.

Despite these frustrations, these same
teachers are pushing ahead with assem-

blies, with lesson plans, and with informa-

tion evenings to try to reach their students

with the drug education message. Pro-

grams and possibilities are as wide rang-

ing as the number of schools involved and

as imaginative, or as skeletal, as the indi-

vidual schools deem necessary.

Nick Warns, head of guidance at Listo-

wel District High School, Listowel, Onta-

rio, and a consultant to the Perth County

Board of Education, told The Journal the

ideal program is one which helps young
people formulate values and “gets kids

talking with kids on topics related to alco-

hol and drugs.”

What teachers need, he said, is content

to help initiate the process.

In his school, the answer was a two-week

program, essentially turning the school

into a conference hall, with information on

alcohol and other drugs in all classes,

signs, posters, and information tables

throughout the school, and evening ses-

sions for the parents.

Noble gestures

Mr Warus believes that too often alcohol

and other drugs are dealt with in physical

education clas.ses, in three or four les.sons.

"A noble gesture,” he calls it, “which falls

far .short of having impact,”

Or, it is dealt with in a special assembly.

“The students walk in, look for a girl-

friend, hold hands, rub cheeks, and sit

down. It sure beats sitting in a ela.ssroom,

and they don’t really care what you are

doing up there. 'I'hey are not going to be

critical."

What's needed, he said, is to involve slu

dents in dialogue, to get them to think and

rethink, and to expre.ss llieir alldiides and

feelings to each other as peers. And, '

ll

they •'ik<‘ some of the sliiff home and

boiinee 11 olTItie family. I'm happy"
(ielling iiarents involved Is one of Ihe

keys to success, Mr Warus adds "The par

enis are coneerned, hid they look lo Ihe

school to do d
.
and, damn il

,
we I'an'l do d

alone. We have lo do d with Ihem For us lo

try to do it alone is shovelling sawdust
against the wind.

“I got a call last week on AIDS. They
want us to do an assembly. I’ve also got the

heart people and the lung people . . . every

cause is a worthwhile cause, but we can’t

do a two-week program on every one of

these things.”

Other teachers at the conference echoed

his concerns. Throughout the meeting, the

question of AIDS education kept popping

up.

One teacher suggested the provincial

Ministry of Education be asked to priori-

tize the health-related items needing to be

addressed.

“You tell us which is the most impor-

tant. You tell us how much time we should

be spending on it. And then, give us some
information, some curriculum guidelines

to work with.”

Carl Ward, a teacher at North Dundas
District High School, Chesterville, Onta-

rio, said the lack of focus from the four

ministries (education, health, social serv-

ices, and corrections) “that should have

their eyes open to the situation” is frus-

trating.

“Until those four ministries sit down and

take a serious look at the problem, all we
can do is make little dents in the whole is-

sue.”

Responsibility, guilt

Teachers do sometimes feel responsibili-

ty, or guilt, when a student is killed in a

drinking and driving accident or develops

serious problems with drug abuse. But, Mr
Ward says, “the degree of responsibility is

measured against all the other things that

you’re asked to be responsible for.

“If you’ve got to be responsible for AIDS
and for every other thing, the degree of re-

sponsibility you can give to this is limited

to the amount of time you have.
’ ’

Mr Warus, on the other hand, says: “Al-

cohol and drug use is a major concern with

teachers, because whether we are teach-

ing English or math, we know this is win-

dow dressing, ultimately, in terms of what
this kid’s doing with his life. And, we'd like

to feel that what we are doing is in some
way supportive or relevant to preparing

him for future happiness or survival out-

side the classroom.”

The key, suggests Mr Ward, who devel-

oped the student alcohol and drug policy

for the Stormont, Dundas, and Glengarry
Board of Education, is recognizing that

most behavior is motivated by a desire for

recognition.

If students are getting the recognition

they seek by using alcohol and other drugs,

by belonging to peer groups which use

drugs, then a way must be found to replace

that recognition with some other form of

recognition.

Young people need something in the cur-

riculum to help Ihem learn lo socialize;

many people never have the ojiportunity to

interact .socially without alcohol.

In any case, Mr Warus says, teaching

temperance lo young people is apt lo fail.

Young people drink lo gel drunk (The
Journal. December, llltir)). "This is an ac

ccpicd value by kids"

Mr Ward: "When you gel back to .school

on Monday morning and you didn'l play

hockey on the weekend, or didn'l do some
Ihing else I'onsidered imporlani by your

peers, you can always talk about bow
bombed you were Saturday nigbl "

II IS Ibe ride borne wbicb eoncerus Don
Derraugb, a geography l(‘aeber at Arn
jirior Disiricl High School, Arnprior, Onia
rio.

He's also been leaching driver ediu'alion

at Ibe school since l!l(i7. and Ib.d’s where
bis mieresi m alcohol and oilier drug pro

graining began In I'acl, unlil r<'C('ntly. m
formal ion on drinking and driving Ibrougb

driver ed |)rograms was one of Ibe few

ways Ibe issue was bandied al bis school

Mill, Mr Derraugb says, Ibere are frus-

Iralions

iMir Grade II sludenis al the school,

Ibere is one drinking and driving as.semblv

a year, al which a film is shown and llu' po

lice and a victim of a drinking and driving

accident tell their stories. Two years in a

row, students in the Grade 11 class were
picked up for drinking/driving offences on

the same night as the assembly.

The Arnprior school now has a policy on

alcohol and other drugs, outlined to Grade
9 students each year by Mr Derraugb and

the school vice-principal. But. Mr Der-

raugh is frustrated by the lack of judicial

backing on both the drugs policy and on

drinking and driving.

A militant sound
“We can only take policy so far. The

school board can't lay a charge, it has to be

the police officer, and sometimes even the

police officers are reluctant to push it. The

youth gets off, or the sentence is two years'

probation.”

Sandra Philip has been teaching lessons

on alcohol and other drugs to her Grade 7

students at Hillcrest Public School. Camp-
bellford, Ontario, for many years.

“I don't want to sound militant, but 1

think (alcohol and other drug education)

should be almost enforced" More atten-

tion should be paid in professional devel-

o|)menl sessions, and tlie Ministry should

“lay down some very strict guidelines

such as they are doing with all subject

areas

“They say wc must teach fractions in

Grade 7. and we do that"

Ms Philip has been taking Grade 9 pro-

grams on aU'obol and other drugs from

other schools and watering them down to

suit her youngt'r students, she doesn't

Ibmk that is enough Ti'acbi'rs, she says,

should get together lo develop programs
that work.

"We are educating kids about reading

and writing and all Ibi' basu's This is ha

SIC, this IS life And. we have lo start wor
rymg more about liU’ skills beeaust' of Ibe

complexities m our soi'ielies and Ibe pres

sures on llu'se kids today"
Ms Philip says then' is also a lua'd for re

ady re.sourees lo deal with children having

problems. .She'd like a resouree person m
each school and ways to treat or lu'lp Ibe

ebildren now, not m two weeks "I feel

wlu'M you are dealing with kids, you some
limes have lo pul asidi’ all Ibis papi'r work,

red tape, and legal largon, and deal with

lln'iii al Ibe grassroots level
"

Dealing al that level carries its own
problems, say two private school nurses

The situations are different for Pat Coo-

per, a nurse at Trinity College School. Port

Hope, Ontario, and Shirley Eby. a nurse at

Lakefield College. Lakefield. Ontario.

For many of the boarding school stu-

dents. the nurses are as close as family,

hearing of the aches and pains and dealing

with the day-to-day malaise of the young

people.

"As health professionals, we can't ig-

nore the problems." said Ms Cooper.

"And. it is getting worse every year, de-

spite what the statistics show."

While they may see the problems asso-

ciated with use. they believe everyone in

the school should be involved and in-

formed. including teachers, office staff,

and even the housekeepers, who may find

marijuana stashed under the bed.

Like teachers and guidance counsellor.s.

they’re concerned about confidentiality

and the balance between enforcing the rul-

es and helping students in trouble.

In some ways, they feel the system and

the policy is unfair. .As Ms Eby says, a

company employee in trouble w ith alcohol

or other drugs is given leave with pay Stu-

dents. however, are automatically ex-

pelled for drug posse.ssion.

Burn-out

In fact, many school systems are begin

ning to recognize that dealing w ith alcohol

and other drugs in .schools means dealing

not only with Ibe sludenis. but also with

stall

Bernard Warner. sujH'rintendenl of

schools. Stormont. Dundas. and Glengarry

Separate School Board, t'ornwall. Dniario,

outlined Ibe board's employee assistance

program, developed with assistance from

Ibe ARF
Now into its fourth year of operation, Ibe

program offers an outside referral agency

to help teachers and .school staff deal with

personal problems. ineUiding chemical

abusiv

The benefits are many. Mr Warner said.

Long term disability claims have dropped

substantially, and teacher burn-out has

been dimmisbed
And. Ibe bt'iiefils are filtering down lo

Ibe sludenis

"It is gelling to Ibe sludenis one way or

another, even if it doesn't gel lo them in a

direct way II is bound lo have an effect on

students if Ibe teachers are healthy and

their self-esteem is up
"
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Drug strategy set for global debut

Anne
MacLennan

reports

TORONTO— Just weeks before he

unveils it at the first-ever, world

meeting of government ministers

on drug issues in Vienna this

month. Health and Welfare Min-

ister Jake Epp announced Cana-
da's new national drug strategy

here.

Action on Drug Abuse/Confre les

Drogues is a $210 million, five-year

plan to help reduce drug abuse.

The new and additional federal

dollars will be distributed across

six key areas: $81.9 million to

treatment: $69.3 million to educa-

tion and prevention; $39.9 million

to enforcement and control; $10.5

million to information and re-

search; $6.3 million to internation-

al cooperation; and, $2.1 million to

national focus.

The announcement by Mr Epp,

the lead minister on the strategy,

was followed by pledges across the

country of new initiatives by other,

directly-involved ministers.

Following a briefing here of

chiefs of the Canadian provincial

addictions agencies and related

agencies and organizations, and a

press conference, Mr Epp
sketched his hopes in an exclusive

interview with The Journal.

Five years from now, he said, “I

hope we see a greater awareness of

the tragedy of drug abuse and its

costs. By costs. I’m not looking at

financial costs primarily, but at

human costs — to families, com-
munities, schools.”

There is awareness now, he said,

but, “too few people know where to

go for information, help, and sup-

port.”

As for “evidence of success, if

we see fewer and fewer young Ca-

nadians in our rehabilitation

centres, in our hospitals, that will

be the evidence that will satisfy

me.”

Chiefs of provincial addictions

commissions across the country
greeted the announcement with en-

thusiasm tempered by the knowl-

edge that the launch is only the be-

ginning and, in implementation,

there will be frictions and factions.

Mr Epp allowed there will be is

sues of territoriality— province to

province, government to govern-

(See New, p2)

ACTION
ONDRUG ABUSE

Partners of IV drug users

Women with AIDS: the file builds
By Paul Szabo

DENVER — AIDS is now the lead-

ing cause of death among women
aged 25 to 29 years in New York
city. And. of all new cases of the

disease diagnosed in the United

States last year, one-fifth were
women.

It is facts such as these that

largely detail the growing hetero-

sexual transmission of the AIDS vi-

rus to women from partners who
are intravenous ( IV ) drug users or

bisexuals.

Some plain speaking on the issue

took place at the 1st US National

Conference on Women’s Issues

here, sponsored by the Alcohol and

More
on
pages

Drug Problems Association of

North America, Washington, DC.
“Within the next couple of years,

it’s predicted that AIDS will be the

leading cause of death for all wom-
en of child-bearing age in New
York, and the majority of those

who die will be minority women,”
said Mari Nobles, coordinator,

Women in Crisis Inc, Project Re-
turn Foundation, New York city.

Three states — New York. New
Jersey, and Florida — account for

more than 70% of all women AIDS
patients, she added, and women
now constitute 7% of the total US
AIDS cases diagnosed to date.

Women are contracting the dis-

ease through heterosexual trans-

mission as well as by being IV drug

users themselves.

The New York State Division of

Substance Abuse estimates there

are 50,000 female IV drug users in

New York city,, all of whom are gt

risk of contracting the disease.

But, of more concern to Ms Nobles

is the “special vulnerability” of

women with high-risk sex part-

ners.

She said statistics show “men
have not shown up as having devel-

oped AIDS as a result of heterosex-

ual activity in any significant num-
bers, while women have most cer-

tainly done so."

,
It’s been estimated there are

120,000 male, current or former IV

drug abusers living with women in

heterosexual relationships in New
York city. While the majority of

(See Women, p5)

Military trains guns
on alcohol misuse

By Elda Hauschildt

SAINT JOHN, New Brunswick —
Addiction prevention and treat-

ment programs within the Canadi-

an Forces (CF) are changing the

military’s attitude toward drink-

ing, but it’s taking $16 million a

year to do it.

That’s the cost of treatment and
prevention for the 120,000 military

and civilian personnel — plus their

families — that the Canadian mili-

tary is responsible for. Major Jim
Jamieson told a workshop here at

the Atlantic Addictions Conference

87.

The $16 million annual price-tag

covers a wide range of prevention

activities — every CF member
must attend one drug education

session a year, and every CF su-

pervisor must attend one half-day

program at least once a year —
plus the cost of caring for approxi-

mately 600 alcohol and other drug
patients at six military clinics an-

nually (The Journal, October,

1985).

The Canadian military is “com-

mitted to the idea that we need to

change the environment, and
we’re trying to deglamorize alco-

hol,” said Maj Jamieson.

The military has come a long

way since the first alcohol and oth-

er drug prevention program was
established in 1971.

Maj Jamieson: “It used to be in

the armed forces that if you didn’t

drink, you were a social outcast. 1

don’t think that is true anymore;
people who join the forces now can
choose not to drink, can be quite

open about that, and are not social

outcasts.

“There may be a few, limited en-

vironments where there is still a

lot of pressure, but at least we have
changed some of those habits.”

Other changes have affected CF
drinking patterns, Maj Jamieson
pointed out;

• “We do not allow subsidization

of alcohol — no more happy hours

or two drinks for one. Instead, we
say. if you’re going to give some-
thing away, give away food. Giving

(See Military, p2)
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TORONTO — The Report of

Canada’s LeDain Commission
of Inquiry into the Non-Medi-
cal Use of Drugs dominated
the first issue of The Journal,

published by Ontario’s Addic-

tion Research Foundation, in

June, 1972.

How long ago that seems,
and how the field has

changed. This month, 15 years
of coverage of all aspects of

the addictions field — re-

search, treatment, preven-

tion, and education — later.

The Journal is reporting on
the spread of AIDS among
women ( see story, above

)

.

F'or all those 15 years. The
Journal has been there for

you, our reader — there to re-

port on new drugs of concern,

new specialties, new research,

new techniques, changing

trends — locally, nationally,

and internationally.

We trust we’ve served you
well; we’d like to serve you

better. To help us help you, let

us know what you think of

what we have done and are

doing; let us know your needs.

Write: The Journal, Addiction

Research Foundation, 33 Rus-

sell St, Toronto, Canada M5S
2S1.
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Light fingers
TORONTO — Shoplifting has

gone up dramatically since

the advent of self-serve liquor

stores, especially in winter

when people wear big coats

with big pockets, says a

spokesman for the Liquor Con-

trol Board of Ontario (LCBO),

a report in The Toronto Star,

indicates.

Crash of 87
NEW YORK — Officials say

they have just touched the sur-

face of widespread drug abuse

on Wall Street after having

charged 16 stockbrokers with

selling cocaine and trading

stocks for drugs. Reuter re-

ports one undercover agent,

posing as a stockbroker, found

some brokers were spending

$50,000 to $100,000 a year for

cocaine. They were described

as “fairly senior manage-
ment” from major firms, who
earned more than $1 million a

year.

Born to AIDS
WASHINGTON — Most of the

child victims of AIDS in the

United States became infected

before birth, and 86% of the

415 cases reported to the Cen-

ters for Disease Control, At-

lanta, Georgia, have at least

one intravenous (IV) drug-

abusing parent. In the San

Francisco area alone, be-

tween 25 and 40 babies will be

born to AIDS-infected mothers

this year, says The Drug
Abuse Report. Increasingly,

heterosexual transmission

from previously Infected part-

ners will be linked to IV drug

abuse, either on the part of the

parents or the parents’ other

sexual partners.

No-go on ban
ALBANY — Sweeping regula-

tions that would have restrict-

ed smoking in most of New
York State’s restaurants, pub-

lic buildings, and workplaces

have been struck down as un-

constitutional by a judge, re-

ports Associated Press. The
regulations would have

banned smoking in taxis, food

markets, bunks, auditoriums,

and court houses, and limited

smoking in other public areas.

Tiny bubbles . .

.

LANSING, Michigan — For-

get romantic visions of cham-
pagne with caviar or bubbly
with other gourmet foods,

says Monday Morning Report.

A taste test of 56 foods found

people liked their champagne
better with cream cakes,

chocolate cookies, or even fro-

zen, breaded fish sticks than

with traditional cuisine. 'I'he

study, conducted by Falatex,

Inc for Korhel ('hampagne,
found tiinarish sandwiches,

hot dogs, and Chinese takeout

to rate highly as well.

Brown-bag it

TDIION'I'O — .Senior citizens

in North York (a city north of

here) are having their medi-

cations inspecti-d to weed out

old, unnecessary, or potential-

ly harniful drugs, in a cam-
paign called I'he Brown Bag
Frogram. The (ilohe and Mail

says the program provides se-

niors with plastic hags to he

nilcd with prescription and

over-tlu‘-counler drugs which

are inspeideil hy the pro-

gram's pharmacists.

V J

I

Canada bans all tobacco advertising
Promotion is another target
OTTAWA — Calling cigarette

smoking the leading, preventable

cause of death in Canada. Health

and Welfare Minister Jake Epp
has announced comprehensive leg-

islation here, banning all advertis-

ing and promotion of tobacco prod-

ucts.

The Tobacco Products Control

Act, to take effect January 1, 1988,

will replace the voluntary code on

tobacco advertising adopted by the

Canadian Tobacco Manufacturers
Council in 1972.

Under the new provisions, all

newspaper advertising of tobacco

products will be banned starting

January 1, 1988. Magazine adver-

tising will cease January 1, 1989, at

which time new restrictions on to-

bacco company sponsorship will go

into effect, including a ban on the

use of tobacco product trade

marks or brand names.

Other legislative provisions in-

clude:

• “strongly worded, prominent,

and rotating health warnings” on

packaging for tobacco products

;

• toxic substances in tobacco list-

ed prominently on packaging;

• requiring manufacturers and
importers to report production, im-

portation, and sales figures for

their products; and,

• prohibition of promotional activ-

ities involving contests, coupons,

or product sampling.

In addition to the Act, Mr Epp
announced $2.4 million for new ini-

tiatives under the National Pro-

gram to Reduce Tobacco Use.

"Eliminating tobacco advertis-

ing and promotion is an important

step in moving toward a society in

which non-smoking is the desired

and accepted norm,” said Mr Epp.

Penalties for contravention of

the advertising sections of the Act

would be up to a maximum of

$1,000,000 and/or a six-month pris-

on term for a first offence. Epp: accepted norm

Manitoba ad rule used in tobacco protest
WINNIPEG — In Manitoba,

Health Minister Jake Epp's pro-

posed banning of tobacco ads was
greeted with “guarded optimism”
by Dr Richard Stanwick, a mem-
ber of the province’s Interagency

Council on Smoking and Health.

“Our major concern is will these

measures, in fact, see the light of

day after the parliamentary pro-

cess has its go at it?” he said.

Dr Stanwick said he believes the

proposals are a step in the right di-

rection; he’s concerned some of

Mr Epp’s strongest opposition to

banning tobacco ads may come
from within his own political party.

Dr Stanwick, professor of social

and preventive medicine. Univer-

sity of Manitoba here, is one of four

Manitobans who presented a for-

mal complaint about tobacco ads

to the province’s Consumer Affairs

Minister Alvin Mackling.

Under legislation passed several

years ago in Manitoba, any four

people can complain and call for

an official investigation into adver-

tising they believe is harmful or

misleading.

Dr Stanwick said the federal

government's proposals won't

mean the group will drop its ef-

forts. just put them on the back
burner for now.

"Who knows what w'ill happen to

the original law when it goes

through Parliament? There may
be loopholes we haven't recog-

nized.”

Military cuts back on alcohol

Recruits: drug alert

( from page 1

)

ment, and provincial government
(o federal government.

Mr Epp: "At the level of officials

in the addictions field, there has

been nothing but cooperation, and

we’re not worrying about that.

“However, we have a federal

stale, and there are always ripples

with respect to fc(lci;if|)r()vincial

undertakings. Hut. I'm used to

that

"Obviously, there’s going to be a

lot of sensitivity needed here A
well d('velo|)cd, mutually s.ilisl'.ac-

lory, I'cderal provincial part

ncrslup IS ol rundaim'nlal impor
lance

“And. I lliiiik it IS alisoliilcly cril

ical that between now and next tall

I Itllllli, there are programs in place

wliieli would not have heen m place

It the strategy had not heen an

noimeed” iThe strategy alsoe.dls

for a national eout'ereuee on drug

abuse late next year to see "where
we’ve heen. where we are, and
where we re going ”

l

Mr I'ipp said the government he

gan examining drug abuse issues

III months ago, the strategy was
drawn iij). un<ler Mr l^pl), by an m
ter (leparlimmlal seen'Iarial Hud
Ix'gan work in November. 1986

(from page I)

away booze is virtually taboo now;
• “We do not allow people to be

rewarded with booze

;

• "At mess dinners and other

functions . . . other alternatives

have to be available and have to be

attractively offered;

• “Our bartenders now have been

given the authority, and training

that they’ve never had, to cut peo-

ple off If they make the decision—
no matter what the person’s rank
— that the person shouldn’t be

drinking, bartenders carry the

base commander’s authority

;

• “When they’re recruited, new
personnel have to sign a statement

that they’ve been told and under-

stand that any use of drugs other

than specifically prescribed by a

II. David Archibald, founder and
director Cor 25 years of the Addic-

tion Research Foundation. Toron-

to, now president of the Switzer-

land-based International Council

on Alcohol and Addictions, was a

senior adviser to the strategy

group.

He said the fact the strategy was
(levi'loped by several, cooperating

government departments, inelud

ing health, jusliee, .solieilor-gener

al. youth, external affairs, it.self

puts Canada into a leadership role,

ahead of the vast majority of eoun
tries.

"It reaffirms Canada's lead-

ership internationally"

('anada, m the mlmnalional fo

rum, has always slri'ssi'd the need

for a ludanei'd ajiproach to drug

problems not only addressing the

sujiply of drugs but also the de

mand, or health, issues

Next month:

Tlio devolopiiuMil

of a national

strato^y

physician could result in release

from the forces.”

Maj Jamieson said “one of the

tragic things” about the previously

high tolerance by the military of

alcohol use by CF members is that

“because so many people used to

retire between the ages of 42 and 49

years . . . serious alcohol problems

were spilling out into families.

"These were problems that were

SAINT JOHN, New Brunswick

—Canadian Forces will get a

chance to see how successful

their $16 million-a-year preven-

tion and treatment programs

have been when a 1982 Forces-

wide survey of alcohol and drug

use is repeated in 1988.

Major Jim Jamieson told an

Atlantic .\ddictions Conference

87 workshop, the 1982 survey

(The Journal, October, 1985)

had shown:
• 25% of the military drank

three or more drinks a day,

• 11% drank five drinks or

more a day,

• 6% drank seven drinks or

more a day,

• more than 20% of the young

beginning to show themselves at

work, but which we accepted at

work because of the attitude. He's

such a good worker when he's not

drinking' type of thing.

"We know now from some trac-

ing we've done that the serious

health problems related to heavy
use of alcohol did not show them-

selves until after the people got out

of the Canadian Forces.
”

people in the military drank

five or more drinks a day.

• more than 10'^» of the young
people drank seven or more
drinks a day,

• 14% of the under-2!)-years

age group were regular, on-

going cannabis users, and
• close to 40' ( used cannabis

while in the military.

He also said women in the Ca-

nadian Forces have a higher

rate of alcohol use than their ci-

vilian counterparts.

"One of the cruel realities we
are finding is that women in the

Forces — who now comprise

about 10' < of our total p<'rson

power — have an extremely

high level of drinking.”

(The Jg»urnal]
Canada $16 yr

USA & Foreign $24 yr

Microfiche $24 yr

Air Mall add$19yr
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New strategy calls for

national drug conference

Canadian Forces to use survey

to check prevention success
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No worry about FAS for light-drinking women
Wayne State study demonstrates

risks rise dramatically after that

By Kay Jackson

LAS VEGAS — The light drinker

who gets drunk about the time she

becomes pregnant doesn't need to

be concerned about putting her un-

born child at risk of fetal alcohol

syndrome (FAS).

In fact, if the mother drinks

lightly and only occasionally the

fetus will not be at risk of FAS at

any time during the pregnancy,

says a report from Wayne State

University, Detroit, Michigan.

The study was reported here at

the annual meeting of the Ameri-
can College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists. Its findings follow

on the heels of earlier warnings
about the consequences of any ex-

posure of the fetus to alcohol dur-

ing the first trimester (The Jour-

nal. July, 1986).

“We found women who drink a

little around the time of conception

have the same number of congeni-

tal anomalies in their babies as do

abstainers," said Robert Sokol,

MD, chairman of the department
of obstetrics and gynecology,

Wayne State.

“However, once a woman drinks

more than four drinks a day, there

is a major and significant increase

in the number of congenital anom-
alies in the children.”

Nevertheless, Dr Sokol said,

women are still well advised to quit

drinking “if they’re thinking about

getting pregnant.”

“We get patients who are wor-

ried they may need to see a cytoge-

neticist because they were cele-

brating New Year's Eve or a pro-

motion around the time they got

pregnant. I think our data suggest
we should be able to reassure these

women that it is very unlikely

they've damaged their baby and.

therefore, they shouldn't worry
throughout their pregnancy.”
Heavy drinkers (more than four

drinks a day) who have had a

drunken episode around the time of

conception “might require consul-

tation and follow-up with a genetic-

ist," Dr Sokol added.

This is because the amount of al-

cohol a heavy drinker would have
to consume to become intoxicated

is significantly more than a light

drinker would need to become ine-

briated.

“We feel that while the infre-

quent, moderate drinker who gets

drunk once around the time of con-

ception may not be at risk, the

heavy drinker whose tolerance to

alcohol is much higher could ex-

pose her fetus to serious risk of ge-

netic damage if she gets intoxi-

cated at that time."

Analysis of alcohol and other

drug habits of 8,300 women pre-

senting to the prenatal clinic in De-
troit also indicated that there is a

Pregnancy: heavy drinking out

critical period during pregnancy
when fetal exposure to more than
four alcoholic drinks a day is par-

ticularly likely to produce signs of

FAS.

This critical period extends from
conception to eight weeks gesta-

tion, said Dr Sokol.

In the study, the babies born to

700 of the heaviest drinkers in the

group were compared to a similar

number of women who abstained

or drank less than four drinks per
day. Histories of alcohol and other

drug habits were recorded.

The number of congenital anom-
alies seen in infants born to both

groups were classified through a

list of 31 congenital defects set out

by the researchers. They included

craniofacial defects such as small
eyes, mal-positioned ears, and oral

cavity abnormalities associated

with FAS.
Results were adjusted for 12 oth-

er possible causes of congenital

anomalies, including race and
maternal age at delivery.

Agents turn college stars to drugs: NFL owner
By Harvey McConnell

CLEVELAND. Ohio — Some
agents representing professional

athletes are trapping them into

drug use in college so the agents

can have the right to represent the

young people when they make it

into professional sports.

"Hundreds of agents entrap se-

niors in college." claims Art Mod-
ell, owner of the Cleveland Browns
of the United States National Foot-
ball League (NFL).

"It is becoming a very big prob-

lem we have got to lick."

Mr Modell. speaking at the open-
ing of the National Council on Alco-

holism conference here, said 20

years ago. most players wanted to

spend about five years in the pros
and earn enough money and con-

tacts to make it in the world out-

side.

Not now: “Today, players want

to make all the money they can and

retire by the age of 28."

The typical athlete has been

chased and recruited since high

school, has never worked a day,

“he's given a scholarship and

doesn't have to go to class, and

then he comes to the pros,” Mr
Modell continued.

“There he's asked if he’ll take a

$500,000 signing bonus, or how
about a $700,000 signing bonus or

an annuity?

“And. this poor soul has yet to

work a day in his life. Suddenly,

there's all this affluence. He’s re-

ady to party: he started with mari-

juana in college, and now he grad-

uates to the bigger stuff.”

Mr Modell said the Browns have

a drug rehabilitation program
which has run for a number of

years. However, it has had its ups

and downs, says Gregory Collins,

director of the alcohol and drug

Kids who drink/drive —
focus of new campaign
OTTAWA — The Canadian govern-
ment has launched a 20-year cam-
paign here to reduce impaired
driving, aimed at young people
aged 16 to 24 years.

“While young people represent

only 16% of the population, they ac-

count for more than 36% of those

apprehended for driving while im-
paired,” said Health Minister Jake
Epp.

“In addition, 70% of single-driv-

er, weekend accidents involve

young people, and about 50% to

60% of all traffic fatalities in this

age bracket are alcohol related.”

Approximately $20 million has
been allocated for the first five

years of the 20-year program.

.Plwit, ^SMAR^I^
When Ibu Drive
Dont Drink

|l^

Mr Epp pointed out changing so-

cial behavior takes time, “espe-

cially when the target group will

have a large turnover in the first

five years.”

Canadian provincial and territo-

rial governments, including Onta-

rio’s (see p2, Ontario Report), will

participate in the program by help-

ing to launch a promotional cam-
paign, Play it smart — when you
drive, don’t drink, on radio and
television.

Other key activities promised in

the long-term campaign include:

• community-based activities in-

volving “concerned citizens,”

• preventive driver education

aimed at the new driver,

• server training for owners and
employees of drinking establish-

ments, and
• national advertising and promo-
tion.

In announcing the new, long-

term campaign, the government
said it “recognizes the tremendous
contribution” citizen groups such

as Mothers Against Drunk Driving

and People to Reduce Impaired
Driving Everywhere have had in

“changing the complacency that

existed ’ over the impaired driving

issue.

abuse program, Cleveland Clinic

Foundation, and director of the

Brown’s program.
Dr Collins: “Despite our efforts,

some of our players have contin-

uous relapse. We made a lot of mis-

takes, but we’ve done a lot of good
— we have some players with five

years of uninterrupted sobriety."

Dr Collins said the subterfuges

used by players early on in the pro-

gram included substituting their

girlfriends’ urine at weekly exami-
nations: unfortunately, many of

the girlfriends were using cocaine:

and, he had to tell two players they

were pregnant.

The Browns were rocked last

year by the death of team member
Don Rogers from a cocaine over-

dose. (His death came eight days
after the death of basketball star

Len Bias |The Journal. Feb-

ruary 1 .

)

Sam Rutigliano, former Browns
coach, said he learned early on in

the treatment program that when
things seemed to be going well,

that was the time to worry. Treat-

ment program workers were dev-

asted when they found so many
players had been substituting

urine samples.

Limited career spans: chemicals can be attractive

Separate pressure connected to drugs

Women athletes could be next
By Paul Szabo

DENVER — Women athletes and
drug use will likely enter the public

spotlight soon, an expert on the

subject predicts.

The high degree of publicity be-

ing given to male athletes and use

of illicit drugs leads Karla Hill-Do-

nisch, a training specialist in the

sports education program at the

Hazelden Foundation, Minneapo-

lis, Minnesota, to this conclusion.

“I'd like to believe women's
sports are different from men’s

sports; I'm afraid they're begin-

ning to follow the same patterns."

And. she told the 1st National

Conference on Women's Issues

here, women athletes face sepa-

rate pressures that may lead them
to be susceptible to forms of chemi-

cal dependency.
Female athletes, piore often

than males, have a limited career

span and can be attracted to using

chemicals to enhance their perfor-

mance so they can keep up with

younger competitors.

Ms Hill-Donisch also said many
young women athletes are con-

trolled to a high degree by their

coaches and take performance-en-

hancing drugs at their request.

Because of their physical abili-

ties, athletic performance is often

the last thing that suffers when
female athletes develop chemical

dependence.

“They may be falling apart in-

side, but they may not show it on

the field," she said.

However, there are many as-

pects about sports that can make it

easier to educate young women
about the dangers of chemical de-

pendency. Coaches can become
valuable teachers, and athletic

ability can enhance self-esteem,

the lack of which is often a key

problem leading to addiction in

this population.

Ms Hill-Donisch also presented

results of one of the first surveys

into drug u.se among elite female

athletes, which showed a surpris-

ingly high degree of drug use.

In the survey conducted at Ha-

zelden last year, 273 elite female

athletes ranging in age from 15 to

more than 40 years responded to a

five-page, mail-in questionnaire.

More than three-quarters of the

athletes said they had used alcohol

in the past 30 days while two-thirds

said they drank both during com-

petition and in the off-season.

Marijuana and caffeine were

akso identified as drugs frequently

used by the athletes polled.

The poll akso showed that 16

Olympic-level athletes are current

tobacco users; one-fifth said they

have used chewing tobacco.

As for more serious drug use and

addiction problems in female ath-

letes, she speculates that with fe-

male participation in sports be-

coming more publicized, illicit

drug use among this group will

also begin to get attention.
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Canadians plug into smokeless tobacco
Two Canadian studies show the growing popularity of smokeless

tobacco with young people is not confined to the southern United

States. A 1985 survey of 707 high school students in Fredericton,

New Brunswick, by Loris Miller, RN, found 14.2'7f use chewing

tobacco and 5.7% use snuff. A companion report, drawn on data

from a November, 1982 survey in the Northwest Territories

( NWT ) . found 17% of students use chewing tobacco. In both sur-

vey groups, the ratio of male users to female users is approxi-

mately four to one. In her survey, Ms Miller reports almost half

of the students using chewing tobacco start before age 12 years.

On the positive side, more than half of those polled said they dis-

approve of chewing tobacco and know it is harmful. The NWT
survey shows sharp ethnic differences: Native children are far

more likely to use smokeless tobacco than non-Natives. Use of

chewing tobacco peaks in the lO-to-14 year age group and de-

clines in the 15-to-19 year age group ( students switch to tobacco,

report two health officers). The NWT report by Jim Paterson

and Luis Barreto, MD, made more extensive recommendations
along similar lines.

Canadian Nurse, January, 1987, v. 83: 15-19.

Cocaine leaves its mark
The ability of intravenous cocaine use to cause extensive skin le-

sions has been documented by Californian researchers. Physi-

cians Madalene Heng and George Haberfeld, dermatology divi-

sion, University of California at Los Angeles San Fernando Val-

ley Internal Medicine Program, Sepulveda, reported on the case

of a 35-year-old white man who presented with necrotic plaques

on his thighs, having injected a half grain of cocaine into his left

arm vein four days earlier. Within four minutes of the injection,

the man reported intense thigh pain and discoloration, followed

by bruising and blistering of the area several hours later. He
also developed a fever with chills, glomerulonephritis, and he-

patitis. The researchers say the man reported a similar incident

following an injection of cocaine a year previously; investiga-

tion by skin biopsy showed that the intravenous cocaine pro-

duced fibrin clots in the vessels of the skin resulting in focal

areas of infarction. This thrombotic phenomenon, they say, was
due to the drug and not any impurities contained in it. They also

say the severe pain following injection could be attributed to the

intense vasoconstrictive properties of the drug and the skin

damage could be due either to prolonged vasoconstriction or the

direct toxic effects of what was an overdose of cocaine.

Journal of the American Academy of Dermatology, February,

1987, V. 16: 462-468.

Doctors differ on liver diagnosis
The physical diagnosis of alcoholic liver disease should be

viewed with caution, French researchers claim, following a stu-

dy demonstrating poor agreement between physicians asses-

sing damage to the liver. In the prospective study, six staff gas-

troenterologists at a French hospital looked for 18 clinical signs

of alcoholic liver disease in 50 alcoholic patients. An indepen-

dent examination had shown that 20 of these patients had alco-

holic cirrhosis; 14 had non-cirrhotic, alcoholic liver disease;

and, the remainder had no clinical or biochemical abnormali-

ties. Statistical evaluation of the examination findings of the

physicians showed good agreement on the presence or absence

of some physical signs, but poor agreement on others. In addi-

tion, senior physicians showed significantly more agreement

than did junior staff members. There was good agreement for

signs such as splenomegaly and ascites, but poor agreement on

hepatic consistency and white nails. The researchers .say some
of the poor agreement could be attributed to the high number of

study patients with no abnormalities and the international lack

of concurrent clinical and biological data which doctors would

normally use to aid in their diagnosis.

Digestive Diseases and Sciences, March, 1987, v. 32:244-247,

Ecstasy/Eve deaths
‘Kcstasy’ and ‘Kve’ can kill. A group of Texan researchers im-

plicate mclhylencdioxymclluunphetaminc (MDMA) and
mcthyicncdioxyethamphetaminc (Ml)FA), known as Kcstasy

and Kve, in deaths of fiv(‘ |)eople in a nine tnonth |)(‘riod in

1985/8(1. Their rei)orl is the first to ap|)ear in the medical litera

tore linking recreational use of the drugs with fatal oidcornes,

'file three* researchers I'roiTi the department of jeathology, Uni

versdy of 'I’exas Health .Science Uenter, and the .Southwestern

Institute ol Forensic Scii’iices, Dallas, said the live patients

were examined by the chief medical examiner's olTice in I (alias

Uoiinty. In only one of tiu* deaths, that ol an 18 year old woman
who collapsed and died shortly al'li'r ingi'slmg mu* and a half

hits of MDMA and an iinknown amount of alcohol, was MDMA
llioiiglil to he Hu* nnm(‘diale cause oldeath In Ihri'e ol the ollu'r

ca.ses, MDMA or MDKA was thought to have coniriliuled to

di'alh hy inducing cardiac arrhyllimias in people with pre exist

mg diseases. One oflhese patients was an .islhmatic, the others

had underlying heart disease In the rilUi case, a '22-year old

man electrocuted himself on a utility lower alter taking an iin

known (|uanlily of MDMA. The report concludes that while the

case re|)orts do not resolve the controversy ahoul the IherapeuI

ic hetK'fits of MDMA in psychotherapy as opposed to the drugs'

potential for abuse (The .loiirnal, July, 198(1), the ca.ses show
el'''irly that deaths related to these drugs do occur and that pn*

('Xisling heart disease may predispose individuals to sudih-n

death while using these drugs Joitrnal of the Anicricmi Mrtlicol

A.s.socm/ioii, March '27, 1987, V. '257 1(115 1(117.

Pal Kieh

Early alcohol use main focus

ofnew US prevention drive
By Harvey McConnell

WASHINGTON — A music video

featuring the popular teenage

group. The Jets, is the spearhead

of United States President Ronald
Reagan's latest prevention cam-
paign on alcohol use by young peo-

ple.

“If we are going to create a drug-

free generation of youth, we must
start by preventing alcohol use,

and we must start with young
kids,” said Ian Macdonald, MD, di-

rector of the White House Office

for Drug Abuse Policy and admin-

istrator of the Alcohol, Drug Abuse
and Mental Health Administration,

in launching the program at a

press conference here attended by
The Jets and several hundred
young people.

The music video, television and

radio public service announce-

ments, and print materials are all

aimed at the eight to 12-year-old

age group with the slogan. Be
Smart ! Don’t Start ! Just Say No

!

Dr Macdonald pointed out that

the average age of first use of alco-

hol in the US is 12.3 years and alco-

hol is the most readily available

and most frequently used drug

among young people.

“Alcohol use is a watershed —
when crossed, a child is far more
likely to become involved in prob-

lem behaviors, such as other drug

use, school truancy, and petty

crime.

“Our society believes that relief

is just a swallow away. It's time we
taught kids to refuse the chemical

way out.”

Enoch Gordis, MD, director of

the US National Institute on Alco-

hol Abuse and Alcoholism

(NIAAA), said: “While we have
made great strides in the last few

years to raise awareness about the

harmfulness of using marijuana,

we are finding that fewer high

school seniors see the great risk as-

sociated with getting intoxicated at

least once or twice each weekend.

“The percent who perceive this

risk has dropped to 39% in 1986

from 43% in 1985. In addition, 45%
of these seniors think that their

friends approve of this behavior.

“It is too soon to know if those

who have become aware of the

dangers of marijuana are now
thinking that heavy drinking is

more attractive or not. but I think

we should take this data as a warn-

ing."

Dr Gordis said that when the

data started to indicate that the

largest increase in youthful drink-

ing takes place between the sixth

and seventh grades and peer pres-

sure begins in the fourth grade,

“we realized that prevention that

begins in seventh grade may be too

late for lots of children” (see be-

low).

The new campaign is being fi- •

nanced by NIAAA and the new Of-

fice for Substance Abuse Preven-

tion. aided by contributions from
state and local governments, and
voluntary groups.

Peer pressure on pot eases up
WASHINGTON — Peer pres-

sure among United States

Grade 4 school children to try

marijuana is dropping.

A survey by Weekly Reader
— a classroom newspaper — of

500,000 fourth graders finds

those reporting “some” or “a

lot” of pressure to try marijua-

na has dropped to 25% in 1987

from 31% in 1983.

At the same time, the number
of fourth graders who report

school is where they learn the

most about the dangers of drugs

has risen to 32% this year from
15% in 1983. Those who believe

cigarettes are a drug increased

to 37'^f from 20% in the same pe-

riod, and those who think beer,

wine, or liquor arc drugs rose to

50' t from 42'7

.

There is still pressure on

the kids, the survey finds: 24'')

report pressure from their

peers to try cocaine or crack,

and 34'7 to try wine coolers.

The Weekly Reader is pub-

lished by Field Publications and

distributed to six million chil-

dren in grades 2 (o 12. The sur-

vey was based on answers from
.500,000 students, from which a

random sample of 100, 0(N) was
analyzed

.

Kids: fourth-grade coercion

US per capita alcohol use drops

Price/consumption link reinforced
WA.kllINGTON Alcohol con

siiinplioii 111 the Ihiilcil .Sl.itcs con

liiuics to drop, and cvidt'iicc con

liniK's to mount rcg.irding the

jiricc of .alcohol .and .alcohol rclali'd

problems

I'lvcn so. 18 million pcoph* older

Ih.an 111 yc.ars have .an alcohol ri*

lah'd iirohU'in and ID 6 million arc

.alcoholic, s.'iys the sixth spcci.al re

port to IIk* IkS Congia'ss on alcohol

and safely

The report says U.S per c.apit.a

consnm|)lion tell to '2 65 gallons of

alisohili* alcohol per person older

(li.an I t \c.ars m 1981 (rom 2 76 gal

Ions m 1!)81 In the same period, the

proportion of fatally miiircd driv

CIS who wcia* Icg.ally inloxic.ali'd

dropiu'd to 13' r from .58' .

The report, la’lcascd liy Health

and Human .Scr\aci* .Sci'iclary Oils

Bowen, MD. said there is inereas

ing ('videnee of .a relationship lie

twei’ii the price of .aleohohe liever

agi's and .alcohol rclali'd problems

One ol Ihi’ latest slndjes mill

cates that raising the price ol beer

can rednee the number of \oung

pi'ople wtio drink, their incidence

o( tre{|uenl .and heav> drinking

and the number killed in road acci-

dents

.•Meohol is involved in nearly .50'

5

of all accidental deaths, suicides,

and homicides, including deaths in

motor vehicle accidents

The report adds that the evi-

dence for a genetic component to

alcoholism eonlinues to increase

.alcohol consumption eau.ses

marked endoerine ahnormalilies

111 men and women, and. changes,

111 the brain's neuronal membranes
ni.ay be imphe.ated in alcohol loler-

anee. physical dependence, and

symptoms ofwalhdraw.al
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' AIDS UPDAfin
Patients as ‘victims of self-injurious behavior’

Moralistic approaches may spill into drug field
By Harvey McConnell

NEWPORT, Rhode Island — At-

taching a moral tag of “self-inju-

rious behavior" to AIDS, in the

wake of a burgeoning epidemic,

could seriously damage the United

States chemical dependency field

in the future,

David Lewis, MD, professor of

medicine and community health at

Brown University, Providence,

Rhode Island, spelled this out as a

major concern at the Northeastern

Conference on Alcoholism and

Drug Dependence here.

Dr Lewis said the field, in gener-

al. must also become more aligned

to the care of adolescent abusers, it

must stop promising more than it

can deliver, and it must worry
about AIDS.

AIDS is the biggest concern.

Dr Lewis; "In some ways, AIDS
is already a national calamity, and

it is going to get a lot worse.” And,

if one looks at historical swings be-

tween moral and medical in terms

of addiction attitudes and poli-

cies, “we are clearly in a medical

era.”

But, the direction can change,

and AIDS can change it because as

AIDS becomes something of a na-

tional disaster, most of the patients

may be considered victims of self-

injurious behavior.

“This could change markedly
some of the great advances we
have made in treating people for

the disease of alcoholism; this

could be eroded in a significant

way,” said Dr Lewis.

“We might return to the moralis-

tic view of drinking and drug use,

and I am concerned about that.”

Dr Lewis said many people now
view AIDS among heterosexuals

as a result of self-injurious behav-

ior, and these people may start to

look at other behaviors which

could be construed as self inju-

rious. He suggests that could swing

the pendulum back toward consid-

ering alcohol and other drug use a

moral issue.

As for the adolescent addict pop-

ulation, Dr Lewis said; “It is clear

this ( US ) field is not paying enough
attention to the adolescent popula-

tion” or to moves toward more
adolescent care.

US government signals are clear

from Washington, and they're

exemplified by the actions of Ian

Macdonald, MD. director of the

White House Office on Drug Abuse
Policy and administrator of the Al-

(from pagel)

the women are not drug abusers

themselves, Ms Nobles said, they

are at risk and have to be educated

about the dangers of AIDS.

“.
. . The media, which overall

has done an excellent job covering

AIDS issues, has been slow to pick

up on gender-specific concerns for

women,” she said.

Articles tend to talk about the

cohol. Drug Abuse and Mental
Health Administration.

And, the first action by the new
US Office of Substance Abuse Pre-

vention is announcement of a $24

million dollar program to fund pre-

vention treatment and rehabilita-

tion projects (see p4).

Dr Lewis said adolescent care

“is an area of treatment that this

field had better attend to, or else. I

suspect that is tough — adolescent

addiction care is not easy, but I

think that is going to be an impor-

tant area for the future.”

He said the addictions field must

importance of safe sex and use of

condoms, but “they do not explain

in any depth the social difficulties

women may encounter in trying to

persuade their sex partners to use
condoms and to adopt such prac-

tices.”

These difficulties are especially

prevalent in black and hispanic

communities, and these are the

very groups at highest risk of con-

tracting the disease.

“get on board and start to connect

with early prevention and early in-

tervention efforts."

Dr Lewis added that, in the past,

the field has at times run into trou-

ble because it has promised too

much. Intense economic competi-

tion in the US among programs
and strident marketing efforts

have led many legislators and
medical leaders to be turned off by
promises they think cannot be ful-

filled.

“We must not promise more
from recovery from addictions

than we can actually deliver."

Ms Nobles explained that other

barriers to warning women occur

because, unlike homosexual men,
women at risk may not have much
else in common apart from being

at risk.

This is not helped by prejudice

lumping together sexually active

women, prostitutes, and IV drug
users as though all sexually active

women are prostitutes and all

prostitutes, IV drug users.

Women at risk need specific information

Irish campaign focuses on fidelity, drug users

Protection: condom issue delayed prevention drive

WHO statistics on virus

‘a fraction of total cases’

By Karen Birchard

DUBLIN — Irish air and seaports

now feature large posters, promi-

nently displayed in departure

lounges, warning travellers not to

import AIDS.

The billboards are part of the

government’s long-delayed public

information campaign, targeted at

high-risk groups, which em-
phasizes prevention through fidel-

ity to a single sexual partner.

The airport and ferryport post-

ers simply say; “AIDS — Don’t

bring it home.”

Ireland is spending more than 50

cents per person on the AIDS cam-
paign, which does not recommend
the use of condoms as an effective

defence against the disease but

says condoms provide some pro-

tection. Until recently, it was ille-

gal to sell or buy condoms in Ire-

land because of the Catholic

Church’s stand against their use as

a method of contraception.

It is impossible to buy condoms
in some parts of the country; some
pharmacists have refused to stock

them on moral grounds.

The Irish public information

campaign was delayed for six

months for various reasons includ-

ing a debate about whether to sug-

gest the use of condoms. During
that period, the Irish Bishops is-

sued the statement; “The best vac-

cine is virtue.”

However, the Church did set up a

National Task Force on AIDS un-

der the direction of Father Paul

Lavelle, who has run a drug aware-

ness program here for the past

four years.

Father Lavelle has welcomed
the government’s approach be-

cause of its message of personal

responsibility; “The question of

condoms is secondary. The only

sure way to avoid contracting the

AIDS virus through sexual means
is by maintaining ‘one faithful

partner’ relationships.”

Irish authorities have targeted

drug abusers as a high-risk group,

but they will not, as in some Euro-

pean countries, be given free nee-

dles (The Journal, May). Bill-

boards aimed at drug users ask

people not to shoot themselves with

AIDS.
This city has a high proportion of

pregnant drug users, some of

whom have several children. Hos-

pital care for pregnant women
with AIDS antibodies is now stan-

dardized at the city’s maternity

hospitals. All patients with a hist-

ory of hepatitis or drug abuse are

routinely screened for antibodies,

and special barrier nursing meth-
ods are used during delivery.

This city also has the second-

highest number of infants found to

be carrying the antibodies. Some
of the babies are now producing

negative tests and are being mon-
itored fully to see whether they are

in fact clear or whether it is a tem-
porary condition.

AIDS is not a reportable disease

in Ireland, but Minister for Health

Rory O’Hanlon says a total of 19

cases had been confirmed and 11 of

those people had died.

“We already know that despite

extensive campaigns in other

countries, many people do not see

themselves as being at risk from
AIDS in spite of their risky life-

styles. Local information pro-

grams are essential not only to in-

fluence this group, but also to pre-

vent people who have the HIV in-

fection from being discriminated

against,” said Dr O’Hanlon.

AIDS first surfaced in Ireland

within the prison system among in-

mates using drugs. Prisoners with

antibodies are kept in a special fa-

cility; those who were dying of the

disease were released so they did

not have to die in prison. However,
Ireland is trying to develop strate-

gies for dealing with AIDS within

the prison system.

‘Manhattan
project’

revisited
WASHINGTON — A national com-
mission has been established to ad-

vise United States President Ron-

ald Reagan on ways of dealing with

the AIDS epidemic.

He acted on bipartisan calls

from US Congressional leaders

who said a second ‘Manhattan pro-

ject' was needed in the battle to

find a cure for AIDS. (The Manhat-
tan project was the code name for

development of the first atomic

bomb.

)

President Reagan; “The com-
mission will help us to ensure that

we are using every possible public

health measure to contain the

spread of the virus.”

Meanwhile, US Surgeon-General
C. Everett Koop, who has pulled no

punches in the AIDS war. said at-

tention must be paid not only to ho-

mosexuals and heterosexuals but

also to intravenous drug users and
the transmission of AIDS within

the heterosexual community. He
called for black and hispanic lead-

ers to take a leading role in helping

combat the problem.

GENEVA — The World Health Or-

ganization (WHO) here has up-

dated its statistics on the number
of AIDS cases from 104 reporting

countries to 48,500, as of the end of

April.

The WHO called the new total a

“dramatic increase” over the

33,000 cases previously reported

from 101 countries (The Journal,

March).

The United Nations organization

says that the total of reported

cases “represents only a fraction

of the total cases to date, which are

estimated to be in excess of

100
,
000 .”

The WHO estimates that five

million to 10 million people are now
affected by the HIV virus and that,

by 1991, there will be one million

AIDS cases worldwide.

Canadian cases
top one thousand

OTTAWA — A further 128 Canadians are known to have developed
the AIDS virus since statistics were last compiled for the period

ending February 9, 1987.

The total number of Canadians reported to have AIDS is now
1,001. Of these cases, 498 are still alive, and 503 have died.

The new figures show the number of cases among intravenous
(IV) drug users has increased from three to four.

Women comprised 57 of the total cases, and infants under the age
of 15 months, 19.

The AIDS in Canada update was published by the AIDS Centre at

the Laboratory Centre for Disease Control, Health and Welfare

Canada.
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Letters go too far

on ad-ban debate
Addiction is an extremely complex

field which demands tolerance of

ambiguity, an openness to new
ideas, and, above all, a certain in-

tellectual humility that none of us

has alt the answers. Unfortunately,

it is also a field which attracts

more than its share of dogmatism,
zealotry, and arrogance.

Perfect illustrations of the latter

are two letters about tobacco ad-

vertising in the April issue, both of

which go beyond debating points of

disagreement with Richard Gil-

bert to attack his integrity and pro-

fessionalism ( see Gilbert, pl2 )

.

Perhaps the more offensive of

the attacks comes from a rep-

resentative of the so-called Non-

Smoker’s Rights Association

(NSRA). This organization nicely

fits sociologist Howard Becker’s

description of “moral entrepre-

neurs,” people who are not only fa-

natical and single-minded about

their goals but who are also essen-

tially sophisticated hustlers, al-

ways looking for new causes to

pursue and new hobby-horses to

ride in order to justify their contin-

ued existence.

One need only to ask a simple

question; “how are non-smokers’

rights relevant to issues such as

advertising tobacco products?” No
doubt, they could come up with

twisted logic to explain this.

Ultimately, they would like to

drive tobacco completely under-

ground, impressed, no doubt, by

the success of similar policies with

respect to marijuana, cocaine, and

heroin, not to mention Prohibition

in the United States. That goal

would be far into the future, which

gives the organization and their

staff years of pleasurable and prof-

itable activity.

Not only the tobacco companies
have vested interests.

What I find startling and discour-

aging is their vitriolic intolerance

of anyone who disagrees. It ex-

tends to accusations of being "ill-

informed and misleading,” and
even to gratuitous cracks about Dr
Gilbert’s activity in municipal poli-

tics or giving aid and comfort to

the “enemy” (tobacco corpora-

tions )

.

As a researcher in addictions, I

find Dr Gilbert’s columns to be

provocative, informed, and admi-

rably cognizant of the ambiguities

which we must deal with in addres-

sing these problems.

Sometimes I agree with his con-

clusions, and sometimes I dis-

agree.

Disagreement is no excuse for ad
hominem attacks, or verbal tan-

trums. Calm and rational debate

should be expected from a profes-

sor of public health, although not

from the NSRA entrepreneurs.

The former deserves to be repri-

manded, and the latter to be ig-

nored.

Stan W. Sadava, PhD
Department of Psychology

Brock University

St Catharines, Ontario

An Ontario warning
The Ontario Government appears

ready to laugh in the face of all re-

search and the best advice of orga-

nizations involved in the preven-

tion of alcohol abu.se.

That, at least, would be the re-

sult of an acceptance of many of

the proposals submitted by the

nine-member government com-
mittee investigating Ontario’s li-

quor legislation.

Several recommendations (eg,

BYOB (bring your own bottle

(

restaurants, round-the-clock alco-

hol service to hotel guests, relin-

quishing control of drinking at pri-

vate events, and the extension of

tavern hours) seem determined to

increase alcohol consumption in

Ontario ( see p7).

With the cost of alcohol abu.se al-

ready exceeding $2 billion, one
wonders how much more govern-

ment alcohol promotion the citi-

zens of Ontario will tolerate.

Karl N. Burden
Executive director

Alcohol and Drug Concerns, Inc

Scarborough, Ontario

Children of alcoholics ^

I read the January articles regard-

ing the Canadian Association for

Children of Alcoholics ( CACOA )

.

I have been interested in adult

children of alcoholics issues for ap-

proximately two years and am as-

sociated with a Michigan group.

More recently, I attended a

workshop by Sharon Wegsehoider-

Cru.se and am interested in receiv-

ing professional training regarding

the subjecl. I am also interested in

developing a group in this area.

The articles in The Journal

stated the CACOA is interested in

supporting professional training

and assisting people interested in

developing local groups.

I am interested in both aspects

and would like to know if CACOA
can help.

Jacquie Dennis-Delaney

Catholic Family Service Bureau

Windsor, Ontario

Hi >i( H4

I would like more information on

the Canadian Association for Chil-

dren of Alcoholics (January): the

procedure for becoming a mem-

Tom Samuel
Alberta Alcoholism and Drug
Abuse Commission
Camrose, .Alberta

Hi H< H(

As a result of reading your article

(January) and because of prior in-

terest in ACOA (adult children of

alcoholics), 1 am writing for infor-

mation on CACOA: books that are

available, information on how to

register a group, and other infor-

mation

Larry Lisitza

Aleoholism Foundation of

Welcome
The Journal welcomes a new
slate of eight Editorial Board
Corresponding Members from
around the world.

.As experts in the field of alco-

hol and other drug addictions

and related health fields in their

own countries, these new mem-
bers will help keep The Journal

and its readers up to dale on de-

velopments in their areas.

The new members are listed

in this month's masthead (be-

low )

.
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Drinking in Ontario—changing the ruies

TORONTO — Public, media, and special

interest group response to the recent re-

port of the Ontario Advisory Committee on

Liquor Regulation has concentrated on

what is perceived as the liberalization of

provincial regulations it recommends.

But, a policy research scientist at Onta-

rio's Addiction Research Foundation here

— who was a special adviser to the Com-
mittee — says the perception is highly in-

accurate.

Eric Single, PhD: “While the Commit-

tee’s recommendations certainly involve

liberalization of controls in certain aspects

of the regulations, this is more than offset

by recommendations that could tighten

controls.

“Server training will be mandatory: the

civil liability of tavern owners will be codi-

fied. Special occasion permit events will

be better controlled, as will advertising

and inducements by producers.”

And. Ontario Consumer Minister Monte

Kwinter has announced the government

will implement most of the Committee's

recommendations.

The Journal presents a synopsis of the

important recommendations, followed by

an analysis of the background, content,

and implications of the findings by Dr Sin-

gle.

Recommendations
In presenting the report to Consumer Min-

ister Monte Kwinter, the Committee —
made up of seven board members from the

Liquor Licensing Board of Ontario

( LLBO ), a board member from the Liquor

Control Board of Ontario (LCBO), and
chairman Steven Offer, member of the

provincial parliament — stressed “grow-

ing public concern about the real, and po-

tential. negative social and health conse-

quences of the use of beverage alcohol.”

After 23 public consultation meetings in

18 Ontario centres between September and
November, 1986, 730 written submissions,

and 205 oral presentations, the Committee
said such concern “is not confined to those

in the health field or to any particular age
level or region of the province.”

And, the report says, the changes the

Committee suggests “should help promote
moderation in consumption of beverage al-

cohol and responsible behavior related to

alcohol use.”

The recommendations, “designed to

simplify the regulations, to remove redun-

dancies and anachronistic sections, and to

replace them with practical, understand-

able, and enforceable rules,” include:

General values and principles
• The LLBO have a broader social per-

spective and use its licensing authority to

pursue goals of moderation and responsi-

bility related to the service and consump-
tion of beverage alcohol, and this philoso-

phy be reflected in all government policy

on beverage alcohol.

• All types of beverage alcohol be treated

the same under the Liquor Licence Act and
regulations.

Licensing
• The existing system of licence classifi-

cations be simplified into five categories:

an “A” licence for restaurants with mini-

mum food sales of 55% of total receipts
;
a

“B” general licence for alcohol service

(with food available sufficient for a light

meal); a “C” licence for unlicensed or li-

censed establishments to allow patrons to

bring their own beverage alcohol (includes

requirements for availability of full-meal

menus, corkage fees, and provincial sales

tax on such fees ) ;
a “D” licence for bever-

age alcohol delivery services; and, an “E”
licence to manufacture beverage alcohol

products to be available to brew pubs and

other manufacturers.

• Restaurants only be required to obtain

an “A” licence if located in an area zoned

for this type of licence only.

• Clubs be eligible for a regular licence

under the same eligibility rules.

• Municipalities which now, by municipal

option, allow only certain classes of li-

censed establishment or types of beverage

alcohol, hold a vote to decide whether all

classes of licence or none will be allowed.

• Stadiums, arenas, racetracks, and oth-

er sports facilities be eligible for a “B” li-

cence, with drinking in designated areas,

patrons supervised by trained servers, and
service at seats only.

Special Occasion Permits
(SOPs)
• The majority of current SOP events,

“socials,” be forced to use a licensed es-

tablishment to serve alcohol at the event.

• Premises used to host SOP events on a

regular basis obtain a licence.

• When events are in a private place ( not

ordinarily open to the public), for invited

guests only, there is no public solicitation,

and no sales of beverage alcohol directly

or indirectly, no SOP be required.

Days and hours of operation
• Maximum hours of sale and service in

all licensed establishments be 10 am to 2

am daily.

• “B” licence establishments be required

to remain open one hour after service

stops for non-alcoholic beverages/food.

• Hotels be allowed to provide 24-hour

service to guest rooms and in a designated

lounge for registered guests.

Legal drinking age
• The legal drinking age remain at 19

years.

• The transportation ministry create a

special offence under the Highway Traffic

Act to apply to probationary drivers with

breath test readings more than 0.015%

blood alcohol concentration, with a convic-

tion penalty of 30-day licence suspension.

• The $53 fine for underage drinking be in-

creased, and police officers be encouraged
to proceed by summons on such charges,

forcing court appearances by the accused.

• A new offence under the Liquor Licence

Act be initiated charging licensees kno-

wingly permitting underage drinking.

Beverage alcohol advertising
• All types of beverage alcohol and all ad-

vertising be subject to the same standards.

• All such advertising be consistent with

a philosophy of moderation and responsibi-

lity in consumption.
• All such advertising adhere to stan-

dards such that no advertising; appeal di-

rectly or indirectly to people under the le-

gal drinking age; appeal directly or indi-

rectly to non-drinkers; associate drinking

with driving or other activities requiring

care and skill or elements of physical dan-

ger; imply consumption contributes to

personal or social success; or, appear to

reinforce behavior which can lead to ad-

verse health or social consequences.
• Beverage alcohol manufacturers be re-

quired to dedicate a significant portion of

advertising/promotion budgets to public

service ads to educate the public on the po-

tential hazards of alcohol consumption.

Inducements and promotions
• Inducement regulations apply to all

beverage alcohol manufacturers whose
products are sold or promoted in Ontario,

including their distributors, agents, and
related people.

• Inducements be prohibited and regula-

tions be clarified and strengthened to en-

force prohibition.

Civil liability

• An exclusive statutory remedy for lia-

bility pertaining to overservice of alcohol

and service to underage people be insti-

tuted, be fault-based, encompass death or

injury to the alcohol consumer or third

parties, and cover all providers of bever-

age alcohol for sale and all providers of al-

cohol in public places.

Education
• The LLBO set minimum standards for

mandatory training programs for all bev-

erage alcohol servers and expand its train-

ing seminar for new licensees to include all

licensees and managers.
• A proportion of LLBO revenues be des-

ignated to a continuing alcohol education

program, with emphasis on youth.

• The LLBO provide an effective infor-

mation service to licensees and the public

and have a communications budget.

LCBO issues
• The LCBO carry de-alcoholized beer

and wine and distribute educational

materials on alcohol at the point of sale.

By Eric Single

The report of the Ontario Advisory Com-
mittee on Liquor Regulation was made
public on March 3. 1987. It detailed some 70

recommendations which, taken together.

Single: sweeping transformation

would represent a sweeping transfor-

mation of provincial liquor laws.

The Committee was appointed by Con-

sumer Minister Monte Kwinter in June,

1986.

It was mandated to examine the general

philosophy and values which should be in-

grained in the Liquor Licence Act, the

types and nature of licences and permits,

classes of premises to be licensed, days
and hours of operation, suitability of the le-

gal drinking age of 19 years, and suitabili-

ty of forms of advertising. The terms of

reference explicitly omitted: beer and

wine in corner storbs, pricing and tax

structure of alcoholic beverages, and na-

tional/international trade implications.

The Report
• General philosophy: The Committee
adopted the position that access to alcohol

is a “limited right.” The limitation of indi-

vidual rights is justified on the grounds

that alcohol represents a major drug prob-

lem to society: revenue is secondary.

There is a great deal of concern express-

ed about the promotion of responsible

drinking practices.

The disease concept is rejected as the

sole basis for alcohol policy: “Although

the problem of alcoholism is a serious con-

cern for government, alcohol problems en-

compass a great deal more than just the

person who is physically dependent on al-

cohol.”

Despite the liberal predisposition of the

Committee, there was a clear rejection of

the simplistic reasoning that government

policy should consist of unrestricted ac-

cess to alcohol for the majority, combined
with the provision of treatment for the mi-

nority who develop problems.

• Licence classification; The Committee
recommends a major reclassification of

types of licences. There are currently 12

types under the Liquor Licence Act and its

regulations: lounge, dining lounge, dining

room, entertainment lounge, public house,

club — lounge, club — dining lounge, pa-

tio. hospitality, manufacturer's, stadium,

and brewpub.
Each type has a list of permissible

premises, as well as other special stipula-

tions.

Perhaps the most essential feature of the

special stipulations is the sharp distinction

between eating and other establishments.

In dining lounges, dining rooms, and club-

dining lounges, minors are permitted on

the premises, and alcohol can be served on

Sundays. On the other hand, these estab-

lishments are subject to 40/60 food/beve-

rage ratio requirements plus a number of

detailed regulations on availability and

service of food.

These rules, particularly permitting

Sunday hours for dining establishments,

may largely account for the highly skewed

distribution of licences.

The table ( Fig 1 . next page
)
presents the

number of different classes of licences in

the 11.840 licensed premises in Ontario.

The special categories of brewpubs, hospi-

tality. and manufacturer's licences are not

included.

The most prevalent type of licence is the

dining lounge; nearly three out of four li-

censed establishments in Ontario current-

ly hold a dining lounge licence. At the other

extreme, only 54 establishments hold en-

tertainment lounge licences.

These figures tend to corroborate claims

frequently aired during the public hear-

ings that many establishments are mis-

classified as dining lounges.

Another category with a low number of

licences is the public house licence. The
decline in numbers reflects both a trend to-

ward fewer old-fashioned, open-styled.

>
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austere beer parlors, and the fact that

many of the remaining public houses have
opted for lounge licences in order to serve

spirits. This classification was viewed as

anachronistic and unworkable.

The Committee proposes a new classifi-

cation in which most establishments would
receive a general licence to sell alcohol,

with no special classes for entertainment,

pubs, transportation venues, brewpubs,

stadium, or other special venues.

Food would have to be available at all li-

censed establishments.

There would still be a licence for restau-

rants. but only in those areas zoned for this

type of licence only. The licence would car-

ry no special privileges (such as Sunday
sales ) and would require a 55/45 food/beve-

rage ratio. It is anticipated few municipal-

ities would zone for these licences only, so

most restaurants will obtain the general

type of licence.

A new bring your own bottle licence is

proposed whereby patrons could bring

their own alcohol, pay a corkage fee, and
have the licensee serve the alcohol. The li-

censee would be responsible legally for the

service of alcohol and would be required to

attend a training course.

It is difficult to judge what the likely im-

pact of these proposed changes would be.

Currently, the vast majority of establish-

ments hold dining licences even though

many are not truly eating establishments.

This widespread fiction has led to many
administrative problems, most notably the

doctoring of account books to conform to

the I'ood/beverage ratio requirements.

But, it has also had positive benefits. The
forcing of hybrid establishments — part

taverns and part food establishments — to

pretend to be restaurants undoubtedly led

to th(! promotion of food with alcohol con-

sumption and the structuring of drinking

environments that promote moderation.

On the other hand, the new regulations

would require food (light meals) be avail-

able in all premises, and .servers would be

trained in responsible beverage .service.

Only lime will tell the next impact of the

new rules on drinking establishments of

Ontario.

• .Special occasion permits (SOBs): SOI’

liinclions repre.seni a major .source of

drinking problems in Ontario.

Tbere are more tban 1.50. 0(10 permits is-

sued annually, the majority for "socials"

where alcohol was siippo.sedly .sold .solely

to recover costs, Ollier special permil

evenis include weddings, receiilions. rund

raising evinits by eharitahle and
educational organi/ations, and community
festivjils

The problems mainly I'oncern irrespons

ihle conduct of the events. |iar(ieularly the

overservice of alcohol aiut service (o mi
nors. Another problem is unlair eompeli
lion with licensed esiahlishments, wliu'li

aresiihjecl loagre;il deal more l egiilal ion

and are much more accounlalih* lor mi
proper conduct

A iii.ijor c;iuse of the problems is the

lack of inspections

The Committee recommends sweeinng
change;' In (lie syslimi for providing .SOI’s

cence; “social" events would no longer be

permitted to obtain a special permit. In-

stead, they would have to either use a li-

censed establishment or hire a licensee to

serve alcohol at the events.

On the other hand, no-sales receptions,

which currently require a permit, would

be allowed without a permit provided that

alcohol is not sold directly or indirectly

and the attendance is limited to invited

guests.

Provision would be made for a regular

inspection of events.

• Days and hours of operation: Currently,

all licensed establishments may operate

between 11 am and 1 am, Monday through

Saturday, and dining licences may operate

on Sundays, between noon and 10 pm.
The hospitality industry has lobbied long

and hard for an extension of operating

hours and Sunday sales, citing problems in

border areas where neighboring jurisdic-

tions have later closings, competition for

tourism, and the public demand for ex-

tended hours.

The Committee recommends an in-

crease of maximum hours of operation to

the 10 am to 2 am seven days a week. Mu-
nicipalities would be able to restrict these

hours, and all licensees would be required

to remain open one hour after “last call”

and make non-alcoholic beverages avail-

able during that hour.

• Drinking age: Perhaps the most salient

issue in the public hearings was the drink-

ing age issue. Public health agencies and

citizen groups argued for raising the drink-

ing age to 21 years, mainly on the grounds

that this would reduce drinking and driv-

ing accidents among young drivers.

In the United States, federal legislation

enacted in July, 1984 withheld highway
grants to states which did not raise the

drinking age to 21 years by October 1. 198().

All but four states complied, Positive eval-

uations of these changes added impetus (o

the call for raising the drinking age.

On the other side of the i.ssue. student

groups and the hospitality industry lobbied

against raising the drinking age. The rea-

sons they cited include jiotenlial border

problems with neighboring provinces

which have a lower drinking age. di.scrimi-

nation against non-driving youth and re-

sjionsiblc youth, and

the success of cam-
pus alcohol educa-

tion programs in n-

ducing drinking and
driving problems

The (’omniillee

lakes ;i compromise
position: It was on

willing to recom
mend raising the

drinking ;ige; even

lliougli It IS likely dial (Ins would r('duce

drinking and driving .nnong lecnagi'is, it

IS fell Ibis would be discrmnn.'ilorv lowaril

responsible youth A furllier consideration

IS that Ihe liiglnvsl rab's of imp.nrcd driv

ing occur .nnong drivers IicIwih'ii 21 and 8.5

ye.'irs

On the oUkm' li.ind, Ihe (’ommillce has

proposi'd ,'i spi'cial standard for llu' provin

cial drinking and driving oflence for pro

h.ilion.iry drivers During Ih.al peiaod.

there would be an automatic licence sus-

pension for driving with a blood alcohol

concentration (BAG) of 0.015%. This con-

trasts with the BAG level of 0.08% for other

drivers.

The Gommittee also recommends stiffer

penalties for underage drinking, thus put-

ting the focus on the problems associated

with youthful drinking rather than the pro-

hibition of drinking among teenagers.

• Advertising: Particular concern was
raised about the increase in so-called ‘life-

style’ advertising, which associates alco-

hol consumption with good times, sexual

success, and popularity.

The Gommittee recommends more strin-

gent requirements on the content of adver-

tising, with specific prohibitions against

appeals to youth and the association of al-

cohol with activities requiring care or skill

or physical danger. Perhaps the most sig-

nificant recommendation is the proposal

that a significant ( but unspecified
)
portion

of advertising budgets be spent on public

service messages warning the public

about the hazards of alcohol consumption.

• Inducements and promotions: The regu-

lation of inducements and promotions is

somewhat confused. The LLBO controls

promotions and has been publicly crit-

icized for outdated restrictions against vir-

tually any ties between licensees and pro-

ducers.

An example frequently cited as indica-

tive of the need for bringing the Liquor Li-

cence Act into conformity with modern
times was the prohibition against patio

umbrellas which advertise alcoholic bev-

erages. On the other hand, the LGBO, re-

sponsible for certain aspects of promotion
by alcohol producers, has permitted large

outlays for free distribution.

The Gommittee recommends changes
which would reverse this situation, restric-

ting inducements but permitting legiti-

mate promotions.

An inducement is defined as an act by a

manufacturer which persuades a licensee

to carry more of that manufacturer's prod-

ucts than the normal marketplace would

dictate. Promotions are targeted at per-

suading consumers to try a product.

• Civil liability: The Committee consid-

ered a broad range of issues concerning

the civil liability of people who provide al-

cohol for damages and injuries caused by
intoxicated people to others.

There has been a dramatic increase in

the number of lawsuits against licensed es-

tablishments and in the size of damage
awards. The LGBO is being sued for serv-

ing an apparently intoxicated person who
is alleged to have subsequently caused a

traffic accident. A further reason for con-

sidering liability issues is that civil liabili-

ty can be used to influence the behavior of

people who serve alcohol.

The current legal environment govern-

ing the service of alcohol is extremely

complex, involving the penal provisions of

the Liquor Licence Act. statutory liability,

common law liability, and liability under

the Occupiers Liability Act of Ontario.

A detailed analysis of the existing law-

suits and liability i.ssues revealed a num
ber of problems with this complex legal en-

vironment: the boundaries between stat-

utory and common law actions are

blurred, and, even

when taken together,

do not provide a com-
prehensive course of

action, Givil liabilily

provisions do not ad

c(]ual<'ly rellccl Ihe

pcn.il philo.sophy of

.IheAcI

I’erhaiis most im
porlanlly, curi'»'nt

liabilily imposes an

nnlair and im|)raclical standard of con

duct on licensees .anil alcohol providers

Under current law, a .server may be held

liable for serving someone (i.ist Ihe point of

inloxn’.ilion cv t'ii in circumslaiux's wlu'ie

he or slu' .icled rcasonabb' In try to deter

mine a p.itron's stall' ol sobricly

riu' Gommilli'c allcmpis to redress tins

siliialion b\' proposing tlu' cni reni slatulo

ry provision ol liabililv be repl.iced b\ a

compreli('nsi\e, exclusive ri'inedy which

is fault-based and therefore consistent

with other types of negligence actions.

Servers' liability would be restricted to

situations in which they knowingly or neg-

ligently serve a minor or serve a person
past the point of intoxication ( 0.08% BAG ).

This means responsible serving practices

of a licensed establishment could be en-

tered in evidence.

A tavern owner who monitored his door,

trained his staff in responsible beverage
service, and had house policies aimed at

preventing intoxication could argue he did

everything he could reasonably be ex-

pected to do to prevent an intoxicated per-

son from being served.

The codification of civil liabilities under
common law’ w’ould do much to end current

confusion. Tavern owners would be liable

for damages caused by underage or intoxi-

cated patrons, but they would also be pro-

vided with guidelines.

• Education : There has been a number of

server intervention programs developed

over the past three years.

The LLBO provides a half-day w orkshop
for new licensees and transfers. It covers

LLBO regulations and procedures as well

as information on how' to recognize and
prevent intoxication from a server-train-

ing program from the Addiction Research
Foundation ( ARF )

.

In addition, hospitality industry organi-

zations and individual licensed establish-

ments have developed training programs.
The Gommittee recommends all servers

in the province be required to take a train-

ing program as a condition of employment
in the hospitality industry. Gourse content-

and standards would be developed by the

LLBO, in collaboration with the ARF.
The training itself would be carried out

by the ARF, the community colleges, and
private organizations which meet the stan-

dard. Eventually, some 100,000 people

w'ould be trained.

The Gommittee recommends increased

government expenditure for alcohol edu-

cation. particularly for schools.

• LGBO issues: The focus of the Gommit-
tee report is on the LLBO and regulations

concerning the service and sale of alcohol

in on-premise outlets. However, certain

recommendations concern the LC^BO.

which controls off-premise sales.

It is proposed that the LGBO carry out

its mandate in a manner which is consis-

tent with the goals and philosophy of the

LLBO and the Liquor Licence Act. Specif-

ically. the Gommittee recommends that

the LGBO stock de-alcoholized beverages

in its stores, that its advertising conform
to the standards set by the LLBO for man-
ufacturers, and that it distribute educa-

tional materials on the potential harmful

effects of alcohol.

It recommends the LGBO be renamed
the Alcohol Marketing Board and the

LLBO the Alcohol Licensing Board to

more accurately reflect their purposes.

Reaction to the Report
.As might be expected, the report has

generated a large volume of publicity and

public reaction. The press coverage fo-

cused on those recommendations w Inch in-

volve a liberalization of controls, such as

the Bring Your Own Bottle licence, the ex-

tension of operating hours, and the permis-

sion of alcohol in theatres

This portrayal of the report as a package

of recommendations for liberalizing ac-

cess to alcohol III Ontario is highly inaccu-

rale: the bulk of the recommendations in-

volve lightening of alcohol restrictions

Nonetheless, based largely on press re

ports, a w ide variety of opinion lias been

expressed Negativ e reactions were voiced

liy the brewers and by community groups

I see pti I

More neutral reactions, favoring some
recommendations while criticizing others,

were voiced by [iiililic health profession-

als, the police, and municipalities

Positive reactions were expressed by the

press, the distillers, many licensees, and

hospitality organizations

I’erliaps most importantly, the govern-

ment has endorsed the recommendations

and Ihe consumer minister has announced

that the government will implement of

most
oi'g.iiiizalioiis which hold evenis on a regn

hir ha.sis would he r('(|nired to obtain a h

Fig 1—NUMBER OF LICENCES AS OF SEPTEMBER 2, 1986

Number
As % of

All Licences

As % of

Establishments

Lounge 2,103 12.8% 17.8%

Dining Lounge 8,617 52.7% 72.8%

Dining room 1,141 7.0% 9.6%

Entertainment Lounge 54 0.3% 0.5%

Public House 62 0.4% 0.5%

Club— Dining Lounge 475 2.9% 4.0%

Club— Lounge 1,328 8.1% 11.2%

Patio 2,582 15.8% 21.8%

Stadium 4

TOTAL 16,366 100. %
(16,366)

138.2%*=^

(11.840)

* Less than 0.05%
** Totals more than 100% because many establishments have more than one type

oflicence

‘The bulk of

recommendations
involve tightening

of alcohol restrictions'

The Journal, Addiction Research Foundation, 33 Russell St, Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1
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"Drug prob-
lems are truly

pervasive in

Ontario," says
Dr Michael
Goodstadt,
Head ofARF's
Education
Research
Program.

Dr Goodstadt's comments
on ARF-sponsored
poll on page 2.

New5 year$210 million program

National drug

strategy holds

real promise
Dr Joan Marshman

TORONTO - On May 25, Health and
Welfare Minister Jake Epp launched
the long-awaited National Drug Strategy,

a five-year plan to help curb drug abuse
in Canada. The federal plan commits
$210 million new dollars to initiatives

in public education, treatment and
rehabilitation, law enforcement and
control, research and international

cooperation.

'The federal program can make a sig-

nificant contribution to the alcohol/

drug abuse field in Ontario," comments
Dr Joan Marshman, President of the

Addiction Research Foundation. "It ap-

pears to be complementary to the pro-

grams and priorities in the province.

Certainly, it helps complete the con-
tinuum of government commitment to

dealing with these issues."

The Ontario government has a long

history of involvement with alcohol

and drug issues. It has funded the

ARF's work in research, treatment,

prevention and public education over
the past 38 years. In the last five years,

the government has focused on the

network of community treatment ser-

vices and, increasingly, in the area of

health promotion, in the April Speech
From The Throne, the government
announced plans to further support
treatment services for youth and to

promote a drug-free lifestyle in the

province.

Partnership with the provinces forms
a cornerstone of the federal govern-
ment's return to the drug abuse field.

'To succeed," Mr Epp said, "all those
who are a part of the solution must
work in partnership so that all efforts

dovetail into a comprehensive, practi-

cal program."

The launch of the National Drug

Strategy follows months of research

and consultation with professionals

and volunteers across the country.

The ARF played a major role on behalf

of Ontario. As chairman of the

Federal/Provincial Advisory Subcom-
mittee On Alcohol And Other Drug
Problems (recently changed to an

Advisory Committee), Dr Marshman
helped to frame recommendations to

Health & Welfare on needs in the areas

of education, prevention and treat-

ment. In addition, ARF senior staff

were consulted by numerous federal

officials directly, and facilitated dia-

logue with community leaders from all

parts of the province.

The announcement included a break-

down of spending plans by issue area

and by year. 39% will go towards treat-

ment and rehabilitation, 33% for

education and prevention, 19% for en-

forcement and control, 5% for re-

search and the balance for national

coordination and international

cooperation. This fiscal year, $20 mil-

lion will be spent. Next year the figure

will rise to $40 million, and to $50 mil-

lion for the following three years.

The inclusion of alcohol, solvents,

prescription and over-the-counter

drugs, along with illicit drugs, indi-

cates, according to Dr Marshman, an
appreciation of the breadth and depth
of drug abuse in Canada. She was im-

pressed with the support to community-
based initiatives. "It encourages a sense

of ownership and involvement at the

grassroots level."

In addition. Dr Marshman sees the

federal monies allowing for a signifi-

cant enhancement of treatment ser-

vices and for the funding of a major

media campaign to influence the social

climate, a valuable new dimension to

existing efforts that couldn't be done
otherwise.

"At this point we don't know precisely

how much of this money will be avail-

able for Ontario," said Dr Marshman.
"Consequently, it is difficult to know
precisely the degree to which Ontario

will benefit. As for the strategy as a

whole, it reflects the advice that was
offered by the ARF and the other alco-

hol and drug agencies in commissions
from the other provinces and territo-

ries. "We're looking forward to being

actively involved in the further develo|>

ment and in the implementation."

The ARF is already working on behalf

of the Ontario government to help re-

fine the federal/provincial formula for

cost-sharing in treatment services.

As chairman of the Federal/Provincial

Advisory Committee, Dr Marshman
anticipates having significant input,

along with her colleagues from across

the country, on the details of the pro-

gram. She anticipates that the ARF
will be able to help frame some of the

research questions.

Within Ontario, the ARF plans to

continue its cooperative efforts in pub-

lic education, including coidentifica-

tion on the advertising campaign to

begin in June. At the community level,

ARF regional offices will be working
with community groups to help them
develop proposals for federal support.

According to Dr Marshman, Mr Epp's

announcement holds considerable

promise for the alcohol/drug field in

Ontario. It adds momentum to what is

already a growing social issue. "It

delivers an important message to the

public: that we can change things-and

we are going to do so."

New focus

on Ontario

from ARF
Welcome to the premier issue of the
Addiction Research Foundation's
Ontario Report, a new publication for

those involved in the alcohol and other
drugs field in Ontario.

This new publication has been
created to meet the special needs of

Ontario readers.

In February, the Addiction Research

Foundation (ARF) surveyed a number
of its clients and readers of The Journal.

You may have been one of the respon-

dents to the survey who requested that

the ARF provide more information to

highlight developments, issues, and
events in the field of alcohol and other

drugs of special interest to Ontarians.

ARF's Ontario Report will help you
keep abreast of these issues, trends,

and developments. It will help you
keep track of the activities of in-

dividuals and organizations working
throughout Ontario: what they're in-

volved with, and what it means to you.

Further, the publication will keep
you in touch with the activities of the

ARF: progress on the research front; in-

novations in treatment and rehabilita-

tion that have utility in Ontario; new
prevention policies and programs; new
information and education resources

designed to expand public knowledge
and shape individual behaviour.

This issue features articles of special

interest to Ontarians: a new national

drug strategy; highlights of an ARF-

sponsored study on alcohol and other

drug-related issues; introduction of

ARF's newly upgraded Drug and Alco-

hol Information Line; employment-
related drug-screening issues; a new
media campaign targeted at young
drivers; and. Insight, a regular column
by ARF's President Dr Joan Marshman.

In short, ARF's Ontario Report is a

publication with a mission: to provide

people with what they need to know to

play a more effective role in the alcohol

and other drugs field in Ontario.

This first issue is an introduction to

a regular publication which begins in

September. Editors of ARF's Ontario

Report welcome Letters to the Editor,

comments, and suggestions on the

first issue.
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It looks as if the time may have come, finally, for a concerted

effort to overcome the problem of alcohol and other drug

abuse in Canada. The indicators are everywhere, signalling

dramatically increased concern among governments and the

public alike.

The Ontario government, in the April Throne Speech, com-
mitted itself to expanded efforts to make this province a

healthier place to live— to promoting a drug-free lifestyle, and
to increasing accessibility to treatment services for young
people. On May 25, the Honourable Jake Epp launched the

National Drug Strategy which allocates new federal resources

and greater support for the work of those already in the field,

including the provincial alcohol and drug foundations and
commission s across the country.

As for the public, I doubt there's ever been a more receptive

social climate in this province. The highlights of the Addiction

Research Foundation's (ARF's) recent Ontario poll demon-
strate that people are aware of and deeply concerned about the

issues: problem drinking (drinking and driving in particular),

and the use of drugs like cocaine, heroin, and cannabis. Even

the abuse of prescription drugs is a recognizable concern for

people at this time.

It is encouraging to see substance abuse high on the societal

agenda. Years of effort from professionals and volunteers are

finally paying off. But, it is not quite time to celebrate. It is

certainly no time to become complacent. And, it is not the

occasion for us to take the skeptic's view that neither govern-

ment nor public concern will be sustained for the long haul —
the generation it will take to achieve fundamental change.

Rather, circumstances demand that all of us in the alcohol

and other drug field address ourselves to a single question:

how do we translate this awareness and concern into effective

action? Society is going to be looking to us for direction. It is

vitally important that we provide it.

Are we ready to meet the challenge? I can answer for the ARE
in the affirmative. We have committed ourselves to playing our
role in Ontario more effectively and more dynamically in the

next few years: to increasing our understanding of alcohol and
other drug problems; to fostering improved treatment and
rehabilitation services in the province; to accelerating the

implementation of pragmatic prevention policies and pro-

grams; and, to applying new strategies to our public education

and information programs.

At the ARE, we believe the opportunity to make a real

difference is upon us. We are working to ensure that the new
societal interest and the new resources from government are

utilized to maximum advantage. I encourage everyone in the

field to do the same. It will take the concerted efforts of us all

to achieve the kind of change that circumstances now suggest

is possible. i

loan A. Marshman
President, ARF
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Drug Abuse in Ontario -
Surprising unanimity of opinion
The abuse of alcohol and other drugs
ranks among the leading issues for the

people of Ontario today, according to

an ARF sponsored poll. During Febru-

ary and March, a representative sam-
ple of 1,086 Ontarians over the age of

15 years were surveyed by telephone
on a variety of drug-related issues.

The results, with a margin of error of

+1-3% at a 95% confidence level, pro-

vide an overview of how people in On-
tario perceive drug problems.

Impaired Driving #1

"People are aware of and deeply con-
cerned about drug-related issues," ex-

plained Dr Michael Goodstadt, Head
of ARF's Education Research Program,
in a presentation to the House of

Commons Standing Committee On
National Health and Welfare. The
Commons Committee held public
hearings in Toronto on May 20 and 21

as part of its extensive examination of

drug abuse issues.

Impaired driving and eliminating the
use of hard drugs, such as cocaine and
heroin, ranked highest of the nine
prominent issues investigated in the
poll. 87% said they were very con-
cerned with reducing drinking and
driving; the use of hard drugs such as

heroin and cocaine was of serious con-
cern to 82%. By comparison, reducing
air and water pollution was a serious
concern to 76% of respondents. Reduc-
ing the use of cannabis was a serious

concern to 67%, ranking significantly

above the harmful effects of smoking

Facts about drugs

and related issues
TORONTO — The Addiction Research

Foundation's (ARF's) popular Dial-A-

Fact service has been revamped to better

serve the information needs of people

across the province.

First, there's a new name; from here

on, the service will be known as the

ARF's Drug and Alcohol Information

Line. Second, the service itself has been

expanded; and, finally, an extensive pro-

motional ( amfiaign has been (levelofied

that will ('liable the found.ition to make
more' ( )ntarians .iware of the servic (' .ind

how to .u ( ('ss it.

Sine (' its ( r('alion in 198), Dial-A-I.u t

has proven <i popular .ind c osl-etlec live

means of providing the public with

K'sponsiblc' infomi.ilioii on ,i v.iiii'ty of

aUoliol and drug-rel.iti'd tofiic s.

In 198(), tiu' Ont.irio Ministry ol

I l('.illh provid('d a gr.int to iIk' ARI to

('xp.ind the service' .ind to promote' it

more' .iggic'ssivc'ly ac toss the' pioviiuc'.

M.iikc'l ic'sc'.irc li with pc'opic' .ic loss the'

province' lieipc'd idc'iilily w.iys .ind

me'.ms by which both ob|c'( tU'c's could

bc'sl be' ,i( hic'ved.

I lic' new 11 . line will lic'lp pc'opIc'

undc'i si.iiid mimc'di.ileK wh.il the'

seivic (' olleis, Atoic' l.ipc's h.i\(' bc'c'ii

.idded on topic s ol iiileiesi, .md the'

1 ic'iK h seivic (' li.is bc'c'ii eiili.mc c’d

c oiisidc'i.ibly

Wli.il li.is not c li.iiigc'd, liowc'wi. IS ilie

w.i\ the' Ic'leplionc' seivic (' works. I roiii

9 am to 9 pm bilingual operators staff

the phone lines and connect callers

with tapes on one of over 60 alcohol and
drug matters and issues of family and
personal health.

For Toronto area callers, there is a

local number: 595-6111. Outside of

Toronto, callers access the service toll

frcH' by calling 1-800-.187-291b.

That call is made b\' approximatelv

75,000 (H'ople e.u h yi'.ir. The ARf aiiti-

c ifiates calls will inc rc'.ise c cnisidc'iablv

ovt'i the nc'xt 12 months as a result ot a

lU'W' promotional c ampaign that bc'gins

this month and ccintinues throughout

the yi'.ir.

The theme ol the c ampaign is, "It’s lot

You." It is an ambitious c'flotl di'sigiic'd to

rc'.ic li peofile ol all ages in many diller-

ent ways.

Ihis sumnu'i, the ARI will distiibule

l.ike-.iw.iy fliers through counic'r dis-

pl.iys .It I ( DC) outlets .md Brc'wc'is'

Rc't.iil store's.

In the' l.ill, sc liciols .ic KISS the' pio\ inc c'

will ic'cc'iw' pioniolion.il packages loi

studc'iils, including bulletin boaid
postc'is, counlc'i racks, and inlomialion

Ic'.illc'ts. Rc'gion.il oflicc's will lic'lp cool

dm.lie .111 c'xlc'iisivc' public s('i\ ic c' c .mi-

p.iign on public li.iiisil sysic'iiis in sevc'ial

c ommunilic's.

Addition. il public sc'iv ic c' m.ilc'ii.ils .m'

bc'ing prci\ idc'd to m.ig.i/inc's .md nc'w s

p.ipc'is . 1 C KISS ihc' provinc v as well
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in Metro Toronto
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Ontario Toll-Free
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Major Public Concern
and equal pay for men and women,
both of which were of serious concern

to 57% of respondents. Fully 50%
expressed serious concern about
improved control of prescription drug

abuse.

indicated codeine and like painkillers,

and 44% mentioned ASA. It was sur-

prising to discover that 23% of 15-24

year olds identified codeine and simi-

lar painkillers as the drug most abused
in their community.

"People are aware and deeply

concerned about drug-related issues"

'The uniformity of opinion is surpris-

ing," Dr Goodstadt said. "On the im-

paired driving issue, tor example, more
than 80% of all the subgroups defined

by age, sex, region, education, employ-

ment and ethnic background, were
very concerned."

Perceptions of drug problems are

attenuated somewhat when people

focus on their own community as com-
pared to society as a whole. For exam-
ple, of the 72% of all respondents who
thought at least one illegal drug is

being used in their community, 50%
believe that marijuana is causing the

greatest problem, while 24% believe it

is cocaine/crack. The situation is seen

differently in Metro Toronto, where co-

caine/crack was identified by 37% as

the leading drug problem; 33% indi-

cated cannabis.

The abuse of prescription and over-

the-counter drugs is a greater concern
than would be expected, according to

Goodstadt. 60% of respondents be-

lieve at least one prescription drug is

being widely abused in their commu-
nity, with valium and other tranquil-

lizers cited by 69%, followed by
sleeping pills (56%) and diet pills (47%).

Among over-the-counter drugs, 55%

Not Getting Better

While some research on trends of drug

abuse indicates declining consump-
tion by some population segments,

people across the province who iden-

tify drug abuse as a problem in their

community do not believe the situa-

tion is improving. In fact, 49% think ille-

gal drug use has increased in their

community over the last five years. Fur-

ther, 44% hold the same view on
prescription and over-the-counter

People's perceptions re:

alcohol/drug problems over last

5 years:

ftoblcm Blcgal Rx drags

drinkers drugs

H Increased B Stayed same ^ Decreased

drugs. The number of problem
drinkers has increased in their com-
munity in that time, according to 39%
of respondents.

Public concerns in Ontario:

C

08

3
o

on

2
c

Stepping Reducing Controlling Reducing
heroin use of Rx drugs drinking/

and coke cannabis driving

I Very concerned Somewhat concerned

^ Not very coiKemed

Problems Are Pervasive

Goodstadt pointed out that percep-

tions of drug problems are influenced

by many factors, particularly the level

of media attention they receive. The
poll indicates clearly, however, that

people have personal contact with

these problems. 60% say that a family

member or close friend has had a

problem resulting from alcohol use;

24% report personal contact with

someone who has had a problem with

illegal drugs; 17% report a family mem-
ber or friend who has had a problem
resulting from prescription and/or

over-the-counter drugs.

"Taken together, these results indi-

cate that drug problems are truly per-

vasive in (Ontario," Goodstadt
concludes. "One shudders to think

what the numbers would look like had

it not been for the on-going efforts of

people working in the alcohol/drug

field."

He noted that many of the public's

perceptions related to problem drink-

ing and the use of illegal drugs are to

be expected. The level of concern over
prescription and over-the-counter
drugs is surprising. There is evidence
of exaggerated levels of concern
regarding the levels of drug use, espe-
cially in relation to cocaine and crack.

Basis for Action

"It is striking to see the high levels of

consensus among all types of people
in terms of their concerns and percep-
tions of the problems," Goodstadt said.

He indicated that the survey will help
the ARF to identify the public's per-

ceived needs in the drug area and to

assess potential public support for in-

terventions designed to help people
prevent and combat problems.

"We expect to learn a great deal more
from this poll as we study the re-

sults further," Goodstadt explained.

"How the people of Ontario perceive

matters in the drug area is of pivotal

significance."

60 tapes available
e than 60 A complete list of topics is available from
iglish or the Information Line operator.

:ohol and . . , ,

Transcripts of any of these messages can
be obtained by sending $1 per tran-

script, along with your name, address,

. . and the code number of the tape to:
ciety ^

Information and Promotion
and Addiction Research Foundation

33 Russell Street

Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1.

Program aims to curb drinking driving

Media campaign targets young drivers
TORONTO— On May 13, the Addiction

Research Foundation, in cooperation

with Health and Welfare Canada,
launched the Ontario phase of a new
media campaign on drinking and driv-

ing — Play It Smart/I'ai Toute Ma Tete.

The campaign marks the beginning of

the long-term national program on
impaired driving announced the same
day by Health Minister Jake Epp. Over
the next five years, the federal govern-

ment has committed $19.5 million to the

program.

"As an agency of the Province of

Ontario, we are extremely pleased to be

part of the campaign," says Joan Marsh-

man, PhD, ARF president. "It adds an

important dimension to existing efforts

to reduce impaired driving in this prov-

ince, such as the drinking/driving Coun-
termeasures program organized by

Ontario Ministry of the Attorney-Gen-

eral. It also fits perfectly with the ARF's

existing efforts in this area."

The campaign features television and

radio ads aimed at people aged 16 to 24

years — the drivers most frequently

involved in alcohol-related accidents.

Although this age group accounts for

less than 17% of Ontario's licensed driv-

ers, 40% of the drivers involved in alco-

hol-related accidents are between 16

and 24 years.

The ARF played a significant role in

the development of the campaign. "We
worked as part of the national committee
that determined the target group, the

messages, and the timing of the cam-
paign," explains Henry Schankula,

ARF's director of education resources.

^PuariT
Smarts
When You Drive
Dont Drink V

"We are delighted to see it going to work

this summer."

Play It Smart/l'al Toute Ma Tete ads are

scheduled to correspond with holiday

weekends, traditionally periods of high

accident levels. (Victoria Day weekend
in 1985 saw one person killed or injured

every hour in Ontario.)

Studies conducted by Health and Wel-

fare Canada indicate that 50% of young

people drive after drinking. The cam-

paign will help convince people that this

behaviour is socially unacceptable.

Information from the ARF's recent poll

in Ontario indicates that people are, in

fact, getting the message. Fully 687o of

Ontarians indicated that they notice

their friends have become much more
careful not to drink and drive.

"That's encouraging, but it is certainly

no reason for complacency," comments
Dr Marshman.
"The estimate that it will take up to 20

years to dramatically change current

drinking and driving habits is realistic

when we consider how long it took to

convince people to stop smoking."

Future plans for the long-term national

program include support for commu-
nity-based activities and server training

programs, both areas in which the ARF is

already active.

ARF regional offices are currently

working in communities across the prov-

ince on a variety of projects on drinking

and driving. The ARF server intervention

program, endorsed by the Ontario Min-

istry of Consumer and Corporate Rela-

tions, assists the hospitality industry

by teaching licencees and employees

a responsible approach to serving

alcohol.

"We commend Mr Epp for making

such a commitment," says Dr Marsh-

man. "The ARE is looking forward to

continuing cooperation and involve-

ment in the program."

F
THE

ACTFILE
What are the odds?
In any one particular year, the

average Ontario adult has a:

* nine in 10 chance of being an

alcohol consumer
* one in 10 chance of being a

problem drinker
* one in 32 chance of being an

alcoholic
* one in 3,333 chance of dying

as a direct result of an alcohol

problem
* approximately a one in

3,260,000 chance of winning
the grand prize in any Lottario

draw.
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Workplace drug screening: solution or intrusion?
TORONTO — Employee-related

drug screening could become
one of the most contentious

issues in labor/management rela-

tions over the next decade. The
issues are complex. Who should

be tested? How? When? Who
should get the results? What
action should be taken when
results are positive?

The ARE has adopted a multi-

faceted approach to help people

in Ontario deal with these and

related questions. A special ARE
Task Group has released the

results of its in-depth study of the

topic. ARE's employee-assistance

consultants are now prepared to

discuss the report with employers

and labor groups across the prov-

ince. As well, a series of ARF-

sponsored workshops is planned

to provide in-depth information

for organizations considering

drug-screening programs for

their employees.

The Task Group report covers

three key areas: public health

and safety, drug-screening meth-

ods, and legal issues. It con-

cludes that mass or random
screening for either current or

prospective employees not be

implemented. However, if an

Drugs and Drug Abuse

Second Edition

A single, concise, intelligible,

and readily available source of

knowledge in the alcohol and
drug field. The first edition of

Drugs and Drug Abuse, com-
piled by scientists at the Addic-
tion Research Foundation, filled

the need for specific and detailed

knowledge of the field for people

Safe and Sober Boater Program
May 27 through mid Seplem-

l)er, Northwestern Ontario.

lrT\[)lemet)ted by the Addiction

Res<*ar( h Foundation (ARF )

Kenora Cetttre in conjutu tion

with the Ontario I’rovitu iai

I’olic <• .ind tlie Ministry of Natu-

r.il Resources, thc> project t.irgets

the 4'), ()()() bc),itc*rs in the region.

S|)c)t and safc-ty c hec ks .ire used

to monitor imp.iired lio.iting. ior

further inform. ition, c.ill Meliss.i

Rael-King, ARI Kc'iior.i office,

(ff()7) 4(.f$-()f72.

Project Aware .lirc'cl twice

wc'c'kiy (Suncl.iys .ind luc'sd.iys)

beginning |unc> I4, limmins.

fhis I4 p.irt telc'vision seric's

dcsiling with .iciclic tions is ,i co-

production of the ARI limmins
: entie .mil Northc'i n C.iblc*

(< h.innel I7). It foe uses on hc'.ilth

promotion .inci tre.itmc'nt issue's.

Bruce

Cunningham,
chairman,

EAP
Task Force

employee exhibits deficiencies in

job performance or behaves at

work so as to create a safety risk

to others, drug-screening might

be considered. In such cases, the

individual should be referred to a

doctor who can assess the situa-

tion and make the decision on

whether to conduct the tests.

Pre-employment screening or

random screening could be con-

sidered for people whose jobs

pose a risk to coworkers and/or to

the public and who are unsuper-

vised for periods such that evi-

dence of impairment wouldn't

normally be observed.

It is vital, the Task Group points

out, that if drug-screening is insti-

tuted, proper procedures are fol-

lowed to ensure results are valid,

accurate, and completely confi-

dential. An employee whose test

in hospital emergency depart-

ments, police, judges, lawyers,

social workers, teachers, and the

general public.

The second edition reflects the

rapid changes in the patterns of

street drug use, such as adding an

enlarged chapter on cocaine and

crack.

The scientific information

about drugs and their abuse has

been evaluated, digested, and

translated into accessible lan-

guage for the non-specialist.

For more information or to

order: Marketing Services,

Department OR, Addiction

Research Foundation, 33 Russell

St, Toronto, Ontario MSS 2SI.

(416) 595-6056. $29.50.

Server Training Intervention —
june 15, Oakville. The owners

and employees of approximately

60 licensed Oakville establish-

ments will participate in a server

training program aimed at rc'duc-

ing impaired driving. It is pro-

vided by staff of the ARF I lalton

Region Centre, in cooperation

with the Oakville Mayor's
Commitic'e.

Monitoring Issues in EAPs
June' 17, 12:45pm 4:1()pm,
Hamilton I’ublic I ibr.iry. I his

wc)rkshc)|), sponsorc'cl by tiu' ARI
I l.irnillon Cc-nlrc*, c one entr.itc's

on ev.ilii.iting f mployec' Assist-

.inc (' I’rogr.ims.

Play Memory June' 27,

7: lOpni, |.uu' M.illc'lt Ihc'.iltc',

Toronto. Ihe ARF Wc'sl ('('uti.il

Mc'tro ( c'lilrc' .mil Ihc'.itre Plus

prc'sc'iil I'l.iy Mi'inory, .i work by

( .in.idi.m pl.iywiighl jo.inn.i

( il.iss (Ic'pii ling .1 in. in's .ilc ohol-

isni .111(1 its c'llc'c I on his f.iniily.

Ihc' ('vc'iiing IS .i bc'iic'lil lot llu'

Foronlo Addiction Aw.irc'iic'ss

Wc'C'k C Onimillc'c'. lot inlorm.i

lion ( .ill M.iiy I’.ikiil.i,

(416) 5')5 l)()')().

proves positive should be
referred to an employee assist-

ance program for assessment and

rehabilitation, if it is needed.

Before any employer institutes

drug screening, a formal policy

should be drawn up stating the

reasons why testing is being insti-

tuted and spelling out what will

happen to an employee who tests

positive.

Finally, the ARF Task Group
urged employers to consider the

value of otlier approaches to

combating the risks of alcohol

and drug abuse in the workplace:

health education and employee
assistance programs, regular per-

formance appraisals, and secu-

rity checks. Such efforts are most

effective when instituted with

cooperation between labor and

management.

The issue of employee-related

drug screening far from resolved,

ARF's intention is to provide peo-

ple in Ontario with ready access

to the information they need to

make responsible decisions.

The key findings of the Task

Group have been published as a

BEST ADVICE paper which is

available at no cost through all 30
Regional offices or through:

EAP Analyst

Just released, an exciting new
software package to help
Employee Assistance (EAP) man-
agers monitor their programs and

produce hard data quickly and

easily.

Produced by People and Profits

(a division of Central Canada
Grocers and part of Loblaws

Companies Ltd) in cooperation

with the Addiction Research

Foundation (ARF), this package

has been called "a state-of-the-art

tool which will revolutionize the

employee assistance field."

Whether you have an estab-

lished EAP program to assist

employees with personal prol>

lems, including alcohol and
other drug problems, or are con-

sidering starting one, the EAP
Analyst c an help.

For more information c ontact

your local ARI otfice; or Wilirrd

Orgias, Centre Director, Metro

I mployee Assistance Programs

Centre, Addiction Research

I oundation, 175 college St,

loronto, Ontario M5f I PB; or

Ciordon Brandt, Manager, Mar-

keting and Ic'chnical Dc'velop-

ment, IVople and Piolits, 22 St

(lair Ave L, loronto, Ontario

MSN 2K 1.

Information and Promotion,

ARF, 33 Russell Street, Toronto

(416)595-6101.

ARF's 31 EAP consultants are

available to discuss the Task

Group's report with both current

client groups and other inter-

ested groups.

EAP CONSULTANTS AND
COMMUNITY CONTACTS

Area Contact Person Telephone Number

Barrie Gloria Romanic (705) 726-4976

Burlington Peter Marks (416) 632-2436/38

Chatham/Sarnia Pat Allan (519) 354-1000

Cornwall Peter Barkway (613) 932-3300

Ext. 238
Hamilton Rick Csiernik (416) 525-1250

Kenora Leonard Byron (807) 468-6372

Kingston Roy Tear (613) 546-4266

Kitchener Dave Coleman (519) 579-1310

London Michael Grace (519) 433-3171

Mississauga Frank Fallon (416) 270-1431

North Bay Ginette Goulet (705) 472-3850

Oshawa Bob Finlay (416) 576-6277

Ottawa Charles Ponee (613) 224-3604

Owen Sound Dave Docherty (519) 3714861

Pembroke Larry Sobol (613 ) 735-1023

Perth Christine Bois (613) 267-1152

Peterborough Brian Mitchell (705) 748-9830

Sarnia Angelina Chiu (519) 337-9611

Sault Ste Marie Michael O'Shea (705) 256-2226

Simcoe Toby Barrett (519) 426-7260

St Catharines W. Kernahan (416) 685-1361

Barry Dunbar (416) 683-1361

Sudbury Lucien Mageau (705) 675-1195

Thunder Bay Bob Bishop (807) 622-0607

Timmins Betty Findlay (705) 267-6419

Toronto Bruce Cunningham (416) 595-6046

Wilfred Orgias (416) 595-6028

Carol Ann Curnock it

Pat French n n

Judy Keaney // »

Windsor Harry Hodgson (519) 253-1146

USE THIS VALUABLEAID WHENMAKING REFERRALS

Just Off
the Press!

OfflECTDRY
•t

UCOWltOMB
nuTueiT

mniw

This comprehensive dinxtory describes more
than 350 agencies and services providing treatment for

alcohol- and drug-dependent clients in Ontario. Twenty-

four new agencies have been contacted and included in

this 1987 edition, and the material on prcviously-lishxl

agencies has been revised and updated.

The listings include not only addiction-specific

resource.s, but al.so those of the general health, siKial, and
corrective services which have significant interaction with

sub.stance-abusing clients.

Each entry lists full p,irticulars of the facility

—

numbt'r of btxls, intake policies, ari'a served, description

of program, waiting pi'riod, cost, average length of stay,

ami other [X'rtinent information.

The entries an' organized by geographical re-

gion, and an' also emss-imiexed by tn'atment type, by
client type, and alphalx'tically.

6'x9', softbound, 503 pages
. $20.00 (+7% PST)

NVMOUMMia

Order from
Marketing Services, Dept. DR
Addiction Research Foundation
33 Russell Street

Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1

Ted: (415) 595-605b VJSA tnd MmarrCMd Mcnpted
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Spotlight on drugs
VIENNA— Approximately 2,500 delegatesfrom around the

world will gather here later this month for the United Na-

tions International Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit

Trafficking (ICDAIT )

.

And, a report issued here by another UN agency sets the

scene for what the ministerial-level delegates are going to

discuss.

The report, by the International Narcotics Control Board

(INCB), analyzes the drug-control situation worldwide and

apprises governments ofthe results.

The aim — this year, as every year — is to keep govern-

ments aware of existing and potential situations “which

may endanger the objectives of the Conventions — the

(1961) Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs and the (1971)

Convention on Psychotropic Substances (The Journal,

June, 1986) — drawing their attention to weaknesses in na-

tional control and treaty compliance.

The 1986 report states: “Over the past two decades, the

abuse ofdrugs, both natural and synthetic, has progressive-

ly spread, now affects virtually all countries, and menaces
all segments of society .... The fashion in one abuser pop-

ulation inevitably attracts other such populations, within

countries and across national borders.”

Each nation must be alert to problems other countries

are facing: therefore. The Journal presents excerpts from
the 1986 INCB report, highlighting major problems in va-

rious geographic areas.

Near and Middle East
The large quantities of opium and heroin seized, both

within the region and abroad, indicate the existence of ex-

tensive areas of illicit poppy cultivation and of substantial

heroin manufacturing capacity. Cannabis is frequently

seized and in large amounts. Traditionally, opium is abused
in the region; and in recent years, the availability of locally

manufactured heroin has led to widespread and escalating

abuse of this drug too. Psychotropic substances are also

abused, in particular methaqualone (eg, Tualone) and fene-

thylline (an amphetamine-based stimulant).

In Afghanistan, opium and cannabis are abused; seizures

suggest heroin and methaqualone are also abused. Opium
and cannabis seizures doubled in 1985 over 1984, and heroin

seizures rose tenfold. The government is taking steps to de-

velop prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation programs;
legislation being enacted provides severe penalties for traf-

ficking.

Large seizures of opiates continue to be made in Iran, pri-

marily at the eastern borders. Nationals from Afghanistan,

Pakistan, and India have been apprehended as traffickers.

Enforcement has resulted in a decrease in purity of heroin

at the street-level by some 50^c and price increases between
20% and 30%. Under Iranian law, penalties for trafficking

are as severe as for narcotic offences.

In Iran, drug abuse, especially opiate abuse, remains se-

rious. Small-scale diversion — particularly of barbiturates
— occurs from pharmacies. Rehabilitation facilities are

available, and the government is improving coordination of

various agencies involved in drug control.

Illicit opium production in Pakistan nearly tripled to 120

tons in 1985/86 from a record low of 45 tons during 1984/85.

This reversal may be attributable, in part, to a high level of

illicit demand for opiates within Pakistan and beyond. Mo-
bile illicit heroin laboratories, using opium produced on
both sides of the Afghan/Pakistan border, have been discov-

ered — and dismantled — in tribal areas. Enforcement
meant the doubling of heroin seizures between 1984 and
1985. to almost five tons; seizures of cannabis also doubled.
Turkey continues to successfully enforce its ban against

opium production. The government’s aerial and ground
surveillance in 67 provinces showed no diversions from pop-

py cultivation licensed for the production of poppy straw
and seeds. Situated as it is between Asia and Europe. Tur-
key is the site of transit trafficking in heroin and cannabis;
the government is strengthening its capability to guard its

sea coasts since drugs are trafficked out mainly by sea.

Authorities in the eastern Arabian Penninsula states are
concerned about drug abuse; cannabis is widely abused, as
are opiates — to a lesser extent. Large amounts of metha-
qualone are seized and abused in most countries in the sub-
region. and counteraction is being taken.

South Asia
India, which lies between major sources of illicit drugs, is

a transit country for illicit heroin originating in parts of the
Near and Middle East and Southeast Asia. Acetic anhy-
dride orginating in India is smuggled to neighboring coun-
tries for use in the manufacture of heroin, some of which is

trafficked back to and through India. Seizure data suggest
opium is also illicitly trafficked internally and that a por-

tion of the drug is diverted from licensed growing areas.

In 1984, the Indian government prohibited the manufac-
ture, import, and sale of methaqualone. The drug, illicitly

manufactured, has remained available within India and
abroad, mainly in southern African nations. Large seizures

continued to occur at exit points during 1985 and 1986.

Major urban centres, particularly Bombay and New Del-

hi, have had a steep rise in heroin abuse. A survey is being

conducted in nine large cities to identify the extent of such

abuse.

In Sri Lanka, heroin-related offences increased almost

tenfold between 1984 and 1985. Nationals, initially recruited

as couriers for opiates produced in the Near and Middle

East, subsequently organized trafficking groups in Western
Europe and established links with international criminal

networks.

Large-scale cannabis trafficking continues in Nepal;

drug abuse, especially of heroin, is reported to be spread-

ing. Nationals are increasingly involved in international

heroin trafficking, and increased penalties for trafficking

are being legislated.

East and Southeast Asia
Extensive eradication of illicit poppy cultivation during

1985/86, both in Burma and Thailand, reduced the produc-

tion of opiates in this region. Large seizures, in Thailand

and Hong Kong, further diminished opiate sfipplies. Some
mobile heroin labs along the Thai/Burmese border were
dismantled, and traffickers shifted their operations else-

where.

Heroin abuse in some parts of the region appears to have

stabilized as countries reinforce preventive education, re-

habilitation, and law enforcement. Cannabis and psycho-

tropics are also abused.
• Burma continues to eradicate illicit poppy crops. During

1985/86, more than 13,000 hectares of poppy were destroyed

through aerial spraying and manual destruction. The area

eradicated was 50% greater than the previous year. Acetic

anhydride continued to be smuggled into Burma ; strict con-

trols by Thai authorities created a scarcity of the chemical

in the border area where manufacture takes place. Most of

this heroin enters international illicit traffic via Thailand,

although some amounts leave via India or are shipped via

the Andaman sea.

Large-scale cannabis cultivation was detected along the

southeast border of Burma; 65 tons were destroyed. Heroin

abuse remains serious within the country; legislation has

been amended to provide more severe penalties for abusers

who fail to register for treatment. Abuse of methaqualone is

believed to have increased.

In Thailand, abuse of opiates, cannabis, and psychotropic

substances remains high. More than 400 opium dens are be-

lieved to exist in Bangkok, and a long-term plan is being de-

veloped by agencies concerned and the city to eliminate

these.

Opiates continue to be smuggled by trawler into Hong
Kong from Thailand. Large seizures of heroin caused tem-

porary price increases, but traffickers replenished stocks

quickly. Despite extensive enforcement work. Hong Kong
remains a tran.s-shipment point; cannabis originating in

the Phillipines enters the territory in bulk-container car-

goes, and lesser amounts are trafficked from Thailand, In-

dia. and Nepal.

Heroin abuse appears to have stabilized. Abuse of canna-

bis and psychotropic substances, mainly methaqualone.

may be increasing but are still not significant.

In Malaysia, there has been a decline in the number of

new heroin addicts, attributable to government action

against trafficking, comprehensive rehabilitation pro-

grams, and after-care support. Opiates continue to enter

the country from Thailand and Burma, and there have been

smuggling attempts of these drugs from India and Paki-

stan. Nevertheless, there has been a heroin shortage — in-

dicated by high prices, lower drug purity, and substitution

of other psychotropics.

Oceania
Heroin and cannabis continue to be smuggled into Austra-

lia, mainly from Southeast Asia; attempts are also made to

traffic heroin and cannabis resin from Southwest Asia. Ille-

gally produced amphetamines are widely available; in

1985, three amphetamine and two methamphetamine labs

were destroyed, and early in 1986, two more were dis-

mantled. Cocaine is also being abused.

Because of its geographic location, there is limited avail-

ability of illicit drugs in New Zealand. Some heroin is traf-

ficked via Australia, and illicit, local manufacture of mor-

phine and heroin from codeine preparations continues.

There were 18 such cases in the first six months of 1986 ; as a

result, measures have been taken to reduce the number of

tablets per package and to require special authorization for

purchasing more than two packages.

Europe
In general, drug abuse does not constitute a serious pub-

lic health problem. In some countries though, there is grow-
ing concern that narcotic plant cultivation leads to local di-

version. Psychotropic drug use, in combination with alco-

hol, has also been noted in some countries.

In Poland, abuse of a locally prepared decoction con-

taining alkaloids obtained from poppy capsules, clandes-

tinely harvested from licit cultivation, is of concern. In

Czechoslovakia, there have been sporadic cases of psycho-
tropic drug abuse, often in combination with alcohol. Tran-
sit trafficking of heroin from India destined for Western Eu-
rope has led authorities to increase enforcement.

In the Soviet Union, authorities are increasingly con-

cerned about drug abuse. Drugs are obtained primarily
from cannabis grown for industrial purposes or growing
wild. Drug thefts from medical or paramedical institutions

are increasing.

Western Europe
There has been a stabilization — and even a decrease in

some cases — of drug-related deaths. The average age of

victims is also reported to be increasing in some countries,

as is the age of drug-dependent people. In several coun-
tries. heroin abuse remains high; in others, it is stabilizing

or decreasing. Cocaine abuse is widespread and increasing
in some countries.

Heroin is still widely available, with 1985 seizures above
1984 seizures. The largest quantities were seized in the Unit-

(Continued on pIO)
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ed Kingdom, the Netherlands, and France. But, both the

number of people involved and the number of seizures have

decreased.

Trafficking may be better organized; larger quantities

are being smuggled by air and sea. More than 50% of heroin

seized came from the Near and Middle East and South

Asia; 18% came from Southeast Asia.

Cocaine continues to be widely trafficked and abused in

several countries. Quantities, number of seizures, and num-
ber of people caught all declined in 1984 and 1985, but surged

in 1986, particularly in the UK, France, and the Federal Re-

public of Germany (West Germany). Cocaine traffic

through Spain continues, and law enforcement officials be-

lieve bulk quantities are coming into Europe through sea-

ports.

There are also increased quantities of cannabis seized, up

450% over seizures of 1975. Most cannabis originates

abroad, but domestic cultivation is increasing.

Abuse of central nervous system stimulants, primarily

amphetamines, continues in the UK and Scandinavia; such

abuse is up sharply in West Germany. In most cases, the

drug is manufactured clandestinely, usually in the Nether-

lands and West Germany.

North America
Canada
Drug abuse and illicit trafficking remain serious; canna-

bis and its derivatives are most commonly abused. Most
originates abroad although domestic production is increas-

ing. Cocaine is plentiful and widely abused, particularly in

large cities; crack is expected to appear. There are ample
quantities of high-quality heroin available illicitly, mostly

from Southeast Asia but also from Mexico,

There is diversion from licit opiate and some benzodiaze-

pine supplies, especially in the cities, and clandestine man-
ufacture of psychotropics is of concern. Amphetamines and

LSD are trafficked from the United States.

Mexico
Cannabis remains the most widely abused drug; heroin is

consumed mostly along the northern frontiers. Sporadic

cases of cocaine and coca paste abuse have been detected,

and organic solvent abuse continues to be a serious prob-

lem.

United States
Illicit consumption of various drugs, often in combina-

HOWELL

on drugs
tion, remains a major public health problem. Cannabis con-

tinues as the most widely abused drug although surveys

show decreased use by young people. Heroin abuse has sta-

bilized; other dangerous drugs — methamphetamines,
PCP, and fentanyl analogues — are abused. Cocaine is the

drug causing most concern
;
it is estimated that four to five

million people use it regularly, and crack is the form used

more frequently.

In 1986, domestic cannabis eradication was carried out in

all 50 states, both manually and by aerial spraying, US co-

caine originates in South America, heroin in Mexico and

Southwest and Southeast Asia, Synthetic narcotics and psy-

chotropics are produced clandestinely in the US. The vol-

ume of trafficking is high.

Caribbean 3

Central and South America
South America
Enormous areas of coca-bush cultivation continue in Bo-

livia and Peru, the two major world producers, and new
areas of illicit cultivation emerge in other areas of the re-

gion, The expansion of cultivation, along with ready avail-

ability of specific chemicals, has led to a significant in-

crease in illicit cocaine production and traffic.

However, several countries are working on coca bush and

cannabis eradication; drug control legislation has been

strengthened, and emphasis has been placed on demand re-

duction campaigns. Regional cooperation has expanded.

Legitimate'requirements for cocaine worldwide are mini-

mal and steadily decreasing, and it’s important licit sup-

pliers— Peru and, to a lesser extent, Bolivia— license and

effectively control production.

Despite government enforcement efforts, coca cultiva-

tion increased in Peru in 1985 and early 1986, There is a ten-

dency to move processing facilities closer to coca cultiva-

tion; this has led to increased coca paste and cocaine avail-

ability locally.

In August, 1986, Peruvian authorities destroyed 14 air-

strips and four large cocaine-processing labs in the north-

ern jungles.

Illicit drug trafficking is gradually increasing in Brazil

and is likely to expand further because of the country’s ex-

tensive borders with Colombia, Peru, Bolivia, and Par-

aguay and because Brazil’s large, unexplored regions offer

traffickers an enormous area for illicit cultivation, man-
ufacture, and trafficking.

Brazil is the only major South American supplier of spe-

cific chemicals, mainly acetone and ethyl ether, and is the

entry point for US and European chemicals.

In Colombia, extensive areas of illicit cannabis cultiva-

tion have been eradicated by special army and police units.

Several tons of cocaine have been destroyed, many cocaine

refineries dismantled, and chemicals seized. New Colombi-
an drug-control statutes broaden the prerogative of the Na-
tional Drug Control Council and increase penalities for drug
offences.

Ecuador has been mainly a transit country for Peruvian
and Bolivian coca derivatives: however, extensive areas of

illicit cultivation have been discovered and vigorous coun-
teraction undertaken. Coca paste, cocaine, and cannabis
are abused and education programs are underway.

Central America
Illicit cannabis cultivation occurs in most countries, as

does transit traffic in cocaine and cannabis. Eradication is

underway in Belize, where growing violence in northern

districts appears to be drug-related.

Panama’s location attracts traffickers who use it as a

transit point for cannabis and cocaine from South America
and for laundering trafficking-related monies.

Caribbean
Hundreds of islands, vast areas of surrounding water,

and many illicit landing strips provide ready facilities for

international smuggling. Strategic location and existing

banking arrangements which facilitate money-laundering

make some Caribbean countries favored choices for traf-

fickers. Staggering profits from criminal trafficking foster

corruption and even destabilize political organization.

In Jamaica, a significant decrease in cannabis seizures is

attributed to eradication. Tighter security at airports has

led traffickers to use seaports for distribution. Growing
amounts of drugs hidden in shipments of other products is

threatening Jamaica's licit exports. A lack of rehabilitation

facilities causes concern.

Africa
Cannabis is abused throughout the continent and is pro-

duced in many countries. Large quantities are trafficked

abroad, mainly to Western Europe, primarily from Moroc-

co. but increasingly from Ghana and Nigeria.

Heroin, until recently virtually unknown in Africa, is now
abused in Mauritius and Nigeria, which serve as transit

points for Asian heroin intended for Western Europe and

North America. Other transit countries like Cote D’Ivoire

and Ghana are at risk of becoming centres of abuse.

Cocaine is appearing in Cote d'Ivoire. Ghana, and Nige-

ria. suggesting traffickers are trying to establish smug-
gling routes from South America through Africa to other re-

gions. Cocaine abuse has begun in some countries.

Trafficking in psychotropic substances is substantial and

increasing, the abuse problem is becoming more serious.

Amphetamines and secobarbital preparations are widely

available in West Africa and, to a lesser extent, in Central

Africa. Methaqualone trafficking is substantial in eastern

and southern Africa.

A growing number of countries — Botswana. Cote d'I-

voire. Malawi. Nigeria, and Swaziland— are strengthening

drug control legislation.

\

Neanderthals we have known
Anthropoloyist Solomon Katz of the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania says it was the

discovery of beer and its mildly intoxicat-

ing properties that prompted paleolithic

hunter-gatherers to give up the nomadic

life and turn to the cidtivation of gram
crops.

lie claims Ihxd approximately lOMOl)

years ago. wandering hunters in the Near
East discovered that wild barley left to

soak in preparation for making gruel

could deoelo]) into an intoxicating bever-

age. The hunter-gatherers liked the ef-

feels of this beverage so much they aban-

doned their jicripaletie lifestyle and look

up gram farming to assure themselves

adeijiiale siipjilies of harl<-y. Eventually,

stable agrieullural societies gave rise to

towns, eilies, and eivili.-al ion as we know
It.

KOHT l,AUI)EHDALK. Floi Kla March
bia-.ik, 1987: Mall Canlslcr, a drimkcn
sophomore from I’cmi Sl.ilc, sl.aggcrs

down a hold corridor, lurches Ihrougli

wh.'d he Hunks is a washroom door, and

crashes into lh(< monihly mccimg of Ihc

h'ltrl Lauderdale Shirley MacLaine Astral

Travel Soeiely by mislake. In Hie coiirii

sion Hial follows. Mall Canisler is mad
verlenllv hiimpi'd back m lime 9,999

years He awakes In lind liimseH m a

j!

Near I'laslernish kind of place, in Hie com
ll jiany ofa man called Lok

I M«t( "I ley. far Old Toooo much' Like I

mean REALLY back to the future! Eat

your heart out, Michael J. Fox .... So.

your name’s Lok, huh’,' Put ’er there, Lok.

No, no, there. There! Hey, be cool man;
I'm not trying to grab you. It’s just a

handshake, .see, a friendly handshake

“So tell me, Lok, you got anything to eat

around here’.' 1 got a right powerful appe-

tite. No pizza, no burgers’.' Hey man. Ibis

really is Ihc dawn of civilization! What
about that slop in Ihc pot’.' Yt'ah, that run

nv looking porridge then', the stuff you

were stirring when I dropped in

"Thai's beer you say’' Hey, love Ihc

stuff I g('l tanked up on that and I turn

into an animal Hey. don't look so

frighicnt'd Liki' I didn't mean it lil('ral

It’s just an cx|)rcssion. you know It's a

metaphor, yon know what I mean" Well, 1

guess you don't, do you. Lok. not having

had Isnglisb 101 :ind all that

“Say, Ibis sluff's not half bail 1 could

i nn wild on Hus sliiff easy Hey. did I

say someihuig’.’ Liki’ il's jiisl an (‘xpress

ion. you understand

"Come on man. sit down, mellow out.

bavi' a brew No. not like that' Don't sip

it. chug a lug It Here, give me the gourd.

I ll show you what I mean Botloms up
St'e, It's all a mailer of brealh control

. . . . Okay, you try it. Come on. Lok, go

for it! That’s it, right down the old hatch,

you've got it. You’ve got it, Lok. Now-

wait, don’t go green on me! Don’t puke-

out on me, Lok. Hold it in and concen-

trate. and the feeling will go away.

“See. Didn’t I tell you’.' Now pass the

gourd over to me. Mnimm . , . hev, hev.

All right! 1 mean ALL RIGHT' Yabada-

badoo! Another round of this and I'm a

Neanderthal ...
“Now what's the matter" Don't look so

frightened Hey, come on man. don't go

way. It's just an expression. Lighten up
Li't 's sc(' you knock back a whole gourd in

one go I'll even sing the chug a lug song

as you do it Okay, Lok baby. Okay' Si

jihon those suds my man. siphon those

suds Yahoo'
“Now. gimme the gourd Let’s get

down, let's get primitive Hey, did 1

say .something’’ What's the matter with

you anyway’’ Why are you looking at me
like that’’ ih'y. 1 don't need this 1 don't

want any hassle 1 don't know what I'm

doing here anyway All's 1 can n'lnember.

my buddy and me killed two sixes, some
fox gave' me her room number, and 1 w.is

on my way to Ih'y, believe me. I

don't understand ANY of this

“So why don't you siddown, Lok Take a

load off. We might as well finish er off—
there’s only a little bit left. What the hell,

lets go ape .... Now what's the matter
”

Hey. come back here. What’s with the

torch’.’ Hey. Lok, come back here. It’s just

an expre.ssion. you know . 1 don’t mean it

literal Hey, come on. do 1 Icxik like an ajx'

to you" I'm a college student for God’s

sake (belch).

”lley. don’t do that. Lok. don't do that.

You burn that field and it's all over: no

agriculture, no stable community, no Su-

meria. no Thebes, no Athens, no Home, no

age of enlightenment, no industrial revo-

lution. no University of I’cnnsylvania. no

Fort Lauderdale

"Hey, man. I'm .serious Honest 1 took

a course about that, you know, one of

those freshman survey courses Got a B
grade too Hey, come on man, take it easy

with that torch or that whole Hippin' field

is going to go up in smoke, and you’re

going to be back stomping the savanna for

a living

"Hey. Lok, come on. lighten up. have a

brewski. let 's talk this Hung out . ”

By

Wayne

Howell
*

A drunken sophmore crashes into the monthly
meeting of the Shirley McLaine Astral Travel Society
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Software gives hard lessons
to teens contemplating drugs

Choices: sell your stereo to buy drugs?

By Karen Birchard

DUBLIN — SMACK, a new com-
puter program now being used in

some Irish schools to alert students

to the dangers of experimenting

with drugs, has been well received

by both teachers and students.

SMACK takes students through

stages and conditions encountered

by drug abusers or potential drug

users.

It starts off by asking students a

number of personal questions and

explains that a series of situations

will arise on the screen as the pro-

gram progresses. Those situations

develop because of the choices or

options students choose.

For example, students are

placed at a party where they are

offered drugs. If they accept the of-

fer, the computer program takes

them through possible situations

which could result.

SMACK raises the problems of

money, family relationships, and

overdosing. The problem of money
arises very early in the game.

If a student doesn’t want to sell

his stereo, SMACK asks if he would
steal. How would he handle the an-

ger of a parent? And perhaps more
difficult, how would the student re-

spond to a parent’s grief?

As the projected drug abuse con-

tinues, the computer-user finishes

in the hospital and/or involved with

the police. Eventually, he is given

the chance of rehabilitation and
the hard choices that involves.

The software designers, Lendac
Data here, say each situation is ac-

curately portrayed. Chances of

certain events happening — such

as a drug overdose — reflect the

actual chances of such an event as

closely as possible.

“What happens to the user of the

computer program is a direct re-

sult of the choices he makes as the

program unfolds,’’ said Rory
Rushe of Lendac.

The computer users can see a

summary of their progress as the

program continues; this helps re-

inforce the impact of what’s hap-

pening.

“SMACK will also help reinforce

the attitudes of a person who is not

inclined to try drugs,’’ said Mr
Rushe.

If students turn down the drug of-

fers at the initial party, they go

through various choices as the pro-

gram progresses; they may save

money through a part-time job.

meet new friends, go on holidays,

etc. The heroin abuser finds the op-

posite happening as she goes into a

steady financial, social, moral,

and physical decline.

The designers say the computer
program was developed because of

requests from teachers and the

schools. It is available for use with

the computers which are widely

used in Irish and British schools; it

will also be available for Apple us-

ers later this year.

Illegal alcohol contributes to Mexico’s addictions woes
By Neale MacMillan

MEXICO CITY — Mexicans are

consuming fewer traditional alco-

holic beverages but more beer and

distilled spirits, including a grow-

ing amount of illegally-produced

alcohol.

There is also an increasing level

of alcohol abuse among Mexican
youth, held to be related to the

country’s economic crisis.

Figures from the Mexican Insti-

tute of Psychiatry ( IMP), an agen-

cy of the federal Ministry of

Health, show production of the tra-

ditional beverage pulque (the fer-

mented juice of the maguey plant)

fell to 234 million litres in 1983 from
312 million litres in 1972.

Meanwhile, beer production rose

to 2,518 million litres in 1983 from

1,702 litres in 1972. Distilled spirit

production went to 188,365 million

litres in 1984 from 71,795 million

litres in 1970.

La Jornada, a daily newspaper

here, says brandies, rums, and ta-

ble wines have become more popu-

lar because of large and expensive

advertising campaigns by their

producers. The shift away from the

traditional pulque to beer and spir-

its occurred during a period when
millions of Mexicans migrated

from rural to urban areas.

The IMP notes another drinking

trend, the growing use of 95% alco-

hol for mixing with other drinks or

for direct intake. A Mexican house-

hold survey indicates consumption

levels range from 1% to 6% of the

general population, a use not lim-

ited to excessive drinkers or alco-

holics.

Factors the IMP says contribute

to increased use of95% alcohol are

;

• its cheapness (up to a sixth of

the cost of controlled beverages )

;

• a decrease in the percentage of

this alcohol which is denatured

(made unfit for drinking by adul-

teration) to only 1.5% of that sold

in 1985 from 46% of the production

sold in 1974; and,

• lack of regulation controlling its

sale, although the government has

since introduced tighter controls.

Official figures based on the sale

of controlled alcoholic beverages

show per capita consumption of

pure ethanol by Mexicans older

than 15 years has fallen to 5.3 litres

in 1984 from 6 litres in 1980.

However, these figures include

neither uncontrolled production

( annual production lower than

7,500 litres is not subject to govern-

ment control) nor clandestine pro-

duction and consumption.

Illegal production of alcoholic

beverages is by its nature difficult

to measure. Nonetheless, while

sales of brand-name products have
dropped in the past few years, ille-

gal production has increased, says

Victor M. Bernal Sahagun, a re-

searcher with the National Autono-

mous University of Mexico’s Insti-

tute of Economic Investigation.

The observation is based on re-

ports by the World Health Organi-

zation and the Mexican Ministry of

Health and on Mr Sahagun’s own
travels in different parts of the

country. “We’ve seen that the situ-

ation is serious,’’ he says.

Illegally-produced beverages

range from 45-proof to 90-proof and
include tequilas and sugar cane or

corn-based aguardientes (types of

rum or brandy
) , says Mr Sahagun.

They are being produced

throughout Mexico in rural areas,

small villages, and urban centres.

He places much of the blame for il-

legal production on Mexico’s eco-

nomic crisis, which began in the

early 1980s.

"Because people are short of

money, they produce these

drinks.”

He added that alcohol abuse —
and a growing problem of drug de-

pendency — is especially serious

for young people in Mexico and is

also related to Mexico’s economic

situation. Until 1984, there were
75,000 teenage alcohol abusers; to-

day there are 120,000.

A song to a real friend
It is time for me to celebrate you now, al-

though you may never read this and I

would not possess the power, ever, to tell

you face to face the facts that follow.

But, I need to put- it on the record, even

if it is in anonymous fashion.

Yes. I have to express my song of grat-

itude this way, because you know — you,

with your natural reticence and shy dis-

cretion and sense of propriety — that the

most powerful emotions people have for

each other can never be spoken of with

any clarity. Or without inevitably resort-

ing to all the used-up, cigar-butt cliches

about love; or in full sentences built on a

lockstep logic. Or with the hammering
rhythms of a great actor proudly riding a

Shakespearean speech, like a wizard of a

jockey.

No, the deepest things we feel belong,

often, in the realm of an absolute silence,

in a land beyond all words, in the most
buried places of the secret heart.

Still, I have to try to tell you how I see

you because, frankly, you are a miracle to

me, an unending gift I never expected, did

not know existed, could not have imag-
ined on the wildest bender I ever had.

For that crippled part of me that is alco-

holic, you represented, when the deadly

liquid fog began slowly to lift from my life

— and you still represent — a brand new
constant, a lodestar, a fixed entity that

only now I’m starting to see for what it’s

really worth.

I never expected to have a friend like

you again, just after I left the clinic. I was

too wounded and full of desperation; a

cancer of hopelessness had wormed its

way inside. I felt I had to be a ‘good boy,’

not take chances, learn my lesson, not

make waves anymore, with my head
down and my dreams in check.

Yes, I had friends, it is true — fine

friends, friends who had gone to the mat

for me, friends from my addicted years.

And, 1 loved them, love them now even
more in some ways.

But, wrongly, I guess, there were con-

fusing and startling things I was feeling in

my new sobriety I just couldn’t talk about

to them. 1 felt, through my still distorted

lenses, that 1 would always be mired in

our collective past, stuck there fast like a

butterfly on a spot of glue, still the same
old me to them, relatively speaking, but

with the addition now of recovering alco-

holic on my personal scorecard.

But. I wanted to lift off again; oh, how I

wanted to live. I wanted to make a few

dramatic changes, away from the glare of

concerned eyes that stared at me now
with their old ways of seeing.

How I longed for a new connection,

freed from the past. How I wished to

breathe a new kind of air that would fit the

expansive environment I was seeking,

that I knew was there for one who had
been presented with another chance to see

how delicious life can be.

It was, in a strange way, as if, in order

to make those old, friendly eyes proud of

me again, I had to pyschologically re-

move myself from them, to stealthily take

steps I hoped would finally root me in a

reality from which 1 could grow after so

many years of standing still and then

making one too many moves backwards.

And then, you showed up, danced in

daintily, as it were, and 1 wasn’t prepared

for you at all. I resisted you at first; I

fought your easy goodness, your quiet op-

timism, your courage, your shining nor-

malcy. We were so different, in almost ev-

ery area, we used to laugh at it. And yet,

somehow we both knew that if we kept

trying to break on through we would have
— if we were brave and kind to each other

— a magnificent friendship.

So. you guided me along, you pushed me
into new areas

;
you made me expand, and

you did it gently. For the first time in a

long time, 1 surrendered my pride and 1

listened to somebody else. I learned to

trust you totally, and it was like finding a

home.
You never let me get off the hook when I

was evasive, or cowardly, or cynical, or

claustrophobic about the world. You nev-

er used my disease for any reasons as a

weapon; in fact, we rarely talked about it.

You always included me in your astoun-

dingly busy life and you kept m^so active

1 felt dizzy sometimes. You showed me
there were aspects about me that were

worth cherishing, worth fighting for.

You have never lost faith in me and you

dismissed my second-best efforts. Some-

times, I wondered why you cared so

much, what could be your possible mo-

tives for doing so much for me. And some-

times, knowing by your actions exactly

who you were. I fell to crying.

You took a very shaky man and made
him stand upright, and 1 doubt you are

aware of what that has meant to me. You
restored me and you do not know it be-

cause you weren’t trying to do anything

special.

You were just you. You showed me that

we simply cannot live unless we have a

little honor in our lives, and how 1 want to

make you proud of me for the rest of our

lives.

Gifts on gifts you have granted me, my
sweet comrade, away from all the eyes, in

our secret garden of friendship, and all I

ask is this mercy : let me, just once before

I die, do the same for someone else, let me
try to heal somebody who is stumbling, as

I am in my addiction, with this most po-

tent but infinitely precious prescription of

yours, my beloved friend.

This column, exploring addictions from
the "inside out." is by a freelance. Ca
nadian journalist.

For that crippled part of me that is alcoholic,

you represented a brand new constant, a lodestar
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Replying to critics
The editor didn’t want me to reply to crit-

ics of my January and February columns

on tobacco advertising. I persisted. The
three responses, published in February

(Lynn McDonald) and April (Kenneth

'Warner and David Sweanor), went be-

yond fair comment; they were insulting,

sometimes libellous, attacks on my intel-

lectual integrity. Not replying, I thought,

could be seen as acceptance of the crit-

icisms and agreement that The Journal

publishes inferior material.

The three letters were remarkable for

their venom ( see letters, p6 )

;

“Dr Gilbert’s column is a misguided

and arrogant attack. . . . Some of [ his ] ar-

guments are so inane as to insult his read-

ers. . . . [He] is offensive . .
.” (McDon-

ald).

“.
. . The extraordinarily misinformed

and misleading nature of his com-

ments. ... Dr Gilbert’s knowledge of

health hazards and his perspective on

comparative ethics are nothing short of

astonishing. His reliance on, and appar-

ent belief in, tobacco industry sources

suggests a rather extraordinary naivete

or bias’’ (Warner).
“.

. . Our most serious concern is that

these shoddily researched, unprofessional

columns appeared in a reputable addic-

tion newspaper’’ (Sweanor).

Lynn McDonald did at least admit that I

might be right, that my criticisms of the

arguments of advocates of a tobacco ban
might be correct. She objected to nothing

more than the expression of a view con-

trary to hers, and to a perceived misquote

Dr Warner’s response was not to pro-

duce evidence but to claim that I had used

tobacco industry data. My information

came from Norway’s Directorate of Cus-

toms and Excise and Central Bureau of

Statistics. Annual sales of smoking tobac-

Banning opinion, however banal, uncomfortable,
or dangerous, is the first step toward book burning

of Voltaire. I did not quote Voltaire. Her
several paragraphs of correction on this

point were puzzling.

Kenneth Warner and David Sweanor
also misread and misrepresented what I

wrote. Both said I claimed that auto-

mobile accidents kill more people than

smoking. I did not. I wrote that auto-

mobile use may cause more deaths than

tobacco use, pollution being the main fac-

tor, and adduced data published in the

prestigious journal, Nature.

In my first column, criticism of Profes-

sor Warner’s arguments before a United

States Congress subcommittee began
with consideration of Norway. I wrote

that the decline in cigarette use in that

country began before the 1975 advertising

ban, not after the ban as he told the com-
mittee. Arguments such as Dr Warner’s

that the ban caused the decline are false.

^ Ad ban: Canadian Health Minister Jake Epp makes his move

CO and cigarettes in Norway increased at

the fairly constant rate of 1.7% a year

from 1949 until 1971 and thereafter de-

clined by an average of about 0.2% a year.

The advertising ban was not introduced

until 1975. These data have also been pub-

lished in Nature.

These sources are not known to be

stooges of the tobacco industry. Nor is

Benjamin Singer of the University of

Western Ontario, whose 1986 book. Adver-

tising and Society, was my source as to

which products are the most advertised in

Canada. Mr Sweanor claimed that my in-

formation on this point came from the to-

bacco industry.

Mr Sweanor also repeated the

statement by two of the deputants before

the Congressional subcommittee that to-

bacco is the most advertised product in

the US. He said I was “flat-out wrong’’ to

contradict this, an assertion reproduced
in the headline to his letter.

The Top 200 Brands Directory for 1985

(the latest issue) says the most adver-

tised categories were: restaurants, hotel

dining, and nightclubs; domestic passen-

ger cars: and, cigarettes. In newspapers,

the main medium for cigarette advertis-

ing, even airlines were ahead of ciga-

rettes in both 1984 and 1985.

Dr Warner’s jibe about my astonishing

comparative ethics followed his assertion

that automobiles provide substantial so-

cial benefits that outweigh their social

costs, whereas cigarettes do not. This is a

moot point in itself, not obviously relevant

to what it purported to counter, namely
my argument that advertising of a prod-

uct should not be banned simply because
the product causes harm.

I could go on, and on. and on — rebut-

ting every point, for every allegation

made by these critics is wrong, or a mat-
ter of opinion.

The critical letters, particularly Prof
Warner’s, who claims academic creden-

tials, are further indications that ordinary

professional standards have been com-
promised in pursuit of a legitimate end,

reducing tobacco use in order to improve
health.

The federal government has now been
taken in by the arguments that a ban on
advertising will reduce tobacco use. It has

announced a ban, effective January, 1989

( see clippings at left
;
story, p2 )

.

Correct information is the civilized and
democratic answer to misinformation put

out by the tobacco companies or by any-

one else. Banning opinion, however banal,

uncomfortable, or dangerous the opinion

might be. is the first step toward book-

burning.

By

Richard

Gilbert

Complete Playscript and
Teacher's Manual

YOU CANT
GET AWAY
FROM YOU
A Play aboutAlcoholAbuse

forJunior Students
[Grades 6- lOj

BY RONHINDLE

This play examines
the effects of

alcohol abuse on
two teenagers and
theirfamilies. It can
be used in a variety

of ways, ranging

from a full

production to

a quick reading.

Class activity

suggestions as well

as numerous guides

for discussion are

outlined in the book.

The script Incorpor-

ates stage direc-

tions and Ideas for

blocking

.
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Coming up in THE JOURNAL
• The National Drug Strategy— background and highlights

NECAD CAF Atlantic Conference Alcohol and the Family

STOP!
Before implementing your drug testing program, attend the

North American Congress On
Employee Assistance Programs

August 10-13, 1987
Westin Hotel — Seattle, Washington

Acquire the knowledge that will help make your alcohol and drug

prevention elTorts successful. This conference is a must for

human resource personnel. For a complete program brochure, call

(3 1 3) 643-9580 or write:

2145 Crooks Road, Suite 103F
Troy, Michigan 48084
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Chemical Dependencies provides

the layperson and beginning stu-

dent with generalized, non-techni-

cal information about drugs and

their effects. It gives an in-depth

description and analysis of drug

abuse in specific populations (eg,

adolescents, minority groups, the

elderly, rural families) and dis-

cusses health consequences of use,

misuse, and poly-drug use.

The relationship between crime

and drugs is examined, including

youth delinquency and street

crime and criminal involvement of

minority-group addicts and older

men.
This is an excellent overview of

the drug-abuse problem in the

United States. The epidemiological

data and quality of the contributed

papers represent a significant ad-

dition to knowledge and under-

standing of the problem.

Ohio University Press, Athens,

Ohio. 1987. 581 p. $44.95 (cloth).

ISBN 0-8214-0846-1: $24.95 (paper)

ISBN 0-8214-0847-X.

Directory of Alcohol

and Drug Treatment
Resources in Ontario,

1987

. . . edited by Donna Heughan

This is an annual update of an On-

tario-wide survey from the Addic-

tion Research Foundation's com-
munity services division. Some
listings have been revised, and 24

new agencies are included. Pro-

gram descriptions are grouped
geographically: for easy retrieval,

they are again listed alphabetical-

ly and indexed by treatment type.

The directory will assist addic-

tion workers and other community
professionals assess which treat-

ment programs suit their clients

with alcohol and other drug prob-

lems. A treatment and rehabilita-

tion guide for parents and others

has been added. Agency criteria

are provided in question and an-

swer format.

Addiction Research Foundation,
Toronto. Canada. 1987. 503 p. $20.

ISBN 0-88868-148-8.

Drugs and Drug Abuse:
A Reference Text,

Second Edition

. . . revised by Michael .Jacobs and
Kevin O’B. Fehr.

The second edition of this valuable

reference text updates many of its

major drug articles. New entries

have been incorporated to reflect

recent and important trends of

drug use: the chapter on cocaine

has been enlarged : information on

designer drugs, MDMA, and nal-

trexone has been added.

New subjects of special note in-

clude discussions of endorphins,

definitions of drug abuse, and ad-

verse effects of various drugs on
driving. A number of new terms
have also been added to the glossa-

ries. and the trade-names list for

Canadian and United States prod-

ucts has been updated.

Addiction Research Foundation,

Toronto. Canada. 1987. 639 p. $29.

ISBN 0-88868-139-9.

Recent Developments
in Alcoholism
Volume 5

. . . edited by Marc Galanter; asso-

ciate editors, Henri Begleiter,

Richard Deitrich, Donald Good-

win, Edward Gottheil, Alfonso Pa-

redes, Marcus Rothschild, and Da-

vid Van Thiel

This series offers official publica-

tions of the American Medical So-

ciety on Alcoholism and Other

Drug Dependencies, the Research

Society on Alcoholism, and the Na-
tional Council on Alcoholism in the

United States. Each volume, an

overview of recent developments

in the field, is the work of a panel of

associate editors, invited editors,

and authors, all prominent schol-

ars and researchers in a wide
range of disciplines, committed to

the advancement of knowledge of

the etiology, treatment, and pre-

vention of alcoholism and alcohol-

related problems.

The first section of this fifth vol-

ume focuses on the effect of alcohol

on memory, the second on the

relationship between alcohol treat-

ment and society. The third section

centres on the effects of ethanol on

ion channels, and the final section

deals with hazardous and early

problem drinking.

Plenum Press, New York, NY,
1987. 457 p. $65. ISBN 0-306-42427-4.

Books received

My First Ninety Days— an Anony-
mous Addict. Quotidian Inc,

Stroudsberg, Pennsylvania. Dis-

tributed by Thomas Perrin, Ru-

therford, New Jersey. 1986. 91 p.

$4.75. ISBN 0-934381-09-2.

Co-dependence: Misunderstood —
Mistreated — Anne Wilson Schaef

“Informative, comprehensive report on historical and

contemporary problems associated with the use of cocaine”

H. David Archibald,

President, International Council

on Alcohol and Addictions

“A well-informed and reasoned approach to the current

cocaine crisis . .
.
presents an accurate perspective on the

problem that our younger peopleface relative to this crisis.'

David E. Smith, MD,
Founder and Medical Director,

Haight-Ashbury Free Medical Clinics

V̂SCOCAIN^ PERSPECTIVE

ISBN 0«69-i4669-2
PATRICIA G. ERICKSON
EDWARD M. ADLAF
GLENN F. MURRAY
REGINALD G. SMART

In addition to gathering extensive background material

on the international aspects of cocaine, the authors have designed

and conducted an in-depth study of a large group of cocaine users

in the community.

Part I of this book places the current cocaine issue in a

social and historical context. A survey of the image of the drug

in popular culture is included, as well as a comprehensive review

of the world literature.

Part 11 presents the methods and findings of the research

study. Major areas investigated include the attractions of cocaine,

positive and negative reactions to the drug, the nature and

circuuiSiances of its use, the legal response to cocaine, and the

users' concerns with punishment. The final chapter summarizes

the implications of the findings and indicates directions for

further research.

SOFTBOUND. 175 PAGES $18.50

Orderfrom
addiction research foundation

r/ore
33 russell street, toronto.canacka M5S2S1

Telephone orders: (416) 595-6056 • VISA and MasterCard accepted

REVIEWS

)

Harper & Row, San Francisco.

1986. 105 p. $7.95. ISBN 0-86683-486-

9.

A Family Like Yours: Breaking
the Patterns of Drug Abuse —
James L. Sorensen and Guillermo
Bernal. Harper & Row, San Fran-
cisco. 1987. 194 p. $15.95. ISBN 0-06-

250820-2.

A Parent’s Survival Guide: How to

Cope When Your Kid is Using

Drugs — Hamiet W. Hodgson.

Harper & Row, San Francisco.

1986. $6.95. ISBN 0-06-255424-7.

* Margy Chan is manager of the

Addiction Research Foundation's

library, the leading library in the

field worldwide. A graduate of the

University ofHong Kong, she holds

a master’s in library science from
the University of Toronto.

MDAC
ALBERTA ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COMMISSION

AN AGENCY OF THE GOVERNMENT OF ALBERTA

STRATEGIES FOR A SMOKE-FREE WORLD
SELECTED RESOURCE DOCUMENTS

Strategies for a Smoke-free World contains selected

resource documents developed in preparation for the Inter-

national Workshop on Smoking & Health at the 34th Interna-

tional Congress on Alcoholism & Drug Dependence,
Calgary, Canada, 1985. The papers include:

Prof. Ruth Roemer— tobacco control strategies especially

related to world-wide legislation.

Dr. Michael Daube— ethical issues and approaches by the

tobacco industry to anti-smoking initiatives.

Prof. W.F. Forbes — the economics of tobacco, especially

related to developing countries.

Dr. Richard Frecker — the bio-medical basis for tobacco
addiction.

Dr. R. Masironi— world trends in smoking.

Dr. Alfred McAlister— a review of approaches to the pre-

vention of smoking.

To obtain a copy, please send a cheque for $10.00 Canadi-
an (per copy) made out to:

Alberta Alcohol and Drug Abuse Commission
Production and Distribution Branch
2nd floor, 1 0909 Jasper Avenue
Edmonton, Alberta T5J 3M9

PREVENTION,
ALCOHOL,
AND THE
ENVIRONMENT
Issues, Constituencies, and Strategies

PAPERS AND REPORTS FROM A SYMPOSIUM
HELD IN TORONTO ON MARCH 18-19,1985

Edited by Norman Giesbrecht and Ann E. Cox

A compendium of information integrating

community development, research, public health, and

alcohol policy prepared by leading practitioners and
researchers. This material will be of interest to profess-

ionals responsible for the design and evaluation of

programs aimed at reducing alcohol problems at local

and regional levels.

The papers cover:
° General perspectives
° Public perceptions and constituency building
° Education and policy-oriented approaches
° Developing and documenting interventions
° Municipal and regulatory interventions

240 pages, softbound. $18.50

Orderfrom :

Marketing Services, Dept PA
Addiction Research Foundation
33 Russell Street

Toronto, Canada, MSS 2S1

Orders under $20.00 must be prepaid. VISA andMasterCard accepted.
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ON-SCREEN

Projections

The following selected evaluations of audio-visual materials have been made
by the Audio-Visual Assessment Group of the Addiction Research Founda-

tion in Ontario. The ratings are based on a six-point scale. Projections are

available in both video and 16mm film unless otherwise specified. For fur-

ther information, contact Margaret Sheppard at ( 416 1 595-6000, ext 7384.

All the Kids
Do It

Number: 784.

Subject heading: Impaired driv-

ing; alcohol and youth.

Time: 28 min.

Synopsis: Buddy is trying out for

the Olympic diving team; diving is

important to him because he wants

to be the best at something. On his

16th birthday, his father gives him
a car and warns he must never

drink and drive. A friend drops by,

and Buddy takes him for a ride; his

parents are angry when they dis-

cover he has been drinking and
driving. Later, Buddy’s friends

come to a diving practice; they

persuade him to have a few drinks.

He dives so badly he realizes he

could have killed himself. Buddy’s
friend drives home; they are chas-

ed by the police and caught. This

time. Buddy’s parents ground him.

At a final practice before the

Olympic trials. Buddy’s coach

says he’ll probably make the team.

On the way home. Buddy’s car is

sideswiped by an impaired driver;

Buddy is badly injured and misses

the Olympic trials.

General evaluation: Very good to

excellent (5.5). This contempo-
rary, well-produced film is an ex-

cellent teaching aid that would

lead to good discussion about many
aspects of impaired driving. Scott

Baio is believable as the teen di-

ver. General broadcast is recom-

mended.
Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the film would ben-

efit those 12 to 18 years of age.

Why Say No
to Drugs

Number: 763.

Subject heading: Drugs and youth.

Time: 16 min.

Synopsis: Messages about drugs

are all around us. Young people

have to decide what they will do

when offered any drug. The effects

of cigarettes, alcohol, and mari-

juana are shown; techniques for

saying no are illustrated. Young
students explain what they think

about using drugs; older students

reinforce that it is acceptable to

say no and that drug use is a per-

sonal decision.

General evaluaiion: Very good
(5.2). This contemporary, well-

produced film uses excellent visual

effects. Role modelling of saying
no is effectively portrayed. Gener-
al broadcast is recommended.
Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the film could bene-

fit eight to 12 year olds.

Power Health

Number: 788.

Subject heading: Lifestyles.

Details: 23 min, video only.

Synopsis: The video says it’s im-

portant to feel good mentally as

well as physically. Although every-

one has needs— to belong, for pow-

er, for freedom, and for fun —
there are different ways to satisfy

these needs: weak solutions and
power solutions. Weak solutions

like drug use, have negative side-

effects; power solutions, like

learning self-control and partici-

pating in many healthy activities,

have no negative side-effects.

General evaluation: Fair (3.4).

It keeps getting

better-
„

year after year. .

.

For over a decade, SKCAD* conference regi.strant.s

have been lelling u.s the things we like to hear.

“The best conference I know of—educates and

recharges at the .same time,” and "I thoroughly enjoyed

the conference. . .e.specially the networking

opportunities” are typical of the comments we get.

“The program was exceptionally well planned and the

speakers were outstanding.. .” and "The warmth and

sharing are just as important as the material presented”

are just a few of the many of the praises we receive.

Over the years we have tried to do just one thing

make your experience at .SKCAD* the most imporlant

thing you do all year.

We know we're on the right track.

As one registrant put it "This is my first

SKC’AI)'‘ but it won't he my last!”

Our conferences like .SKCAD'," The Western

Conference <in Addiction and The World Conference on

SECAD®»1986
Conference Registrant

Alcoholism have long been the standard the others

measure themselves by.

We would like to send you the next i.ssue,s of

Conference Update—complete with details about

.SKCAD'"' and the other fine Charter Medical

conferences.

Call us at 1-800-84.5-1567 (912-742- 1161 in C.A) or

mail in the attached coupon.

Come share the

Experience...

The Southeastern Conference on
Alcohol and Drug Abuse

December 2-6, 1987 - Atlanta
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The video contains good informa-

tion about healthy lifestyle alterna-

tives. However, its pace is slow at

the beginning, and the dissolve for-

mat is not well-executed.

Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the video could be
used with young people 12 to 14

years of age.

The Junkyard

Number: 785.

Subject heading: Impaired driv-

ing.

Time: 22 min.

Synopsis: This film shows how' four

vehicles end up in the junkyard af-

ter drinking-driving accidents.

Jimmy Joe, a truck driver, uses

pills to stay awake: one Friday-

night. he drinks in addition to tak-

ing pills — his vehicle ends up in

the junkyard. Tommy’s car comes
to rest in the junkyard after he

drinks beer and smokes pot at his

high school graduation party.

Chuck does not feel drinking beer

only can lead to a problem; his car

is towed to the junkyard after he

drives it into a lake. Liz takes tran-

quillizers to deal with work stress;

after having a drink with a friend,

she drives home and kills a young
child — her car goes to the junk-

yard.

General evaulation: Fair (3.0).

The film has a clear message, but

seems oppressive and repetitious.

Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the film could be

Subscribe to

PROJECTION
Film Reviews

Eliminate costly

preview fees. Know
what films to borrow
or buy without

pre-screening.

PROJECTION is

mailed 10 times a

year by the ARF
Audio-Visual

Assessment Group.

About 50 films per

year are assessed for

accuracy, interest,

production, age level,

etc.

$16.00 per year

5 hard binders of 745
reviews since 71 —
$211.00

Empty binders—$7.00

Mitkiling Sirvicis

UdiclKW Riiiitch Fouiidilion

33 Russill Siriit

Toronlo. Cniidi MSS 2SI

•used with general audiences.

From Candy to Cocaine

Number: 776

Subject heading: Cocaine.

Time: 30 min.

Synopsis: Four teenagers, on a

bare stage, introduce the topic of

cocaine use, giving statistics and
relating some of their experiences.

Other teens talk about their use : at

first, cocaine w’as "the greatest,”

and they would do anything to get

it. Soon, however, their lives dete-

riorated and became unmanage-
able. Parents tell their stories. The
teens recount difficulties in treat-

ment. In spite of the difficulties,

they say treatment now seems
worthwhile.

General evaluation: Good to very

good (4.9). This contemporary film

covers most aspects of cocaine

use, abuse, and treatment. It

would stimulate discussion about

the hazards of cocaine. General
broadcast is recommended.
Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the film could bene-

fit parents and health profession-

als.

Not
To Be Sniffed At

Number: 764.

Subject heading: Solvent abuse.

Time: 30 min.

Synopsis: In England, young
adults, police, and a psychiatrist

talk about their roles in the prob-

lem of solvent abuse. The users

suggest there is no legal way to

stop users. A self-help group has
been set up.

General evaluation: Poor to fair

(2.6). While this video is interest-

ing, its focus on a specific subcul-

ture of British society means it has

limited appeal to North American
audiences. The methods and
materials for solvent sniffing are

too clearly illustrated.

Recommended use: None.

r N
(The J<;^urnal)

It lets you reach and talk to more
than .20,000 professionals who
work in addictions fields In

Canada.

For advertising information call

Heather Lalonde Sales Represen-

tative: (416) 595-6123
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Career Opportunities

CENTRE COR JESU CENTRE INC.
A residential rc-educntlon facility for Alcohol Drug Dependents

requires a COUNSELLOR THERAPIST
Tho ideal candidate will have training as Chemical Alcohol dependency
counsellor, be a recovering alcohol drug dependent with a minimum 3 years

continuous .sobriely. have followed or he prepared to follow a similar resi-

dential program, have good counselling and listening skills, be able to (unc-

tion .IS a member ot a team, have the ability to leel and express

undi'rstanding and caring tor the addicted person; Bilingual (English-

Finnch) is essontinl.

Location Timmins, Onlario
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Starling Dale To be tilled immediately
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Coming Events
Coming Events is a free service. While all notices are considered, publication can-
not be guaranteed. Deadline is eight weeks in advance of publication. Contact:
The Journal, Coming Events, 33 Russell St, Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1.

Canada

Duty to Treat vs Right to Consent:

Striking the Balance— June 2, To-

ronto, Ontario. Information: Nan-

cy Forbes, educational services

dept. Queen Street Mental Health

Centre, 1001 Queen St W, Toronto,

ONM6J 1H4.

Work and Well-being 87— June 12-

14, Edmonton, Alberta. Informa-

tion: Canadian Mental Health As-

sociation, #200, 12120 - 106 Ave, Ed-

monton, AB T5N 0Z2.

Canada Safety Council 19th Annual

Conference — June 14-17, Toronto,

Ontario. Information: Marie Ju-

neau, director, national services,

Canada Safety Council, 1765 St

Laurent Blvd, Ottawa, ON KIG
3V4.

Summer School for Addiction Stud-

ies — July 6-24, Toronto, Ontario.

Information: School for Addiction

Studies, 8 May St, Toronto, ON
M4W2Y1
28th Annual Institute on Addiction

Studies — July 12-17, Hamilton,

Ontario. Information: Betty Col-

lins, Alcohol and Drug Concerns,

Inc. 11 Progress Ave, Ste 200, Scar-

borough, ON MIP 4S7.

International Association of Foren-

sic Sciences 11th Meeting— Aug 2-

7, Vancouver, British Columbia.

Information: International Asso-

ciation of Forensic Sciences, 801-

750 Jervis St. Vancouver, BC V6E
2A9.

5th Annual Current Issues in

Chemical Dependency Summer
School — Aug 17-20. Winnipeg,

Manitoba. Information: Noreen
Kumlin. Rm 541. University

Centre. University of Manitoba,

Winnipeg, MB R3T 2N2.

Canadian Psychiatric Association

Annual Meeting: The Human Di-

mensions of Psychiatry — Sept 16-

18, London, Ontario. Information:

Lea C. Metivier, 225 Lisgar St, Ste

103, Ottawa, ON K2P 0C6.

1987 Criminal Justice Congress —
Sept 27-Oct 1, Toronto, Ontario. In-

formation: Congress 87 organizing

committee. 60 St Clair Ave E, Ste

600. Toronto, ON M4T 1N5.

Input 87, 7th Biennial Educational

Symposium on Employee Assis-

tance Programs in the Workplace:
Networking and New Perspectives
— Oct 25-28, Ottawa, Ontario. In-

formation: Input 87, conference
and seminar services, Humber
College, 205 Humber College Blvd,

Etobicoke, ON M9W 5L7.

United States

Children at Risk: Alcohol and the

Elementary Student — June 18-20,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Informa-
tion: De Paul Training Institute,

4143 S 13th St, Milwaukee, WI
53221.

36th Annual Session University of

Utah School on Alcoholism and
Other Drug Dependencies — June
21-26, Salt Lake City, Utah. Infor-

mation: University of Utah School
on Alcoholism and Other Drug De-
pendencies. PO Box 2604, Salt Lake
City, UT 84110.

1987 Forum on Responsible Bever-
age Service — June 22-24. Port-
land. Maine. Information: 1987 Fo-
rum. Responsible Hospitality Insti-

tute. 11 Pearl St. Box 4080, Spring-
field. MA 01101-4080.

4th Annual Plaza House Confer-

ence, Treatment of Alcoholism and
Cocaine Addiction: Individual and
Family Approaches — July 11-12,

Oakland. California. Information:

Stephanie Ross, Merritt Peralta

Institute, 435 Hawthorne Ave, Oak-

land, CA 94609.

16th Annual San Diego Summer
School of Alcohol and Other Drug
Studies — July 12-17, San Diego,

California. Information: Alcohol

and Other Drug Summer School,

University of California, San Die-

go, X-001, La Jolla, CA 92093.

US Mexico Confernce on Alcohol-

Related Issues — July 23-25,

Los Angeles, California. Informa-

tion: Beatriz Solis, conference

coordinator. University of Califor-

nia, Los Angeles, Spanish Speak-

ing Mental Health Research Cen-

ter, Los Angeles, CA 90024.

New Jersey Summer School of Al-

cohol and Drug Studies — July 26-

July 31, New Brunswick, New Jer-

sey. Information: State University

of New Jersey, Rutgers, education

and training division. Center of Al-

cohol Studies, Smithers Hall, Pis-

cataway. NJ 08854.

30th Annual Institute of Alcohol

and Drug Studies — July 26-31,

Austin, Texas. Information: Bill

Britcher, Texas Commission on Al-

cohol and Drug Abuse, 1704 Guada-
lupe, TX 78701-1214.

10th Annual North Carolina School

for Alcohol and Drug Studies —
Aug 2-7, Wilmington, North Caroli-

na. Information: Office of special

programs, University of North

Carolina Wilmington, 601 College

Rd, Wilmington, NC 28403-3297.

American Hospital Association An-

nual Meeting — Aug 3-5, Philadel-

phia, Pennsylvania. Information:

John A. McMahon, president, 840 N
Lake Shore Dr, Chicago, Illinois.

North American Congress on Em-
ployee Assistance Programs —
Aug 10-13, Seattle, Washington. In-

formation: NAC/EAP, 2145 Crooks

Rd, Ste 103, Troy, Michigan 48084.

38th National Conference on Alco-

hol and Drug Problems — Sept 20-

23, St Louis, Missouri. Informa-

tion: Alcohol and Drug Problems

Association of North America, 444

N Capitol St, #181, Washington, DC
20001.

National Association of Lesbian

and Gay Alcoholism Professionals

2nd National Conference— Sept 24-

27, Chicago, Illinois. Information:

NALGAP, 1208 E State Blvd, Ft

Wayne, Indiana 46805.

American Association for Auto-

motive Medicine Annual Meeting
— Sept 27-29, New Orleans, Loui-

siana. Information: Elaine Petru-

celli, executive director, 40 2nd

Ave, Arlington Heights, Illinois

60005.

Association of Labor-Management
Administrators and Consultants on
Alcoholism Annual Meeting — Oct
3-7, Chicago, Illinois. Information:

Thomas J. Delaney, executive di-

rector, ALMACA, 1800 N Kent St,

Ste 907, Arlington, Virginia 22209.

American Public Health Associa-

tion Annual Meeting — Oct 18-22,

New Orleans, Louisiana. Informa-

tion: William McBeath, 1015 15th

St NW, Washington, DC 20005.

Association for the Advancement
of Behavior Therapy Annual Meet-

ing — Nov 12-15, Boston, Massa-
chusetts. Information: Mary Jane
Eimer, executive director, 15 W
36th St, New York, NY 10018.

Abroad

Alcoholism and Drug Abuse, Inter-

national Symposium — June 27-29,

1987, Rio De Janeiro, Brazil. Infor-

mation: Continuing Education

Abroad, 38760 Northwoods Dr,

Wadsworth, Illinois 60083.

International Conference on Drug
Policy Reform — July 13-17, Lon-

don, England. Information: Drs

Beyerstein and Alexander, dept of

psychology, Simon Fraser Univer-

sity, Burnaby, British Columbia

V5A 1S6, or Robert Fitton, confer-

ence coordinator. School of Jus-

tice, American University, Wash-
ington, DC 20016.

Research Conference: Statistical

Recording Systems of Alcohol

Problems — Sept 14-18, Helsinki,

Finland. Information: E. Oster-

berg, Social Research Institute of

Alcohol Studies, Kalevankatu 12,

00100 Helsinki 10, Finland.

6th World Conference on Smoking
and Health — Nov 9-12, Tokyo, Ja-

pan. Information: Secretariat, 6th

World Conference on Smoking and
Health, c/o Japan Convention Serv-

ices Inc, Nippon Press Centre
Bldg, 2-2-1 Uchisaiwai-cho, Chiyo-

da-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan.

The Geisinger
National Conference

ON Addiction

Conway Hunter, Jr., M.D., Chairman
Geraldine O. Delaney, Co-chairman

October 28 through November 1, 1987

IFie Adams Mark Hotel
Philadelphia, Pa.

Geisinger

Sponsored by The Geisinger Foundation and
Marworth Alcoholism Treatment Centers
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.
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Charlotte hunter
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Help wanted: superwoman and addictions
DENVER — Superwoman is devel-

oping a drinking problem, and the at-

work resources are just not adequate-

ly available to help her cope.

That summarizes one of the major
treatment problems facing those

working with women and addictions

in 1987, delegates at the 1st National

Conference on Women’s Issues here

were told.

The conference was coordinated by

the Alcohol and Drug Problems Asso-

ciation of North America (ADPA)
Washington, D C. Paul Szabo reports.

Many professional women are de-

veloping chemical dependencies to

help cope with the stress new roles

bring, but traditional employee assis-

tance programs (EAPs) are not de-

signed for them.

Such programs were designed for

men by men, in a time when women
were mainly employed in lower-pay-

ing jobs and quit or were fired rather

than be referred to such programs.

Now, many professional women are

saying, “I am suddenly a very power-

ful, very influential person, and all

this stress is driving me up the tree."

Patricia Ann Pape, president of

Pape and Associates in Wheaton, Illi-

nois, told the conference she refers to

this as the ‘superwoman’ com|)lex.

Jan .John.son, chairper.soti of the

ADPA women’s commi.ssion and di-

r(‘ctor of planning and evaluation at

the llazelden Koundalion, (!(>nl(‘r

(,’ity, Minnesota, agrees

Ms John.son told The Journal: "I

think the biggesi problem is that

women more and more are in man-
agerial and exeeulive-adminisiralor

_ AlS

types of positions in organizations

across the country . . . and now, as

chief executive officers, cannot be

just suppressed or set aside.

“Because of (such) elevation in

stature, it’s more and more crucial

that we address issues that (profes-

sional women) bring to treatment

programs differently than we have
historically for women who are home-
makers and housewives .

...”

Ms Johnson; “The superwoman
complex (evolves) when you’re work-

ing 9 am to 5 pm, and you’ve got to be

superwoman — for your kids, in the

community, and on the job. You’re

staying up until midnight sewing cos-

tumes and baking brownies; you don’t

want anything to happen, and you

don’t want your children to suffer

simply because you’ve got a job.

“So, you’re going to take all kinds of

stimulants to stay awake and get all

that done and downers so you can fi-

nally sleep and to get through the day.

And, to cope with all the feelings of

i.solation and loss of self-esteem,

‘Here comes the wine and the beer.’

Ms Pape told the conference: “In

the past, there were very clear rules

about women’s drinking: where,

when, with whom, and how they could

drink.

, Right to compete
“Today, women are winning the

right to compete with men in all areas

of their lives including Ihiiu'-marlini

lunches and slopping off for drinks af-

l(‘r work, and Ihey're taking advan-

tage ol that”
Ms .Johnson agreed this is esp(‘cial-

ly true of younger women and will not

change until Wesli'in culture ceases

to be male-dominated.

“As long as there are men who are

in key positions, who still have the

power, women are unfortunately

going to play those games and those

ruU's to drink like a man and think

like a man , instead of iK'aring the

nu'ssage, ‘It’s okay to be a woman .

and be in your own aia'na.’

Ms Pape poinl('(l out such women
lend to be in the later stages of burn

out and middle stages of dependency

before they ask for help.

She and other speakers said inpa-

tient treatment is often not an option

for single-parent mothers because of

the lack of child care facilities.

Sheila Blume, MD, said a recent

survey of inpatient programs in the

United States showed none offered

concurrent child care for children of

addicted women.
However, Ms Johnson said pro-

grams with child care are starting to

become available. But, “if programs
that provide child care for the kids

are not more and more available,

we’re going to lose another real sec-

tion of our population.”

It is also important that children of

addicted mothers receive counselling

at the same time as their parents in

order to understand what the prob-

lems are and to lessen the risk of be-

coming addicted themselves, she

said.

While Ms Johnson suggested profes-

sional women constitute the major

challenge to those in the treatment

field today, she said the underlying

problems they face are lho.se that

most women who develop some form

of chemical dependency face.

"The issue is shame, the issue is

guilt, the issue is .self-esteem. But. the

manifestations are what are .so differ-

ent.”

She added that most EAPs were de-

signed to help men return to their

jobs. Because in the past women did

not occupy positions as important as

llu'y do in many organizations today

aiui were only in the workforce on a

part-time basis, they tended to be

fired or to (luil rather than go into

IrealmenI

And, Ms Patu' added, even today

many women lend to he underem-

ployed, capable of doing their jobs

“with their eyes clo.sed. ” and there-

fore less likely to be referred to EAPs
with performance-related problems

('onference speakers staled repeat-

edly that male supervi.sors are often

reluctant to refer lemale workers for

treatment, lending rather to protect

them or to justify their problems as

being “emotional”

In fact, said Ms Johnson, women
will access EAPs as readily, if not

more readily, than men. if given the

opportunity. And. new EAPs are be-

ing developed to help women workers
specifically.

Other speakers, particularly two
who work w'ith American Telephone
and Telegraph (AT & T) challenged

the perception that EAPs are being

underutilized by women. They pre
sented statistics from a three-year

study ending in 1986 showing that

women in AT & T are making propor-

tionately more use of the company
EAP than men are and that this trend

developed over the three-year study

period.

But the difference, they agreed, is

that women are not referred for prob-

lems linked directly with alcohol and

other drug abuse as are men. but

rather for emotional, marital, or fam-

ily problems.

Not alone
Carolyn Major, a manager with AT

& T. said some attempt is being made
to increase the referrals of women
with dependency problems even

though the.se problems may not be as

apparent in their job performance as

those of men.
Utilization statistics from 1986 for

the AT & T employee assistance pro-

gram show men were more than three

limes as likely to be referred for prob-

lems a.s.sociaied with alcohol and oth-

er drugs.

Both Ms Major and Ms .Johnson sug-

gested peer groups in which women
co-workers refer each other may be

an ('ffeclive way of getting more
women into treatment as well as giv-

ing professional women the camara-

derie they need.

Although their problems are high-

lighted. up and coming superwomen
are not the only group of working

women with problems related to ad-

diction today.

Ms Pape said young working wom-
en and tho.se re-entering the work-

force al.so face difficulties that may
lead them to turn to alcohol and other

drugs.
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Swallowed needles latest medical hazard for addicts
By Paul Szabo

DENVER — Swallowed needles

are a previously unreported medi-

cal hazard facing intravenous ( IV)

drug abusers.

A New York physician reported

here on nine IV drug abusers who
accidentally swallowed needles

they were holding in their mouths
while preparing to inject drugs.

Michael Nash, MD, chief resi-

dent in otolaryngology, New York
Eye and Ear Infirmary, New
York, said all of the patients recov-

ered with no lingering symptoms.
But, improper treatment of the

condition could result in potential-

ly serious injuries, he told the

spring meeting of the American
Academy of Otolaryngology, Head
and Neck Surgery.

He said the nine cases, from
three hospitals in the New York
area, were the result of much the

same set of circumstances.

Drug addicts prefer to use small-

er needles to lessen pain and often

hold the needles in their mouths—
“much the same way that a tailor

holds pins in his lips” — while

drawing liquid up into the syringes

with larger needles.

“What happens is they cough or

something— one guy coughed, an-

other sneezed, one guy’s friend hit

him in the back — to make them

breathe in, and then the needles en-

ter the respiratory tree.”

In all cases. Dr Nash said, the

person realized what had hap-

pened and immediately went to a
hospital. Only one patient reported

any pain resulting from the swal-

lowed needle.

Dr Nash said the best way to re-

move the needle is to use a rigid

bronchoscope to allow the surgeon
to locate and extract the point of

the needle from the lining of the

airway.

Trying to make the patient vomit
is potentially more harmful be-

cause the point could “scrape the

whole airway on the way up.”
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By Kate Fournis

WASHINGTON — The problem of

AIDS in Canadian intravenous

(IV) drug users is a potential

“ticking time bomb.”

Less than 0.5% of Canada’s 1,052

reported AIDS cases are among
people with IV drug abuse as the

only risk factor. But, that figure

may not tell the whole story, says

Cate Hankins, MD, a member of

the National Advisory Committee
on AIDS (NAC) and an epidemiolo-

gy consultant in sexually trans-

mitted diseases at Montreal Gen-
eral Hospital.

Canadian drug addicts have
been largely ignored by AIDS re-

searchers, but they have become a

priority for NAC, she told The
Journal at the 3rd International

Conference on AIDS here.

In the United States, IV drug
abusers infected with human im-

munodeficiency virus (HIV) ac-

count for most heterosexually- and
perinatally-acquired cases of

AIDS.

“We act like they don’t exist,”

Dr Hankins said. “I would rather

find out that they don’t exist, that

it’s not a problem, than to assume
that because we don’t hear any-

thing, there’s nothing going on, es-

pecially with a five-year incuba-

tion period (from infection to full-

blown AIDS).
“It could be a

ticking time

bomb, or it could

be a fizzling fire-

cracker. It de-

pends complete-

ly on what you
find.

“But not asking the questions,

playing the ostrich with your head
in the sand, is insane.”

Canadians have thought that

HIV infection would never become
a big problem in IV drug users

here because needles and syringes

are accessible.

But they are also freely avail-

able in Italy— where 30% to 70% of

addicts are reported to be infected.

Dr Hankins noted.

Data from Milan and other cities

Drug users -

a ticking

time bomb?

also show that sero-prevalence

rates among IV drug users can

shoot up dramatically in a short

time, exploding from about 5% to

50% in just two or three years, she

added.

The only data on HIV infection

among Canadian drug users come
from the first 18

months of volun-

tary testing in

British Colum-
bia. Of 345 ad-

dicts who asked
to be tested, sev-

en ( 2% ) were
positive. The

rate was 4% for women ( five of 128

tested), and 0.9% for men (two of

217).

Although those figures may be

biased and may not represent a

random sample of drug users, they

do indicate that there is a higher

percentage of addicts infected than

is apparent from the reported

AIDS cases. Dr Hankins said.

In addition to data on infection

rates, information is needed on

patterns of drug abuse and on the

addicts themselves, she said. That
information includes estimates of

numbers of IV drug users, their

needle-sharing practices, and just

who they are.

“What is the group like? Is it like

the US group, where the majority

of the addicts appear to have

started using heroin in the late

60s/early 70s and they’re an older

population, between 30 and 40? Or,

are they like the European addicts,

where most of them seem to be be-

tween 20 and 24 years, young ad-

dicts who've just started to use?

“It makes a lot of difference be-

cause there are people who say we
are never going to be like the US,

where 17% of our cases are IV drug

abusers —- that we don’t have the

kind of social system that gener-

ates that amount of IV drug abuse.

“There are other people who say

it’s just a matter of time, based on

the fact that if our population, even

if it is small, gets infected, and if

homosexuals really do incorporate

AIDS prevention messages and

practice safe sex, proportions can

change.”

. . .‘Dramatic’ rise In US death rates
By Harvey McConnell

WASHINGTON — Deaths among
intravenous drug users from com-
plications of the AIDS virus in the

United States may be 100%< higher
than is currently recorded.

Don Des Jarlais, PhD, New York
State Division of Substance Abuse
Services, told the 3rd International

Conference on AIDS here surveil-

lance of AIDS cases may be dra-

matically underestimating the ef-

fects of HIV infection among IV
drug users.

Work currently being carried on
with the New York city depart-

ment of health shows that from
1978 through 1986 there has been a

dramatic increase in deaths, from
a wide variety of sources, among
IV drug users.

Dr Des Jarlais: “AIDS rep-

resents a substantial proportion of

these deaths, but there are many
other increases in (categories of)

deaths at levels that have to be
considered epidemic. For exam-
ple, tuberculosis deaths among IV

drug users have gone to 30 in 1986

from three in 1980; deaths from en-

docarditis have gone to 58 in 1986

from two in 1980; and, deaths from
non-pneumocystic pneumonia
have gone to 169 in 1986 from seven

in 1980.

“Clearly, these represent epide-

mic increases in fatalities in what
are not currently considered AIDS
or HIV-related deaths.”

He said risk factors range from
between two- and seven fold in-

creases for drug users with HIV in-

fection, compared to sero-negative

drug users.

Dr Des Jarlais said there cer-

tainly is a possibility the local va-

riations among people-at-risk in

the endemic levels of other dis-

eases may be influencing the out-

come of HIV infection. It would be
important to study other geograph-
ic areas and other sources of death
among IV drug users.

He noted, for example, that there

have been reports of increased

cases of tuberculosis from a vari-

ety of geographic areas, including

the US west coast, coincident with

HIV infection.

“But, we must face the possibili-

ty that simple surveillance-defi-

nition AIDS may be capturing only

one half of increased deaths among
people infected with HIV and sub-

ject to a wide variety of other po-

tentially fatal infections.

(See HIV, p2)

Heavy drinkers are warned
— testosterone drop can last

By Betty Lou Lee

TORONTO— Just one night of

heavy drinking can lower a

man’s testosterone level bv
50"r.

It will return to normal with-

in 24 hours without further

drinking; but, with prolonged

heavy consumption, the endo-

crine cells in the testes may
lose their ability to recover.

The result is loss of sexual in-

terest, low libido, and impo-
tence.

“A transient drop in testos-

terone is of no significance,”

says David Van Thiel. MD,

chief of gastroenterology. Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh School of

Medicine, Pittsburgh, Penn-

sylvania.

“But, if you never stop your

alcohol consumption, you nev-

er let the cells recover. Then
even if you do stop, they can't

recover.”

He estimates that “more
than three drinks a day is get-

ting into the danger zone,

you’re starting to test your

ability to recover. It may take

five to 10 years for it to be per-

manent.”
At a press conference at the

(See Alcohol, p2)
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Brand loyalty
WASHINGTON — Crack is

now being sold in tablet form

in New York, says The Drug
Abuse Report. Dealers are

looking for “brand loyalty,”

because of the fact there’s less

chance of adulterating the co-

caine with other substances

such as baking powder. Doc-

tors here are worried that the

pills will be mistaken for ace-

tylsalicylic acid (ASA), or

that cUidren will swallow

them. Crack users smoke the

pills.

PARTY time
TORONTO — A graphic por-

trayal of the physical and
emotional trauma brought on

by an alcohol-related accident

may be all it takes to prevent

some of the estimated 60% of

accidents involving youth and
alcohol. Ontario Hospitals To-

day says Sunnybrook Medical
Centre here has developed the

PARTY (Prevent Alcohol Re-

lated Trauma among Youth)

program, which includes a

seminar with paramedics and
tours of intensive care and
other hospital wards. A video

of the program will soon be

made available to schools

across Ontario.

MPs under fire

TORONTO — The Canadian

Cancer Society has mounted a

nationwide campaign to pres-

sure the federal government
into approving the bill to ban

tobacco advertising and pro-

motion. Canadians are urged

to write their MPs in support

of Bill C-51; passage through

Parliament has been delayed

by heavy pressure from the to-

bacco industry.

The ‘four Ds’
ATLANTA — PADS (Pre-

scription Abuse Data Synthe-

sis) is attempting to stop illicit

drug diversion with assistance

from the “four Ds,” says Ad-
diction Alert. The four Ds are

practitioners who are dis-

abled, dishonest, duped, or

dated. The PADS program, a

thrust of the American Medi-
cal Association, has signifi-

cantly reduced drug diversion

in Michigan, one of the first

states surveyed following the

beginning of the program.

Import quality
NI(;KRIA — Third World
countries should avoid import-

ing substandard drugs by us-

ing the World Health Organi-

zation’s facilities for quality

control, says Phurmunews of

Nigeria. P.O. F^mafo of Lugos
recommends that developing

countries lessen the risk oflm-
p«»rting inferior pharmaceuti-

cals by using WHO testing fa-

cilities and establishing na-

tional quality-control laws.

No to smokeless
OTTAWA — .Smokeless tobac-

co should be butted out, says

the Canadian ('ancer Society

((X!S). The (X'S says health

problems from smokeless to-

bacco are endemic in the Unit-

ed States and the product

should Im' banned in (Xinada ns

part of the federal crackdown
on tobacco.

Dutch needle exchange worth a look
By Harvey McConnell

WASHINGTON — A needle-ex-

change program in the Nether-

lands is really worth consideration

by United States officials even
though there is little hard data yet

on its effectiveness in stopping the

spread of the AIDS (HIV) virus.

There are also no markers yet as

to whether exchange of dirty nee-

dles for clean needles by intrave-

nous (IV) users has increased or

decreased drug use, or brought

more people into treatment, says

Ian Macdonald, MD, director,

White House Office on Drug Abuse
Policy and head of the Alcohol,

Drug Abuse and Mental Health Ad-

ministration.

Dr Macdonald, chairman of a

plenary session of the 3rd Interna-

tional Conference on AIDS here,

added in a later interview: “What
does seem to work is that on any
pretext, whether it is the pretext of

counselling, education, or provi-

sion of needles, where the inter-

viewer offers treatment, and treat-

ment is available, we could lure

people into treatment.

“My position (on supplying free

needles) still remains that the

most effective way to stop the

spread of this disease is to get peo-

ple off the needle.”

Dr Macdonald says he is also in

favor of expanding methadone
maintenance.

“It is always a difficult choice

between those who will say metha-
done is replacing dependencies —
and that’s true — and those who
would say even though it’s true, it

reduces crime and increases pro-

ductivity.

“I think AIDS is tipping the bal-

ance in favor of saying, now we
have two arguments against one
and I think countries such as Fin-

land, which would not have thought

about using methadone in years
gone by, are now reconsidering.”

Dr Macdonald noted that there is

an added argument to put to the IV
drug user who is sero-positive.

“One of the co-factors of

AIDS, on the basis of very early

data, is reinfection. If they can pre-

vent that reinfection, we not only

offer the partners but also the peo-

ple themselves a plus.”

Supermodel sets drug-free example
By Eteana Driver

Schnarre (left): kids look up to supermodel

SASKATOON — The celebrity everyone was waiting to see here at

the PRIDE (Parents Resource Institute for Drug Education) Cana-
da conference was Monika Schnarre, a 16 year-old, straight-A stu-

dent from Scarborough, Ontario, who was also Supermodel of the

World, in 1986.

Ms Schnarre told 650 PRIDE delegates that choosing a drug-free

lifestyle was one of the smartest decisions she ever made— taking
drugs is ‘dumb.’

“The thing that scares me most is that I would have no control,”

she said.

Ms Schnarre also talked about lives being destroyed by drugs and
added, “Knowing what it does to you keeps me away from it.”

Ms Schnarre told The Journal she enjoys doing public relations

work like appearing at the PRIDE conference. She put aside “may-
be an assignment in New York” to attend because it was important

to her.

“A lot of kids look up to me. I thought it would be really good for

me just to start setting an example.”

HIV transmission by aiddicts a major worry
( from page 1

)

“This is another important rea-

son to counsel sero-positive, IV

drug users that it is important to

try to avoid traditional styles of

heavy use of non-sterile injections

that can lead to a variety of infec-

tions such as endocarditis and non-

AIDS experts: ^

interest turns

to drug users
WASHINGTON — The 3rd in-

ternational Conference on AIDS
here drew more than 7,000 sci-

entists and public health offi-

cials from 50 countries. They
presented some 250 reports and

2,000 poster sessions and were
reported on by mure than KOO

members of the news media.

Five years ago, most of the del-

egates would have had only a

cursory interest in IV drug us-

ers. Today, IV drug users are

considered the major threat for

spreading the IIIV virus into the

heterosexual community.
Next month, TIu* .lournal pre-

sents complete coverage of the

AIDS conference.
' /

pneumocystic pneumonia.

Dr Des Jarlais later told a press

conference that traditionally socie-

ty has shown moderate to little

concern about IV drug users “and
relatively little ability to control

the IV drug use problem.

“Now. because of the devastat-

ing effects of the HIV infection and
the certainty of transmission from

drug users to sexual partners and
children, we are in a situation

where we must re-examine our tra-

ditional assumptions about IV drug

users and make a significant and
sustained commitment to the

health of IV drug users.

“We’re going to have, at some
level, to take into account fatalities

with HIV as a co-factor as part of

the AIDS-related spectrum.”
Dr Des Jarlais said he is certain,

based on the New York city experi-

ence, some such increases could be

as high as 100%.

“IV drug users are the main
.source of heterosexual and perina-

tal transmi.ssion in North America
and Europiv If we are going to b<'

.serious about controlling this epi

demic among helero.sexuals, we
are going to have to Im* serious

alKiiit controlling it among IV drug
users,"

There are indications some IV

Alcohol hits hormones too
I from page 1

1

annual meeting here of tin* Ontario

Merlical A.s.siK'iation, Dr Van Thiel

said a Pittsburgh research group
has ixH'n investigating the

ri'lationships Ix'tween alcohol, the

liver, and sex.

Although many medical texts

say that cirrhosis of the liver

causes hy|M>gonadi.sm, th(>y found

otherwise It isn't the liver damage
that affects hormone levels, hut

the alcohol it.self

The 10' f of cirrhotics whose <lis

ease isn't related to alcoholism

have normal testosteron*' levels

The energy of endwrme cells in

the testes is not only diverted from
making hormones to metalMilizing

ethanol, but one of the by products

of that metalNilism, acetaldehyde,

is a toxic substance

"The cells are not dead, they are

misdirwled
"It's like you're in the wnmg

lane m a traffic rot.'iry You're stdl

in the car, hut you're not getting

wlu're you want to txv"

There is evidence that women
who drink exee.ssively have some
gonadal effects, hut they are more
difTicult to study, he said

drug users are making changes to

reduce their risk of transmission,

but clearly much more is needed.

There is no single answer.

Dr Des Jarlais said that they

should be doing a variety of things,

from providing treatment for any

drug user who wants it, providing

counselling and education concern-

ing heterosexual transmission for

IV drug users in the US and west-

ern Europe, and providing educa-

tion and means for safer injection

procedures among those likely to

continue injecting the drugs.

“And. we must do something to

stop new people from starting to in-

ject.”

Dr Des Jarlais said he supports a

New York city health department

proposal to evaluate the effects of

the needle exchange program. The
best data at the moment come
from Amsterdam where a needle-

exchange program has been going

on for several years.
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Basic research indicates allergy tie to alcohol
‘

It’s too early to draw
firm conclusions’

By Betty Lou Lee

TORONTO — Rat research at the

Addiction Research Foundation

(ARF) and the University of To-

ronto ( U of T ) here indicates there

may be some truth to what Alco-

holics Anonymous has been say-

ing. and scientists have been deny-

ing. for 50 years; allergy may play

a role in alcoholism.

It has always been thought the

alcohol molecule was too small to

provoke an immune response. But,

the group has shown in rats that

when one molecule of alcohol is

metabolized, one molecule of

acetaldehyde is produced, and that

can bind with protein to trigger the

production of IgG antibodies — the

type that go on search-and-destroy

missions to protect the body.

The researchers have also now
shown that these same protein-

acetaldehyde complexes can trig-

ger IgE antibodies — the ones that

produce allergic reactions.

Yedy Israel, PhD, chief, ARF

biochemical research and U of T
professor of pharmacology and
medicine, outlined the research

here at the annual meeting of the

Ontario Medical Association.

“Immunology research related

to alcohol is only a few months
old,” he told The Journal.

It is too early to draw firm con-

clusions about its role in alcohol-

ism, but there are speculative pos-

sibilities.

One is a vaccine that would pro-

duce an allergic reaction if the per-

son drank alcohol. The reaction

would be controlled to be uncom-
fortable but not dangerous: unlike

disulfiram (eg, Antabuse), or oth-

er aversion techniques, the vac-

cine would not require continued

patient compliance.

Immunology could also hold the

key to liver damage in alcoholics.

Acetaldehyde may bind to liver

cells, attracting antibodies that ac-

tivate killer cells that destroy the

liver cells.

The research group has already

produced a diagnostic test for alco-

holism that works on the same
principle as the hemoglobin AIC
test for diabetics that measures
average blood sugar levels over a

period of weeks.

Their test uses an antibody that

can recognize protein-acetalde-

hyde complexes in the blood, giv-

ing an accurate reading of alcohol

consumption.

Dr Israel said it has been SOG
successful in recognizing alcohol-

ics. Israel: speculative possibilities

benefits to athletes may be overratedSteroids’
By Harvey McConnell

CLEVELAND — Some athletes

will take any drug they think will

help their performance, yet there

is no evidence the most widely

abused drugs — anabolic steroids

— work.

"I have investigated enough inci-

dents to know there are people who
will stop at absolutely nothing in

order to produce a better athlete,”

says Donald Caitlin, PhD, MD, di-

rector of the Olympic Sports Labo-

ratory, University of California at

Los Angeles.

“And forget about ethics. They
don’t exist.”

One group of drugs widely

abused among shooting and pen-

tathlon athletes is beta blockers.

“They are highly abused in these

sports and tremendously effective

as they really increase scores,” Dr
Caitlin told the annual meeting

here of the American Medical So-

ciety on Alcoholism and Other

Drug Dependencies.

Dr Caitlin; “When one has to try

to hold the hand steady to shoot a

bow and arrow or pistol, one mil-

limeter of motion in your finger tip

when the heart beats, translates

into four centimeters of motion at

the target.

“Athletes in these sports shoot

between heart beats and because

beta blockers slow the heart, this

gives them a greater opportunity

to shoot between beats.”

Anabolic-steroid abuse is endem-
ic in many sports with men taking

30 to 50 times the normal amount of

testosterone produced in a male
daily. Supplies come into the Unit-

ed States from France and Mexico.

(Recently, a ring importing ster-

oids from Mexico was broken up.

)

Dr Caitlin; “One of the most re-

markable things about the anabol-

ic-steroid situation is that there is

little or no evidence they work.

“So why do people take them?
“They believe it increases mus-

cle mass and strength, reduces the

muscle recovery time, and makes
you more aggressive. But, there is

no evidence that steroids work.”
It is useless to tell athletes there

Canada’s Olympic drug-testing

laboratory The Back Page

is a paucity of evidence about the

effects of steroids. “They will tell

you you are wrong, they do work. I

have heard this over and over
again,” says Dr Caitlin.

On the other hand, studies show
anabolic-steroid abuse increases

the incidence of coronary artery

disease, has a variety of effects on

the liver, and a number of tumors.

some malignant, have been asso-

ciated with anabolic-steroid use.

Dr Caitlin said steroids are used
not only by such athletes as body
builders and weightlifters, but also

in sports where one would not ex-

pect such use, including figure

skating, volleyball, and tennis.

Anabolic steroids are used by

TORONTO — A group of inmates

serving weekend sentences here

has presented a brief to Ontario

Premier David Peterson outlining

ways to combat alcohol and other

drug-related problems.

The 15-page brief, written by in-

mates of the Mimico Correctional

Institution, urges alcohol and drug

education programs be directed at

children as early as Grade 1. It

also suggests expert counselling

begin at Grade 1, teaching children

to identify abuse in their homes, to

express their feelings, and how to

relate to parents, siblings, and

peers in an unfavorable home envi-

ronment.

The inmates also requested low-

alcohol beverages ( less than 1% al-

cohol ) be taken off the market and

more stringent efforts be made to

some women athletes, especially

long distance runners, though not

usually by women in North Ameri-

ca. “the cost in terms of their bod-

ies is tremendous.” he added.

Dr Caitlin said the object over

the next four or five years is to see

if quality testing really has an ef-

fect on this problem.

deny children access to cigarettes.

Other recommendations range

from stiffer penalties for drunk

driving to tighter eligibility con-

trols on those who buy alcohol, to a

proposal that cigarette and alcohol

advertisers contribute equal

amounts of their advertising dol-

lars to a special government fund

to be used for educational purposes

and campaigns for a drug-free life-

style.

“We, as addicts, find advertising

that makes the consumption of al-

cohol appealing, very destructive

to our attempts to regain control of

our lives, ” states the brief

The brief was written by inmates

participating in the Mimico Alco-

hol and Drug Education (MADE)
program, sponsored by Alcohol

and Drug Concerns, Inc.Timing: shooting between heart beats

Ontario inmates recommending
earlier drug prevention program

Teachers told ‘its vour problem too’

School confronts drug situation every time
By Deana Driver

SASKATOON — A school principal

here says schools should take a

tough stand with young drug users

from the onset, going as far as lay-

ing charges and expelling them in

some cases.

Brian Hartsook, principal, Aden
Bowman Collegiate, told a work-
shop here at the PRIDE (Parents

Resource Institute for Drug Edu-
cation) Canada that school staff

have a responsibility to “never
look the other way "

if a student is

suspected of using drugs.

“It’s your problem, too,” he
said.

One of Mr Hartsook’s first moves,
when he became principal of a 950-

student high school a few years ago,

was to do a staff in-service orienta-

tion on drug abuse and what the

rules of the school were going to

be. Then, students were educated
on the rules, which emphasize the

“logical consequences” of behav-

ior: if the behavior is positive, the

consequences are positive.

Students learn right from Grade
9 that “if you come into the build-

ing under the influence of drugs, or

with the odor of alcohol, or in pos-

session, or in the act of trafficking,

this is what will happen to you,”

said Mr Hartsook.

He admits his is not the ideal pro-

gram, “but it’s better than nothing

at all.”

If students are found with alco-

hol or smelling of alcohol, 24-hour

suspensions are handed out and the

students must come back with a

parent or guardian.

Such students must sign written

contracts to come back to school

saying they will refrain from such
activities in future, will meet with

addictions counsellors, and go for

treatment until the problem has

been resolved.

If students are in possession of a

drug, they are turned over to city

police. Parents are phoned for an
interview, but interviews are con-

ducted at the police station. Stu-

dents are asked to go to a local

centre for treatment in exchange
for the school not pressing

charges.

If the offence is trafficking, the

response is more severe.

“I turn you over to the police.

1 request a charge be laid, and
we are finished with you.

turkey," said Mr Hartsook.

Parents have balked at some of

his tactics and have gone as high

as the minister of education. But,

Mr Hartsook has had support from

the higher levels.

School counselling: teaching logical consequences of behavior
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Chickenpox serious in smokers
Adult smokers who get chickenpox could be at risk of potentially

lethal pneumonia. Three physicians with the regional depart-

ment of infectious diseases and tropical medicine and the de-

partment of chest medicine, Monsall Hospital, Manchester, En-

gland, report the cases of 29 adults admitted to hospital between

March, 1985 and February, 1986 with chickenpox. Of 19 patients

who were current or recent smokers, seven had pneumonia,

which can kill up to one in five adult chickenpox patients. Of the

10 patients who had never smoked, none had pneumonia. Twen-

ty patients underwent lung function tests; of the 12 smokers or

ex-smokers tested, five developed pneumonia, and another

three had an abnormal carbon monoxide transfer factor, which

the reseachers think is due to subclinical chickenpox pneumoni-

tis. Only one of the eight non-smokers had an abnormal reading,

and she had a history of extensive pulmonary tuberculosis. All

of the pneumonia patients were successfully treated with intra-

venous acyclovir (eg, Zovirax) for five days. The physicians

conclude clinicians should consider giving acyclovir to adults

with chickenpox who smoke.

British Medical Journal, April 18, 1987,v.294 : 1002.

Eye drop drug test unreliable
Work by two Florida physicians has countered European claims

that naloxone drops placed into one eye can be used to detect

opiate dependence without causing intense withdrawal effects.

It had previously been reported that ophthalmic instillation of

naloxone into one eye could produce anisocoria ( a change in di-

ameter of the pupil ) without other signs of dependence in opiate-

dependent subjects. Researchers from the department of neu-

rology, University of Miami, placed naloxone into the conjunti-

val sac of one eye in each of four volunteers currently on metha-

done maintenance. They found administration of 0.4 milligrams

of naloxone had no impact on pupillary diameter, but when 4 mg
of naloxone was instilled one week later, each of the patients ex-

hibited bilateral dilation of the pupils, and one showed anisoco-

ria up to 30 minutes after administration of the drug. All four

subjects reported feeling ‘uneasy;’ two exhibited tachycardia,

and one patient was sick and had other gastrointestinal symp-
toms. Three healthy, non-opiate dependent volunteers who
acted as controls had no change in pupillary diameters with ei-

ther dose of the drug. Drs J. Sanchez-Ramos and Edward Senay
conclude ophthalmic instillation of naloxone could not success-

fully detect opiate dependency without potentially causing a

complete withdrawal syndrome. They say it should not be used

on a routine basis for the detection of opiate dependency.

British Journal ofAddiction, March, 1987, v.82: 313-315.

Addiction undiagnosed in elderly patients
A high proportion of elderly psychiatric inpatients have chemi-

cal dependency that goes unrecognized, say two physicians. Drs

Scott Whitcup and Frank Miller, University of Los Angeles and
Cornell University Medical College respectively, looked at the

patient records of 90 patients older than 65 years, admitted to

the Payne Whitney Clinic in New York. Admissions were pri-

marily for severe depression and organic mental disorders. The
doctors used a rigorous set of criteria to diagnose drug depen-

dency and withdrawal including clinical signs, a positive history

of dependence, or positive blood and urine drug screens. Of the

90 patients evaluated, 21%, or 19 patients, were defined as che-

mically dependent; 10 were neither recognized nor detoxified.

Of the dependent patients, seven of 10 patients who were not de-

toxified, but only one of the nine detoxified patients, experienced

.serious medical complications requiring transfer to a medical

floor or an intensive care unit. While male alcoholics were likely

to be identified as chemically dependent, female benzodiazepine

abusers often went undiagnosed, Seventeen of the 19 dependent

patients gave histories consistent with dependence; the other

two had blood and urine screens positive for drugs. Their find-

ings, Drs Whitcup and Miller say, "illustrate the need to appre-

ciate the frequency of chemical de()endence and withdrawal in

psychiatrically hospitalized elderly who may be inadvertently

deprived of their drug regimens.”

Journal of the American (leriatric Soriehi, April, 1987, v. 35:297-

.301

Alcohol hinders hypertension therapy
Alcohol, by raising blood pre.ssure, interferes with iiypertension

treatment Following-up on earlier work showing aleohol is di

redly responsible for raising blood pressure in norniolensive in

dividuals, Australian researchers used a randomized, con
trolled, crossover study to look at its impact on men being

treated for essential hypertension. In the study, 44 men defined

as moderate to heavy drinkers were divided into two groups and
either continued their normal drinking habits for six weeks or

were asked to drink only a brand of iM’er with an alcohol coneen
tration of 0.9%' for th<* same pi'riiMl. The alcohol consumption of

the two groups was then rever.sed for a similar six week period.

Throughout th(* study, the subjects continued their usual antiby-

pertensive treatment. HIimmI pressure and body weight mea
surements were taken during the study as were blocal samples
for enzyme and lipid analyses. A daily diary was kept to monitor
alcohol consumption which dropped from a baseline av«>rage of

452 millilitres ethanol weekly to 64 ml ethanol weekly when sub
jects were in the low alcohol phase of the study The three re

searchers from the department of medicine, University of West
ern Australia, and the Royal Perth Hospital. Perth, found (hat

mean systolic and diastolic blood pre.ssures were significantly

lower during the last two weeks of the low alcohol period than
(luring till' normal .alcohol pia iod

The l.anert March 21 , 1987. no:«5.34 647 651 ... ,
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AIDS-drug distribution assured
under new federal/provincial plan

By Kate Fournis

OTTAWA— The Canadian govern-

ment has reached agreement with

a pharmaceutical company to

make the drug zidovudine avail-

able to a broader number of AIDS
patients without licensing it for

prescription sale.

In May, Burroughs Wellcome
Inc started charging the govern-

ment for the drug ( formerly called

azidothymidine or AZT) and
threatened to stop supplying it un-

less it was licensed.

Federal health officials were
concerned that because supplies of

zidovudine are limited, giving it

prescription-drug status might
mean the drug would not reach

those who need it most.

The new agreement will permit

zidovudine to be given not only to

AIDS patients with pneumocystis
carinii pneumonia, but also to

those patients with other opportu-

nistic infections of viral, parasitic,

and bacterial origin and to those

with “severe, symptomatic, AIDS
virus infection and a low T4 cell

count,” says federal Health Min-

ister Jake Epp.
The drug will continue to be dis-

tributed by clinical investigators in

each province; they will also con-

tinue to collect data on its efficacy

and safety.

When the agreement was
reached in late May, federal and
provincial health officials were
working out financing and distribu-

tion questions.

The government agreed to pay
for the drug — estimated to cost

about $10,000 for a year’s supply—
only until the end of May. The
provinces had to come up with fi-

nancing arrangements then.

Because the drug is in short sup-

ply, federal and provincial health

officials are devising a hierarchy
of indications for its distribution.

That hierarchy will be made uni-

form across Canada.
The company and health offi-

cials “acknowledged the need to

provide the growing, but still lim-

ited, supplies of the drug to those

most in need and agreed that allo-

cation will be made to the prov-

inces according to the number of

reported AIDS cases,” Mr Epp
said.

Burroughs Wellcome has agreed
to make zidovudine available in-

ternationally.

The Canadian supply will grad-

ually increase by the end of 1987 to

about double the level available in

June, says Greg Smith, coordina-

tor of the National AIDS Centre
here.

For June, that represents 500 to

600 patient-years of drug, he esti-

mates.

Throat cancer tied to stomach acid

Smoking prompts reflux action
By Paul Szabo

DENVER— A link between cig-

arette smoking and throat can-

cer could well be that smoking
encourages regurgitation of

stomach acid into the throat.

The theory was made inde-

pendently here by two physi-

cians presenting papers at the

spring meetings of the Ameri-
can Academy of Otolaryngolo-

gy, Head and Neck Surgery.

The regurgitation of stomach
acid — gastroesophageal reflux

—was identified by a research

group from Wake Forest Uni-

versity Medical Center.

Winston-Salem, North Carolina,

as the probable cause of a num-
ber of throat conditions, includ-

ing laryngeal cancer.

And, Murray Morrison, MD,
professor of surgery at the Uni-

versity of British Columbia.

Vancouver, linked reflux with

glottic cancer.

Dr Morrison and James Kouf-

man, MD, who headed the Wake
Forest research group, said

there is strong evidence to sug-

gest the promotion of reflux by
smoking can be responsible for

some throat cancers.

Dr Morrison said nicotine re-

laxes the lower esophageal

sphincter and allows stomach
acid back up into the throat, so

heavy smokers probably are

promoting reflux in themselves.

Dr Koufman said studies show

reflux occurs two-thirds of the

time when people smoke.
Both physicians say it isn't

yet clear exactly how reflux

could cause cancer. Dr Kouf-

man noted experimental stud-

ies show leaving acid in contact

with the lining of the throat can
lead to chronic inflammation
and that this could lead to can-

cer.

“It may be that acid reflux is

a significant factor, and it's ini-

tiated by smoking cigarettes."

Dr Morrison cautions that re-

flux is a common problem, es-

pecially in the 10‘^< of the pop-

ulation who suffer from a hiatus

hernia.

"We wouldn't want to get to

the point where everybody who
has a hiatus hernia . . . sudden-

ly starts thinking. ‘Oh my good-

ness, 1 better start thinking

about the possibility of getting

(throat) cancer.’
”

On the other hand, he said,

the evidence “would certainly

suggest anybtKly with a hiatus

hernia shouldn't smoke."

Little change in college drinking
By Paul Szabo

DENVER College* age women in

the United Stales are drinking

more and drinking more heavily,

blit the trend is not dramatie and
the women are still iH'hind their

male colleagues

That's the ('onehision of Ruth
Engs. Ml), who has been conduct

ing research into women and
drinking m college since 1974 She
reiiorted her findings here at the

Ist National Conferenee on Worn
en's Issues, coordinated by the Al

eohol and Drug I’rohU'ins Asscu'ia

lion of North America
" Students aren't doing anything

moiM* than when I was a gradu.ite

m (he late .ids," said Dr Engs, de

jrai'tmenl ol applied health sci-

ence, Indiana University.

While the nuHlia indicate there

has been an alarming increase in

aleohol consumption by college

students in the past dwade, there

has actually Im'cii only a small in-

crease

"On the whole, we re not liKiking

at any dramatic change,” she .said

There is at least one statistic

among Dr Engs findings (hat indi

cates there has bi'cn more than a

small increase female heavy

drinki'is, those who consume at

least a six pack of beer at one sit

ting once a week or more The
number of women falling into this

calegoi'N h;ts risen to 118". from

4 4"
' 111 1974

Dr Engs startl'd I'xillecting data

on college-age drinking habits in

1974. and. in both 1982 and 1985, col-

lecti'd information from more than

.S.tXH) students from 81 US post-sec-

ondary institutions of different

sizes, in every state. About half of

the resjHindents wen' women
The surveys show (he continued

tendency of male students to be

more likely to drink, to drink more
oRen. to consume more alcohol,

and to expi'ricnce more drinking

problems than women
While this gap may bi' narrowing

slightly. Dr Engs wrote in a paper

with sociologist David Hanson of

State University of New York Col-

lege. It remains "clearly signifi-

cant and (wtenl
"
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Paraphernalia clues to drug-based heart attack
By Betty Lou Lee

HAMILTON — Drug parapherna-

lia are often the only hint emergen-

cy room staff get that a heart at-

tack is due to drug abuse, says

James O’Brien, MD, PhD, chair-

man of the medical committee for

the International Narcotic En-

forcement Association.

A small mirror, a straw with

white powder on it, a single-edged

razor blade with a cardboard cov-

er, a gold spoon on a chain around

the neck, or a small spoon in a

pocket can indicate a cocaine user,

he told emergency personnel at the

McMaster University Medical

Centre.

A single long fingernail, usually

on the small finger, may also be

used as a coke spoon.

Dr O’Brien, also assistant pro-

fessor of psychiatry and medicine.

University of Connecticut School of

Medicine, Hartford, said heart at-

tacks are common at any age with

cocaine use (The Journal, Feb-

ruary, 1986). Pneumothorax with

lung collapse, mediastinal emphy-
sema, and lactation without preg-

nancy can be other sequellae.

Cocaine can also cause abruptio

placentae, where the placenta rup-

tures and both mother and baby

die.

Black needle tracks are “rapidly

becoming passe’’ as an indicator of

intravenous drug use, he said. The
black marks were carbon from the

end of a needle that was held in a

flame to sterilize it. But, the switch

to disposable needles because of

fear of AIDS has eliminated the

tell-tale marks.

Dr O’Brien warned of the sophis-

ticated manipulation narcotic ad-

dicts can use to get prescription

drugs in emergency departments.

One man needed immediate re-

lief from the excruciating pain of

kidney stones. His urine sample

had the appropriate amount of

blood because he pricked his finger

while collecting it. Even the x-ray

confirmed the ‘stone’ — no one no-

ticed he had a spot of leaded paint

on his back above the ureter.

“The addict will also say he’s al-

lergic to everything but the drug he

wants, usually Dilaudid (hydro-

morphone).’’

Dr O’Brien said few cocaine us-

ers have holes in their noses from

snorting the drug: “I’ve seen more
from people who work in battery

plants.”

But, they usually use only one

nostril, and that one will have swol-

len membranes. Mucus also tends

to cake in that nostril because of

the decreased blood supply.

Crack and cocaine ARE same
HAMILTON — Crack and co-

caine are now being treated in-

correctly in the public mind like

two separate substances, crack

the more dangerous.

James O’Brien, MD, PhD,
chairman of the Medical Com-
mittee for the International

Narcotic Enforcement Associa-

tion, points out: “Anything that

applies to crack also applies to

hydrochloride, and all the

deaths I’ve seen have been hy-

drochloride, but that is not get-

ting out to people.”

Another popular belief is that

cocaine is not elective if taken

orally. But, those who “eat their

stash” to avoid arrest will have
the same blood level in 60 min-

utes as if they had injected it.

There have been a number of

deaths in his hospital where
people showed no symptoms
immediately after ingesting co-

caine.

Dr O’Brien: “You think after

20 minutes they’re all right, and
they die on the way out the

door.”

‘Precipitous’ increase in crack complications
Neurological, psychiatric problems
seen more and more frequently

By Katherine Lake

NEW YORK — Crack is living up

to predictions it would become the

most dangerous drug to hit the

United States streets since wide-

spread heroin abuse hit in the

1960s.

The cheap and widely available

alkalinized cocaine started to se-

duce the youth of urban ghettoes a

couple of years ago; now, crack is

widely abused by people of all

ages, at all socioeconomic levels.

Lisa Benson, administrator of

the US National Cocaine Hotline

(1-800-COCAINE), says about half

of the 1,200 daily calls involve con-

cerns about crack. And, most of

these calls are from people having

personal difficulty with the drug.

Hotline workers estimate two

million US residents have tried

crack and the number grows by
about 2,000 new smokers every

day.

With the rise in crack abuse, doc-

tors are starting to see a “precip-

itous increase” in the neurological

and psychiatric complications as-

sociated with cocaine use.

“Crack is proving to be a very

dangerous drug,” Mark Goldberg,

MD, told The Journal at the annual

meeting here of the American Aca-

demy of Neurology.

“Whereas we used to see the odd

seizure or stroke from intranasal

or intravenous cocaine use, we’re

seeing such complications more

^GILBERT

and more frequently as crack

abuse grows.”

Within the past two years, Dr
Goldberg, professor of neurology

and pharmacology, and colleagues

at the University of California, Los

Goldberg: spinal cord wipe-out

Angeles (UCLA) School of Medi-

cine have seen 19 people — 15 of

them crack users— with neurolog-

ical or psychiatric complications

attributed to cocaine abuse.

“We’re seeing crack users with

irreversible brain damage from

strokes,” Dr Goldberg said.

“We’re also seeing serious psychi-

atric disturbances in people with

no known psychiatric history.

“I fear this is just the tip of the

iceberg. As more people try crack,

we will see these problems more
frequently because smoking crack

is more dangerous than doing co-

caine hydrochloride either intra-

venously or intranasally.”

When cocaine is snorted, the

drug’s inherent vasoconstrictive

properties eventually shrink the

blood vessels in the nose, limiting

the amount of cocaine that is ab-

sorbed systemically during a

snorting session. Dr (Joldberg said.

But, since crack is smoked, “the

hit to the brain is much more direct

and is not diminished with repeat-

ed doses.”

The patients in the UCLA series

ranged in age from 18 to 45 years,

and almost one-third were first-

time crack users. Neuropsychia-

tric complications were associated

with acute use in 58'’/r of the pa-

tients and with chronic use in 427c.

Complications occurred within

minutes to three hours after crack

use.

The most serious complication

was permanent paralysis from an

anterior spinal artery infarction in

a 24-year-old crack user. “This

case shows crack can wipe out the

spinal cord,” Dr Goldberg said.

Other neurological complica-

tions included strokes in various

parts of the brain, hemorrhage into

the brain, generalized tonic-clonic

seizures, and transient ischemic

attacks — warning signals of an

impending stroke.

Drugs and jet lag
Nature’s End: The Consequences of the

Twentieth Century is a horrifying glimpse

at the year 2025 by Whitley Strieber and
James Kuneta. The atmosphere is dying.

Cities teem with choking wretches. In

oceans of decaying, pullulating humanity

are islands of splendor where elites are

buttressed from the ecological mess by
extraordinary technology. Transatmos-

pheric vehicles (TAVs) whisk the priv-

ileged from one island to another— from
Los Angeles to Calcutta, for example, in

under three hours. ‘Tawing’ requires the

use of equalizers — drugs that rush the

user through hours of metabolic activity

in minutes.

Most of the ingredients of this night-

mare are in place. Tropical forests are be-

ing razed: their sparse soil is becoming
desert. Forests in Europe and North
America die from acid rain. Topsoil ev-

erywhere blows away from overuse. De-

mocracies die as underclasses emerge
and the wealthy resume their ascen-

dancy.

Do we already have equalizers?

I happen to have flown more than

250,000 kilometres during the last 15

months, across the Atlantic and the Pacif-

ic, and often touching one or another

North American coast. A book by Dr
Charles F. Ehret and Lynne Waller Scan-

lon entitled Overcoming Jet Lag has been
much in evidence at airport bookstores.

These authors suggest pharmacological
manipulation of human circadian

rhythms is already possible.

Dr Ehret and Ms Scanlon outline a

three-stage program for overcoming jet

president. (“Thank you for your fine con-

tribution to humanity,” reads an endorse-

ment from the White House.) The three

stages are the four days before a flight,

the flight itself, and the day after the

flight.

Key variables, say these authors, are

light, diet, and caffeine use.

Light is important during and after the

flight, they say. Lighting during the flight

should be that of the destination. Through-

out the next day, natural lighting should

be experienced to the full — no sun-

glasses, darkened rooms in daytime, or lit

rooms after sunset. The objective is to en-

train the body as quickly as possible to the

new solar rhythm.

Diet is important, say Dr Ehret and Ms
Scanlon, because foods rich in protein act

as stimulants and foods rich in carbohy-

drates act as depressants. Also, when gly-

cogen levels are low, as after fasting, ex-

ternal ‘zeitgebers’ (timegivers) more
readily influence the internal diurnal cy-

cle. The authors thus recommend eating

high-protein meals early in the day and
high-carbohydrate meals late in the day,

and alternating between high and low

food intake over the five days of the regi-

men so that the day of the flight is a low-

intake day and the next day is a high-in-

take day.

Caffeine is said to act in two ways. Its

use causes depletion of glycogen, thus en-

hancing sensitivity to external zeitgebers.

More directly, caffeine may shift the body

clock forward or backward, according to

when it is used.

The suggestion of a direct effect of caf-

feine came from preliminary work on the

effects of the related drug theophylline

( found in tea ) on the circadian rhythms of

rats, reported by Dr Ehret and two col-

leagues in the journal Science in 1975.

This work indicates that caffeine given to

a human in the morning might reset the

body clock to an earlier time; in the af-

ternoon, the drug would have no effect; in

the evening, caffeine might set the clock

forward.

Thus, for flights involving a five-hour

time change. Dr Ehret and Ms Scanlon

recommend abstention from caffeine dur-

ing the days before the flight ( to enhance
the effect) and consumption of three cups

of strong tea or coffee all at once on the

day of the flight. For eastbound flights,

the caffeine should be consumed in the

evening an hour or two before the flight to

help the body skip over the missed hours.

For westbound flights, the caffeine should

be consumed in the morning to help the

body adjust to the lengthened day.

In January this year, I took a party of

civic officials and environmentalists to

Europe to study refuse incinerators.

Warnings about the intensity of our itin-

erary and the ills of jet lag, and advice
about possible prophylaxis, were not

enough to induce even one of the 11 partic-

ipants to follow the complex schedule of

eating and drinking proposed by Dr Ehret

Current interest in pharmacological manipulation
of body clocks centres on melatonin . .

.

and Ms Scanlon. My attempt to provide

data for this column failed.

More formal attempts may have en-

countered similar difficulties: little has

been published on drugs and jet lag. One

report concerns theophylline and changes

in human sleep cycles. A bimodal effect

according to time of administration was

not evident. No report has concerned caf-

feine. Many studies show caffeine given in

the evening delays sleep onset. A day-

shortening effect seems improbable.

Current interest in pharmacological

manipulation of body clocks centres on

melatonin, the skin-lightening hormone

secreted by the pineal gland each night.

Last year, Dr Josephine Arendt and two

colleagues noted in the British Medical

Journal that six of nine subjects who took

a placebo reported jet lag symptoms after

flights from San Francisco to London

(eight-hour difference), but none of eight

subjects who took evening doses of mel-

atonin before and after their flights re-

ported symptoms.
Debate continues as to the mechanism

of such an “equalizing” effect of melato-

nin, and, as to the value of speedy meridi-

an hopping.

By

Richard

Gilbert
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Trauma of abuse eased by life skills training

Alberta Hospital Edmonton has

been running a life skills training

course for the past 11 years. This

240-hour training course teaches

students the basic problem-solving

skills necessary to cope not only in

interacting socially w^ith others

daily, but also in resolving person-

al conflicts.

Many of the students who com-

plete this 16-week course have

been raised in a home where one or

both parents are alcoholic. Stories

of physical and sexual abuse are

common, not to mention the hours

of neglect each had to endure.

In spite of the trauma suffered,

many graduates of the life skills

program have continued to do well

on completion of this course. The

daily atmosphere of unconditional

acceptance, appropriate problem

skills, listening, and description of

feelings has bolstered the dam-

~|The J(5»umal

aged self-esteem of many. I be-

lieve this program gave hope
where little had previously existed.

I would greatly appreciate if you
could supply me with a bibliogra-

phy on adult children of alcoholics

if you have any available. As well,

would you be able to supply me
with an address for the United

States National Association for

Children of Alcoholics? The knowl-

edge gained from this growing
field of study will greatly enhance
the welfare of individuals under-

going treatment at this centre.

William Hanec
Alberta Hospital Edmonton
Psychiatric Treatment Centre

Edmonton. Alberta

We are interested in joining the Ca-

nadian Association for Children of

Alcoholics and would appreciate

any information you can provide

regarding membership.

Greg Howse
Executive director

Simcoe Outreach Services

Barrie, Ontario

^ ^

I am very pleased to hear that a

Canadian association has been

founded for children of alcoholics

(The Journal, December).
In my present position as pro-

gram supervisor of our out-patient

clinic for substance abusers. I am
able to promote the awareness of

children of alcoholics in our com-
munity and to develop programs to

meet their needs.

If I can in any way participate at

a national level in this very excit-

ing and overdue venture, please let

me know. 1 would also appreciate

receiving all the information avail-

able on the Canadian Association

for Children of Alcoholics.

^ 5«;

Christine Moores
Program supervisor

Phoenix Centre

Kamloops Society for Alcohol and
Drug Services

Kamloops, British Columbia

Would you please send me infor-

mation about children of alcohol-

ics?

I would appreciate any informa-

tion you have on the new organiza-

tion. CACOA.

Evelyn Ahola
Teacher
North Bav, Ontario

^ ^

With reference to your article on

the Canadian Association for Chil-

dren of Alcoholics (January), we
are very interested in receiving

more information.

Please send us all you can. and
thank you.

Janice R. Madill

Library, Ministry of Social

Services and Housing
Vancouver, British Columbia

•S' 5(5

I would very much be interested in

receiving any information you
might have on CACOA (January i.

What specifically can I do to be

of service in my capacity with the

Alcoholism Foundation of Manito-

ba?

Donald P. Richmond
Alcoholism Foundation of

Manitoba

Gilliam. Manitoba •

(Ed note: An information pack-

ages are on the way.}

The Journal honored
for contribution to fieid
CLEV'ELAND — The Journal

has received a special merit

award in the 5th annual Markie

Awards for alcoholism and ad-

diction communication.

The award is sponsored by

the United States National

Foundation for Alcoholism

Communications (NFAC),
Seattle. Washington.

Stephanie Abbott. NFAC
president, told The .iournal the

special recognition award is

"an honor bestowed by the

judges panel on an entry de-

serving of particular merit.

' The .loui nal's many contri-

butions to the field of alcohol-

ism and addiction throughout

North America were cited. Its

clarity, authority, and reputa-

tion make it a highly-signifi-

cant. full-scale periixlical ....

Special recommendation

seemed to be the best express-

ion of appreciation and esteem

that the panel had to bestow,"

Ms Abbott said.

The New York-based. US Na-

tional .Association of Junior

Leagues’ media campaign.

WoFuafi to Woman, won the

sweepstakes award in the com-

petition witli se\eral top en-

tries. .Awards were presented at

the National Couneil on .Alcohol-

ism's annual forum here.
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• Behind these pages

TORONTO — A national drug strate-

gy for Canada has been discussed,

considered, wished for, dreamed
about, and delayed for years. Now, R-

nally, it’s here. What events preceded

the strategy announced by Ottawa at

the end of May? How do the compo-
nents fit into the addiction field as it

exists now? And, what do experts in

the field think should happen next?

The Journal editors prepared this

analysis for readers: • events leading

up to the strategy, from The Journal

coverage since 1972 (Evolution);

• testimony given to a House of Com-
mons committee (Climate, Con-

cerns); and, • an international per-

spective (World stage).

The Journal

Strategy

May 25, 1987 : Federal Health Minister

Jake Epp announces in Toronto that

the federal government is launching a

$210-million, five-year plan to curb

drug abuse, covering six areas —
treatment ($81.9 million), education

and prevention ($69.3 million), en-

forcement and con-

trol ($39.9 million),

information and re-

search ($10.5 mil-

lion), international

cooperation ($6.3

million), and na-

tional focus ($2.1

Epp million).

Solicitor-General

May 26: Federal

Solicitor - General

James Kelleher an-

nounces in Montre-

al that the Royal

Canadian Mounted
Police will increase Kelleher

efforts to keep drugs out of Canada,
knock profits out of trafficking, and

increase international liaison.

Youth
May 26: Federal Youth Minister Jean
Charest announces in Montreal the

government recognizes the role of

community-based organizations and
outlines provisions for new education-

al material, a pub-

lic-awareness me-
dia campaign, a

Drug Awareness
Week, and support

for provincial com-
munity projects.

Revenue
May 27: In Halifax,

federal Minister of

National Revenue
Elmer MacKay an-

nounces Canada
Customs will be

given “significant

new resources” to

fight drug trafficking.'

External Affairs
May 28: Federal External Affairs

Minister Joe Clark announces in the

House of Commons that the govern-
ment will consider requests from nar-

cotics - producing

countries for devel-

opment assistance

and give $500 mil-

lion to the United

Nations Fund for

Clark Drug Abuse Con-

Justice
May 28: Federal Attorney-General
Ray Hnatyshyn introduces a bill to

seize, freeze, and
forfeit the proceeds
of crimes. New of-

fences dealing with

the laundering of

crime proceeds are
included. Hnatyshyn

Charest

'^4
MacKay

1972-1987— backgrounders from The Journal

1972

A headline in the first issue of The Jour-

nal reads: Federal drug directorate in

limbo — Dr Craig resigns. William

Craig, chief of the federal Non-Medical

Use of Drugs Directorate, and some 42

directorate staff were finding it hard to

reconcile their mandate to get some-

thing going with leaving the govern-

ment free to react to the report of the

LeDain Commission of Inquiry into the

Non-Medical Use of

Drugs Health Min-

ister John Munro
had said the gov-

ernment would be

studying a prelimi-

nary report care-

fully in the coming
Munro

weeks Ottawa decides against

legalizing possession of cannabis but in-

tends to discourage use of the drug

while lessening the impact of the law,

especially on possession United

States President

Richard Nixon
commits his gov-

ernment to “global

war on drugs. I con-

sider keeping dan-

gerous drugs out of

the United States

just as important
Nixon

Lalonde

ada. “As most of the drugs are smug-
gled in from other countries, Canada
can be regarded as a victim.”

The third chief in three years of Cana-
da’s Non-Medical Use of Drugs Directo-

rate is Ronald Draper. With the prov-

inces responsible

for treatment, re-

habilitation, and
the major instru-

ments of preven-

tion, “what we
have to come up
with is a role that

reinforces provin-

cial activity.”
Draper

1975

In the US, the cost to taxpayers of drug
abuse is estimated at $10 billion in 1974.

1976

A McMaster University, Hamilton, On-

tario study reveals “galloping con-

sumption of medical drug use among
Canadians,” and warns physician-in-

duced drug abuse may be emerging as

a “socially significant phenome-
non.”

as keeping armed enemy forces from
landing in the US.” ,

• 1973

Alex B. Morrison, MD, assistant deputy
minister of Health and Welfare leads a

new federal thrust against drugs— im-

plementing programs of methadone
controls, tighter monitoring of physi-

cians’ amphetamine-prescribing hab-

its, and trying to breathe new life into

the Non-Medical Use of Drugs Directo-

rate. “Our aim is to work in cooperation

with the provinces. ... We see our-

selves in the sponsoring of research, in

helping people provide new approaches
to treatment and rehabilitation. Once
they show their long-term worth, then

these programs
must be turned over

to the people who
will be running

them.” The
minority Liberal

government of

Pierre Trudeau,

through Health

Minister Marc La-

londe, keeps action

on hold, pending
the release in December of the final

report of the LeDain Commission

• 1977

•The US announces it will move to a

global rather than national concern

with drug problems Mr La-

londe says cannabis will stay in the

Criminal Code The World
Health Organization (WHO) designates

Ontario’s Addiction Research Founda-

tion ( ARF ) as one of its first Collaborat-

ing Centres for research and training in

drug dependence; it’s a recognition of

the Foundation as a major centre of ex-

cellence in the field international-

ly

1974

The Bureau of Dangerous Drugs pub-

lishes the first government estimates of

the number of drug users known to Ot-

tawa. The Bureau has records accumu-
lated during the past seven years of

68,378 cannabis users, (23,251 of them
recorded in 1973), compared to 8,904

heroin users. In 1973, some 15,600 Can-

adians were given criminal records for

simple possession of cannabis;

another 2,984 were given either an
absolute or conditional discharge for

possession At the United

Nations Committee on Narcotic Drugs
(CND) in Geneva, Inspector G.L. To-

malty, chief. Drug Enforcement
Branch, Royal Canadian Mounted Po-

lice (RCMP), tells delegates drug

abuse is a major social problem in Can-

Smith: reduce demand

1980

jor resolution for international cooper-

ation on drug control
;
the resolution re-

flects his and other Canadian experts’

emphasis on the importance of both re-

ducing the demand for illicit drugs and
shutting down supply or production.

The resolution is adopted by the Third

Committee of the UN General Assem-
bly North America prepares

for a new wave of high grade heroin

from the troubled Middle East
International heroin control is a ques-

tion of political will, agree delegates to

the UN CND

• 1981

Drug crime ‘multinationals’ are in-

creasingly prominent in the

news An international expert

committee calls on the UN to revamp
the world drug control system
Heroin in the west is ‘a widening crisis,’

reports the International Narcotics

Control Board (INCB) Canada
prepares to sign the UN Convention on

Psychotropic Substances and Dr Morri-

son says: “Canada is very much a part

of the international community, and

has to be seen to be, as well as be, a

good citizen ... for this country to ac-

cede ... to the convention has a sym-

bolic value.” Cocaine convic-

tions are on the upswing in Cana-

da Announcing a joint federal/

provincial task group on alcohol and

youth, Mr Draper, now chief. Health

Promotion Directorate, Health and

Welfare, says: “Our ideal would be a

very cohesive, country-wide strategy

that would serve as a collective nation-

al reference.”

1979

Donald Smith, PhD, senior scientist. In-

ternational Health Services Division,

Health and Welfare, and chairman of

the UN CND, calls at the UN for con-

certed international action to reduce

demand for drugs Canada
slashes its contribution to the United

Nations Fund for Drug Abuse Control

( UNFDAC ) to $100,000 from the $200,000

a year provided during the past seven

years Total narcotic consump-

tion, licit and illicit, has risen 25% in

Canada since 1971 For the first

time in 33 years, Canada loses its place

on, and thus, its influence on the direc-

tion of the “world parliament of

drugs,” the UN CND

Canada’s Dr Smith helps frame a ma-

1982

Nancy Reagan, wife of US President

Ronald Reagan, recalls she was, “gen-

uinely stunned by the magnitude of

America’s drug

problems” during

the 1980 presi-

dential campaign.

Ross Ram-
sey, months into his

presidency of the

long-ailing Canadi-

an Addictions

Foundation (CAF),

wants to make the

CAF the “national

voice of the field in

Canada.”
The RCMP antic-

ipate heroin, co-

caine, “chemical

drugs,” and mari-

juana — in that or-

der — will be their priorities this year.

Superintendent Rodney T. Stamler, of-

ficer in charge. Drug Enforcement

Branch, RCMP,
predicts: “There’ll

be more supply,

more experimenta-

tion, more addicts,

and more overdose

deaths.” In

the US, President

Reagan sets up a

well-armed task

force to tackle

“rampant crime
and epidemic drug
smuggling in south

Florida.”

Drug abuse and
trafficking world-

wide have now
( continued on page S2

)

Ramsey

Reagan
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(from page SI)

reached staggering dimensions and
grow worse annually, agree delegates

to the UN CND. Cocaine traffic is

continuing its “inexorable expansion.”

Following the US clampdown in

Florida, the RCMP are on alert for drug
criminals seeking new bases of opera-

tion here The US is targeting

producers and traffickers in its federal

strategy, but officials in developing

countries — producer countries — say

crop eradication programs threaten

their negotiations with farmer/produc-

ers and are also, “a waste of time and
money.”

1983

Canada prepares to launch a three-

year, $2.1 million, drug education cam-
paign (Stay Real) aimed at teenagers

and parents and restricted to health

messages. “We’re not entering legal or

political areas,” says a government
communications officer At a

meeting in Toronto, Norman Sartorius,

director, WHO mental health division,

calls for a set of ground rules for collab-

orative international work, including

rules that would prevent “exploitation

in” and of developing countries by de-

veloped countries In their first

Drug Intelligence Estimate, the RCMP
say illegal drugs in Canada generated

more than $8 billion in retail sales in

1982 Convictions in Canada in-

volving cocaine have jumped 30% in a

year In her debut as director of

the UN Division of Narcotic Drugs,

which has moved from Geneva to Vien-

na, Tamar Oppenheimer says worjd

drug trade is at an

all time high, and
multiple drug

abuse is “an in-

creasingly common
and damaging phe-

nomenon.”
The Canadian team
in Vienna, this year in the role of ob-

server-nation, is nevertheless instru-

mental in drafting a “compromise reso-

lution” that will keep benzodiazepines

under scrutiny The Canadian

International Development Agency ap-

proves .$244,706 for a four-year project

to establish basic health care services

for the opium producing villagers of

northwe.st Thailand More co-

caine than ever is entering Canada.

After four years off the CND,
Canada’s delegation leader Donald

Smith predicts Canad a's return to the

{.'omrnission could

stimulate more in

terest in reducing

worldwide demand
for drugs

Eve Beck, chief of

Canada’s youngesi

provincial alcohol

and drug commission, m Newfoimdl.ind

and Labrador, says provinces miisl join

forces, "Most of the i.ssncs facinj; (he

jirovinces arc nol jiisl provmci.il,

they're nalion.il concerns
”

Mi'anwhile, provincial cIik'I's are con

sidcring a n.'ilion.'il body, wlnle

agreeing (he ('AF is also ncccss.iry as .i

nalional voice

Oppenheimer

Bock

azepam (eg. Valium) and 32 other ben-

zodiazepines are brought under inter-

national control

• 1985

Canadian enforcement statistics on co-

caine are “almost doubling” as we go,

say the RCMP “(Drug) avail-

ability is more widespread, traffickers

are more organized, and there is little

sign that illicit markets for most drugs

are saturated, ” says Mrs Oppenheim-
er Governments agree the

need to halt production and traffic has

now moved beyond being a moral de-

fence or public health issue and is one of

national security for some countries.

The 40-member countries of the UN are

unanimous: the “war on drugs” must
be carried by all governments to a

tough new level Mila Mulro-

ney, wife of Cana-

da’s prime min-

ister, joins the

spouses of 16 other

national leaders at

a meeting called by

Nancy Reagan to

discuss drug prob-

lems among youth Eloise

Opheim, co-founder and executive di-

rector of PRIDE ( Parents Resource In-

stitute for Drug Education) Canada,
says Canada needs more student data

and more treatment Javier

Perez de Cuellar, UN secretary-gener-

al, calls on all countries to show com-
mitment at senior levels of government
to reducing drug abuse and trafficking.

He wants a high-level meeting in 1987.

Canada's Donald Smith calls the move
“a very major initiative. Now we’ll

have to see if it gets off the ground. Gov-

ernments are going to have to decide.”

Mulroney

• 1986

Experts are alarmed at the spectre of

synthetic “microchip” drugs that could

revolutionize illicit production and

overwhelm enforcement efforts. Says

Jacques LeCavalier, director of Cana-

da’s Bureau of Dan-

gerous Drugs:

Some already pro-

duced are 1,000

times more potent

than heroin.

“We LeCavalier

haven't got a hope of success against

drug abu.se and drug problems without

• 1984

l'’inaneial, legal, and enforeemeni offi

eials from nine eoiinlries, mehiding

Canada, ask (he tIN to formulate a

world drug control Iri'aly aimed at

eliminating the fabulous profits now ae

cruing to drug traffickers. . I)i

Council on Alcohol and Addictions and

ARF founder and a former directs.

“Drug traffickers . . . have it in their

power to change the political map of the

world.” By contrast, the addictions

field “is rife with territorialism.”

Mrs Oppenheimer is appointed

secretary-general of the international

ministerial-level conference on drug

abuse to be held in Vienna in June, 1987.

A new world treaty against tra-

fficking is given the go-ahead by the

UN Health ministers or their

deputies from 30 countries issue a joint

call from a London meeting for more
concerted action against drugs

Health and enforcement programs are

both integral to drug abuse control at

local, national, and international levels,

writes Bror Rexed,

a former director-

general of the Na-

tional Board of

Health in Sweden

Rexed

Mulroney

Archibald: coordinalod action

eoonimaled .lelion iialioiially .iikI m
leriialioiially, " says II. David Ar-

eliihald, presidenl of (he Iiiternalional

and a former mem-
ber of the UN
INCB, in a special feature in The Jour-

nal: The Making of a National Drug
Abuse Control Policy The need

for mutual assistance and collabora-

tion, nationally and internationally, has

never been greater, writes Mr Ar-

chibald Donald Smith, now re-

tired, writes that it’s up to Health Min-

ister Jake Epp whether Canada devel-

ops a national drug strategy. “There
have been several beginnings of at-

tempts by people in middle levels of the

federal bureaucracy — those who un-

derstand the highly complex field of il-

licit drug control. . . . However, those

attempts have failed.” Preven-

tion takes centre stage in the US.

In an aside.

Prime Minister

Brian Mulroney

says Canada's

drugs problems are

“epidemic.”

... Mr Epp says

the issue had al-

ready moved up on

the federal agenda.

Mr Epp
sets up an inter-departmental secretar-

iat in Ottawa to develop a national

strategy. More than 200 consultations

will take place with the provinces and
other experts and groups across Cana-

da

• 1987

Because delegations will be headed by

cabinet ministers, (he International

Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit

Trafficking i ICDAIT i in Vienna in .lune

will jirovide “a unique opportunity for

decision making,” says Mrs Oppoii-

heimer Canada's national

strategy is announced by Mr Epp on

May 26, Action on Drug Abuse/Contre

Ics Drogues is a .$210 million, five-year

|)l;in Moiu'y will go to six key aix'as:

tii'atmcnt, I'ducation and pnwention,
cntorcement and control, information

;uid |•('scalch, international cooper

ation. and national focus Mr
Epj) leads Canad.'i's delegation to 1C

DAIT Canada also acci'dc'S to the Con
vi'iition on Psychotropic Substances
( t!)7l I. The official Canadian delegation

includes .loan Marshman, I’liD, presi

dent of Ontario's ABF, which, m 1989,

will ci'lebrate 10 years in tlie field as a

jirovincial, national, and. finally, an in-

ternal lonal resource; and Marvin Bur-

ke, chief of Nova Scotia’s Alcohol and
Drug Dependency Commission, anoth-

er of Canada 's oldest commissions

• Climate
OTTAWA — The national drug strategy was an

months of consultations between a federal, intenn

secretariat and officials of the provincial addiction

other experts in the addictions field.

But, the secretariat was not the only federal gnu

experts. The Standing Committee on National Heal

— an all-party. House of Commons committee hr

nesses on drug-related issues beginning in Novemk
The Committee extended its mandate beyond the

drug abuse to include alcohol and licit pharmacedie

cember, 1986. Its hearings concluded in June, andila

it learned— as well as its comments on the natioial

— should be released this fall.

The witnesses the Committee called to Ottawa, a*

pear at hearings in Toronto, Victoria, Vancouver.a

represent all areas of the addictions field: the leairr

agencies; experts in prevention, research, andtr

resentatives of community groups; employee as^t

providers; and, both workers and former dials

centres.

The issues the witnesses brought to the Comnih

Committee responses and questions — offer a reiifi

issues and concerns now facing the addictions field

The Journal presents a synopsis of some of thesi

not a complete list, but an indication of what the

and what addictions experts wanted them to hear.

The Committee members are all members of Ptr

include: government (Progressive Conservatives

Bruce Halliday (chairman), Barry Turner (viewh

Mantha, W. Paul McCrossan, and Brian White; Ski

eral), and Howard McCurdy (New Democratic Part)

Should there be a Canadi-

an national institute?

Ann Kern, Department of Health,

Government of Australia: “(In

Australia) there is $1 million (bud-

geted) for two centres of excel-

lence. One is . . . devoted to the

service provision side, and the oth-

er is more to the research side. I be-

lieve you do it better in Canada. The
Addiction Research Foundation

(ARF ) in Toronto is the right com-
bination. I will argue until the day I

die that in Australia we got it

wrong.”
• • •

Mr Halliday: “Further to Ms
Copps' question regarding the ori-

gin of ARF and the fact you have a

concept of being

a national insti-

tute in Canada,
or not, should we
be directing

more federal

funds, if it were
possible, toward

ARF?”
Harold Kalant,

MD. PhD. direc-

tor, biobchavio-

ral research.

ARF: “The defi-

nition of a na-

tional institute is

not an easy one.

Many people

. . . think of a building or a physical

place where you gather people and
have them work on a particular

subject. In universities, institutes

can be paper institutes .... 1 think

a national institute would be highly

desirable, both as a recognition on

(he part of the federal government
of the importance of the subject and
to facilitate the kinds of devel-

opment that are required to pro-

duce effective prevention and treat-

ment methods. But. which type of

institute it could be. whether it

would be in a building in Ottawa or

whether it could be a federal mech-
anism for facilitating the activities

of groups all over the country who
have something to contribute to it.

is a decision for the government to

make. 1 think either one could be

beneficial,’'

Kalant

Do we need more re-

search?

Mr Turner: “I am curious to know

what kind of is

doing today is!

ready done ords

lem has beeiilio

tions now' ...

Dr Kalant: "
I

long-term iniss

target and adifi

say, ‘We wiliy

we have theK

draw up a tinti

are many thiti

cal action of jus

interactions at

courage, drop
of changing attil

with respect to

know"

What abooi

amounts of

to drug traffii

Chief Supfrii

Stamler, dirwK

ment Directutaii

Mounted Pote

finish with tlieni

nized crime jw

responsible for!

these drugs. Hiei

to the tune oiiiii

and billions oi'io

ganized crirel

lieutenants will

drug shipmen 1

do touch, their

money fronitk

fore, the inveaj

or identify op
ity is to folloi

the money h

tracing, frej-

ing, and sei.:,

these proce(\ii

Then you cjd

identify the r®.

per levels ofj

ganized criiw

They can Is

pros-

ecuted. . "
What about

of demanln

supply redntti

Mr Turner: tm

Every time tluf

other side oltj

maud. Wedojii

over the sugi,

are not greatfUj

But, the deniini

cus on for aim,
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j'li announced after

Srministerial drug
lions agencies and

^up talking to the

|Wlth and Welfare

:^re — heard wit-

'^ber, 1986.

^the study of illicit

‘liitical drugs in De-
^1 its report on what
^i)nal drug strategy

and invited to ap-

ir, and Edmonton,
Aiders of provincial

ll treatment; rep-

ftsistance program
i^nts of treatment

imittee — and the

ikview of the major
Id.

iiese issues; this is

ll Committee heard

I Parliament. They
ife) representatives

e-chairman), Moe
Sheila Copps (Lib-

arty).

f research you can be

that you have not al-

r discovered. The prob-

a looked at for genera-
j ?

. . . Basic research is a

vestment. You do not

ehieve it in the way you

1 build a space shuttle,

i technology; we will

iimetable . . .
.’ There

ings about the biologi-

drugs ; about the social

that generate, or en-

ig use; about methods

attitudes and behavior
' to it, that we do not

»out the huge
of money going

affickers?

lerintendent Rodney
rector, Drug Enforce-

:orate. Royal Canadian
'lice (RCMP): “I will

lie need to attack orga-

:
groups . .

.
primarily

Tor the distribution of

;They are profiting . . .

f millions and millions

;3f dollars. . . . Most or-

me leaders and their

;will not come near a

mt. The one thing they

ley do receive, is the

I the proceeds. There-

sestigation to eliminate

Organized crime activ-

llow

by

eez-

zing

fieds.

*can

i up-

k’ cr-

ime.

3 be

put the question

;i(id reduction vs

(duction?

({“You speak of supply.

15
there is supply, on the

jpf the equation is de-

ft)
not have much control

jpply side, because we
j)t producers in Canada,
jtnand side I want to fo-

[ja minute, particularly

Stamler

with young people. ... We have to

focus more on eliminating that part

of it, through education and through

. . . better treatment centres, and

more of them, perhaps, and through

better law enforcement.”

Mr Halliday: “Mr McKissock, al-

though you can be proud your

seizure statistics are going up, we
have been told that any time a sei-

zure is made, there is an automatic

replacement of the same drug at no

cost to the importer here in Canada.
It does not matter how much you
seize, it is going to be replaced ....

Why should we worry about the sup-

ply side? Perhaps, we should be at-

tacking the demand side.”

William McKis-
sock, chief, nar-

cotics section,

Interdiction and
Intelligence Di-

vision, Customs
and Excise:

“We are some-
what biased be-

cause our job is

on the supply

Norm Panzica, counsellor: “We ab-

solutely need a law .... The people

who object most to the lawful sale of

paraphernalia in my travels are

high school kids

.... (They) ask

if this stuff is

bad for you and
using it is ille-

gal, why are

they selling hash

pipes?”Panzica

What prevention

grams are needed?
pro-

Ms Copps: When you have

ever, sometimes it is a little too

late. It is never

too late; but, if

you could move
in at an earlier

age and stage, it

might be a lot

more cost-effec-

tive, as well as

effective for the

r 1
1 .0^ 11

individual.” Copps

side. Our job is to stop these things.

However, we do believe the seizures

are causing problems to the traf-

fickers. Yes, it is being replaced,

but it is being replaced at a consid-

erable cost as well. As I mentioned
to you before, we do believe there

has to be a balanced approach be-

tween supply and demand. I do not

think you can look at the supply side

separate from the demand issue,

nor the other way around.”

Joseph MacIntyre, executive direc-

tor, New Brunswick Alcohol and
Drug Dependency Commission: “I

couldn’t agree

with you more
.... The aver-

age person, if I

could take a pro-

file, would be a

person in his

30s.”
MacIntyre

Howard Greenstein, executive di-

rector, Saskatchewan Alcohol and
Drug Abuse Commission: “Yes. Al-

cohol is by far the drug most abused
in this country. No question about

it.”

• ••

Bill Graham, vice-president, Can-

Care Canada: “I do not think the

youth should be regarded continual-

ly as the sole target for prevention

programming. I think adults proba-

bly should be built in some place.”

• ••

Mr McCurdy: “Even among ado-

lescents.”

Mr Greenstein: “Yes, as far as we
know.”

Mr McCurdy: “The notion is that

adolescents are all out smoking pot,

and, therefore,

that is their ma-
jor problem.”

Mr Greenstein:

“It tends to re-

ceive the most
media attention.

I think we also

have to consider

the fact alcohol is an accepted drug

of use within this country and . . .

alcohol use is in fact promoted very

vigorously.”

What about head shops?

Sergeant Mike Pelletier, drug pre-

vention officer, RCMP: “A major

concern to parents and youth,

which we have addressed, express-

ed the need to outlaw paraphernalia

sales. Simply stated, if it is illegal to

use drugs, why can we promote the

sale of the tools to use them? Over

30 states in the United States have

implemented legislation to restrict

and forbid the sale of such equip-

ment.”

• • •

Mr Turner: “Head shops? How
could I forget such a name? Should

we make them illegal?”

Dr Kalant: “The objects they sell

are all legal objects. What they do is

contribute to the glamorization . . .

of the drugs with which those ob-

jects are associated and used. The
trouble is if you ban those, you real-

ly should ban movies and books and

Joan Marshman, PhD, president,

ARE: “I think the recent experi-

ence around drinking-driving has

given us some clues .... There is a

very consistent message coming in

drinking-driving, a message that is

promoted even by the beverage-al-

cohol industry. ... We just say, ‘Do

not drink and drive,’ a very under-

standable message and a very con-

sistent message and a message
which focuses on the specific behav-

ior.”

Are street drugs purer

today?

Staff Sergeant Lawrence Hovey,

Metro Toronto Police: “A concern

to us is the fact that the marijuana

today is not the marijuana of yes-

terday. We have families who grew

up during the 1960s and who are now
parents and raising their own kids.

The marijuana they were using at

that time was home-grown, with

0.75% purity in the tetrahydrocan-

nabinol .... Now, we’re getting

percentages of purity up to 7.9%

pureTHC content.”

Can the provinces and the

federal governments work
together?

Mr Greenstein: “We are hopeful a

partnership will emerge .... The

history of federal-provincial co-

operation in this field, through the

federal-provincial subcommittee,

has been quite positive. The recent

change of this body to the status of

an official federal-provincial advi-

sory committee reflects the current

interest of the federal, provincial,

and territorial ministers of health.”

McCurdy

David Gilbert, executive director,

alcohol and drug programs, British

Columbia Ministry of Health: “I

firmly believe the approach to

doing something about substance

abuse in Canada has to be carried

out cooperatively between the three

levels of government, including our

colleagues at municipal levels.

And, I would urge you ( the Commit-
tee ) to meet with your colleagues in

the legislative assemblies.”

Is mare addictions training

needed? For whom?

Marvin Burke, executive director.

Nova Scotia Commission on Drug
Dependency: “Physicians have to

be trained. They have to be trained

to understand this problem, to un-

derstand that there are many re-

sources in the community that are

prepared to work alongside them. It

is very crucial that this not be con-

sidered just in our school (Dalhou-

sie Medical School), but right

across the country.”

• • •

Mr MacIntyre: “Canada is seen to

be woefully lacking in the provision

of adequate addiction treatment

training, not only for persons cur-

rently working with people prob-

lems, but also for all students cur-

rently studying to become physi-

cians, psychologists, and social

workers.”

• • •

Donald Meeks, PhD, director.

School for Addiction Studies, ARF:
“There is a need for concerted ac-

tion, for cooperation and collabora-

tion among the

various parts of

our community
— the family,

the school, the

workplace, the

health and so-

cial services

systems, law en-

forcement and
judicial systems, correctional sys-

tems, and, I dare say, all levels of

government. . . . There is a need to

provide education and training to

the personnel in these various sys-

tems.”

Meeks

What should Canada be

doing internationally?

Mr McCurdy: “I was interested in

the statement . . . which implies

that the effectiveness of the Canadi-

an delegation was materially af-

fected by the rapid turnover and in-

adequacy of staff in External Af-

fairs. Would you elaborate on this

please?”

Donald M. Smith, PhD, a former

chairman. United Nations Commis-
sion on Narcotic Drugs: “My com-
plaint is that I had to teach each of

these dozen people each year what

the whole thing is about. You see

other countries come with their del-

egations that have been coming for

years, so they know intimately the

members of the other delegations—
who is approachable, who can get

your resolution

through, etc.

Well, put it this

way: I was able

to do it, but now
that 1 am re-

tired, who is

going to be able

to do it?”
Smith

The testimony of witnesses to the

House of Commons Standing Com-

mittee on National Health and Wel-

fare has been excerpted from min-

utes and proceedings of the Com-

mittee, October 1. 1986 to May 25,

1987.

• Concerns

Murray Elston, Ontario minister

of health: 'Tn terms of us getting fed-

eral money, that’s going to be benefi-

cial. But, we’d want the programs to

tie in with what
we’ve already

done. They’d have
to be cooperative in

terms of what we
want.”

Joan Marshman, PhD, president,

Ontario’s Addiction Research Foun-
dation ( ARF )

:

“I believe there should

be an executive function located with-

in the federal structure. . . . There
should be an advisory structure to

that executive function which will

bring forward the expertise which ex-

ists in the provinces and the territo-

ries in the field. There should be what
I will basically call an objective, peer-

review approach to looking at the pro-

grams and projects that are available

and making a selection of the

best. . . . The other (committee)

would be the mul-

tiple ministries of

the federal govern-

ment, which I

would see more as

policy advisory

function.”

Howard Greenstein, executive

director, Saskatchewan Alcohol and
Drug Abuse Commission: “We are

concerned that the areas of

agreement between our recent efforts

and the national drug strategy have
been in fact the most difficult areas to

secure federal cost-sharing (for) in

the past. We have been unable, for ex-

ample, to obtain federal cost-sharing

in our prevention and in our training

efforts, nor will we be able to share

the cost of public

awareness activ-

ities or youth treat-

ment under the cur-

rent Vocational Re-
habilitation of Dis-

abled Persons
( Act

)

interpreta-

tions.”

Greg Stevens, chairman, Alberta

Alcohol and Drug Abuse Commission:
“We believe this is a unique opportu-

nity in Canadian history to tackle the

problems of addiction in a more con-

certed manner and on a truly national

basis. ... It is essential that the na-

tional drug strategy be based on sound

health promotion

principles. It

should be broad in

scope in order to

address alcohol and

tobacco issues and
other drug con-

cerns."

David Gilbert, executive director,

alcohol and drug programs. Ministry

of Health, British Columbia: “We
cannot replicate what was done in the

early 1970s, where the federal govern-

ment established a commission, the

LeDain commission, which went off

and did its thing, laid all sorts of pro-

grams on the provinces, expected the

provinces to pick them up when the

funding dried up, and we were left

kind of holding the baby. ... It has to

demonstrate a national strategy and
not a federal strategy.”

( continued on page S4

)

• Who’s who
The key players,

nationally and
provincially pS4
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• Concerns
( from page S3

)

Marvin Burke,
executive director,

Nova Scotia Com-
mission on Drug
Dependency; “We
would hope, and
Nova Scotia feels

very strongly about

this, that any pro-

grams that are mounted are long-

term programs — five, 10, even 20

years — because very often, pro-

grams that are important take a year

or two to get wound up. If you are

given a three-year budget or setting a

three-year term, or a five-year term

even, no sooner have you wound up
the project than you are getting ready

to unwind. That is useless. People are

going to be around for a long time, and

the problem is going to be around for a

long time.”

Donald Smyth, drug education

consultant, Ottawa Board of Educa-

tion: “Let us not have the situation in

1987 where we see groups, well-inten-

tioned, starting from scratch to devel-

op a prevention or an intervention

program that is not reflecting the re-

search and that

may take five or six

years to perfect,

when we could look

at some programs
that are working.”

Henry Schankula, director, are
education resources division: “There

are areas of exper-

tise which need to

be united. I see a

federation of

centres of excel-

lence, and I see it

functioning as a na-

tional resource.”

Karl Burden,
executive director,

Alcohol and Drug
Concerns, Inc

(ADC): “We and
several agencies

like ours are lim-

ited by available

funds. So much of our effort has to be

put into fundraising. We do not see

ADC as benefitting 100% from federal

money. That would be a dangerous de-

velopment, but funds for specific and
identifiable programs and activities

would be of immense benefit to

many.”

• Who’s who
TORONTO — Canada’s national drug

strategy is a federal program, but im-

plementation of many of its compo-

nents will fall to the provincial and ter-

ritorial governments and their addic-

tions agencies.

To understand how the implementa-

tion will work, it is important to know
who the provincial and federal players

are. The Journal presents an outline be-

low ofthefederal departments involved

and their ministers, and the provincial

and territorial addictions agencies and
their chiefexecutive officers.

Federal
Health and Welfare Canada (H&W

)

Health Minister Jake Epp
( lead minister

)

Solicitor-General Canada
Solicitor-General James Kelleher

Revenue Canada) RC

)

Revenue Minister Elmer MacKay
External Affairs Canada ( EA

)

External Affairs Minister Joe Clark

Justice Canada
Justice Minister Ray Hnatyshyn

Interdepartmental Secretariat on Drug
Abuse
Barbara Darling, executive director

H. David Archibald, senior adviser

Delegation, International

Conference on Drug Abuse
and Illicit Trafficking (ICDAIT)
Health Minister Jake Epp
Maureen Law, deputy minister, H&W
His Excellency Jacques Gignac, per-

manent representative to the interna-

tional organizations at Vienna

Robert Simmonds, commissioner. Roy-

al Canadian Mounted Police ! RCMP)
Alternates

Bruce Halliday, chairman, standing

committee, national health and welfare

Albert Cooper, member ofparliament

Nancy Clark Teed, New Brunswick
Health Minister

Greg Stevens, chairman, AADAC
Advisers

The team of 15 advisers includes

:

Barbara Darling

Jacques LeCavalier, director. Bureau

ofDangerous Drugs, Health Protection,

H&W
Franco D. Pillarella, director, human
rights and social affairs division, EA
Chief Superintendent Rodney T. Staml-

er, director, drug enforcement directo-

rate, RCMP
David Thornton, director, health pro-

motion programs, H&W
Joan Marshman, president, ARE
Marvin Burke, executive director,

NSCDD

Provincial
British Columbia
David Gilbert

executive director, alcohol and drug

programs
Ministry of Health

Lead ministry

:

Health

James Dinning, minister

Alberta

Jan Skirrow

executive director

Alberta Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Commission (AADAC)
Lead ministry: Community and Occu-
pational Health

Peter Dueck, minister

Saskatchewan
Howard Greenstein

executive director

Saskatchewan Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Commission ( SADAC

)

Lead Ministry: Health

George McLeod, minister

Manitoba ,

Ian Puchlik

executive director

Alcoholism Foundation of Manitoba
Lead ministry: Health

L. L. Desjardins, minister

Ontario

Joan Marshman, PhD
president. Addiction

Research Foundation ( ARF)
Lead ministry. Health

Murray Elston, minister

Quebec
M. Claude Arsenault

chief, drug programs
Ministry of Health and Social Services

Lead ministry: Health, Social Services

Therese Lavoie Roux, minister

New Brunswick
Joseph MacIntyre

executive director

Alcoholism and Drug Dependency
Commission
Lead ministry

:

Health

Nancy Clark Teed, minister

Nova Scotia

Marvin Burke
executive director

Nova Scotia Commission on Drug De-
pendency (NSCDD)
Lead ministry: Health, Social Services

Ronald Russell, minister

Prince Edward Island

Mark Triantafillou, MD
director

Addiction Services ofPEI
Lead ministry . Health, Social Services

Keith Milligan, minister

Newfoundland
George Skinner

chairman
Alcoholism and Drug Dependency
Commission ofNewfoundland and
Labrador
Lead ministry: Social Services

Charles R. C. Brett, minister

Yukon
Paul MacDonald
coordinator

Alcohol and Drug Services

Health and Human Resources

Lead ministry: Health, Human Re-

sources

Margaret Joe, minister

Northwest Territories

Winnie Fraser-MacKay
coordinator

alcohol and drug services

Health and Social Service Programs
Lead ministry: Health, Social Services

Bruce McLaughlin, minister

Federal/provincial

sub-committee on
alcohol, drug problems
George Skinner, Nfld

Majjk Triantafillou. PEI
Marvin Burke, NS
Joseph MacIntyre. NB
M. Claude Arsenault, Que
Joan Marshman. Ont

Ian Puchlik. Man
Howard Greenstein, Sask
Jan Skirrow. Alta

David Gilbert. BC
Paul MacDonald, Yk
Winnie Fraser-MacKay. NUT
Lavada Pinder.H&W
John A Conley. H&W

• World Stage

By Gumini Senevirulne

VIENNA On the eve of the Interriation

III (Jonference on Drug Abase and Illicit

Trafficking (l(J)AIT) here Tamar Op-

penheirner, confereriee .secretary-gener

al, talked to journalists

"I think it is important to put lh<' more
superficial elements, who coiiu'S and

who says what, into the context of what

the United Nations is trying to do hy sum
niorung a conference ol'lhis type

”

Mrs Oppenheiiiu'r also said

• “I do not share the vu'w that this proli

lem has arisen owing to a gnsiter avail

ability of drugs. I would like to put this

into the context of ho.sic cconomas
Availability arises from a market, from

demand
• “Wherever th«*re is a market, and tie

maud occurs, the supply will ri.se, not

only to meet existing demand hut also to

endeavor to expand the rnarki't This Is

the more obvious iM'cause in the mar
ket, being illicit, there an' no trade orga

nizations which estimate, for the produc-

ers, what the market will bear
• "We ourselves, in the trade if you will,

do not know the extent of the market
This is one of the most undocumented
problems that exi.sts in the world today
• "We lio not know what the demand is,

neither do the producers whether they

grow the drugs, whether they proce.ss the

natural products into drugs, or whether
they manufacture manmade drugs, the

psyctiolropic suhslanci's

• "(’oiise<|uenlly, there is a Iremeiidous

overproduction There is, m conse
qiience, a great deal of com|M'tition hi>

tween the illicit producers and dislrihu

tors to market and to devi'lop markets
for their products
• "Unless we look al this from the point

ol view of an economic problem, w«' risk

a distortion ol our perception, of how we
should go about dealing with the problem
as a whole It is, of course, necessary to

control supply, to inti'rdict the illicit traf

lie which is in efl'ect a very simple en

abling device of a distribution mech
anism.

• "What this conference is focusing on

is an enlargement of the international

community's perception beyond sup-

ply control, beyond illicit trafficking, to

deal with the problems of dcinmid reduc-

tion

• "What we specifically need for this is

an understanding of where the market is,

where the demand is coming from, and

where it is likely to he going We know
very little about this

• "One of the things we hop«' the confer

ence will gel moving is to study the etio

logy of drug abuse Ix'causi' in order to

make national policies, governments
net'll to know the size of the problem

• "The other area the international com
niunity will Im' dealing with, as a result of

the great expansion of drug abuse and
drug trafficking, is the question of how to

treat, how to handle, how to rehabilitate

drug abu.sers and drug addicts

• "This is a matter which has btH'ii dealt

with in a sporadic and pit'cemeal fashion

in various communities. As with any oth-

er form of epidemic, the cures multiply,

the proponents of these cures tend to Ih‘-

come completely absorlHsI in their con-

victions as to the validity of their own

techniques,

• "It IS perfectly clear that, as we are

not well aware of the reasons for the de-

mand, it IS very dilTicult to treat the dis

ea.se It is necessary to place the ti'ch

niques for treatment and rehabilita-

into the context of the society and the

community and into the context of the

available re.sources of the community
• "The problem is com^wundi'd by other

developments in our sm'ieties, among
them, of cour.se. the recently burgmiing
epidemic of AIDS. The inter link belwwii

AIDS and drug abu.se poses additional

problems, not only for the spread of the

two epidemics but also to the health and
treatment resources of every community
and every memlx'r state."
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Field-test kits a boon to drug-trafficking fight
By Gamini Seneviratne

VIENNA — Chemists and forensic

scientists from six countries met

here on the eve of the ministerial-

level International Conference on

Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking

(see page S4) and agreed rapid-

test kits to detect drugs of abuse

are essential tools, despite their

limitations.

The rationale for portable kits is

a mix of human rights and law-en-

forcement efficiency: if cops on

the street and Customs officers in

remote stations can use them prop-

erly. nobody need be detained for

long just because they’re carrying

a substance that looks like a con-

traband drug.

Law officers can confirm or dis-

miss suspicions in a matter of min-

utes via a simple desktop or street-

corner assay.

The experts here suggest such

rapid, field-test capability is essen-

tial for a long list of most traf-

ficked controlled substances, as

well as for several precursors used

in the illicit synthesis of drugs.

After examining a range of

available field testing kits, the sci-

entists selected 20 tests. Simplicity

and speed were the decisive fac-

tors for the selection.

For some drug groups and pre-

cursor chemicals, no field kits are

yet available; and, the specificity

of some existing kits needs to be

improved.

All kits have built-in limitations,

the experts agree. For example.

the chemical structures of con-

trolled and uncontrolled drugs are

very much alike, while the quick

field-test methods work mostly on

color tests which are at best group-

specific and cannot distinguish be-

tween more than a few basic col-

ors.

Also, there are increasing limita-

tions on usable chemicals because

they just might cause cancers or

could be explosive.

The experts advise testing sus-

pect substances twice, by different

chemical routes, in a logical se-

quence. If the testing needed is be-

yond the capacity of the labs, the

scientists say samples should be

sent to authorized laboratories.

On user safety, given that there

was no way concentrated chemi-

cals could be avoided, they urge

clear warnings and instructions,

proper training and the inclusion of

neutralizers in the packs.

The Vienna meeting, financed by
the Austrian government, was held

under the aegis of the UN Division

of Narcotic Drugs ( DND ) . Not sur-

prisingly, the kit most carefully

scrutinized was the one completed
three years ago by DND chemists

and technicians. This is a versatile

package, the first capable of spot-

ting methaqualone and still one of

the few able to detect crack. It can
be used on about 100 controlled

substances and is very simple to

use.

What clearly amazed the experts

from Argentina, Austria, West
Germany. Japan, and the Nether-

lands, with a senior US official sit-

ting in as a DND consultant, was
that the DND had neither forward

assurance of training nor feedback

on performance from recipient

countries.

This situation, they said, must be

remedied. They asked the UN to do

three things — seek formal

agreements with governments to

ensure national training, give con-

sideration to sending a staffer to

train trainers in countries that ask

for large supplies of the kit, and
generate feedback, on both perfor-

mance and training, via a ques-

tionnaire to accompany each ship-

ment.

Beer ads’ macho image slammed
By Pat McCarthy

AUCKLAND, NZ — Abuse of alco-

hol has been criticized by a New
Zealand government committee of

inquiry into violence.

The co/nmittee’s recommenda-
tions contradict those of a govern-

ment-appointed working party on

liquor licensing law.

“The causal link between alcohol

and violent offending is established

beyond any doubt, although the

causal pathways may be complex
and difficult to determine,” the

committee reports.

The committee particularly con-

demns the image of the “good Kiwi

bloke,” who drinks hard and plays

tough.

Criticisms of the damaging ef-

fects of this macho figure, parad-

ing across television screens and

sports fields, provide a continuous

thread running through the report.

Liquor advertising receives spe-

cial censure, particularly the link

frequently made between alcohol

and sport which, the committee

says, is still “the most potent sym-
bol of masculinity for many New
Zealand men.”
One beer advertisement with the

slogan, “The measure of a man’s
thirst” — suggesting that sporting

ability, determination, and drink-

ing a particular brand of beer are

hallmarks of a man— is described

as “arrant nonsense.”

Recommending that beer adver-

tising steer away from presenting

a macho image to drinkers, the

committee says: “The aim should

be to sell beer, not fantasies.”

Clashing with the proposals of

the working party on licensing law
— whose views alarmed agencies

concerned with alcohol abuse ( The

INSIDE OUT

Journal, May) — the committee on

violence firmly opposes Sunday

trading, lowering the drinking age

to 18 years from 20, and allowing

supermarkets to sell liquor.

On licensing hours, the commit-

tee says: “What change is re-

quired, if change is to be made, is a

reduction in the drinking hours,

and certainly not an extension

The committee, chaired by a re-

tired High Court judge, also rec-

ommends smaller hotel bars.

‘Large, crowded bars are al-

most impossible to supervise, and

experience has shown that they are

frequently the scenes of violence.”

Another recommendation is for

bars to close from 2 pm to 4 pm.

By directly countering proposals

of the Government’s working par-

ty, the committee on violence has

presented legislators with a dilem-

ma. Since this is an election year,

the sensitive issue of reforming the

country’s liquor laws seems likely

to be delayed until 1988. Ad suggestion: sell beer, not fantasies

A question of courage
I was back home’ again visiting a friend,

back at the clinic where I had been more
than a couple of years earlier, and we
were in her office, catching up on things.

I had a lot to say to her — my life was
taking a sharp turn once again, on a much
different highway, and usually, although

there was never any pattern to it. I’d felt a

need to tell my friend about these

changes, as if to seek her seal of approval

and get encouragement to stick with it.

It was a little like going to a teacher to

tell her of your academic progress, and it

provided some continuity in my life be-

cause it was a way of showing somebody:
‘See. I’m still here, still alive, still trying

to make you feel good about me.’ It was a

way to touch ground when some of my
flights became too crazy.

I I used to wonder, sometimes, after I’d

say my goodbyes to her at these meetings,

how many others who had been in the clin-

ic had had this same desire to keep going

back to the scene of the crime, as it were.

For me. it had become a little ritual, a tal-

isman. a trigger for memories that were
full of healing and hopefulness. It was a

refuge where I had had the astounding

prospect, for the first time since I was a

child, of experiencing — there are no oth-

er words — a wondrous sensation of pur-

ity.)

So, we babbled on and laughed; then I

noticed another woman in the office

standing away from my friend’s desk.

'Was she a new counsellor, 1 wondered. I’d

never seen her before and 1 suddenly felt

a little shy.

Then my friend introduced us. The
woman was in the clinic as a patient — a

‘client.’ 1 guess they call it, a dreadful

word indeed — and she looked afraid and
tentative and awfully alone.

We began chatting; how’s it going, blah,

blah, blah, the usual awkward explorato-

ry stuff of first meetings. But. beyond my
initial sense of compassion for her. the

truth is. I was so glad I wasn’t in her situa-

tion: I was happy, smug, that I’d already

graduated’ from the clinic.

’Ves. I felt like somebody who’d gone

through tough commando training. And
now. here I was, looking into the face of a

scared recruit, and say. isn’t it amazing
how easy it is to feel superior to other

people. And why is it always the weakest

who feel that way the most?
Then it was mentioned that the woman

had been to an Adult Children of Alcohol-

ics (ACA) meeting at the clinic, and, in-

side, I instantly froze up and any feeling

of false superiority went away im-

mediately.

I remembered ACA very well. It is a re-

cently formed movement, spreading now
like a brush fire around the continent,

that’s trying to break down the denial and
shame that still echoes in the lives of

people who have grown up in alcoholic

families. It uses as one of its linchpins the

principles of Alcoholics Anonymous.

Its motto is ‘Adopt yourself”; it’s trying

to break the chain of victims raising vic-

tims.

I had gone to my first ACA meeting in

the guise of an interested, yet neutral, ob-

server. and the proceedings finished with

me torn in a dozen different places.

I hadn’t been prepared for the shatter-

ing expressions of sorrow and fear; I

wasn’t expecting to hear people I didn’t

know telling me things about themselves

that so eerily echoed my own experiences

as a child and as a man and as an alcohol-

ic.

The meeting was so overwhelming that

I only went to one other after it, and that

was it. Some horrors are best left buried, I

believed.

My brief experience with ACA had been

almost more draining than coming to

grips with my addiction and trying to live

with and shakily, one day at a time, tran-

scend it.

I told my counsellor friend and the other

woman about this, and then 1 looked again

into the woman’s still scared face and

suddenly I knew that if she could go and

face up to both the clinic and the firepow-

er of ACA, then perhaps she had more

courage than I had.

A little later, when the counsellor told

me some of the woman’s background and

the truly unbelievable horrors of her

growing up and of her present situation, I

felt very badly about myself and wonder-

ed just how much ‘progress’ I had really

been making.

So, I went with the woman to the next

ACA meeting; we sat next to each other,

we listened to the tears and the anguish,

the real pain, a few floors away from the

clinic (she had one week left before she

had to go outside again and pick up the

pieces). At the end of the meeting we held

hands, and I silently prayed for her to

make it, to hold on, to be good to herself,

and not to be afraid any longer.

Thus column, exploring addictions from
the “inside out," is by a freelance, Ca-

nadian journalist.

Telling me things about themselves that

so eerily echoed my own experiences as a child
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Sketches from a dark palette

V,

It may have been a box-office bomb, but

the movie Head Office does have a few
good moments.
One of them comes when John Kapelos

(playing the role of General Seputeda,

head of the Ruling Democratic Party of

the fictional republic of San Marcos)
enlightens Judge Reinhold (playing the

role of a United States multi-national ex-

ecutive) on the differences between the

First World and the Third: “You Ameri-
cans think you can buy us like that, huh,

you and your self-righteous democracy.

“You have democracy, my little friend,

because you are rich, huh, you are rich

because you can afford both the Mercedes
and the Free Press, huh. We in San Marco
are poor, Sehor, we can afford only one:

the Mercedes. Heh, heh, heh, heh!”

I like that little speech. It resonates on

more than one frequency. It puts things in

perspective. For instance, recently a

spokesman for the Bolivian government
was quoted in Europe as saying that US
$300 million would buy eradication of

60,000

of the 70,000 hectares in Bolivia cur-

rently devoted to coca-bush cultivation.

You pay your $300 million, you wipe out

60,000

hectares, just leaving enough to

supply the needs of domestic coca-leaf

chewers — as agreed to in the 1983 treaty

between Bolivia and the US — that takes

care of the cocaine problem, right?

Unless, of course there really are, as

some experts estimate, as many as
200,000

hectares under cultivation. That

would leave 130,000 hectares capable of

supplying the Miami, Florida wholesale

market with approximately $4 billion

worth of cocaine annually. Not enough to

buy a free press maybe, but enough to

keep someone (guess who) well-stocked

with Mercedes cars. Heh, heh, heh, heh.

As I said, I like that little speech. It res-

onates. Consider this: the Bolivian gov-

ernment spokesman said that Operation

Blast Furnace, a combined US and Boliv-

ian para-military operation against coca-

producers, had put the drug gangs in re-

treat by driving coca prices so low many
growers were looking for alternatives.

But, approximately at the same time as

this rosy picture was being painted, for-

mer US Air Force Major Clarence Mer-
win, the commander of Operation Blast

Furnace, was providing sketches from a

much darker palette.

One such sketch emerges as a Columbia
Broadcasting System (CBS) newsmaga-
zine interview with reporter Jane Wal-

lace, an interview that was never broad-

cast. An article in the May, 1987 issue of

The Atlantic by David Kline, co-producer

of the interview, says it went like this:

Wallace: You had eight different com-
manders?

Merwin: Eight. It was mostly because

they either got too blatant about accept-

ing bribes, or, in the case of the only real-

ly good tactical field commander we had,

he refused to take a bribe and he got fired

by the boss, who had offered him the

bribe.

Wallace: Is (the current director of the

Narcotics Police ) on the take?

Merwin: ... If this one isn’t, his prede-

cessors all were.

Wallace: All of them?

Merwin: To my knowledge, all of them.

Wallace: In what ways?
Merwin: New cars. Send your kids to the

States to go to school. One of the former
Leopard commanders who was dishonest
— he was bad when we got him, and he got

worse — I understand that he now has a

really nice ranch. Has a new BMW. Wears
really nice clothes ....
Wallace: And the rest of the enforcement

structure in Bolivia . . . how corrupted

was that structure?

Merwin: I have to tell you I think that

100% of the Bolivian enforcement struc-

ture was corrupted.

Operation Blast Furnace involved 160

US soldiers and para-military operatives

ferrying Bolivian Leopards (Bolivian

Drug Police in UMOPAR, the Mobile Ru-
ral Patrol Unit created subsequent to the

August, 1983 treaty) to raids on 256 sus-

pected cocaine laboratories.

The result: the men under Maj Mer-
win’s command seized and destroyed 22

empty labs and did not arrest one traffick-

er. The only time they came close was
when Maj Merwin, in desperation,

thought up his own version of ‘heh, heh,

heh, heh.’

One time, he launched a raid on a lab in

Beni province but did not inform La Paz
of the raid until he was airborne. Taking
no chances, he did not inform the air crew
where they were going until they had been
in the air 20 minutes. That time, the Leop-

ards found a working cocaine lab stocked

with 210 kilograms of cocaine and sur-

prised the owner of the operation as he
was having lunch. But, the owner was
having lunch with a Bolivian senator; two
days later, he was released from jail on
orders of the Bolivian government. Heh,
heh, heh, heh.

Wayne

Howell

PROGRESS ON CAMPUS
An Evaluation of the

Campus Alcohol Policies

and Education (CAPE) Program

by GLIKSMAN, HART, SIMPSON, andSIESS
ISBN 0-86868-151-8

This report describes the deveiopment,
impiementotion, and evaiu(3tion of a heoith promo-
tion program intended exciusively for university

students. The program is directed primariiy to first-

year students, it focuses on the probiems that many
students have experienced as a function of the

excessive or inappropriate use of aicohoi.

The CAPE strategy utiiizes two approaches—
education and poiicy change. Printed education
materiais were distributed, and specific prevention
strategies were impiemented by tavern managers
and the university administration.

The resuits and Impilcotions of an extensive

two-phase evaluation are discussed In this paper.

PWP-27 38pp.,softbound. $7.50 parcopy

CAPE KIT

Progress on Campus Is also available with the

complete kit of CAPE rriatertals-four posters,

four flyers, 24-page "Approprlacttvlty''

booklet, buttons. Implementation manual,
and other documentation.

PZ- 1 1 7 Complete kit $25.00

To order, contact:

Markoting S«n^lcM, D«pt. PC
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A
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A series of thought-provoking

articles for teens from the Alberta

Alcohol and Drug Abuse Commission.

MDAC

The six articles in the series present the perspective of one

individual on issues related to alcohol, tobacco, and other

drugs. The topics covered in the articles are:

What do you mean by drug?

Drug use or drug abuse? 4
Why do people abuse drugs?

Forming habits or habit forming?

Drugs and fitting in.

Drug marketers and informed consumers.

“Straight Stuff” will be of interest to teens or anyone

working with teens. A Discussion Guide is also available.

For information regarding the

purchase of "Straight Stuff"

contact:

An Agency ol the Government of Alberta

AADAC
Production and Distribution

2nd Floor, 10909 Jasper Avenue

Edmonton, Alberta

T5J 3M9

(403) 427-7319
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yi^' New Books by Margy Chab

A

Hionias B. Gilniore

This is a full-length study of drink-

ing as it is depicted in literature,

both by writers who have had

drinking problems and those who
have not.

It examines the works of Mal-

colm Lowry, Evelyn Waugh, Eu-

gene O’Neill, John Cheever, Saul

Bellow, F. Scott Fitzgerald, John

Berryman, Kingsley Amis, and

George Orwell.

The author demonstrates that lit-

erature can better convey the com-

plex struggle experienced by alco-

B
holies. The per-

spective of sci-

ence on alcohol-

ism is almost al-

ways the same:
diagnostic, ana-

lytical, and objec-
Gilmore

jjyg whereas the

perspectives of literature are varied.

University of North Carolina
Press, Chapel Hill, North Carolina.

1987. 226 p. $9.95 (paper), ISBN 0-

8078-4174-9. $22.50 (cloth), ISBN 0-

8078-1726-0.

Genetic and
Perinatal Effects

ofAbused Substances

. . . edited by Monique C. Braude
and Arthur M. Zimmerman

This book reflects current scientif-

ic knowledge of the genetic and
perinatal effects of abused sub-

stances. It provides an overview of

the field and assesses the actions of

drugs such as opiates, cannabi-

noids, nicotine, and ethanol.

It will be of interest to clinicians,

cell biologists, physiologists, and
toxicologists interested in drug
abuse.

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Cana-
da, Don Mills, Ontario. 1987. 211 p.

ISBN 012126002X.

EAPs and
the Information

Revolution:

The Dark Side

ofMegatrends

. . . by Keith McClellan and Rich-

ard E. Miller (ed)

The information revolution has re-

sulted in changing economic and
occupational trends. This special

issue of the Employee Assistance

Quarterly (vol 2 no 2) is devoted to

looking at the negative impact of

these changes on workers’ health

and well-being.

Experts in the employee assis-

tance program field examine the

issues and seek new treatment ap-

proaches to help workers cope with

problems such as displacement,

disruption of social norms and life-

styles, emergence of new occupa-

tional ailments, increased invasion

of privacy, and diminished health

care.

Haworth Press, Inc. New York,
New York. 1987. 106 p. $22.95. ISBN
0-86656-606-6.

.. .by Boris M. Segal

This is a comprehensive history of

the origins of heavy drinking and
alcoholism in pre-revolutionary

Russia. The author is a Russian

emigre and one of the foremost au-

thorities on alcoholism in the

USSR. He draws on worldwide
sources in medicine, psychiatry,

psychology, literature, and history

to provide perspectives and better

understanding of Russian behavior

and culture.

Many important topics reviewed
are completely unknown to most
Western readers: Tsarist alcohol

policy, role of Russian religious

and secular ceremonies, drinking

establishments, drinking styles of

various social and ethnic groups in

the USSR, drinking by women and
teenagers, the per capita consump-
tion of alcohol, and the incidence of

alcoholism and its impact on

crime, accidents, and suicide. The
problems of research, treatment,

and prevention of alcoholism in

pre-revolutionary Russia are dis-

cussed.

Rutgers Centre of Alcohol Studies,

Piscataway, New Jersey. 1987. 383

p. $29.95 (cloth), ISBN 911290-18-4.

$19.95 (paper), ISBN 911290-19-2.

The Pharmacologic
Treatment of Tobacco

Dependence:
Proceedings of

the World Congress

. . . edited by J.K. Ockene

This comprehensive examination

of the use of drug therapies to treat

tobacco dependence contains pa-

pers and discussions from the

World Congress, held in New York
city November 4-5, 1985. The Con-

gress brought together research-

ers and scientists from all over the

world to discuss new approaches to

treating smoking.

The Congress was part of an on-

going series begun by the Institute

for the Study of Smoking Behavior

and Policy at Harvard University,

Cambridge, Massachusetts. The
Institute hopes the series will not

only educate and inform about the

state of today’s knowledge, but

also will help guide future actions,

attitudes, and policies in the phar-

macologic treatment of tobacco

dependence.

Institute for the Study of Smoking
Behavior and Policy, Cambridge,
Massachusetts. 1986. 302 p. $10.

Books received

stage II Recovery: Life Beyond
Addiction — Earnie Larsen. San
Francisco, California. Harper &
Row. 1985. 101 p. $5.95. ISBN 0-

86683-460-5.

Rusmiddelforskning i Danmark
efter 1980: en forskningsoversigt

(Substance Research in Denmark
after 1980 : A Research Review )

—
edited by Jdrgen Lund and Kirsten

Nielsen. Danish Council on Alcohol

and Narcotics, Copenhagen, Den-
mark. 1980. 56{150)p. Council on
Alcohol and Narcotics Publication

Series; no 9. ISBN 87-88285-44-8.

Living with Drugs — Michael Gos-
sop. Second edition. Wildwood
House, Aldershot, England. 1987.

242 p. £5.95 (paper). ISBN 0-7045-

05665.

* Margy Chan is manager of the

Addiction Research Foundation's

library, the leading library in the

field worldwide. A graduate of the

University ofHong Kong, she holds

a master’s in library science from
the University ofToronto.
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available in both video and 16mm film unless otherwise specified. For fur-

ther information, contact Margaret Sheppard at ( 416 ) 595-6000. ext 7384.

Why Say No
to Drugs

Number: 763.

Subject heading: Drugs and youth.

Time: 16 min.

Synopsis: Messages about drugs
are all around us. Young people
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have to decide what they will do

when offered any drug. The effects

of cigarettes, alcohol, and mari-

juana are shown; techniques for

saying no are illustrated. Young
students explain what they think

about using drugs; older students

reinforce that it is acceptable to

say no and that drug use is a per-

sonal decision.

General evaluation: Very good
(5.2). This contemporary, well-

produced film uses excellent visual

effects. Role modelling of saying

no is effectively portrayed. Gener-

al broadcast is recommended.
Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the film could bene-

fit eight to 12 year olds.

Cocaine and
the Student Athlete

Number: 768.

Subject heading: Cocaine, sports.

Time: 40 min.

Synopsis : There are millions of co-

caine users in the United States.

Purer (stronger) cocaine has be-

come available, and crack use has

become a problem. There is pres-

sure on student athletes today be-

cause of potential financial re-

wards. Some athletes use cocaine

to give them that extra edge and
to cope with the natural depression

that follows the ‘high’ of strenuous

athletic endeavor. Professional

athletes relate how they feel about

drug use. Student athletes are

urged not to use drugs. If they are

already using, they are urged to

seek advice from their coaches.
General evaluation: Poor (2.2).

This film is boring.

Recommended use

:

The film is in-

tended for high school and college

athletes.

Alcohol, Drugs
and Seniors:

Tarnished Dreams

Number: 786.

Subject heading: Drugs and se-

niors.

Time: 23 min.

Synopsis: John Astin narrates this

film about the good life seniors can
have and the traumas — like re-

tirement, loss of a spouse, and less-

ening capabilities — that can af-

fect them. Some seniors use too

many pills, even those prescribed

by a doctor; others turn to alcohol

to help ease the pain. Combining
alcohol with pills is even more se-

rious. Seniors recount their stories

and how they feel after getting

help.

General evaluation: Fair to good

(3.6). The film has good informa-

tion for seniors and their families.

It could lead to good discussion

about the wise use of alcohol and
other drugs in the later years. Gen-
eral broadcast is recommended.

Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the film could bene-
fit seniors and their families.

Future Wave

Number: 790.

Subject heading: Smoking.
Time: 29 min.

Synopsis: A group of teenagers
produce a film on smoking. They
open with a girl walking through a

mall watching smokers and non-

smokers; she meets friends and
succumbs to pressure to smoke. In-

terviews deal with why people

start to smoke, why they quit, and
why they continue. A new girl at

school wonders how to make
friends. A boy tries to persuade her

to smoke a cigarette; the same
scene is replayed several times us-

ing different pressure and refusal

techniques. Finally, another girl is

transported into the future where
she astounds everyone by lighting

a cigarette. Scientists test the ciga-

rette and tell her it is dangerous to

her health.

General evaluation: Very good
(5.1). This contemporary, well-

produced film deals humorously
with many smoking issues. Its live-

ly pace, acting, and music are par-

ticularly effective. The film's crea-

tive portrayal of refusal tech-

niques is well done and could lead

to good discussion. General broad-

cast is recommended.

Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the film could bene-

fit those eight to 18 years of age.

Sex, Drugs, and AIDS

Number: 791.

Subject heading: Lifestyle.

Time: 18 min.

NEW! Second Edition now available

ISBN 088868-139-9
revised and with additional material by Michael R. Jacobs and Kevin O'B. Fehr

r \

This is what Dr. Griffith Edwards,

of Maudslcy Hospital, Ixindon,

writing in the British Journal of

Addictions, had to say about the First

Edition:

"This hook will deservedly go to the

top of the "handbook" best-seller list

as the most comprehensi ve and

clearly-presented description of the

pharmacolofty ofpotentially-misused

drills yet to be published. It will be

widely used as a teachinft aid,."

VISA and MasterCard accepted

• 50,(XX) copies of the first edition now in use

• complete monographs on 69 most-used drugs

• 4{)-page essay: Understamiinf> Drti^ Use

• chapter essays on five piain dnig classes

• cross-indexed by medical and scientific terms,

trade names, and street names

MO pcif’cs, sturdy leatherette himiinf> $2950

To order, phone or write:

Marketing Services, Dept 500
Addiction Research Foundation
33 Russell Street

Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1

Tclrphonr (J/ft) f>0Sa

Synopsis: Rae Dawn Chong nar-

rates this film on the association

between AIDS, sex, and drugs. She
attempts to dispel some of the

myths about how one contracts

AIDS and emphasizes that AIDS is

hard to get. She stresses, however,
that it can be contracted through
unsafe sex and through the sharing

of needles for drug use. Three girls

discuss whether they should have
sex with their boyfriends, and. if

they decide to. how to tactfully in-

sist on the use of condoms. Ms
Chong identifies and strongly cau-

tions four high-risk groups. AIDS
patients tell how they contracted

the disease; one man tells the story

of his brother who recently died

from AIDS.

General evaluation: Excellent

(5.7). This well-produced film in-

cludes excellent information on the

subject. It could lead to good dis-

cussion and perhaps help people
avoid the disease. General broad-

cast is recommended.

Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the film would ben-

efit those 15 years and older.

Alcohol:

The Social Drug,
Personal Problem

Number: 758.

Subject heading: Youth and alco-

hol.

Details: Four. 10-min filmstrips

with audiotapes.

Synopsis: The filmstrips illustrate

the path alcohol takes in the body.

An historical perspective on the

use of alcohol is provided. Several

young people talk about the rea-

sons for drinking or not drinking,

and the narrator stresses everyone

must make a personal choice.

General evaluation: Poor to fair

(2.5). Some good information is

presented, but the poor visuals de-

tract from the overall impact, as

do the assumptions everyone

drinks and the erroneous state-

ment Prohibition did not work.

Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the filmstrips could

be used with young people between
12 and 18 years old.

Subscribe to

Film Reviews

Eliminate costly pre-

viewfees. Know what

films to borrow or buy
without pre-screening.

Projection is mailed ten

times a year by the

ART Audio-visual As-

sessment Croup. About

50fdms a year are as-

sessed for scientific

accuraqj, interest, pro-

duction L>a/ue. age
level, and suitability.

One-year subscription $16.

5 binders of 741 reviews

since 1971 $211.

Empty Binders $7.

Marketing Services

Addiction Research Foundation
33 Russell Street

Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1
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Coming Events
Coming Events is a free service. While all notices are considered, publication can-

not be guaranteed. Deadline is eight weeks in advance of publication. Contact:
The Journal, Coming Events, 33 Russell St, Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1.

Canada

International Association of Foren-

sic Sciences 11th Meeting— Aug 2-

7, Vancouver, British Columbia.

Information: International Asso-

ciation of Forensic Sciences, 801-

750 Jervis St, Vancouver, BC V6E

2A9.

5th Annual Current Issues in

Chemical Dependency Summer
School — Aug 17-20, Winnipeg,

Manitoba. Information: Noreen

Kumlin, Rm 541, University

Centre, University of Manitoba,

Winnipeg, MB R3T 2N2.

Canadian Psychiatric Association

Annual Meeting: The Human Di-

mensions of Psychiatry— Sept 16-

18, London, Ontario. Information:

Lea C. Metivier, 225 Lisgar St, Ste

103, Ottawa, ON K2P 0C6.

Pharmacology and Drug Abuse

Distance Education Course— Sep-

tember 16-December 16, January

20-April 20, 1988. Information:

School for Addiction Studies, Ad-

diction Research Foundation, 8

May St, Toronto, ON M4W 2Y 1.

1987 Criminal Justice Congress —
Sept 27-Oct 1, Toronto, Ontario. In-

formation: Congress 87 organizing

committee, 60 St Clair Ave E, Ste

600, Toronto, ON M4T 1N5.

Health Promotion: Insights and In-

novations — Oct 1, Toronto, Onta-

rio. Information: Alison Stirling,

Parkdale Community Health

Centre, 1257 Queen St W, Toronto,

ON M6K 1L5.

16th Annual Ontario Occupational

Health Nurses Conference: Capital

Gains — October 19-23, Ottawa,

Ontario. Information : Barbara

Taylor, 1116 Castle Hill Dr, Otta-

wa, ON K2C2A8.

Input 87, 7th Biennial Educational

Symposium on Employee Assis-

tance Programs in the Workplace

:

Networking and New Perspectives

— Oct 25-28, Ottawa, Ontario. In-

formation: Input 87, conference

and seminar services, Humber
College, 205 Humber College Blvd,

Etobicoke, ON M9W 5L7.

Drug Education Coordinating

Committee 1987 Conference, Drug
Abuse: Epidemic or Smokescreen

— October 29-30, Toronto, Ontario.

Information: Larry Hershfield,

Addiction Research Foundation,

175 College St, Toronto, ON M5T
1P8.

United States

us/Mexico Conference on Alcohol

Related Issues — July 23-25,

Los Angeles, California. Informa-

tion: Beatriz Solis, conference

coordinator. University of Califor-

nia, Los Angeles, Spanish Speak-

ing Mental Health Research Cen-

ter, Los Angeles, CA 90024.

10th Annual North Carolina School

for Alcohol and Drug Studies —
Aug 2-7, Wilmington, North Caroli-

na. Information: Office of special

programs. University of North

Carolina Wilmington, 601 College

Rd, Wilmington, NC 28403-3297.

American Hospital Association An-

nual Meeting — Aug 3-5, Philadel-

phia, Pennsylvania. Information:

John A. McMahon, president, 840 N
Lake Shore Dr, Chicago, Illinois.

North American Congress on Em-
ployee Assistance Programs —
Aug 10-13, Seattle, Washington. In-

formation: NAC/EAP, 2145 Crooks

Rd, Ste 103, Troy, Michigan 48084.

National Conference on Chemical

Dependency in the Dental Profes-

sion — Aug 31-Sept 1, Chicago, Illi-

nois. Information: Bill Oberg,

American Dental Association, 211

E Chicago Ave, Chicago, IL 60611.

United States National Woman’s
Christian Temperance Union An-
nual Meeting — Sept 3-7, Camp
Hill, Pennsylvania. Information:

Mrs K. Edgar, president, 1730 Chi-

cago Ave, Evanston, Illinois.

38th National Conference on Alco-

hol and Drug Problems — Sept 20-

23, St Louis, Missouri. Informa-

tion: Alcohol and Drug Problems
Association of North America, 444

N Capitol St, #181, Washington, DC
20001.

National Association of Lesbian

and Gay Alcoholism Professionals

2nd National Conference— Sept 24-

27, Chicago, Illinois. Information:

NALGAP, 1208 E State Blvd, Ft

Wayne, Indiana 46805.

- MDAC
Training and Professional

Development

AADAC Training and Professional Development provides

training courses in addictions prevention and treatment.

Treatment Courses
An Overview of Addictions
Effective Counselling

Assessment and Treatment Planning

Treatment Issues and Strategies

Counselling Adolescents
Working with Families

Prevention Courses
Workshop Design
Participatory Training

Prevention Work with Adolescents
Drug Update/Research
Community Work
Leading ACOA Groups
Prevention Directions

Our 1987/88 calendar outlining course content, fees

and registration is available by contacting AADAC
Training and Professional Development at

(403) 427-7305.

Alberta Alcohol and Drug Abuse Commission
An Agency of the Government of Alberta

American Association for Auto-

motive Medicine Annual Meeting
— Sept 27-29, New Orleans, Loui-

siana. Information: Elaine Petru-

celli, executive director, 40 2nd
Ave, Arlington Heights, Illinois

60005.

Association of Labor-Management
Administrators and Consultants on

Alcoholism Annual Meeting — Oct

3-7, Chicago, Illinois. Information:

Thomas J. Delaney, executive di-

rector, ALMACA, 1800 N Kent St,

Ste 907, Arlington, Virginia 22209.

10th Annual Current Concerns in

Adolescent Medicine — October 8-

9, New York, NY. Information:

Ann J. Boehme, associate director

for continuing education, Schnei-

der Children’s Hospital, Long Is-

land Jewish Medical Center, New
Hyde Park, NY 11042.

American Medical Association Na-

tional Conference on the Impaired

Health Professional — Oct 8-11,

Chicago, Illinois. Information:

Janice J. Robertson, AMA dept of

substance abuse, 535 N Dearborn
St, Chicago, IL 60610.

American Public Health Associa-

tion Annual Meeting — Oct 18-22,

New Orleans, Louisiana. Informa-

tion: William McBeath, 1015 15th

St NW, Washington, DC 20005.

Family Therapy Works: 45th

AAMFT Annual Conference— Oc-

tober 29-November 1, Chicago, Illi-

nois. Information: American Asso-

ciation for Marriage and Family
Therapy, 1717 St, NW Ste 407,

Washington, DC 20006.

Association for the Advancement
of Behavior Therapy Annual Meet-

ing — Nov 12-15, Boston, Massa-
chusetts. Information: Mary Jane
Eimer, executive director, 15 W
36th St, New York, NY 10018.

Abroad

International Conference on Drug
Addiction: A Multidisciplinary

Analysis — Sept 7-11, San Sebas-

tian, Vitoria, and Bilbao, Spain. In-

formation: Secretaria del II Con-
greso Mondial Vasco, Paseo de la

Senda, 15-bajo, 01007 Vitoria-Gas-

teiz, Basque Country, Spain.

Research Conference: Statistical

Recording Systems of Alcohol

Problems — Sept 14-18, Helsinki,

Finland. Information: E. Oster-

berg. Social Research Institute of

Alcohol Studies, Kalevankatu 12,

00100 Helsinki 10, Finland.

6th World Conference on Smoking
and Health — Nov 9-12, Tokyo, Ja-

pan. Information: Secretariat, 6th

World Conference on Smoking and
Health, c/o Japan Convention Serv-

ices Inc, Nippon Press Centre
Bldg, 2-2-1 Uchisaiwai-cho, Chiyo-

da-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan.

9th International Conference of the

Non-Governmental Organizations

for the Prevention of Drug and

Substance Abuse — November 23-

27, Hong Kong. Information: Con-

ference secretary, 9th NGO Con-

ference, c/o Hong Kong Council of

Social Service, GPO Box 474, Hong
Kong.

Use this Information Management System to Monitor

YOUR Employee Assistance Program and get

• Instant File Enquiry
• Cost-Benefit Analyses

• Follow-up Reminders

• Instant Comprehensive Hardcopy Reports

ANALYST
TM

Personal computer
software
designed for use with

any EAP

Easy to Use

Automated flexible information flow on any IBM or compatible. User-friendly

menu structure and easy prompts.

Powerful

Any of the system's extensive applications can be customized easily to meet

your specific requirements.

Sophisticated

Quick, comprehensive data analysis and reporting will help you evaluate the

effectiveness of your EAP.

Confidentiality-protected

A password protection system guards the confidential information in your

client files.

For more information, call:

Gordon Brandt (4 1 6) 967-2992

or

Wilfred Orgias (416)595-6028

or write to: Marketing Services, Dept. EA
Addiction Research Foundation

33 Russell Street

Toronto. Canada MSS 2S1
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Testing Olympic athletes:

Calgary’s new drug lab

ready for starter’s signal

By Margaret McCaffrey

CALGARY — While newspapers here re-

port the upward spiralling of costs to the

city of hosting the XV Winter Olympic
Games next February, toxicologists at

Foothills Hospital are gleefully playing

with state-of-the-art equipment in their

new, $2-million, drug-testing laboratory.

Funded by the Olympic organizing com-
mittee — the Olympiques Calgary Olym-
pics (OCO) — the lab will be the testing

site for all medal winners and for random
spot checks of athletes at the Games.
Now awaiting accreditation as the sec-

ond sports drug-testing laboratory in Can-

ada (the other is in Montreal), the lab will

be used after the Games for patient serv-

ices, clinical toxicology research, pharma-
cokinetic studies, and sports medicine.

Bruce Challis, MD, chairman, depart-

ment of family medicine. University of

Calgary, and chief medical officer for the

XV Winter Games, served as a medical of-

Calgary 1988

Olympic Winter Games

Calgary 1988

Jeux Olympiques d'hiver

Fab. 13-28, 1988

ficer at the 1984 Summer Olympics in Los

Angeles, California, and the (1984) Winter

Olympics in Sarajevo, Yugoslavia.

He’s seen athletes stripped of their med-
als for taking drugs, but considers it’s un-

likely to happen in Calgary: “There are

fewer weight-dependent sports in the Win-

ter Games. In Los Angeles, there were
10,000 athletes and maybe 12 to 14 positive

tests. In Sarajevo, there was only one.”

At this level of competition, he told The
Journal, “very few athletes haven’t faced

testing, and there are very few national

sports federations without regulations

against doping. Most athletes don’t take

the risk— it’s too important to them.”
Drug testing was first ordered by the In-

ternational Olympic Medical Commission
(lOMC) in 1967, after some athletes died

from the effects of drugs. Now, testing

looks for drugs which might give unfair ad-

vantage, risk of injury, or overall adverse

effect on health.

Five broad groups of drugs are banned
in competition: stimulants, narcotics, beta

blockers, diuretics, and steroids, plus “re-

lated compounds” which would cover any-

thing similar that hasn’t yet turned up on

testing, or which might be invented in the

future.

It’s fairly obvious what kind of an edge
stimulants might give in competition, but

narcotics? “They might mask the pain of

an injury, give a euphoric high, or increase

aggression,” suggests Dr Challis. Beta

blockers (see page 3), on the other hand,

might have a calming effect and may re-

duce tremor, “which would be handy for

compulsory figure skating.”

Diuretics can produce instant weight

loss or might dilute the urine so that other

compounds might not show up. Dr Challis:

“They test the urine pH and specific gravi-

ty. H it' s low, they test for diuretic use."

Steroids build body muscle mass, but

are usually taken in two months-on, two
month,s-ofr cycles. It's po.ssible for an ath-

lete to have u.sed steroids before the com
petition without it showing up on tests.

The most common injectable kind will

Drug-free: Winter Olympics' challenge to athletes

show up if taken within eight months of

testing.

However, Dr Challis notes: “It’s the pol-

icy of Sports Medicine Canada to test dur-

ing training, and it’s becoming policy in

other countries too. The lOMC can sanc-

tion the trainer, the coach, and the physi-

cian as well as, or in lieu of, the athlete.”

Inadvertent drug use is possible and has

occurred when athletes have taken medi-

cation for allergies. “There’s technically

no reason for athletes to be taking a

banned drug— there’s always an accepta-

ble alternative,” says Dr Challis.

“If I were the physician for an athlete.

I’d contact the nearest lOMC-accredited

lab for a list of the acceptable drugs. We
need to make athletes aware of this.”

The most bizarre case Dr Challis has en-

countered occurred in Los Angeles, when
several athletes were found to have taken

ephedrine, a forbidden stimulant. On in-

vestigation, it was traced to an herbal tea

they had drunk; no sanctions were taken.

Has an athlete ever been doped unwit-

tingly, as in “nobbling” a racehorse? Dr
Chalis has never encountered a case, but

says it would be for the lOMC to decide if

the athlete could not account for the pres-

ence of the drug in his or her urine.

Siu C. Chan, PhD. is the clinical toxico-

logist in charge of the drug-testing lab at

Foothills Hospital. He set up the lab from

scratch, having been lured from his job as

chief toxicologist for the British Columbia

Coroner's Service last year. His jM>si(ion

with the Foothills lab is juTmanent; the

lab al.so has (H'O funds for three tempo-

rary staffers until the Games are over

Dr Chan is exeittMl by the ehanee to build

a world class facility: "The profile of drug

testing l.'ibs is very high right now. so what

we do is iM'ing seriitmizi'd mteriiatioiially.

whieh makes it very ehallengmg We'rees
tahhshmg a network of international eo

operation, someone from Aiiekl.iiul, New
Zealand, is eoiiimg to work with us for a

moiitli heeaiise they will Ih' hosting the

199(1 Commonwe.ilth Cianu's and they want

to si'i' liow it's done"
During the Games, the lal) will handle

alioiit 130 athletes' urine sjMH’imens The
samples will Im' eolleeted at the site in

trout of an Olympic offieial, seah'd in two

containers, and trans|M)rt(Hl to the lab

where an 1()M(' ofTiei.il will Ix' on duly

Bottle A will go for testing. Bottle B will be

letl with the lOMC official

If any of the A samples Uxik susiiieioiis.

they will Ix' retestixl by mass s|X'elrome

try (The Journal, May). “This wall give us

the absolute identity of the drug,” Dr Chan
told The Journal. ‘ If the test is still posi-

tive, we will run it one more time and then

will tell the lOMC official present that it's

positive.”

The athletes will be informed, so that

they and their representatives can be pre-

sent when Bottle B is tested : if the test is

positive, the athlete is called before the In-

ternational Olympic Committee and asked

to present his case. The IOC can then take

whatever action it deems necessary.

To build up the necessary expertise for

the task. Dr Chan and his staff have had to

obtain samples of each banned drug and
test for the compounds and their metabo-

lites. Drug companies have obliged with

samples of the drugs, but the metabolites

are “almost impossible to come by." Thus,

the lab staff have taken the drugs them-

selves and tested their own urine. They're

now refining procedures in readiness for

the Games.
Is it possible they'll find something they

can't identify? Dr Chan: “We could find

something new. in which case we'd study it

for future reference. Perhaps, it will turn

up on the banned list next time around"
Their worst fear? "A mass ptnver fail-

ure, or perhaps an instrument failure

We ll have a service engineer in the hospi-

tal around the clock, and we have dupli-

cate instruments. The worst it would do is

lengthen turnaround lime"
They want to have results m 24 hours —

48 at most if the test is positive

What have they gamed ’ "We have state-

of-ltie-art equipment whieh we can use to

test for any Iherapeulie or illicit drug. The
instruments are very powerful, and the ex-

pertise we've gained will be used in our

toxicology researeli in future
"

And. how does Dr Chan feel about being

an Olympic ‘polieeman
’'

"1 giie.ss It's my eoniribulion to the spirit

of fair play, " he laughs
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World governments toughen stance

United Nations drug role expands
By Anne MacLennan

VIENNA — A first ever declara-

tion by governments around the

globe of high-level, political com-
mitment to vigorous and balanced

action against drug abuse and traf-

ficking is a “very major step for-

ward.”
But, political will must be trans-

lated into results, and “everything

now depends on proper and sus-

tained follow-up everywhere— na-

tionally, internationally, and in the

United Nations system," says

Margaret Joan Anstee, a UN under
secretary-general and the new
coordinator for all UN drug-re-

lated activities ( see page 2 )

.

“One hopes it will lead to re-

newed efforts in all countries, and

also to additional resources,” Ms
Anstee told The Journal in a pri-

vate interview as the two-week In-

ternational Conference on Drug
Abuse and Illicit Trafficking (IC-

DAIT)
I
The Journal, July] here

drew to a close.

The political declaration is one of

two documents hammered out. and
approved by consensus of 138 par-

ticipating governments at ICDAIT.
The second is a handbook of pro-

gram options, for national and in-

ternational authorities, in the

areas of prevention, treatment and
rehabilitation, and enforcement.

But the political declaration —
the one that should add volume to

the voice of international expert

opinion — gives short shrift to the

Health Minister Jake Epp, Anstee in Vienna: Marking Canada's acces-
sion to the UN 1971 Convention on Psychotropic Substances

question of resources. In three-

and-a-half pages of otherwise lofty

prose, the phrase “within existing

resources” appears in the second-

last sentence.

Yet even while ICDAIT was on,

Ms Anstee, director-general of the

UN at Vienna, was walking her

own fiscal tight-rope: cutting by
159f regular budget posts in the

Vienna office while maintaining all

mandated programs.

When the conference ended, it

had added to the UN's classic re-'

sponsibility for supply control and
trafficking interdiction that of in-

ternational coordination of drug

abuse prevention, treatment, and
rehabilitation.

Ms Anstee; "There is a certain

contradiction in all of this. We're

being asked to cut down at the

same time as we're being asked to

do more."

However, it “very much is a duty

of this complex of organizations

here to work in a concerted way to

ensure that political will gets

translated into practical activities.

We can be a catalyst.”

The most important thing, she

said, is that “this is a terribly dra-

matic problem that requires inter-

national cooperation. It lends itself

to being tackled by the UN sys-

tem.”

Allowing that “our reputation

has gone down," she agreed if the

job is well done, a spin-off benefit

could be a refurbished reputation.

“People don't realize the or-

dering of our world that is done by
the UN. If we can do a good job. by
all means let it bring home to peo-

ple that we do things that touch

them in their daily lives."

Ms Anstee told the conference

closing session she has no plans for

some “expanding new bureaucra-

cy" and is maintaining the ICDAIT
secretariat in her own office until

year-end. when ICDAIT funding is

scheduled to lapse. At that stage,

she plans to replace the secretariat

For more on the UN:
pp2. 16

with a unit of probably no more
than three professionals and con-

sultants. She said her aim is to en-

hance and support the efforts of

existing drug units and programs.

TORONTO— In Canada, an executive implementation committee on the

national drug strategy (The Journal, July), and five working groups that

will report to it, have been set up by the federal/provincial advisory com-
mittee on alcohol and other drugs.

Their task over the next six weeks is “to begin transformation of the

strategy into program elements, on the demand reduction side, that have
some impact,” Joan Marshman, PhD, president of Ontario’s Addiction

Research Foundation and chairman of both the advisory and implemen-
tation committees, told The Journal at press time.

The working groups — on awareness and information: community pro-

grams; education and training: research and evaluation; and, fiscal ar-

rangements — are to report by the end of August. The advisory commit-
tee meets in September in Yellowknife.

AIDS still rocking addictions field
By Harvey McConnell

WASHINGTON — Fear of the

spread of AIDS is changing the

way the chemical dependency
field, the general public, and poli-

ticians view intravenous ( IV i drug

users, their habits, and their sex-

ual partners.

The number of papers and poster

reports from the United States and
Western Europe at the 3rd Interna-

tional Conference on AIDS here,

and a packed roundtable dis-

cussion by a number of experts in

the field, spelled it out.

The epidemic has finally brought

thinking to bear on issues among
IV drug abusers “which we have
long neglected,” said Charles
Schuster, director, US National In-

stitute on Drug Abuse. These in-

clude myriad medical problems
such as the high rate of depression

among heroin addicts.

“Yet. rarely do we see an indi-

vidual in a methadone-mainte-
nance program being treated for

both." They may not be causally

related, but both need to be

treated, along with a variety of dis-

ease states. And, questions of edu-

cation and job skills need to be ad-

dressed. “if we are really going to

be effective.”

Beny Primm, director. Addic-

tion Research and Treatment
Corp. Brooklyn, New York, said

there is a great deal of animosity

toward IV drug abusers and homo-

sexuals in black society. They are

persona non grata.

There needs to be mobilization of

minority organizations in concert

with whites who can provide

needed expertise.

Dr Primm attacked fellow

blacks and timorous whites for un-

der-reporting and underestimating

problems in the black community
from IV drug abuse and AIDS.
“We must risk being called rac-

ist when we make remarks that

are the truth, particularly from the

public health point of view, and in

alerting people of this country to

the facts.”

Joyce Jackson, New Jersey

State Department of Health, point-

ed to the high AIDS rate among
women in the state and to the large

number of pediatric AIDS cases.

There is no single way to address

the needs of women: they will not

come into treatment, for example,

if the state removes their children.

Ms Jackson suggested metha-

done-maintenance centres should

develop into family care centres

where addicts can be helped and

families assisted in dealing with

the realities of AIDS infection.

Don Des Jarlais, PhD. New York
State Division of Substance Abuse
Services (The Journal. July), said

in North America and Western Eu-

rope there is now a division into

pre-AIDS and post-AIDS periods.

“I think politicians, the general

public, and especially experts in

the drug abuse field, will start to

make that division in the way they

think about narcotic addiction and

injection of illicit drugs".

‘Significant’ increase

^skatchewan funding boosted
REGINA — While most provin-

cial departments faced cuts un-

der Saskatchewan’s new bud-

get. the Saskatchewan Alcohol

and Drug Abuse Commission
( SADAC ) was given a 69% bud-

get boost.

SADAC received $13.2 million

for 1987/88, compared to $7.8

million the previous year.

Its 1987/88 budget continues

enhancements of approxi-

mately $4 million that were first

announced in September. 1986

under a provincial initiatives

program on alcohol and other

drug problems.

These included initial funds

for Whitespruce Drug and Alco-

hol Treatment Centre near

Yorkton. Canada s first special-

ized youth treatment centre.

SADAC Executive Director

Howard Greenstein told The
Journal he is “very pleased

we’ve been able to build on

some of the premier's initia-

tives announced last Septem-
ber.”

Aside from renewing the $4-

million initiatives funding, the

1987/88 budget marks a 20% in-

crease in operating funds for

SADAC, Mr Greenstein said.

“It’s still probably the most
significant increase of any com-
mission in the country in recent

years.”

Contributing Editor Harvey
McConnell takes a look at SA-
DAC this month, pages SI to S4.
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Anti-doping pact
OTTAWA — Sports officials

from Canada, the United

States, and Western Europe
have agreed to work on an in-

ternational charter to elimi-

nate performance-enhancing

drugs from amateur sports.

Otto Jellinek, Canada’s Sports

Minister, told Canadian Press

he will urge the Soviet Union

to join the charter to establish

uniform sanctions and testing

procedures and to deal with

blood-doping, anabolic ster-

oids, and a variety of other

drugs.

End of an era
LONDON — Britain’s plan to

extend pub hours from 11 am
to 11 pm, Monday to Saturday,

spells the end of an era, some
critics complain. The change

does away with the traditional

afternoon pub closing, first in-

troduced in World War I to en-

sure munitions workers

stayed sober, says the London
Sunday Times. The old hours,

says a British author, helped

sustain pub-going as a ritual.

“If a pub only opens at certain

times, then everyone goes at

that time. It gives a deadline

and a shape to the day.’’

Pizza gang squashed
NEW YORK— Five leaders of

the “pizza connection’’ heroin-

smuggling ring were sen-

tenced here to up to 45 years in

prison, reports Reuter. Four

were ordered to pay restitu-

tion of more than US $2 million

to victims of drug addiction.

The drugs were distributed

through a network of United

States pizza parlors between
1975 and 1984.

Temperatures rising
LANSING, Michigan — Hot

bodies get drunk faster, says a

University of Southern Cali-

fornia researcher. The Bottom

Line on Alcohol in Society says

Ronald Alkana has found a di-

rect relationship in mice be-

tween body temperature and

brain sensitivity to alcohol; a

rise in temperature increases

the potency of alcohol, and a

drop diminishes its effects.

Forfeiture funding
AUSTIN, 'I'exas — The Texas

Legislature has tapped into

funds raised through forfeit-

ure of drug offenders’ prop-

erty to help pay for drug abuse

prevention and treatment.

Municipalities and coiintii's

must use no less than 25' r of

the funds lo offset costs of

community-based services.

Keprestuitative Larry Don
Shaw lidil (be Ncwslellcr ol

the Tcmis ( oniiiiissioii on .\l

cohol and Ih iifi Ahnsv. (be bill

is “a way to reduce Ibe dam-
age caused by Ibose who sell

drugs lo our neighbors and our

children."

Snuffed out
LONDON - Itelailers in East

Anglia have been asked lo join

a campaign lo slop Ihc sale of

snuff (lipping products in Ibe

region. Alliancr /V'cus repoi ls

Ibal mor(' Ilian HOII shop keep
ers ba\’e signed up and some
larger retailers have evlendiMl

Ibe local ban nationwide.

Margaret Anstee

New UN drug coordinator
By Anne MacLennan

VIENNA — Margaret Joan Anstee, the person

now responsible to the Secretary-General for coor-

dinating all United Nations drug-related activ-

ities, has 30 years of experience in development

work, much of it ‘hands on,' across the globe.

A British national and the first woman to reach

the under secretary-general level, Ms Anstee was
appointed director-general of the UN in Vienna in

May and head of the Centre for Social Devel-

opment and Humanitarian Affairs. She became
drug-coordinator following the International Con-

ference on Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking ( IC-

DAITi here in June.

Since 1982. she has served as the UN Secretary-

General's special representative for Bolivia, a

country for which she has special regard and

about which she has written.

Prior to her Vienna appointment, Ms Anstee

was the Secretary-General's special coordinator

to ensure implementation of the General Assem-

bly's decisions on the recommendations of the

high-level intergovernmental group of experts

( known as the Group of 18 ) on the financial and ad-

ministrative functioning of the UN.

The group's report is a critique, with recom-
mendations. of a system w’hich has grown increas-

ingly complex and inefficient (see The Back
Page I

.

Concurrently, from September, 1985 to early

1987, she was the Secretary-General's special rep-

resentative for coordination of multilateral assis-

tance to Mexico, following the earthquakes, and
chairman of the UN working group to study the

World Food Council.

In 1967 and 1968. on leave of absence from a se-

ries of UN postings in such countries as Colombia.

Uruguay, Bolivia. Ethiopia, Morocco. Zambia,
Banglailesh. and Chile. Ms Anstee served as se-

nior economic adviser in the office of Harold Wil-

son. then Labor prime minister of the United King-

dom. Anstee: earthquaKos. food

National ‘battle’ on smoking launched
By Betsy Chambers

HALIFAX — It's war," said Ger-

ald Bonham, MD, Canadian Public

Health Association representative

from Calgary, helping unveil the

battle plan of Canada’s National

Program to Reduce Tobacco Use.

“The tobacco companies have
already appreciated it is a war,”

he saM, “raiding the files” to find

out what the steering committee is

working from.

The committee has outlined the

first national strategy to try to

combat smoking by Canadians in a

glossy 28-page booklet.

“We know we can’t compete with

the $75 million the tobacco compa-
nies put into advertising, but we
have to at least have our message
heard,” says Barbara Jones of Ed-

monton, steering committee chair-

man.
Aimed at producing Canada's

first non-smoking generation by

the year 2000. the program pro-

poses legislation, informative

smoking prevention programs, cit-

izen action groups, policy devel-

opment and coordination, and
more research.

“I defy anyone to take a look at

this document and come out the

other end a con.servative," chal-

lenged Dr Bonham.
The program document lists

some worrisome trends and offers

some controversial solutions to

curb the smoking problem that

leads to 30,000 premature deaths in

Canada each year and makes Can-

ada one of the world's biggest to-

bacco product consumers.

The committee would like bans

on advertising, promotion, and
sponsorship by tobacco compa-
nies; on cigarette vending ma-
chines where people less than 18

years have access: and, on smok-
ing in public areas, workplaces,

and on public transportation.

It would also like to see restric-

tions on retailers selling tobacco

products, incentives to stop selling

cigars and cigarettes, a ban on to-

bacco sales in pharmacies and hos-

pitals, the earmarking of a portion

of tobacco tax for counter-adver-

tising and non-smoking programs,
and as high a priority for smoking
prevention as for fighting other ad-

dictive drug use.

Work on the program began in

1985 when eight non-governmental

organizations and representatives

of provincial, territorial, and fed-

Vancouver health dept successful

in ending workplace tobacco use
HALIFAX — With little fuss, peo-

ple in Vancouver have stopped

smoking at office desks — because

the city's health department took

the time and trouble to find out

people prefer it that way.

That's how' Geoffrey Rowlands,

director of Vancouver health serv-

ices. analyzes how and why Cana-

da's first municipal bylaw regulat-

ing smoking in the workplace was
adopted in 1986.

He told the Canadian Fublic

Health Association Conference

here marketing techniques used to

devise and sell the bylaw suc-

ceeded because of attitudes city

residents held about smoking in

Cig sellers draw line
IIALIFA.\ — Most of Woodstock, New Brunswick's cigarcllc rclailcrs no

longer sell tobacco products to juveniles, thanks lo a low-bndgct pilot pro-

gram sponsored by the provincial Ilealih and (dinmnnily Scr\ices De-

partment.

It’s loo early lo gauge the err(‘cliveness of Ibe Business for Kids cam-
paign, which started in .April. But preliminary resnils are encouraging,

says William Howard, a dcparlmcnl health considtanl who organi/cd the

project.

And, other jurisdictions are showing interest, he told the 7Slh annual
conleiHmce of the Canadian I'ublic Ilealih .Association here. “W e'\e had
impiiries . . . from right acr(*ss the country. e\en from Ihc Cniled

.Stales." Newfoundland and the Northwest 1'errilories are de\ eloping pi-

lot projects of lh(‘ir own, and British ('(dumbia is considering one.

Business for Kids is based on the

premise that too much underage smok-
ing is aided and ahelled !>> ill-informed

and thoughtless retailers.

The program alerts retailers lo the

weak, but still extant. liltIK Tobacco Be-

slrainl .Act, which forbids the sale of

cigarettes, cigarette papers, or cigars

lo an\one under ag(' Hi >cars.

While admitting the \cl is rar<‘l\ en

forced, the program attempts lo induce

r<'lailers lo obe\ the law an\wa\. It

points out the harmful and addicliv e el

feels of smoking on \oung people and
appeals lo commiinilN prid<' and re-

sponsibiliU

.

The program reinforces the idea

Hiisittrss call's “this business cares for kids."

the first place.

The health department received

more than 7.000 telephone calls and
letters on the bylaw, which regu-

lates smoking in indoor work-

places and public areas; only

about 30 were against.

Getting the bylaw passed took 12

months of strategy, using epide-

miological data, marketing, plan-

ning. and public relations.

eral governments began to meet.

The directional paper “rep-

resents the first time in Canada all

the issues around smoking have
been put into one document by all

the major parties." Dr Bonham
told the 78th conference of the Ca-
nadian Public Health Association

here.

Support, he said, has been build-

ing for Bill C51. Health Minister

Jake Epp s legislation outlawing

the advertising and promotion of

tobacco products in Canada (The

Journal. June). When the House of

Commons adjourned for the sum-
mer recess, the bill had not re-

ceived third reading.

The national program's commit-
tee also includes delegates from
the Canadian Cancer Society. Ca-

nadian Council on Smoking and
Health. Canadian Public Health

Association. Canadian Medical As-

sociation. Physicians for a Smoke-
Free Canada. Canadian Pharma-
ceutical .Association, Canadian
Lung .Association, and the Canadi-

an Heart .Association.
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Social marketing can aid in health education
The odds are you can get

some of your message across’

By Betsy Chambers

HALIFAX — Social marketing, a

trend in health education, works

but has its limitations, warns A.

Peter Ruderman, PhD, a professor

of community health and health

administration, Dalhousie Univer-

sity.

The social marketing concept is

best at improving people’s aware-

ness, attention, or understanding,

he told the 78th conference of the

Canadian Public Health Associa-

tion here.

The success rate is a little lower

when it's used to try to persuade

people to do something they have

never tried before. And, it is even

less efficient at prompting lifestyle

or behavioral changes, he said.

But, despite its drawbacks and

frailties. Dr Ruderman is a booster

of social marketing, advocating a

persistent, methodical approach to

its use. and realistic expectations

of results.

If the aim is to spread informa-

tion, he said, social marketing is

very useful.

“While there are always a few

people resolutely determined to

know nothing, if you select the

right message and the right media
for your target population, the

odds are you can get some of your

message across,” he said.

On the other hand, propelling

people into action — to have a pap
smear, get immunized, or have a

blood pressure reading — is more
difficult, but possible.

Where would-be social market-

ers can really run up against a

brick wall is in the area of behav-

ioral change, trying to get people

to stop smoking, or adopt a new
life-time diet.

Dr Ruderman: “There are a few

people who sway easily at one end,

a large number who will respond

only partially, after you have put

in a lot of effort over what may be

years, and a few who just won’t be

changed at all.”

The psychographic nature of the

people the marketing campaign
aims to reach can give clues as to

where the target group fits in the

spectrum. Social marketers should

react accordingly.

“I’m frankly telling you to take

some values as given, rather than

beat your head against a stone wall

to try to change them,” he said.

“How do you get religious funda-

mentalists to view AIDS as a dis-

ease which is to be fought rather

than as a punishment for sin?,” Dr
Ruderman asked.

“AIDS raises the question

whether marketing skills are of

any use in creating such a major
value change when the condition,

in my view, seems to pit the two

deepest biological imperatives —
the preservation of the individual

and the propagation of the species

—against each other.”

Dr Ruderman suggests that

“when the laggards or resisters

are in the majority and marketing
fails, you can resort to legislation.

"When they are in the majority,

you may have to give up and wait

until they die off or are outnum-

bered and you can try again.

"My own belief is that you can
change some knowledge and some
action and some behavior by unre-

mitting effort, even when you have
little or no leverage over values.

“Whether you are going to

achieve a lot or a little, your work
is likely to be more cost-effective if

you emphasize research to provide

hard data for planning, segmenta-

tion, and other marketing skills for

appropriate selection of targets,”

he said. “Do plenty of pre-testing

at every stage.”

He said social marketing has

“been studied reasonably scientifi-

cally for the last 50 years, so there

is nothing new about it.” It follows

common-sense rules which those

working in health planning, eval-

uation, administration, and epide-

miology may already have the

skills to apply.

AIDS and IV drug users: the issues, the reality
Cancer experts on watch too

WASHINGTON — The 3rd International Conference on AIDS here was a

unique scientific event : more than 7,000 delegates and 850 journalists and

technicians made it the largest conference ever on a single disease.

For those in the chemical dependency field, where conference atten-

dance in the hundreds is good, it was fascinating to see thousands from
outside the field listen raptly to reports about intravenous (IV) drug use

and users and shooting galleries and ways to sterilize users’ works. Het-

erosexual transmission of the HIV virus from the IV community is the

reality.

"We dare not wait until a vaccine can be deployed against the new ad-

versary. if ever.” said Donald Hopkins, MD, deputy-director of the Unit-

ed States Centersfor Disease Control.

"Even among the most optimistic projections, the score of this pande-

mic will be decided before any hoped-for vaccine can come to our res-

cue.”

The cost of controlling the disease was given attention. “Global AIDS
control will require billions of dollars over the nextfive years,” said Jon-

athan Mann. MD. director. World Health Organization’s special program
on AIDS. "The disease has assumed pandemic proportions affecting ev-

ery continent ofthe world, andfurther spread ofthe virus is inevitable."

International meetings of ministers in Asia and the Americas will pre-

cede a world summit of health ministers in London next January. Orga-
nizers of the international conference have already scheduled conference
sites through 1992: Stockholm, Montreal, San Francisco, Florence, and
Boston.

from Harvev McConnell

Female partners at risk
WASHINGTON — A study of 96

women partners of AIDS-infected

men has found that, on average,

the women face a one-in-1,000

chance of infection each time they

have sexual contact with an in-

fected man.
The study by University of Cali-

fornia at Berkley researchers indi-

cates 23% of the women ( 22 ) were
infected with the virus. Those with

the highest rate of infections were
women who had had several hun-

dred sexual contacts with an in-

fected partner or partners from
any risk group and those who had
sexual contact with infected IV

drug users.

James Wiley, co-director of the

research survey centre, said that

while the risk may be one-in-1.000

for each sexual contact, it does not

mean women can beat the odds

against infection by reducing the

total of their sexual contacts or

avoiding contact with men from
high-risk groups.

Even women who stay with an
individual sex partner for a year

Culture/condoms
WASHINGTON — .John Ncw-
mcyer. Haight-Ashbury Free
."Vledical Clinics. San Francisco,
said here: "There is evidence
drug abusers do not take well to

condoms.” It is called the John
Wayne Garcia’ phenomenon:
“Among blacks and hispanics.

condoms are just not culturally

acceptable.”

still face the risk of infection from
partners who have been exposed to

the HIV virus.

The study showed the highest

risk of infection (36%) was among
women who had more than 600 sex-

ual contacts with an infected man
or men. Forty-two per cent of the

women who had had sexual contact

with infected IV drug users were
infected, as were 22% of the wom-
en who had had sexual contact with
bisexual men.
The women’s chance of infection

increased if they already had open
lesions from other sexually trans-

mitted diseases, or if partners
were laler-on in the course of

AIDS.

Multiple partners
WASHINGTON — A study of pros-

titutes in south Florida shows the

highest incidence of HIV infection

in those who also use intravenous

(IV) drugs, with an added risk

from multiple heterosexual part-

ners from an area where there is a

high incidence of AIDS,

In contrast. Margaret Fischal

and colleagues at the University of

Miami found no cases of HlV-posi-

tivity in women from an escort

service who were economically

better off and high school grads.

One anomaly Dr Fischal said

they could not explain is that there

is no significant correlation be-

tween sero-positivity in women
who also engage in receptive anal

intercourse, the major source of in-

fection among homosexual men.

WASHINGTON — Scientists from

the United States National Cancer

Institute are keeping close watch

on intravenous (IVi drug users

carrying the HTLV I and HTLV II

viruses which are linked to adult T-

cell, leukemia and lymphoma
(ATL).

Antibodies to HTLV I. the first

retrovirus clearly linked with hu-

man cancer, are found in scattered

regions of Japan and the Caribbe-

an, but with less than a 1% risk of

malignancy later in life.

Stanley Weiss and colleagues, in

continuing studies that began

among IV drug users in New Jer-

sey in 1984. and later New Orleans,

show rates of exposure to the HIV
or AIDS virus (formerly called

HTLV HI) drops from a high of

56'“(- in Jersey City to 1.5% in Cam-
den. New Jersey. The rate is only

0.9'‘f in New Orleans.

However, HTLV I/II infection is

33.8% in New Orleans, predomi-

nantly among older blacks, and

only 10.2% in Jersey City, com-
pared with 23.3% in Newark. There

is also evidence the HTLV I/II vi-

Detox coupons
WASHINGTON — Intravenous

drug abusers redeem coupons al-

lowing them three weeks of free

heroin detoxification and intense

counselling on AIDS at a "quite

stunning” rate, said Joyce Jack-

son. New Jersey State Department

of Health.

United States federal funding

cuts, starting in 1981, prompted
New Jersey to charge between $50

and $135 admission to programs,

followed by a modest weekly fee.

There was a sharp drop in the num-
ber of addicts seeking treatment

.

The coupon program started last

December with ex-addicts distrib-

uting them to users who had never

been in treatment. Coupons started

to be redeemed the next day, and.

in three months, 86% of the cou-

pons— printed so they could not be

duplicated — were returned.

Of those redeemed. 96% had at

least one hour s coun.selling on

AIDS and '23% decided to enter

methadone maintenance pro-

grams
Ms Jackson said young IV drug

abusers were the most ignorant

about AIDS: .30% believe you can-

not die from the disease, and many
think they can just look and tell if a

person is infected. A follow-up is

underway to see if addicts who had

coun.selling have changed their be-

havior.

ruses have entered into a white

abuser population over the age of

40 years.

Dr Weiss said here doctors must
keep a close watch as ATL is “ex-

plosive clinically” and resistant to

treatment. In Japan and the Carib-

bean, ATL rarely appears and

then, probably decades after expo-

sure to the virus.

Dr Weiss: “We are very con-

cerned about the possibility that

repeated antigenic exposure as oc-

curs with drug abuse could change

that observation as compared with

Japan and the Caribbean. An even

greater concern is the possibility of

interaction that the HIV virus and

the HTLV I/II viruses could have.

“There is evidence that other vi-

ruses can lead to activation of the

HIV virus, and we will follow peo-

ple in this study to see what the

clinical outcomes are. We don't

have answers, but we are con-

cerned.”

Housing the homeless
WASHINGTON — A program of

placing homeless patients with

AIDS or AIDS-related complex in

residential therapeutic commu-
nities in New Jersey has been so

successful it has been expanded to

25 beds in five such communities.

Patients must be able to walk, be

independent in daily activities,

have clear mental status, and be

drug-free or on methadone mainte-

nance.

There are few reports of other

residents in the communities being

afraid or anxious: for the most

part, they are sympathetic and
supportive. The only problem is

with programs which won't modify

their concepts to accommodate
needs of AIDS patients.

Joyce Jackson, New Jersey

State Department of Health, said

the program is enormously cost-ef-

fective: about $267,000 (Cdn

$353,588) for housing the AIDS pa-

tients in the therapeutic commu-
nities. compared with $1,576,000 if

thev had staved in acute care.

Sterilizing ‘works’ works
WASHINGTON — One-ounce containers of undiluted bleach with

instructions in English and Spanish on how intravenous (IV) drug

users can sterilize their ‘works’ are being used in a United States

AIDS prevention campaign.

The campaign has received a significant degree of acceptance,

says John Watters, Haight-Ashbury Free Medical Clinics. San

Francisco. Some 14,000 vials have been distributed in over a year.

A one-year follow-up shows 9Uf of the IV drug users interviewed

knew the bleach could kill the AIDS virus. Some 68% said they were

using bleach for that purpose.

Dr Watters said the data show IV drug users can change their be-

havior when offered an option which does not require a major

change in lifestyle.

Users are told to flush the syringe twice with bleach and twice

w ith water to minimize the chance of any residual bleach being in-

jected. Although the bleach can probably be used a number of

times to kill the virus, users are told to squirt it away: this removes

the risk of residues clogging the needle.
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RESEARCH UPDATE

Psychotherapy benefits
Psychotherapy can have sustained benefits in treating opiate

addicted patients, conclude four Pennsylvania researchers. Fol-

lowing-up on an earlier study that showed a six-month course of

psychotherapy yielded beneficial results, the researchers stud-

ied the same patient population a year after initiation of treat-

ment and six months after the conclusion of therapy. The study

population consisted of 93 opiate addicts on methadone mainte-

nance randomly assigned to either paraprofessional drug coun-

selling or one of two groups receiving counselling plus profes-

sional psychotherapy. A series of self-report psychological tests

measuring psychiatric symptoms was administered at the start

of treatment and at the seven- and 12-month points. A second set

of measures was administered by trained interviewers. The 12-

month findings parallelled the positive findings at the seven-

month point, with the two psychotherapy groups showing more

improvements at a higher level of significance than the drug-

counselling group. Continued improvement at one-year was

seen in the areas of employment, legal status, and psychiatric

conditions with patients who had been receiving psychothera-

py. More mixed results occurred with patients in the counsel-

ling-only group. The findings also suggest patients in the psycho-

therapy groups require lower doses of methadone and have less

need for psychotropic medications.

American Journal ofPsychiatry

,

May, 1987, v. 144: 590-596.

MDs’ advice on smoking poor
Doctors do a poor job of advising patients to stop smoking, two

United States surveys indicate. The random, statewide surveys

of 5,875 Michigan residents were conducted in 1980 and 1983.

Among other factors, they involved determining whether re-

spondents were smokers, the frequency with which they had

seen a physician in the past year, and whether a physician had
ever told them to quit. Of those polled, 36% were smokers. The
1,652 who had been smokers for more than one year and had con-

tacted a physician during the last year constituted the study

population. In this group, only 44% said they had been told to

quit smoking by a physician, despite the finding that more than

73% indicated they had tried to quit or wanted to quit. The four

physicians conducting the study said particularly distressing

were findings that: less than half the smokers who had under-

gone a routine checkup reported having been told to quit; young

men were least likely (30% ) or particularly unlikely to be told to

quit: and, only 41% of women who used oral contraceptives and
were therefore at risk for cardiovascular disease had been told

to quit. The group most likely to receive advice about stopping

smoking were patients who had survived either a heart attack or

stroke. The clinicians say: “Most smokers do not perceive phy-

sicians to be even minimally involved in their efforts to quit."

Journal of the American Medical Association, April 10, 1987,

V.257: 1916-1919.

Theophylline toxicity warning
Smokers with chronic lung disease being treated with theophyl-
line (eg, Theolairi should have the drug dosage reduced when
they switch to nicotine gum (eg, Nicorettei, or stop smoking to

avoid potential toxicity. Thai's the advice from a study at the
San Franci.sco (leneral Hospital Medical Center. The study
questions the practice of maintaining smokers on pre-hospital

dosages when they are hospitalized for acute illness or surgery
which requires them to stop smoking. F'ourteen healthy, male
smokers wen* used to measure plasma theophylline levels dur-
ing a 24-day period, while smoking and after a period of absti

nenee, or after a period of chewing gum with four milligrams of

nicotine. The researchers found that after one week of absti-

nence from smoking, total clearance of the drug decrea.sed by
more than a Itiini, and the half life increa.sed by about the same
proportion. Similar drug levels were .seen in subjects chewing
nieoline gum and those chewing a placebo gum. (liven that de-

l(•rlnlnlng Ihe proper dosage of Iheoiihylhne is critical heeause
ol potential sideelfeets and the possible developmc'iil of driig

toxicity, the study concludes: even when smokers slop smoking
for a brief period, Ihe do.ses ol lheo|)hylhne should he decreased
by one (jiiarler to one third.

Amidls of I litermil Medicine. April, 1987, v. Klti
. 553 555,

Opioid addicts and cocaine
Regular cocaine u.se is rising substantially among patients

treated for ojiioid addiction, say ConneelieuI researchers. To
evaluate Ihe problems, 268 patients applying lor Irealmeiil tor

opioid addiction at lh<‘ ConneelieuI Mimlal Health Center and
Ihe Yale University department of psyehialry between 1979 and
1980 were r|neslioned about 31) months alter treatment beg.in

Ovt'rall eoeame abuse had deelined minimally in Ihe follow up
period despite treatment In eonlrasl, Ihe numlM-r ol patients

reporting weekly eoeame use increa.sed to 26'7 at Ihe lime of Ihe

follow up evaluation, from I3'l at Ihe lime they entered treat

meiil The researchers found more eoeame use was reported by
siihieels und(‘rgomg methadone or drug free treatment as op
posed to deloxifiealion only Thom.is Koslen, Hrnee Rouns.i
ville, and Herbert Kleher s|)eeulale that hei'ause ''eoeame en
phoria is not dampened by methadone, " eoeame becomes an ap
pealing new drug for those |)alienls who h.ive received melha
done therapy and have now hei'ome tolerant to Ihe effects ol

heroin I )epressive disorders were found to he a m.ijor prognos
lie indicator olCoe.nne u.se, as was being non while and male
Arelime.s o/'f.'enero/ I’syrlindni. March, 1987, v I I '281 281

National drug strategy foilow-up

Canada targets kids in ads
By Terri Etherington

OTTAWA — Dialogue between
parents and kids will be the thrust

of the second phase of a federal

awareness and information cam-
paign on alcohol and other drug
abuse.

Following on the heels of the na-

tional drug strategy (The Journal
July), the first phase of the cam-
paign includes a series of tele-

vision ads featuring young people

thinking and talking about issues

which influence decisions on alco-

hol and other drugs. It was
launched by Health Minister Jake
Epp and Minister of State (Youth)

Jean Charest in June.

The Realty Me/Les drogues pas
besoin ads promote the benefits of

being drug-free to youth aged 11 to

13 years.

Next month (September), a

booklet will be mailed to approxi-

mately four million parents with

family allowance cheques; tele-

phone information lines, accessi-

ble to both parents and young peo-

ple, will also be instituted.

The aim is to promote commu-
nication between parents and chil-

dren and to “better equip parents

to discuss the subject with their

youngsters.”

Other elements of the campaign,
developed in collaboration with

provincial and territorial addiction

agencies, include:

• resource materials for commu-
nity groups and youth organiza-

tions,

• videos for parents and young
people, available at video outlets

across Canada,

• National Drug Awareness Week
in November,
• special events for addiction

workers, including a national net-

working forum in the fall, and
• selected initiatives with private

sector organizations — shopping

centres, broadcasters, fast-food

companies, and convenience
stores.

Ad campaign: promoting
benefits of being drug-free

Genetic relapse link possible
By Harvey McConnell

NEWPORT, Rhode Island— A ma-
jor reason some people return to

drinking after a period of recovery

may be genetic.

An ongoing study of 140 people

surveyed six months after treat-

ment found a significantly higher

rate of abstinence among those

who did not have a parent or si-

bling identified as an alcoholic,

says Paul Krippenslapel. director,

reiiabilitalion, Edgehill Newport
f'diindalion here.

He emphasizes Ihe data are pre

liminary and the agency does not

want to draw hard conclusions

There could hi' other r('asons to ac-

count tor Ihe difference, but if

there is a genetic history of alco-

holism, Ihe chance is 43' < higher

that patients will not he .sober ,il

SIX months Among seven people

who l.'il)(‘ll('d tlu'ir i);ir('uts or a si

hhng alcoholic, none were sober at

ter SIX months
Mr Krippenslapel told Ihe North

e.islcrn ('onlerence on .Mcohohsm
.111(1 Drug Dependence here. We
have to he c;u'('ful not to lie S('

diiced by oversimplistic (>xpl.ui.i

lions " of relaiise TIk'sc include

He w.isn'l working his program,'
He w;is a dry drunk, or. lit'

hasu I dc.ill with hisCOA (children

ol .'deohohes I issues

I'here is little evidence people

h.'ive Ix'come .ilcohohe as a result

ol living with an .ilcohohe .So. win
would wc think they h.no relapsi'd

lo .dcohohsm hcc.iusc lhc\ h.non i

de.dl with the issues Ih.d don't

make thi'iii hi'comc alcoholic lo he

g.iu w ilh

When :i p.ilicul -.avs Ihcrc is

sdiiicllimg wioug or dill('rcnl

about them, "we have to believe

them," Mr Krippenslapel added.

"Not because we have been
trained as counsellors to believe

them, but because it's true: there

probably is something biologically

disharmonious, if you will ,

"

S.AN h'R.ANUISUO Food depen-

dency is chemical dependency,
says l.ynn Elliott, program man-
ager of lilt' Ht'ury Ohlhofl food de-

pendency program here

'll is not just a convenient mod
el, hut .1 parallel di.sea.se which
seems lo h.ive its origins in Ihe

saint' family

"My hypotlu'sis is that we .ire

dealing with poly addicted clu'iils

who art' sulti'i'iiig Hit' ellecls ol the

chemicals they havt' ingested

and I do mt'an food and not pisl al

cotiol and drugs. "

slit' addt'd

('oinpiilsion and Iniigeiiig ;ire all

part (it lilt' (lallt'in, but I'.duig dis

ordt'i s by llu'ir n.ilurt' do not get

Ihe spotlight bt'i'.iust' tlit'ie is liu

indialion involvt'd

It 's bt'coming .dmosl chic lo bt'

alcoholic .111(1 drink Pt'irit'r Rut.

Ilit'it' is no possiblt' wa> lo glam
ori/t' throwing up in a g.is sl.dion

b.ilhidom. " Ms Elholl s.iid

111 llit'ir progr.im. .ibslnit'iict'

Iroiii ct'i laiii loods bt'lit'M'd to bt'

toxic Is dt'citlt'd on an ni(h\ idiial

Itasis. ".'iiul wt' h.i\ t' lo fot'iis on a

People must not get caught up
"in this business about knowledge
and statistics and indicators and
precipitators and all that kind of

stuff. When a client relapses, we
are still dealing with a damagtxl
person."

biochemical restoration prtigrain

that seeks to supplement whaPs
missing and repair what damj^
has already been done

"

Ms Elliott said she has found tl^e

compulsion and hunger for food

similar to that for drugs or al®>

hoi persistence in the face of srf-

verst' consequences and in the .9l>-

sence of euphoria When .i client is

truly detoxified, the cravings for

Ibod Ic.ive

It doesn't mean somebody who
has a fight with a Ixnfriend and

then doesn't w ant to eat Thai 's dif-

ferent than feeling like the refrig-

erator IS grahhmg them hy Ihe

throat

Ms Elliott feels a "('.imily which

IS dysfunctional has a pink I'tKid

lift'slyle, or you don I have people

concerned about nutrition lots of

Ihe lime

I think food nia\ he Hit' primary

,i(l(hclion lli.it imdt'rhes lilt' others

Wt' nia\ bt' talking about food as

Ihe motlit'i' .'iddiclion " M.iny ch-

('iils ni.iv tiiid "llu' dise.ist' concept

h.ird lo .icci'pt after yt'.'irs of lr\ ing

lo ligiirt' out w h\ lht'\ (',il.
"

Food addicts often

poly-addicted

I’al Rit h
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First in-hospital team trained

to detect patients’ addictions
By Paul Szabo

VICTORIA — The first Canadian

project to establish a ward team

specifically trained to detect alco-

hol and/or other drug dependency

among hospital inpatients has be-

gun at the Victoria General Hospi-

tal here.

The two-year pilot project in-

volves a nurse, social worker, and

physician trained to diagnose and

obtain proper treatment for pa-

tients admitted to the hospital for

other reasons, but who are also al-

cohol and/or other drug dependent.

It's estimated that up to Wi of

hospital patients have such prob-

lems.

Kenneth Thornton, MD, director

of laboratory services for the

Greater Victoria Hospital Society

(which includes the General and

the Royal Jubilee, both acute care

hospitals), told The Journal the

project is being funded by the BC
health ministry.

Dr Thornton said there has been

an "in-situ, highly skilled team" at

the General with a specific interest

in alcoholism and other drug ad-

diction among hospital patients for

a number of years. Gradually, they

developed an excellent system of

identifying patients referred to

them for abuse problems, detoxify-

ing them, and ensuring they re-

ceive referral for proper treat-

ment.

With this team already in place,

the hospital was a natural focus

when the BC ministry became in-

terested in the concept of a specific

team to diagnose addiction prob-

lems among hospital inpatients.

Dr Thornton said he has been

aware of the high degree of depen-

dency problems among hospital in-

patients for some time. In a series

of autopsies on 100 hospital pa-

tients "some years ago,” he dis-

covered "to my amazement" that

40^(- had alcoholism or other drug

dependency as a primary or major
secondary etiology.

He has since repeated the study

with similar results. And. another

physician at the hospital conducted

an informal survey among adult

male patients and found more than

20‘‘r showed clear signs of alcohol

and/or other drug dependency.

The health ministry is providing

approximately $360,000 for the pi-

lot project. The ward team will

identify dependent patients

through a number of well-defined

triggers; cause of admission, labo-

ratory test results, withdrawal

symptoms, and statements by rel-

atives about the patients' condi-

tions or behavior.

Patients' physicians will alert

the team to confirm the trigger and

make the formal diagnosis of alco-

hol and/or other drug dependency,

thus maintaining traditional medi-

cal referral methods.

Care will be concordant with

treatment already underway for

the conditions for which the pa-

tients were admitted. The ward
team will have to decide “how best

to involve patients in the recogni-

tion of their problems." Dr Thorn-

ton said.

“It's inappropriate to be counsel-

ling patients about the need for

abstinence if they're hanging on by
a thread to their physical lives."

Patients' families will also be in-

volved in the recognition of depen-

dency problems. The team social

worker will communicate with the

appropriate outside treatment

agencies, from an inpatient treat-

ment program to self-help groups.

Kaiser Foundation focuses on educational front
By Paul Szabo

VANCOUVER — The Kaiser Sub-

stance Abuse Foundation will take

a new direction with a major con-

ference on education and alcohol

and other drug abuse slated here

for early December.

The foundation was created in

December. 1985, to address issues

of alcohol and drug dependency in

British Columbia. During its first

year. Kaiser produced the prov-

ince's first directory of alcohol and
other drug abuse services and
awarded $51,000 in community
grants.

Now. the foundation has decided

to focus its attention on the devel-

opment and initiation of a drug ed-

ucation program for school chil-

dren from kindergarten to Grade 7.

Ross Ramsey, Kaiser president,

says sponsorship of the invitational

conference for educators will

"inspire, focus, and mobilize a

critical mass of essential public

and private organizations.

These groups support the devel-

opment and implementation of a

human-growth achieving, curric-

ulum-based, drug education pro-

gram for youth in Grades kinder-

garten-to-7 and a companion par-

Ramsey: confronting challenges

ent education program throughout

British Columbia."

Kaiser hopes the new education

programs will be in place by Sep-

tember. 1989, Mr Ramsey added.

They will be integrated with the

provincial education ministry’s re-

cently announced comprehensive

health education program, which

includes a number of other health

topics, including alcohol and other

drug abuse.

Mr Ramsey, a former executive

director of the Alcoholism Founda-

tion of Manitoba, told The Journal

he is enthusiastic about the aims of

the Kaiser foundation, which was

created by a $2.5 million endow-

ment from Edgar F. Kaiser (The
Journal, April, 1986).

When he first transferred to Brit-

ish Columbia early in 1986, Mr
Ramsey said, he travelled extensi-

vely throughout the province and

met face-to-face with professionals

working in the field to see how Kai-

ser could best help. From this re-

search, the Kaiser board decided

to focus its resources on youth.

In a report, Mr Ramsey wrote,

"We intend to confront this chal-

lenge by supporting and encourag-

ing adolescents to both reach their

full potential and inculcate resis-

tance skills to improve their ability

to better handle drug using situa-

tions."

At a more concrete level, he

found a notable lack of awareness

about the resources already avail-

able to diagnose and treat alcohol

and other drug abuse in BC. This

led to the compilation of the first of

what will be an annual directory,

published in conjunction with the

health ministry.

The directory outlines all of the

available treatment programs,

mutual support organizations, pre-

vention programs, employee assis-

tance programs, and current re-

search in the province. Mr Ramsey
said 18.000 copies have been dis-

tributed to date.

Also in 1986, Kaiser awarded 20

grants, most in the range of $2,500

to $3,000. to a variety of community
groups involved with countering

alcohol and other drug abuse. Such
groups usually have small bud-

gets. and it was believed that giv-

ing grants of this amount would al-

low them to double their program
budgets and have maximum im-

pact.

While the 1986 grants went to a

variety of projects. Mr Ramsey
said from now on Kaiser will con-

centrate on awarding money to

projects that further the school

curriculum project.

The foundation has only three

staff members, including Mr Ram-

sey, but he has found a private

group can work with surprising

speed.

The foundation has also been

welcomed by the provincial health

ministry’s alcohol and drug pro-

grams branch. Executive director

David Gilbert told The Journal the

emergence of the Kaiser founda-

tion here adds "another strength"

to addiction programs.

"Historically, we’ve always had
money coming from private foun-

dations into the whole area of help-

ing chemically dependent people,"

he said. Kaiser "adds to that long

history of public/private partici-

pation."

Lower alcohol content

for low-alcohol products
TORONTO — Low-alcohol bev-

erages in Ontario will contain

less alcohol after September 30.

Ontario Consumer Minister

Monte Kwinter told the provin-

cial legislature the maximum
allowable alcohol content of

drinks such as Sarasoda (The

Journal, October 1986) will be

reduced toO.SG from V <

.

Low-alcohol beverages,

which can be sold in food stores

to people of all ages, were the

subject of a survey by Ontario's

Addiction Research Foundation

of police chiefs, school teach-

ers, and medical health offi-

cers. All three groups reported

little awareness of use by chil-

dren.

Mr Kwinter told the legis-

lature that when dealing with

children, "we must be more
than just cautious."

“Milton!,” exhorted William Wordsworth
in 1802, “thou shouldst be living at this

hour / England hath need of thee: she is a

fen of stagnant waters ... Oh! Raise up.

return to us again I And give us manners,
virtue, freedom, power / Thy soul was like

a Star, and dwelt apart / Thou hadst a
voice whose sound was like the sea / Pure
as the naked heavens, majestic, free

y y

Wordsworth was of the opinion that a

great poet and moralist would be a good
man to have around at times of social cri-

sis. But, David Lewis, MD, professor of

medicine and community health. Brown
University, Providence, Rhode Island,

says the John Miltons of this world are
just what we don’t need at this point in

time.

Speaking at the recent Northeastern
Conference on Alcoholism and Drug De-
pendence in Newport, Rhode Island (The
Journal. June), Dr Lewis expressed con-

cern that many people were viewing AIDS

Flip Wilson, we need you
as the product of “self-injurious behav-

ior" and that these same people might
start to consider alcohol and drug use

“self-injurious behavior’’ as well, causing

a return to moralistic views of drinking

and drug abuse. This, he said, could

“change markedly some of the great ad-

vances we have made in treating people

for the disease of alcoholism”
If you believe that Dr Lewis’s concern is

a valid one, you certainly would not want
to call up the ghost of John Milton to get

perceptions of AIDS and/or alcohol and

other drug abuse back on track. The au-

thor of Paradise Lost, the author of such

lines as, “But God left free the Will: for

what obeys Reason is free.” does not

sound like the laid-back sort of guy that is

in tune with modern perspectives on so-

cial problems.

Better to invoke the spirit of someone
who is:

Flip Wilson ! Thou shouldst be on TV

At this hour : America hath need of thee

;

She is a fen of stagnant waters

Where moralists pronounce and whine

On responsibility and self-control

;

In these dark days, we need your cry

Expressing the line that is right for the

times:

“The Devil made me do it!"

Flip Wilson ! thou shouldst be on prime

time

At this hour : Ameriea hath need of thee

;

She needs your voice explaining

How the medieval notion of Volition

And the scholastic concept of Will

Are but irrelevant abstractions.

Long gone and over the hill

;

It’s the Devil makes us do it!

Flip Wilson ! Thou shouldst be with us

At this hour: America hath need of thee:

She is a lake of acid rain

Seething with the cant of moralists

And judgemental vapors most vile;

America needs your falsetto cry

Declaiming the line that is right for the

times:

"The Devil made me do it!”

Flip Wilson ! thou shouldst be living

At this hour: America hath need of thee;

In these times of Bakker and North

And AIDS and crack and sundry.

We need you more than ever to give

Your twentieth century homily:

Whatever the sport, even the self-

injurious sort.

The Devil made us do it

!

By

Wayne 1 ^
Howell 1

I
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Researchers must take stance on tobacco ads
Stan Sadava’s comments (June)

would make for amusing reading

were it not for the seriousness of

the tobacco epidemic in Canada.

His letter accuses the Non-Smok-

ers Rights’ Association (NSRA ) of

“ad hominem” arguments regard-

ing Richard Gilbert. Yet, in the

same breath, it is apparently per-

missible to express reasoned “ar-

guments” by associating NSRA
with terms such as “dogmatism,

zealotry, and arrogance,” “moral

entrepreneurs,” and “people who
are not only fanatical . . . but who

are also essentially sophisticated

hustlers.”

One might wonder why these

comments would not be more suit-

ably directed at the tobacco indus-

try which depends on the slick

commercialization of addiction

and disease?

Many non-profit organizations

are trying to reduce the horren-

dous impact of tobacco products.

Rather than continuing their exis-

tence, these agencies would gladly

see this scourge ended. However,

whenever one attempts to improve

environmental health, one faces

opposition from the tobacco indus-

try.

Unfortunately, issues such as

protection of the non-smoker and

tobacco advertising are insepara-

ble. One cannot address an aspect

of the tobacco problem without

also attacking the source.

Since advertising is the means
by which the tobacco industry sus-

tains itself— how else could such a

lethal product continue to exist in

light of such harsh and voluminous

evidence?— it is not difficult to see

why these organizations would tar-

get advertising.

Recently, the federal govern-

ment has introduced Bill C51, the

Tobacco Products Control Act

(The Journal, June) to bring regu-

lation to a presently unregulated
industry which continues to pro-

mote its addictive and lethal prod-

uct to minors.

What is the position of academ-
ics and researchers? Is it one of

taking responsible action by
urging the government that one
does not allow an addictive and le-

thal product to be marketed to chil-

dren? Or, is it to do nothing, toler-

ate another 32,000 deaths, and
watch another 375,000 kids enter
the tobacco market this year?
As a researcher in addiction. Dr

Sadava must be aware that for

many users tobacco addiction is

as difficult a dependency to over-

come as heroin.

Yes, it would seem NSRA has a
vested interest: the regulation of

the tobacco industry — and the

sooner the better. Surely Dr Sada-
va is not suggesting that the profit-

ing of the tobacco industry at the .

expense of thousands of deaths is a
legitimate interest, and NSRA’s is

not?

The time is long past for “calm
and rational debate.” We have
been doing this for almost 25 years,

since the first (US) Surgeon-Gen-
eral’s report.

The problem is clear, and the so-

lution is clear. Only those who pon-

tificate from ivory towers, those

who have a vested interest in play-

ing the research-grant game, or

spokesmen for the tobacco indus-

try suggest we continue to talk in-

stead of advocating action.

Robert Guthrie

London, Ontario

Telling it like it is. .

.

teachers’ story helpful
We are a school support committee
in a rural community. Our focal is-

sue is drugs — exclusively. Street

drugs and/or careless mixing of

prescription drugs leading to a

number of near-fatalities in four

years caused us to become in-

volved.

We have been active for three

and a half years. From the begin-

ning. we have had access to CODA
(Council on Drug Abuse) newslet-

ters as well as copies of The Jour-

nal from Ontario's Addiction Re-

search Foundation.

We consider both responsible for

much high-calibre and on-target

literature. Many times, we have

wanted to reprint high priority

items from The Journal.

Not many people in rural areas

read The Journal yet. but virtually

every household in three neighbor-

ing counties has access to a free

newspaper made available via tou-

rism operators, merchants, busi-

nesses, etc.

It is there we wish to place arti-

cles. such as Terri Etherington's

Teachers need lielp with drug les-

•sons (May). By reading this arti-

cle. apprehensive and sincere tea-

chers can see that others in their

profession share their dilemma re-

lating to alcohol and other drugs in

the .schools.

And. communities at large can

visualize that drugs are in other

school areas, and not all m city

schools.

Die-hard denialists exist in every

rural city .setting. Therefore, we
feel very strongly that periodically

quoted material from The Journal

would be a valuable asset in reach-

ing and improving overall educa-

tion and prevention attempts and.

perhaps almost as importantly, in

diminishing public apathy.

Helen Mills

Chairperson

Rural Drug Concerns
Northbrook, Ontario

(Editor's note: The Journal is

pleased to respond to requests to

reprint specific articles, j

. . . realistic
The article. Teachers need help

with drug lessons, was excellent

and gave a very realistic descrip-

tion of the needs of teachers and
their frustrations in presenting

drug education effectively in the

classroom.

I was disappointed, however,

that you did not follow-up on the

subtitle. Give us information to

work with, they say. and provide

resources teachers could use.

For example. Alcohol and Drug
Concerns. Inc (.-VDC) has two curi-

culae available to teachers. ULUS
1 for Grades J to 6 and ULUS 11 for

Grades 7 and 8. ULUS 1 is a new
program, but ULUS 11 is already in

4.()l)(l classrooms across Canada.

It is sad to hear teachers talking

about a lack of resources when

they already exist. How about

doing a follow-up story on the

ULUS programs'.’

Judy Bowman
ADC
Community relations director

Scarborough, Ontario
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REGINA — The Saskatchewan Alcohol

and Drug Abuse Commission tSADACi is

one of the more fortunate provincial agen-
cies in Canada. The tremendous budget
boost it received lastfall has been renewed
(see page 1).

SADAC's increased vigor and visibility

also come from highly publicized, provin-

cial ''initiatives” on alcohol and other drug
abuse announced last September: a major
public awareness campaign, development

of resource materialsfor schools, a coordi-

nated justice program, and a community
prevention program.

The initiatives include establishment of
Canada's first free-standing, specialized,

youth drug treatment centre at theformer
Canadian Forces radar base at White-

spruce. near Yorkton.

SADAC — and the provincial initiatives

— are ready to go hand in glove with the

(rational drug strategy rThe Journal.

July).

SADAC Executive Director Howard
Greenstein thinks the national strategy ‘‘is

the greatest thing to happen in Canada in

the addictionsfield.

"I think we may be looking for the first

time at many, many years of real part-

nership between different levels of govern-

ment in Canada.
"

Saskatchewan has a population of just

over a million, about 13'^ c to Native.

Contributing Editor Harvey McConnell
reports on what's going on at SADAC and
how it views the future in the fifth in

The Journal series on

Canadian provincial ad-

dictions agencies (Man-
itoba. March: Ontario.

October. 1986: Alberta.

August. 1985: and Nova
Scotia. November.
1984).

THE DIARY
TUESDAY
9 am
Regina
Youth Services

At breakfast in the slick cafeteria of the

new T.C. Douglas health services building,

atrium and all. Rod McHugh discusses cul-

ture-based treatment services. Mr
McHugh recently joined SADAC as coordi-

nator of youth services, and when he ar-

rived from New Brunswick, he was struck

by the slight, but evident, cultural differ-

ences between the two provinces.

He believes services have to “reflect the

culture in which things happen,” one of the

reasons he looks askance at attempts at

the ‘McDonaldization’ of addictions by

some United States groups which think

they can simply open shop in Canada with-

out regard to such distinctions.

“Services have to be tailored to the

needs of the culture.” Mr McHugh insists.

He also says deciding what the biggest

problems among Saskatchewan youth are

depends on your

point of view. “Par-

ents are faced with

all of the media infor-

mation about some of

the non-alcohol

drugs, and there are

obviously valid con-

cerns about marijua-

na. hash, and other

chemical drugs."

But. studies all

across Canada show
most students use al-

cohol as the mood-al-

tering drug of choice,

followed by tobacco

and marijuana at

about 25''/f

.

One problem SA-

DAC faces is that

“what we really have to do is help parents

and other adults be aware of their own atti-

tudes about their own use of drugs.
“1 think SADAC approaches it wisely in

terms of. Let’s face the fact we do have
problems and not put them under the car-

pet,’ so to speak.
”

Parents and adults must take a look at

their own attitudes, not “leave it to the so-

called experts. 1 think adolescent treat-

ment without parent involvement is a com-
plete failure." says Mr McHugh.
One factor which attracted him to the

west is an openness here in facing prob-

lems and taking steps to find solutions.

“And. it is better to catch them at 15 or 16

years old than at 25 or 26 years, simply on

the dollar side.

“Just to say it is not as bad here as it is in

the US is a small consolation. We have our

own problems which we are objectively

facing.”

10 am
SADAC Headquarters
Howard Greenstein, SADAC executive di-

rector for more than three years, was also

struck by the difference in culture when he

arrived in Regina. A native of Toronto and

trained as a clinical psychologist, he spent

10 years in British Columbia and gradually

moved into program development and

management, setting up outpatient clinics

and helping reorganize the commission

there.

“The prairies are a

real experience: I

didn’t realize there

was that much varia-

tion in culture across

the country, but

there really is.
” he

observes.

“Some of the

things 1 have learned

about here are prob-

ably why we’ve been

able to start a lot of

programs that

haven’t happened
elsewhere in Canada
— in the youth sec-

tion. for example.

“There is a pi-

oneering kind of spir-

it: it takes a certain

kind of mentality to survive the hard win-

ters here, the population is dispersed, and

people have developed traditions 1 think

are much stronger, in some ways, than

those 1 noticed in BC or Ontario.
’ ’

Saskatchew'an people are much more
into community organizations, services,

and clubs, “and it doesn’t seem to be a nar-

row spectrum of the population who be-

come involved.

“It’s the whole notion that your neigh-

bor’s barn needs fixing and the community
gets together and fixes the barn.

”

This community involvement has moved
forward and into attitudes toward the

problems facing the 80s. When issues are
raised about alcohol, other drugs, and
youth, it is not just the professionals who

are interested. It is a topic of conversation

throughout the province, and people have
a greater sense of ownership.

Mr Greenstein cites the establishment

last year of the commission to advise the

provincial ministry of health on alcohol,

other drug problems, and youth. "I was
surprised by the involvement the average
person wanted to have. We had briefs and
letters from all over the province, from in-

dividuals. service groups, clubs, school

boards, and teachers.

“We ended up with a travelling road

show with meetings in different regions of

the province, and almost anyone who
wanted to speak did so.

“People take a real ownership of prob-

lems. With our long, cold winters, there is

not a lot to do. and people traditionally go

over to a neighbor’s house and sit around

over a coffee and talk. And. everybody has

an opinion on everything: people want

their voices to be heard.”

Mr Greenstein. like other Saskatchew'an

officials, does hear from the people: “Vir-

tually anyone in the smallest rural setting

feels that he can pick up the phone and call

a cabinet minister and say, 1 feel this

about that,” There is a greater freedom of

access to senior decision makers.”

In his first year as SADAC executive di-

rector. he learned not to be surprised when
an individual, not a representative of a

particular interest group, would drive into

Regina to talk.

Thus, when the youth report was re-

leased and the extra budget benefits

flowed, there was great debate as to what

would be done.

Mr Greenstein says the provincial initia-

tives, with the increase in budget, are key

events in the addictions field in Canada —
not just for the province. He is not sure

these could be replicated elsewhere

though, just because the attitudes of peo-

ple in the province are different.

Mr Greenstein notes Saskatchewan does

not have a large industrial base: most in-

come derives from oil. gas, potash, and ag-

riculture. But. as the originators of medi-

care in Canada, people in Saskatchewan
“still expect they are going to have the ab-

solute best quality of everything,"And,thi.s

means what is available should be avail-

able in every part of the province, “and it

( continued on page S2

)
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10 am
Prevention and Training
Allan Walker, as SAOAC director of the

prevention and training division within
i

provincial servit'es. and Saskatchewan -
1

born, knows his market. "Many people;

think the survival mentality is certainly
|

( from page SI

)

should be better here.”

He also says that, in recent years, some
people in Saskatchewan heard the siren

songs of the private, profit-making treat-

ment centres that are so strong south of

the border — until they found out how
much it would cost for such private care.

Most people in the province realize there

is no magic answer to addictions problems

and that there must be a long-term effort

involving the family.

In Saskatchewan, "family values are

quite cherished.”

Although cocaine and crack have

grabbed headlines here in recent months,

fed by the US media, there has been little

incidence of their use in the province.

Alcohol is the major problem, Mr
Greenstein adds. "But, it is surprising the

large number of people whose primary ad-

diction problem is with cannabis.” Drink-

ing among the Native population is high,

as it is elsewhere in Canada. Saskatche-

wan has had an impaired drivers’ pro-

gram for a number of years and a special

treatment centre for repeat offenders.

The question of drugs and youth has

drawn the most intense public awareness
obviously and with it has come the realiza-

tion that more has to be done than just tell

young people to say no to drugs.

Mr Greenstein says the province has had
some programs for young people and fami-

lies. but pressure grew for a free-standing

centre for youth. The provincial initia-

tives, and the decision to open a separate

treatment centre for youth to be called

Whitespruce. not only raised awareness of

SADAC within the province, but also in-

creased general awareness of youth drug
problems.

SADAC does not support mass urine test-

ing for drug programs : alcohol is the main
drug of abuse, and the employee assis-

tance program ( EAP ) is still the primary
vehicle to identify these problems.

There has been a good public response to

the agency’s commercials, which rely

heavily on those produced by the Alberta

Alcohol and Drug Abuse Commission ( AA-
DAC). But. in the field, it is still unclear

what message works for whom much of

the time. This confusion, however, should

not keep addictions agencies from trying

to communicate.
Mr Greenstein: "1 am very concerned

that a mass media program in and of itself

doesn’t do a lot. It catches some atten-

tion. but you have to follow-up with some-
thing tangible.”

This means more print matter and
broader education programs because the

key way to reach young people, he is con-

vinced, is through the school system. Dur-

able programs in schools will have an im-

pact for the next two decades.

And, while Whitespruce is certainly

something he welcomes. Mr Greenstein

wants to make sure the public focus is on

the positive nature of the spectrum of serv-

ices SADAC offers to all age groups in the

province.

Community involvement and enthu-

siasm here is matched, he says, by the atti-

tudes of SADAC staff. He is constantly

awed by the degree of productivity in such

a small organization, and how the stall has
been able to develop and put into place so

much new programming in recent years,

"The only thing that concerns me is that

people are so committed, they may burn

themselves out.

"What we want to emphasize is the com-
prehensive nature of what we are trying to

do and to get everybody involved— rather

than saying. ‘Here are all these shiny new
dollars, here are all these shiny new pro-

grams.' I don't think that really is the

point. Interest and involvement will be

there, whether there is money or not."

1 pm
Indian Head
Regional Services
Southern Division
Lyell Armitage, who was born in the prov-

ince. spent a decade in 'Vancouver, BC, be-

fore returning to become SADAC’s direc-

tor, southern division, regional services.

He is a fount of local information on the

drive from Regina to Indian Head and the

Pine Lodge treatment centre.

Pine Lodge is one of the more recent ad-

ditions to SADAC's funded agency panel.

He and Ray Gerry, director, Regina de-

tox centre, point out that the building,

which has been completely refurbished,

was at one time the headquarters for a tree

farm.

Mr Gerry extols the “very cooperative

relationship" he has with SADAC. "They
have to be commended: they involve

themselves all through the development

stages and ask all of their questions before

there is any type of commitment. But,

once they make up their minds, they leave

it to the society, or the group, or whatever

the case may be, to run the day-to-day op-

eration.”

He says Pine Lodge is a catchment
centre for Saskatchewan, but there is an

exchange agreement with Manitoba and
Alberta for clients.

Mr Gerry has no doubt that the emphasis
must be on working with the disease of al-

coholism : the day begins for the 28 clients

at 7:30 am and doesn't end until 11 pm. The
only real problem at Pine Lodge is the

waiting period for entry: it's already six-

weeks long, although staff strive to keep it

to three weeks at the most.

3 pm
Regina
Provincial Services
More funding for SADAC means more to

oversee for Danni Boyd, SADAC associate

executive-director. She is responsible for

the provincial services division which in-

cludes -prevention and training, evaluation

and research, and administration.

"At the present time, we are looking at

contracts to establish some kind of service

agreement with our agencies as opposed to

a financial agreement," Ms Boyd ex-

plains.

She oversees 34 programs run through-

out the province by 27 non-profit corpora-

tions. The programs range from outpa-

tient. through treatment and detoxifica-

tion centres, to halfway houses: the orga-

nizations include Native addictions

councils, and the Metis and Non-Status In-

dians As.sociation.

Under the provincial initiatives. Ms
Boyd is also working out funding for the

treatment rates for particular kinds of

communities, and offence rates, and allow

some comparison between communities
and the provincial rates to get an idea of

the extent of the problem."
The data give the commission valid indi-

cators and useful guides and responses.

"This allows us to make reasoned

judgments about the best places to select

new services or where to position new

,

services, and allows us to address issues in

a broad way — the social or economic cost
j

of substance abuse.

"We can talk about health care utiliza-

tion and health care cost and the impact of ,

that on the health care system."

One of Mr Markosky’s current studios is

on suicides, using records in coroners' of-
,

fices. He points out. "Saskatchewan is the

only province that has a compulsory toxi- ,

cology report on any suicides, homicides.

.

or suspicious, accidental deaths"

expanded youth

program. Outpa-

tient centres in the

north have increased

to eight from four and
operating criteria have
been worked out with

the communities.

She says one of SA-

DAC's most interesting pi-

lot projects is in the small

rural town of Kipling where
the agency has funded an out-

patient centre. “Now we’re

putting funds into a small, ru-

ral hospital for a couple of detox

beds, plus extensive training

with doctors in the community
and the nursing and aid staff in the

hospital. This is so they won't fear

the whole detox process and will ac-

cept clients there.”

She adds SADAC depends, to a

large extent, on the funded agencies,

“and we need to keep the partnership

strong."

Coming on-stream, of course, is White-

spruce. "and there are still a lot of deci-

sions to be made."

WEDNESDAY

9 am
Evaluation and Research
As director of evaluation and research for

SADAC. Bob Markosky has access to pro-

vincial data that his counterparts in the

rest of Canada and the US would love to

have. Computerized records in the provin-

cial health care system allow a wide range

of studies.

"Alcohol continues to be the number one

problem in terms of consequences, and to-

bacco continues to be the worst, in fact, in

terms of health care costs and in terms
of years of lost life,” he explains.

Research has covered a number of areas

since the late 1970s, and one of the most
controversial has been a study of prescrip-

tion drug abuse.

"We have switched gears in the last cou-

ple of years— a lot more time is concerned

with using existing health data bases to do

research. We have the reputation of hav-

ing the best data base in North America
because it is linked : everywhere you go for

health services in the province, the files

can be linked.

“We can track people with health care

disabilities right through the health care

system and we can position them geo-

graphically.”

Mr Markosky has a number of beautiful

overlays which he exhibits at conferences.

They are of "what we call community pro-

file projects. It is an attempt to merge all

the various sources of data and use that as

a tool of analysis to look at what is going on

in various communities."

The picture includes data on health, hos-

pital .separation, medical care, insurance,

doctors' services, and mental health serv-

ice as well as data from SADAC’s own in-

formation system.

"We have profiled that in 124 geographic

areas in the province, or basically, the

Royal Canadian Mounted Police catch-

ment areas With this, we can figure out

Boyd: keep partnership strong
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part of our psychological makeup. A quar-

ter of our population is involved in farm-

ing. and over half live in small towns

around farms.

•'Everyone has relatives who are on

farms or in small communities, and this

rural background is part of our makeup.
There is little emigration; the population

is like it was 50 years ago— many families

go back four and five generations.”

Unlike neighboring Alberta with its

boom-and-bust economic situation, Sas-

katchewan has not gone through such tur-

moil. and times are not so bad even with

recent provincial budget cuts.

The provincial initiatives announced last

September and the resulting increase in

SADAC's budget demonstrate growing
public concern about addictions issues. Mr
Walker notes that problems of alcohol and
other drug abuse have not increased dra-

matically: “It’s just that people are more
concern^ as they see the havoc
wreaked.” One of the main concerns is

specialized treatment for young people.

SADAC has found in recent months that,

with its intensive training and public

awareness programs, a lot of people from
other areas — social workers, teachers,

mental health workers — have shown in-

terest in alcohol and other drugs.

“For many of their clients, alcohol and
other drugs may be the primary or second-
ary problem. We have been quite pleasant-

ly surprised by other professionals and
their interest.”

In the past, the commission’s image pro-

vincially has centred chiefly around alco-

hol issues. “We want to retain that focus,

but we also want to be seen to do, and to do,

more in the prevention area. Our board is

strong on the healthy lifestyles approach,”
Mr Walker says.

SADAC programs have to reflect com-
munity structure: there are more than 300

communities that the agency serves, and
all staff members are expected to get out

of the T.C. Douglas building to acquire a

feel for things.

Later, with other members of the pre-

vention and training division staff— Carol

Hamm, Randi Kelly, and Karen King —
discussion turns to school programs and
the heavy use of audio-visual materials.

The commission is working with the pro-

vincial Department of Education to devel-

op a new health curriculum on alcohol and

other drugs.

The demand is there — SADAC is con-

stantly hearing from young people in rural

areas asking for materials; teachers en-

courage them to write papers on the topic

and use SADAC as a reference.

The provincial initiatives allow for more
mail distribution of materials around the

province on a number of issues, from detox

and outpatient centres, through training

programs and general services. Higher

visibility means an increased demand
for services,

Mr Walker: “There has been more
emphasis on the audio-visual, includ-

ing television spots, modelled main-

ly on the AADAC program,” The
Alberta commission was happy to

let SADAC use its materials, and

the only change has been the

logo and voice-over at the end

of the spots.

One of SADAC’s big support-

ers is Roger Aldag, for many
years a lineman for the Saskatche-

wan Roughriders, He was featured

on posters during the 1986 Drug
Awareness Week (see page S4) and, at

personal appearances, is always
mobbed by young people.

Mr Walker: “Normally, we don’t use

celebrities in our campaigns. But, Roger is

an exception because of his long track re-

cord in community services and as a role

model for youth.”

If the medium is the message, then SA-

DAC is onto a winner; the media in the

province are exhibiting great interest in

SADAC material and use it. “We get air

time with our public service announce-
ments which we never ever would be able

to afford.”

Under government regulations, ISff of

the time given to alcohol advertising has to

be on education, and broadcasters view
SADAC material as part of that 15%.

The commission initiated the media sup-

port through a half-day meeting in Saska-

toon with the owners and managers of all

the major media outlets in the province.

Staff outlined what the situation really is

here with alcohol and other drugs, and
there was a consensus more needs to be
done.

1 pm
Training
Public training by SADAC has increased

enormously in recent years, considerably

expanding its base, says Ernie Epp, head
of training.

“We are getting more professionals

from the fields of education, health, psy-

chology. and medicine. Three assessment
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sessions last fall drew 160 people, and the

number with professional training in other

fields was noticeable.”

Mr Epp: “Industry and the workplace is

also a growing area of need, and we are es-

sentially oversubscribed for every course.

Also, we are getting more requests from
school counsellors interested in a one-day
training module,”

One of the major demands from educa-

tors is in the legal area: rights, responsibi-

lities, and protocols in terms of alcohol and
other drugs. What should be done if drugs

are found in a student's locker, or students

are found to be using drugs at a school

dance? A fine-tuned package is being de-

veloped for school boards.

Training programs in youth assessment

and family therapy are also being expand-

ed. “We try to be relevant and tailor quite

a bit of our training accordingly.” Mr Epp
adds.

Bob Giles, EAP coordinator, has run the

commission’s EAP program since 1975

and is SADAC’s consultant to 78 provincial

organizations, actively developing EAP
programs for a range of settings: hospi-

tals, teachers’ organizations, the potash

industry.

If a particular organization wishes, SA-

DAC can put together a package without

direct consultation with their employees.

In most cases, however, the provincial

agency acts as consultant at an advisory

level, ensuring that the organization is up-

dated on a regular basis and acting as a

consultant in specific situations.

Mr Giles is the author of SADAC’s train-

ing program procedural manual — “we
have sold 200 of them and are just pub-

lishing another 200 copies.” He also

started the Saskatchewan EAP adminis-

trator and counsellor organization, which

holds a one-day conference each year.

Supervisor Tom Dolan says the couples

program has paid off well. ’The bottom
line is that we are treating alcoholism and
chemical dependency: rather than treat-

ing the drug, we treat the couple.”

The rehab centre has 34 beds. Adoles-

cents are admitted if they are considered

mature enough to participate in the pro-

gram. The centre also runs a methadone
maintenance program for about a dozen

addicts in the city.

THURSDAY
6 am
La Ronge
Regional Services
Northern Division
It’s a clear day for flying; the early spring

melts the prairie. Further north, winter

still holds, grey and cold. On a four-wheel-

drive ride from the air strip to his office.

John Kreiser. director, northern division

of SADAC’s regional services, and Bruce
Chamberlain, coordinator. La Ronge. out-

line some history of Lac La Ronge, for

thousands of years a gathering place for

the Cree Nation each summer. Today,
there are two reserves in the area, both

with alcohol and other drug abuse pro-

grams.

Mr Kreiser explains that about one-third

of the people living in the north are treaty

Indians; the rest are Metis and white.

Since the 1970s, with a marked growth in

tourism. La Ronge has expanded. At-

tempts to create industry have had mixed
success. One success is a wild-rice grow-
ing and processing plant.

This success can be countered by the all-

too-familiar poor treatment of Natives in

North America that still goes on: a fish-

SADAC organization structure

Mr Giles: “We are very proud of our

EAP program. It is well accepted, and

cost-effectiveness is apparent.”

3 pm
Regina Rehab Centre
Couple counselling in treatment is nothing

new at the Regina rehabilitation facility—
it has been going on since 1970. “When 1

was in British Columbia, we used to refer

people back here,” Lyell Armitage says.

“They not only take couples but also

spouses of alcoholics who are reluctant to

participate. The spouses come in for three

weeks so they can come to understand the

dynamics of the illness. It introduces them

to self-help programs for the families of al-

coholics.”

processing plant jointly owned by Natives

and a local “entrepreneur” did well until

the entrepreneur skipped town.

Fortunately for those who still trap. La

Ronge has in Alex Robertson an honest fur

trader and buyer. Mr Kreiser: “He is the

biggest fur buyer in the north, and his

prices are better. He extends credit and

fronts trappers with winter supplies: peo-

ple trust him and depend on him.”

But. the land can’t support trapping by

everyone, so tourism, wild-rice growing,

and government jobs — teaching, social

work, and nursing — are the only real em-
ployment opportunities. The out-of-work

level is high.

Drinking here is in the old. true-frontier

style: to get drunk. At Christmas, many
people go on a two-week drunk, although

( continued on page S4

)
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about 20 young people, then fell off. Ten
years ago. they started groups specifically

for addicted women and “as outreach ex-

pands to the elderly, there has been an in-

crease in the case load.”

She points out that in this area of the

province, “there are a lot of wealthy farm-

ers. It has been stated that there are more
pickup trucks and more new vehicles per

capita than anywhere else in North Ameri-

ca.”

Rick Kuckartz, Saskatoon youth and
family service coordinator, is a new mem-
ber of Ms Tait’s staff. He is working with

about 95 young men, average age 16 years,

who have been using drugs on a regular

basis since they were approximately 12 or

13 years old. “Cannabis is the main drug of

use. a lot more than alcohol.” In some
cases he finds “the family is more of a

problem than the drug.

"

En route to the Calder Rehabilitation

Centre, a treatment facility at Saskatoon s

St Paul’s Hospital which has been in opera-

tion since 1971. Ms Tait explains some his-

tory and adds. “One of our long-range

plans is to have a free-standing facility."

A1 Hergott has been Calder supervisor

since mid-1985. The 40-bed facility has six

beds devoted to youth aged 12 to 18 years

and nine beds for the 19-to-25 age group.

“The young people get the same basic lec-

tures although our counsellors do other,

more speeialized lectures that are perti-

nent to adolescents.

“We have few one-drug addiets: alcohol

is often the last drug of choice in some
cases, although it is more common for al-

cohol to be first.
"

Ms Tait points out that since the 1960s.

they have worked with spouses and chil-

dien of addicted parents and a special

youth program is run during school vaca-

tion in the summer. This program is not

designed for addicted young people, al-
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those who trap stop the minute they leave

for the traplines. “The big problem is for

people to learn how to drink normally.”

Mr Kreiser has written extensive re-

ports on the situation with the Native pop-

ulation in the north and suggested changes

to improve the situation.

Mr Chamberlain points out there are

times police and social workers won't go

into communities “because it is too damn
dangerous — everybody is drinking, and

the whole community is drunk.”

Roads have reached some communities

only in the past five years; this creates

more problems as alcohol becomes more

easily obtainable.

There is a large Chippewa population as

well as the Cree in the north. The Chippe-

wa are wanderers and used to isolation;

even to settle in a small village is too much
for some. They can’t cope with neighbors,

their dogs, and snowmobiles.

This problem is coupled with the fact

employment opportunities are higher for

women than for men (social workers,

nurses, etc).

“Traditionally, the males are gatherers,

not care-givers; with not enough to do,

many drink, and the violence follows,” Mr
Chamberlain says.

Mr Kreiser believes that “while it is a

very general rule, it seems to me that the

further north you get. the worse the drink-

ing is. There is less exposure to the out-

side. less education, less literacy. And.

with no coping mechanism, even the chiefs

and band council members are drunk.”

Alcohol and other drug problems among
so many people were not new to Mr Kreis-

er when he joined SADAC more than four

years ago; he had already done family-

service work up north. Today, he has six

coordinators; every second week, he is out

in the bush by plane. And, it can still be

tough.

“When you see the kids, sometimes you

could cry: runny noses, teeth rotting, and

parents out drinking. It was discouraging

at first, but now I think we are making
headway and getting support in many
communities from the Native people.

“The number of people interested in

staying sober may not be to the degree we
would want, but many leaders in commu-
nities are sober now. It is starting to turn

around a bit. By and large, though, many
communities are still in bad shape.”

The message SADAC officials try to give

to people in the north is that by staying

sober, while they still might not have a job,

they can have gardens, take care of their

houses, look after their children, and help

the community with volunteer work, The
people are told: “It’s a cop-out to say,

‘There is no job for me when I sober up, so

I will stay drunk.’
”

It is a slow proce.ss, Mr Kreiser adds, “in

changing from out-of-control drinking to

moderate, controlled drinking. There are

always going to be some problems.”

At lunch. Claude Fal'ard, a provincial

court judge living in La Ronge, outlines

some of the problems he constantly sees

from alcohol and other drug use, “I would

estimate alcohol is a factor in the infrac-

tion 9f)D of the time.
“1 know it is a controversial statement.

But, I .sometimes feel that the problem is

so great we need more breathing space to

address it from a fresh start, to give jieo-

ple the chance to be

employable. No al-

cohol.

“I realize this

would bring all kinds

of problems with en-

forcement, but I won-

der if it would better for

us to have the law en-

forcing prohibition as op-

posed to investigating

crime and violence as we
have it now.’’

Judge Fafard says many
young men who come before

him have records that go on

for pages. If an individual has

been sober for a couple of

years but relapsed, he takes

this into account.

One feature of the north all

across Saskatchewan is solvent-

and gasoline-sniffing among Na-

tive youth. “Up here, it tends to be

seasonal; we don’t know why,” Mr
Chamberlain says. Young people

sniff gasoline primarily in the sum-

mer and the Christmas holiday.

“And, there is gasoline everywhere
— fishermen, trappers — there are

cans of gas all over the place.”

One prize SADAC exhibit is a fuel

drum with several holes punched in the

top that kids used in a communal sniff.

Mr Kreiser declares that while “we can

treat kids, they often come back to a sin-

gle-parent family and a mother who can’t

cope with a big 16 year old. There is a need

for more foster homes. Those who sniff

tend to come from homes where there is

little structure left: the dad has long gone,

either drunk or dead.”

The future lies in some cases with the

VCR (video cassette recorder): good pro-

grams for use on local television stations.

“Television can be a tremendous ally.”

Overall, Mr Kreiser believes that in the

north, “we have come full circle now:

from the down-side, we are a now clawing

our way back.” But, there is still a long

way to go: every month when government

cheques arrive, Mr Kreiser stays in La

Ronge for a couple of days.

FRIDAY

Saskatoon
9 am
Central Division
At breakfast, Lynn Tait, director, central

division, regional services, gives a run-

down of SADAC activity in the division and

her work with a number of funded agen-

cies.

Ray Burke, community program consul-

tant, outlines his work with an impaired

drivers’ treatment program in the Saska-

toon region. He tries to assess if someone
convicted of driving while impaired ( DWl

)

has a drinking problem and. if there is one.

puts on pressure for them to attend AA ( Al-

coholics Anonymous) meetings. If the of-

fence seems to be due more to the occasion

or situation, “then we provide more infor-

mation about responsible drinking and try

to work with the family.”

.lean Dunlop, alcoholism counsellor,

says they are trying to revive Solvents

Anonymous in the region. It began with

though some who attend are addicted.

Mr Hergott says the centre worked with

16 different professional groups in the past

year including a kind of practicum for doc-

tors and a one-day-a-week “kind of store-

front legal kind of thing’ ’ for lawyers.

A new research program is an anxiety

study being conducted here with the de-
|

partment of psychiatry at the University

of Saskatoon. We’re using screening in-

struments to see which of our clients have
a sufficient level of phobia to be a part of

the study."

Eventually, the hope is to devise a sys-

tem in which clients can deal with phobias

without the use of any drugs.

Later in the day, a visit to Crysler Resi-

dence, a funded agency which has been di-

rected for a number of years by Dennis

McElligott. “We can accommodate 15 peo-

ple here. The minimum length of stay is

one month, and the average is about two

months. It usually works out that when the

house is no longer doing anything for the

individual and the individual for the house,

we part company.”
The object is for the residents to find

work, and “if they have an allergy to work,

then they have to go somewhere else."

Mr McElligott runs a co-ed facility —
women make up about 25U- of the popula-

j

tion — and he is very conscious of the
j

threat posed by AIDS and the possibility of
j

HIV-positive clients. He wants to know if a

client is HIV-positive “because sometimes

sex goes on amongst clients— I hate to say

it, but it’s true."

Ron Fleming, newly appointed director

of the Larson Intervention House detox

centre. Saskatoon, was previously in the

correction services. “And. the system
seems to be full of drug addicts and alco-

holics, so we are trying to refer people to

Calder Centre and Lawson House.
”

The 28-bed facility is nearly always full

;

in 1986. the average daily census was 23.5.

Mr Fleming points out. “We could proba-

bly keep 40 beds full.”

Many clients are referred from the

northern part of the province. “At the mo-
ment, we have people from Prince Albert.

North Battleford. and Meadows Lake and

just yesterday. I had a call from Onion

Lake."

About 65^r of the clients stay two weeks,

and lO^f to 15''<- from one week up to three

weeks.

Our final visit is to the Native Alcohol

Council Centre which opened in 1973; the

director is Bertha Ouellette.

Ms Ouellette arrived in 1974 and has seen

many changes: “When I first came, the

majority of the clientele were male: then,

after two years. I could see more women
coming in. and that progressed more as

time went on. And. the age got younger in

the last five or six years. Now. the trend

seems back more to the male again.
”

The clientele is young: from 16 years to

the early 20s: alcohol and other drugs are

the major problem — the younger people

are more involved with marijuana than

the older ones.

Those who relapse have to wait: “I have

them wait at least six months, and what I

recommend to them is that they try meet-

ings or outpatient services rather than in-

patient. Some may not end back up in here,

but others will

“1 will make them wait out: 1 can’t just

keep taking the same people over and over

again. ” Ms C)uellette says

There is a waiting list of new ptHiple The

program is for 30 days, and the average

stay is 21 to '22 days "I think that’s pretty

good”

SADAC otticos: I u finiiqi) Northern view Luc I n Donqo Ptnc Lodqc treatment centre: Indian Head
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Hong Kong's smoking prevention poiicy works
Habits change significantly

I with in the first two years
By Lachlan MacQuarrie

; HONG KONG — A comprehensive

I
government policy of legislation,

. education, and publicity, together

with large tax increases on tobacco

products, has led to a drop in the

number of smokers here.

This was suggested in a study by

Judith MacKay and Geoffrey Bar-

nes. Effects of strong government

measures against tobacco in Hong
Kong, in the British Medical Jour-

nal (May. 1986) and confirmed by

a recent government study.

Dr MacKay. Hong Kong United

Christian Hospital, and Mr Barnes,

former deputy-secretary. Health

and Welfare, say the pattern of

smoking here is quite different

from that of Europe or North

America. The percentage of smok-

ers in the population is smaller, ap-

proximately 19% of people over 15

years. Only 4% of women smoke,

but 45% ofmen over 60 years do.

In the 1960s and 1970s, the au-

thors note, a combination of mild

government restrictions, low-key

publicity, and a voluntary adver-

tising code had little effect
;
the an-

nual per capita consumption of to-

bacco remained constant at ap-

proximately two kilograms.

By 1980, however, there was

clear evidence here about the haz-

ards of smoking. Lung cancer

deaths went up by 92% to 1,826 in

1981 from 949 in 1972, and deaths

from lung cancer as a proportion of

all death increased by 62%. The

fire department determined 33% of

fire accidents were caused by

careless smoking.

A 1981 public opinion survey

showed clear public support for

A prevention checklist
HONG KONG — A symposium
on tobacco-related problems

here was given a checklist of

six measures to reduce tobacco

consumption:

• stop promoting tobacco.

• use public education and pub-

lic information programs,

• add health warnings on prod-

uct packets.

• raise the price through taxes.

• reduce the emission levels of

toxic components, and
• control public smoking.

The symposium preceded the

first-ever international meeting

on smoking and health to be

held in China. The world's larg-

est producer and consumer of

tobacco. China is becoming in-

creasingly aware of tobacco

hazards (The Journal, March).

rGILBERT

strong anti-smoking measures,

and the Smoking (Public Health)

Ordinance was passed (The Jour-

nal, April, 1983), introducing com-
pulsory health warnings on ciga-

rette packages, limited smoking on

public transportation, and smoke-

free areas in theatres, cinemas,

restaurants, schools, hospitals,

and public areas of government of-

fices. Public health education was
increased, and a major anti-smok-

ing publicity campaign launched.

Large tax increases on tobacco

products followed.

Within two years, significant

changes in smoking took place. By
1984, the number of daily smokers
fell dramatically to 745,000 from
about 890,000 in 1982. There was a

37% decrease in cigarette imports

and a 23% decrease in locally man-
ufactured cigarettes. A 1986 survey

confirmed the trends were continu-

ing; the number of daily smokers
declined further to 700,000.

One worrying fact is that the

number of daily smokers under 19

years — which had fallen to 11.000

in 1984 from 22.000 in 1982— rose to

17.000 in 1986.

The Hong Kong government is

not relaxing its anti-smoking
stance. A Council on Smoking and
Health has been set up with an an-

nual budget of HK$1 million (Cdn
$170,000) to intensify preventive

education and to advise the gov-

ernment on further measures.

In January, the Public Health

Ordinance was amended to prohib-

it the importation, manufacture,

and sale of smokeless tobacco

products.

Recently, measures w’ere an-

nounced to phase out tobacco ad-

vertising on television. Because
Hong Kong does not produce tobac-

co. govei'nment revenue from this

source is not significant and the to-

bacco lobby is w'eaker than it

might otherwise be.

The tobacco industry is a major
force in advertising though; seven

Jj. _ i a

of the top 20 spenders are tobacco

companies — in 1986, they spent

HK$230 million, much of it on tele-

vision.

However. Hong Kong Attorney-

General Michael Thomas has in-

troduced plans to change this. By
1990. there will be a total ban on to-

bacco ads and sponsorship on tele-

vision and radio.

Reaction from the Tobacco Insti-

tute of Hong Kong has been mainly
to attack the government as hav-

ing "scant regard for public opin-

ion" and being contrary to "Hong
Kong's ti’adition of free enterprise

and freedom of speech."

These are sensitive issues here

as Hong Kong evolves from the sta-

tus of British Colony to Special Ad-

ministrative Region of China in

1997.

Signs of the times: Street ads may disappear under upcoming Hong Kong anti-smoking legislation

Arguing for tobacco
This is not a column arguing for tobacco.

It is a column about a book entitled Smok-
ing and Society: Toward a More Balanced

Assessment (D.C. Heath and Co, Lexing-

ton and Toronto, 1986). edited by Robert

B. Tollison, George Mason University.

Fairfax, Virginia.

In an introductory essay, the editor sets

the tone for 12 substantive chapters:

"There is another side to the smoking is-

sue, and it is time it had a fair hearing and

a fair chance to influence public policy."

In a concluding essay, Mr Tollison out-

lines "some of the more prominent les-

sons to be drawn from the preceding

chapters:"

• The scientific case with respect to the

causes and effects of smoking is not estab-

lished.

• There is no substantive evidence to

support the view that environmental to-

bacco smoke presents a significant health

hazard to non-smokers.
• Smoking produces ill-understood bene-

fits in social settings.

• The case for restraints on public smok-
ing, properly practised with courtesy, is

weak.
• Anti-smoking groups are motivated by
self-interest.

• The marketplace can provide for

peaceful coexistence of smokers and non-

smokers.
• Restrictions on the production of tobac-

co worsen the economy.
• Tobacco taxes are regressive and un-

fair and worsen the economy.
• There is no good evidence that adver-
tising alters the number of cigarettes

sold.

• If all activities regarded as bother-

some were regulated, everyone would be
worse off.

Mr Tollison’s concluding point is that

the anti-smoking crusade is the first of a

series of assaults on individual liberty

that, if unchecked, will produce a "totally

regulated society.”

I dealt with the advertising issue earlier

this year (June, February. January).

^ Much of the argument in the book for

the other six of the last seven points

seems to me to be little more than liberta-

rian polemic, sophistry, or claptrap. For
example, James M. Buchanan. George
Mason University, in making the case

against the regulation of "bothersome"
activities, lumps together leaf burning,

possessing handguns, and using seatbelts

as the subjects of "politically orches-

trated regulations" designed to impose

the will of the majority on the liberties of

minorities.

data ) that the only possible conclusion is a

verdict of ‘not proven.’

"On the other hand, the constitutional

view, particularly when integrated with

work on personality and stress, can suc-

cessfully account for some facts, although

it is also weak with respect to causal

mechanisms. The position thus clearly re-

mains one of doubt and questioning: ei-

ther theory might be right, both theories

might be right and complement each oth-

er. or possibly both theories in the present

Societies seem happier, healthier, more
productive when expression is unrestricted

The value of the book is that it raises

questions that are difficult to answer.

Why. for example, do 1 dismiss a defence

of the right to bear handguns, but support

freedom of expression to the extent of de-

fending advertising by cigarette man-
ufacturers, however misleading'.’ I re-

spond, lamely, with the assertion that so-

cieties and their individuals seem hap-

pier, healthier, and more productive

when expression is unrestricted but that

the opposite seems to apply for handguns.

The first three points in Mr Tollison's

list are of different stuff. The four chap-

ters on which they are based comprise
well over half of the volume. Salient is the

longest chapter of all, by Hans J. Ey-
senck. entitled Smoking and Health.

Dr Eysenck — as iconoclastic in his 70s

as when I attended his lectures at the Uni-

versity of London 28 years ago — exam-
ines in detail the evidence that smoking
causes lung cancer and coronary artery

disease.

Here is his conclusion: "... The re-

ceived view — that smoking causes lung

cancer and coronary heart disease and is

responsible for the major portion of the

deaths that occur from these two causes
— has not been proven correct by existing

research, but has encountered so many
anomalies and difficulties, and is based

on such insecure foundations ( largely due

to the lack of reliability of the data and the

incautious use of statistics based on these

form might be wrong. This may be a pes-

simistic conclusion to draw from such a

large amount of research, but it is the

only conclusion that is scientifically ad-

missible at the present time."

Dr Eysenck's analysis is sound but lim-

ited. The epidemiological arguments can

never be conclusive. They define associa-

tion and only hint at cause.

Cause is buttressed by knowledge of the

nature of tobacco smoke, which Dr Ey-

senck ignores. There are known carcino-

gens and cocarcinogens in the smoke, no-

tably benzo( a jpyrene and catechol. There

are compounds that have a toxic effect on^

the cardiovascular .system, notably nic-

otine and carbon monoxide. The broad

consensus among scientists that smoking
causes lung cancer and cardiovascular

disease is based on assessments of all of

the evidence.

Dr Eysenck argues well that smoking is

neither a necessary nor a sufficient cause

of lung cancer or coronary heart disease.

There are undoubtedly other potential

causes, including genetic factors. Chro-

mosomes probably doom some of us to be

predisposed to smoke, and some to be sus-

ceptible to cancer or heart disease. The fi-

nal statement on the hazards of smoking
will undoubtedly accommodate these vul-

nerabilities, and environmental impacts

too. Meanwhile, we should welcome Dr
Eysenck's vigorous criticisms of part of

the story.

The balance of evidence has only re-

cently tipped on the side of harm from en-

vironmental tobacco smoke (ETS) to

healthy adults who are chronically ex-

posed. The weight of evidence is slight

enough that one or two well-conducted,

contrary studies could move the scale the

other way. The chapter by Domingo Avi-

ado. Atmospheric Health Sciences, Inc.

does not provide such evidence, but the

contrary conclusion of his review serves

to remind us of the fragility of the current-

ly accepted view of the hazai ds of ETS.

Science is enhanced by debate about the

value and meaning of data. It generally

leads to improved understanding and ac-

curacy. Analysis of the hazards of smok-

ing is being retarded by the politicization

of this area of scientific endeavor. (Ques-

tioners risk public and professional vilil

cation. Books such as Smoking and Socie-

ty are rare and valuable.

The rarity of publication of the argu-

ments found in Sinoking and Society

rai.ses questions about the origin of the

volume. Mr Tollison’s preface notes that

it was an outgrowth of a workshop on

smoking and society held in New York

city in 1984 that brought together "a group

of concerned scholars to address the con-

ventional wisdom about smoking." In a

call to the editor. I learned that partici-

pants in the workshop were paid by the to-

bacco industry, but that the book was not

otherwi.se subsidized.

The tobacco industry's involvement

should have been acknowledged. With-

hold' (he information rai.ses more
douh about the quahty of the book's con-

tents than giving it.

By Vi
Richard

Gilbert

J
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INSIDE OUT
Retreating to silence

>v

I’m sitting on a white wooden chair up on

a hill and looking down and out at the love-

liness of the earth spread in a soft, endless

sheet of perfect browns and yellows and

greens, on top of which rests an infinite

blanket of perfect blue. The sun is giving

its final performance of the day, teasing

my eyes and cheering on my full heart as

it slowly removes all its props from the

stage below and, oh, I am so at ease.

The only sounds are coming from the

birds, and their songs appear to be lofted

high in applause at how serene and beau-

tiful everything is right here now.

I am at a monastery out in the country-

side, away from the city where I live and

work. And, I am thinking, I have come full

circle again in yet another of God’s mes-

merizing surprises.

Almost five years ago, almost in anoth-

er life, I went to another monastery like

this, to stay quiet somehow and to hide

away for a few days from the madness en-

gulfing me. I had gone on a retreat, and I

was certainly in retreat.

I had not arrived — stumbled is more
like it — at that place of silence because

I’d been tugged by the urgings of faith, be-

cause I had no faith. No, nor had I gone

seeking simple solutions to my deepening

quandary because, even in my condition

— and it consisted of a cowardice propped
up by a mountain of lies— I knew the only

solution was for me to change my life

from the bottom to the top.

I guess I had gone on that long-ago re-

treat because there seemed nowhere else

left: I was wretched, lost, and ashamed.
I felt this way largely because the evi-

dence pointing to my addictive disease

was becoming overwhelming. But, I con-

tinued to pretend that it wasn’t absolutely

right there, in my eyes, in my shaking

hands, in my sad, hungry heart.

No, my agenda on that journey to a me-
dieval past with hooded monks was hid-

den from curious acquaintances. When
they asked why I was going away to the

country, I gave answers that I hoped were
mysterious. They were instead, I know
now, flip or curt or cute. I liked then, after

all. to be thought of as different, more
than slightly exotic. Do you know what I

mean?
So, what could be more far-out for a hol-

iday than a monastery where silence

ruled?

What I really wanted to find out — and
what I never told anyone— was whether I

could stop drinking for three or four days,

something I hadn’t done for more than a

decade without having to face delirium

tremens, or a terrifying insorrmia, or all

of the other demons I feared were strain-

ing to get out from beneath my none-too-

shiny surface of smugness.
And, I found out ... .

I discovered I could survive a few days
without a drink. I didn’t get the heebie-

jeebies, although I had trouble getting to

sleep at all that first night. I had some
fearful moments, it’s a fact; but they

were related, I told myself, to the awful si-

lence of the place and to my feeling like an
impious impostor who had infiltrated a

battalion of blessed believers and who
kept expecting the God I didn’t necessari-

ly believe in to strike me down on the spot,

for impudence.

I left there, that first retreat, confirmed
in my smugness, ready to keep on lying to

myself about where I was heading. When
I got back to the city, I went on a mon-
umentally mindless bender that scared

me worse than any I’d been on before.

But, I didn’t pay attention for long ....

Instead. I plunged into my own final

performance before all of my props were
removed, one by one.

Those last two years, after ‘winning’

my wager at the monastery, constituted a

dizzying reckless race to the end of the

line. The only props I had left to hold on to

were the gray blanket on top of the white

sheet on the blue bed in the hospital.

Now, as I sit on top of the hill, the sun’s

gone down ; it goes out as I remember all

that, years later, at this, my second re-

treat.

This time around. I am seeing it all

whole, all plain, all clear. I have no hidden
agenda for being here.

This time around, I can see the possibil-

ity of thinking again of renewing a long-

ago faith. I feel as if I belong here, some-
how.

So, I leave the hilltop and the white

wooden chair, and I head back inside the

main building. I walk down the quiet cor-

ridor and I stop in at the small library and
look at the books and the tape cassettes on

the shelves.

There on a bottom shelf at the back of

the room are some pamphlets grouped to-

gether around a single theme. One of the

titles reaches out to my eyes.

It says: A Brief Guide to Alcoholics

Anonymous.

This column, exploring addictions from
the “inside out.” is by a freelance. Ca-

nadian journalist.
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New Books by Margy Chan*

Drugs and the Brain:

An Introduction

to Neuropharmacology

. . . by John Brick

Written for laymen, this booklet in-

troduces the major categories of

psychoactive drugs and their ef-

fects on the central nervous sys-

tem and behavior.

It is one of the first titles in the

Centre of Alcohol Studies pamphlet

series, designed to provide clear,

concise, and relevant information

on selected topics of current inter-

est. Other titles in the series now

available include: What Shall We
Teach the Young About Drinking?,

and Employee Assistance: Poli-

cies and Programs. The educa-

tional pamphlets are ideal for

workshops, seminars, high school

and college programs, parents'

groups, and business and industry

programs.

Rutgers Centre of Alcohol Studies.

Piscataway. NJ 08855. S2.50.

How to Use
Intervention

in Your Professional

Practice:

A Guide for

Helping Professionals

Who Work With
Chemical Dependents
and Their Families

A detailed model for intervention

training and programming devel-

oped by the Johnson Institute is

provided. The book is a guide for

helping professionals, providing

the principles, guidelines, tech-

niques. and strategies they need to

guide families and others through
interventions with alcohol/drug de-

pendent people.
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EDUCATION PERIODICALS

A special section on issues and
concerns raised by professionals in

intervention provides insight into

some commonly asked questions.

Further resources for program-
ming — an annotated list of se-

lected Johnston Institute materials
— will be useful for those who want
to develop formal intervention pro-

grams for their treatment centres,

agencies, organizations, or private

practices.

Johnson Institute. Minneapolis.

Minnesota 55403-1607. 1987. 100 p.

$8.95. ISBN 0-935908-41-2.

Alcohol and Other
Drugs:

Self-responsibility

. . . by Ruth Engs

This book gives readers informa-

tion to develop self-responsibility

in decision-making in the use

and/or non-use of a variety of medi-

cations. recreational substances,

and other drugs found in the North

American culture.

Reasons behind drug use are dis-

cussed, as are the process of deci-

sion-making, physiological effects

of various substances, process of

stress response, and nature of va-

rious other addictive behaviors in

addition to alcoholism and drug

abuse. Stress reduction techniques

and various alternative activities

to alcohol and other drug use are

suggested. Information on first aid

for acute drug overdose, interven-

tion. and referral to treatment is

provided.

The illustrations, statistical ta-

bles. charts, and exercises will

stimulate discussion and provoke
serious thinking for readers.

Tichenor Publishing, Bloomington,

Indiana 47402. 1987. 387 p. $22.95.

ISBN 0-89917-473-6.
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Books received

Battered But Not Beaten . . . Pre-

venting Wife Battering in Canada
— Linda McLeod. Ottawa, Ontario.

Canadian Advisory Council on the

Status of Women. 1987. 181 p. ISBN
0-662-15428-2.

Coming Off Drugs — James Ditzl-

er and Joyce Ditzler with Celia

Haddon. London. Macmillan. 1986.

£5.95; Cdn $12.75. ISBN 0-333-41855-

7.

Dual Disorders: Counselling Cli-

ents with Chemical Dependency
and Mental Illness— Dennis C. Da-
ley, Howard Moss, and Frances
Campbell, Minnesota, Hazelden,
1987. ISBN 0-89486-449-1.
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I
ONSCREEN

Projections

The following selected evaluations of audio-visual materials have been made
by the Audio-Visual Assessment Group of the Addiction Research Founda-
tion in Ontario. The ratings are based on a six-point scale. Projections are

available in both video and 16mm film unless otherwise specified. For fur-

ther information, contact Margaret Sheppard at (416 ) 595-6000, ext 7384.

National Teen
Alcohol Test

Number: 792.

Subject heading:

youth.

Alcohol and

Time: 28 min.

Synopsis: At a lecture for high

school students, Craig Braun asks

students to think about 13 questions

to help them understand if they

have a problem with alcohol or oth-

er drugs. As each question is

asked, recovering teenagers tell of

their experiences with alcohol.

They also relate how they feel now
that they’re recovering. The narra-

tor cautions that if anyone answers
yes to three or more of the ques-

tions, he or she has a problem and
should get help.

General evaluation: Good to very

good (4.8). Although the film is a

series of talking heads, it is well

done and captures attention. The
film could lead to good discussion

about the problems associated

with alcohol and other drug use

and encourage those with prob-

lems to seek help. General broad-

cast is recommended.

Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the film could bene-

fit those 15 years and older.

Smokable Cocaine;
The Haight-Ashbury

Crack Film

Number: 796.

Subject heading: Cocaine/crack.

TrainingProgram on
Prevention intheDnigllelid

r

I
(^(PUANNSNG

/.GAtHERlNS^ PREPARJNG AN

PREPARING A VERBAL

PRESENTATION

I

^ ' InFORMAT)ON

OUTLINE

^ practising ^ 200-page

Instructor

Manual

! (,) N (. R A r i:
’

Modular design — use units or modules

separately

Complete structured course with 12-day

timetable

26 reference material handouts

22 learning activity exercises

24 visuals for overhead or flip chart

Complete package in either French or English

Prepared by a Task Force of the National

Planning Committee on Training in the

Addictions Field

III

>|<3

Monographs

for Background

Reading

Price: Instructor Manual and 3 Monographs $95.00 pkg.

Order from Marketing Services, Dept. PJ

Addiction Research Foundation

33 Russeii Street

Toronto, Canada M5S2S1

Send for more information

VISA and MasterCard
accepted

Time: 28 min.

Synopsis: Crack has received a
great deal of media attention. Peo-
ple who smoke it feel the effects

quickly as crack reaches the brain
faster. The dose reaching the brain
and the resulting side-effects are
also greater. Treatment for crack
use is difficult : relapse is common,
and total abstinence seems the

only solution.

General evaluation: Very good to

excellent (5.6). This contempo-
rary. well-produced film uses ex-

cellent graphics to explain the use
and effects of crack. An excellent

teaching tool, the film could lead to

attitudes opposed to crack use.

General broadcast is recommend-
ed.

Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the film would ben-

efit people older than 11 years.

Yeah, But. . .

Number: 797.

Subject heading: Impaired driv-

ing.

Time: 27 min.

Synopsis: Max drinks with

friends: after they leave, he con-

tinues. When he calls his wife to

say he ll be home soon, she worries

about his drinking and driving. On
the way home. Max is arrested and
taken to jail. There he meets other

drunk drivers from whom he tries

to disassociate himself. In court,

the judge suspends sentence ifMax
attends a Driving Under the Influ-

ence ( DUI
)
program. The DUI pro-

gram director tells Max he must
also attend weekly .Alcoholics

Anonymous (AA) meetings and
abstain from alcohol. .After the

first group discussion about rage.

Max feels better about attending

the course and not drinking.

General evaluation: Poor to fair

1 2.8). The film generally portrays

realistic situations; however, the

group session is unrealistic, and
positive changes in some group
members happen too quickly.

Recommended use: The film could

be used in impaired driving

courses.

Subscribe to

flliTiWTnfTT?^

Film Reviews

Eliminate costly pre

viea^fees. Know u'/iaf

films to boTToic or buy
without pre screening.

Projection is mailed ten

times a year by the

ARE Audio visual As-

sessment Group. About

50 films a year are as-

sessed I'or scientipc

accuracy, interest, pro

duction value, age
level, and suitability.

One-year subscription $16.

5 binders of 741 reviews

since 1971 $21 1

.

Empty Binders $7.

Or.irr fr(vn&
Marketing Services

Addiction Research Foundation
33 Russell Street

Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1
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CONFERENCES

Coming Events
Coming Events is a free service. While all notices are considered, publication can-
not be guaranteed. Deadline is eight weeks in advance of publication. Contact:
The Journal, Coming Events, 33 Russell St, Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1.

Canada

14th Annual Meeting of the Canadi-

an Sex Research Forum— Sept 13-

14. London. Ontario. Information:

R.W.D. Stevenson, executive di-

rector. Canadian Sex Research Fo-

rum. sexual medicine unit,

Shaughnessy Hospital, 4500 Oak St,

Vancouver. British Columbia V6H

3N1.

Canadian Psychiatric Association

Annual Meeting: Human Dimen-

sions of Psychiatry — Sept 16-18,

London. Ontario. Information: Lea

C. Metivier. 225 Lisgar St. Ste 103.

Ottawa. ON K2P 0C6.

Pharmacology and Drug Abuse

Distance Education Course — Sept

16-Dec 16. Jan 20-April 20. 1988. In-

formation: School for Addiction

Studies. Addiction Research Foun-

dation. 8 May St. Toronto. ON M4W
2YL

Early Diagnosis of Addictive Dis-

orders— Sept 27, Toronto, Ontario.

Information: Bellwood Health

Services Inc, 1020 McNicoll Ave,

Scarborough, ON MIW 2J6.

1987 Criminal Justice Congress —
Sept 27-Oct 1, Toronto, Ontario. In-

formation: Congress 87 organizing

committee, 60 St Clair Ave E, Ste

600, Toronto, ON M4T 1N5.

Canadian Association of Addiction

Counsellors Fall Workshop: Case
Management — Sept 29, Toronto,

Ontario. Information: Bill Vine,

community services, George
Brown College. 2 Murray St, To-

ronto. ON M5T 1T6.

Health Promotion: Insights and In-

novations — Oct 1, Toronto, Onta-

rio. Information: Alison Stirling,

Parkdale Community Health

Centre, 1257 Queen St W, Toronto,

ON M6K 1L5.

16th Annual Ontario Occupational

Health Nurses Conference: Capital

Gains — Oct 19-23. Ottawa. Onta-

rio. Information: Barbara Taylor.

1116 Castle Hill Dr. Ottawa, ON
K2C2A8.

Input 87, 7th Biennial Educational

Symposium on Employee Assis-

tance Programs in the Workplace:
Networking and New Perspectives
— Oct 25-28, Ottawa, Ontario. In-

formation: Input 87. conference

and seminar services, Humber
College, 205 Humber College Blvd,

Etobicoke. ON M9W5L7.

Drug Education Coordinating

Committee 1987 Conference, Drug
Abuse: Epidemic or Smokescreen
— Oct 29-30. Toronto. Ontario. In-

formation: Larry Hershfield. Ad-
diction Research Foundation. 175

College St, Toronto. ON M5T 1P8.

Canadian Conference on AIDS Ed-
ucation — Nov 12-13. Cornwall. On-
tario. Information: John
Darbyshire, Eastern Ontario
Health Unit, 1000 Pitt St. Cornwall,

ON K6J 3S5.

United States

North American Congress on Em-
ployee Assistance Programs —
Aug 10-13, Seattle, Washington. In-

formation: NAC/EAP. 2145 Crooks
Rd. Ste 103. Troy, Michigan 48084.

United States National Woman’s
Christian Temperance Union An-
nual Meeting — Sept 3-7, Camp
Hill, Pennsylvania. Information;
Mrs K. Edgar, president, 1730 Chi-

cago Ave, Evanston, Illinois.

National Association of Addiction
Treatment Providers (NAATP) —
Sept 17-18, Houston, Texas. Infor-

mation: NAATP, 2082 Michelson

Dr, Ste 304, Irvine, California

92715.

American Medical Society on Alco-

holism and Other Drug Dependen-

cies, Fall Review Courses for Phy-

sicians — Sept 17-19, New Orleans,

Louisiana; Oct 8-10, Chicago, Illi-

nois; Oct 22-24, San Francisco, Cal-

ifornia; Nov 5-7, Arlington, Virgin-

ia. Information: AMSAODD, 12 W
21st St, New York, NY 10010.

38th National Conference on Alco-

hol and Drug Problems — Sept 20-

23, St Louis, Missouri. Informa-

tion: Alcohol and Drug Problems

Association of North America, 444

N Capitol St, #181, Washington, DC
20001.

National Association of Lesbian

and Gay Alcoholism Professionals

2nd NationalConference— Sept 24-

27, Chicago, Illinois. Information:

NALGAP, 1208 E State Blvd, Ft

Wayne, Indiana 46805.

American Association for Auto-

motive Medicine Annual Meeting

— Sept 27-29, New Orleans, Loui-

siana. Information; Elaine Petru-

celli, executive director, 40 2nd

Ave, Arlington Heights, Illinois

60005.

Association of Labor-Management
Administrators and Consultants on

Alcoholism Annual Meeting — Oct

3-7, Chicago, Illinois. Information:

Thomas J. Delaney, executive di-

rector, ALMACA, 1800 N Kent St,

Ste 907, Arlington, Virginia 22209.

10th Annual Current Concerns in

Adolescent Medicine — Oct 8-9.

New York. NY. Information: Ann
j. Boehme. associate director for

continuing education, Schneider

Children's Hospital, Long Island

Jewish Medical Center. New Hyde
Park. NY 11042.

American Medical Association Na-

tional Conference on the Impaired

Health Professional — Oct 8-11,

Chicago, Illinois. Information;

Janice J. Robertson, AMA dept of

substance abuse, 535 N Dearborn
St, Chicago, IL 60610.

American Public Health Associa-

tion Annual Meeting — Oct 18-22,

New Orleans, Louisiana. Informa-

tion: William McBeath, 1015 15th

St NW, Washington, DC 20005.

Freedom 87: The Geisinger Na-

tional Conference on Addiction —
Oct 28-Nov 1, Philadelphia, Penn-

sylvania. Information: Alan

Hulsman, Freedom 87, c/o Mar-
worth. Waverly. PA 18471,

Family Therapy Works: 45th

AAMFT Annual Conference — Oct

29-Nov 1. Chicago. Illinois. Infor-

mation: American Association for

Marriage and Family Therapy.

1717 K St. NW Ste 407, Washington,

DC 20006.

Association for the Advancement
of Behavior Therapy Annual Meet-
ing — Nov 12-15, Boston, Massa-
chusetts. Information: Mary Jane
Eimer, executive director, 15 W
36th St, New York, NY 10018.

Abroad

4th International Conference on

Treatment of Addictive Behaviors
— Aug 16-20. Os ( Bergen I. Nor-

way. Information; Peter PL Na-

than, conference registrar. Center

of Alcohol Studies. Rutgers Uni-

versity. New Brunswick. NJ. USA
08903 or Tor Loberg. conference

registrar. Hjellestad Clinic. N-

5066b Hjellestad. Norway.

International Conference on Drug
Addiction: A Multidisciplinary

Analysis — Sept 7-11, San Sebas-

tian, Vitoria, and Bilbao, Spain. In-

formation: Secretaria del II Con-

greso Mondial Vasco, Paseo de la

Senda, 15-bajo, 01007 Vitoria-Gas-

teiz, Basque Country, Spain.

Research Conference : Statistical

Recording Systems of Alcohol

Problems — Sept 14-18, Helsinki,

Finland. Information: E. Oster-

berg. Social Research Institute of

Alcohol Studies, Kalevankatu 12,

00100 Helsinki 10, Finland.

6th World Conference on Smoking
and Health — Nov 9-12, Tokyo, Ja-

pan. Information: Secretariat, 6th

World Conference on Smoking and
Health, c/o Japan Convention Serv-

ices Inc, Nippon Press Centre

Bldg, 2-2-1 Uchisaiwai-cho, Chiyo-

da-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan.

9th International Conference of the

Non-Governmental Organizations

for the Prevention of Drug and
Substance Abuse — Nov 23-27,

Hong Kong. Information: Confer-

ence secretary, 9th NGO confer-

ence. c/o Hong Kong Council of So-

cial Service. GPO Box 474. Hong
Kong.

The Geisinger
National Conference

ON Addiction

Conway Hunter, Jr., M.D., Chairman
Geraldine O. Delaney, Co-chairman

October 28 through November 1, 1987

TTie Adams Mark Hotel
Philadelphia, Pa.

Sponsored by The Geisinger Foundation and
Marworth Alcoholism Treatment Centers

CME-CATEGORY I CREDITS APPLIED FOR

The Most Important Conference
ON Addiction

You May Ever Attend. .

.

Our Distinguished Faculty

The Hon. Harold e. hughes
OMAR A. ALEMAIN
Sheila blume, M.D.
FATHER LEONARD BOOTH
THEODORE CLARK, M.D.
Gail Clark, CAC
TRISH COLANGELO
ANNEGELLER, M.D.
STANLEY GITLOW, M.D.
WILLIAM GRIFFITH, M.D.
REV. PHILLIP Hansen, C.T.

Thomas a. Haymond, M.D.
Lynne hennecke, Ph.d.

EVE HICKEY, M.D.
Charlotte hunter
Darryl inaba, Pharm.d.
GORDON LaMATTY, CAC, M.A.

ROKELLE LERNER, M.A.
Donald Ian Macdonald, M.D.
F. Hal Marley, Ed.D.

Father Joseph C. Martin
WILLIAM J. McKenzie, JR., M.D.
ESTILL 'Skip' mitts, acata
Luke reed, M.D.
Max Schneider, m.d.
David Shay, MHS
David smith, m.d.
PETER SWEISGOOD, OSB, CAC
DOUGLAS TALBOTT, M.D.
Abraham twerski, m.d.
BRYAN Wall, CAC, M.A.
Harriett Wall, m.ed., CAC
Maxwell weisman, m.d.

For more information

AND A COMPLETE
conference brochure

call...

1-800-451-4442
1-800-622-8926 .N PA

OR SEND IN THIS COUPON . . .

Please send me a complete conference

brochure for Freedom '87

NAME.

FACILITY

.

ADDRESS

.

CITY. STATE

.

ZIP.

Mail to Freedom '87. C'O Makwokim, Waverly,
PA 18471, Attn Alan Hulsman

I
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Drugs move up on world political agenda

VIENNA — The Pope sent opening greet-

ings. So did the President of' Bolivia and

the chairman of the council of ministers of

the Soviet Union.

Edwin Meese, United States Attorney-

Ueneral, only rarely emerging from an ap-

parently-appended scrum of' reporters,

brought a message from President Ronald

Reagan and Nancy.

The Prime Minister of Malaysia and his

wife, a veteran of Nancy Reagan's "first

ladies’ " war on drugs, were there.

So was (Canada’s Ilealih Minister .Jake

Epp.

It was .June, weeks after the Canadian

governmeni had announced ils strategy on

drugs, and weeks, months, and years be-

fore. and after, many other countries had

(lone or would do likewise.

Many hundreds of people from around

the globe had converged on Vienna for the

eighi day International Conference on

Drug Aliu.se and Illicit Trafficking i IC-

DAIT), called liy llie Secrel.ary-Ueneral ol

llie United Nations i UN I.

There were senior [loliticiaiis, (i'l of them
cabinet miuislers, from l.'iH countries

from Algeria to /.ambia, Uiechtenstein to

(diiiia, Zaire to Argentina

There were reiiresentat ives of more
than I7I) non governmental organr/.ations

(NUOsi, also from large and small dots

around the globe, who held a concurrent

NUO l•'orum

(iuidiiig, observing, serving, and sup

liortmg them, and rt'pri'sentmg still other

agencies, orgam/ations. and interests

were soniewliei'e between l,.'^it)t) and Z.fillll

others. Parlianumtanans: bureaucrats

%ACk

and experts in health and drugs, and na-

tional and international law and enforce-

ment ; journalists ( 350, but only one attend-

ing from Canada); diplomats, clerks, and

ambassadors; translators into and from
several languages.

Away from the many concurrent meet-

ings, in the rambling corridors of the new
Austria Centre, were information special-

ists, promoters, marketers, entrepre-

neurs.

Their exhibits — from countries, states,

and NGOs — lent the event the air of the

biggest, high-tech trade show ever in the

addictions field.

It was intended to illustrate the spec-

trum of approaches to drug problems — re-

duction of demand through education, pre-

vention, research, treatment, rehabilita-

tion; and reduction of supply through con-

trol and interdiction. 13ut, the apparent

emphasis was on supply reduction, expos-

ing a burgeoning business in test, .search,

sniff, identify, and .seize technology.

Canadian scarlet

What was true for other countries, at

least developed countries, was true for

(!anada. Scarlet-coated Royal Canadian
Mounted Police officers had only a (piarter

of the Canadian exhibit space but were tiu'

main attraction. Canadian .second-|>laci‘

went to a Customs and I’ixei.se exhibit a

gas chromatography based, portable de-

vice that can spot even minute traces of

heroin or cocaine tor (‘xample, in tlu*

lolds of the courier's pocket aftc'r he’s

made the delivery.

The exhibits jirovided some clues to the

(liiiK'iisions of the drug problem
Rritish officials noted, for (>xample, that

I'lasl Germans. Bulgarians, and Russians

displayed keen inti'ix'sl in a machiiu' made
by British Aerospace that can sniff out

minute (|uantities of drugs, or explosives

ri'lu* .Imiriiiil, August, Ititllil in cargo eon

tamers ( Ivastern Bloc countries tend to

deny major jirobh'ins oldrug use but do al

low they ai'e jilagued by trails ship|)mg i

( )l the many hundreds of |>arliei|ianls. at

all levi'ls, some had long standing conct'i n

about drug abuse and tralTicking jirol)

leiiis Some, as well, had broad experi

ence, others hadn't Many were novices

to the tield and to the intiM iialional systi'in

coerced now into mvolvemeni, if not

particular mlcri'sl, by political and or liu

rcaucratic iieci'ssily

Duly a mmority wen' more than pass

inglv lamihar with thi' ailing body that

brought them together.

The UN at 40 years of age is half-

crippled by sustained expansion over that

period in the scope, range, and volume of

its work and by parallel growth in inter-

governmental machinery. Having tackled

emerging new problems throughout its his-

tory, it continues to face old ones still un-

solved.

"Today’s structure is too complex, frag-

mented, and top heavy," wrote a group of

high-level intergovernmental experts

I known as the Group of 18 ) after a recent

review of the administrative and financial

functioning of the UN,
The group’s report is peppered with crit-

icisms — with phrases such as duplication

of agenda and work, unheeded recommen-
dations for reform, poor coordination of

activities both within the UN and through
the system.

The report, with recommendations, has
"only begun a reform process." which
must now be carried further "by the inter-

governmental bodies and by the Secre-

tary-General." the authors urge.

It was against this backdrop of adminis-

trative and fiscal turmoil that Secretary-

General Javier Rerez de Cuellar called for

the ICDAIT crhe .loiiriial. .July. t98:ii

It was 111 response to growing concern
among many health and enforcement ex-

perts at both national and international

h'vels about the global nature of drug prob-

lems, and the acknowledgement that

many of the problems, particularly per

liajis lho.se cau.sed by trafficking, are

shared, not only by provincial eonmm
nities l)ut also by states and countries

On the health side are the exorbitant

costs of reinventing wheels ineducation.

Irt'alim'iit, jirevention, even research

riie Secia'tary-Co'iieral asked for an ('x

jiression of high level political commit
nu'iit, and he got it

Although ('anadian exjM'its have long

jilayed a significant role mternationally m
stressing that supply reduction alone can't

work, and that ('(jual emjihasis must he

placed on reducing demand for drugs, tlu'

governim'iit’s jiolitical contribution to the

ICDAi r was fairly tyjiical of governments
there

,'\s lead sjM'aker at tIu' oju'imig jiU’narv .

Ins sjx'cch d('layed by an 1 llh hour negolia

lion bclwe«'n Bolivia and Malaysia for the

pia'SKh'iicv (Malaysia ('inergc'd llu' vie

Ion. and with hundreds of speeches to fol

low. Ih'allh Minister Epp ri'inamed con

scrvalivc ol vision

He described Canada s new strategy and

added his ministerial-level voice to those

of the experts, reiterating Canada’s com-
mitments to a balanced approach with em-
phasis on prevention, treatment, and en-

forcement; international action; and. pro-

viding assistance to other countries "to

create a viable global front" against drug

abuse and trafficking.

By the end of the meetings, two docu-

ments had been developed and approved

by consensus of the governments— a polit-

ical declaration of intent to work together,

and a menu of program options on both de-

mand and supply reduction — the Compre-

hensive Multidisciplinary Outline vCMO'

I
see page 1 1

.

Priority given
I'levelopment of the new international

treaty aimed at removing the proceeds

from drug trafficking iThe Journal, .\pnU

was also given priority. .\nd. there was a

range of suggested follow-up activities a

year devoted to the fight against drug

abuse and trafficking; a follow -up confer

once; the annual ob.sorvation on .lime 17 of

an international day against drug abuse

and trafficking, the establishment of a

prevention re.source centre under the UN
Follow up IS otTicially m the hands of the

Secretary tleneral and Director (leneral

Margaret Anslee The UN. in turn, and the

reform process begun b\ the Group of 18.

IS dependent on the continued commitment
of member .stales

For Ms Anslee, that the meeting was

"held at all is of tremendous significance,

the thing is to get policy imm.sters there
”

Al the end. the president of the confer

ence was hopeful

"If the question is whether our political

response has Ix'cn adequate, then the an-

swer IS a resounding yes. ” Jh' Mahethir

Bin Mohamad. Prime Minister of Malay

sia, said in a closing statement

" The next important question we need to

ask ourselves is whether we. as the inter-

national community, can translate our po

htical commitment into etTeetive and sus

tamable action

History IS littered with high and gran

diose jironouneements that are east aside

iinimplemenled
"

Ills question is one that v'anada i and oth

er I’ouniriesi faces not onlv al the interna-

tional level, hut also al home as work to

translate national strategy into effect ive

action continues
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By Elda Hauschildt

National
forum:
heading
for the
future

TORONTO — One hundred and
twenty people from across Canada
will meet in Winnipeg next month
to discuss planning and implemen-
tation of drug awareness programs
under the national drug strategy.

“The National Forum will be a

dynamic opportunity to network,

to look at issues of programming at

the community level, to plan, and
to begin implementation,” Henry
J. Schankula, forum chairperson,

told The Journal.

Mr Schankula is director, educa-

tion resources, Ontario’s Addiction

Research Foundation here.

“The October meeting will be

hands-on, with the theme. Heading
for the Future. The emphasis will

be on the exchange of information

and access to that information.

“Delegates will leave with a

manual of pragmatic information:

who the people are who are active-

ly involved in creating and imple-

menting regional and national pro-

grams, what resources they can

access, and how they can imple-

ment programs when they get

back home.”

strategy (The Journal, August), as

well as of the national forum.

“A number of the provincial

agencies are identifying personnel

who can directly and pragmatical-

ly help with development of plan-

ning and programs under the strat-

egy-

“We at the ARF are making a

major commitment to ensure the

best possible implementation with-

in^ur jurisdiction.”

^<>^W^chankula suggests the main
Mr Schankula is chairperson group under the national

the national working group o1^^i|trategy will be youth. “Their

community action program^f^ne^^slate^J^e relatively clean and they

of five working groups appoint^ c§i^ influenced to select a

by an executive irnplpmentafton fieMny lifestyle. By mid-life, the

committee on the national dru^ ' ^JjSee Prevention, p2

)
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Need is critical in Canada
for AIDS/drug user data

By Kate Fournis

TORONTO— The problem ofAIDS
and AIDS virus infection in Ca-

nadian intravenous (IV) drug ad-

dicts has become a major concern

to the committee advising the gov-

ernment on the disease.

At the same time, federal health

officials are planning a study that

may define how big the problem is

here.

“I wouldn’t want to use the word
terrified, but we’re really seriously

concerned, because of experience

elsewhere, that this is going to be a

major, major problem,” said Nor-

bert Gilmore, MD, PhD. chair-

man, National Advisory Commit-
tee on AIDS(NAC-AIDS).

“It has to be dealt with fairly

quickly, fairly aggressively, to

prevent any further spread, if

there has been any,” he told The
Journal.

Dr Gilmore also issued a plea for

addiction researchers to get in-

volved: “Drug addiction is one of

the major modes of transmission

of HIV, and we need to know more.

“Let’s call out the troops. With

all of the emphasis at the federal

level on dealing with the AIDS
problem and dealing with the drug

addiction problem (The Journal,

August), I think this would be a

real attraction for people working

in the field to get going on it.”

Of the 1,099 adult cases of AIDS
reported in Canada as of July 6,

1987, five were people with a his-

tory of drug addiction.

“That to us is the warning that

there may be a fair proportion of

people abusing drugs who are in-

fected,” said Dr Gilmore.

Estimates are that for every

AIDS case reported, there are 50 to

100 times as many more people in-

fected with human immunodefi-

ciency virus (HIV), of whom at

least half may go on to develop full-

blown AIDS.

But, guesses about the extent of

HIV infection — primarily based

on Red Cross data on blood donors,

testing in the United States mili-

tary, and studies of homosexuals
— may not be applicable to the Ca-

nadian population generally or oth-

er specific risk-groups in partic-

ular, Dr Gilmore said.

In fact, health officials have no

idea what the extent of HIV infec-

tion is in the Canadian population.

NAC-AIDS members and federal

health officials are planning a

massive study to gather that infor-

mation, which is crucial for strate-

gic planning and evaluating the

impact of AIDS education.

One approach being considered

is to have physicians who see large

groups of patients, such as family

doctors, physicians in student

health services, or doctors in em-
ployee health centres, ask patients

to volunteer blood samples for the

study and to complete a short ques-

tionnaire. The questionnaire would

give information on whether a pa-

tient belongs to any existing or

(See Even, p2)

‘Opening the door for infection’

Re-injection method dangerous
By Betty Lou Lee

HAMILTON— A new method of in-

jecting illicit drugs, called pre-

flagging, increases the risk of

transmitting viral diseases like he-

patitis B and AIDS.
In a variation of intravenous Tal-

win and Ritalin use (Ts and blues),

which has shown up in western
provinces, blood is withdrawn with

a syringe, the drugs are mixed
with it, and it is reinjected, says
Kevin Fehr, PhD. a former Addic-
tion Research Foundation. Toron-
to. research scientist.

Dr Fehr. a pharmacologist, says
there is no physiological reason
why this procedure would give an
increased drug effect. And. the re-

injection of blood opens the door
for infection, particularly if sy-

ringes are being shared.

Talwin is pentazocine, a non-nar-

cotic prescription analgesic, and
Ritalin is methylphenidate. an am-
phetamine-like stimulant. Dr Fehr
speculates the mixture’s effects

(The Journal. March) may be sim-

ilar to the mixture of heroin and co-

Fehr: developments

caine that some drug abusers use.

Speaking at the 28th annual Insti-

tute on Addiction Studies at Mc-
Master University here, sponsored

by Alcohol and Drug Concerns.

Inc. Dr Fehr outlined some new de-

velopments on the illicit drug

scene:

• One western Canadian mother
had coached her normal. 12-year-

old son to mimic hyperactivity

when in doctors’ offices, to get pre-

scription Ritalin she could sell on

the street.

• Anorexiants or diet pills are less

potent than they were in the early

1970s and are not common on the

street, but use of high doses of

them can lead to paranoid episodes

and violent outbursts. Dr Fehr,

now with a pharmaceutical compa-
ny. said.

• Over-the-counter decongestants

used in high doses can give am-
phetamine-like effects. School chil-

dren are paying .$1 to $2 each for

such pills, called beans, bennies, or

black beauties, and street-market-

ed as amphetamines.
• A recent advertisement in a pop-

ular drug-culture magazine shows
a bikini-clad couple bored “be-

fore” and active “after " taking en-

ergizers. being sold for five cents a

capsule if 3.000 are ordered. In

print, “so fine you’d pretty well

have to have a magnifying glass to

read it,
” the contents are identified

as 350 milligrams of caffeine— the

equivalent of four cups of coffee.

Dr Fehr said.

Schankula: networking

Manitoba’s
programs
to go under
microscope

By Maureen Brosnahan

WINNIPEG — The Manitoba gov-

ernment is planning a major re-

view of all its drug and alcohol pro-

grams.

Health Minister Larry Desjar-

dins said it’s the first time in 13

years that such a review has been
conducted here.

Mr Desjardins said that although

Manitoba spends millions of dol-

lars annually on alcohol and other

drug programs, throwing more
money at the field is not the only

answer.

Complete details of the review

and who will conduct it have not

been released. But, Mr Desjardins

said, it will assess the scope and
degree of alcohol and other drug

use and examine provincial poli-

cies. legislation, and delivery of

services. The review will also pre-

sent specific strategies and recom-
mendations to improve the system.

The chairman of the Alcoholism

Foundation of Manitoba (AFM),
Provincial Court Judge Charles

Rubin, said the AFM has been

urging the government to conduct

a review for some time and it is

long overdue.

With a $9 million annual budget

and its mandate to control and di-

rect almost all the funds the prov-

ince puts into alcohol and other

drug programs, the AFM will

come under close scrutiny. But,

Judge Rubin said the review is nec-

essary: “An outside look would be

helpful to set new policies and di-

rections for the decade . .
.
you

sometimes get a little incestuous

when you’re the biggest player in

the game.”
Judge Rubin expects the review

to include input from community
groups, parents, and drug users as

well as groups such as the police

and medical professionals in the

addictions field. He said a wide-

ranging review is one way to en-

sure “fresh ideas” in the commu-
nity are uncovered.

The review will take about six

months to complete.

Rubin: 'biggest player’
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Orchids, not opium
OSLO— A campaign by Swed-

ish Good Templar organiza-

tions to sell 600,000 orchids im-

ported from Thailand will

have a two-pronged effect.

The funds raised will go to

support development pro-

grams in the Thai opium-pop-

py growing areas, and an in-

formation and education pro-

gram will help create aware-

ness among Swedish youth of

the problems of drug use and

illicit trafficking.

Dad’s a danger too
LONDON — Babies of passive

smokers may be in more dan-

ger than babies of smoking

mothers. Research at Surrey

University suggests babies

born to non-smoking women
who live with someone who
smokes more than five ciga-

rettes a day weigh less at birth

than infants of non-smokers

and less than infants of

smokers. A link has also been

found between passive smok-
ing and deficiency in zinc, re-

ports the London Sunday
Times.

Age law works
NEW YORK — Alcohol use

and problems among young
people have dropped signifi-

cantly since the purchase age

was raised to 21 years, says a

study by the State Division of

Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse
here. For youths aged 16 to 20

years, alcohol purchases

dropped by .56G
;
consumption

fell by 20G ; drinking to intoxi-

cation dropped by 33G ; and,

driving after drinking de-

creased by 2V(, says a report

in The Bottom Line on Alcohol

in Society.

Royal patron
LONDON — The Princess of

Wales has pledged her support

of anti-drug efforts by becom-
ing patron of Turning Point,

f^ngland’s largest substance

abuse charity with more than

30 centres nationwide. Prin-

cess Diana last year presented

a special recognition award to

one of Turning Point’s

centres, says Alliance News.

AIDS conception
l.ONDON — Women conceiv-

ing by artificial insemination

may have a new worry, eon-

tracting AID.S. Britain's chief

medical officer has issued an

urgent warning to artificial in-

seniinalion clinics here saying

they should refuse sperm do-

nations from homosexuals and
bisexuals, “mainlim*" drug
abusers, hemophiliacs, and
those from countries where
AIDS is ('omiiion, reports Doc-
tor. Professor .lohn Dennis
says all sperm donors should

be screened.

No, not booze
WA.SMING'ION News me
dia have been urged by the

Distilled Spirits < 'oiineil of the

United Slates ( DISt ’USi not to

use the word •boo/.e’ wlum ref

erring to aleobol, as it sng-

g(‘sts excessive drinking. In

fael, says a DISCUS pamph
let. A Kefiorter's (iniile to the

Liquor Industry, Ibey’il ralber

the media av oid calling bevcr

ages ‘aleoliolie’ since that loo

has a negative connotation. In

sleail. they r('commcnd ‘alco

I
bol beveiages' or ‘bev/ar

I
whi<'b “provide a more posi-

\ live piddic image." j

Little ‘crack’ being seized: police
By Betty Lou Lee

HAMILTON — Increased activ-

ity against drug smuggling in

the United States has led to in-

creased availability of cocaine

in Canada and a drop in its

price.

Sergeant Ben Jenkins, Royal

Canadian Mounted Police drug
awareness program, says the

kilogram price has dropped
about 60G in the past year.

“Last year, a kilo would cost

about $800,000,” he told the an-

nual Institute on Addiction

Studies held here by Alcohol

and Drug Concerns, Inc. “This

year, if you’re lucky, you could

get it for $300,000, there's so

much of it around.”

Because of increased police

surveillance and enforcement

in areas like Florida, drug mar-
keters in Colombia are now
turning to Canadian entry

points. They then ship the drug

south, he said, and that’s the

reason for the large amounts
seized in recent arrests.

He added that there were only

nine or 10 seizures of crack in

Ontario last year, and it doesn’t

appear to have widespread use

(The Journal, August, 1986).

Publicity about its hazards

and addictiveness, particularly

after the death of some young
athletes, has probably had an
impact. Sgt Jenkins suggested.

He predicted the next major
drug problem will be among the

elderly — abusing alcohol and

prescription drugs (The Jour-

nal, February, 1986 1 — and that

the dimensions of the problem
will grow as the population

ages.

“They get past retirement

age, friends pass away, and, es-

pecially if the spouse dies, they

stay at home. The kids don’t vis-

it. they start having a drink

watching the soap opera, then

they have two or three more.”
Many inadvertently discover

they get a better effect if alco-

hol is combined with some of

their prescription drugs, he

added.

Manitoba croup follows Ontario program

Pharmacists filling prevention Rx
By Maureen Brosnahan

WINNIPEG — Manitoba pharma-
cists are launching a program to

promote public knowledge of drugs

and their potential dangers.

Called Know Drugs, the program
is based on a similar project in On-

tario, said Ron Guse, program
coordinator and deputy registrar

of the Manitoba Pharmaceutical

Association ( MPhA i

.

Mr Guse said although there are

plans to expand the Ontario pro-

gram — known as Pharmacists
Against Drug Abuse (PADA) —
across Canada, the MPhA wanted
to proceed immediately.
The program will encourage

schools and service clubs to call on

their local pharmacists' expertise,

encouraging pharmacists to speak
to various groups about their par-

ticular interests and concerns

about drugs.

“We're telling people they

should know about the drugs

they're using, and when to say no."

Mr Guse said.

He said information booklets are

being printed and the program will

be in full swing this fall with the

support of the pharmaceutical as-

sociation and other groups such as

the police.

He said the police often conduct

their own public seminars and.

while they can inform people about

the street scene, they don't have

the expertise to talk specifically

about the drugs and how they

work. That's where the pharma-
cists can help.

“It's a team approach. We see

the good drugs can do in keeping

people alive, but we also see the

harm they can do."

Mr Guse said the cost of launch-

ing the program is minimal; fund-

ing for the booklets will be covered

by the pharmaceutical association.

A Winnipeg pharmacist, Myron
Kurewicz. has volunteered to help

coordinate the effort.

The Alcoholism Foundation of

Manitoba has also offered its sup-

port, agreeing to critique the pro-

gram and provide suggestions for

improving it once it gets under-

way.

Unions/management say no screening
HAMILTON — Mandatory or ran-

dom drug testing has no place in

Canadian workplaces, even for

safety reasons, a group of senior

management and union executives

and occupational physicians has

told the federal, provincial, and

territorial governments.

Pre-employment testing, howev-

er, found the group divided: labor

and occupational physicians were
against, and management wanted

“strongly to preserve its right to

protect itself in the hiring pro-

cess."

The Canadian Centre for Occu-

pational Health and Safety here re-

cently published conclusions of an

across-Canada workshop group.

Recommendations have been

sent to Health and Welfare Cana-

da, Transport Canada, and to min-

isters and deputy ministers re-

sponsible for health and safety in

Even without AIDS, ‘tough’

to handle drug population
( from page I

)

emerging AIDS risk groui).s.

Such an ajjproach might be a

good springboard for studies of

drug abii.se in general, as well as

for AIDS relat<'d la'search in IV

drug addicts iTIie .lounial, .Inly I.

DrGihnoi'csaid.

“A sero-pi'cvaU'iice study would

be usclid because' it miglil lell us,

at h'asi ill crude (erms, how many
|)coplc miglil li.ivc abused drugs

reeeiilly, and I lien by iufereuec',

what proporlion of lliosi* people

might have become infected be-

cause of that.

“Re.searchers may then want to

launch speeil'ie studies on the drug-

addict population it.self.

“These peojile not only have a

l)i'ot)l('m with I Ill'll' immune sys-

tem. but al.so a problem with sub-

stance abuse and the eoiisequenees

ol that, '^’ou put HIV into tiu' group

llial abuses drugs a population

wliieli IS tough to de.'il with at the

best of tunes and you've got a

re.il mess on vour hands
"

Prevention geared to youth
( Inim page 1

1

wi'alth ot experieiiee peo|il(' havi'

remtoree.s heh.ivior. .iiid it's hard

er to g.i't pi'o|»le to ehailge

“With youth, it \ou provide gi'iiu

me. tiietiial mrormatioii iii ti'i nis ot

drug iisi'. III terms ot etti'cts, and iii

terms ot alternatives, you e.iii di

li'ct people to more positiM' goals

“Aiid. you gel the higgi'sl hang
lor the buck, iii terms '•! pri'M'iil

mg l.iler he, dill prohlems
"

Mr Sehaiikiil.i emphasi/es lhal

eommumlv action programs will

hi' more than “pisl nioue\ pro

grams Then' will he program
money loo. hut we will emphasi.-'e

person.'il eonuniluieni and energy

Wi' w.iiil to eh.'iiige the alliliides ol

signilie.ini people m the eominii

inly li'achers. p.ireiils, people

who liiiietioii as role modi'ls lor

Mltllll

“We w.inl to ehailge how the me
di.i portray llu' world ol drugs, how
hiisiui'ss both leg.il ,ind illi'g.il

reneels the a\ .iilahilil \ of v.irious

products, .and how llii' eonnnunils

e.iii respond m pro\ idmg siihslilule

lirograms .and alli'iii.ilu e heha\

lor aeli\alii's

".All ol these .aeliv dies have to he

part ol .iiiv program ag.imsl drug

• ihiise

the federal, provincial, and territo-

rial governments.

The group said testing will not

solve the drug abuse problem and

does not measure performance or

ensure safety.

Any testing for just cause t based

on deteriorating performance i

should be jointly agreed to by labor

and management and must be for

the health and welfare of employ-
ees.

“Joint labor-management em-
ployee assistance programs must

not be undermined by close asso-

ciation with drug testing; one is

constructive, the other is puni-

tive, " the group concludes.

The group also agreed that fur-

ther discussion is needed on pre-

employment drug testing.
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NEWS
Ontario group backs education, rehabilitation

Prohibit mandatory drug testing, lawyers say
By Joan Hollobon

TORONTO — Mandatory drug

testing by employers should be

prohibited by law, the Ontario divi-

sion of the Canadian Bar Associa-

tion recommends after study by a

broad-based committee appointed

a year ago.

Rather. Canadian governments

at all levels should support educa-

tional and rehabilitation pro-

grams; they are likely to be far

more effective than mandatory

drug testing, the report says.

The report cites examples of suc-

cessful. confidential, on-the-job re-

habilitation programs, supported

by unions and co-workers, often

working alongside programs de-

signed to reduce workplace stress.

Prevention

patrol for

police chiefs

By Joan Hollobon

WINNIPEG — Better and more
consistent training about drugs for

school-liaison police officers is top

priority of a new drug abuse com-

mittee formed by the Canadian As-

sociation of Chiefs of Police.

The committee chairman and

vice-chairman are Chief Herbert

Stephen of Winnipeg and Chief Su-

perintendent Rodney T. Stamler,

Drug Enforcement Directorate.

Royal Canadian Mounted Police,

Ottawa.

Chief Stephen told The Journal

the association is concerned that

Canada's drug problem “seems to

be on the increase, and we are find-

ing school children are getting in-

volved with drugs at a younger

age."

Most police departments have
officers going into schools, but ev-

ery department handles school-

liaison programs differently, he

said. The committee plans to pro-

duce a book and a video tape for

distribution across Canada to help

educate school-liaison officers.

Chief Stephen said the commit-
tee's third meeting was held dur-

ing the annual convention of the

Association of Chiefs of Police at

Quebec City in late August.

Support group to expand
TORONTO — The Canadian
Bar Association (CBA) is con-

sidering a strategy for a nation-

wide program to help lawyers

with alcohol-related problems.

Programs already exist in

Edmonton, Calgary, Winnipeg,

and Montreal. However, the

only province-wide program is

the Ontario Bar Alcoholism

Program (OBAP), endorsed by
the CBA-Ontario and the Law
Society ofUpper Canada.

The OBAP is entirely inde-

pendent of the official law bod-

ies, and all help is confidential.

The OBAP plans to extend its

program through seminars for

law schools, the bar admission

course, and local bar associa-

tions to increase understanding

of alcoholism.

Alcohol is a major factor in

about 80G of the cases dealt

with in both criminal law and
family law practice, says OBAP
chairman, John R. Campbell.

The Canadian Bar Association-

Ontario (CBAO). representing

some 15,000 Ontario lawyers,

judges, and law students, initiated

the study because mandatory drug

testing in the workplace "is fast

becoming one of the most signifi-

cant and contentious issues in

management/labor relations in

Canada as well as in the United

States.”

Mandatory drug testing (The

Journal. March, 1986) reverses the

usual presumption of innocence by

viewing all workers as guilty until

proven otherwise, the report notes.

Application of particular sec-

tions of the Canadian Charter of

Rights and Freedoms has yet to be

judicially determined. Most likely,

mandatory drug testing will be

considered a “search and seizure”

(The Journal, September, 1986);

the critical issue is whether it will

be judged to be “unreasonable”

and therefore in violation of the

charter.

Several major pitfalls of testing

were noted in the report

:

• Tests often fail to distinguish be-

tween legal drugs, such as antihis-

tamines, and illegal drugs and

may even give false positive re-

sults from foodstuffs, such as pop-

py seeds, herbal tea, and cran-

berry juice ( The Journal, May )

.

• Tests can be unreliable in the

absence of stringent quality con-

trol.

• Testing cannot distinguish be-

tween heavy, chronic abuse and a

one-time experiment with a drug.

• Tests do not provide evidence of

impairment or predict a worker’s

ability to do the job.

Ways of foiling tests are contin-

ually being devised, leading to in-

creasing invasion of privacy, such

as strip searches and “direct ob-

servation,” to ensure the urine

sample comes from the individual

under test and has not been tam-

pered with.

Toronto lawyer Sandra Chapnik,

committee chairman, told a press

conference: “People who are drug

or alcohol dependent will find ways
to avoid detection."

Refusal to submit to mandatory
drug testing usually carries a

“presumption of guilt and results

in termination of employment."

An exercise rider at a Toronto

racetrack “was subject to termi-

nation" because of refusal, despite

19 years of satisfactory work. In

Georgia, a woman who did not use

drugs lost her job and could not get

another in her community because

she refused a test.

The report also cites the suicide

of Canadian jockey Dan Beckon af-

ter he tested positive for cocaine on

three occasions. The drug-testing

policy of the Ontario Racing Com-
mission, begun in October, 1986,

“does not require the employer to

have reasonable suspicion of abuse

or evidence of inadequate job per-

formance before testing an em-
ployee."

Ontario's Addiction Research
Foundation last March recom-
mended that mandatory pre-em-

ployment and employment drug
testing should be considered when
the safety of the public or other

workers is involved (The Journal.

April I.

The CBAO committee, however,

said public safety is hard to define;

an employer might consider the

Access
improved
TORONTO — Selected arti-

cles in The Journal are now
listed in the health section, Ca-

nadian Periodical Index.

The author, subject, and
corporate name index is pub-

lished by Info Globe, the elec-

tronic publishing division of

The Globe and Mail.

potential for a chemical spill a

threat to public safety, while a pa-

tient might feel he has a right to en-

sure that operating room doctors

and nurses are drug-free.

In considering pilots or public

transit drivers, the question be-

comes when to test. "An airline pi-

lot. for example, would have to be

tested at each stop or on reporting

for duty, then strip-searched, and
sealed in the cockpit."

In Canada, there has been little

evidence of drug-related, w'ork-

place accidents. Questionable

workplace safety measures some-
times prove much more signifi-

cant.

Society should be concerned not

only with the results of drug abuse,

but also with its causes and the

economic, social, psychological,

and physiological factors involved.

Significant expansion of preven-

tion. education, and lifestyle train-

ing in schools, media, and work-

places is needed.

"Alternatives to alcohol and
drugs should be promoted. Once
our cultural standard is altered,

the social pressures to conform
will adapt themselves to a new and

different standard of behavior,"

the report concludes.

The Journal
is indexed in

The Canadian
Periodical Index

US treatment caught in cost squeeze
By Harvey McConnell

NEWPORT, Rhode Island — Drug
dependency treatment is being

caught in the cost-containment

squeeze in United States medicine
caused mainly by increasing use of

costly technology.

And. concern about rising costs

of general health care plays right

into the hands of “those who have
never wanted to pay for alcoholism

treatment anyway," claims John
Wallace, PhD, director of treat-

ment. Edgehill Newport Founda-

tion here. Yet, costly technology is

used to prolong life with heroic

measures for those “who die very

expensive deaths.”

Alcoholics and alcoholism are

again being stigmatized by some,

and arguments have revived that

alcoholism is not a disease but a re-

sult of “willful misconduct." Dr
Wallace said one hears more and

more of workers being fired who
relapse after a single course of

treatment.

He says. "It is time we all

stopped falling into the trap of at-

tempting to provide single-out-

come statistics representative of

ail people in treatment.”

Instead of asking if alcoholism

treatment is effective, it should be

asked, effective for whom? — he

told the Northeastern Conference

on Alcoholism and Drug Depen-

dence here.

Many programs can work for so-

cially stable alcoholics whose

treatment is uncompromised by

negative social and environmental

factors. In a six-month follow-up.

Dr Wallace and colleagues found

65G had been continuously absti-

nent and 75G currently abstinent.

On the other hand, for the social-

ly unstable, “we are going to have

to do a lot more than treat their al-

coholism. This means for some pa-

tients. we have to pay attention to

such things as job training, social

skills, and employment counsel-

ling.”

Resolving cultural issues basic to Native rehab
‘We try to help them
live for today:’ counsellor

By Betty Lou Lee

HAMILTON — Building self-es-

teem is a factor in any addictions

recovery program.

For the Native population,

awareness of cultural identity can
be an important part of establish-

ing a new personal identity, says
Native counsellor Harold Ashkewe
of Pedahbun Lodge in Toronto's

Parkdale district.

“When you live your own cul-

ture, you have it in your heart;

self-esteem, confidence, love, with

no room for hate. Our main focus is

respect for nature, for human be-

ings. for everything around us."

The lodge's program, which
serves 17 residents who stay a min-

imum of four months, includes the

usual counselling modalities. But.

it also includes a morning ceremo-
nial in which the traditional pu-

rifiers — sweet grass, sage, tobac-

co, or cedar— are burned.

“It helps ( people
) get rid of neg-

ative thoughts and be more posi-

tive," Mr Ashkewe says.

“Many of our clients have a lot of

bitterness: they were forced to

leave their families (to go to resi-

dential schools or institutions). We
try to help them understand, to ac-

cept what happened, and to live for

today. . . , Many of them lost their

identity through children's aid so-

cieties and institutions.

"They knew they were Native,
but not what it means. ... It was
not discussed.

"

Many Natives were not allowed

to speak their own languages; they

were forced to cut their hair so

they couldn't wear braids, a sym-
bolic reminder of the trinity of

mind. body, and soul.

Mr Ashkewe was raised in an ad-

dictive family: “I was five years
old the first time I was drunk; I

don't feel too good about it."

He was a client of the lodge five

years ago. “I had taken the treat-

ment, and it's important to give

something back."

Clients are encouraged to seek

out elders and teachers to continue

their cultural understanding.

“Part of being Native is securing

and maintaining the family con-

cept. from youngest to oldest."

Mr Ashkewe was one of about a

dozen Native counsellors attending

the 28th annual Institute on Addic-

tion Studies held here at McMaster
University by Alcohol and Drug
Concerns. Inc. Ceremonies: helping get rid of negative feelings
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Cocaine and endocarditis
Intravenous ( IV ) cocaine users appear to be more at risk for en-

docarditis than people who intravenously use other drugs. Endo-

carditis is a heart infection seen relatively frequently with IV

drug abusers but not previously linked specifically with IV co-

caine abuse. The link was made by researchers at San Francis-

co General Hospital and the University of California, San Fran-

cisco, using data on 102 IV drug users. The patients were ad-

mitted to the hospital in 1981 for the evaluation of fever, to rule

out endocarditis, or for a complication related to drug use. Bac-

terial endocarditis was diagnosed in 23 of the 115 hospitaliza-

tions (20%), and analysis showed an unexpectedly strong asso-

ciation between cocaine use and endocarditis. In fact, use of the

drug was the strongest predictor of the disease. The finding was

collaborated by another ongoing study by the researchers,

which found that of 39 patients with endocarditis, 30 had used co-

caine either alone or in combination with heroin. Speculating on

the reason for the link, the researchers include these possibili-

ties; different usage patterns, differences in the bacterial flora

involved, or the direct effect of the cocaine itself

Annals ofInternal Medicine, June, 1987, v. 106: 833-836.

Smoking risks calculated
As many as one-third of heavy smoking, 35-year-old men will die

before age 85 years from smoking-related diseases. Research-

ers from the United States National Cancer Institute also say the

public should be made more aware of the specific, concrete

risks smokers face. To calculate the probability of death from

smoking at various ages for light and heavy smokers and for ex-

smokers, the scientists used mortality data from prospective

studies in the 1950s and 1960s. These were scaled to 1982 mortali-

ty levels. Age-specific death rates in 1982 for all smoking-related

diseases were available to them from the US National Center on

Health Statistics. To estimate the probability of dying of a smok-

ing-related disease, nine life-tables were constructed for each

disease category (lung cancer, coronary heart disease, and all

smoking-related diseases) in each of the three smoking status

categories. The tables show a 35-year-old man who smokes 25 or

more cigarettes daily has more than a 6% chance of dying of

lung cancer due to his smoking before he reaches 65 years and

an 18% chance of doing so before age 85. For all smoking-related

diseases, those figures are 16% and 36% respectively.

American Journal of Public Health. April, 1987, v. 77.'425-431.

CAGE nets abusers
One of the simplest tests of potential alcohol abuse has proven

more effective than biochemical tests or physician screening.

Responses to the CAGE questionnaire (a mnemonic for four

questions dealing with attempts to Cut back on drinking, being

Annoyed at criticisms about drinking, feeling Guilty about

drinking, and using alcohol as an Eye opener) were scored in a

prospective study of 518 patients admitted to the orthopedic and

medical services of Boston's Beth Israel Hospital in a six-

month period. In addition to the CAGE questions being asked

within a general 25-question interview, biochemical sci’eening

tests for heavy alcohol consumption — mean corpuscular vol-

ume, liver transamthase, and gamma-glutamyl transpeptidase

analy.ses — were performed. Detection of alcohol abuse by phy-

sicians was determined by interviewing the physicians and re-

viewing patients’ records. Diagnostic interviews to classify pa-

tients' alcohol use were undertaken, using the Michigan Alcohol-

ism Screening Test (MAST), with all patients who answei'ed at

least one CAGE (|uestion affirmatively, as well as with a third of

the patients who .scored negatively. The five Boston reseai'chei's

found that the CAGE questionnaire had a .sensitivity of 85% and

;i specificity or89% in detecting alcohol iibuse or alcoholism (as

defined by DSM-III criteria) among lh(‘ study group. 20% of

whom were identified as being alcohol-dependent or alcohol

abusers, 'fhe CAGE (|neslionnaire had a predictive value of

62% ; in conli'Jisl. the biochemical tests had ;i positive predictive

v.’due of only about half thal. Only 27% of the alcohol abuseis

and 79'/, of the alcoholics were delected by their .'illending pliysi-

cians. 'I'he l esearchers say that if used I'oulinely, the CAGE lest

''offers the promi.se" of substantially raising the identification

rale of alcoliol al)nsers.

The American Journal of Medicine, February, 1987, v.82:231-

235.

Vitamin B,, levels and alcoholic hepatitis
I’lasma vil;mnn B,., levels are a good mdic.'ilor ol the sevei'ily of

alcotiolic tiepatitis, rese.'ircliei's at the New .lersey Medical

.School have sliown With the United Stales Veterans Affairs Co
operative Study Groii|) on Alcoholic Itepalilis six centres

studying llie disease llie researcliers sliowed that increased

H|, plasma litres correlate with liver damage, while decreasing

litres signify remission oldisease The study involved 370 pa

lienis willi alcoholic hepatitis and a control g.roiip. m wliom phis

nia It,, levels were estimated Sl.ind.ird liver liinelion tests i Ini

iriilnn. eholylglycine, and alkaline pliosphalase levels) were
also performed Tlie researchers lonnd a good correlation he

tween H,, levels and disease seventy While a normal plasma 11,

level IS associated with a 2', mortality risk with these p.ilienis,

a ll|; plasma level on admission of aliove 1. ()))() pieograms per

nnihhire predicts a 67', mortality risk l•'lndlng, llial II, litres

rise as d(‘alli from aleohohe he|);ililis .ippro.ielies led the re

searcliers to eonelnde llial measuring the 11,; level m llie liver

eoiild provide an iinamingioiis lest of llie efiicaev of inlerven

lions aimed at mdiiemg, r('nnssions

Alcohnt and Ateahotism

.

no 1, 1987. v.22. 1 5
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Mail-in survey results in BC

Public backs alcohol rules
By Eleanor LeBourdais

VANCOUVER — A mail-in survey

of 4,500 readers by the Province

newspaper here suggests British

Columbians don't want liquor sold

in their grocery stores.

The respondents also suggest:

• British Columbia’s legal drink-

ing age be raised to 21 years from
19,

• sale of liquor remain under gov-

ernment control and not be priva-

tized because privately owned li-

quor stores would likely raise pur-

chase prices,

• the number of liquor stores be

limited, and
• it is acceptable for the govern-

ment to profit from the sale of alco-

hol.

(The BC government netted

some $420 million from liquor sales

in 1986.

)

Nearly half of the respondents

were against sale of liquor on Sun-

days, while 53% said sales of liquor

at private outlets would lead to

greater alcohol abuse. Only one in

10 advocated sale of liquor in con-

venience stores, and 16.5% sug-

gested they would like beer, wine,

and coolers available in corner

stores. One-third suggested beer.

wine, and coolers be sold in super-

markets.

The newspaper's findings con-

tradict those of customer surveys

by retail stores. More than 70% of

customers interviewed by Canada
Safeway grocery stores and the 7-

Eleven chain of convenience stores

around BC indicated they favored

sale ofBC wines in their outlets.

Canada Safeway spokesman Don
Bell says the newspaper's survey

results may not represent general

public opinion. "The kind of people

w'ho respond to a wTite-in survey

are those w'ho feel very negatively

about an issue."

Kids’ drug use under study
VICTORIA — British Columbia
Health Minister Peter Dueck has

launched a survey in response to

suggestions that drug use among
students here is on the increase.

At a cost of $200,000, the prov-

ince-wide probe will study alcohol

and other drug use by 16,000 stu-

dents attending 150 secondary

schools. Survey results will be used

to determine the extent of drug

use and could result in additional

funding for existing counselling

services or the introduction of

peer-help programs.
While results of the survey will

be made public, they will not be

broken down by school district or

individual schools. The health min-

istry says such publicity might dis-

courage districts or schools from
participating.

The health ministry’s last analy-

sis of drug use (1982) among stu-

dents in Vancouver, show’ed four

out of 10 had used marijuana, sev-

en out of 10 had used alcohol, two in

10 had tried hallucinogens, and
only one in 10 had tried cocaine.

Local authorities suggest

changes in drug popularity will

probably show significant increas-

es, particularly for cocaine.

Smoking staffers

send clients signal

Nicotine: allecting treatment role

NEWPORT. Rhode Island — Peo-

ple who treat the chemically de-

pendent should look at their own
behavior if they are smokers to see

how this affects their role.

Although he doesn't want "to be

a smoker abuser." there is no

question "nicotine is the drug of

entry into the world of mind-alter-

ing chemicals," and "cigarette

smoking is the chief avoidable

cause of deaths in this country."

says Max Schneider, MD, consul-

tant. St Joseph Hospital. Orange.

California. Dr Schneider is imme-
diate past president of the .Ameri-

can Medical Society on .Alcoholism

and Other Drug Dependencies.

Dr Schneider: "We need, as ad-

diction specialists, to look at what

our roles are for our clients. If we
don't look at that, we are not very

moral or ethical
'

He said this includes looking at

attitudes about smoking cessation.

Dr Schneider added that among
his counselling staff the number of

smokers has dropped to two from

28. even though he has not forced

the issue. Families in therapy arc

involved in programs about non-

smoking.

WHO urges immediate action:

Smokeless tobacco threat
By Thomas Land

GENI'IVA An iiinucnlial group

of medical experts meeting here

under the aegis of the United Na
tions has called on governments to

stamp out smokeless tobacco

New Zealand, Israel, and Ireland

have alread> prohihited the use of

certain forms ol smoki'less tobac

eo piodiiels that .ire chewi'd.

dipped, or jiisl l(‘l'l III llu' mouth h(>

twi'cii tile glim and cheek In North

America, there are more than 12

million iisi'i's. a third ot thi'in iin

der the age of 21 \ears (The .lour-

nal. M.'ireh, l!)86i

Moist sniili IS the prererred form

used 111 till' United .Slates .ind Swi'

di'ii, when' 3.5' . ol niales Irom l)i to

24 \ ('.II S nsi' it

Gregory N (’onnolly. diri'i'tor.

dental health. d('partment ol pub

he he.'illh. Boston, was chairman ol

I hi' expert conference sponsored

here by the UN World Health Drga
m/.ation i WIlDi.

Dr Connolly "If countries do not

act now. tens of millions of chil

dren could become addicted to

smokeless tobacco, and main will

develop oral bealih problems in

chiding oral cancer
"

Alter looking at Western Europe

.'ind North .America, he said, the

experts .sought "to ali'it govern

ments to the Irresponsible market

mg of tliesi' tobacco products to

young iH'ople and to iirgi' health

authorities to l.iunch programs to

('radicate, or to prevent, the u.se of

smokeless tobacco

"We must act now to prevent the

epidemic from spreading We must
not repeat the mistakes \Guch
have led to the massive he.ilth

problems I'aiised by cigarette

smoking.'

The meeting here was attended

by experts from Western Europe.

North .America. .Australia, and

several .Asian countries - where
the habit has an established tradi-

tion and there arc more than 100

million u.scrs.

The experts accused the tobacco

industry of promoting smokeless

products "cynically and aggre.s-

sively despite their known harmful

clfects on health ' They call on all

countries still untouched by the

habit to introduce, as a matter of

urgency, "a pre-emptive ban on

the manufacture, import, and sale

ot smokeless tobacco products be-

fore they arc introduced into the

market
Other recommended measures

include: compulsory health warn-

ings, bans on advertising and sales

promotions, strict prohibition ol

sales to children and adole.seents,

and public education.
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Reclaiming troubled workers:

General Motors works it out
By Betty Lou Lee

HAMILTON — Sickness and acci-

dent benefit payments fell more

than 80% in three years for a group

of General Motors employees

treated under a substance abuse

program run by the company and

the union, the United Auto Work-

ers.

One group of 104 treated employ-

ees had 182 sickness and accident

claims the year before treatment,

99 the first year after, and 29 the

second year after. Days lost from

work dropped to 1,779 a year after

treatment from 3,440 a year before

treatment. The next year, the total

was 624.

Workers’ Compensation Board

( WCB) claims were 15. 11, and 6 re-

spectively in the three years; WCB
benefits fell by almost two-thirds,

and days lost due to these claims

went to 98. from 115, from 320.

But, for 48 employees with alco-

hol and other drug abuse problems

who refused treatment, sickness

and accident claims rose 19% in

the next year, days lost increased

121%, and benefits paid rose 128%.

WCB claims went up 25%; days

lost and benefits paid under those

claims both rose 77%.

The figures were presented here

to the 28th annual Institute on Ad-

diction Studies, McMaster Univer-

sity. held by Alcohol and Drug Con-

cerns, Inc.

Edward Malloy of 'Oshawa, past

chairman of the program, said

two-thirds of employees who have

taken the program have been suc-

cessful. About 3,000 have partici-

pated, in its 15-year history.

Mr Malloy estimates at least

10% of employees have an addic-

tion problem, and with 95% of

them, it's alcohol.

"Other drugs may account for

only 5%. but that’s still a big prob-

lem. There may be a lot we’re not

finding.’’

Average age of those entering

the program has dropped to 32

years from 45 years when it

started ; 37% are under 25 years.

Not only are employees being

spotted earlier, but also they real-

ize their jobs aren’t in jeopardy if

they accept treatment. They trust

the confidentiality of the program,

Mr Malloy said.

The program is available to all

family members covered by the

benefits package and to retirees.

Supervisors aren’t helping alco-

holics near retirement by giving

them easier jobs, covering up for

them, or ignoring their problems,

Mr Malloy said: "If he goes out of

the plant with a drug or alcohol

problem, then he’s got eight more
hours a day to devote to it." On the line: supervisors don 't help by ignoring problems

Public help essential to drug-trafficking control
By Deana Driver

SASKATOON — Progress in hand-

ling the complex problems of drug

trafficking and abuse in North

America will be made only if the

public and enforcement officers

work together to reduce both de-

mand for and supply of drugs.

Law enforcement officers cannot

do the job alone, say Ron Hollings-

head. special demand-reduction

agent. United States Drug En-

forcement Administration (DEA),
and Inspector Joseph (Neil) Pou-

liot. Royal Canadian Mounted Po-

lice officer in charge of national

and international drug operations.

They spoke to the PRIDE Canada
(Parent Resources Institute for

Pouliot: multi-faceted approach

Drug Education ) conference.

Mr Hollingshead said if it is left

to officers to stop drug abuse.

Hollingshead: work in tandem

"then we’ve lost the war.’’

Enforcement officers work to

stop drug supply, and resources in

that area have never been better,

he said. But, it is up to the public to

stop the demand.
"We have to work in tandem, or I

don’t think there’s a prayer of

beating it."

Insp Pouliot said the drug prob-

lem in Canada is "highly complex.

Any country that wants to effecti-

vely curb drug trafficking and
drug abuse must do so in terms of a

comprehensive, multi-faceted ap-

proach.

"In the short-term, we must con-

tinue to place heavy emphasis on

enforcement in supply reduction

programs. In the long-term, we
must develop education and treat-

ment programs that will signifi-

cantly reduce the demand for illicit

drugs in Canada."
The DEA has created a new field

system of 23 investigators, plus

support staff to work across the

US in demand reduction. Mr
Hollingshead is one of the officers

working in Washington. DC. He
said the section is a priority of the

US administration and should be

ready to begin work by October.

The RCMP is also expanding its

role in demand-reduction educa-

tion.

Adult COAs flitting through ‘grasshopper lives’
By Betty Lou Lee

HAMILTON — The legacy of

adults who grow up in addictive

family systems may be “grasshop-

per lives," says a California coun-

sellor of adult children of alcohol-

ics ( ACOAs

)

.

"They have cars, clothes, ca-

reers; they seem to have it all,”

Rae Ellen Holland told the 28th an-

nual Institute on Addiction Studies

held here by Alcohol and Drug Con-

cerns. Inc.

"They’ve tried all the drugs.

They change jobs, they move, they

take one degree after another.

They’re like grasshoppers.

"They’re not addicted or in a

chemically-dependent relation-

ship. But, they are not happy;

they’re empty. They can’t main-

tain relationships. They can’t de-

cide if they want children — they

have difficulty parenting them-
selves.

“They move in and out of

relationships, looking for but never

finding the perfect one. They came
out of families where inappro-

priate choices were made, and
they never learned how to make
choices” (The Journal, February ).

ACOAs do well in jobs with well-

defined rules and regulations —
like the military, police, and civil

service — Ms Holland said, be-

cause they came out of families

with no consistent rules. As one

man put it: “Every time I figured

out the rules, mother changed
them.”

Ms Holland’s main message is

that ACOAs, co-dependents, and
addicts each need a separate re-

covery program because each has

his own issues for recovery.

“You can take the drug out of the

family, but there is still the

mindset, the confusions, the lack of

trust. . . . Take out the drug, and
spouses, parents, and kids are left

with an addiction to chaos.”

Delineation of ACOA problems,

Ms Holland said, began with a San-

ta Barbara, California, group in

the early 1980s and led to the Na-

tional Association of ACOAs which

now serves as an advocacy group.

It is preparing television public

service announcements that will

feature celebrity ACOAs and will

hold a national convention in New
Orleans in early 1988.

“They recognize the need for

treatment and the need to talk.

They see it as preventive mental

health.”

Ms Holland said the rage that

ACOAs carry is “unbelievable,"

and it can be directed against the

co-dependent, usually the mother.

BERKELEY, California — The
Kettil Bruun Society for Social

and Epidemiological Research
on Alcohol has been formed: indi-

viduals may apply for mem-
bership.

The objectives of the society

are to promote social and epide-

miological research on alcohol

and to foster a comparative un-

derstanding of the social aspects

of alcohol use and problems.

Kettil Bruun. PhD, for whom
the society was named, was di-

rector of the Finnish Foundation

of Alcohol Studies for 25 years.

His work, including that on alco-

hol and drug policies and control

issues (The Journal. April, 1986).

was internationally known; he

died in 1985.

The society’s activities will in-

as well as the addicted parent.

"They perceive the co-dependent

as not protecting them, as the re-

enforcer who allowed the abuse

( mental, physical, or sexual ) to go

on."

When one daughter told her

mother about the father’s sexual

abuse, she was told "it didn’t real-

ly happen, or it wasn’t that bad."

She wondered how she could trust

her perceptions when she had been

told they weren’t real.

The co-dependent may also have

such a high tolerance for dysfunc-

tional behavior that she doesn’t

know what’s normal, and neither

do the children.

In a normal family, as stresses

and problems arise, the children

elude: promoting the spirit of in-

ternational cooperation; acting

as a medium for comparative

projects on the social aspects of

alcohol use and alcohol pr(»b-

lems: and. organizing regular

general meetings.

The society has elected offi-

cers: Robin Room, president;

Klaus Makela. vice-president;

.Sally Casswell, Irmgard Eisen-

bach-Stangl, Norman Gies-

breebt, Tom Harford, Denise

Herd. Jacek Moskalewicz, Esa
Osterberg, Eric Single, and Ole-

J/rgen Skog, coordinating com-

mittee members.
Scientists working on problems

related to social and epidemiolog-

ical research on alcohol are eligi-

ble for regular membership. Oth-

ers interested in the society’s ob-

are given tools to deal with them;

as they grow, boundaries are set

and held, Ms Holland said.

In the addictive family, the same
problems come up again and

again. "It becomes normal, and

the kids don't even try to avoid

them. Take them out, and they will

have withdrawal."

Ms Holland said ACOAs "need to

know the family was diseased in its

thinking, or they will reproduce the

same thinking. We re now seeing

ACOA kids who have been scripted

the same way.”
Coordinator of the Step-Ahead

project. Merritt Rcralta Institute.

Oakland, California, Ms Holland is

a therapist in an inpatient program

for co-dependents and ACOAs.

membership.
Inquiries should be directed to:

Kettil Bruun Society. Alcohol Re-

search Group. 1816 Scenic Ave-

nue. Berkeley, California 94709.

Bruun: remembered
Holland: 'Everytime I figured out the rules, mother changed them'

New society seeks members
jeetives arc eligible for affiliate
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‘Great style.’ ‘special appreciation’

Inside Out wins readers’ praise
I have been an avid reader of The

Journal for years, while working at

Tucson General Hospital. I left the

hospital in February, 1987 to work

for the Tucson Osteopathic Foun-

dation.

While waiting to have my sub-

scription switched over, I missed

the March and April issues. Is

there any chance of my receiving

those issues, as I find every issue a

valuable source of information.

If for some reason you cannot

forward these to me, may I impose
on you to send a copy of the Inside

Out column for each issue?

The anonymous author has great

style and solid insights into sensi-

tive areas. Whoever made the deci-

sion to continue the series should

be commended for having great vi-

sion. Each Inside Out has been en-

riching.

Paul G. Crowley, PhD
Director of Education

Tucson Osteopathic Foundation

Tucson, Arizona

(Ed note: The March and April is-

sues have been sent to Mr Crow-
ley.)

j}: ^ :jj

There are two reasons for this let-

ter.

First, I want to tell you how much
I value your outstanding publica-

tion. I read it thoroughly and share

it with several of my friends. You
are performing a valuable service.

I also want to express my special

appreciation to the writer of Inside

Out. Since I cannot do this directly,

I hope you will forward my com-
ments to him.

I study his writing as I try to im-

prove my own modest efforts. I

wish him well in his continuing

work and in dealing with his addic-

tion.

Line Fisch

Lexington, Kentucky

Advertising
bans urged
I feel more public education is

needed for both alcohol and other

drugs and that television and mag-
azine advertisements for alcohol

should be stopped.

I do not agree that alcoholism is

a disease. No one person is ever

forced to take that first drink, and
no one person will quit drinking un-

less he or she wants to. Alcoholics

Anonymous can help some.

Agencies, no matter how willing,

can't stop a person, unless he or

she wants to.

D. Hall

Ottawa, Ontario

Canadian
statistics

needed
You have had some good articles in

The Journal. We especially appre-

ciated the one on wine and beer in

grocery stores (November, 1985).

We have not read all your arti-

cles and may have missed some
things, but we do have some prob-

lems in getting facts and statistics

regarding the use of alcohol and to-

bacco in Canada.
I am enclosing a couple of arti-

cles which give definite estimates

on the cost of alcohol to the public

in the United States. I don't seem
to be able to get these kinds of sta-

tistics in Canada. We would like to

see a comparison done on the ef-

fects of the use of alcohol com-
pared with the effects of smoking.

Douglas H. Russell

President

Alcohol Drug Education
Red Deer, Alberta

\Ed note: The Journal has pub-

lished several Statsufacts cover-

ing facts and figures on alcohol,

other drug, and tobacco use by Ca-

nadiayis: general (November.
1985). youth (June. 1985). older Ca-

nadians (May. 1986). women and
men (November. 1986). We'll send'

them to you.
\

TJ: content and contacts
Our national coaching magazine
Coaching Review, published its

last issue in March/April.

Financial reasons were behind
its demise after 10 years of provid-

ing information to coaches and oth-

er individuals involved with the

coaching community.

We continue to provide informa-

tion for coaches, parents, and
sports administrators through va-

rious other publications; please

keep us on your mailing list.

The content of The Journal is ex-

cellent and keeps us aware of hap-

penings in this environment and of

areas of concern to athletes,

coaches, and others in the coach-

ing community.

Steve Newman
Technical editor

Coaching .Vssoeiation of Canada
Ottawa. Ontario

I have read a friend’s copy of The
Journal many times and have

found the stories interesting and
informative.

I am very interested in the field

of chemical dependency and would

appreciate it if you would include

my name on your mailing list for a

subscription.

Thank you; I look forward to

reading the informative articles

Michelle Desjardins

Ottawa. Ontario

The Je^urnal

The .Journal keeps me in eontaet

with others with like interests al-

though 1 have retired as an aleohol-

ism eoun.sellor

It also gives me up-to-date news

which 1 pass on to the local school;

teachers u.se the information for

di.sen.ssions in their health classes.

Irvin (ioucher

Vniiapolis Koval, \o\ a Scotia

I have received The Journal gratis

for sevei'al \ ears. Each issue con-

tains a wealth of relevant and

timely information about current

addiction problems,

1 find it a great help in keeping

abreast of developments in this

area.

P.J. Maloney
Scarborough. Ontario

Correction
The .lournal regrets the erroi' in

the .Inly issue ineorreetlx identify

mg two provincial cabinet min-

isters Of course, IVter Oueek is

Minister of Health. Krilish Uolum-

bia, and .lames Dinning is Minister

of iktmimmilx and Occupational

lle;ilth. Alberta
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Blacks— drugs, AIDS, and survival
Blacks in the United States have alwaysfaced uphill struggles: now AIDS is

added to the alcohol, drug, and violence problems in many urban areas.

The US Department of Health and Human Services, in cooperation with a

network of major black organizations, delved into some of the problems —
and the future — at the National Conference on Preventing Alcohol and
Drug Abuse in Black Communities. Washington contributing editor Harvey
McConnell reports.

WASHINGTON — There is really no

difference between the prevalence of

drug abuse in the white and the black

populations, said Charles Schuster,

director. National Institute on Drug
Abuse (NIDA), referring to findings

in their surveys.

However, “it (the prevalence) is

higher in the urban areas than subur-

ban areas to the extent that a greater

number of blacks proportionately live

in urban areas where there is a great-

er risk of drug abuse,"

And there is a special concern now
about crack in the urban areas. “It is

inexpensive enough for any kid who
can afford to buy a record album,
about $10. They are being exposed in

their most formative years to a potent

and mind-altering, addictive sub-

stance.
"

New York Democratic Congress-

man Charles Rangel, chairman.
House of Representatives select com-
mittee on narcotic abuse and control,

is a champion of supply reduction. He
said: “We are not going to win this

war just staying on the sidelines

thinking somebody is going to fight it

for us.
"

In his district in Harlem, “it is a

question of survival." He attacked

some of the current prevention cam-
paigns: “We have to understand that

people can be blinded to such an ex-

tent that the educational process is to

slap a book or pamphlet on the kid to

‘Just say no.’ and nobody has ever
checked out whether the kid can read.

“If you take a kid who hasn’t got a

job, who has no job training, who is

living with roaches in a dilapidated

house where he cannot see any eco-

nomic development or improvement,
and who has no hope of ever getting

out, you tell me what he has got to say
‘no’ to?

“What is the sense in being drug-
free if indeed society is still holding
him hostage, without any hope of get-

ting out of where he finds himself?"
Mr Rangel said life for blacks has

been a little better for each succeed-

ing generation. “But. it frightens me
we can’t say we left the world a little

bit better for those that are going to

follow.”

The toll of violence in the black

community was spelled out by Nollie

Wood. MD. division of injury epide-

miology and control. Centers for Dis-

ease Control, Atlanta: homicide is the

leading cause of deaths among blacks

in the 15-to-34-year-old age group; and
for all black males, it is the second

most common cause of premature
death.

Fifty per cent of victims have been

involved in alcohol use. Studies in Los
Angeles show a large number of

blacks involved in homicides had al-

cohol in their blood: many were intox-

icated. Dr Wood said there must be

extended help for the black family, in-

volving a network of groups to help

parents and young people learn to re-

solve conflicts without violence.

Wall Shabazz, a crime specialist

with the Tampa Urban League, has

worked for the past three years in

high crime areas in the Florida city.

He said the Afro-American is reli-

gious and hard working. “About only

107f of the people in our community
commit nearly 100% of the crimes.”

One pitfall historically was the

1960s, when so many “lashed out and
rejected the value system of our par-

ents." People started using drugs,

and as a result, many of today’s

young people “will do anything so ‘I

can feel good right now.’
’’

In an effort to provide positive

black male images, the Urban League
is involved with players from the

Tampa Bay Buccaneers who spend
time with young people every week.

The football players impress on them
the need for and value of education.

Brenda Otis, a producer for Black

Entertainment Television, said drugs

and alcohol must be deglamorized.

There must be a shift in emphasis in

popular TV programs to make it clear

“those cars the drug dealers drive are

bought with blood money."

Ms Otis: “Let’s not worry about be-

ing offensive. In times of war. sensiti-

vities are often sacrificed.
"

Alcohol advertising in the black

community is a minefield, as shown
by the differing points of view of

George Hacker, director of alcohol

policies. Center for Science in the

Public Interest, Washington, and Wil-

bert Tatum, chairman. New York
Amsterdam News, published since

1909.

Mr Hacker cited a recent report by
his group which described “the zeal

by advertisers" to get into the black

market, even though it is a market
where there is more poverty and less

access to health care.

“Urban black neighborhoods are

peppered by billboards promoting al-

coholic beverages. They loom over

homes, schools, churches, and play-

grounds.

“Black-oriented magazines and ra-

dio stations carry a high proportion of

ads for alcoholic beverages."

Mr Hacker said this investment by

the beverage industry means many
broadcasters and publishers are held

hostage and are unable to take part in

prevention and education efforts. At

the same time, the beverage industry

“sponsors a staggeringly wide array

of cultural, entertainment, sports, and
special events."

Mr Tatum said

he resented some
of Mr Hacker's

presentation “be-

cause it is a real

world we live in,"

Today. “white

media and white

public interest

groups have suddenly discovered the

black media.
’

He said in his newspaper less than

2% of revenue comes from cigarette

and alcohol advertising. He estimates

no more than 10% to 12% of revenue

for black radio stations comes from

the same source.

Mr Tatum said he does not drink or

smoke, “but 1 will fight to the death

for the right of any newspaper to take

any advertisement that it wishes until

such time as the government of the

United States decides it is absolutely

intolerable for us to do it.

“1 am not going to go down the tube

because I accept a legitimate piece of

advertising that every other newspa-

per in the country does.

“A much more important question

is narcotics: a .$200-billion-a-year

business, which is the same as the

gross national product of blacks in the

United States. " But. blacks are not at

the top in trafficking, and drug money
is laundered by banks and investment

houses which have few black exec-

utives.

Wayne Greaves, chief, division of

infectious diseases. Howard Universi-

ty Hospital. Washington, and an ex-

pert on AIDS, said there is a dispro-

portionate number of cases among
blacks. When he pointed this out in the

fall of 1985 at a press conference. “I

was literally ridiculed, and I got an-

gry phone calls from blacks and
whites, but predominantly blacks,

protesting.

“Things have come right around.

Now everybody is on the bandwagon
. . , but I will tell you the response is

still far from where we would like to

see it."

And while about 25''f of all cases of

AIDS are among blacks, that is not

the case in every community. In

Washington, for example, there is no

disproportionate number of cases, al-

though there is in neighboring Balti-

more.

Dr Greaves said that in Washington

about 91% of the black AIDS cases are

in homosexuals. But the patients they

now see at his hospital are HIV-posi-

tive, and most are IV drug users.

Although the

number of AIDS
cases in women
and children is

much lower than

in men, about

50% are in black

women and about

58% in black chil-

dren.

Dr Greaves said he has been crit-

icized for saying it, “but if nothing

changes, and this trend continues, we
can expect an absence of population

growth in the black community."
He called for more blacks in the

health care system and for leaders in

the black community to get more in-

volved.

Rudolph Jackson. MD. profes.sor.

department of pediatrics. Moore-

house School of Medicine. Atlanta,

summarizing statistics on AIDS
cases, said: “IV drug abuse is at the

top of the list as the cause of transmit-

ting the virus; this is followed, obviou.s-

ly, by sexual contact. Blacks constitute

more than .50''v of females coming

down with AIDS; as a result, when we
look at the pediatric numbers, we are

responsible for 60% of those pediatric

cases that have been reporte(i.’’

Dr Jackson urged caution with sta-

tistics “but be mindful of the fact we
do have a problem in the minority

community and, when it comes to IV

drug abuse and the black community,
we have a major problem.

5^^

‘If nothing changes, we
can expect an absence of

black population growth’
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Amateur sports coming to grips with drug use
Some groups
still beyond
control steps

By Paul Szabo

LAS VEGAS — The Sports Medi-

cine Council of Canada has done a

good job of controlling the use of

performance-enhancing drugs in

organized amateur sports.

But, there’s concern about such

drug use in sports that fall outside

the control of the national amateur
sporting associations.

Norm Gledhill. PhD, head of the

Canadian committee on doping in

amateur sports, told The Journal,

there is currently “an awful lot of

talk,” about people at health clubs

and weight-lifting facilities using

anabolic steroids.

He describes this as “narcissis-

tic” drug use because it involves

people who want to get “bigger,

faster,” not competitive athletes.

Dr Gledhill and Andrew Pipe,

MD, an Ottawa physician closely

involved with amateur sports,

were here for the annual meeting

of the American College of Sports

Medicine. They agree the Canadi-

an Council has “been successful in

stopping the use of certain drugs at

certain times.”

Dr Pipe: “Our biggest problem
with drug abuse in Canada in

sports right now, outside the pro-

fessionals, is with athletes who are

involved in things like body build-

ing or power lifting.”! The .Journal,

July).

He said this is because these ath-

letes operate in isolation and there

is no overall organizing body.

Dr Pipe is also critical of profes-

sional sports organizations which

continue to allow the use of perfor-

mance-enhancing drugs.

“Professional sport almost uses

its interest in recreational alcohol

and drug abuse as a marketing

tool,” he said, “while at the same
time, they pay absolutely no atten-

tion to the components of drug

abuse which are very real prob-

lems in professional sport.”

He said there is “absolutely no”

program for controlling use of ana-

bolic steroids in professional

sports, and there is good reason to

believe their use is a real problem.

“If you’re going to deal intelli-

gently with drug abuse in sport,

you have to deal with all the drugs.

“I think it’s hypocritical to por-

tray a league as being tremendous-

ly concerned about the welfare of

the community in so far as drug

abuse is concerned when they only

want to talk about recreational

drug abuse. They’re quite happy to

ignore the realities of steroid abuse
that might be right in their midst."

In amateur sport. Dr Gledhill

said, steroid abuse is “a much big-

ger problem” at the college and
high-school level, especially in

sports such as football.

While the doping committee has

no mandate to control directly the

use of performance-enhancing
drugs outside of the national ama-
teur arena. Dr Gledhill believes ed-

ucation programs are reaching

athletes at all levels.

Arbitration ruling

makes possible

test appeals

LAS VEGAS— Canada will proba-

bly have to go to an expensive sys-

tem of "sampling marshals" to

collect urine samples for drug test-

ing of athletes involved in amateur
sporting events, in the wake of a

successful appeal by a weight-lift-

er suspended for using an illegal

performance-enhancing drug.

That's the opinion of Norm Gled-

hill. PhD. head of the Canadian
committee on doping in amateur
sport.

Dr Gledhill commented on an ar-

bitration-hearing decision in which
the suspension of an athlete was
struck down; the judge ruled the

sample which tested positive could

conceivably have been tampered

I with during the testing process.

The collection of samples for

drug testing during amateur
events in Canada is currently un-

der the direction of the federation

sponsoring the event.

Following the arbitration de-

cision, Dr Gledhill told The Journal

the decision shows the arbdr^.tion

process established in Canada does
work.

But. "now everybody. I assume,
is going to appeal."

The government will probably

develop a system similar to the

United States with trained sam-
pling marshals flown to each

event.

Alcohol, women who drink, and their children

‘There are ways in which the

issue of women and alcohol

needs to be looked
at separately from men’

By Joan Hollobon

TOFiONTO — Fetal Alcohol

Syndrome (FAS) is one of the

top three causes of mental re-

tardation and its leading pre-

ventable cause in Canadian so-

ciety.

Joyce Schneiderman, MD,
told a forum here on Women’s
Perspectives on Alcohol, wom-
en who are chronic, heavy
drinkers have a 40% chance
their babies will have facial ab-

normalities and be stunted in

their physical and mental de-

velo(jment,

II is important to recognize

drinking among women of

ciiildliearing age because evi-

dence also exists that even mod-
erate drinking can lead to more
subtle adverse effects, said Dr
Schneiderman, a stalT physi

Clan, Ontario's Addiction Re-

search Foiindalion here.

There is no evidence, howev-

er, lhal one episode of iiiloxiea

lion or an occasional drink is

harinrnl, allliough the "safe"

lower Ihresliold is unknown
(The .loiirnal, ,Iune), she said

The fornm was s|)onsore(l hy

Wonien's College llospilal

I well). Ann Medina, ( 'anadi.iii

RroadeasI ing ( 'orporal ion

(('IU!i lelevision producer jour

iialisl, was nioderalor, wdli

panelisis Gwen MaeLaelilan, a

Pill) sludeni and iiislriielor,

York lliiiversily, Margarel

Muir, a I'ornier eoiiusellor willi

the ,)eau Tweed Trealiiieut
( 'eiil re here

, ;uid, I )(irolliy Kir

hy, ( )ulano Advisnry Coiiiieil on

Wonieii';; Issues, who deserihed

hersell as a i eeuyeruig alenliol

le

Anne Roelion Ford, WCII poll

ey advisor on wonien's issues,

said wonieii and alcohol was

chosen for llie leelure series'

topic heeause of Ihe liospilal's

eiirrenl drive lo eslahlish a

women's deloxifieal ion eenire

"We are living lo raise

awareness among our slaff .iiid

in Ihe eommumly lhal lliere art'

ways III wliieli llie issue of worn
eii and alcohol needs lo he

looked ;d separalely from
men
Melro Toronlo has no deloxi

(ie,ilion eenire for women

,

Ihere are only ahoiil eiglil beds

for women in delox eeiilres.

eonipared wilh ahoul Kill for

men. Ms Ford s.iid

( llll lining dlfferi'liees hel w cell

men ;uid women in Ihe jialleriis

and effeels of dniikiiig. Dr
.Sehneideiman said wonK'n's al

eohol relaled jirohlems have
hei'ii ehanguig since Ihe Second

World War
Heavy drinkers are found

now niosl ulK'ii among K'l'ii

agios and women m Iheir 2(ls

and mis Women ari' more likidy

than men lo have had drinking

parenls, and aleohohe women
are more hkel\ lo he divorced

or separaled, or living with a

man wilh an alcohol problem
Women's drinking is more oflen

ese.ijiist, relaled lo psyehologi

cal stress, women are more
likely lo suffer from low sell es

leeni, and women with alcohol

piohlems .are also more hkel\

lo abuse lran(|Uilli/.ers

And. I )r Sehneidei inan said,

wonii'ii's druikuij; hislory is

liki'ly lo he leleseopi'd' de

spile Iheir hegmning lo drink al

a laler age III. in men, Iheir

greater suseepi ihilily lo Ihe ad

verse effects of alcohol makes
them vulnerable to severe ill-

ness. such as liver cirrhosis, at

a younger age and after fewer

years of drinking (The Journal.

May. 1986).

Dr Schneiderman said denial

among women, their families,

friends, and employers is great-

er. Women are also more likely

to be treated for emotional

problems than to face a direct

approach to their drinking.

Gwen MacLachlan told the fo-

rum male heavy-drinkers asso-

ciate drinking with all their ac-

tivities — a beer in the left hand
and a fishing rod in the right;

women reduce their activities

until everything revolves

around the acquiring and drink-

ing of alcohol.

Women who recognize their

problems arc more likely to

.seek help, she said Hut, many
people around women are en-

ablers. unwitlingly eontributing

lo Ihe women's continued drink

ing. For examide, one woman
was slopped for drunk driving

three limes in one evening. The
first Iwo police officers simply

told her lo go home, the third,

arrested her

DorolliN Kirby explained she

was one of 18 ehildriMi m a fami

ly III Newfoundland; her par

(Mils did not drink exeessnelx

llowtwer. as a ehild. she fell shi'

ne\er "fitled m, " and she

l.ieki'd Ihe diseipliue lo heeome
a good sludeni .\fler leaving

school .il Hi years, she began
drinking "Nolhing serious, but

a lol ol my dre;ims eh.inged,
"

ineludmg becoming ,i nurse

In Ihe hegmning. I drank he

e.inse I w.inled lo In Ihe end, I

drank heeause I didn'l have a

ehoiee
"

Margarel Muir told Ihe fo

rum. that having alcoholic par-

ents — in addition to being

"traumatic and painful
" —

makes children of alcoholics

(COAs) four times as likely to

become alcoholic themselves.

They may inherit a genetic sus-

ceptibility. and they grow up
learning alcohol can solve life's

problems.

Ct).\s may be physically

abused or sexually abused, and
many display traits such as

stuttering or bed wetting. Some
become shy and withdrawn;

others become overly responsi-

ble. earing for their parenls.

Many find il too painful to risk

showing Iheir feelings; they fail

to develop trust. They learn not

lo talk about what goes on al

home

Daughters
form group

rOBON'rO — The Women's
l‘erspeeli\es forum here

was told of a new organi/a-

lion. (he Ontario .\ssoeiation

of .\(inlt DanglUers of .Vleo-

holies. based in Toronlo.

Itetsx Dalton, one of Ihe

three founders (old The Jour-

nal Ihe Ontario association is

an independent body, al-

(hougb some of its members
also belong as individuals lo

Ihe Canadian .Association of

Children of .Meoholies (The

Journal, .lanuary I.

The Ontario association

will hold three exents this

month (September I related

to its aims of awareness, in-

lerxention, and prevention:

a public information evening

in Toronto, a one-day train-

ing seminar for profession-

als, and a two-day retreat.



ARF surveys

drug use

by adults

in Ontario
TORONTO — An extensive survey just

completed by the Addiction Research

Foundation (ARF) suggests little change in

adult use ot alcohol and other drugs over

the last 10 years.

In fact, cannabis use among 18-to-29-

year-old males — traditionally the group

using the drug the most — appears to be

declining.

Alcohol use appears to be relatively

stable, with 1 8% of the respondents re-

porting drinking two to five times per

week, compared to 16% who said they

did 10 years ago.

And, even though newspapers are

trumpeting "it's everywhere," only 6.1%
of people in Ontario report ever having

tried cocaine.

Other highlights of the survey by Reg
Smart, PhD, and Ed Adlaf, include:

• Cocaine use seems to be mainly lim-

ited to Metropolitan Toronto. Income ap-

pears to be no barrier: use is highest

among those with incomes of $1 0,000 or

less. Use of crack is still rare, even among
those who report having tried cocaine.
• Cannabis is used mostly by those aged
1 8 to 29 years and those in sales, clerical,

or labor jobs.

• Binge drinking — more than five drinks

in a sitting — is highest, and on the in-

trease, among men 18 to 29 years old.

Since 1984, binge drinking among wom-
en aged 1 8 to 29 years has increased.
• Although women older than .SO years

are the biggest users of sleeping pills,

young women have increased use (to

7.2% from 2.2%). Use is highest among
Ontarians outside of the workforce, with

elementary-level education, and a family

income less than $10,000 a year.

• Only a small percentage of respon-

dents said they use stimulants, pep pills,

or diet pills; of those, people aged 18 to

29 years report the highest rate of use.

• Tranquillizers are the most commonly
used of the drugs surveyed. The disabled

and retirees (14%) report the most usage,

followed by housewives (12%), the un-

employed (6%), and students (5%).

For more on the ARF survey,

see page 4.

The Drug/Addiction Awareness Week team: addiction workers province-wide gear up for November

ARF aims for awareness
OSHAWA — All divisions of the Ad-

diction Research Foundation (ARF) are

in high gear for Drug/Addiction Aware-
ness Week, which takes place this year

from November 1 5 to 2 1

.

The cross-Ontario, and cross-Canada

event highlights activities of all groups

dealing with prol)lems related to alco-

hol, other drugs, and tobacco, to make
communities aware of the issues and

get them invoivc'd in increasing this

awareness.

ARF staffer Suzin Jackson of Durham
region is the provincial coordinator:

she's optimistic this year's Drug/Addic-

tion Awareness Week will be the most

active since the event's inception in the

early 1 980s.

"We've got involvement from all of

the different ARF divisions, the Royal

Canadian Mounted Police drug squad,

the Countermeasures program of the

Attorney-General's office, the Solic itor-

General, the Alcohol Recovery Homes

Association, and the National Native

Advisory Council."

Many of the groups participating in

[2rug/AcJdiction Awareness Week are

chaired by ARF staff, so the Founda-

tion's leadership role is increasing. Ms
Jackson emphasizes, however, that

each group plans its own events, aim-

ing at particular prc)l)lems in the home
communities.

For more on Drug/Addicfion Aware-
ness Week, see pages 2/.3.

National funds—
provincial committee

to review proposals 2

ACTION

Addiction

education—
moving outward

page 3
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The Dollars and Sense

of Community-Based Treatment Services
Cost-effectiveness and accessibility are two of the buzz-

words in the effort to manage Ontario's health care delivery

system. Government, providers, and consumers alike recog-

nize that successful management of the health-care dollar

depends on finding better approaches to old problems.

Both concepts have been integral to the recent devel-

opment of addictions services in Ontario. In the last few

years, the Ministry of Health's increased funding in this area

has facilitated the introduction of new types of services — as-

sessment/referral/case management and day treatment— as

well as the expansion of detoxication and outpatient services

across the province.

The cost-effectiveness idea challenges us to put our health-

care dollars where they will be most effective. Importantly,

research indicates inpatient hospital services are no more ef-

fective in treating most alcoholic patients than less-expen-

sive outpatient services. Therefore Ontario's increased de-

velopment of community-based services does represent a

more cost-effective approach to alcoholism treatment.

Early on, it was recognized hospitals would continue to

play an essential role in treatment, especially in handling

some of the physical and psychiatric complications of alco-

hol abuse. However, they would cease to function as the

cornerstone of Ontario's alcoholism treatment system. The

net result of this shift would be to free hospital beds formerly

occupied by patients being treated for alcoholism, for other

patients for whom the beds were absolutely essential.

Sceptics argued that an expanded community services sys-

tem would simply be an "add on" (ie, unnecessary) expense,

with hospitals continuing to play their traditional role

in alcoholism treatment — and continuing to rack up their

traditional costs in the process.

Not so, to this point at least. A recent study by ARE scien-

tists indicates a significant decrease in hospital utilization

rates for alcohol-related diagnoses. The rates fell particularly

in areas with new detoxication centres and/or assessment/re-

ferral/case management centres. It is encouraging to see this

reduction in use of Ontario's hospital resources: the hope is

the trend will continue over the longer term to generate fur-

ther hospital care savings.

The story doesn't end there, however. Another important

benefit of the government's increased funding for commu-
nity-based services is increased accessibility of treatment

services. The intent, and result, of this initiative is to make
specialized treatment services accessible to a larger propor-

tion of Otitarians with alcohol and other drug problems in

the form of a continuum of care — from detoxication and as-

sessment through specialized intensive treatment and fol-

l(jw-u|). While there is still work to be done, the fact is the

momentum and commitment are there, and the system has

improv(>d and expanded even as hospital utilization has de-

clined.

rhe governnu'nt's su()port for c omtnunity-basc'd treatment

services is, then, p.iying off, both fisc ally and soc ietally.

loan A. Marshman
President, ARF
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Awareness week fo(
TORONTO — Drug/Addiction Aware-

ness Week in Ontario, November 1 5 to

21 ,
will see even more involvement by

community groups and professional as-

sociations this year, and the Addiction

Research Foundation (ARF) will play a

leading role.

Traditionally, the event has been

called Addiction Awareness Week, and

many local groups will be retaining that

title. Some have adopted a new name.

Drug Awareness Week.
Since the early 1980s when the first

event was organized by a few inter-

ested groups, the focus has been on
heightening public awareness of the

dangers of addictions and providing in-

formation on treatment services.

This year, Drug/Addiction Aware-

ness Week should get a real boost by

being tied in to the federal govern-

ment's national drug strategy (Ontario

Report, June), says the Foundation's

Henry Schankula, director. Education

Resources.

"We're really reaching the commu-
nity movers and shakers this year. And,

we've got industry groups like Burger

King, Genera! Motors, and the Canadi-

an Auto Workers all pitching in."

Mr Schankula says he's never seen

such a climate for prevention and re-

duction of demand for drugs in all his

25 years in the field.

Because many participating groups

Willie at the Durham fair

RACE: for media coverage
Do you want publicity for your local

Drug/Addiction Awareness Week ac-

tivities?

Media Relations, Addiction Research

Foundation, Toronto, advises local

groups to ensure that all promotional

items support the main theme or slogan

for the week; that spokespeople be

coached to stick to three key items;

and, that promotion be organized to a

"RACE" formula:

R - research: know your local media,

their deadlines, editorial policies, and

information needs.

A - analyze/action: decide which infor-

mation, spokesperson, and medium
best suit your message;

C- communicate: get credible, quota-

ble spokespeople, ensure their accessi-

bility, distribute press kits six weeks be-

fore the events, media kits one month
before, and follow-up by phone the day
before.

E - evaluate: keep clippings, pictures,

and records of television and radio

spots to see what worked, what didn't,

in planning for next year.

are chaired by ARF staft/^f'

tion's leadership is evideV''

coordinator Suzin jacb
Durham region emphasii-!^

local group plans its own e**®

to problems in the local oo"*''

Peel region has a full

Awareness Week agend:*

mock trials planned fot®

schools. ARF staffer ArJJ

who's coordinating the

ities in the area, says loca®'

judges are donating their, t®

act an actual drunk drivirJ#

students playing the partsoitl

ed and other witnesses.

An ongoing series of\woi.‘l

also be launched in Peeldiif

/Addiction Awareness \Aed:

trying to reach that grouo

whose kids are just dabbta

and not in trouble yet. This

worried sick and don't kwv

go," Ms Miller said.

Professional development

guidance counsellors — one

alcoholics— are also a para

program.

Mary Pakula, an ARF >la'

West Metro Toronto region

ipating the participation ot

Toronto Pharmacists' Assoc

year: "We're trying to reacli

al public more, so the pham

be distributing information

on drug awareness."

For the first time, the Toro

Commission (TTC) is getting

act. The electronic subwa\ii

display date, time, and im

also be running messrige’-iini

Addiction Aw'areness Week
And because West Me:

wants to find out what wox'

hospitals more involved, api

is being run for both staft*

in six Metro hospitals.

National strategy budget plan
Provincial committee
to review proposals
TORONTO — Ontario groups looking

for funds from Canada's national drug

strategy budget can soon turn to a pro-

vincial review and assessment grouf)

for help.

"Funding for the rest of this fiscal

year (until March, 1988) will Ix' an-

nouiued by I lealth Minister lake E()p

this month, and then the decision-mak-

ing prexess c an begin," reports I lenry

S( hankul.i, dirc'c lor, IduCiition Re-

sources, Addiction Rc'sc'anh lounda-
lion, . 111(1 ( h.iirperson ol the' nalion.il

working group on community .ulion

|)iogi,ims.

Ml Sc h.inkiila expc'c ts funds to Ix'

limitc'd this year but to increase over

the' lu'xt Ic'w yi'.irs.

"'Ihc' gi.ints w'ill Ix' (lc'vc'lo|iment

lunds lor loc al community groups, not

lor ongoing programs," hc' ('Xfilains.

"Ihc'K' m.iy Ix' olhc'r nu'ch.inisms

within Ihc' n.ilion.il stratc'gy the

SD/Sl) Ic'clc'ial/iiroviiu i.il c osl-sharing

piogr.im, lor c'x.implc' lor ongoing

ACTION
ON DRUGABUSE

CONTRE LES DROGUES

programs. Under the community action

programs, the grants will be for com-
munity-level projects."

The nev\' Ontario review and assess-

ment group will ensure provincial as

w'ell as national priorities are met.

"These are very similar. The focus

will be on young people and collateral

family nx^mbers — not that other target

groups W'ill be ignored. Youth is the

prime target group; others will include

w'omen, cultural groups, and socially

isolated groups."

The community action program un-

der the national drug strategy imple-

mentation program represents "an ex-

( iting collaboration between the prov-

inces and the federal governnx'nt,"

says Mr .Schankula.

"It's very clear that the federal gov-

ernment w'.ints the provinces to make
the decisions at the community level so

that the im|)lementation of the national

strategy re|xesents [iriorities at that lev-

el."

He |)c)ints out: "There'll never be
enough money from government
scxircc's to do everything we w'ant to do
in the addictions field. That's why iden-

lilic.ition of w'hat's important at the

community level is so important."

While groLifis may consider com-
plc'te governnx'iit funding as ideal, Mr
Sc hankula says, Irom his experience in

grants programs over the years, he
kiiow's it c an turn out to be a negative.

"When you get lots oic;

money fkxving into a proiefi

be a loss of initiative .inc'

Much of the excitement iii

around local projects is

the need to obtain fuiuJing

F
' THE

ACT Fll
In any one particularveai

erage adult Ontarian haii,

• one in 11 chance oi

sleeping pills
|

• one in 11 chanejol

marijuana
• one in 15 chanceol

tranquillizers

• one in 38 chanceof

stimulants

• one in 360 chance ol

charged under Canada

laws

• one in 640 chance oi

treated in hospital lot

related illness, inclndin

lems associated witlile

illegal psychoactive dru

• one in 42,000 chance (

of a diagnosed drug-rel

ness

• one in 6,500,000 ^iic

ing from being sfrucl (

ning anywhere in Canao

2
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Ontario colleges

and universities

are mounting their

own events, with

help from the ARF.

Challenges — to a

week of no smok-
ing, no drinking—
will be a feature of campus efforts.

Ms Jackson reports shopping mall

displays are very popular, especially

when the week's mascot, Willie the

Bear, attends.

Willie promotes the slogan, 'Try

hugs, not drugs,' to emphasize the need
for caring support to help people with

drug problems and for reaching out to

others rather than to drugs.

The hard-to-reach groups tend to be
the most influential with the public,

says Ms Jackson. Physicians and law-

yers have been especially targeted

through their associations, which are

including items about Drug/Addiction

Awareness Week in their newsletters.

The physician member of ARF's Dur-
ham region Board, Dr Allan Fegelman,
has prepared a physicians' handbook
on addictions and is organizing a din-

ner event with a guest speaker for the

medical profession. Clergy have also

been targeted, since discussion groups
in churches have attracted more than

1 00 people to each event.

The Ontario Attorney-General's of-

fice is backing up the provincial Drug
/Addiction Awareness Week with liter-

ature from its Countermeasures pro-

gram against drinking and driving.

John Bell told Ontario Report re-

quests for, 'No thanks. I'm driving' but-

tons are coming in thick and fast, as are

orders for pamphlets on the conse-

quences of drinking and driving, win-

dow decals, and posters.

Ontario's Ministry of the Solicitor-

General is mounting a 'Drugs and

sports don't mix' program in which lo-

cal police departments train team man-
agers, trainers, and coaches to recog-

nize drug problems and prevent them if

possible. Literature is supplied by the

ARF.

Herman Myers explains that trainers

are now required to take this program
before getting Level 2 certificates.

Hockey is the first sport to be targeted,

with the backing of the National Hock-
ey League (NHL).

"The demand has been great," notes

Mr Myers. "We've had requests for 500
kits from North Bay alone."

Joe Taylor, director, St Vincent de
Paul Homes for recovering alcohol and
other drug users, has been involved

with Drug/Addiction Awareness Week
since its inception. He says the event

has brought awareness of drug-related

problems — and solutions — to the

grassroots level.

Whafs available:
Interested in putting on displays

or other activities in your area

during Drug/Addiction Aware-
ness Week, November 1 5 to 21 ?

The following organizations

can help with support materials:

• Addiction Research Founda-
tion, Marketing Dept, 33 Russell

St, Toronto MSS 2S1

.

• Ministry of the Attorney-Gen-

eral, Countermeasures Office,

8th Floor, 10 King Street East, To-

ronto M5C 1C3.
• Ministry of the Solicitor-Gen-

eral, Policy Development and
Coordination Branch, 11th Floor,

25 Grosvenor St, Toronto M7A
1Y6.
• Local Alcoholics Anonymous,
Alateen groups.

ARF Contacts:
There are Addiction Research Foundation contact people whom you can
call for more information on Drug/Addiction Awareness Week.

If you want to get involved, but aren't sure how, give any of these ARF
contacts a call:

Flalton Steven Moore 416-632-2436
Peel Amina Miller 416-270-1431
Durham Suzin Jackson 416-576-6277
West Metro Mary Pakula 416-595-6090
Barrie James Simon 705-726-4976
Sudbury Reggie Caverson 705-675-1195
Sault Ste Marie Ann Pollard 705-256-2226
Timmins Betty Findlay 705-267-6419
Thunder Bay Ken Moffatt 807-622-0607
Kenora Len Bryon 807-468-6372
Hamilton Marg Green 416-525-1250
Kitchener Paula Stanghetta 519-579-1310
Simcoe Toby Barrett 519-426-7260
Niagara Karen Ferruccio

Carmella Di Flumeri

416-685-1361

London Maeve Connell 519-433-3171
Owen Sound Dave Docherty 519-371-1861
Chatham John Zarebski 519-354-1000
Sarnia Angie Chiu 519-354-1000
Windsor Einar Lund 519-253-1146
Ottawa Sylvia Lefort 613-722-1075
Belleville Linton Heth 613-962-9482
Cornwall Peter Barkway 613-932-3300
Peterborough Brian Mitchell 705-748-9830
Kingston Lyn Lightfoot 613-546-4266
Pembroke Joanne O'Connor 613-735-1023

Community Programs
Evaluation Centre

Louis Gliksman 519-661-3042

Employee Assistance Judy Keaney 416-595-6028

Programs Wilfred Orgias

Regional Office, Andrea Lavigne

Metro Toronto 416-595-6020
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Extension programs serve communities

Taking education
TORONTO — How do you find op-

portunities to expand your knowledge

of the addictions field if you live in

Cochrane?
When Mohammed can't come to

the mountain, the mountain must

come to Mohammed.
That's the philosophy that took two

faculty members from the School for

Addiction Studies (SAS), a division of

the Addiction Research Foundation

(ARF), to Cochrane last year — and

that inspired 72 other Extension pro-

grams across the province.

Peter Bohm, PhD, director, SAS Ex-

tension programs, says Distance Edu-

cation programming not only takes

education where it's needed, but also

tailors it to the community's specific

needs.

"That may result in a drinking and

driving countermeasures program for

students, teachers, and principals in

Thunder Bay; or, a one-day symposi-

um on children of alcoholics for agen-

cy professionals in Sault St. Marie."

At the beginning of the year, each

ARF regional office plans 16 days of

extension programming. The needs

are determined locally, through con-

sultation between the local ARF per-

son and a com-
munity represen-

tative.

Dr Bohm says

the atmosphere in

a group with a

common frame of

reference is very

different from that

in a disparate

group from many
regions. "The local input is crucial;

we have very close connections."

Last year, the School put on 72 Ex-

tension programs, for a total of 3,000

participants, over 222 days of

courses.

The programs range from multime-

dia packages— with video- and audi-

otapes, print materials, visiting lec-

turers, and tutoring by telephone— to

short courses with visiting faculty, to

teleconferencing. Distance Educa-

tion, w'hich can include all 30 centres

simultaneously if necessary.

As well as accessibility, cost is a

factor in the success of Distance Edu-

cation, says Dr Bohm. "We can put

on a teleconference for 35 people for

under $800, and no one will have

more than an hour's travelling time."

Bohm

where it's needed
Extension programs reflect SAS's

original purpose when it opened in

the late 70s. Then, most of the educa-

tion was aimed at the ARF's own staff,

with future outreach planned.

By 1983, 35% of the participants in

courses were non-ARF. Today, that

figure's up to 90%. "It's a way of

more fully mobilizing what the ARF

has to offer," says Dr Bohm.

For more information on Extension/

Distance Education programs, contact

the School, 8 May Street, Toronto

M4W 2Y1, (41b} 964-93//; or call

your local AKF regional office. SAS

calendars are also available from the

School.

At the School: Director Donald Meeks, PhD, leads a discussion
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Adult alcohol, other drug use in Ontario over 1 0 years
TORONTO — Addiction Re-

search Foundation (ARF) re-

searchers have completed a sur-

vey which indicates alcohol and

other drug use by adults in On-
tario has remained stable over

the last decade.

There even seems to be a de-

crease in cannabis use among
young men, generally the most

frequent users. .

Those are the findings of a 1
0-

year survey just completed by

ARF researchers Reg Smart,

PhD, and Ed Adlaf. The survey

results challenge recent news-

paper stories about alcohol and

other drug use among different

groups and will help workers

target assistance more accu-

rately, says Dr Smart, head of

ARF's prevention studies.

The survey was started in

1977 and repeated in 1982, 84,

and 87. It examines frequency

of use for alcohol, sleeping pills,

stimulants, tranquillizers, can-

nabis, and cocaine among On-
tario adults.

Using the Callup Ontario

Omnibus, the researchers sam-

pled population areas from large

cities to rural villages to get a

representative group of all

adults more than 1 8 years old.

Data were analyzed accord-
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'The survey will

help workers

target assistance

more accurately/

says Reg Smart

ing to age, sex, geographic loca-

tion, education, occupation,

and gross family income.

Cocaine ——————
The survey is the first to estimate

cocaine use in the form of crack

among Ontario adults: it sug-

gests use is rare in Ontario —
0.7%, compared to 4% among
United States high school se-

niors.

Dr Smart comments that al-

though more adults in Ontario

are reporting having tried co-

caine once (6.1%), which

should be viewed with concern,

"the perception that crack use

in Canada is either epidemic or

at levels comparable to the US is

unwarranted at this time."

The number of people report-

ing cocaine use "in the last 12

months" remains unchanged
between 1 984 and 1 987, al-

though the number reporting

ever having used cocaine seems

to have increased, especially

among 18 to 29 year olds,

where it has doubled.

Cannabis

Cannabis use appears to be

declining among the 18 to 29
year age group and increasing

among 30 to 49 year olds.

Dr Smart considers this latter

group is a "heavy-user cohort"
— those who got used to smok-
ing marijuana in the 1960s still

Stories are presented as dis-

cussion starters; they are not re-

solved. The ending is left to the

audience and the actors.

With a minimum of props and

sets, this play is a learning op-

portunity for the audience and

the cast. The text suggests a vari-

ety of uses for the play and pro-

vides a short list of other re-
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sources available to students on

the subject of alcohol abuse.

For more information: Market-

ing Services, Department OR,
Addiction Research Foundation,

33 Russell St, Toronto, MSS 2S1

.

(416) 595-6056.

Teddy bears too
Flugs, not drugs; that's the mes-

sage of Drug/Addiction Aware-

ness Week across the province.

To liring that message home to

parents and children, the Addic-

tion Research Foundation (ARF)

now has an "I LOVE FHUGS"
teddy bear.

Made es|)ecially for the ARF
by DAKIN, the bear has a red

.ippli(|ued heart and a sash bear-

ing the slogan "I Love I lugs."

Available from the bookstore.
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smoke, while youngsters are not

necessarily taking it up.

Alcohol
In drinking patterns, older men
report the highest rate of daily

drinking. Overall, however,
rates of daily drinking remained
constant throughout the 10
years. The pattern seems to

show increases in binge drink-

ing (more than five drinks in a

sitting) among younger adults,

especially men in northern On-
tario, and among those with

post-secondary education.

Binge drinking among young
women increased from 1984 to

1987, but the 87 rate doesn't

differ from the 82 rate.

Stimulants

Stimulants used to be a kids'

'kick,' and while use is still more
likely in those aged 18 to 29
years, more than half of users

say they use stimulants only

once a month or less.

Sleeping pills

Sleeping pill use doesn't appear

to be on the increase, except

among young women: up to

7.1% in 1987 from 2.2% in

1984.

Nevertheless, Dr Smart be-

lieves the apparent increase

may not be born out in subse-

quent surveys: "I don't think it's

a long-term trend."

Tranquillizers

Tranquillizers appear to be the

most frequently used drug. Dai-

ly use is also highest of the drugs

surveyed: 38.7% of tranquillizer

users take them daily.

People without jobs seem to

take the most tranquillizers, al-

though overall use decreased

over the decade of the ARF sur-

vey.

And, housewives don't top

the poll; that spot's reserved for

the disabled or retired. Those
with elementary school educa-
tion are three times as likely to

take tranquillizers as those with

post-secondary education, as

are those with an annual family

income less than $10,000 com-
pared to those whose annual
family income is $50,000.

General —

—

Dr Smart acknowledges that un-

der-reporting —- estimating use

as less than it is really— is "very

likely" and a "major problem"
in most surx'eys.

"Cannabis users tend to be
fairly accurate in their report-

ing," he says.

But, he acknowledges that co-

caine users may differ: "No
one's yet done any validity stud-

ies on cocaine use, and it really

ought to be looked into."

Commenting on the use of co-

caine by those with a family in-

come of less than $10,000 a

year, he points out many qf

those would be unemployed or

students: their incomes may be
low at the time of the survey, but

may have been much higher, or

may leap in the future.

Dr Smart sees no cause for

alarm in any of the figures and

viexvs the decrease in cannabis

use among young men as en-

couraging.

He suggests there vxas proba-

bly an increase in cocaine use in

1985 which has since dropped

off. "Maybe, the increase has

peaked, and xve've reached a

plateau. We can at least tone

doxvn the panic a little: co-

caine's not going away, but its

use isn't increasing."

TWO NEW TEACHING MANUALS FROM ARF

Applause
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A PRESENTFR'S CiDIDE TO PARENT
ItDUC.ATlON AROUT Al.anilOl. AND
OTHER DRUCiS
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education in the drug alcohol lieW The material
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in strategies lor preventing, identilying, and
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‘Ho policy, no coordination , no data’

National anti-drug thrust fails to jell in Israel
By Michael Kesse

JERUSALEM— A scathing indict-

ment of authorities for their failure

to coordinate anti-drug efforts is

contained in the latest annual re-

port of Israel's state comptroller.

Each government agency comes

in for biting criticism — some
more, some less — for ineffectual

anti-drug attempts in their areas.

These include the ministries of: ed-

ucation and culture, labor and so-

cial welfare, health, police, prison

services, and the Israel Defence

Forces.

The report deals mainly with

1986, but draws extensively on

material from the preceding few

years. A 30-page chapter in the

960-page report is devoted to the

subject of drugs: all other

chapters deal with specific min-

istries or government bodies, not

TEL AVIV— The percentage of Is-

raelis who smoke has not fallen

significantly in 15 years despite

laws banning tobacco advertise-

ments. public warnings about the

dangers of smoking, and the out-

lawing of smoking in public places.

A joint study by the Technion

(Haifa Institute of Technology)

and the Histadrut (the General

Federation of Labor) encom-
passed more than two-thirds of all

Israelis and collated information

from 26 surveys and investiga-

tions.

The results show about 12% of

smokers started before they were

with a particular subject.

Authorities here declared a na-

tionwide "war against drugs" dur-

ing 1987. But, it seems little will ac-

tually be done — can actually be

done — in the remaining few

months except, perhaps, to stir

more public awareness of the prob-

lem.

Recommendations to set up one

overall coordinating body were
made a decade ago and repeated

by an inter-ministerial committee
in 1983.

Statistics highlight the deteriora-

tion of the situation here: in 1986,

the Ministry of Health estimated

there were 15,000 drug users, com-
pared to 3,000 to 4,000 in 1977.

But, the report stresses, these

are only estimates. It criticizes the

lack of data on the drug scene here.

Police, based on their workload,

estimate the 1986 number of ad-

13 years old. Influencing factors in-

clude: older brothers, sisters, and

parents who smoked: going out to

work at an early age; not continu-

ing studies: and, coming from a

North African (Moslem) environ-

ment. rather than a European

(Christian) one.

The study established another

important fact: there is a definite

correlation between early smoking

and later (in high school) use of

hashish, drinking alcohol, and hav-

ing sexual relations without taking

precautions. All three factors lead

those involved to drop out of school

at a higher rate than other stu-

dents.

diets at between 5,000 and 10.000

(mainly heroin users). Moreover,

they suggest that in 1986 another

200.000 people were one-time or oc-

casional drug users.

Some months ago, the police offi-

cially declared drugs w'ere costing

Israel nearly one billion dollars a

year, about 4% of the gross nation-

al product ( The Journal, April )

.

The problem of lack of accurate

records begins in the Ministry of

Education and Culture, which dif-

ferentiates between two types of

students: 12-to- 18-year-old active

users who actually push drugs

(generally hashish), and passive

users who are tempted once (or

more often ) to take a drug and re-

main more or less indifferent once

their curiosity is satisfied.

Standard directives state that

passive users should be treated

wdthin the framew'ork of their

schools if they participate will-

ingly. They should not be stigma-

tized by transfer to the probation-

ary service or the police youth de-

partment. where they will have a

record once files are opened.

Active users, although their

cases are transferred, remain in

school. But. teachers receive no in-

structions on how to treat these

youngsters or to aid in their reha-

bilitation.

The Ministry of Labor and Social

Welfare is responsible for 4,000 to

5.000 people 14 to 25 years old who
neither study nor work. About 25%
are believed to use drugs. Little is

being done to help this group: a

five-man unit was authorized in

1978, but it was staffed by only one

person.

The Ministry of Health has no

overall policy to deal with the drug

problem, despite its central role.

Specifically, there are no pro-

grams for rehabilitation of drug

addicts, for gathering data, or

coordinating internal units.

Of the estimated 15,000 drug ad-

dicts, only 500 receive treatment in

the four (Jetoxification stations un-

der ministry supervision. There
are no data on success or failure

rates in these four stations.

The Ministry of Police has also

been lax.

Despite court orders to destroy

drugs used as evidence after a trial

ends, some drugs were ware-

housed up to 17 months after the

court orders were received.

In 1984. police seized 5.954 ki-

lograms of hashish and 6.5 kg of

heroin. In 1985, they seized 4,543 kg

of hashish — Israel's lesser in-

volvement in the Lebanon can ac-

count for this — and 6.7 kg of hero-

in.

The greatest concentration of ad-

dicts here is in prisons. Of 5,500

criminal prisoners, the Prison

Service estimates 3,600 to 4.900 use

drugs on a regular or occasional

basis. Visitors are not searched

due to the liberality of prison au-

thorities.

rGILBERT—
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I Adult children of alcoholics: I

Smokers ignore 15 years

of prevention programming

Adult children of alcoholics may be twice

blighted — by a genetic disposition to

abuse alcohol or to be ill in other ways,

and by their accommodations to an alco-

hol-abusing parent during childhood. In

this column. I'll review current informa-

tion on the inheritance of alcoholism.

Next month. I'll write about legacies of a

childhood experience of parental alcohol

abuse.

Data on the inheritance of alcoholism

can be summarized in this way;
• Alcoholism runs in families. The more
alcoholic relatives a person has, the more
likely he or she will be an alcoholic. Sons
and daughters of alcoholics have a 50% to

100% higher than average risk of becom-
ing alcoholic, other things being equal.

• The familial nature of alcoholism ap-

pears to increase with increased {preva-

lence of alcoholism in a population.'

• The familial nature of alcoholism ap-

pears to be genetic rather than environ-

mental. Studies of adopted children have
shown that they are more likely to be alco-

holic if they have an alcoholic biological

parent, but growing up with an alcoholic

adoptive parent does not increase the like-

lihood of alcoholism.

• Sex is important, for three reasons

:

— In studied populations, there are three

to five times as many male as female al-

coholics: typically 20% vs 5% of adult

males and females respectively in North
America and Europe.
— The genetic contribution to alcoholism
is clearer in males than in females, at

least in some studies. The lack of clarity

may be because of the smaller number of

female alcoholics and the consequent dif-

ficulty in making comparisons.

— Where the genetic contribution to alco-

holism is clear, it appears to play a larger

role in female than in male alcoholism.

Typically, 30% to 40%' of alcoholic fe-

males, but only 20% to 30% of alcoholic

males, report an alcoholic parent.

for mechanisms that might influence the

development of the condition. Here are

some findings, based mostly on compari-

sons between males whose immediate
family history does and does not include

alcoholism:

‘Children of alcoholics begin life

with some built-in disadvantages’

• The consequences of alcoholism appear
to be more severe in alcoholics who have
a familial history of alcoholism. In one

study, for example, 60% of familial alco-

holics were found to have suffered major
head injury at one time in their lives,

compared with 35% of non-familial alco-

holics.

The reasonable conclusions from these

data are:

• Inasmuch as the two can be compared,
environmental influences seem stronger

than genetic factors in the determination

of alcoholism (but growing up with an al-

coholic does not provide an environment
conducive to the development of alcohol-

ism).

• Heredity and environment interact to

determine both the incidence and the se-

verity of alcoholism. Factors in the envi-

ronment that enhance alcohol use in the

population generally, or in a part of it (eg,

in males^lone), are reinforced by genetic

factors. -

• The greater disposition of males than

females to become alcoholics is in part de-

termined genetically, in a manner sepa-

rate from ordinary familial determin-

ation of alcoholism.

Some of the current research effort on

the inheritance of alcoholism is a quest

• The groups do not differ in the absorp-

tion, distribution, and metabolism of alco-

hol.

• Children of alcoholics, on average, re-*

port less intoxication after a given dose of

alcohol and show smaller effects of alco-

hol on physical performance.
• Children of alcoholics demonstrate
brain activity consistent with impaired

ability to focus attention on their sur-

roundings. with or without alcohol,

• Children of alcoholics have brain activ-

ity suggestive of lower levels of relaxalion

without alcohol and a heightened relaxa-

tion after alcohol use.

Thus, heredity may make children of al-

coholics less sensitive than others to neg-

ative effects of alcohol and more sensitive

to its pleasurable ef fects.

Little consideration has been given to

the genetic basis for the .sex difference in

the prevalence of alcoholism. Women ap-

pear to metabolize alcohol more quickly

than men, but this difference might be ex-

pected to contribute to reduced rather

than increased .sensitivity to alcohol, and

thus to greater rather than less alcohol-

i.sm among women.
Work at Washington University, St

Louis. Missouri, and (he University of

Umea in Sweden has identified three ge-

netic types of alcoholism. One. character-

ized by mild abuse, expresses itself equal-

ly in mien and women. The other two,

characterized by moderate or severe

abuse, express themselves as familial al-

coholism in males but as increased "so-

matization" in females — eg. recurrent

disability from headache, backache, and

vague abdominal symptoms, and. in

daughters of severely abusing fathers,

psychiatric complaints.

A reasonable conclusion from currently

available data is that children of alcohol-

ics begin life with .some built-in disadvan-

tages. Moreover, no compensating advan-

tages in their genetic make-up spring to

• mind, although this possibility has not

' been investigated. Even taking into ac-

count the increased risk of alcoholism, the

genetic burden carried by children of al-

coholics may be small in compari.son with

the cost of being brought up with an alco-

, holic.

I'll consider this possibility next month,

and di.scuss too why growing up with an

alcoholic parent may not dispose a child

to later alcoholism and why women are

leading the growing interest m children of

alcoholics.

By

Richard

Gilbert
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Multi-national traffickers the target

Commonwealth drug police to upgrade skills
By Thomas Land

LONDON — The Commonwealth
has launched a vigorous training

scheme for senior government offi-

cials in a global campaign to fight

commercial crime such as drug

trafficking.

The program includes work-

shops for lawyers, police, and ad-

ministrators in Canada. Australia.

Barbados. Hong Kong, and else-

where.

Economic crime has emerged as

an expanding international issue.

Criminal rings — the Mafia. Tri-

ads, Yamaguchi, and others asso-

ciated with narcotics smuggling,

protection rackets, and prostitu-

tion — have diversified into many
activities.

Now. they use their wealth to

fund every kind of criminal opera-

tion, infiltrating businesses, cor-

rupting officials, and draining the

economic wealth of countries —
even undermining political stabili-

ty and social cohesion.

The training project has evolved

through discussions by Common-
wealth finance and law ministers

representing 49 countries with a

combined population of 1.000 mil-

lion.

A specialist spokesman for the

Commonwealth Secretariat here

explains; "The large profits gener-

ated by organized crime, partic-

ularly trafficking in illegal drugs,

provide the capital and incentive to

operate on an international scale.

Profits derived from such activity

are frequently laundered and in-

vested in legitimate enterprises or

used to fund other illegal activities.

“Small developing countries are

particularly at risk. Some national

economies are coming under such

attack from organized crime that

their political, economic, and so-

cial institutions are being weak-
ened or corrupted. A small devel-

oping country may thus find itself

challenging a power considerably

greater than its own.

The Commonwealth training

program is a joint project of the

Secretariat and the Crown Agents,

a public commercial agency of the

British government promoting
economic development in poor

countries. The Secretariat estab-

lished a specialist unit early this

decade to fight international eco-

nomic crime.

The unit, recently expanded and
run by an international team, has
received more than 700 requests

for investigatory and intelligence

assistance. It has been instrumen-

tal in the recovery of huge sums of

money.
For example, a Commonwealth

jurisdiction inquired about a cou-

rier found in possession of letters

of credit for $160 million. These
had been issued by a Pacific bank
controlled by a figure prominent in

North American organized crime.

The documents were part of a

scheme to launder profits from
narcotics trafficking. The inquiries

led to prosecution and conviction.

The unit's success confirms the

belief of enforcement agencies that

identifying the flow of illegal funds
is the most effective way of con-

fronting crime (The Journal.

March, 1986).

Such investigation on a global

scale necessitates specialist skills

not available in most poor coun-

tries, hence the Commonwealth
training program.
Workshops in Hong Kong and

Sydney explore the risks and reme-
dies of international crime; a

workshop in Fiji focuses on the im-

pact of organized economic crime
on small states; and. in Toronto,

the subject is laundering and fraud

in the security markets. Programs
for Barbados and Zambia concern

risks of economic sabotage and
fraud in international trade includ-

ing narcotic smuggling.

One courier had $160 million

issued by a Pacific bank controlled

by a North American drug criminal
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In The Journal; the tobacco ad debate

GENEVA — Moves toward a total

ban on cigarette advertising and

sales promotion in mass media are

gathering momentum, says the

United Nations World Health Orga-

nization (WHO) after a global sur-

vey.

Tough new advertising restric-

tions are currently being intro-

duced or are under serious consid-

eration in the United States, Brit-

ain, Argentina, Australia, Brazil,

Hong Kong, New Zealand, and

South Korea. Additional restric-

tions have recently come into ef-

fect in the Netherlands, Sweden,

and Singapore.

Canada has banned such adver-

tising by January, 1989 (The Jour-

nal. June).

Curbs on cigarette advertising

and promotion are also being acti-

vely studied by the six-nation Gulf

Cooperation Council in the Middle

East, says Tobacco Alert, a spe-

cialist publication of the Geneva-

based WHC. And in Africa, a total

media ban on tobacco advertising

has just come into effect in Gam-
bia.

The role of the media in resolv-

ing conflicts of interest in global is-

sues is crucial. The ad ban has

emerged as a key issue in public

health administration, declares a

front-page editorial in the WHO
publication, "because one of the

most powerful weapons the ( tobac-

co) industry possesses is its huge

advertising budget.

“By threatening to withdraw ad-

vertising, companies have been

able to keep a muzzle on the press

in many countries.

"Furthermore, tobacco compa-
nies are also adept at using adver-

By Pat McCarthy

AUCKLAND, NZ — Intravenous

drug abusers will be able to

buy needles and syringes from

chemicists' pharmacies in ex-

change for used ones under a

scheme launched bv the New Zea-

land government to combat the

tising to help launch and sustain

campaigns of disinformation. In

this way. public education pro-

grams of national governments

are constantly undermined.

The journal quotes the testimoni-

als of a distinguished group of

United States medical and media
experts given at recent congres-

sional hearings.

C. Everett Koop. MD. United

States Surgeon-General, said ad-

vertising plays a potent part in re-

cruiting new smokers, particularly

children and adolescents. Alan

Blum, MD, former editor of the

New York State Medical Journal.

spread of AIDS.

But, many pharmacists are re-

luctant to take part because of po-

tential health risks to staff and to

the public through having drug us-

ers on their premises and because

of the possibility of contamination.

The health department says spe-

cial "sharp boxes" placed in the

participating pharmacies for ad-

dicts to put their dirty needles in

said fear of losing advertising rev-

enues causes many newspapers
and magazines to remain silent on

the health risks of tobacco.

As one of several Canadian
newspapers to refuse advertising.

The Globe and Mail. Toronto, was
quoted. In an editorial, the paper

when they obtain new ones will

help.

The containers have one way
openings and. once full, are col-

lected and burned, said John Mar-

tindale. leader of the department'

s

communicable diseases project.

The government expects che-

mists to take a major role in .AIDS

prevention by supplying hoaltli ed-

ucation material and giving treat-

said it no longer accepts tobacco

advertising and referred to the Ca-

nadian Code of .\dvertising stan-

dards which forbids advertise-

ments to "depict situations which
might encourage inappropriate,

unsafe or dangerous practices"

(The Journal, October, 1986 1
.

ment advice to drug users.

Commissioner of Police Mel

Churches says he fears supplying

fresh needles to 1\' drug users

might lead to an increase in abuse.

But. Minister of Health Dr Mi-

chael Bassett said the government
is telling the drug eommuiiity;

"Don't inieet; seek treatment. But

if you do inject, never share nee-

dles; buy your own."

After AIDS

Pharmacists wary of needle exchange plan

Acute bacterial endocarditis, brain ab

cess. se|)ticemia, hepiililis. subacute bac

l(•I|;ll endocarditis: llie.se are just a few of

the diseases that intravenous iIVi drug

addicts have been (lying from over the

years, for wani of sterile needles for self

inieelion

From lime to lime, soft headed, soft

hearted do gooders have suggested that if

we were Io make sterile needles and sy

ringes avail.ible In IV drug nseis. they

would he less likely to gel sick and die

li'om mreelions diseases Snell sugges

lions have always heeii viewed will) lior

rni' by hard headed, hard hearted piag

malisis eager In explain that the provi

sioti (if sterile needles and syringes would

pisl eneonrage IV di ng nsei's in (hen' nox

ions, anil social lialiils

Whal a (lillerenee AIDS makes In llie

pi'e AIDS eia, llie only vieinns nl (Inly

needles were the users themselves, and

(Inly needles were jiarl ol the nainral de

seleelinn process, if an overdose nl drugs

(lidn'l gel the innkie. an overdose ol lings

would In either ease il was on rernn
.

good riddance. ,

'111(1, II serves yon right

Hnl III the post AIDS era. the de selee

linn (Inei.n'l pisI slop willi a few addicts

sharing a contaminated nei'dle and jiay-

ing lor the (•(m.se(]nene(‘s with llieir lives.

AIDS allows addicts not only to (le-sel('cl

llu'mselves, it allows Hkmu. in llu' woi'ds

of the telephone ad. to 'H(SK'h out and

loneh sonu'oiK'' and m the pi'oeess of that

touching, either by way ol blood Iranslii

sums or a chain of sexual contacts, de s('-

leel I kill I all sorts of penpU', not only llu'

relatively ninoe('nl, hut al.sn the lrnl\ m
nneeni

And In and belinid, now pisI about (’v

eryone thinks it is a woiKU'rful ule.i that

IV drug users liave all the liesi e(|nip

ment. if not brand ik'W disposable nee

(lies, then slerili/ing kits Io lu'cp the old

reusable needles microbe lice

N'es. whal .i (lirferenee AIDS makes
Can yon remember back to tlu' pr('

AIDS era. hack lo llie lime wlu'O muddle
headed peisnns who me. ml well were .il

ways snggeslmg lhal leenag('rs should be

given insli'iu'lion m birth control and se\

nal hygiene " Allegedly, this would de

crease umvaided pregnancies, foreed

marriages- school drop oids. and xcikm c

al disease

II Von can rememln'i' lli.d far Iniek. >00
can remember wind Ibe straight linnking

pi'oiile had to say about such liaichraincd

.schemes: 'They're doing too mueh of it as

il IS, and w'(''re not going lo make il easier

foi' them lo get ;iway with it.' If tliev're

going lo pla>', llu'v're going lo havt' to

pay. was the altitude, and there wiisn'l

much the mnddle heads could do about d

The straight thinkers made sure that

schools k('pl (iiseussions ol s('\ual aeli\ it v

on a prop('r lheorelie;d plane, d such dis

eussions weia' allow t'd to oeeiir al all TIu'

straight thinkers didn'l ha\e Beason on

Iheir side al all Imu's. hut the\ had .some

thing l)t'tl('r Cod lie was alU'gedly

pleased with nnwanb'd pia'gnaneies.

loreed marnagi's. school dropoiils, and

venereal dise.i.se. and diamelrieallv op

posed to an\lhmg lhal lhr('al('ne(l Io op

pose (Ills natural order

Bid Ihen, .dong came ,\1DS .And lo and

behold. It Inriu'd out lhal
.
well. Cod w.is a

relaliMSI alter all Not a muddle liead,

mind yon. but a praelieal (leil\ ne\('rlh('

less, pr.'ielieal ('iiougb lhal lie was willing

lo eiidoi'se the ns(' of Dr Condom's nnen
lion In The (;mlty.d d w;is llu' onl\ appro

priale means ol'iiroleelmg Tlie Innoeenl

I iiK'l one of Ihose siraighi Ibinkmg,

pre AIDS lhnik('rs Ibe other day, .nui he

surprised me b\ telling ;i joke It was
about two little kids The one kid says lo

the otlier, 1 found a condom on the voran-

da yesterday ' The other kid says;

'Whal's a veranda
"

My straigliMhinking. pre .AIDS friend

tlioughi that was a prelly good joke. I

thought it w;i.s a piclly good joko too

And later on. whon 1 rumiimlod .diout it.

my nimmalions were exelusi\el> eon-

eerned w ith the otymologieal tael that ve-

randa Indy IS no longer part of the vei-

naeidar and is not a word lhal one would

('xjieel ;i voung porson lo be aequamled
with (l('('k, yes, porch, maybe: veranda,

no Condom, on the other hand, apjears

most defmitolv lo he part of llie vernacu-

lar

W (deome lo the jiosi AIDS ora
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Alcohol/health links

require explanation
By Harvey McConnell

CLEVELAND — Moderate

amounts of alcohol do seem to have

a protective effect against coro-

nary disease, but there are still a

number of questions which have

vet to be answered.

Arthur Klatsky. MD, chief, divi-

sion of cardiology, Kaiser-Perma-

nente Medical Center, Oakland,

California: “We are becoming a

little bit more convinced that the

best explanation available at the

present time, and perhaps the sim-

plest explanation of the alcohol-

coronary disease data, is that this

will prove to be a protective effect.

"I think we as health profession-

als need to deal with this with the

general public, and I have felt the

best way for us to do so is probably

to explain the evidence as clearly

as possible.”

Dr Klatsky, in a report to the an-

nual meeting of the American
Medical Society on Alcoholism and
Other Drug Dependencies here,

noted that the epidemiological evi-

dence does not suggest large

amounts of alcohol have any real

health benefits, even if the coro-

WASHINGTON — The United

States Supreme Court has upheld

the right of Congress to withhold

highway construction funds from

four states yet to raise their legal

drinking age to 21.

The seven-to-two decision said

Congress — in its 1984 Act — was

nary heart disease incidence is

lower in heavy drinkers. This is

counterbalanced by the other ad-

verse effects of heavy drinking.

“But. the big unanswered ques-

tion is what is the upper limit of

safety or possible benefit? And. the

even more difficult question is

what should non-drinkers be ad-

vised to do.“ he added.

acting within the US Constitution

even though it has no direct right to

force states to set a legal drinking

age.

A Supreme Court justice said

Congress had been trying to ad-

dress the problem of youthful

drinking and driving in ways rea-

Most of his patients do not have
problems with alcohol: for those

who do, he advises, on an individu-

al basis, that there are a number of

better ways to prevent heart at-

tacks than drinking. Overall, one
should consider separately the ef-

fects of alcohol on cardiomyopa-
thy, hypertension, coronary dis-

ease. and stroke.

sonably calculated to advance the

general welfare.

Funds have been withheld from
South Dakota, Colorado. Ohio, and
Wyoming, although South Dakota
and Colorado are now about to fall

into line.

£
INSIDE OUT-

You really can’t go home again

Flow of US funds tied to legal drinking age

Here I am. sitting and minding my own

business, and I'm feeling perplexed, be-

cause I'm not feeling anything at all.

I'm back in class' again, looking

around at the newcomers straggling in to

begin their first morning in the same re-

habilitation program I was part of almost

three years ago.

My plan is to take the program over

again, go all the way with it for the pur-

poses of a book I am writing.

The same staff who had steered me
through it— with such patience, with such

caring — are still here, and they've gra-

ciously taken up my idea and allowed me
back in again.

I want to see if I can revive, somehow,

some of the things I was going through

when I walked through the doors of this

clinic after my life had fallen to pieces.

I think it might prove useful to others. I

frankly expect the insights to pour out —
now that I'm seemingly on the other side

of the Berlin Wall that separates practis-

ing addicts from recovering addicts— if I

watch carefully how another group of peo-

ple deal with their present situation of

starting right at the bottom and going

through all the minefields that lie on the

scary roads ahead of them.

Yes. I'd told myself at home as I geared

up my mind for the next three weeks in

the clinic, it will be fantastic, all right, to

see the process through clear eyes, to feel

it all again: the initial shame and re-

morse, the terrifying but necessary hu-

miliation that precedes the way to a real

self-respect, the small but precious tri-

umphs of will.

It will be just fantastic, my writer's fe-

vered imagination has told me. to go

through therapy once again, to learn how
to relax, truly relax, to see some of those

illuminating films on addiction, to hear

counsellors laying it all out — the rules

and the joys of a life of sobriety — like

maitre d's presenting their customers
with the greatest menu in the world.

I had felt so much, that first time here.

And although I have tried my best, my
sincere best, to write in this column about

how shattering it had been for me, and the

other people I'd been in the program with.

I still believed I may have missed some-

thing crucial, some keys needed to unlock

that gigantic door of addiction.

Perhaps, now I would finally have the

perspective and the distance from the ex-

perience that is needed to turn a writer's

corner. I would be able to get it all down,

and this thing that has obsessed me, this

tremendous mystery of sobriety that de-

scended so preciously into my poor life,

would be made clear at last.

I remember last night, hours before I

arrive for this first morning, to sit here

now in the same chair I'd used the first

time around. My mind in flames. I

couldn't wait to come, with my pens and

paper, my preconceptions, my over-

whelming eagerness to take the plunge
again into the deep end. It goes without

saying. I guess, that I couldn't — didn't

really want to— get to sleep. . . .

Now, I introduce myself to a few of the

people in the program, tell them I'm back
after almost three years because I'm
afraid that I'm going to crash again. ( This
is the agreed-upon rationale the counsel-

lors and I have worked out for my being

here. I They don't blink: they have their

own problems.

I listen to the introductory chat by one

of the counsellors. I hear the words an-

ger,' depressed,' 'scared.' I read the

things we've been given, the schedules,

the pamphlets, the regulations. I am
given the meal vouchers. I try the coffee

again, i How many cups had I had the first

time? Uncountable.) I go to look at the

fish tank. I look at the bulletin board. I say

hello to other counsellors. I try it on for

size.

But nothing happens. Nothing at all. I

feel bored, bored beyond the telling of it.

There are no big insights. No giddy highs

and lows. There is no way — I suddenly

realize, maybe this is the illumination — 1

will ever feel plugged in again.

That is a once-in-a-lifetime affair.

Someone says something after the in-

troductory chat, when we're by ourselves.

What he says sounds so stupid. I almost

break in to tell the man a few home truths.

But. of course, I don't tell him. 1 am. after

all, in his mind, exactly in the situation he

is in now. What, possibly, could I know
that was greater than his own knowledge?
There is just no way to connect : the gulf

is just too wide It's not really a question

of me feeling superior, either. 1 know, of

all people, how easy it would be to fall

over the edge again.

But, I know 1 don't belong here, and my
heart's screaming inside. God. I'd love to

tell them what to expect in their lives. . . .

Love to say how deeply they're going to

hurt, and be opened up in a way they've

never been : how much hope they can look

forward to. down that long road: how, if

they're lucky, love will blossom, love for

themselves.

You can't go home again: there's no

way I can stay here.

A veteran's memories can never give

him back the taste and the smell and the

noise and the heart-break of the killing

ground.

So. eight hours later, at the end of the

first day, I look around at each of the peo-

ple in the group, and I pick up my pens. I

wander away from it all, and all I feel is

the wish that they make it. that they find

their own keys to the mystery, that they

cherish them, protect them, and use

them.

This column, exploring addictions from
the "inside oid." is by a freelance. Ca-

nadian journalist .

I’m seemingly on the other side of the Berlin Wall

separating practising!recovering addicts
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Lobbyists fight for rights of smokers’ relatives
By Maureen Brosnahan

WINNIPEG— Major tobacco com-

panies must be held accountable

before the courts for the deaths

and damage they cause smokers,

says the executive director of a

new Canadian lobby group rep-

resenting families and friends of

smokers.

Ronald Hart, executive director

of Relatives ( and friends ) of Dead
and Dying Smokers (RODDS),
Picton, Ontario, said here that to-

bacco companies have been get-

ting off free while hundreds of

thousands have died from using

their products.

“There have been 660,000 deaths

in Canada since 1969. These are

victims of the deceptive market-

ing.”

Mr Hart, a former smoker and a

retired school counsellor whose fa-

ther and brother both died of lung

cancer, said the purpose ofRODDS
is to encourage relatives and

friends of smokers in Canada to

take tobacco companies to court

and seek compensation.

Relatives (and friends) ofDead and Dying Smokers

FFI
Ridge Road, Box 3020, Pictoo, Ontario KOK 2T0 (613) 393-3030 LLi

Sheldon Crimson, a Toronto

criminal lawyer and founding

member of RODDS, said there is

room in the Canadian legal system

for such cases.

“There’s never been anyone

compensated as a result of a law-

suit, and there’s never been any-

one jailed for peddling this stuff.”

He said companies must take re-

sponsibility for their products and
the health problems caused. “I

don’t think there’s any question

that everybody knows cigarettes

cause sickness and death. We have
proof they ( tobacco companies ) to-

tally disregard their responsibili-

ties . . . and we want them as de-

fendants in both criminal and civil

cases.”

Mr Crimson suggested a recent

case before the Ontario Court of

Appeal involving a large pharma-
ceutical company sets the prece-

dent for holding a company respon-

sible for health problems resulting

from the use of the company’s
product.

Both Mr Crimson and Mr Hart
said their object is not only to

tackle the tobacco companies in

court, but also to prevent the sale

of tobacco to children.

While most provinces have laws

prohibiting the sale of tobacco to

children less than 16 years. Mr
Crimson said they are rarely en-

forced.

The provinces have to take the

first step here. Mr Hart added.

RODDS has about 70 members
and Mr Hart travelled across Can-
ada to work up interest in the

group. The group hopes to take on
many cases at once to develop a

united front against the tobacco in-

dustry.

Mr Hart said similar action in-

volving 153 cases is pending in the

United States.

‘Why is it leg al to sell things to use with drugs’

Kids look forparophernolia answers
By Deana Driver

SASKATOON — Canadian youth

want answers on the availability of

drug paraphernalia, says a Royal
Canadian Mounted Police drug
prevention officer.

Sergeant Mike Pelletier told The

Journal he speaks at 500 gather-

ings each year and young people

ask him about the hypocrisy of Ca-

nadian laws.

“The kids are saying; 'How
come it’s illegal to use drugs and
it’s legal to sell things to use with

drugs?’
”

Sgt Pelletier, here for a PRIDE
( Parents Resource Institute for

Drug Education ) Canada work-
shop. said he took his superior offi-

cer into a Montreal paraphernalia
shop.

“The clerk showed me three dif-

ferent kinds of mixtures for CO-

“My ads inTheJournal arewellread . .

.

theresponse I get

proves it.”

Mr. (k-rard Charhonnesiu

Executive Director

Edfiehill Newport Eoundution

Newport, Rl

“(ionfcrcnce.s and .seminars arc an important part ot

the w'ork we do here. So, natnrall\', we are very

eoaseious of the impact of the advertising programs

we rtin for conference biisine.ss. 'I'lieir effeetix ene.ss

shows up right away in the number of resi'xtn.ses

the\' generate, and, ullimateh; in tlie number of

registrations we get.

"That's why 1 am .so jslea.sed with the results of

the NPCAl) conference adwrtising we lia\ e beett
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caine and explained hoxv to mix it,

what the effects xvould be."

He is concerned such informa-

tion can be obtained by anyone and
that the shops are often lo-

cated near high-traffic areas fre-

quented by teens — near the Mon-
treal Forum, record stores, and ar-

cades.

The RCMP drug enforcement ^
branch is examining how 32 states v

in the United States have outlawed

head shops and are enforcing those

rules. The branch is working with

the Montreal city police and Que-

bec Provincial Police to identify

paraphernalia shops there and to

determine if there’s a link between
the shops and drug traffickers.

Ron Hollingshead. special agent.

US Drug Enforcement .Administra-
j

tion. said paraphernalia dealers

are "the sharks that feed on the

carcass but won’t claim the kill”

Mr Hollingshead told The Jour-

nal paraphernalia is a $3 billion

business in the US and that federal '

authorities there have not been ef-

fective in handling it.

Paraphernalia is difficult to de- i

scribe legally, and there have been

legal problems in the US — some
laws banning paraphernalia sales

xvere found to be unconstitutional

and others didn’t have “enough
teeth. ” he said.

"If the paraphernalia could lead

us to drugs, then we could pro-

bably get more teeth.", said Mr
Hollingshead.

"Defining it is the big problem

S'

1

Access sought "i

to offence records «

WASlllNCTCN The United f
Slates department of transporta-

.seeking authorization totion IS

search a US national computer
j

bank to see if airline pilots and

tr.nn operators have records for ?

drunk driving or other serious of-

fenees

The data are compiled by slates

and maintaineil by tlie department

of transportation. Since 1982, bus

.'ind truck companies have had ac-

cess to the bank while railroad.sj

and the Federal Aviation ,^dmini^

t rat ion have not.

in
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Berruecos: socialization

Course tips

could help

treatment of

immigrants
By Neale MacMillan

MEXICO CITY — In an effort to

help educate Mexicans about con-

trolling alcohol abuse, a private

Mexican institution, the Centre of

Psychiatry and Clinical Neurophy-

siology (CEPNEC), has prepared

a prevention program. Alcoholic

Drinks and Health.

CEPNEC member, Rafael Ve-

lasco Fernandez, under-secretary

for higher education and scientific

investigation, said one version of

the course, for rural Mexican tea-

chers, is well suited for a partic-

ular audience in Canada — recent

immigrants and refugees from

Central America. These people

have drinking habits similar to

those of rural Mexicans : within the

community, there is a high inci-

dence of alcoholism and related

problems, said Dr Velasco Fernan-

dez.

The program is based primarily

on The Power of Positive Parent-

ing. from the Decision and Drink-

ing series of the United States Na-

tional Centre for Alcohol Educa-
tion and. secondly, on Your Health

and Alcohol, published by Onta-

rio's Ministry of Health. Materials

on alcoholism from Chile and
Spain were also used.

These elements were translated

into Mexican-style Spanish and
adapted to suit the socio-cultural

environment of Mexico, said Luis

Berruecos. a Mexican anthropolo-

gist and CEPNEC member.
There are an estimated two mil-

lion Mexicans, representing 5'"r of

the population, who can be consid-

ered alcoholics, said Dr Berruecos.

It is a growing problem rather than

a diminishing one.

CEPNEC officials regard the

program as part of a prevention

strategy which attempts, in part,

to reach children through their

principal leaders — parents and
teachers — in a process of “social-

ization" about alcohol consump-
tion and related problems.
The officials believed initially it

would reach a wide public; after

first trials, they realized the audi-

ence was limited to primary and
secondary school teachers and
parents from the middle- and up-
per-classes, educated at least to

the university-entrance level.

The course text for this audience
begins with a set of questions/

answers meant to measure a par-
ticipant's knowledge of alcohol and
its effects. Participants are eval-

uated on the number of correct re-

sponses.

A separate course intended for

rural teachers is presented in a
condensed, simpler text. Many ru-

ral teachers themselves have prob-
lems with alcohol, so such a course
will benefit them as well as their

students, said Dr Berruecos.

r •
. -

New Books by Margy Chan’

Drugs and Aging

. . . by William A. McKim and Bri-

an L. Mishara

idation Aging series; as in all

monographs in the series, it con-

cludes with a proposed agenda for

research and policy directions

needed in Canada.

The elderly receive more pre-

scribed drugs and purchase more
over-the-counter medication than

any other age group. As a result,

misuse or abuse of drugs among
this population is a potential prob-

lem.

This book is written for profes-

sionals: nurses, social workers,

physicians, pharmacists, gerontol-

ogy students, and researchers —
and for older adults and their rela-

tives. It addresses age-related pro-

cesses and problems from a social

science, rather than a medical or

pharmacological, perspective.

The authors emphasize the im-

portance of considering individual

differences in the use and effects of

drugs associated with physiolog-

ical, anatomical, or health changes

that accompany age.

A considerable amount of epide-

miological data in Canada is in-

cluded.

This is a monograph in the Per-

spectives on Individual and Pop-

Butterworths. Scarborough. Onta-

rio. 1987. 133 p. $15.50. ISBN 0-409-

80517-3.

BULIMIA:
A Guide to Recovery

^

Understanding& Overcoming
the Binge^Purge Syndrome

. . . by Lindsey Hall and Leigh
Cohn

Bulimia is a food obsession charac-

ADDICTIONS COUNSELLOR
AMETHYST WOMEN’S ADDICTION CENTRE

We are a centre for women addicted to alcohol and or drugs providing a two

year counselling and educational program addressing relevant women's is-

sues. Program includes individual assessment, individual counselling,

group therapy, educational sessions and family education.

We are looking for an energetic individual with excellent interpersonal skills

who enjoys working with a small team of professionals. Counselling experi-

ence (preferably addictions) and relevant education a must. Bilingualism an

asset. Compensation includes a generous benefit package.

Send resume to: Amethyst Women's Addiction Centre

407 Queen Street

Ottawa, Ontario

K1R5A6

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
The Grey-Bruce Halfway House, caring for up to 16 recovering substance-dependent
males with a staff of five, invites applications for the position of Executive Director,

Reporting to the Board of Directors, the individual we seek will have prepared for the chal-

lenge by an appropriate combination of experience and education. Demonstrated areas of

strength will include business administration, agency liaison, experience with substance-

dependent persons, staff supervision and program development. Compensation includes

benefits

If you are interested in exploring this opportunity please submit your resume, including sal-

ary requirements as soon as possible to:

Chairman, Personnel Committee
The G & B Halfway House
980 Fourth Avenue East

Owen Sound. Ontario

N4K 2N9

EXPERIENCED ADULT ADDICTIONS COUNSELLOR — LEVEL 2 for

a community-based, MOH funded addiction facility serving 200 adult cli-

ents, 60% male, and their families yearly.

REQUIREMENTS:
— absolute minimum 2 years addiction treatment experience in:

— assessment and referrals; group, individual and family counselling.

— training of health and social service professionals.

— graduation from a related post secondary program, BSW MSW preferred.

— experience in implementing high quality professional and 1 2 Step oriented

programs.

SALARY: S22.000 - $30,000; excellent benefits and working conditions.

Location Ottawa

Apply by October 2, 1 987 to: Box 7

The Journal

Addiction Research Foundation

33 Russell St.

Toronto, Ontario

M5S2S1

The Journal

Career Opportunities— Advertising Rates

Display ads— $60 per column inch

Classified ads— $50 per column inch

Box numbers— $3
Advertising orders and materials should be sent to:

Heather Lalonde, Advertising Sales Representative.

The Journal. Addiction Research Foundation, 33 Russell Street.

Toronto, Ontario Canada MSS 2S1 (416) 595-6123

terized by: repeated overeating

binges, followed by purges of

forced vomiting, prolonged fast-

ing. or abuse of laxatives, enemas,
or diuretics. It is now recognized

as a metal disorder in the Diagnos-

tic and Statistical Manual of Men-
tal Disorders ( DSM-III ).

The book is divided into three

main parts: Understanding Buli-

mia answers often-asked questions

and includes the author's own ex-

periences; Overcoming Bulimia

offers motivation, support, inspira-

tion. and specific things to do in-

stead of binging; the third section

contains appendices with more
specific guidelines and resources.

Gurze Books. Carlsbad. California.

1986. 159 p. $11.95. ISBN 0-936077-05-

0 .

Dealing with Drugs

:

Consequences
of Government Control

. . . edited by Ronald Hamowy

This collection of papers on illicit

drugs and government control was
written by leading psychiatrists,

criminologists, pharmacologists.

and economists. The authors stress

the failure of existing laws to con-

trol illegal drugs. The current drug
problem in the United States has

not diminished despite; ' draconi-

an legislation and repeated decla-

rations of 'war on drugs.'
"

While the authors criticize cur-

rent drug enforcement policies,

they also suggest a range of op-

tions for reform, including the de-

velopment of alternative private

solutions for social control of drug
use and abuse.

This is a monograph in Pacific

Studies in Public Policy, from the

Pacific Research Institute for Pub-
lic Policy. San Francisco, Califor-

nia.

Lexington Books. D. C. Health &
Co. Lexington. Massachusetts.
1987. 385 p. $40. ISBN 0-669-15678-7.

Books received

Keeping Promises: The Challenge
of a Sober Parent — Kay Marie
Porterfield. Harper & Row, San
Francisco, California. 1984. 145 p.

$6.95. ISBN 0-06-255441-7.

* Margy Chan is manager of the

Addiction Research Foundation's

library, the leading library in the

field worldwide. A graduate of the

University ofHong Kong, she holds

a master’s in library science from
the University of Toronto.

New instrument for use by health care

professionals to identify alcohol problems

Alcohol
Clinical
Index

Alcohol
Qinicol
Index STRATKCiGSlOR

iDHNnniNx.
PA \\1 1

M

aix:c)Hl>i.proimj-:ms

Strategies for

identifying

patients with

aicohoi probiems
ISBN 0-88868-144-5

SKINNER AND HOLT

The Alcohol Clinical Index iisclf comprises iwo paris-

clinical signs that arc elicited by ihc physician or nurse,

and medical history items tliat can be self-completed by

the patient.

The 31 -page booklet provides a practical strategy for

using the index, and suggests methods of corroborating

the index with laboratory tests and other indicators. It also

describes ways to ensure that patients’ self-rcpoiis arc ac-

curate, and outlines procedures for the clinical manage-

ment and follow-up of identified patients.

The Index detects patients at varying degrees of alcohol

abuse and dependence.

Four separate forms arc used to compile Clinical Signs,

Medical History, Alcohol Use, and Risk Factors.

Booklet, X 9h, 31 pages $9. 75

Extra questionnaires (specify title) $9.95 pad of so

Marketing Services, Dept. AX
Addiction Research Foundation

33 Russell Street

Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1

Telephone (416) 595-6056

Orders under $15 must be prepaid • VISA and MaslerCardace.-pled
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ON SCREEN

The following selected evaluations of audio-visual materials have been made
by the Audio-Visual Assessment Group of the Addiction Research Founda-

tion in Ontario. The ratings are based on a six-point scale. Projections are

available in both video and 16mm film unless otherwise specified. For fur-

ther information, contact Margaret Sheppard at (416) 595-6000, ext 7384.

Seniors

and
Alcohol Abuse

Number: 795.

Subject heading: Alcohol and the

older.

Time: 25 min.

Synopsis: Two older people re-

count their reasons for drinking

and how. after retirement, they

quickly became alcoholic. Health

professionals explain why it is of-

ten difficult to diagnose alcoholism

in the older; it is important to pay
attention as increasing numbers of

the older experience alcohol prob-

lems.

General evaluation: Poor to fair

( 2.9 ) . The film contains good infor-

mation, but the format is boring.

Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the film could be

used with the older, their families,

and health professionals.

Cocaine to Crack:
Gina’s Story

Number: 783.

Subject heading: Cocaine; drugs
and youth.

Time: 23 min.

Synopsis: Matt learns that Gina,

an ex-girlfriend, has died from a

cocaine overdose. He recounts how

New Treatment Planning tools to

identify your clients’ high-risk areas
for drinking relapse

Wi'

fentory of

liations
ANNIS, GRAHAM, AND DAVIS

ISBN 0-88868-158-5

• 50-page interpretive User's Guide presents

reliability and validity information, plus

normative data

• Assesses eight categories of drinking

situations—Unpleasant Emotions, Physical

Discomfort, Pleasant Emotions, Testing

Personal Control, Urges and Temptations,

Conflict with Others, Social Pressure, and
Pleasant Times with Others

• 100-ltem questionnaire (IDS-1 00) is

recommended for clinical use, and a
shortened version (IDS-42) is for research

applications

• Available as paper and pencil carbon-set

questionnaires or Interactive software

PRICE LIST;

User's Guide $13.50

Questionnaires (incl. scoring <S proliie sheet)

IDS-100 $14.75 pkg 25

IDS-42 $12.75 pkg 25

Specimen Set: contains User's Guide and

25 tDS- 100 Questionnaires $25.00

Catl lor information about software for your application

Order from:

Marketing Services, Dept. IJ

Addiction Research Foundation
33 Russell Street

Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1

irlrjdumr (-Hr)) .5y.5 rid.^A

Orders under $15 must be prepaid • VISA and MasterCard accepted

they first used cocaine at a party;

Gina, usually shy, found the drug
made parties enjoyable. As her

drug use escalated, her

relationship with Matt deterio-

rated. Matfs parents discovered

he had been selling things to buy
the cocaine; they forced him to go

to a drug treatment centre. Gina
began to use crack; Matt saw Gina
rarely and eventually left town.

Her death brings him back to the

drug therapy centre to talk about

his feelings and to offer to help.

General evaluation: Poor to fair

(2.7). The scene in the treatment
centre appears contrived; the act-

ing is poor and would probably not

keep the attention of the intended

audience.

Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the film could be

used with young people 15 to 18

years old.

Drugs and Driving:

Double Trouble

Number: 800.

Subject heading: Impaired driv-

ing.

Time: 20 min.

Synopsis: The public is aware gen-

erally of the hazards of drinking

and driving; however, many do not

realize it can be equally dangerous

to use other drugs and drive. Driv-

ers say drugs like cannabis, co-

caine, and antihistamines do not

affect ability to drive. Under the

influence of the various drugs, the

same drivers then clearly show im-

pairment while playing driving-

simulation video games.
General evaluation: Good (4.1).

This contemporary, well-produced

film includes good information

about drugs and driving; it could

lead to attitudes opposed to drug

use. General broadcast is recom-
mended.
Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the film would ben-

efit those in driver-education pro-

grams.

Subscribe to

Film Reviews

Eliminate costly pre-

viewfees. Know what
films to borrow or buy
without pre-screening.

Projectioit is mailed ten

times a year by the

ARE Audio-visual As
sessmeni Group. About

50 films a year are as

sessed for scieniiflc

accuracy, interest, pro

ductiofi value, age
level, and suitability.

Ono-yoar subscription $16.

5 binders ol 741 reviews

since 1971 $211.

Empty Binders $7.

r /riirr fri»n

Markoling Sorvlcoa

Addiction Roaoarch Foundation
33 Ruaaell Stroot

Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1

Welcome
to the Parade

Number: 794.

Subject heading: Drugs and youth.

Time: 85 min and 48 min.

Synopsis: This is the story of Mi-

chael. a university student living

at home and having trouble coping

with his family. He uses pot to re-

lieve stress
;
when his parents find

out, they are angry. Michael is

urged by friends to go away for a

few days to let things cool off

When he returns, things are no bet-

ter, and he leaves for good. While

living in a cheap room, he be-

friends a prostitute and uses her

connections to start dealing in co-

caine. A pusher finds out Michael
has cut the cocaine with baby pow-
der and has him beaten up. Mi-

chael gets to a hospital; when he

recovers, he returns home to his

family.

General evaluation: Poor (2.0 for

85-min version: 2.4 for 48-min ver-

sion). The 85-min version seems
long and boring; the story line is

inconsistent, and the character de-

velopment is poor. The film offers

no solutions to the family's prob-

lems. The 48-min version is dis-

jointed and difficult to follow.

Recommended use: The film could

be used with those 18 years of age
and older.

Portrait

of a
Teenage Drug User

Number: 801.

Subject heading: Drugs and youth.

Time: 23 min.

Synopsis: Teenagers who've had
drug problems talk about their ex-

periences; why they first tried

drugs, how they generally felt

good, and how they wanted to con-

tinue. As use increased, they had
problems with school, home, social

relationships, and, some, legally.

Eventually, their lives became so

unmanageable, each decided to

seek help. They are now recov-

ering and trying to rebuild their

lives.

General evaluation: Good to very

good (4.9). The young people's sto-

ries follow a natural progression

from use to abuse, to treatment

Marijuana and
Human Physiology

“I wish IIUTC wen- iiiort' pi-onr.iins

around liki- Ihc Human Phy.iiology

.Si’rivsl \Vi- use the titles on eo-

eaiue, iiiarijuuiui and alcohol, and
the>'re all excellent. .Some of nn
clients are realb ama/.ed at the

effeets of these drnns. It makes
them stop and think.”

£ni(i Smith. Pmgmm Coortlinatoi

Nalivti Alcohclism Sarvu os

CalgHi\' AUh'iIh

Ke.iih will .iiiihenie with (he nmsl

up (o d.Ke OKxIia. new titles >les>j:ned

to assist \ou iti all .iieas ol aiUlietion

pi o>;i, 110111);, inehidiO): l AI’. stiess

inaitapeioenl. aiulili ii); lestm); mihe
woi kplaee

IntornittUon S, previews:

Cnnadlan Learning Company Inc.

2229 Kingston Road. Suite 203
Scarborough, ON min itr

(416) 265-3333

and recovery. The young people
are believable and articulate; au-

diences will quickly become emo-
tionally involved. General broad-
cast is recommended.
Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the film would ben-

efit young people in treatment,

parents, and general audiences.

Counselling

For Relapse Therapy
Part 1

:

Overview of Relapse
Theory

Number: 799.

Subject heading: Treatment reha-

bilitation.

Time: 60 min.

Synopsis: Many people do not suc-

ceed when they first try treatment

for addiction problems. Many ther-

apists blame patients for such re-

lapses when, in fact, the treatment

is inadequate. Most therapy proce-

dures do not meet the needs of re-

lapse-prone patients. It is impor-

tant to recognize such patients,

symptoms of impending relapse,

and to be prepared to use relapse-

prevention therapy.

General evaluation: Poor to fair

(2.6) The lecturer has good infor-

mation. but the format detracts

from the message.
Recommended use: The film could

be used with health professionals.

Whose Problem
Is It?

Number: 803.

Subject heading: Employee assis-

tance programs ( EAPs i

.

Time: 25 min.

Synopsis : On the way to work. Ter-

ry and Mike discuss Terry's per-

sonal and financial problems. Mike
is also concerned that Terry

smokes ‘pof at work. Terry's boss

confronts him over his poor work
record, lateness, and absenteeism,

suggesting he see the EAP counsel-

lor; Terry refuses. Next day. Mike
persuades Terry to promise he will

not smoke up. Terry sneaks a joint

and almost runs down another

worker with a forklift. Terry's boss

tells him to seek immediate help or

lose his job. Terry goes to the EAP
counsellor and agrees to join a

therapy group,

General evaluation: Fair (3,1),

While the film shows many aspects
of a good E.\P. it is overly long.

Some scenes seem contrived and
do not hold attention.

Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the film could be

used as general education for com-
panies with an EAP,

It lets you reach and talk to more
than 20,000 professionals who
work in addictions fields in

Canada.

For .idvertising information call

Heather Lalonde. Sales Represen-

tative (416)595-6123

Advertising Rates:
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CONFERENCES
V

Coming Events is a free service. While all notices are considered, publication can-
not be guaranteed. Deadline is eight weeks in advance of publication. Contact:
The Journal, Coming Events, 33 Russell St, Toronto, Canada M5S 2S1.

Canada

Pharmacology and Drug Abuse: A
Multimedia. Distance Education

Course— Sept 16-Dec 16 Toronto.

Ontario. Information: School for

Addiction Studies, Addiction Re-

search Foundation. 8 May St. To-

ronto. ON M4W2Y1.

Early Diagnosis of Addictive Dis-

orders— Sept 26. Toronto, Ontario.

Information: James Brodie, media

relations. Bellwood Health Serv-

ices Inc, 1020 McNicoll Ave, Scar-

borough. ON MIW 2J6.

Canadian Association of Addiction

Counsellors Fall Workshop: Case

Management — Sept 29. Toronto,

Ontario. Information: Bill Vine,

community services. George

Brown College, 2 Murray St. To-

ronto. ON M5T 1T6.

Health Promotion Workshop:
Health Promotion Insights and In-

novations — Oct 1, Toronto. Onta-

rio. Information: Alison Stirling.

Parkdale Community Health

Centre. 1257 Queen St W, Toronto.

ON M6K 1L5.

Current Trends in Addiction— Oct

3. Oct 22. Windsor. Ontario. Infor-

mation: Iona College. United

Church of Canada. Affiliate of the

University of Windsor. 208 Sunset

Ave. Windsor, ON N9B 3A7.

Introductory Addictions Manage-
ment Course — Oct 5-7, Toronto,

Ontario. Information: School for

Addiction Studies. Addiction Re-
search Foundation. 8 May St. To-

ronto. ON M4W 2Y1.

Public Forum: Mixed Reactions—
Seniors, Alcohol, and Drugs — Oct
8. Toronto, Ontario. Information:

Donna Heughan. special events.

Addiction Research Foundation. 33

Russell St. Toronto, ON M5S 2S1.

AIDS: A Holistic Response — Oct
15-16. Edmonton. Alberta; Oct 22-

23. Montreal. Quebec; Nov 12-13.

Toronto. Ontario; Nov 19-20, Hal-

ifax. Nova Scotia. Information;

Freda Fraser, director of commu-
nications. Catholic Health Associa-

tion of Canada. 1247 Kilborn. Otta-

wa. ON K1H6K9.

Different Groups - Different Needs
— Oct 17. Toronto. Ontario. Infor-

mation; M. Hughes, inservice edu-
cation. The Donwood Institute. 175

Brentcliffe Rd. Toronto, ON M4G
3Z1.

Aging with Excellence: Social,

•Mental, Physical, and Spiritual

Fitness — Oct 22-25. Calgary. Al-

berta. Information: Canadian As-
sociation on Gerontology. 1080-167

Lombard Ave, Winnipeg, Manito-
ba R.3B0V3.

Input 87: The 7th Biennial Educa-
tional Symposium on Employee
Assistance Programs in the Work-
place— Oct 25-28, Ottawa. Ontario.
Information: Input 87. conference
and seminar services. 205 Humber
College Blvd, Etobicoke, ON MOW
5L7.

Critical Risk - Quality Care: Ado-
lescents in Secure Settings — Oct
27-.30. Toronto. Ontario. Informa-
tion: Roberta Roberts, Thistletown
Regional Centre. 51 Panorama Crt,

Rexdale. ON M9V4L8.

Productivity 87: Employee Assis-
tance as a Benefit and Productivi-
ty Tool — Oct 28-29. Saskatoon.
Saskatchewan. Information: Per-
sonnel Performance Consultants.
Box 7811, Saskatoon, SK S7K 4RS.

Second Annual Ruth Cooperstock
Memorial Lecture: Nuclear
Addiction - Oct 29, Toronto. Onta-
rio. Information: Patricia G.
Erickson, head, drug policy re-

search. Addiction Research Foun-

dation, 33 Russell St, Toronto, ON
M5S 2S1.

Drug Education Coordinating

Committee 1987 Conference, Drug
Abuse: Epidemic or Smokescreen
— Oct 29-30. Toronto. Ontario. In-

formation: Larry Hershfield, Ad-

diction Research Foundation. 175

College St. Toronto, ON M5T 1P8.

9th Annual Conference of Sub-

stance Abuse Librarians (SALISl
— Nov 3-6. Edmonton, Alberta. In-

formation: Bette Reimer. confer-

ence chair. Alberta Alcohol and
Drug Abuse Commission library,

10909 Jasper Ave, Edmonton. AB
T5J 3M9: or Ginny Rolett, SALIS
chair. Project Cork Resource Cen-

ter, Dartmouth Medical School.

Hanover, New Hampshire 03756.

Children of Alcoholics: A Mini-

Conference — Nov 5. Toronto, On-

tario. Information: School for Ad-

diction Studies. Addiction Re-

search Foundation, 8 May St. To-

ronto. ON M4W 2Y1.

Public Forum: IV Drug Use and

AIDS — Nov 12. Toronto, Ontario.

Information: Addiction Research
Foundation, 33 Russell St. Toronto,

ON M5S2S1.

United States

Alcohol and Drug Problems Asso-

ciation: Professional Excellence

The Perpetual Challenge — Sept

20-23. St Louis. Missouri. Informa-

tion: ADPA. Jeffrey Kramer. 4440

N Capitol St NW, Ste 181. Washing-

ton DC 20001.

Cape Cod Symposium on Addictive

Disorders: Intervention and the

Family, An Opportunity for Dia-

logue — Sept 24-27, Hyannis, Mas-
sachusetts. Information: Fred
French, conference coordinator.

North River Counselling Inc. 475

Furnace St. Marshfield, MA 02050.

Association of Labor-Management
Administrators and Consultants on

Alcoholism Annual Meeting — Oct
3-7. Chicago. Illinois. Information:

Thomas J. Delaney, executive di-

rector. ALMACA. 1800 N Kent St,

Ste 907. Arlington, Virginia 22209.

American Medical Association:

8th National Conference on Im-

paired Health Professionals — Oct
8-11, Chicago. Illinois. Informa-

tion; Janice Robertson. AMA.
Dept of substance abuse. 535 N
Dearborn St. Chicago, IL 60610.

Early Diagnosis
of Addictive Disorders

Bellw'ood Health Services Inc is

hosting a one-day. medical pro-

fessionals seminar on Saturday,

September 26, 1987 from 9:30

a.m.to3:30p.m.

Topics: Patient presentation &
early clues/Case studies/Cur-

rent research trends/interven-

tion techniques/ Specific factors

on the health professional at

Risk

Presenters:

.Maris Andersons: M.D . C.C.F'.P.

Ft. Gordon Bell : O.C.. M.D.. 1J,.0

.1. Alan Gilbert: M.D . M.B,. Ch. B.

Registration deadline: Septem-
ber 21, 1987

For further information, please

contact:

Bellwood Health Services

1020 McNicoll Ave
Scarborough. Ontario MIW 2.16

Local (416) 495-0926

Toll Free 1-800-387-6198

BELIWOODTheALTH services INC.

A Day with David Smith on Co-

caine and Alcohol — Oct 9. Chi-

cago, Illinois. Information: Myra
Nichols or Cathy Moynihan, Inter-

ventions. Professionals for Coun-
selling and Education. 1234 S Mich-
igan Ave, Chicago, IL 60605.

National Commission on Accredi-

tation of Alcoholism and Drug
Abuse Counsellors Credentialing

Bodies — Oct 17. Wilmington. Del-

aware. Information: Patrice M.
Muchowski, c/o Adcare Hospital,

107 Lincoln St, Worcester, MA
01565.

New Directions in Chemical De-

pendency — Oct 17, Oakland, Cali-

fornia. Information: Stephanie

Ross. Merritt Peralta Institute, 435

Hawthorne Ave, Oakland, CA
94609.

115th Annual Meeting American
Public Health Association — Oct
18-22, New Orleans, Louisiana. In-

formation: American Public

Health Association, 1015 15th St,

NW, Washington, DC 20005.

Freedom 87: Geisinger National

Conference on Addiction —
Oct 28-Nov 1. Philadelphia. Penn-

sylvania. Information: Alan D.

Hulsman, Freedom 87, c/o Mar-
worth. Waverly, PA 18471.

AIDS and Chemical Dependency:
Multidisciplinary Approaches —
Nov 7-8, San Francisco, California.

Information: Mim Landry. Haight-

Ashbury education group. 409

Clayton St. San Francisco. CA
94117.

Association for Medical Education
and Research in Substance Abuse
Annual Meeting — Nov 10-

13, Rockville, Maryland. Informa-
tion: AMERSA conference coordi-

nator. Brown University Center for

Alcohol and Addiction Studies. Box
G, Providence, Rhode Island 02912.

Southeastern Conference on Alco-

hol and Drugs 1987 — Dec 2-6, At-

lanta, Georgia. Information: Char-
ter Medical Corporation, addictive

disease division. Box 209, Ste 701,

Macon, GA 31298.

Abroad

Alcohol 2000 — Sept 21-24, Coven-
try. Great Britain. Information:

Judi Ofori-Boateng, Alcohol 2000,

Alcohol Concern, 305 Gray’s Inn
Rd, GB-London WCIX 8QF.

Sucht 87 — Nov 2-5, Osnabruck.
Federal Republic of Germany. In-

formation: Deutsche Haupstelle

gegen die Suchtgefahren. E. Gock-
e/DHS. Postfach 1369, D-4700

Hamm 1. Fed Rep Germany.

International Symposium on Alco-

holism and Drug Addictions
Among Seafarers — Nov 4-6. Vigo.
Spain. Information: Xose Teixeiro.

coordinator cientifico. Casa del

Mar/Orillamar. 51. E-36202 Vigo
iPontevedral. Spain.

6th World Conference on Smoking
and Health — Nov 9-12, Tokyo, Ja-

pan. Information: Japan Conven-
tion Services Inc, Nippon Press
Center Bldg. 2-2-1 Uchisaiwai-cho,

Chiyoda-ku. Tokyo 100. Japan.

Alcoholism and Other Dependen-
cies — Nov 22-25, Warsaw, Poland.
Information: C. Godwod-Sikorska,
Institute of Psychiatry and Neurol-

ogy, Sobieskiego 1-9, PL-02-957

Warsaw, Poland.

9th International Conference of the

Non-Governmental Organizations

for the Prevention of Drug and
Substance Abuse — Nov 23-27,

Hong Kong. Information: Confer-

ence secretary, 9th NGO confer-

ence. c/o Hong Kong Council of So-

cial Service. GPO Box 474. Hong
Kong.

It keeps getting

better- „

year after year. .

.

For over a decade, SECAD® conference registrants

have been telling us the things we like to hear.

“The best conference I know of—educates and

recharges at the same time,” and “1 thoroughly enjoyed

the conference... especially the networking

opportunities” are typical of the comments we get.

“The program was exceptionally well planned and the

speakers were outstanding. .
.” and “The warmth and

sharing are just as important as the material presented”

are just a few of the many of the praises we receive.

Over the years we have tried to do just one thing

—

make your experience at SECAU® the most important

thing you do all year.

We know we're on the right track.

As one registrant put it
—

“This is my first

SECAD"''—but it won’t be my last!”

Our conferences like SECAD",' The Western

Conference on Addiction and The World Conference on

SECAD®•me
Conference Registrant

Alcoholism have long been the standard the others

measure them.selves by.

We would like to send you the next i.ssues of

Conference Update—complete with details about

SECAD® and the other fine Charter Medical

conferences.

Call us at 1-800-845-1567 (912-742-1161 in GA) or

mail in the attached coupon.

Come share the

Experience...

The Southeastern Conference on
Alcohol and Drug Abuse

December 2-6, 1987 -Atlanta

Call iir send (or your free copy of Conference llpd ile- -conlaininu the latest informa
^

tion about Charter Medical conference.s.

NAMI-;
C Jou-T

cm', STATK. ZIP

Call I SOO-HA.S-I.Sfi? 1912-742- Uhl in CAl Or send to

Charier .Medical Corporation. Pal Fields. PO. Hox 2h9. Macon. CA :II298
j

H Charter Medical crjnfererKes are an educalKntal ktykc
<4 Charier Mcdkal Corporation. Macon CA J1298

I
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Suicide. The word has many connotations

for those in the addictions Held.

For those working in treatment, there is

concern for clients; for those working in

research, there are epidemiological and
etiological questions. In policy, preven-

tion, and education, there is the need to

communicate. But, what? How? And to

whom?
A National Task Force appointed by

Health and Welfare Canada has been
studying suicide for more than six years;

this summer, the group released a report.

Suicide in Canada.
Managing editor Elda Hauschildt exam-

ines addiction-related issues in the report.

OTTAWA— More than 1,000 people around

the world commit suicide every day. the

United Nations World Health Organization

estimates. Several million people attempt

suicide every year.

Suicide ranks among the top five to 10

causes of death in North America and

most European countries.

In Canada, epidemiological studies show
the suicide rate — 198.3 statistics peg it at

1.5.1 per 100,000 — has been increasing

since the Second World War, especially

among men, Canada’s annual rate is now
higher than it is in the United States and
many Pluropean countries.

Between 1963 and 1976, more than two

million years of life were prematurely lost

in Canada because of suicide.

"What makes these figures even more
alarming,” says the Canadian National

Task Force on Suicide, “is the probability

that under-ref)orting results in a signifi-

cant unden!,slimation of the true magni-

tude of the suicide phenomenon.”
In its re()ort. Suicide in Canada, relea.sed

this summer, the Task Force note's suicide

is an action, not an illrK'ss; identifying the

chain of causal and triggering factors

and coming up with prevention and treat

mcnl strategies is "perhaps one of the

most vexing prohlems facing iirofessionals

III the health sciences.

"And yet , immedi.’ilc ,icl ion is necess.’iry

even in the faci'ol'impci fect knowledge,”

'flic Task l'orce makes ‘10 |ecomnlenda
lions on prevention, inicrvcniion, and post

venlion (eg,. psychologic;d anlopsyi And,

it idcnlilies Caiiadi.in high risk popnia

lions those- with e'e-rlain mental elisorile'i s.

alcoholie's, young people, the' clele-rly, Na
live people's, pe'ople' in i nsloily, iiiid the' he

|•e,•lVl'el Ale'ohol and oilier drii); iise- are

coiilrihniing lae'lors for Ihrce' ol these

g.ronps young, pi'o|)lc, Ihe e'idcriy, and
Nalivc peojiles as we'll .is, obviously, al

e'oholics

"III general." the Task Force says. ",ni

increasing incidence of alcoholism ha.s

lii'cii noted among nidie idnals who comiml
sincidr Tins associalion warraiils the in

cinsion of alcoholics in the Ing.h risk esil

egory

".Slr.ilcgii". ol prevention .iiid nilcrecn

(ion acknowledge the complc\il\ of Ihe-

relationship, part icni.irly with regard to

the overlap with depression and other

mental disorders.”

The Task Force relates suicide to indi-

rect, self-destructive behaviors; “chronic

substance abuse, hyperobesity, habitual

high risk-taking behavior, willful self-ne-

glect by the elderly, and non-compliance

with the treatment of serious illness.”

To what degree the cause and treatment

of such behaviors share a common basis

with suicide, it says, is “a matter of de-

bate.” But. recognizing the self-destruc-

tive and suicidal aspects of these behav-

iors is crucial for effective diagnosis and
treatment.

"Similarly, the prevention of suicide per

se may be advanced by the study of these

related behaviors.”

In looking at the etiology of suicide, the

Task Force considered both social and

medical/psychiatric factors: the literature

indicates familial, job-related, ethnic, and
social disorganiza-

tion factors are most
important in deter-

mining suicidal be-

havior.

Marital status,

family size, and oth-

er family-related va-

riables are impor-

tant familial influ-

ences; job-related

factors seem to play

a greater role in

male suicide than in

female. And, social

di.sorganization ref-

ers to an ('iiviron-

ment characlerized

by "undesirable social conditions:

crowded living arrangements, low-quality

housing, criminality, alcohol and other

drug ;ibu.se, .solitary living, and transient

habits.”

Uamidian ('vidc-nee on ethnicity, tin-

Task Force r('ports, is suggesti-d by the

"eorr('lalion l)('tw('('n provincial suicide

rales and immigration. p;irlieularly le-

mah's of Europe.in origin with a mother
longiK' ollu-r than I'lnglish or French " As
well. Native- peoples have- a sineide- rate-

two lo tlire-e- lime-s gre-ale-r than the- ge-ne-ral

peipulatiein

In looking al mi'ilie ;il |)sye'hiali ie' lae-

lors. the' Task Fori’i' points out Ihe-onsls

"mamlam that an unele'i'lving physie'al

preiei'ss, suh|i'e l lo e-iivironme-nlal inllu

I'lie'i's. ma\' he' the- most imiieirl.inl ele'le-r

imii.ani iif sme'ielal he-liavieir " physie'al ill

ni'ss, mi'iilal disordi'r. ale'eiliol or olhe-r

elriig .ihiisi'. slii'ss, anil I'l'i'lam hiologie'al

I'oiulilions I me'iislnial I'ye'li' anil pii'gnaii

I'V, ni'iirologii'.'il . hiiii'hi'ime'al, anil gi-ni'lii'

l.ie'liirs I

Mori' than 1,00(1 of llii' 3. 3511 iloi'iimi-nli'il

siiii'iili's III Canail.i m 19110 wi'i i' ale'ohol ri'

kill'll ,'\nil. tlmli'il Sl;ili's -.liiihi's reporl .in

;ili'ohohsm rail' of It' , lo I'.V. among sin

I'lili's anil smi'iilr .'illemplers. up lo Iwii'e

that ol III!' gi'iier.il popiilalion
"
Iniln iilii.ils who .illi'm|)l smi iiii- wen-

shown to have a higher level ol drug use

and abuse than individuals who committed
suicide. Both suicide completers and sui-

cide attempters were found to use seda-

tives and tranquillizers on a daily basis

more frequently than those who died natu-

ral deaths. Actual drug overdoses were
more common among suicide attempters

than completers.”

The Task Force states alcoholism is also

a factor in “many sub-intentional suicides,

such as cirrhosis of the liver, and indirect

alcohol-related deaths, including car acci-

dents, fires, falls, and drownings."

Turning to alcoholics as a high-risk

population, the Task Force cites 1980

statistics on 17,974 alcohol-related

deaths, including: 2,854 from falls, fires,

drownings, homicides, and suicides; 2,700

road fatalities; and, 2,110 from alcohol-

related cirrhosis, alcohol dependency
syndrome, non-dependent abuse of alco-

hol, alcohol psychosis, and accidental

poisoning by alcohol.

"Reluctance to

identify a death as

suicide, combined
with inconsistencies

in certification pro-

cedures. may hide an

even higher propor-

tion of suicides re-

lated to alcohol."

There are specific

hypotheses concern-

ing the dynamics of

alcohol-related sui-

cide and homicide,

says Suicide in Cana-

da.

"On the one hand,

this process is seen as reducing normal in-

hibitions to destructive feelings and. in

limes of stress, impairing judgement lo

Ihe point where non-destructive alterna-

tives are not perceived.

"On Ihe other hand, alcohol is ;ilso seen

as being used by individmils to 'find the

courage' necc.ss;iry lo follow through with

Ihe intention of commilling suicide or

homicide."

Chrome ;ilcoholism is also "consiilei cil

lo he in and of itself a form of slow suicide,

or 'suicide by inches,’
”

The Task l'’orcc relali-s frequently n-

ported features ol suicidal bcha\ior a

sense of isolation. helpU'ssness, hopeless

ness, and low self esteem .as common lo

.deohohes loo "I'hey often alien.de the

'signilieanl others' m their lives, fe('l help

lesslv caught iij) m Ihe stranglehold of

phv su-al di'itendt'iiev . .iiui, afli-r fre(|uent

Ireatnu'iil failures or experienec-s ol fall

mg oil Ihe w.igon, are pessiimslie about

eondilions cM-r improv ing
" l’he\ ma\ l.diel themselves as losers

or as mdiMclu.ds ol little \alue or worth,

.Old those .iround them may join m this

condemn. ilion

Allhongh alcoholism has been lound lo

be a •agndieani laelor in explaining sui

eidi' rail's lor Can.idians Ihe rel.alionship

ajijicars lo be stronger lor m.des than lor

(email". However while sluihes h.ivc in

vestigated the relationship between alco-

holism and suicide, the precise nature of

the relationship remains a matter of con-

siderable debate."

The Task Force reports three conflicting

views

:

• alcoholism is a cause of suicide.

• alcoholism is a form of suicide,

• alcoholism and suicide are manifesta--

tions of a single cause.

And. it reviews two research methods —
looking at the incidence of suicides in

groups of alcoholics ( 10‘'f to 40‘'f in a 1983

study), and determining patterns of alco-

hol consumption among people who either

attempt or commit suicide i steadily in-

creasing to 30''f among suicides, says a

1982 study I.

"It is generally accepted that pre-exist-

ing mental disorders and alcoholism are

important determinants of suicide. This

does not imply sole causation.

"Although research shows that only a

small proportion of suicide victims have
been free of psychiatric disorder, reports

also point to a large percentage of individ-

uals with mental disorders who do not

commit suicide.

"Mental disorder should be considered

only as one factor — albeit a significant

one - w ith many other intluences such as

social, psychodvnamic. developmental,

and constitutional factors acting in an in-

teractive fashion”

To meet the objective of preventing sui-

cides among high-risk groups in Canadian

society. Ihe Task Force report says, “it is

critical to move beyond the identification

of these populations to specific strategies

designed to deal w ith each group.”

For alcoholics, the T;isk Force con-

cludes th;il “as with mental disorders, Ihe

exact nature of the relationship betwet'ti

alcohol ;ind suicide is .subject lo debate. ”

It

suggests prevention and intervention

strategies for alcoholics mii.sl acknowl-

edge the complexity of this relationship,

particularly the overlap with depre.ssion

and other mental di.sorders

"'ll IS suggested that addictions counsel

lors and the sl;iffs of deloxil’ic;ition centres

be trained in suicide risk assessment,"

Furllu'i". the Task Force recommends that

I'lfoi'Is lo reduce the incidence of alcohol

ism 1)0 sironglv encouraged and that addi-

tional government support be considered

for ageiieies treating aleoholies and their

lamilies

‘It’s suggested
that addiction
workers be
trained in

suicide
assessment’
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Federal drug strategy follow-up

Archibald studies ‘national’ options
By Anne MacLennan

TORONTO — H. David Archibald

has been asked by Health Minister

Jake Epp to identify drug demand
reduction programs in Canada that

could serve the government’s na-

tional drug strategy.

At the same time, the govern-

ment is seeking an “appropriate

follow-up vehicle” to coordinate

the strategy, a health department

official told The Journal.

The federal plan calls for a com-
prehensive and balanced approach

to reducing both demand for and

supply of drugs.

Mr Archibald, a world figure in

the addictions field, served as se-

nior advisor on development of the

strategy — Action on Drug Abuse-

IContre les drogues, which was
launched in May (The Journal,

June).
He will report to Mr Epp by the

end of December on “whether and
how the cumulative experience

and specific programs operated by

federal and provincial govern-

ments and non-governmental orga-

nizations” can be used to serve all

of Canada.
Specifically, he will:

• concentrate on demand reduc-

tion programs that could— with or

without modification — contrib-

ute;

• establish the feasibility of gener-

alizing them to Canada; and,

• prepare options for organization-

al and financial arrangements.

As he began his review, Mr Ar-

chibald told The Journal it will be

limited to programs “that clearly

can contribute significantly to

achievement of the objectives of

the strategy.”

The strategy was drawn together

by a federal, inter-departmental

secretariat in consultation with

provincial and territorial govern-

ments and non-government bodies.

The federal departments involved

include health, solicitor-general,

national revenue, justice, external

affairs, and youth (The Journal,

July).

Since the launch, there has been
a burgeoning of committees of bu-

reaucrats and experts working on

implementation approaches, a me-
dia blitz aimed at young people.

and a national forum scheduled for

this month; a media campaign for

parents is also in the works.

To date, however, no “linch pin”

body has been set up with the au-

thority to pull together the efforts

not only of demand reduction offi-

cials but also of officials from re-

lated supply reduction areas.

Said Mr Archibald: “This whole
thing will only work if the prov-

inces and territories and the feder-

al government can work together.

“The degree of coordination and
cooperation that exists across the

country rests on the degree to

which cooperation can be estab-

lished among the various depart-

ments in Ottawa and between that

group and the provinces.”

Alcoholism drug therapy promising
Effective treatments

are ‘badly needed’

By Joan Hollobon

TORONTO — Drug treatment for

alcoholism has remained stagnant

until the last few years, but now
faces a real possibility of signifi-

cant change, says Claudio Naran-
jo of the Addiction Research Foun-
dation ( ARF) here.

Head of the ARF’s clinical phar-

macology program and associate

professor, departments of pharma-
cology and medicine. University of

Toronto, Dr Naranjo says effective

therapies are badly needed be-

cause alcohol-related problems af-

fect 20^7 of the population.

But, systematic approaches to

developing, new pharmacotherapy
for alcoholism are confined to a

few groups of basic and clinical

scientists working in academia, Dr
Naranjo told medical grand rounds

at the ARF recently.

Outlining current trends in phar-

macotherapy, Dr Naranjo cited

drugs affecting several aspects of

alcoholism: intoxication, withdra-

wal syndrome, consumption, and
medical complications.

Anti-intoxicant drugs have been

sought because of the serious med-
ical and social problems resulting

from intoxication. For example, it

is estimated drunk drivers are re-

sponsible for from 257f to 35% of all

traffic accidents causing serious

injury.

One recently developed drug —
Imidazobenzodiazepine (Rol5-

4.513) — selectively antagonizes al-

cohol intoxication in rats. It is a

“partial inverse agonist at benzo-

diazepine receptors. Partial in-

verse agonists reverse the behav-

ioral effects of benzodioazepines.”

Rol.5-4513 blocks ethanol intoxica-

tion but without inducing other ef-

fects of benzodiazepines, sucb as a

sedative effect.

However, human studies may be

prevented by toxicity and ethical

concerns.

In high doses, Rol5-4513 can in-

duce severe tremors and seizures

in animals, so it could precipitate

seizures in people undergoing alco-

hol withdrawal. Also, it does not re-

verse the lethal effects of ethanol

in laboratory animals and might
not do so in humans.
Ethical concerns revolve around

use of the drug to permit intoxi-

cated people to drive cars or oper-

ate machinery. Dr Naranjo told

The Journal animals given intoxi-

cating levels of ethanol after pre-

treatment with Rol5-4513 show no

signs of intoxication. No human
data exist, but extrapolation sug-

gests people would likely be able to

perform various tasks without

showing signs of intoxication.

Despite these disadvantages,

however, a drug such as Rol5-4513

might be valuable if restricted to

emergency treatment. Dr Naranjo
suggested. Individuals who most
often die from drug overdose are

those who have taken a sedative

drug plus ethanol; used in combi-

nation with sedative antagonists, a

drug that selectively antagonized

alcohol might enable such a pa-

tient to be brought out of an other-

wise fatal coma, he said.

Mild or moderate alcohol with-

drawal syndrome (AWS) can be

treated without drugs in two-thirds

of cases by reassurance, reality

orientation, frequent monitoring of

signs and symptoms, personal at-

tention, and general nursing care.

Drugs are necessary, however, in

patients in moderate to severe

withdrawal, since supportive care

cannot prevent seizures, hallucina-

tions, or arrhythmias. Dr Naranjo

said.

(See New drugs, p2)

In Amsterdam

Needle exchange
hits 700,000 mark
AMSTERDAM — The approach is clear-headed and

pragmatic; the aim is to control the spread of the HIV
virus in the IVdrug using population and from them to

the general public. The results? It’s too early to tell, but

authorities at the Munici-

pal Health Service here

hope to hold back what

one clinic worker calls

“typhoon AIDS.”

At left. Krishna Kan-

hai, MI), medical direc-

tor of one of the city’s

suburban clinics, with

boxes of sterile needles

and a garbage can filled

with dirty needles.

In the first of a series of

special reports, The Jour-

nal's Contributing Editor,

Harvey McConnell, looks

at Amsterdam, where
700,000 sterile needles

will be distributed this

year.

See pages 7/S
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Alcohol babies
SASKATOON — Breastfeed-

ing mothers have been warned
to refrain from drinking. Bar-

ry Blakely, professor, Univer-

sity of Saskatchewan here,

says alcohol is known to sup-

press the immune system and

cautions alcohol can pass into

the mother’s milk as readily,

and in the same concentra-

tions, as it can into the blood

stream. He told The Globe and

Mail studies are now under-

way to determine if immune
factors usually passed from

mother to child are sup-

pressed by maternal drinking.

Nuclear worry
LANSING, MICH — Air crews

of military planes carrying

atomic weapons may be flying

in more ways than one, says
Monday Morning Report. Of
the 112,000 people handling nu-

clear weapons, about 5,100 are

decertified annually — mostly

for drug and alcohol abuse.

The crew of a Prowler jet that

crashed onto the flight deck of

the nuclear-powered aircraft

carrier, Nimitz, were found to

have used marijuana and am-
phetamines.

MDs waiver on AIDS testing/tracing
By Betty Lou Lee

CHARLOTTETOWN, PEI — After

almost five hours of debate, the

general council of the Canadian
Medical Association (CMA) sent

its two most contentious issues on

AIDS back for further study to its

council on health care.

It first approved the principle of

mandatory tracing of sexual con-

tacts, then sent the issue back to

the health-care council.

Nor would it go for testing all in-

patients and outpatients in hospi-

tals. Those who opposed this mea-
sure pointed to a cost of millions

( from $5 each for a screening test

to $100 for a final confirmatory

one ) and said it would send a mes-
sage to the public that the AIDS vi-

rus is easily transmitted.

Under the usual procedure, the

council on health care would bring

the issues back to the next annual

meeting. But the day after his in-

stallation as president, Athol Rob-
erts, MD, Charlottetown, an-

nounced he was forming a subcom-
mittee on AIDS to bring the recom-
mendations to the CMA board of

directors at its November meeting.

The board is expected to issue a

policy statement then.

Dr Roberts, a former Baptist

minister, said “absolute answers

are hard to come by . . . the truth

is changing week by week," but the

CMA must give strong leadership.

At different times during the de-

bate, the general council passed

what some considered conflicting

resolutions on the issue of a doc-

tor’s ethical responsibility to main-

tain confidentiality of patient infor-

mation.

One resolution, carried by a

large majority, stated; “It is not

unethical to make discreet disclo-

sure to an appropriate person, with

the patient’s knowledge that such

disclosure is being made, when
public interest clearly outweighs

the interest of the patient.
' ’

This would cover the situation

when a confirmed AIDS patient, or

carrier, refuses to tell a spouse or

other sexual partner and refuses

permission for the doctor to do so.

But later in the day, with no dis-

cussion, a resolution passed that

called for the CMA to “stress the

need to respect patient confidenti-

ality and, where necessary, the

need for legal and regulatory safe-

guards for such confidentiality.”

Less contentious motions called

for:

• mandatory non-nominal (using a

code, not a name) reporting of pa-

tients with AIDS or confirmed

AIDS-antibody tests

;

• educational messages that state

sexual activity is not rendered to-

tally safe by the use of a condom

;

• an active public education pro-

gram that will include the school

population;

• more federal and provincial

funds for treatment and prevention
research and education of health

professionals; and,

• appropriate safety measures for

handling body fluids and tissues in

hospitals, and making those in-

volved directly in patient care
aware of the potential risks of in-

fection.

CMA wants more labels
By Betty Lou Lee

CHARLOTTETOWN. PEI —If
Canadian doctors have their

way, warnings about adverse

effects of alcohol and medi-

cines will join warnings about

the adverse effects of drinking

and driving in alcohol outlets.

At its annual meeting, the

Canadian Medical Association

(CMA) called for warnings of

adverse interactions between
alcohol and prescription and
non-prescription drugs to be

displayed prominently, or dis-

tributed, where any of these

products are sold and/or dis-

pensed.

The CMA will also urge the

Canadian Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers Association

and the pharmaceutical indus-

try to put warnings about po-

tential interactions with alco-

hol on both prescription and
non-prescription drugs.

Educational programs
about drug abuse are also

urged for all schools.

The CMA council on health

care noted that “costly meth-

ods of control have not solved

this unfortunate problem" and
said its members believe "ed-

ucation about the misuse of

drugs is an essential method
of prophylaxis that should be

further explored."

Diverted samples
WASHINGTON — A bill de-

signed to reduce illegal diver-

sion of prescription drug sam-

ples has not impressed the

United States Congress. But,

the US Pharmaceutical Man-
ufacturers Association here

has adopted a code of ethics

with the same aim, reports

Medical World News. The
code calls for: receipts from
doctors who receive samples,

.samples being locked up, com-

panies performing annual au-

dits and keeping records of

who distributes samples, and

doctors returning outdated

samples to companies for dis-

posal.

Test of success
LONDON — Winning athletes

as young as 12 years old will

be automatically tested for

drugs following tough new leg-

islation here aimed at elimi-

nating drugs from sports. A
new independent testing body,

reporting directly to the

Sports Council, will cover

sports as diverse as caving

and tug-of-war, reports the

lamdon Sunday Times. The
government has also outlawed

anabolic steroids by including

them in the Misuse of Drugs
Act which allows criminal

prosecutions for possession.

Fair warning
WASHINGTON — Health

warnings on cigarette pack-

ages ar«- enough to protect to-

bacco companies from law-

suits, a United States federal

appeals court has ruled. The

Globe and Mail reports the iin-

suecessful suit was launched

by the heirs of a lil-yeai -old

man who smoked up to four

packs daily IVu' 2!{ years.

Coming up in

The Journal
Reports from

The National Forum—
Heading for the Future

Cost-effectiveness sells in US

Canadian EAPs focus on human side
By Karin Maltby

SEATTLE — While Canadian cor-

porations want their employee as-

sistance programs ( EAPs ) to work
because workers are suffering,

companies in the United States

tend to look at cost effectiveness.

“Ifl were selling an EAP in Can-

ada, I would sell the human aspect

of it . , , but in the (US) when you

go in to sell a program, the first

thing you do is hit them with the

dollars and cents.

( from page 1

)

Benzodiazepines are currently

the drugs of choice, having a high

benefit/risk ratio. The "benzodia-

zepine loading-do.se techni(|ue" in

which unit doses of diazepam are

given at appropi’iatc intervals, ti-

trating lh(' amount given against

the palicnl's reaction, has gi'cjdly

simphfied AWS Irealmenl

In this way, the ding can be

slopiied when the patient shows

signs of imiirovement

.

Dr Naranjo said (liere is no evi-

dence supporling long term use of

benzodiazepines .al'ler withdrawal

symploms are controlled, yet Ihese

drugs are being improperly pre

scribed, they are delecled in XV

,

of alcoholics uiiih'igoing medical

.assessmeiils When properly ap

plied, this loading dose l(‘chni(pie

doesiiol resiill in d('peiideiice

Caleimn blocking cardiovascn

lar drugs are also being, nu’esli

galed III AW.S Ire, Ilmen) One ol

Ihese, inredipnie, reduces AWS in

rals and delays ac(|nisilion ofloler

.nice Teslnig, in hinnans, howexcr.

may depend on de\ eloping c.ilcnim

blockers llial alleel Ihe ceniral

nerx'ons sysleni willioni exerinig,

cardiovascni.ir ellecis

'The \ .due of Ihese obserx .il ions

Is iiol necessarily from Ihe pomi ol

view of Iber.ipv bnl because I hey

snggesi we can mam|inl,ilc llic ac

(|in:.ilion of loh'iancc Tolcr.incc

and dependence go h.iiid in h.nid II

would mean lhal lor Ihe lirsi inne

“So, in the US, you lead with T
can save you $7 for every $1 you
spend;’ in Canada you lead with T
can save you 10% of your popula-

tion in the next 10 years.’
’’

Mark Cooper, coordinator of ed-

ucation and research for Bry-Lin

Hospitals, Buffalo, New York, at-

tributes this striking difference be-

tween Canadian and US EAPs in

part to “Canada’s paternalistic

health-care delivery system."

On the other hand, the US EAP
system can refer a person to ap-

we have drugs that can prevent be-

coming dependent on alcohol. ” Dr
Naran jo told The .lournal.

Agents currently used to reduce

alcohol consumption are of cpies-

tionable efficacy and possess sub-

stantial toxicity and a potential for

harmful drug interactions. Dr Na-

ranjo said this arose because disul-

firam was introduced It) years ago
and became an established tri'at

iiu'iil before it was rigorouslx

tested. Studies bi'lwi'i'ii liHK and
l!)l!l) failed to product' scii'iitific t'\'

idence sup|)orluig Ihe efficacy of

;niy alcohol st'iisilrzmg drugs

Hest'arcli lo idt'iilify and It-sl

new drugs for decreasing t'lhanol

nil.ake h.is shown Ih.il serotonin up
bake mhibilors havi' been t'ffective

III rediit nig lilt' numbt'r ttf tlrmks

consumt'tl .iiitl mcrt'asmg Ihe iium

bt'r t)f absimeiil tl.iys

llowt'vt'r, st'vt'r.il it'st'archt'rs

have t'xprt'sst'il cttnct'iai lhal rt'h

anct' on th ugs miglil bt' tlt'lt'lt'i itiiis

unlt'ss ctimbnit'tl with bt'h.ixitnal

lr;nnnig tir tilbt'r Irt'almt'iil

Drugs Iti .allt'iiualt' alctiliolic

clirtimc organic brain sMitlroiiit'

(('OltSi .are "conspicuousix ab

seiil. Dr Naraii|o saiil. making
noleworlhy rt'ct'iil ri'ports lhal llti

Mixamint', a si'rolonin upl.ikt' in

Inbilor. miprox t'il mt'iiiorv in a slu

tly of III alcoholics Alcoholic t
’( )BS

rt'siills III serittus psychosoci.il

tlxslunclion in aboul 10'- of alco

holic:.. impairi'it brain funclion m
belwt'i'ii ;)()'

. and VO'

.

propriate treatment only if health

insurance funds are available.

Mr Cooper, editor of The Rush
House, an employee assistance

newsletter, and a consultant to in-

dustries in both countries, com-
pared the Canadian and US em-
ployee assistance movements at

the North American Congress on

EAPs here.

While Canada’s EAPs operate on

a system of attraction and word-of-

mouth among employees, US pro-

grams “are more aggressive. It is

a principle of integrating the EAP
into the workplace ... a multi-mil-

lion dollar business of people sell-

ing EAP posters, tapes. . .

Neither country is comfortable

in dealing with family issues. Mr
Cooper said, but the US is even less

so because there is more worry

about legal liability.

The Canadian philosophy about

family assistance is that service is

available outside of the E.-\P, In

the US. he said, the concern is

that “ anything we do. we must

look over our shoulders and see

who is going to sue us.’
’’

The treatment of choice is differ-

ent in the two countries as well. In

Canada, not many E.APs deliver

services because, generally, a

wide range of community services

is provided by the government. In

the US, more E.APs provide treat-

ment .

New drugs: the suggestion
of dependence prevention

I
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Intervention is worthwhile , cost-effective

COAs do work of three— but tend to burn out
By Karin Maltby

SEATTLE — Adult children of al-

coholics (COAs) are valuable em-

ployees because they haven't

learned how to say ‘no.' and will do

the work of three for the salary of

one. But. at the same time, their

outstanding work performance is

short-lived because COAs "burn

themselves out within five years.

This is the view of Janet Woititz.

EdD. president. Institute for Coun-

seling and Training, Verona. New
Jersey, and author of several

books about COAs.
COAs are prime candidates for

burn-out because, regardless of

their achievements at work, "they

don't feel good about themselves

and don't believe they've earned

recognition." she told the North

American Congress on Employee

Assistance Programs here.

Without intervention and assis-

tance. COAs in the workplace will

"get sick, regroup, and head for

the next burn-out." But. because

they are such good employees, in-

tervention is worthwhile and cost-

effective.

Dr Woititz said COA employees

carry subconscious messages from |
childhood, myths they developed in |
reaction to living with chemically “

dependent parents. For example:

By Maureen Brosnahan

WINNIPEG — Winnipeg's up-

again. down-again Anti-Sniff Coali-

tion has once again ceased opera-

tion.

Chairman Jack Eyre says lack

of commitment by other agencies

and a sense of frustration among
coalition members led to the latest

demise. It's the third time in the

past decade the coalition has fold-

ed.

.Mr Eyre said part of the problem
was that the coalition had no man-
date to undertake its work, and
other groups, such as schools and
child welfare agencies, were un-

able or unwilling to commit funds

and develop programs to deal with

the issue of solvent abuse.

"Unless there's a collective ef-

fort on their part. I think this will

continue to be a problem," he said.

"It requires a multi-disciplinary

approach, and right now that's not

really happening. It's a hit and
miss affair.

"

a young COA feels guilty about her

inability to stop parental drug
abuse; as a respected employee.

The coalition was first estab-

lished in the mid-1970s to heighten

awareness of solvent abuse in Win-

nipeg and to search for solutions to

curb the problem.

In 1979, the coalition successfully

lobbied for a city bylaw to restrict

sale of solvents to young people.

The bylaw was struck down
three years later when a court

ruled it was beyond the city's juris-

diction.

Helgason: filling the void

she again experiences guilt if she is

unable to complete tasks not within

her experience or job description.

Mr Eyre says although the coali-

tion, made up of about a dozen ac-

tive members working in the inner

city, has folded, he believes it did

make headway. "There's a greater

willingness at least to acknowledge
the problem."

As well, the coalition established

a comprehensive library on sol-

vent abuse for the public and set up
support groups for young sniffers.

Solvent abuse is seen as a serious

problem in Winnipeg and, in recent

years, has been linked to juvenile

prostitution. Several people have
been charged after youths were en-

ticed into trading sexual favors for

solvents (The Journal. August,

1986).

Wayne Helgason, a Winnipeg
child care worker who works with

young sniffers, says some groups

are coming forward to fill the void

left by the coalition. Support

groups for young sniffers are

continuing, and the solvent-abuse

library has been taken over by a

community advocacy group.

A COA employee — at whatever
level in a company — considers

himself worthless if not busy, at

fault if something goes wrong, and
fearful of discovery by peers: ‘I'm

a fraud. Others will find out I'm not

creative, brilliant, not capable of

doing my job because in my family
the disease of alcoholism was my
fault.'

COAs at the management level

"give away their egos to the orga-

nization. If the organization does
well, they’re fine; if the organiza-

tion is doing badly, somatic symp-
toms appear," Dr Woititz said.

Typically, COAs as supervisors

want to make immediate changes
although years of organizational

turmoil may have preceded them,
want to be liked by peers and sub-

ordinates at whatever cost to

themselves, and consider them-

TORONTO — Opportunities for

support and involvement offered

by a Canadian youth organization

are proving helpful for teenage

children of alcoholics ( COAs )

.

Toe Alpha, an acronym for Tak-

ing On Concerns About Life, Peo-

ple, and Human Achievement, is

the youth wing of Alcohol and Drug
Concerns, Inc (ADC).

Founded in 1956, Toe Alpha sets

three primary objectives for its 14-

to-24-year-old membership

:

• to provide attractive options to

alcohol and other drug use,

• to encourage good decision-mak-

ing skills in an environment of pos-

itive peer pressure; and,

• to increase awareness of the psy-

chological, social, physiological.

MOSCOW — Mandatory testing for

the HIV virus has been instituted

by the Russian government for its

own citizens and foreigners from

countries with a number of AIDS
cases.

A Soviet citizen who puts another

at risk of being infected faces a

five-year jail term and an eight-

year term if another person is de-

liberately infected. Foreigners

found to have the HIV virus will be

deported.

m

Woititz: giving away their egos

selves bad managers when em-
ployees fail.

COAs know "how to behave at

work because they feel comfort-

able; but leaving work is tricky be-

cause they have to be themselves,"
said Dr Woititz.

and legal implications of alcohol

and other drug use.

Karl Burden. ADC executive di-

rector, describes Toe Alpha as

"aptly suited for children of alco-

holics since they can learn about

substance abuse, receive emotion-

al support from peers, yet not dis-

close their family problems."

COAs are often reluctant to use

clinical facilities and reject pro-

grams that identify them as trou-

bled, says Mr Burden.

“For many young people. Toe
Alpha has provided a vehicle

through which they have come to

realize their home problems are

not unique, and then the organiza-

tion has helped them learn effec-

tive coping strategies.”

A report from the Novosti Press

Agency said only 102 cases of HIV
infection have been found among a

million people so far tested.

Centres where people can be tested

anonymously have been estab-

lished around the country.

Mikhail Narkevich, Ministry of

Public Health, said: “We find it is

necessary to examine all Soviet

citizens who return home from

countries where AIDS epidemics

are recorded."

COA employees: getting sick, regrouping, heading for the next burnout

Anti-sniff coalition disbands

Teen children of alcoholics

finding Toe Alpha helpful

AIDS tests now mandatory
for Soviet citizens, visitors

World drug law hits death-penalty snag
‘We do not see whv

mass murderers
should not be
punished:’ Malaysia

By Gamini Seneviratne

VIENNA — Capital punishment
for some drug offences is ex-

pected to re-emerge as an issue

at this month’s meeting here of

the committee drafting the new
United Nations convention on il-

licit drug traffic.

The convention is aimed at re-

moving the profits from illicit

traffic in narcotic and psycho-
tropic drugs (The Journal,

April).

The question is whether, for

the convention, the death penal-

ty should be globally endorsed

as a possible sanction against

serious drug crimes. It arose at

the July meeting of the drafting

committee in a bitter clash be-

tween Malaysia and the Nordic

countries.

Malaysia, alone so far, wants

the penalty in, allowing that ap-

plication would depend on “the

nature and gravity of the of-

fence" and be subject to each

country’s “constitutional limi-

tations, legal system, and do-

mestic law.’’

The Nordics counter that the

death penalty is a “cruel, inhu-

man, and degrading punish-

ment with questionable deter-

rent effect” and that the UN is

for its abolition.

The Soviet Union and Indone-

sia were prominent in fashion-

ing a compromise at the July

meeting; it recognizes both the

moral objections to capital pun-

ishment and its possible deter-

rence value. (Canada and the

United States stayed conspicu-

ously aloof from debate.)

However, while observers

concede that explicit mention of

capital punishment is unlikely

to survive in the convention be-

cause it is abhorrent to too

many, they also note that with

so many countries in the grey-

area of the ‘don't knows,’ the is-

sue is unlikely to be resolved

easily.

Malaysia’s advocacy for the

death penalty rests only partly

on its deterrence value. Prime

Minister Mahathir Bin Moha-

mad tends to stress the morali-

ty of it. As president of the re-

cent world drug conference

here (The Journal. August), he

said: “We still have kept the

punishment (death) for crimes

like murder, and we don't .see

why mass murderers like drug

traffickers should not be (simi-

larly) punished."

He said that while “govern-

ments . . . that do not have the

death penalty and are under

pressure not to . . . cannot very

well support the law in our

countries." countries where it

does exist should extend it to

cover serious drug offences.

US Deputy .Secretary of State

John C. Whitehead, asked the

question directly at the same
conference, declined to say

more than “it is something for

us all to consider.”

Said Francisco Kamos Gal-

ino. new director of the UN Di-

vision of Narcotic Drugs, ear-

lier this year: “We will take

time drafting the convention,

because we need one which
many countries will ratify

fairly early.”

With the efficacy of capital

punishment unproven, and with

several countries implacably

opposed, its inclusion even
obliquely would be likely to de-

feat this end.

t
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Clonidine scores well for alcohol withdrawal
Clonidine appears to be as effective as a benzodiazepine in the

management of acute alcohol withdrawal. In the first reported

comparison of the two types of drugs, a physician and a pharma-
cist from the University of South Carolina, Columbia conducted

a double-blind, randomized trial with 61 male alcoholics ad-

mitted to a local inpatient alcohol detoxification unit. The sub-

jects randomly received clonidine or chlordiazepoxide over a 60-

hour treatment period. Gregory Baumgarter, MD, and Randall

Rowen. PharmD, found clonidine was more effective than the

benzodiazepine in reducing alcohol withdrawal, systolic blood

pressure, and heart rate over the entire study period. They said

it was so effective in dropping blood pressure in the first 12 hours

of therapy that it could preclude using an additional drug to

combat the hypertension frequently seen in acute alcohol with-

drawal. In addition, clonidine was as good as chlordiazepoxide

in improving scores on a number of tests to measure psychologi-

cal features of withdrawal. Adverse drug reactions in both

groups were similar, although those taking clonidine reported

less nausea and vomiting. The researchers conclude clonidine,

an alpha-2 agonist with no dependence liability, should be “se-

riously considered” as an alternative form of pharmacotherapy
for acute alcohol withdrawal syndrome.

Archives of Internal Medicine, July, 1987, v.l47 : 1223-1226.

Cig ads reaching children
Even young children are very aware of cigarette advertising, a

study of a group of Scottish children between ages six and 17

years suggests. The University of Strathclyde study involved in-

terviews in June/July, 1985 with 726 Glasgow children asked a

variety of questions about nine glossy print advertisements for

cigarettes, all but one of which had appeared in magazines dur-

ing 1985. While the proportion of subjects who said they had seen

the ads increased with increasing age, a majority at primary
school level said they could identify the ads from the “long-run-

ning, highly prominent campaigns,” which did not change much
from month to month. Even young children were able to identify

brand imagery in the absence of brand names. For example,
40G of eight and nine year olds and 72% of the 10 and 11 year olds

were able to identify the Marlboro advertisements. As for brand
personalities, the researchers said the older children had quite

an adult understanding of the types of lifestyles the ads were at-

tempting to project: even many of the older primary school chil-

dren had a rudimentary awareness. While results did not nec-

essarily indicate advertising induces children to start smoking,

advertisements are getting through to children, and particular-

ly to underage smokers, the marketing and psychology depart-

ment researchers conclude.

British Journal of Addictions, June, 1987, v.82: 615-622.

IV methamphetamine/lead poison link
The possibility of acute lead poisoning from the intravenous

( IV ) u.se of illicit methamphetamine is raised by three Oregon

researchers from an area where large quantities of the drug are

manufactured. They report two cases of patients who presented

to hospital with nausea, vomiting, weakness, and weight loss fol-

lowing IV u.se of methamphetamine. Both patients had abnor-

mal liver function, low hematocrit values, and elevated blood-

lead levels. Analysis of the drug used by one patient showed 889

parts per million of lead. The 28-year-old man was estimated to

have injected about 0.1 milligrams of lead directly into his

bloodstream; his initial blood-lead level was more than three

times the normal. In the other case, methamphetamine was also

considered the only possible source of lead poisoning, with im-

proper .synthesis and purification of the illegal drug considered

responsilJe, Both patients recovered after treatment but re-

quired outpatient treatment; one was hospitalized twice. Both

(!xereted large amounts of lead in their urine after treatment

with edetic acid. The researchers note that the usual laboratory

tests for lead poi.soning could be misleading in these acute ea.ses,

and diagnosis could be difficult because of the variable and non-

speeifie signs and symptoms.
'I’he Journal aj' the American Medical Assoeialian. .hdy 24/31,

1987, v. 258:510 51

1

New heavy-drinking marker
A new marker has been hailed as the tnost reliable laboi'atory

indiealor of beavy drinking lo dale by five Australian research

ers from I be deparlmeni ol' medieme, t biiversily oftjueensland.

Royal Brisbane Hospital, Brisbane. The group U'sled desi.ily-

l.iled Iraiisferrin in blood sample's from a group of 20 male ;ileo

holies and from a number of beallby sub|eels and palieiils with

non alcohol relaled disease, ineliiduig liver disease, Ib.il is mor
pliologieally indisl mguisbable Irom aleobolie bepalilis. Wlu'ii

Hie desi.ilylaled Iraiisrerriii was im-asured .is a pereeiilage of lo

tal Iransrerrm in Ibe serum oi'lbe test sub|eels. Hie mean values

were sig.iiilieanlly bigber for Hie .ileobolies Hiaii Hie mean for all

Hie oilier g,roups. .Since none of Hie non aleobolie subjecls bad a

value above I 5'

Z

,
Hus was taken as a euloff poiiil

.
HI of Hu' 20

aleobolie subjecls lOO'i I bad values above I
5' 7 The rese.'ircb

ers say Hus shows desialyl.iled Ir.uisferrm is .i very speeifie in

diealor of heavy alcohol eoiisumpliou because iio false posilive

scores were found m any of Hie coni rols They also say llii' inelli

0(1 compares favorably with oilier rouline blood Icsis of ebrnme
alcohol consumplioii For example, gamma gliilamyl Iransfi'r

use csimialions are iiiosl widely used, alHiou|',b lliey have a sen

silivily of belween only 30'> and 111)'. In Hus sliidy popiilalion,

gamma g.liil.imyl Iransferase values were signifieanl Iv raised

in only 35''. of Hie 2t) aleobolie palieiils

The /.mice/, .lime 6, 1987, v 8515 1292 1291
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Abusing: for the victim, sometimes it's a broken heart, not a broken leg

Drink can worsen violence.

doesn’t cause it: counsellor
By Betty Lou Lee

HAMILTON — Alcohol and vio-

lence are linked so often that

there’s a general belief they are

cause and effect.

Robert Murray, a counsellor

with the Waterloo regional alcohol

and drug assessment service of

Ontario's Addiction Research
Foundation, adamantly denies

this.

"Alcoholism doesn’t cause vio-

lence. There is no evidence what-

soever that it does. Some assume
that because there’s an 80G asso-

ciation with alcohol and abuse, it

must cause it. That’s not necessar-

ily so."

For his audience of addictions

workers at the annual Institute on

Addiction Studies, held here by Al-

cohol and Drug Concerns, Inc, the

concept wasn’t easily accepted.

Interaction
Mr Murray agreed abusing both

alcohol and your wife can interact

and exacerbate each other. The
two may liave common back-

ground factors — a family history

of alcoholism and abu.se, for exam-
ple.

Vet, not all alcoholics are abu-

sive, and all abusers aren’t alco-

holics (The .l(uirnal, November.

19861. Some alcoholics are abusive

when they’re not drinking and con-

tinue to be abusive if they quit

drinking.

Mr Murray will not accept a man
into his treatment program for

spouse batterers until he is under
treatment for any alcohol or other

drug problem he may have.

Subtle abuse
“He has the idea he'll go for alco-

holism treatment and that will fix

the problem. I’d be happy if it

worked, but it doesn’t. He may stop

drinking, the cops are not called,

and she doesn’t have any bruises.

But. the subtler abuse continues.

"His control of his wife becomes
subtler, he becomes better at it;

but. the basic dynamics won’t

change."

Mr Murray describes a four-

stage battering cycle in which ten-

sion leads to violence because the

man has never developed any oth-

er way to deal with it. Then, there’s

guilt, remorse, and shame, fol-

lowed by a "honeymoon" period.

As the eycle intensil’ie.s, the guilt is

reduced and the honeymoon period

gets .shorter.

Mr Murray makes no distinction

belween verbal and physical

abuse: “I don’t put il on a scale.

It's hard to forget if you’ve been

called a whore by your husband.
It’s not a broken leg. but a broken

heart, .A broken leg heals.

"If he’s physically abusive, he’s

always also verbally abusive. If

he’s verbally abusive, he may not

be physically, but there’s a ten-

dency for the violence to escalate”

Although violence is the only

way abusers have of responding to

the anger that tension ereates.

they are not usually violent outside

the home, he noted.

.Any woman in an abusive situa-

tion should leave, or threaten to.

Mr Murray said. But. societal atti-

tudes and actions often make this

difficult.

Police reluctant
Belief that a man’s home is his

castle, or that one shouldn’t inter-

fere in a marriage, is still com-

mon. Police have beer, reluctant to

lay charges: affordable day care

or housing are scarce.

"Hambo touched a chord that

equated masculine power and

force. ( that gave i \ alidity to physi-

cal force and intimidation. There

are a lot of little Rambos out

there”
The woman is also caught in a

bind : "If she leaves, she’s a desert-

er: if she stays, she needs or likes

the abu.se. ’’ Mr Murray said

In wake of the Archibald report

Bermuda program building
HAMILTON, Bermuda The
firsi year rcporl of Hu' National Al

cohol and Drug Agency (NADAl
here' shows il has acted, m some
way, on 59 of 65 reeommendalioiis

of Hie Uoyal (’ommission into Ihe

Use and Misuse of Hlieil Drugs and

.Meohol

The NADA, a eoordmaling agi'ii

ey, was esiabbslied by Bi'iinud.i

Premier .lolin Swan to "implement
Hie imporlaiil imli.ilives" high

lighted III Hie final reporl ofl’om

missioiier 11 D.ivid Archibald

(The .hnirnal, Aiigusl, 1985

1

Aelioii laki'ii by NAD,\ mehiiU's

an island w ide resouree mvi'iilorw

.1 second snrvey of di ng use by sin

di'iils, esiablishmeni of a youlh lo

yonlli service eonei'iilralmg on de

velopmeni of sludeni leaiU'i s, aleo

hoi and other drug t'ducalion pro-

grams in schools, I raining sessions

for teai'hers

A PU IDE Bermuda (Parent He
sonree Inslilnle for Drug Ediu'a

tioni, as well as a eommunity
based, ('inployei' assislanci' pro

gram havi' also lu'i'ii esiablislu'd

Working wilh several govern

meni immslries and volnnU'i'r or

gain/alions. Ihe N.MbA has also hi'

gun addri'ssing oHk'I' issik's

Legislation is being drafti'd lo in

('rease pi'iiallu's for importing and

Ir.'iflickmg and lo si'i/e Ihe pro

C('('ds of drug ermies

Eduealion programs are being

devi'lojied for Ihe public, police,

p.irenis, and leaelu'rs

Enhanced IrealmenI ,nid reha

bililalion programs under study in-

clude expanding alcoholism .serv-

ices through day care and oulira-

lienl facilities.

The N;\D.\ has also worked with

Bermuda’s Mini.stry of Health and

Social Servii'cs and several eon-

eerned organi/.alions lo propose

amendments (o Ihe Liquor Liceiu'c

Act

Mr .Arehihald told The .Journal

he was more lh;m salisl’ied w ith Ihe

progress Ihe anihorilies were mak
mg in implemenimg his reeom-

nu'iidalions

"It’s unusual for any HoyalUom-
mission n'porl (irepared in the

British Uommonwealih to have

any significant impact on any-

thing Bermuda is an outstanding

except ion lo this”

ti
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On-site wellness programs
key to good management

By

Karin

Maltby

SEATTLE — Health care's esca-

lating costs combined with a

shrinking workforce in North

America will hasten the trend to

on-site wellness programs for em-

ployees.

And. for each dollar invested in

health promotion, more revenue

will be earned back, an expert on

corporate health management told

the North American Congress on

Employee Assistance Programs

(EAPs) here.

Larry Chapman, former senior

health promotion and wellness

staff specialist with the United

States Public Health Service, said

EAPs should encourage the con-

cept of wellness programs as an es-

sential component of manage-

ment.

Further. EAPs are in a critical

position to change the wellness of

workers by encouraging them to

look at and modify their lifestyles

through company wellness pro-

grams.

He defined wellness as "an inten-

tional choice of lifestyle character-

ized by balance, personal responsi-

bility. and maximum enhance-

ment of physical, mental, and spir-

itual health.” He said too much
emphasis is placed currently on

only physical health by EAPs and

by management.

For example, he said, of 100

workers in the US. 80 believe they

are in good health. However. 30 of

the 100 are smokers. 27 have hyper-

tension. 18 are more than 20%
overweight. 64 get no regular exer-

cise. 13 drink more than three

ounces of liquor daily, 43 are under
severe stress, 11 would like to talk

to a counsellor, and 63 don't use the

health-care system appropriately.

And, 91 of the 100 people have

"very little incentive to change

their behaviors.”

Corporate managers must rec-

ognize that since some workers are

more resistant than others to bet-

ter health, programs may be lim-

ited to, for example, urging pro-

crastinating “resisters” finally to

quit smoking and encouraging

“stalwart,” three-pack-a-day

smokers at least to consider quit-

ting.

Broad brush
While many EAP programs have

dealt primarily with chemically

dependent employees, a move to a

“broad-brush” approach that cov-

ers any factor reducing work per-

formance can enhance a preven-

tive wellness program.

Mr Chapman outlined a typical

program model:

• awareness communication — to

inform and educate employees

about the wellness program ‘mar-

ket' that exists in their place of

work;

• health management — to pro-

mote individual behavior change
via a process of voluntary health

and fitness testing;

• group intervention — for exam-
ple, stop-smoking groups; and
• supportive environment — for

example, physical fitness appara-
tus available for use by employees.

He warned it may take an em-
ployee from 18 months to three

years to change an inappropriate

behavior.

The average cost, he estimated,

would be about $35 to $70 a year per

person to “create a good wellness

program.”

Linkages
He said linkages between EAPs

and health promotion programs in-

clude joint committee mem-
bership, identifying referral oppor-

tunities, providing literature to

employees on each program's

mandate, combining supervisory

training, actively promoting each

other, highlighting mutual confi-

dentiality, cross-consulting, and lo-

cating both programs in the same
unit of the company.
Mr Chapman predicts the time

will soon come when programs will

address AIDS as a prevention is-

sue. And, workers with a genetic

predisposition to other chronic,

life-threatening diseases may vol-

unteer for “gene profiling”

through a simple blood test.

“We will be able to tell employ-

ees what (disease) they may get

and put them on a prevention pro-

gram.” Shrinking workforce: for each dollar invested, more will be earned back

‘Important information on immunoqenicitv, safety’

Canadians at front line ofAIDS vaccine work
By Kate Fournis

TORONTO — The AIDS vaccine

approved for clinical trials by the

United States Food and Drug Ad-

ministration (FDA I recently was
largely developed and tested by

Canadian researchers— a fact one

researcher believes will put Cana-

da in the forefront of AIDS re-

search.

The vaccine, developed by Mi-

croGeneSys Inc, West Haven, Con-

necticut is the first to be approved
for human testing in the US.

Although it is a US company, the

co-director of the vaccine (ievel-

opment effort is Canadian Mark
Cochran. PhD, director of molecu-

lar genetics.

By Gamini Seneviratne

VIENNA— An Austrian drug com-
pany has developed a first-genera-

tion. prototype AIDS vaccine

which could be ready for human
trials early in 1988.

Two chimpanzees have already
been inoculated, and immuniza-

Animal studies for immunoge-
nicity and safety (specifically in

rhesus monkeys) were done by

Cochran: development effort

tion is being systematically in-

creased.

The immunity level at which the

chimps will be infected with the

AIDS virus, to determine the pro-

tective effectiveness of the vac-

cine, is expected to be reached
soon.

Robert Gallo, MD, United States

Peter Gill, PhD, director of the

bureau of microbiology in the Lab-

oratory Centre for Disease Control

in Ottawa.

Commenting on the significance

of the Canadian role in the appro-

val of the vaccine, MicroGeneSys
president Frank Volvovitz told The
Journal: “Our belief is that it was
the largest primate trial that has

been conducted with any kind of

AIDS vaccine. It provided very im-

portant information on immunoge-
nicity and safety.”

Dr Gill said if the vaccine is ap-

proved for testing in Canada, “it

will make us equal to other coun-

tries and will really keep us in the

forefront of AIDS research.

“It will give Canada a niche in

Institutes of Health, was ready to

endorse the Austrian company,
Immuno AG, “because it's the first

group to stick its neck out to devel-

op an AIDS vaccine, it has proven

expertise, and it has experience us-

ing chimps — a prerequisite be-

cause it's the only animal that can

be routinely infected.”

HIV (human immunodeficiency vi-

rus) vaccine trials.”

The FDA approved the vaccine

for Phase I study, to see whether
the vaccine induces an immune re-

sponse in humans.
The company has also applied to

the Canadian government for ap-

proval to do a separate Phase I stu-

dy of the vaccine, Mr Volvovitz

said.

Phase HI study — to see whether
the vaccine actually protects peo-

ple from becoming infected with

HIV — is at least 18 months away,
he added.

The vaccine uses a recombinant
HIV protein reproduced in insect

cells.

The protein is then purified and

The prototype vaccine has been

developed from the whole protein

envelope of the AIDS virus, rather

than parts of it, Johann Eibl. re-

searcli director, told The Journal.

The company, is the first in the

world biogenetically to manufac-
ture the antigen on a kilogram

scale.

formulated into a vaccine prepara-

tion.

Viral proteins produced in insect

cells — specifically, a cell line

from army worms — are more like

the natural virus surface than

those produced in bacteria. Dr Gill

explained. Theoretically, the more

natural vaccine might produce a

better response.

When Dr Gill tested the vaceine

in rhesus monkeys, they showed a

good immune response with no ad-

verse effects.

"The monkey finds it a very po-

tent immunogen which stimulates

a very good antibody response."

The antibodies were found to be

neutralizing antibodies that could

inactivate HIV in vitro.

The rhesus monkey evaluations

in Ottawa brought research on the

vaccine to the point of approval by

the FDA. Mr Volvovitz said.

The controlled Phase I trial will

be of 80 volunteers, primarily ho-

mosexual men at low risk of HIV
infection, and is expected to run for

about six months.

Clifford l>ane. MD. deputy clini-

cal director of the US National In-

stitute of Allergy and Infectious

Diseases, will direct the study.

Austrian vaccine goes to human trials in 1 988

Campus program: making moderate drinking the norm
TORONTO — A campus program
to educate students about responsi-

ble drinking may help promote uni-

versities as places where moder-
ate, appropriate alcohol consump-
tion becomes the norm.
Campus Alcohol Policies and Ed-

ucation ( CAPE) is a health promo-
tion program directed primarily at

first-year students. The two-

pronged program, tested at the

University of Western Ontario in

1984, involves disseminating infor-

mation about appropriate and in-

appropriate alcohol use, as well as

specific intervention strategies to

be used by university taverns and

administration, including reduced

prices for low-alcohol beer.

In an evaluation of the program,

researchers found most students

were aware of the CAPE program,

and most, even though they fre-

quented university taverns, en-

dorsed the program and its pre-

scriptions for low-risk drinking:

1. No more than one drink per

hour, no more than four drinks per

occasion;

2. Seven drinks or fewer per week ;

3. If driving, don't drink; and

4. When studying, don't drink

Of those students surveyed. 94%
deemed the program a good idea.

The report notes researchers

were encouraged to find that a pro-

gram focusing on the behavior of

students “was almost universally

endorsed by students.

“Not only did students seem to

approve of the program as a whole,

but they even endorsed the pre-

scriptions for appropriate drink-

ing. Typically, such prescriptions

are met with derision, and it is to

the program's credit that students

endorsed these concepts. . . .

"It is anticipated that as all

years of the university are expo.sed

to CAPE ( this year's first-year stu-

dents are next year's second-year

class, and so on), the university it-

.self will become a milieu in which

students reinforce each other and
appropriate, moderate consump-
tion of alcohol becomes the norm."
The CAI’Hl program devel-

opment and follow-up evaluation

were conducted by Louis

Gliksman, David Hart, and Robert

Simp.son of the Addiction Researcli

Foundation, and Tnomas Siess, di-

rector of .student aer- (ces, Univ(‘r-

sity of Western Ontario.
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LETTERS

‘Free speech’ for tobacco ads
is a red herring, says reader
In The Journal (August) Richard
Gilbert repeats his claim that legal

restrictions on cigarette advertis-

ing are a dangerous infringement

on freedom of speech. Unfortu-

nately, I missed his original article

on the subject (January, Feb-

ruary), reading only some of the

rather abusive replies. It is, how-
ever, very difficult to understand

how someone of Dr Gilbert's intel-

lectual achievements can miss

what appears to be the line of rea-

soning supporting an ad ban.

Either he accepts that such ads

have a significant effect on chil-

dren and teenagers to encourage

them to smoke, or he does not.

If the latter, it is hard to see how
he can expect to be taken serious-

ly. Something beyond peer pres-

sure or parental example must be

present to lead young people to

take up an activity which is not

cheap, has no apparent pleasure

attached to it, and is known to

cause a horrifying level of disease.

Brand loyalty among smokers is

strong: what, therefore, could

cause the tobacco companies to

spend money on advertising and
sponsorship, if not to create new
users?

A secondary, but similar, prem-
ise lies in the effect of advertising

in weakening the resolve of those

already addicted to break free.

If Dr Gilbert does accept that

ads for cigarettes aim to make
smoking look healthy, respectable,

and liberating to minors and exist-

ing addicts, arguments based on
freedom of speech are irrelevant.

The intended audience is not free

to respond to the message in a ra-

tional way. A 14 or 15 year old is too

young to vote, too young to be al-

lowed to buy alcohol, too young to

leave school or home; she or he
cannot clearly form ideas of harm
years into the future, or compre-
hend the nature of addiction.

The value of free speech lies pre-

cisely in its potential to influence

an audience which is itself free to

assess the message conveyed. The
audience may be unwise, stupid,

ignorant, or perverse in its re-

sponse, but it must be rational. If

its response is purely and always
of a kind with those of speechless
creatures to natural or artificial

stimuli, the speaker may be free.

But, what he says and his freedom
to say it lose all their value.

References to "free speech" are
a red herring when restrictions on
tobacco advertising are being dis-

cussed. To an industry threatened
with the loss of huge profits and de-
void of genuine arguments, such a
line of counterattack is likely to

appeal. It is. however, particularly

sensitive when someone of Dr Gil-

bert's credentials takes up a posi-

tion which corresponds to a part of
the public stance adopted by the to-

bacco companies.

Philip Webb
Toronto, Ontario

More evidence required
Stan Sadava's homily on the need

for tolerance and his apparent dis-

taste for ad hominem attacks

(June) just doesn't square with his

dismissal of the Non-Smokers'
Rights Association ( NSRA ) — per-

haps the strongest force for pre-

ventive medicine in Canada — as

“moral entrepreneurs."

Dr Sadava's charge that the

NSRA "would like to drive tobacco

completely underground " is misin-

formed. My understanding is that

the NSRA has consistently opposed

a ban on the sale of cigarettes and.

in fact, continues to take the posi-

tion that a ban would be irresponsi-

ble in Canada.

Apart from Dr Sadava's defence,

however, Richard Gilbert's origi-

nal problem (January, February)

still remains: how to explain the

annual expenditure of over S2 bil

lion ( US ) by hard-nosed, transna-
tional tobacco conglomerates for

advertising and promotion of to-

bacco products in a shrinking
North American market'’

When this type of extraordinary

expenditure is used to market ille-

gally a 'legal.' inherently dan-
gerous. addictive product through
calculated deception, a great deal

more hard evidence will be re-

quired from Dr Gilbert before we
believe the Tobacco's Institute's

claim that tobacco manufacturers-
aren't trying to hook our kids.

Ronald M. Hart

Executive director

Relatives of Dead and Dying
Smokers (RODDS)
Picton. Ontario

Teens’ erratic behavior
may not be drug induced

wingly be putting a very ill individ-

ual on the street. Diagnosis of a

teenager as a drug addict or alco-

holic may be too quickly made by

teachers in the school staffroom.

Our.eagerness to embrace drugs or

alcohol as causes for weird behav-

ioi' is a symptom of society 's reluc-

tance to learn about severe mental

illness such as schizophrenia.

- The J(«»urnal

Rural drug education support

groups such as the one based in

Northbrook, Ontario (The Journal.

August) would find the Britnell

Book Shop telephone service for

book orders useful since many do

not have quick access to a

bookstoi'e ( 1-800-387-1417).

Another suggestion for fellow ed-

ucators is not to focus attentioti ex-

clusively on drugs and alcohol.

Other ills may be overlooked if de-

viant behavior in teenagers is first

ascribed to drug addiction. Indeed,

professionals on our psychiatric

wards find it difficult to distinguish

between the .symptoms of schi-

zophrenia and drug addiction when
a patient is first admitted. .Vs one

young schizophrctiic i'ccentl\

stated to me: "They thought 1 was
on di'ugs. but after a week in tlic

hospital, the hallucinations did not

go away."
Parents who practi.se tough

love' and throw their sullen, de-

tached teenager out may unkno-

Dan Webster
High school teacher

Wiiigham. Ontario

I Ed note: Mr Wch.stcr i.s a co-

chairman of a support group for

parents ofschizophrenics. i

Correction
The September issue of The .)our-

iial identiried pentazocine (le. Tal-

win ) as a non-nai'colie pi eseription

analgesic .Mthough not derived

from opium, pentazocine is listed

as a narcotic under I'anada's Nar-

cotic Uonti'ol Act.
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Dutch target IV drug users to contain HIV

Brussel, brochure illustration: ‘we did not find people shooting up more because they get free needles, and needle-sharing has been cut dramatically'

In Amsterdam:
The greatest threat of the spread of

AIDS in society in North America
and Western Europe is via intrave-

nous drug users and prostitutes.

The most effective prevention ef-

forts are an end to needle sharing,

use of condoms, and more metha-

done maintenance programs. But,

while the politicians in North
America procrastinate, agonize, or

avoid the issues, and many drug
experts debate them, a number of

countries in Western Europe have
moved ahead with vigorous pre-

vention programs.
Leading is the Amsterdam Mu-

nicipal Health Service. The Dutch
have a reputation for clear-head-

ed, pragmatic, and business-like

approaches, and its programs are

just that. The aim is to contain, as

far as possible, and with every

means possible, spread of the HIV
virus. Contributing editor Harvey
McConnell, in the first of a series of

reports, talks to Giel Brussel, med-
ical director of the service’s drug
program, and Krishna Kanhai.
medical director of one of the city’s

suburban clinics.

AMSTERDAM — Five years ago,

Krishna Kanhai joined Amster-
dam’s health service and had
straightforward concerns: “How
to try to manage drug problems
and how to do something for these

people. Then AIDS has come along
like a typhoon.”

Typhoon AIDS has pushed Dr
Kanhai into uncharted seas of

drugs, sex, and death, and into a
netherworld of prostitutes — male
and female, pimps, brothel keep-
ers, drug dealers, and even the

prosaic tourist. And it has
pushed him into preparing for the

Photos: Harvey McConnell
Graphics: Amsterdam Municipal
Health Service brochure

Amsterdam’s Municipal Health

Service will distribute 700,000 free

needles and syringes this year

among 8,000 heroin users as part of

its concerted effort to contain the

spread of the HIV virus

“It is rational, but it is not a mir-

acle,” is the pragmatic view of

Giel Brussel, medical director of

the drug abuse program. “We
doubt it will be totally efficacious

in prevention, it’s slow.”

It is too early to find if the needle

exchange program has slowed the

spread of the HIV virus. However,

it is clear, after a year, that provi-

sion of free needles does not entice

people into IV drug use and it has

dramatically cut the rate of nee-

dle-sharing among addicts.

The needle exchange program is

allied with a free methadone
maintenance program and unceas-

ing education and prevention ef-

forts among drug users, and their

sexual partners, and professional

prostitutes, their clients, and their

pimps. Even the streets are

scoured for dirty needles.

Amsterdam's heroin user pop-

ulation includes some 2,000 from
the former colony of Surinam, and

time ahead, when AIDS begins to

strike down his drug-using pa-

tients.

At the end of the clinic day, fol-

lowing the usual conference— with

his four social workers, two nurs-

es, and two administrative staff—
on every patient seen that day. Dr
Kanhai makes it clear action is the

only possible reaction to the drug

abuse/AIDS problem.

“Deep in our hearts we hope they

will find a drug for AIDS, but that

is probably going to take 10 years.

So we have begun to think about

1990, when people start going to

ARC (AIDS-related complex) and

then AIDS, and we don’t have the

answers yet.

“What shall we do? What shall

a floating population of about 1,500

foreigners. About 60% “chase the

dragon” (smoke heroin), and most
users combine it with cocaine, al-

cohol, and tranquillizers when
available.

“Amsterdam is only a small

city, about 400,000 in the centre, so

our percentage of heroin users is

on an American (United States)

level,” Dr Brussel points out.

“Fortunately, the heroin user pop-

ulation is older (median age 30

years), and there are few young
users.”

Dr Brussel says that “at the mo-
ment our infection rate is fairly

comparable with the international

situation, but you have to bear in

mind that our needle exchange
program has only really existed

just over a year.” It could be some
time before the constant research

on every aspect of their programs
shows any slowing of HIV trans-

mission.

On the other hand, there is no ev-

idence that providing free needles

and syringes has either created

new heroin users or changed the

pattern of use among those already

involved.

“At the start, we did wonder if

1990, we
our response be? How can we man-
age the problem? And what can we
do now in order to be ready for that

time?”

The aim at the moment is to de-

velop special teams who will treat

addicts with AIDS and train those

close to them — mothers, wives,

friends— in how to help them.

Dr Kanhai is adamant: “We
don’t want to isolate them. Absolu-

tely. What we will probably do is

make arrangements for them to

get their methadone at home, so

they don’t have to come to our clin-

ic.”

Dr Kanhai is a native of Surinam
who came to the Netherlands to

study medicine and stayed after he

qualified. He speaks Dutch, Hindi,

We're thinking of

the people would begin to shoot up
instead of chasing the dragon,’’ Dr
Brussel adds, “but we have found
people do not change their drug use
behavior because of this system.

"We do not find people shooting

up more because they have access
to free needles.”

A study of IV users shows, how-

(See Harm, page 8)

Draper on public health
COPENHAGEN — Many West European governments are con-

fronting the AIDS threat among both the general public and intra-

venous drug users with a vigor still lacking in North America, even
though the threat in Europe is not as great at the moment.
Ron Draper, Health and Welfare Canada and currently with the

European office here of the World Health Organization, believes

the issue is being addressed in Western Europe with “clearer pub-

lic health considerations than in North America.” (Mr Draper is di-

rector-general, Health Promotion Directorate.

)

Attitudes can vary between the extremely repressive, as in the

Soviet Union (see page 3), to the extremely liberal, as in Denmark
and the Netherlands.

However, Mr Draper points out that w hile the problem of AIDS in

North America “gets mixed up with people’s attitudes toward sex

and homosexuality and what one is permitted to say in public, the

Danes, for example, don’t have that problem.” He cites an adver-

tisement here that depicts a condom stretched the length of a Co-

penhagen city bus. “You couldn’t do that in Canada.”

Lowell Leven, PhD, professor, public health, Yale University,

New Haven, Connecticut, and a long-time WHO consultant, says:

“There is a growing feeling in Western Europe that this is a prob-

lem which involves communal action rather than individual behav-

ioral change. You can’t approach what is happening ( with AIDS ) as

you would a smoking-cessation program.”

have no answers’
English, and Spanish fluently and,

one feels, can manage in several

other languages as well.

His clinic has a large population

of Surinam-born addicts. “The in-

teresting thing about people from

Surinam who get into drugs is that

back home they didn’t u.se any-

thing, even cannabis. When they

come to Holland, if they get into

drugs, they go straight into heroin

and cocaine. There is no 'stepping

stone’ progression for them.”

Many of the immigrants have

had trouble adjusting to living in

the Netherlands: their education is

poor, and most have blue collar

jobs. Fortunately, there is no lan-

guage barrier — Dutch is their

mother tongue.

When patients first attend the

clinic. Dr Kanhai tells them:

“Look, we are going to try to help

you. Our long-term aim is to cut off

the drug, but at the moment you

are not able to stop. So we will help

you by giving methadone to try to

regulate your use. and then you

can stop.
”

He is obviously compassionate

and just as obviously not starry-

eyed.

“We know most people are not

going to give up, because they

don’t want to. Thus, the best thing

we can do is maintain them on

methadone.”

Patients either get their metha-

done from buses which tour the

( ,See Couples, page 8

)

I
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Harm reduction
(from page?)
ever, that provision of free needles

has cut needle sharing to 15% from

70%, and most sharing now is with

a sexual partner.

Most AIDS cases at the moment
in the Netherlands are among the

homosexual population — only 12

have been recorded among drug
users — but voluntary testing has

shown that at least 1,500 users are

HIV-positive.

Dr Brussel, who has been with

the service for 10 years, points out

that a radical decision taken in

1979 to tackle a drug epidemic

which burgeoned in Amsterdam in

the early 1970s has enabled work-

ers to move effectively with the ar-

rival of AIDS.

Prior to 1979, Amsterdam tried

conventional therapeutic commu-
nities, United States-style metha-

done programs, and programs
which accepted drug use.

Dr Brussel; “None of these pro-

grams seemed to work out in the

sense they reached only a small

proportion and the results were de-

plorable. On the therapeutic side,

only a small number kicked off,

and, of these, you could ask the

question whether even without any

therapeutic involvement they

would have become clean.

“On the other hand, social pro-

grams which accepted drug abuse

had serious side-effects in the

sense of public disorder, dealing,

crime, and so on.

“In 1979, we started a policy we
call ‘harm reduction.’ This means
if you can’t cure people, which

would be preferable, maybe the

best thing to do is to try to mini-

mize the harm concerned with

drug abuse, as well as the social

problems.

“We started a methadone pro-

gram which is aimed specifically

at reaching the drug epidemic as a

whole. We gave out methadone to

people with a long history of addic-

tion, who didn’t want to stop, and

who wanted to apply to a metha-

done program so they could, in a

manner of speaking, lead less haz-

ardous lives.

“I think it was a very important

step because we reached the drug

abusers as such. This means we
have a medical model and a busi-

ness-like approach. There is a

fairly large amount of medical su-

pervision as to their physical con-

dition, as well as supplying them
with methadone.”
Addicts are given the freedom to

choose a methadone level at which

they can function well, although

the maximum allowed — 60 milli-

grams a day — is lower than in

some US programs. Those who
have only been addicted a short

time either get no methadone or a

low dose for a short period.

Each day, buses tour the city ei-

ther to give addicts oral metha-

done or to bring them to one of five

clinics around the city. Again,

pragmatically, workers give some
addicts enough methadone for sev-

eral days if there is a good reason

why their daily attendance would

be impractical. Doctors can also

prescribe methadone for short

periods.

The system has worked well,

“and this is important because it

has given us a good way to ap-

proach the AIDS problem.”

Dr Brussel is blunt: “AIDS is an

overriding disease. It is a threat to

all IV drug users, and because of

prostitution it is a threat to all of

society. This means you have a big

public stake in controlling or

reaching an effective containment

of drug use.”

In late 1984, Dr Brussel’s depart-

ment started its first distribution

of sterile needles in exchange for

dirty needles. By the end of 1987, it

will approach the million-a-year

mark, which he considers is about

the right figure.

“We apply the principle that

AIDS is a problem with many side-

effects. We think it is very impor-

tant to keep the streets clean of

used needles, because used needles

can contain the AIDS virus and the

“We don’t see them, the police

don’t see them, the first-aid posts

don’t see them, the hospitals don’t

see them, and the doctors don’t see

them. So if we don’t see them any-

where, we suppose they don’t ex-

ist,” Dr Brussel explains.

The city and the police make a

sharp distinction between canna-

bis — which is openly sold in “cof-

fee houses” — and opiates and co-

caine. Police immediately close a

“coffee house” which tries to sell

any drug but cannabis.

Dr Brussel and his colleagues

have a close working relationship

virus can remain active for a few

weeks.”

People are encouraged to scour

the streets for used needles, as peo-

ple scour the beaches for empty
pop bottles, and some make a liv-

ing by bringing in from 500 to 1,000

used needles in plastic bags. They
are given sterile needles and sy-

ringes in exchange, “and they get

whatever someone who is shooting

up wants to give for it.”

Amsterdam is a magnet for

many drug users especially for-

eigners who use heroin.

One positive factor in Amster-
dam is that the heroin-using pop-

ulation is older, and there are very
few young Dutch people who now
become involved with the drug.

with the police, and one of their

physicians sees every drug user

who is arrested. If there is any
threat of violence to a staff mem-
ber, the police immediately re-

spond.

“People tend to be aggressive,

and we know some methadone is

sold on the streets. So there are

certain people we don’t want to

give it to, but still they insist on

coming,” he adds with a sigh. The
street market for methadone is

among foreigners who cannot get

the drug from clinics.

Dr Brussel thinks there is a lot of

cocaine in Amsterdam, but it is

mainly confined to heroin users.

“About 70% of the heroin users use

cocaine— if they can— as sort of a

dessert. We have not seen any
crack, and we have not seen many

‘normal’ people with cocaine prob-

lems. I do not think it is attractive

to the Dutch culture, and we are

lucky with that.”

Dr Brussel would have liked to

continue distributing free condoms
to IV drug users and their part-

ners. But it has proven financially

prohibitive, and there is now a
small charge. For now, it appears
there is no HIV infection among
non-drug-using prostitutes, but it is

probably high among both male
and female drug-using prostitutes,

he says.

Dr Brussel observes: “It ap-

pears to us that many drug users

are motivated to use clean sy-

ringes because of concern for their

health. We know it is always being

talked about among users. Most
prostitutes want to use condoms
but many of their client's don't,

and we have an educational prob-

lem there.'’

When time and the HIV virus

start to take their toll among drug

users. Dr Brussel is considering

ways in which experimental AIDS
drugs can be administered in this

population. Because the Nether-

lands, like most of Western Eu-
rope, has a national health service

system, the researchers will be

able to work closely with hospitals.

“You will have to reach certain

populations to control AIDS effecti-

vely, which means if you give out

dangerous drugs, you have to be

sure they are taken properly and
research is done into side-effects.

“In most other countries, the

drug population is a forgotten

group: people say you cannot

reach them effectively. I think that

here, with our system of metha-

done maintenance and control and
containment as such, we can pro-

vide a good medical background

for treatment.
"

Couples mark their needles ‘his’ and ‘hers’
( from page 7

)

city stopping at certain points at

certain times of the day, every

day; or they come regularly to the

clinic.

Tests have shown 30 of his clinic

patients HIV-positive, and Dr
Kanhai suspects four others are

developing the first signs of ARC.
He has told tho.se who are seropo-

sitive:
“

‘This doe.sn’t mean you
will get AIDS. But it does mean you

have got to change things and try

to help your immune .sy.stem.’ We
try to give a lot of .social help as

well as medical help. And, we tell

them if they change their way of

living, they may live a long time.”

Outside his office aie .several

ca.ses of sterile needles, a large

black garbage can full of used nee-

dles jiacked into plastic bags, and a

condom machine three for one
guilder ( about 40 cents

)

. “We gave
out condoms free, but it is loo ex-

pensive. And Ibey complain about

spending a guilder for three, even

though they would cost a lot more
on the open market ”
The message to addicts is: use

these clean needles and never

throw them away, exchange them.

And every time addicts come to ex-

change needles. Dr Kanhai and his

staff talk to them. He is uncon-

cerned if someone exchanges used

needles for clean ones and then

goes out to sell them. “I don’t care.

The thing is to get them to use ster-

ile needles.”

Dr Kanhai has seen no evidence

that distribution of free needles

has changed the pattern of drug

use in his patients, and there is no

sign at all of people turning to IV

use becau.se they can get sterile

needles. “My clinical impression is

thal a lot of people are changing

their habits and are using their

own needles instead of sharing. We
even have couples who mark their

needles, sorl of 'his' and 'hers.'
”

Dr Kanhai: "We have a lol of pa-

tients who are seroiiositive and
who have eonnectioiis in normal
.society, and W(‘ imprisss on tlu'in

that (hey have lo be careful and
use a condom”
Less slraightforward, but a cli.il

leiige he meets head on, are Dr

Kanhai: into a twilight world

Kanhai's excursions into the twi-

light world of prostitution. It is not

the profe.ssionals sitting in their

“eabins" in the well-defined, red

light disiricl of the city who are Ihe

major worry. Itather, it is the men
who control them.

“Most of Ihesi' women u.se con

(loins Bui we are trying lo si'l up a

siieeial program lo r('ach llu'sc'

men to tell them if their girlfriends

are prostitutes they had better be

careful, and if they have more than

one girlfriend, as most do, they can

not only get the HIV virus but also

spread it.

Easier are the calls at houses of

prostitution which usually have
from 10 to 12 women working

there. Dr Kanhai talks to the pro-

prietors to impress on them the

need for condom use.

He and his colleagues also try to

work with male homosexual prosti-

tutes to sell the message of safe

sex.

Dr Kanhai has a special problem

in his own clinic district, Surina-

mese women who rent small rooms
in high-rise apartment blocks.

“They are both prostitutes and
heroin users, but they don't need

methadone because tlie.\' make
enough money to buy their dope

Reaching them is very difficull
"

His clinic is filled with posters

and pamphlets and leallels. One of

Ihe most incisive tsee graphies this

p.ige and page 7), prinl('d in eight

languages, uses cartoons and blunt

language to sell the idea that a con-

dom is essential. A condom is en-

closed. “We give them out to cli-

ents, to people in the red-light dis-

trict. in fact to anyone who comes

into contact w ith prostitutes.
”

Dr Kanhai believes “while we
can’t prove that our program of

needle exchange is slowing down
the spread of the HIV virus. 1 think

it is helping in some ways to stop

transmission Certainly a lot of

people are changing their habits,

and that is good."

With that. Dr Kanhai is off into

the night to continue working; it is

his turn on the rota to visit police

stations around the city to check on

any drug users who had boon ar-

rested during the evening He and

his colleagues work closely with

the police and impress on them the

need for caution about both AIDS
and hepatitis infection
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Do you know
when you're

'over 80'?

Ten signs of
intoxication

Server intervention:

a new approach

to alcohol education

TORONTO — When a young person

comes into a bar and shows a high school

I.D. card, should he, or she, be served al-

cohol?

This is the kind of question encoun-

tered by participants in a new Addiction

Research Foundation (ARF) course. The
Server intervention Program (SIP) is

spreading the news to the hospitality in-

dustry that serving liquor involves risks

and responsibilities.

SIP is winning province-wide support

for its timely message.

For more on the program, see pages 2

and 3.

Treating young
drug abusers
TORONTO — The Addiction Research

Foundation (ARF) is playing a leading

role in the treatment of drug addiction

among Ontario's young people.

ARF's Youth Clinic in Toronto offers a

wide choice of treatment services for its

clients, who range in age from 12 to 25
years.

ARF staff match treatment to the indi-

vidual needs of the young drug abuser,

who may opt for short-term counselling,

a four-week intensive program, or a com-
bination of other therapies.

Meanwhile, ARF is breaking ground in

its research on adolescent drug abuse.

ARF is conducting in-depth studies to

discover more about who is likely to start

taking drugs — and what kind of treat-

ment will have the most impact.

Youth clinic staff: meeting the need

For more on youth treatment, see pages
2 and 3.

For a report on drug use in Ontario
schools, see page 4.

ARF expands awards program
TORONTO — Starting this year, the

Addiction Research Foundation (ARF)

is expanding its community awards

program. Now there are two award cat-

egories and the winners will be an-

nounced next month.

The Provincial Award of Distinction

recognizes province-wide community
work by individuals; the Regional

Award of Community Achievement is

reserved for those individuals who are

serving their community or region.

"We wanted to recognize the terrific

work that people do outside the Addic-

tion Research Foundation," says Henry

Schankula, director, Inter-Organizatio-

nal Affairs. "There has been some out-

standing achievement in the private

sector and in organizations that work
with us throughout the province."

Nominees for the awards are chosen

because they have:

• contributed to the alcohol and drug

dependence field, particularly in com-
munity service, education, and preven-

tion;

• worked closely with ARF and sup-

ported its goals; and,

• earned the respect of their commu-
nities and colleagues for their efforts.

Award winners will be named during

Addiction Awareness Week, Novem-
ber 15 to 21. Look for an announce-

ment about this event in an upcoming

issue of Ontario Report.

The ARF awards were launched last

year, when Toronto's Sergeant Don
Colbourne was honoured for his ded-

icated work with Reduce Impairc'd

Driving Everywhere (RIDE).

Sister St Patrick |oyce also won an

ARE award in I ‘186, in recognition of

her 45 years in the treatment and reha-

bilitation of alcoholics. Sister St Patrit k foyce

ISSUE

Youth
Clinic—
positive

peer

pressure

pages 2/3
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ONTARIO REPORT: WHY NOW?
We live in an information age. This can be a blessing

— we have never been able to get important informa-

tion so quickly and easily. But it can be a headache as

well. We are constantly flooded with information rush-

ing in from around the globe. The volume makes it al-

most impossible to sort this deluge— much less to ana-

lyze its relevance for Ontario. Our knowledge of the

world has become as fragmented as the 20-second

clips on TV news.

This is as true in the addictions field as in other areas of

our society. At ARF we recognized the need for a spe-

cialized, authoritative source of information, both for

professionals and for interested lay people, a source of

information designed specifically for Ontario.

ARF's staff are constantly receiving and critically ana-

lyzing information from around the world. They're

constantly identifying new ideas that are compatible

with Ontario's needs and perspectives. They're con-

stantly incorporating the "best of the new" into pro-

grams in Ontario. Ontario Report was created to share

these new ideas and developments with the people of

Ontario.

This is the third issue of Ontario Report. We want to

make an important contribution to the field. Clearly, it

will also create a powerful focus for ARF's work in

coming years.

1 am proud of ARF's reputation for expertise and lead-

ership. But we are not about to rest on our laurels. In

the next decade ARF will be pursuing an ambitious, re-

vitalized program of research, treatment, and health

promotion. As part of this program we have increased

our commitment to working with people across Onta-
rio. Together we will attain our common goals.

Communication is an essential means of working to-

gether for change. Ontario Report will help keep the

channels of communication open. We will use Ontario

Report to keep you up to date on developments in un-

derstanding addictions, in addictions treatment, and in

f)revention and health f)romotion.

It will helf) y(iu access the information, advice, and re-

sources ARF has to offer. Most of all, Ontario Report
should contribute to a ()etter working relationshif) be-

tween ARF and you.

Why did w(‘ create Ontario Report ^ To meet Ontario's

real nc'cds. At ARF, we are committr'd to doing just

tfiat.

loan A. Marshman
President, ARF
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Treating drug abuse ar
TORONTO — A specialized treatment

program designed by the Addiction Re-

search Foundation (ARF) is helping

young people to overcome drug abuse.

The Youth Clinic at ARF is one of the

few centres in Ontario to offer treat-

ment services tailored to the adolescent

drug abuser. Clinic clients range in age

from 1 2 to 25 years, and the majority of

them are abusing more than one drug.

"Alcohol and cannabis is the most

common combination in younger drug

users," says Garth Martin, head of So-

ciobehavioural Treatment Services at

ARF. "But cocaine is starting to replace

cannabis in second place."

ARF's Youth Clinic opened in Octo-

ber, 1986. Adolescents have been

treated at ARF for more than 1 5 years,

but up until last year they were includ-

ed in the general program.

"We decided young people had par-

A profile of the

young drug user
True or false? Drugs cause school

problems, family conflicts, and
even delinquent behavior among
young people.

True, suggests conventional

wisdom. But false, say the re-

search studies on drug abuse.

Drugs certainly aggravate such

problems. In general, however,

the problems exist before the

adolescent starts taking drugs.

The typical teen, prior to drug

use, has:

• a parent with an alcohol or

drug problem (about 40% of

young drug users fall into this

category),

• behavioral problems, possibly

including deliquency,

• family conflicts,

• low self-esteem,

• a record of poor school perfor-

mance, possibly including learn-

ing disabilities.

ticular needs and shouldn't be lumped
in with adults," says Mr Martin.

To meet those special needs, the

Youth Clinic is staffed by professionals

with expertise in the treatment of ado-

lescents. Services include clinical as-

sessment, counselling, outpatient treat-

ment, residential care, and day pro-

grams. As well, the drug user's family is

offered resources such as counselling

and consultations.

Contrary to popular opinion, the best

form of treatment for young drug users

is a day program. Drug rehabilitation

centres that focus on overnight inpa-

tient care are well publicized, but they

are not the norm.

"It's a myth that most adolescents at-

tend residential treatment centres,"

says Mr Martin. "In fact, 80% of Ameri-

can adolescents are treated in outpa-

tient drug-free programs."

The Youth Clinic's day program em-
phasizes personal responsibility.

Whether treatment is short-term or in-

tensive, young people are encouraged
to acknowledge their drug problems

and recognize the consequences of this

lifestyle.

"There is no quick fix," says Ed Wat-
son, director of the Clinical Institute at

ARF. "We give our clients a variety of

strategies and we encourage them to

take charge of their own lives — to

make choices."

For a teenager with a drug problem,

pragmatic strategies are often highly ef-

fective. Learning time management, for

example, can help the teen to avoid

school crises that may trigger an epi-

sode of drug use. "Young drug users

aren't exposed to the learning opportu-

nities that equip other kids with life

skills," says Elsbeth Tupker, head of the

Youth Clinic. "We have to fill the void

and offer them the tools they need."

Treatment approaches at the Clinic

are founded on extensive research.

Previously, adolescent drug abuse has

not been widely studied; ARF has been
a pioneer in the field. Too often, says

Mr Martin, treatment strategies for this

Young people: taking char,

particular population

through intuition and c

of relying on sound scie

tion.

The Young Drug Abu:

ducted by Mr Martin a

kinson, PhD, head of Sc

Research, is one curre

ARF's efforts in youth tre

This research project

kind in North America
examination ot ettec

styles. It is not yet comf;

to date are reinforcing

that outpatient treatmer,

ter results.

The principle of excti

ment lies at the heart c

research activities. "W
the leading edge of \ ou
search,” savs Mr V\atS(

<ey resource for others

Watson

Serving the public with care: y|

TORONTO — Responsibility is the

message behind a training program de-

velo()ed by the Addiction Research

Foundation (ARF) and targeted to the

hospitality industry.

ARF's Server Intervention Program

(SIP), launched in ( )ctober, 1 986, is un-

derlining the obligations of hotel, res-

laur.int, and tavern staff when they

servi' alcohol to their c usiomers.

"Pi'oplc’ in the' industry lu'c'd to be

.iw.irc' ol their vulnerability to lawsuit

<\n(l the* provisions ol the* 1 ic|uor 1 i-

ceiKc* Ac I," says Su/annc' Brunc'l,

lars," says Robert Solomon, a law pro-

fessor at the LIniversity of Wc'stern On-
tario. "The insurance industry is going

to start putting (iressure on the industry

too."

the Server Intervention Picrgram ad-

drc'sses the Ic'gal issues that concern the

industry and also outlines tacts aliout

alcohol, including how intoxication

oc c urs and how to recognize it (se'e lie-

low).

Then, program instri

trainees with a set ot

can use to pre\ent in

lems or cope w ith the

occur.

7hc'\ might otlei lo\

to their [latrons. tor c"

low'-salt, high-protein

offset the c'flec ts of al

tion.

Staff are also told h

ARI proviiu iai c oordinator ol the'

Si'ivei Inli'rvcMilion Program,

Recent Ic'gal .u lion inclic ale's c'sl.ib

lishmc'iils sc'iving lic|uor arc' inc ic'asing

ly being hc'icl lesponsiblc' lor ac c icic'nis

ic'sulling liom c'Xc c'ssivc' clunking.

In one' ()nlaiio case', loi c'xampic', a

drunk iliivc’i was invoivc'cl in a c .u .ic c i

clc'iil ih.il Ic'll his passc'iigc'i ,1 c|u,iclii

|)lc'gic . I he' passcngc'i launchc'cl a $M
million lawsuit ag.imsi not onl\ ihc'

cliivc'i, bill also ihi' holc'l ih.il had

sc'ivc'cl him ale ohol.

I III' c ouils di'c iclc'cl the' holc'l W.is lia

bic' bc'c ausc' ihi' stall should ha\i' ic'c

ogni/c'cl the c usiomi'i's impaiic'cl stale'.

Vc'iclic Is like' this one' aic' pc'isuacling

ihc' hospil.ilily inclus|i\ lo |)iolc'c I ilsc'll

and ils c usiomi'is,

"Stills .lie' cosling ihousancis ol dol

Ten signs of intoxica
1 . Slurrc'd spot'c h

2. Red eyes

Sweating

4. Dec reasec) alertness

.5. ( hanges in spi'ec h voluine

t». ( hanges in spt'ec h pac e

7. Dec reaseci line nininr conirni

H. I)c*c rc'asc'd gross motor control

9. Slow or shallow breathing

1 1). Sleepiness

• I’artic ipants in the Server Inter-

vention Program learn how to

recognize the symptoms of ex-

cessive drinking.
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who are at work in the same field.

"Our research goal is to enrich our

treatment," he says. And Mr Martin

adds, "If you believe in your clients,

you want to evaluate the treatment you

provide so you can do the job better."

While the Youth Clinic is housed at

ARF's Toronto headquarters, ARF's ex-

pertise in youth treatment is reaching

into communities around Ontario as

well.

Consultants in ARF's 33 branch of-

fices maintain close ties with institute

staff and are active in advising commu-
nities on appropriate programs for

young drug users.

Outreach programs are creating liai-

sons with community groups, such as

Parents Against Drugs (PAD), to build

awareness about ARF's youth pro-

grams. And, within the schools, a pre-

vention program staffed by ARF's con-

sultants educates students and teachers

on the dangers of drug abuse.

But the treatment currently available

in Ontario for young drug abusers is

still not adequate, says William Becks,

divisional program consultant on treat-

ment services with ARF's Community
Services Division. "We see cases

where young people from our province

go to the United States for treatment,

because there aren't enough facilities

here, or the waiting lists are too long."

The impact of drug abuse, of course,

is not limited to the young drug user

alone. It can be a disturbing influence

on the entire family and the Youth Clin-

ic at ARF encourages families to be-

come involved in the treatment pro-

gram.

They may, for example, attend family

meetings at the clinic, where the ado-

lescent's drug use is placed in the con-

text of his or her home life. What is pro-

voking the drug use? Do the parents

need to assert more control? Does their

son or daughter need more freedom?

Often, only short-term family coun-

selling is necessary, as parents learn to

cope with a child's drug problem, to

support his or her efforts to stop, and to

capitalize on the family's own re-

sources. A few telephone conversations

with an ARF therapist may be enough

to weather a brief crisis.

"Parents need to know," says Mr
Martin, "that one episode of drug use

doesn't mean a child will become a

drug addict. We reassure them that it is

a very common problem and that they

shouldn't over-react.

"The important point is not the inci-

dent itself, but how it is dealt with."

Approximately 500 young people,

from students to street kids, come
through the clinic's doors each year.

Mr Martin estimates that 67% are

treated successfully, but^he cautions

that success does not have to mean a

totally drug-free lifestyle.

"Some experts say if you're not ad-

vocating abstinence, then .you're advo-

cating use. But the evidence doesn't

support the idea that people go into

treatment and stop drugs cold. It hap-

pens gradually.

"We look at how the person's life

has changed. There may still be occa-

sional drug use. But if he's back in

school, or living at home, or able to

work, then that's an achievement. Our
objective is a change for the better."

Inside a drug treatment program

Positive peer pressure
TORONTO — When adolescents join ARF's Young Drug Users Pro-

gram, they sign on for four weeks of intensive treatment streamlined

specifically to their age group.

The first week of the program, run by ARF's Youth Clinic, investigates

each person's drug-taking pattern. In groups of from three to five, head-

ed by ARF therapists, participants discuss their personal patterns and
start to work out their treatment goals. What circumstances trigger the

drug use? Flow can they avoid these situations?

Young people cannot take any drugs while they are in the program
and they are asked to monitor their cravings for the drugs they are trying

to quit.

"Cravings are high-risk moments, the time when drug-taking is most
likely," says Elsbeth Tupker, head of the Youth Clinic. "We teach them
to cope with the cravings by coming up with alternatives, like exercise,

or seeing their friends."

Group sessions are a springboard for such discussions, but this is only

one part of the group's task.

The program employs a credit system, in which each group earns

points on a daily basis. Punctuality, for example, can earn a group points

that can be exchanged for free time or items at the tuck shop.

Because one person's actions thus affect the group as a whole, group

members are motivated to behave responsibly toward one another and

peer pressure — so prevalent in adolescent drug abuse — has a chance

to exert a positive influence.

Program participants also take part in a full range of daily activities.

These include:

• Relaxation training— demonstrating stress management
• Leisure counselling— providing guidance on constructive use of free

time
• Vocational counselling— to help individuals return to school or enter

the job market
• Recreational activities— physical education programs
• Health promotion — educating young people on healthy lifestyles,

sexuality, and medication-free pain control.

Skill-building is stressed in each facet of the program, as adolescents

learn how to solve problems and develop confidence in their personal

resources.

One teenager, for example, may find a place to live by plugging into

community agencies. Another might enrol in a YMCA course that could

lead to better social skills and a new network of friends.

Ideally, each graduate of the Young Drug Users

Program knows how to adopt a drug-free lifestyle

and is motivated to do so.

The program comes to a close with counselling

on how to prevent a relapse, and arrangements

for follow-up care with an ARF counsellor.

"We tell our clients that a relapse doesn't mean
failure," says Ms Tupker. "If they slip up, it is

something they can overcome — and then they

can get right back on track." Tupker

RF course highlights risks and responsibilities
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customer's liquor intake and cut down
on service if necessary.

When customers do drink excessive-

ly, it is essential that safe transportation

is provided for them. Legally, establish-

ments cannot serve a customer to the

point of intoxication, so if an accident

happens after the customer leaves, the

server's liability risks are high.

SIP recommends that a "house poli-

cy" spell out the staff's strategy in such

a situation; the bar owner may call a

taxi, for example, or even ask a staff

member to drive the customer home.
The Liquor Licence Board of Ontario

(LLBO) is strongly supporting SIP. The
Board offers an abbreviated version of

SIP in its orientation sessions for liquor

licence applicants.

"The Board wanted to do more to

alert licencees to their responsibilities,"

says Len Griffiths, director of licencing

and permits at the LLBO. "The Server

Intervention Program gave us the op-

portunity to get the ball rolling."

Endorsed by the Ministry of Consum-
er and Corporate Relations, SIP is meet-

ing with an enthusiastic response from

the hospitality industry itself.

"We are recommending it to all our

members," says Robert Woolvett, ex-

ecutive vice-president of the Ontario

Hotel and Motel Association (OHMA).
The OHMA has a membership of 1 ,600

and is actively publicizing SIP.

"It's an excellent program and it's a

sign of the times," says Mr Woolvett.

"Our members are becoming more
aware that their responsibility has in-

creased."

The Ramada hotel chain, for in-

stance, is planning to train staff mem-

bers in its 16 locations across the prov-

ince.

PAFCO, an Ontario insurance com-
pany, has made the Server Intervention

Program mandatory for licensees seek-

ing insurance coverage.

"We reimburse 50% of the pro-

gram's cost," says Robert Tisdale,

Standard drink limits:
This chart is a guideline to alcohol consumption developed by the Server

Intervention Program.

The aim is to keep blood alcohol levels below the 80 milligram (per 100

millilitres of blood) limit that is the current benchmark for intoxication.

The guidelines cover a six-hour period, and the number of drinks recom-

mended per hour is based on the drinker's gender and weight.

Standard Drink Limits To Remain Under 80 mg%

Weight Male 100 125 150 175 200 225

Hours (pounds) Female 90 100 120 150 180 210 240

1 1 1 1 2 2 3 4 5

2 .5 .5 1 1 1 1 1

3 .5 .5 .5 .5 1 1 -

4 .5 .5 .5 1
-

5 .5 .5 .5 .5 - -

6 .5 .5 .5 .5 - -

Total 3 3.5 4 5 5 5 5 5

* If no drinks are consumed in the fourth hour of drinking, an additional .5

of standard drink can be consumed in each of the fifth and sixth hours, giv-

ing a total of three standard drinks in the six hour period.

Branch Manager at PAFCO. "When we
realized many of our liquor-related

claims were not restricted to drinking

and driving, we decided we needed a

program that covers all aspects ol the

drinking issue."

Costly lawsuits and escalating insur-

ance premiums may be strong motiva-

tions, but they are not the only factors

fuelling the hospitality industry's grow-

ing interest in SIP. A new public aware-

ness about the dangers of drinking and

driving, for example, is having a posi-

tive effect.

"And the industry," Ms Brunet points

out, "also apprec iates an image as a

good corporate citizen."

lo date, 900 people, inc luding own-

ers, managers, bouncers, b.irtenders,

waiters, and waitrc’sses, have com-

(iletecl the Server Intervention Program.

ARF is currently planning lo make SIP

more widely available* throughout the

province.

For more information on when SI P's

seminars will be available in your area,

contact;

Suzanne Brunet

Program Coordinator

Community Services Division

Addiction Research Foundation

33 Russell Street

Toronto, Ontario MSS 2S1

(416)595-6046
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ARF survey: good news on student drug use
TORONTO — While the media

insists a drug crisis is raging in

North American high schools,

the statistics for Ontario schools

paint a far brighter picture.

Drug use among Ontario stu-

dents seems to be declining,

suggests a survey by researchers

at the Addiction Research Foun-

dation (ARF).

The study examined drug use

trends across the province be-

tween 1981 and 1985 and notes

a downward shift in many of the

drugs studied.

Reginald Smart, PhD, direc-

tor, prevention studies was prin-

cipal investigator for the initial

study on school drug use. Mi-

chael Goodstadt, PhD, former

chief, education research pro-

gram, and Edward Adlaf, senior

research assistant, were the co-

authors.

Authors of the subsequent

trend analysis were Dr Good-
stadt, Margaret Sheppard, re-

search associate, and Margaret

Willett, senior research assis-

tant, also in education research.

Alcohol and tobacco use has

dropped since 1981, the study

Applause — A Presenter's

Guide to Parent Education

about Alcohol and Other
Drugs

This manual is for anyone in-

volved in parent education in

the drug/alcohol field. It includ-

es sample presentations to in-

crease parent awareness of strat-

egies for preventing, identifying,

and coping with drug use

among youth.

rhe manual also includes

b.ic kgrounci reading material on

the drugs most commcjnly usc'd

by young |)eo()lc- and informa-

tion on methods and tec hnic)ues

designc'd to hc-lp presenic'rs an-

swer (|ueslions. Ovc'rhe.id

graphic s are .ilso inc luclecl.
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tec- on Aging, piesc'iils a public
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I Ic'Ugh.in (-1 l(.) 5'l',-(,|().',

Idenlilic alion »Sc Managenic'iil

shows. Out of a total of 1

7

drugs, eight showed a signifi-

cant decline in use. In 1 981 , 8%
of Ontario students reported that

they had taken barbiturates at

least once in the previous year.

But in 1 983, 6% made the same
claim — and that number
dropped to 4% in 1 985.

The ARF survey, which began

in 1977, canvasses student drug

use every two years. The 1985

Goodstadt: 'there is more
hype about drugs in the media
than is justified'

report surveyed 4,154 students

from across the province.

Cocaine and heroin use re-

mained at low levels, and re-

ported tranquillizer use dropped

to 3% from 5%. Stimulant use

went down to 12% from 15% in

1983.

Alcohol still top

Alcohol remains the most

popular drug in the 193 schools

surveyed. In 1985, 70% of stu-

dents reported alcohol use in

the previous year. Moreover,

about 5% of all students sur-

veyed wanted to curb their cur-

rent level of drinking.

Tobacco and cannabis came
second and third in popularity,

but they lag far behind alcohol.

Twenty-five percent of the stu-

dents said they had smoked at

least once in 1984, while 21%
had used cannabis.

These figures are lower than

those reported in 1983, when
the percentages were 29 and 25,

respectively.

Because students are sur-

veyed by grade level, their drug-

taking patterns are traceable.

For more information: Market-

ing Services, Dept OR, Addic-

tion Research Foundation, 33

Russell St, Toronto, MSS 2SI.

98-page, 3-ring binder, $9.75.

Inventory of Drinking Sit-

uations

The Inventory of Drinking Situa-

tions is a new treatment plan-

ning tool to help addictions

workers identify clients' high-

risk areas for drinking relapse.

Developed at the Addiction

Research Foundation, the pack-

age includes a .50-page interpre-

tive user's guide, and a 1 00-item

questionnaire (IDS-100) to as-

sess eight categories of drinking

situations: unpleasant emotions,

pleasant emotions, physical dis-

comfort, personal control, urges

and temptations, conflict with

others, pleasant limes with oth-

ers, and s(K iai pressure. There is

als(} a shorleiu'd version (IDS-

42) lor researc h applic.ilions.

I he p.u kag(‘ is avail.ibk' as

|)<)per .ind pencil c.irbon-sel

questionnaires or interactive

software.

Order from Marketing Services,

Dept OR, Addiction Research

Foundation, 33 Russell St, To-

ronto, MSS 2SI. (416) 595-

6056. User's Guide, $13.50.

Questionnaires: IDS- WO,
$14.75 pkg 25; IDS-42, $12.75
pkg 25. Specimen set: User's

Guide and 25 IDS-lOO ques-

tionnaires, $25. Gall for infor-

mation about software.
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The survey suggests drug use

(with the exception of alcohol)

generally peaks in Grade 1 1 and
is down again by Grade 13.

Why are fewer students using

drugs?

"We'd be millionaires if we
knew the answer to that ques-

tion," says Margaret Sheppard,

co-author of the study. But she

speculates education campaigns
and prevention programs are

leaving their mark, along with a

growing interest in healthy life-

styles.

"And parents are role models
for their children," she says.

"Kids learn drug-taking from

their parents. So when drug use

declines among adults, as it has

now, we see a decline among
their children too."

Media attention

The media may also play a

part, says Dr Goodstadt. "There

is more hype about drugs in the

media than is justified. But one
could argue that the reduction

in drug use may be related to the

concern that the media express-

es about it.

"It may not be a cause for the

decline, but the media attention

could reinforce it."

The trends noted among On-
tario students mirror those found
in surveys of United States high

school seniors.

The Ontario survey also ex-

amined drug education in the

schools. Drug education classes

can include films, group dis-

cussions, and lectures from

guest speakers such as drug ex-

perts or ex-drug users.

Although the majority of On-
tario school boards include drug

education in their curricula,

only 29% of the students report-

ed they had more than tw'O

classes in the previous year.

Sheppard: 'you have to show,
them drugs can interfere

with their lives now'

This does not necessarily indi-

cate the schools are not allotting

enough time to the subject. Ms
Sheppard points out that many
students simply don't remember
the classes they have had.

"For us, this sur\'ey is ammu-
nition. We can go to the school

boards and show them that the

current program isn't having

enough impact."

The real challenge in drug ed-

ucation, adds Ms Sheppard, is to

reach the high-risk student —
the teenager who is already tak-

ing drugs.

Relevant concerns

"We have to be relexant for

this group, to get them to recog-

nize that drug use is a problem
for them."

Talking about long-term

health risks does not impress

these young people. "You have

to be immediate, " Ms Sheppard

says, "to show them that using

drugs can interfere with their

lives right now. If they go to a

rock concert on drugs, for exam-
ple, they'll enjoy the first hour.

But we tell them that after that,

their perceptions will be dis-

torted and they’ll miss the rest of

the music. That's the kind of ap-

proach that has an effect."

TWO NEW TEACHING MANUALS FROM .ARF
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Hot tubs,

alcohol

bad mix

By Paul Szabo

LAS VEGAS — Too many drinks

and an overheated hot tub can be a

devastating combination, a West
Virginia researcher has found.

In a study reported here at the

annual meeting of the American
College of Sports Medicine, Thom-
as Allison, MD, director. Cardiac

and Wellness Center, Wheeling

Hospital, Wheeling, West Virginia,

found having just a couple of

drinks had no impact on subjects

using a hot tub heated to the rec-

ommended temperature.

But, he also found someone using

an overheated hot tub after con-

suming the same amount of alco-

hol becomes physically ill.

Dr Allison decided to evaluate

the impact of alcohol on hot-tub us-

ers after reports of 36 deaths fol-

lowing hot-tub use in the United

States and another report on the

doubling of emergency room visits

by hot-tub users over a one-year

period.

While there was no systematic

reporting of alcohol involvement

with the fatal cases, he told The
Journal the deaths were associated

with alcohol consumption in at

least 50% of cases.

In their experiments. Dr Allison

and associate William Reger asked
volunteers to stay in a hot tub for 21

minutes. In three trials, the tub

was heated to the recommended
temperature of 40 degrees C : in an-

other trial, it was heated to 41.5 C.

Fifteen minutes prior to using the

hot tub. the subjects were asked to

consume drinks containing either

no alcohol or one of two levels of al-

cohol — the highest producing a

blood level of 0.08%

.

A variety of physiological and
psychological measures were tak-

en. and Dr Allison found there

were no significant differences

with subjects using the correctly

heated hot tub. regardless of their

alcohol consumption. A trend was
seen toward more changes in

sweat rate and symptoms of dis-

comfort with higher alcohol con-

sumption.

When subjects used the over-

heated tub without consuming any
alcohol, their heart rates, body
temperatures, and sweat rates all

accelerated faster, and they re-

ported being uncomfortable prior

to the conclusion of the experi-

ment.

The most dramatic changes in

physiologic measures were seen
when subjects got out of the hot

tub; their heart rates increased,

and their blood pressure dropped
dramatically.

To test the combination of drink-
ing and using an overheated hot
tub. Dr Allison ran a couple of pre-

liminary experiments. He found
that after consuming the equiva-
lent of three drinks and using a hot
tub heated to 41.5 C. neither sub-
ject was able to complete the ex-

periment: one volunteer vomited
after 12 minutes.

“It really seems that water tem-
perature may be a more critical

variable than the alcohol,” said Dr
Allison.

Despite finding few differences

between those who had consumed
alcohol prior to the experiment and
those who had not. Dr Allison did
not discount the effect of alcohol.

Spotlight
By Paul Szabo

LAS VEGAS — Publicity is the

worst thing that can happen to a

professional athlete with alcohol or

other drug abuse problems; and,

conversely, confidentiality is the

key to successful management of

these problems.

That’s the opinion of John Lom-
bardo, MD. a team physician for

the Cleveland Cavaliers basketball

team and an expert on drug abuse

in sports.

At the annual meeting here of the

American College of Sports Medi-

cine, he and his colleagues, John

Bergfeld, MD, and Gregory Col-

lins, led a symposium on recre-

ational drugs and athletes.

Drs Lombardo and Bergfeld told

The Journal alcohol and other drug

abuse in professional sports is be-

ing brought under control in large

part because of the changes in so-

ciety itself

But, they made it clear high-pro-

file cases of athletes abusing drugs

do nothing to help the athletes in-

volved and are not vital to chang-

ing the behavior of other profes-

sional athletes.

“I believe that the professional

athlete is changing his activity be-

cause of his desire to be a good citi-

zen.” said Dr Bergfeld. There is

“no question” these athletes are

becoming more sensitive to the is-

sues surrounding drug and alcohol

abuse.

Dr Lombardo said once an ath-

lete’s drug-use problem becomes
public, it’s harder to treat that ath-

lete because of the stigma at-

tached.

“Dwight Gooden is going to have
a very tough time staying straight

— extremely tough,” he said. Mr
Gooden, a pitcher for the New
York Mets, was suspended for co-

caine use prior to the beginning of

on sports stars inhibits rehab
‘There is no quGstion profess-

ional athletes are becoming

more sensitive to issues

surrounding alcohol and other

drug abuse’

Dwight Gooden: 'a very tough time staying straight

this year’s baseball season; he is

now playing again following treat-

ment.

The same quandary faces Na-
tional Basketball Association play-

ers who have had their drug prob-

lems publicized.

Dr Lombardo pointed to the

Cleveland Browns football team as

one that has organized a successful

treatment program in which play-

ers have been treated without the

problems becoming public.

Early identification is a key fac-

tor in successful treatment, he
said, adding it also decreases the

chance of the situation becoming
public.

Dr Lombardo: “The idea is to

get them into treatment . . . during
the off-season.

"If you wait until they have to go
into rehabilitation and it's in the

season, you’re finished."

Dr Bergfeld. who is involved

with the Browns, the Cavaliers,

and the Cleveland Indians baseball

team, said team physicians are

getting better at spotting problems
and making early diagnoses.

But, Dr Lombardo said making
the diagnosis can be difficult

because the signs and symptoms of

abuse are subtle. For this reason,

he would prefer team physicians to

have the right to test athletes for

drug abuse: “We need a screen,”

he said.

Tests should be considered “in

the same way as any other (medi-

cal) screening test,” when there is

a suspicion of a problem. But, he

admits the legal dimensions of

drug testing complicate the issue.

On the positive side, peer pres-

sure has been identified as a strong

factor today in getting athletes

with problems into treatment.

“The athletes are educated

about drugs and the educational

process has paid off immensely,”

Dr Bergfeld said.

They can be key to early diagnosis

Gynecologists need alcoholism info
By Paul Szabo

DENVER — Gynecologists can
play a key role in the early diagno-

sis of female alcoholism and
should be given the information

they need to do so, says an expert

on women and alcoholism.
Sheila Blume, MD, medical di-

rector, alcoholism and compulsive
gambling programs. South Oaks
Hospital, Amityville, New York,
gave the advice to delegates at the

1st National Conference on Wom-
en's Issues here.

“Reach out to the primary care
providers,” she said, since all

women have some source of gyne-
cologic or other primary care.

When provided with the proper
information, gynecologists should

be able to identify alcoholic women
patients and refer them for proper

treatment. “Screening is not diffi-

cult,” she said.

Educating primary care provid-

ers is one way of correcting the

current underdiagnosis of alcohol-

ism in women today.

All of the best early interven-

tions — employee assistance pro-

grams and the court system — are

more successful in targeting male
alcoholics. Dr Blume said.

But, women problem drinkers

are more likely to have problems
with families and health than with

work or the courts; the best place

to detect them is in doctors’ offices

and health clinics.

A recent study at Harvard Medi-
cal School confirms this hypothesis.

Researchers at Harvard looked

at two gynecologic practices in the

Boston area
;
patients tended to be

in their 30s and highly educated. Of
147 patients who attended for rou-

tine gynecologic care, 12% had a

problem with alcohol.

Of patients attending a premens-

trual syndrome clinic, 21% qual-

ified for a diagnosis of alcoholism.

Another speaker at the confer-

ence also zeroed in on the role of

the physician in diagnosing alco-

holism.

“Physicians are not making the

diagnosis of alcoholism,” said

Fern Asma, MD, director, occupa-

tional medicine. Parkside Medical

Services, Denver. Colorado.

“They're still continuing to treat

the symptoms.”
She said there has been some

progress made in educating doc-

tors to consider alcoholism as a

possible cause of female health

problems, but progress has been

slow

Gynecological care: in one study, 12% of 147 patients had a problem with alcohol
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Israeli cabinet asks Shamir
to head up ailinp drug war
JERUSALEM — The Israeli cab-

inet has set up a ministerial com-

mittee under Prime Minister Yitz-

hak Shamir to look into establish-

ing a statutory authority to coordi-

nate all official and volunteer

bodies in the drug field in this coun-

try.

The move follows sharp crit-

icism of the government several

weeks ago for failing to follow-up

on its pledge to wage a nationwide

“war on drugs” in 1987 (The Jour-

nal, September).

The criticism came from Israel’s

state comptroller, who charged

that the government had failed to

coordinate efforts, ineffective as

they were, among various relevant

ministries, including health, social

welfare, the police, and defence

forces.

Reports at the cabinet meeting

can be divided into facts and intel-

ligent guesses. The facts state that

830 people received methadone in

1984 compared to 4.200 in 1987; 30

died of drugs in 1984 compared to

52 in 1986; and the police opened

2,567 files (mainly against push-

ers ) in 1985 compared to 3.029 files

in 1986.

The “intelligent guesses” by va-

rious cabinet ministers and/or po-

lice placed the number of “hard-

drug" addicts at 10,000 or 15,000

and the number of regular or occa-

sional users of all drugs at between
100.000 and 200,000.

Police believe the drug trade

now costs the country one billion

dollars a year (about 4% of the

gross national product), and that

an estimated 40 tons of 1.000 tons of

hashish shipped from Lebanon to

Egypt ( mainly by sea ) was diver-

ted to Israel.

They also estimate about 400 ki-

lograms of heroin is now entering

Israel annually, compared to only

80 kg in 1982.

]

Shamir: no coordination

Equal voice to povernments ,
employers

, workers

ILO votes to add drugs, alcohol to its agenda
GENEVA — The International La-

bour Office (ILO) has made its

first formal commitment to in-

creased action against drug and al-

cohol problems in “working and

social life.”

At its 73rd session, the General

Conference of the ILO, the only or-

ganization in the United Nations

system to give equal voice to gov-

ernments, employers, and work-

ers, adopted its first-ever resolu-

tion dealing with alcohol and other

drugs.

Behrouz Shahandeh, ILO’s voca-

tional rehabilitation branch,

says the adoption of the resolution

means the organization “will have

to take concrete steps to expand

activities in the field of rehabilita-

tion and social re-integration of al-

cohol and drug dependent people.
’

’

One focus will be on “ways and

Shahandeh: consensus

means to assist workplaces to pre-

vent and reduce problems asso-

ciated with alcohol and other drug

abuse.” In the process, contact and

collaboration among governments

and employers’ and workers’ orga-

nizations will be enhanced, he said.

“The ILO is the only tripartite

organization within the UN system
that brings together, on an equal

footing, governments, employers,

and workers.

“It’s not government delegates

sitting in Geneva deciding for

workers. The employers and the

workers are also there developing

consensus,” he told The Journal.

The lengthy resolution allows

that drug and alcohol abuse and

their consequences:

• continue to raise problems in the

workplace and to undermine the

health and welfare of individuals

and their families;

• are a contributing factor in acci-

dents and pose a general threat to

the working environment; and,

• increase absenteeism and de-

crease productivity, and thus re-

sult in escalating costs of enor-

mous magnitude to industry, the

economy, and society at large.

It stresses drug and alcohol

abuse should be regarded in the

same light as other health and so-

cial problems and says the ILO can
contribute to formulating and ex-

ecuting programs to help member
countries develop responses to

problems in the workplace and
countermeasures against prob-

lems in the field of vocational reha-

bilitation and social reintegration.

Meanwhile, the Vocational Re-

habilitation Branch has developed
a kit, including an audio-visual

presentation called Responses to

Drug and Alcohol Problems in the

Workplace. (ILO Publications.

ILO. CH-1211 Geneva 22. Switzer-

land. )

Alcohol counselling centre folds
CHRISTCHURCH, NZ— The Alco-

hol Counselling Centre, founded

here by Dr Bill Black in 1979 to

offer a problem-centred rather

than disease-centred approach to

alcoholism, has closed.

In addition to traditional, absti-

nence-oriented treatment services,

the centre provided a controlled

drinking program for about 20% of

clients who were non-dependent

drinkers, most of whom were less

than 30 years of age.

At the centre’s closing. Dr Black,

also a Canterbury University psy-

chologist here, said he believed

some people misunderstood the

concept.

“At no stage did we advocate

that people who are dependent on

alcohol should drink, or that any-

one who had quit drinking should

start again. But, there was always
that suspicion, which some people

INSIDE OUT

still have, that we were teaching

alcoholics to drink,” Dr Black said

in an interview.

The Alcohol Counselling Centre

also provided a practical training

forum for psychologists in the alco-

hol field. Most of the 45 psycholo-

gists trained here are still working

in the addictions field.

The centre, established with

funds from New Zealand’s Alcohol-

ic Liquor Advisory Council, saw
180 clients in its first year, and 480

in its last.

Jellinek award for 1987
goes to Norway’s Skog
LAUSANNE — 01e-J«irgen

Skog is this year’s recipient of

the Jellinek Memorial Award
for outstanding contributions

to the field of alcohol studies.

Dr Skog. PhD, a scientist

with the National Institute for

Alcohol Research, Oslo. Nor-

way. was the first to recognize

the problems and limitations

of the Lederman theory which
postulates a mathemat-
ical relationship between the

mean level of alcohol con-

sumption in a population and
the prevalence of heavy use.

“Rather than simply crit-

icizing this significant body of

work, (Dr Skog) conducted a

major theoretical re-specifi-

cation and effectively trans-

formed it ... to a major the-

ory on the etiology of alcohol-

ism.” cited Jellinek Memorial

Jellinek

Fund presi-

dent. H. David
.Archibald.

The 1987

award was
presented at

the 33rd Inter-

national Insti-

tute on the Pre-

vention and
Treatment
of Alcoholism here.

The Committee to recom-
mend the 1988 Jellinek Memo-
rial .Award candidate is

chaired by James Rankin.

MD. head of medicine. Clini-

cal Institute. .Addiction Re-

search F'oundation. and pro-

fessor of preventive medicine

and biostatistics and medi-

cine, I’niversity of Toronto.

The category for next year is

biological/medical ( clinical )

.

You do not know it, but I have been paying

attention to you lately.

Yes, I realize we have only talked to

each other twice in the last few years.

And it’s a fact we had so little to say:

How hav<' you been'.' I'’ine. What are you

doing'/ Oh, nothing exciting. What about

you’/ Well, I'm doing Cine.

There was nothing there roreitherol'iis.

just the usual Care oCedgy peojile appear-

ing to he III a purposeCul hurry in a Cr.inlic

city You hardly looked in my eyes, real

ly. I had the Ceeliiig you were glad you had
legitimate excuses to run oCC

But I've seen you two other times, too

You were m a liardware store more
than a year ago. You looked to he m (|mle

sad shape. You h;id sunglasses on. il was
dreary and cold and winiry outside You
(luiekiy left. I was the guy looking at you

Crom the hgliting section, m ease you're

interested

Th(' other time I saw you was very re

eeiitly. You were erossiiig the street, il

was raining and dark outside, and you had

on sunglasses again, and there was no

way you couldn't have seen me N'oii

walked right jiast I guessed you'd per

haps (leeideil m an iiislaiit that you

couldn't, didn't want to. slop and ehal

me.imngh'ssly Cor a moment
N'ou looked even sadder you were un

kempt, you weren't walking straight, and

I suddenly was astonished at how much
you'd changed Cor the wor.se since I'd first

met you a decade ago, when we had a mu-
tual i'riend.

You were attractive then; you h;id a

Cine, Cine laugh, you were outgoing and

night to whisper to her how much you'd

like to love someone again, how you need

someone to hold you.

You won't, she tells me, oven go to visit

her. She has to come to you. She doesn't

want to do that anymore: it’s loo sad.

you're too out of it You can hardiv see her

There are more people paying
attention to you than you know

.

lively, you had plans and energy and a

sIraighICorward o|)timism that dismissed

eompU'Xilies with a smiling shrug.

But, our mutual I'riend has h(>en t(41mg

me about you. Slu* thinks you're going to

(he, soon, and allhougli your hair is now
gray you're only 40 years old

You have become a hermit, she tells

me Your only Corays now to the oulsuh'

world are to the li(|Uor store

You don't work anymore Ymi're in a

complete retreat on all I routs, you, who
are so ml('lligenl, you, who used to (‘in

hrae(‘ it all so lustily

N'ou don't se(‘ men at all. havi'ii'l Cor

years, she tells nu'. It's not b(‘eaus('

you're angry, it's not becausi' you don't

want to our liiend sa\s you have

phoned Ik'I' m the devaslalmg dead ol

alter a lew hours, yes, lu'cause your l('ars

engulCyou and you, with your truly simple

hCe now. just can't deal with how many
complexitu's there are now. And she is

your only I'riend

OC eour.s(' she's told you you're ad

dicled .She’s told you over and over DC

course, you'va' told her. you have to stop,

.soon, you know that, but months and

months go by. and you gi'l wors(' and

worse,

Dur CrK'iul has even thought seriously oC

(h;lgglng vou to .a (h'tox C('ntr('. but she

can’t, not yet anyway.
^’our brotiu'r is an alcoholic too 'Chat

(hdn't mean .a hell oCa lot to you bi'Core

you could alwavs bmg(‘ logellK'r it you

needed sonu' (dinjiain’ hut now he's

slopi'ed. stojipi'd cold, and lu' s l('lhng you

A letter to an old friend
to stop too. You don't want to hoar him

say those things, do you'/ So ho doesn't

come around anymore either,

S(' there you are. in your apartment,

and the money's running out Cast, and I

see myself, w hen 1 think of you now, me a

few years ago, and sure. I’d love to be a

w hite knight coming to your rescue, but 1

;im like your brother now . aren't 1" 1 don't

fit in w ith your lifestyle, and our friend

who’d go all the w ay to the w all for you

doesn't fit m now, either, does she’’

And we know the pain you’re in. and 1

know w by you would like to keep on avoid

ing me because you know exactly what 1

would (ell you if you gave me the chance,

w hich you won't

But listen; if you think you've gotten rid

of all of us now. if you llimk the coast is

cli'ar. you're wrong B('cause there are

more people paying attention to you than

you know , and when you finally Call, and

we know you will, you're going to be aw-

Cullv amazed to si'o how little a hermit you

iH'aily are And maybe, we are praying,

you'll S('e that your hC('slyle. as it is now,

is so sadlv uniu'cessarv

This column. c.rploring addictions from

the 'inside Old, "
i.s hiy o /'ree/nnre. ('o-

nadiaii journalist.
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Synthetic opiates a growing problem in Ireland

Heroin shortage, improper

prescribing are biamed
By Karen Birchard

DUBLIN — Addiction to synthetic

opiates is a growing problem in

Ireland.

It was the first country to report

addiction to diconal. a powerful

painkiller usually administered to

those with terminal cancer; the

problem first appeared four years

ago.

Now health and law enforcement

officials here are concerned about

increases in addiction to a range of

synthetic opiates. In addition, the

black market trade in synthetics is

a problem.

Authorities say there has been a

marked increase in the abuse of

these drugs in the past few months
because of the shortage of heroin

on the street.

The national drug treatment

centre, Jervis Street Hospital,

Dublin, says the increase is signifi-

cant.

Ireland, which has a population

of less than four million, has more

than 4.000 heroin addicts.

Drug experts say the real prob-

lem is one of irresponsible pre-

scribing of the synthetic opiates by
physicians. The prescriptions are

filled by pharmacists without ques-

tion because they are legal. The
tablets end up on the black market,

selling for hundreds of times their

retail value.

For example, one tablet of dico-

nal retails for around 70 cents, but

brings at least $20 on the black

market.

“The profit margin is very high

so it’s no less expensive a habit

than heroin,” says a spokesman
for one Dublin anti-drug commit-
tee.

Synthetic opiates are crushed
into powder, made into a solution.

and then injected.

Health officials are therefore

worried that the intravenous drug
users are increasing their risk of

AIDS, already high among Irish

heroin users.

In Irish drug abuse centres, Phy-
septone ( methadone hydrochlo-

ride) is given in liquid form, ad-

dicts are made to drink it in the

presence of the nurse or doctor,

and are given a full range of tests.

Patrick Deasy, Irish Pharma-
ceutical Association, says two

years ago his society and the Medi-

cal Council drew up a set of

guidelines because they could fore-

see a major problem as addicts be-

gan turning to general practition-

ers ( GPs ) for prescriptions.

"The guidelines suggest GPs

only treat addicts from their local

practice areas and that they con-

tact local pharmacies to ensure
necessary stocks for particular pa-

tients are available." said Dr Dea-
sy.

One of the drugs being abused,
temgesic (buprenorphine), is not a

controlled substance here, but

there are proposals to tighten regu-
lations.

Many drug experts argue GPs
should not have the power to write

a prescription for a controlled sub-

stance. and the pharmaceutical as-

sociation recommends only spe-

cially licensed physicians be allow-

ed to prescribe drugs such as dico-

nal. The proposal has failed to get

support from the medical profes-

sion.

Lottery sparks fears for ‘addicted gamblers'
By Karen Birchard

DUBLIN — The famous Irish

Sweepstakes have been replaced

here by a new national lottery that

is succeeding beyond anyone's ex-

pectations.

And people who work with gam-
bling 'addicts’ are concerned.

Ticket agents have been swamp-
ed since last spring when lottery

tickets were made available, and

sales projected for a week are be-

ing surpassed in one day.

Newspaper headlines proclaim

lottery fever has struck the coun-

try; those working with gamblers
express fear the lottery will have a

devastating effect on the poor.

The new Irish lottery is a combi-

nation of instant prizes and a

monthly draw. The tickets are

priced at £1 each iCdn $2). and

Lottery lure: the dream

there have been reports of people

collecting unemployment benefits

or pensions and spending the mon-

ey on instant lottery tickets sold in

supermarkets, corner shops, pubs,

and post offices.

Ticket agents have admitted

they are witnessing scenes straight

out of gaming arcades. People buy

tickets “with the same fever peo-

ple put money in the one-armed
bandits." says one agent.

Priests who work with Gamblers
Anonymous here have condemned
the lottery. Father Peter McVerry
accused the state of washing its

hands of the social consequences

and called the lottery itself “an
exercise in delusion."

Senior and prominent politicians

have joined in the criticism, warn-

ing of potential misery which could

result.

Radio and television interviews

with ticket buyers highlight critics’

concerns. One woman, whose hus-

band is unemployed, spent almost

all her family allowance cheques

on lottery tickets: if she won, she

said, one instant money prize of

£1.000 would be a big help with

debts. After she lost, she was asked

what she would do for money: “I'll

see the money-lender."

Would she try again'? The wom-
an nodded; when the next cheque

came in.

Similar stories are being repeat-

ed throughout the country; critics

point out the addictive nature of in-

stant-win tickets. Lottery organiz-

ers are criticized for allowing se-

lected pubs to sell tickets, especial-

ly when it emerged in the press

that most pubs with such licences

are in areas of serious unemploy-
ment.

GILBERT

Tobacco: ‘addictive killer’

Big, bald warnings
AUCKLAND, NZ — All tobac-

co packets in New Zealand
will soon carry four health

warnings. Health Minister Mi-

chael Bassett has announced.

The warnings must cover

20'^f of each main face of the

packets.

They will say that smoking
causes lung cancer, heart dis-

ease. and lung damage, and
that it is an addictix e killer.

Dr Bassett said he belie\cs

the public, particularly young,

vulnerable experimental

smokers, have a right to be

told the truth about tobacco.

Children of alcoholics: II

Part 2 of 3
In September’s column, I summarized evi-

dence that children of alcoholics ( COAs

)

have an increased risk of alcoholism, and
that this increased risk may result from
inherited differences in the responsive-

ness of the central nervous system to alco-

hol. Here and next month. I will consider

the experience of being brought up in an

alcoholic family and its impact on later

adult behavior.

Does growing up with an alcoholic par-

ent make alcoholism more likely? Last

month I wrote that it does not. Adoption

studies have shown that children whose
biological parents were not alcoholic ac-

quired no increased risk of alcoholism

while being brought up by an alcoholic

adoptive parent.

Discrepancies
These findings are difficult to reconcile

with statements such as those of Claudia

Black. PhD. quoted in The Journal in

May. 1986. to the effect that; “Children in

alcoholic families need help before

they're nine years old. Otherwise, they

may learn patterns that will lead them to

become alcoholics themselves." And.
“600 of alcoholics are raised in an alco-

holic family setting."

They are also difficult to reconcile with
my own conclusion last month that envi-

ronmental factors seem stronger than ge-

netic factors in the determination of alco-

holism.

Dr Black’s observations make intuitive

sense. A child growing up with an alcohol-

ic has a stressful early life, a model of al-

cohol’s being used to reduce stress, and

easy availability of the drug. However,

the best evidence is that no more than

about 30% of alcoholics were brought up

in an alcoholic family setting, little more
than what might be expected if there were

no environmental effect at all.

Three points can be made about the dis-

crepancy:
• The adoption studies deserve a closer

alcohol has been well documented in The
Journal, notably in a four-page supple-

ment on coverage of the subject at the

1984 annual convention of the American
Psychological Association in Toronto

(The Journal, October. 1984).

The Addiction Research Foundation’s

work on the subject dates from the ear-

liest days of the foundation. It includes the

publication of staffer Margaret Cork's

Concern is not so much with the propensity of these

grown-up children toward alcohol abuse,

as with damage to their personalities

look. Perhaps alcoholic adoptive parents

are unusual enough that generalization

from them is inappropriate. Adoption

agencies go to pains to di.squalify poten-

tial parents who are or might become al-

coholic. The few that do may be adept at

hiding their drinking and its effects even

from their adopted children. Also, at least

one adoption study has shown that alco-

holism in the adoptive home is a factor in

later alcoholism.

• Some estimates of early exposure to al-

coholism are based on data provided by

alcoholics themselves, who may exagger-

ate their experiences.

• The evidence may be confusing becau.se

experience of parental alcoholism could

both contribute to later alcohol abuse and

inoculate a child against it. according to

circumstances.

The current great interest in the alco-

holic family should lead to resolution of

these disparate conclusions about the

causes of alcohol abuse.

The burgeoning interest in families and

seminal book The Forgotten Children in

1969.

Concern with the grown-up children of

alcoholics, among both therapists and the

victims themselves, is more recent. The
concern is not so much with the propensi-

ty of these grown-up children toward alco-

hol abuse as with damage to their person-

alities. National associations of adult chil-

dren of alcoholics have been founded in

the United States and Canada. Self-help

support groups have been formed in ma-
jor cities; there are at least six in the To-

ronto area and a clearinghouse for ex-

changing information about them (tele-

phone 41 6-.360-0097).

Superficial contact with this movement
has led me to ask two questions; why are

its leaders and participants overwhelm-
ingly women? Docs the experience of

growing up with an alcoholic leave a lega-

cy of damage distinct enough to justify

separate treatment or even treatment at

all? Answers to the second question will

have to wait until next month.

My impression that the movement is

mostly female will likely be sustained by

proper examination. One reason for the

preponderance was touched on last

month: daughters of severe alcoholics

may inherit a propensity to be ill rather

than to be alcoholic, and they find no so-

lace from facilities for alcoholics.

Relationships
Another contributing factor may be the

legacy of an imperfect relationship with

an alcoholic parent, mostly the father. If

the experience of a father is more impor-

tant for a daughter than (or a son. daugh-

ters of alcoholics may be more inclined to

form self-help groups to resolve their dif-

ficulties in sustaining relationships.

Even with recent changes in parenting

practices, women remain the primary

caregivers in families. They are thus gen-

erally more disposed to be concerned

about the quality of relationships between

parents and children. Much of parenting

involves compari.sons with the parent’s

childhood. Comparisons can arou.se un-

comfortable memories that impel sharing

and mutual understanding.

Women, in any case, are less reticent m
seeking help than men. who can be more
restrained by pride and reputation.

By

Richard

Gilbert
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Treatment needs of elderly called ‘desperate’
By Paul Szabo

DENVER — Older women will

soon make up a major proportion

of the female alcoholic population

and pose a treatment challenge,

speakers here at the 1st National

Conference on Women’s Issues

predict.

“One pocket of people whom I

think are in desperate need of

treatment and much better under-

standing is the elderly popula-

tion,” said Jan Johnson, chairper-

son, women’s commission. Alcohol

and Drug Problems Association of

North America, which organized

the conference.

She said this is going to be pri-

marily a women’s issue because of

the trend toward women living

As Epictetus might have said

longer and outliving men.

“Retirement communities today

are a place to drink,” said Patricia

Ann Pape, president, Pape & Asso-

ciates, Wheaton, Illinois, noting

drinking and playing cards are ac-

ceptable behaviors in such com-
munities.

Ms Pape said denial is high

among this older population (The

Journal, February, 1986). “It’s

hard to call a nice grandma an al-

coholic.”

These women are often molded

in the traditional, female hidden-

drinking pattern, she said, and

their problems develop later in life

as their drinking slowly progresses.

The motivating factor to get

these women into some form of

treatment is a willingness by fami-

lies to become involved rather than

denying the problem.

Fern Asma, MD, director, occu-

pational medicine, Parkside Medi-

cal Services, Denver, said her con-

cern is “what are we going to do

about the elderly, as a treatment

issue.”

With the concurrent growth in

the number of patients with Alz-

heimer’s disease, she said, “it is

going to be very easy for physi-

cians to find loss of memory, abs-

tract thinking, slurring speech,

and, eventually, brain atrophy,

which are the symptoms that you
find with Alzheimer’s disease.

They are also the symptoms for al-

cohol brain syndrome.”
While Alzheimer’s is a progres-

sive disease, she said, alcohol f
brain syndrome is treatable and, |
therefore, must be accurately di-

®

agnosed by physicians. Retirement: physicians must distinguish aicoholism from Alzheimer'sHOWELL
Are you not crampedfor room? Have you

not to bathe with discomfort? Are you not

drenched when it rains? Have you not to

endure the clamour and shouting and

such annoyances as these? 'Well, I sup-

pose you set all this over against the

splendour of the spectacle, and bear it pa-

tiently?”

So said the stoic philosopher Epictetus

of Phrygia, commenting on the games at

Olympia in the first century AD. Ironical-

ly, things haven’t changed much 19 centu-

ries later. A person wishing to attend the

modern Olympiad in Calgary and/or Seoul

is, more likely than not, going to end up

cramped for room in some overpriced

motel far from the action and is going to

have to endure more than his fair share of

clamor and shouting just to get tickets to

the prime events. (All the more so in Cal-

gary, where, it appears, the good tickets

have already gone to friends of the orga-

nizers; and all the more so in Seoul,

where, if present trends continue, the an-

noyances will include tear gas and rubber

bullets.)

“'You would fain be victor at the Olympic
games, you say. ... You must live by

rule, submit to diet, abstain from dainty

meats, exercise your body perforce at

(

stated hours, in heat or in cold; drink no

cold water, nor, it may be, wine. In a

word, you must surrender yourself wholly

to your trainer, as though to a physician.”

This was the advice that Epictetus had
for prospective Olympic athletes in the

first century AD. What would Epictetus

think of the modern Olympic games, and
what kind of advice would he have for

modern athletes? Bearing in mind that

Epictetus was a stoic philosopher who ad-

vocated that wisdom was to be found in

the acceptance of things as they are, and
in submission to divine will; and bearing

in mind that the god of the modern Olym-
piad is Mammon (the personification of

riches and greed), perhaps Epictetus the

stoic might wish to augment the Golden
Sayings of Epictetus in this manner:

If a man take substances that increase his

prowess and his manly bulk, he should tri-

umph on the Olympic field. But perforce,

he should accept the attendant shrinking

ofhis privy parts with equanimity.

Surrender yourselfwholly to your trainer.

And if, perchance, he should advise the

consumption of illicit substances to im-

prove performance on the field, contem-

plate well and truly where lies your inter-

est. If your interest be in obtaining a suit-

ably lucrative contract to endorse dainty

meats and other sundry items after the

conclusion of the Olympiad, govern your-

selfaccordingly.

If you have assumed a character beyond
your strength, avoid the random testing.

Betimes a young Olympian has come to

me and said: “Master, the days of my
youth have past and my adult life begins

:

how should I order my temporal affairs?"

And I have responded to such entreaties

thus: “He that hath no musical instruc-

tion is a child in Music; he that hath no let-

ters is a child in Learning; he that is un-

taught is a child in Life. In other words, if

you are thinking of turning professional, it

would behoove you to get a good tax ac-

countant, a good lawyer, and a good
agent.”

There are those that advocate the eating

of Mandrake root to still the beating heart

such that the aim of the javelin be more
true. The stoic says, what profit a man to

use Mandrake root in this endeavor when
the leaves of the Foxglove plarit are more

efficacious in this regard?

If a Woman take substances that make
her like a man in size and strength and
body habitus, then woe be the lot of those

that go against her on the playingfields of
Olympia. She will triumph over All. And
enjoy an increased procreative drive as

well. That's something to think about.

What profiteth a man to win the decatha-

lon. the pentathalon. the biathalon. ere he

flunk the urine test?

Is it Vidgar, when he has left the field, for
an Olympian of renown to lend his name
to the merchants of the agora? Is it Moral
for such a person to encourage the con-

sumption ofdainty meats and other things

of frivolous nature? The answer to such

questions lies in a man's own heart, but a

cash advance and a just share of the re-

siduals make the answer less problematic

than it might otherwise be.

Acceptance of your limitations is no vir-

tue; augmentation of your virtues is no

vice. Just don 't get caught.

By

Wayne 1

Howell
....
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7TH ANNUAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
PREVENTION SYMPOSIUM

November 16, 17, 18, 1987 — Egan Convention Center

ANCHORAGE, ALASKA

“Create the Spirit of Famiiy"
I’eatiired speakers include: Idiil Oliver-Diaz, MSW;

Anne Wilson Schaef, I’h.D.; .Icrry Moe, M.Ed.;

Michael Bopp, I’h.D. and Bea Shawanda

Over 30 workshops on such topics as:

• I’arciitiiig to liri'ak the Cycle of /Vldictioii

• I'arenting the Child Within

• Co-Dependency
• When .Society Heconies an Addict

• Working with High Risk Youth
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or ALCOHOL AND DHUC. AOUSt. INC

O n behalf of the Organizing Committee ot the 11th

World Conference on Therapeutic Communities. I am
inviting you to attend this unique event that will take

place in Bangkok, Thailand. February 21$t to 26th.

19B8

The Conference invites prominent speakers from

Asian-Pacitic regions, the European Communities.

Africa, Middle-East. South America, the United Stales

and Canada

Attendance at the World Conference is a must tor

Canadians involved in the treatment ol drug addiction

7

l^nlor Vamos
Chairman ol the Inter national Oigani/ing Committee

and 1 xecu'ive Director ol the Pottage Program lor

Drug Dependencies Inc
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This is a report of the British Medi-

cal Association (BMA) public af-

fairs division, on the association’s

campaign to end all tobacco adver-

tising and promotion in Great Brit-

ain. It contains lessons for cam-
paigners so that other groups and
individuals can join the campaign.

“In this book, the BMA presents

the main arguments in the tobacco

debate, as well as a review of the

evidence of how tobacco advertis-

ing works directly against the prin-

ciples of health promotion and un-

dermines the credibility of govern-

ment health education cam-
paigns.”

John Wiley & Sons. Chichester. W
Sussex. England. 1986. 192p. ISBN
0-471-90937.

Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome

and Chemical
Dependency

This is a report of the symposium
sponsored by the American Medi-

cal Society on Alcoholism and Oth-

er Drug Dependencies and the

United States National Council on

Alcoholism held in 1986. It summa-
rizes papers presented and the dis-

cussions which followed.

The book covers presentations

on the nature of AIDS, the link be-

tween substance abuse and AIDS,
barriers to treatment of substance

abuse in populations at risk, the ef-

fects of alcohol on the immune sys-

tem. educational campaigns to

curb the spread of AIDS, and clini-

cal. psychosocial, and psychiatric

issues in dealing with AIDS pa-

tients and the AIDS epidemic.

It was the first US national sym-

posium on AIDS and chemical de-

pendency.

US Department of Health and Hu-

man Services; Public Health Serv-

ice; Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Men-

tal Health Administration; Nation-

al Institute on Alcohol Abuse and

Alcoholism. Rockville, Maryland.

1987. 75p. DHHS publication no.

fADM >87-1513.

ADVERSE
HEALTH CONSEQUENCES
OF COCAtNE ABUSE

EDITED BYA. ABlF

WOaiD -it
A- 'H UKOAMZATION
Grr-ir/A

. . . edited by Awni Arif

This is a succinct review of the co-

caine problem which has reached

epidemic proportions in areas of

North and South America, Europe,

and certain countries in Southeast

Asia. These countries are experi-

encing public health and social

problems associated with cocaine

abuse.
This book is published as part of

a World Health Organization pro-

ject on Adverse Health Conse-

quences of Cocaine and Coca-paste

Smoking. It examines existing

knowledge of the problem, its ad-

verse effects on health, and re-

views current approaches to treat-

ment and prevention. It concludes

with an overview of areas where
research is needed.

This 41-page booklet will provide

a useful summary for drug-abuse

authorities and rehabilitation

workers.

World Health Organization. Gene-

va. Switzerland, 1987. 41p. ISBN
924-156107-6. $10.19.

The Flower
of Paradise:

The Institutionalized

Use of the Drug
Qat in North Yemen

. . . John G. Kennedy

Qat ( khat ) is a stimulant drug used

by a majority of people in North

Yemen, as well as by many other

populations in the area around the

Red Sea. Since this substance is so

interwoven into the fabric of socie-

ty and culture, this book is very

much about the history and the

economic and social life of Yemen.
This study offers a different per-

spective on drug use and its effects

in a country where the regular use

of this substance has existed for

several hundred years.

The book provides a very thor-

ough study of qat (khat); its bota-

ny, chemistry, and pharmacology,

the health effects of its use, and the

question of addiction.

D. Reidel Publishing, Dordrecht,

Holland. 1987. 268 p. ISBN 1-55608-

012-3. $22.

Books received

staying Clean: Living Without

Drugs — Garden City, Minnesota.

Hazeldon, 1987. 65p. ISBN 0-89486-

447-5. A guide to the Twelve Steps

of Narcotics Anonymous.

A pro(juction of

the Alberta Alcohol an(j

Drug Abuse Commission.
Revised and updated, 1987

MDAC
Powers &
Becoming

o

Intoxicant dependence is a problem of freedom. It is not a
new problem, but we are just beginning to understand what
it means and how it can be avoided.

The meaning of dependence becomes clear only when we
understand independence.

The Powers & Becoming series is a three part introduction

to freedom skills, a briefing for ordinary people with an
interest in maintaining and developing their own
independence.
A timely and intelligent resource for primary prevention.

Powers & Becoming Video Series

Freedom Trap (20 minutes)

Freedom To . . . Freedom From (25 minutes) m
Self Design (20 minutes)

I

Preview Tape (15 minutes)

For information regarding purchase

or preview, contact:

Action Studies Institute

2415 Kelwood Drive S.W.

Calgary, Alberta

T3E 3Z8

(403) 246-2544

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON,
INSTITUTE OF PSYCHIATRY

DIPLOMA IN ADDICTION BEHAVIOUR
A New International Teaching Course

The Institute of Psychiatry offers a full-time one year course leading

to a Diploma in Addiction Behaviour starting in October 1 988,

* The Course has a strong international and multidisciplinary

focus.
*

It covers alcohol and drug problems and offers clinical and
community placements.

*
It integrates teaching on basic sciences, clinical aspects, design

and running of treatment services, prevention and development
of national policy.

* Though primarily intended for medical staff, other professions

with clinical experience will be considered.

CLINICAL TEACHING takes place at the Bethlem Royal and
Maudsley Hospital and St George's Hospital's Department of

Addiction Behaviour

COURSE DIRECTOR: Professor Griffith Edwards.

SEMINAR LEADERS include: Dr Virginia Berridge, Dr J. Cutting,

Professor G, Edwards, Professor H Ghodse, Dr liana Grant, Mr A.

Glanz, Mr M. Grant, Dr R. Hartnoll, Professor M. Lader, Professor

J. Littleton, Professor A. Maynard, Dr R. Murray, Ms Edna Oppen-
heimer. Dr J. Orford, Dr M. Russell, Dr I. Stolerman, Dr T. Stock-

well, Dr J. Strang, Ms Betsy Thom.

Application forms and further information about the Course, in-

cluding fees, are available from the Course Secretary, Addiction

Research Unit, Institute of Psychiatry, 101 Denmark Hill, London
SE5 8AF UK

Just Another Passing Storm?
Bellwood is offering two special short-term programs for family

members currently living with a chemically dependent individual

and one for adult children who need to deal with family of origin is-

sues. Both programs focus on "here and now” issues with an em-

phasis on solutions rather than the problems.

STEP AHEAD WORKSHOP:
This six evening program gives participants practical and realistic

strategies to assist them in disengaging from current dysfunction in

the family. The STEP AHEAD PROGRAM teaches family members

where their responsibilities begin and end and what choices and

options are available. The next workshop begins October 28,

1987.

AN EXPERIENTIAL THERAPEUTIC
WORKSHOP FOR ADULT COAS.
This four day therapy program is designed for those who want to

recover from the effects of growing up in a chemically dependent

family. Ray Ellen Holland who will be conducting the program, is

primarily therapist in consultation with Timmen Cermak M.D. in a

similar program at the Merritt Peralta Institute, Oakland, California.

Dates for this program are: November 19-22.

Space is limited for both programs, so respond now if you are inter-

ested : Phone 495-0926 or toll- free: 1 -800-387-61 98.

M
BELLWOOD 1 HEALTH SERViaS INC.A
1020 McNICOU AVL SCARBOROUGH ONTARIO M1W 2)6
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ON SCREEN

Projections
The Drug Knot

Subscribe to

Film Reviews

The following selected evaluations of audio-visual materials have been made
by the Audio-Visual Assessment Group of the Addiction Research Founda-
tion in Ontario. The ratings are based on a six-point scale. Projections are

available in both video and 16mm film unless otherwise specified. For fur-

ther information, contact Margaret Sheppard at ( 416 1 595-6000, ext 7384.

Eliminate costly pre-

viewfees. Know what
films to borrow or buy
without pre-screening.

Projection is mailed ten

times a year by the

ARE Audio-visual As-

sessment Group. About

50films a year are as-

sessedfor scientific

accuracy, interest, pro-

duction value, age
level, and suitability.

One-year subscription $1 6.

5 binders of 741 reviews

since 1971 $211.

Empty Binders $7.

Orderfrom

Marketing Services

Addiction Research Foundation
33 Russell Street

Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1

White Lady

Number: 805.

Subject heading: Cocaine: em-
ployee assistance programs
(EAPs).
Time; 15 min.

Synopsis: Many people use co-

caine; some experience physical

and mental health problems. Users

describe the seductive effects of

the drug and how it dominates

their lives. EAPs can help workers

who are experiencing problems

with cocaine. A case study illus-

trates how an EAP can facilitate

the rehabilitation of a good worker.

General evaluation: Fair to good

(3.5). The statistics at the begin-

ning of the film are out of date and

do not add to the film’s EAP mes-

sage.

Recommended use: The film could

be used with EAP committees.

The Medical Aspects
ofMind Altering Drugs

Number: 782.

Subject heading: Drugs: pharma-
cology.

Time: 30 min.

Synopsis: Max Schneider dis-

cusses mind-altering drugs: alco-

hol, marijuana, sedative hypnot-

USE THIS VALUABLEAID WHENMAKING REFERRALS

Just Off
the Press! \

w

This comprehensive directory describes more

than 350 agencies and services providing treatment for

alcohol- and drug-dependent clients in Ontario. Twenty-

four new agencies have been contacted and included in

this 1987 edition, and the material on previously-listed

agencies has been revised and updated.

Ihe listings include not only addiction-specific

resources, but also those of the general health, social, and

corrective services which have significant interaction with

substance-abusing cli('nts.

I'lach imtry lists full particul.irs of the facility-

numbt'r of lu'iis, intake policies, area served, descrifilion

of program, waiting p»>rioil, cost, .iverage length of stay,

and other pertinent information.

The entries are organi/c>ii by gj'ographic.il re-

gion, .uni are also cross-iiuiext’il by tre.ilment lypi', by

client tyjH', .iiui alphabet ic.illy.

6"x 9", r.oflbound, 503 pngos.
.
$20. 00 (t 7% PST)

II.IINO 1411 H

IWVS W.IX

Onhr from
Marketing Services, Dept. DR
Addiction Research Foundation
33 Russell Street

Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1

I'd: ('1 lb) SDS-bOSb V/.sa an,l

ics, narcotics, inhalants, psyche-

delics, and stimulants, using an-

imation and graphics.

General evaluation: Very poor to

poor (1.8). Scientifically inaccu-

rate, this film is a poor teaching

aid.

Recommended use: None.

Monday Night,

Tuesday Morning

Number: 804.

Subject heading: Health and safe-

ty; hangover.

Time: 15 min.

Synopsis: While watching the Mon-
day night football game on tele-

vision, Harry and an older co-

worker drink heavily. As they

drive to work the next morning,

Harry says he's very tired and his

friend complains of stomach pain.

Harry has difficulty parking his

car. Both men insist they will be

fine once they are on the job. Dur-

ing the morning, neither man
works well and Harry's friend

seems to be feeling worse; he traps

and mangles his hand in a ma-
chine. Harry cannot understand:

his father, who drank a great deal,

always seemed fine the next day.

General evaluation: Good to very

good (4.9). The film is realistic, a

good length, and well acted. Hang-
over symptoms are clearly por-

trayed. The film could lead to good

discussion about the problems of

hangovers on the job.

Recommended use: With a re-

source person, this film could ben-

efit general audiences, health and

safety committees, and employee
assistance programs.

Number: 798.

Subject heading: Drugs and youth:

public relations.

Time: 37 min.

Synopsis: While practising for a

band audition, a high school stu-

dent smokes a joint with his girl-

friend. A teacher discovers them
and makes them leave. At the audi-

tion. the band leader rejects the

student saying drug use interferes

with his playing. At a school as-

sembly. David Toma speaks about
drug use. The student is disruptive

and is ejected; his girlfriend is

moved by the presentation. Mr
Toma holds a parents' session to

which the girl brings her boy-
friend's mother: Mr Toma assures
them they will get help for Doug.
The boy comes home to find his

brother, who has used some co-

caine. floating face down in the

swimming pool.

General evaluation: Poor i2.1i.

The film promotes David Toma
and his style of intervention, but

contains minimal information and
is of little educational value.

Recommended use: This film

could be used by those contemplat-

ing a David Toma presentation.

warns them not to use it in the

house. Two years later. Sean is get-

ting ready to compete in a very im-

portant track meet. For two

months, he has been concerned

about a sore on his tongue; when
he tells his mother about it. they go

to a doctor who urges Sean to have

a biopsy immediately. Sean decid-

es to wait two weeks until after

graduation. Three months later.

Sean dies of mouth cancer.

General evaluation: Fair (3.4).

Sean's story is realistically pre-

sented. but the film is slow moving.

The film could lead to discussion

about the use of smokeless tobacco

and its consequences. General

broadcast is recommended.
Recommended use: With a re- '

source person, the film could be i

used with teens and their parents.
|

Choices
and

Consequences

Smokeless Tobacco

:

The Sean Marsee
Story

Number: 807.

Subject heading: Smokeless tobac-

co.

Time: 15 min.

Synopsis: Sean Marsee is on his

highschool track team. One af-

ternoon after practice he uses

smokeless tobacco and offers some
to his buddies. One turns him down
saying his girlfriend does not like

the habit. Sean claims smokeless
tobacco is better than regular ciga-

rettes and that since professional

athletes use it. it must be all right.

At home, Sean's mother is angry
that he and his younger brother are

using smokeless tobacco and

Number: 793.

Subject heading: Drugs and youth:

treatment rehabilitation.

Time: 28 min.

Synopsis: Eric. Stewart, and Izzie

sneak out of their houses one night.

They smoke a little pot; Stewart

decides to break into a house to

steal money to get more. On the

way home, they are stopped by the

police for impaired driving. A po-

lice officer tells Eric's dad what
happened and recommends a

school group for Eric and the oth-

ers. All three go to the first session,

but Stewart soon stalks out. Izzie

manages to stop her drug use after

the first level of intervention. Eric,

however, must continue to the sec-

ond level. Stewart does nothing

about his problem until there is a

confrontation.

General evaluation: Very poor to

poor ( 1.8). It is a training film on a

specific type of intervention. How-
ever. little is said about how to

implement the intervention, its ra-

tionale. or its effectiveness.

Recommended use: The film could

be used with health professionals.

[Career opportunities

Amethyst Women’s Addiction Centre

requires an

Executive Director
The agency has a full-time position for an executive director

who will be responsible for the day to day management of

the organization including supervision of ten staff. Programs
include treatment, education, administration and public rela-

tions. Interested individuals must have management experi-

ence with an emphasis on personnel, planning, budgeting,

and government liaison.

Qualifications should include a Master in social work, social

sciences, or human resources. Relevant agency experience

essential. Counselling experience and knowledge of addic-

tions an asset.

This position offers a competitive salary and excellent bene-

fit package. Interested applicants should send resumes by
November 1 in confidence to:

Personnel Committee
Amethyst Women's Addiction Centre

407 Queen Street

Qttawa, Ontario

KIR 506

'The J(?iirnal

Career Opportunities— Advertising Rates

Display ads— $60 per column inch

Classified ads— $50 per column inch

Box numbers— $3
Advetlising ordots und nvilcrials should bp sent to

Hpnthor Lalondc. Advpriising Salt's Rpptpsenlalivo.

The Journal. Addiclion Rt'st'.trch Foundation. 33 Russoll Sltoot.

Toronto. Ontario Canad.i M,5S 2S1 (416) 595-6123

SOUTH COCHRANE
ADDICTIONS SERVICES INC.

SERVICE DE TOXICOMANIE
COCHRANE-SUDINC.

REQUIRES A COUNSELLOR
The South Cochrane Addictions

Services Inc. provides assessment,

referral and case management
services to individuals experiencing

problems related to alcohol and

drug use abuse.

A lull time position encompassing
front line clinical resfionsibihties.

Applicants should have a counsel-

lor's certificate or a university de-

gree and demonstrated related ex-

perience An ability to communicate
in both official languages would be

considered an asset

Competitive salary

Please send resume to:

Mrs Kim Wedgerfield.

Director

South Cochrane Addictions

Services Inc.

85 Pine Street South, Suite 204

Timmins, ON
P4N 2K1

The Journal
is Indexed in

The Canadian
Periodical Index

]
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CONFERENCES
Coming Events is a free service. While all notices are considered, publication can-

not be guaranteed. Deadline is eight weeks in advance of publication. Contact:
The Journal, Coming Events, 33 Russell St, Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1.

Canada

Current Trends in Addictions —Oct

3. Oct 22, Windsor, Ontario. Infor-

mation; Iona College. United

Church of Canada, Affiliate of the

University of Windsor. 208 Sunset

Ave, Windsor, ON N9B 3A7.

Drug Education Coordinating
Council 1987 Conference, Drug
Abuse: Epidemic or Smokescreen
— Oct 29-30. Toronto. Ontario. In-

formation: Larry Hershfield. Ad-
diction Research Foundation. 175

College St. Toronto, ON M5T 1P8.

9th Annual Conference of Sub-

stance Abuse Librarians (SALIS)
— Nov 3-6, Edmonton, Alberta. In-

formation: Bette Reimer, confer-

ence chair, Alberta Alcohol and
Drug Abuse Commission library,

10909 Jasper Ave, Edmonton. AB
T5J 3M9; or Ginny Rolett. SALIS
chair. Project Cork Resource Cen-

ter, Dartmouth Medical School,

Hanover, New Hampshire 03756.

Children of Alcoholics: Turning

the Corner— Nov 5, Toronto, Onta-

rio. Information; School for Addic-

tion Studies, Addiction Research
Foundation, 8 May St, Toronto, ON
M4W2Y1.

Making a Difference: Managing
Workplace Pressures for Health

Professionals — Nov 9-10, Scarbo-

rough. Ontario. Information: Jill

Birch, program manager, confer-

ence and seminar services, Humb-
er College, 205 Humber College

Blvd, Etobicoke. ON MOW 5L7

Tomorrow’s Youth Today — Nov
11-13, Collingwood, Ontario. Infor-

mation: Lise Labrecque, confer-

ence coordinator, 74 Hurontario St,

Unit 1, Collingwood. ON L9Y 2L8.

Public Forum: Drug Use and AIDS
— Nov 12, Toronto, Ontario.

Information: Addiction Research
Foundation, special events, 33 Rus-

sell St, Toronto, ON M5S 2S1.

Canadian Conference on AIDS Ed-

ucation— Nov 12-13, Cornwall, On-

tario. Information: John
Darbyshire, Eastern Ontario

Health Unit, 1000 Pitt St, Cornwall,

ON K6J 3S5.

Connections 88 — Feb 8-10, 1988,

Saskatoon. Saskachewan. Infor-

mation: Saskatchewan Health Re-

search Board. Ste 5, 3002 Louise St,

Saskatoon, SK S7J 3L8.

Canadian Society of Hospital Phar-

macists — Feb 1-5, 1988, Toronto,

Ontario. Information: Barbara
Cole, Canadian Society of Hospital

Pharmacists, 123 Edward St, Ste

603, Toronto, ON M5G 1E2.

United States

Physicians of Tomorrow: A Collo-

quium to Advance Medical Educa-
tion in Alcohol and Other Drug De-

pendencies — Oct 6-7, Chicago, Illi-

nois. Information: Joseph S, Do-

lan, program officer. The J.M.

Foundation. 60 E 42nd St, Ste 1651,

New York, NY 10165.

A Day with David Smith on Co-

caine and Alcohol — Oct 9. Chi-

cago. Illinois. Information: Myra
Nichols or Cathy Moynihan, Inter-

ventions, Professionals for Coun-

seling and Education, 1234 S Michi-

gan Ave, Chicago. IL 60605.

New Directions in Chemical De-
pendency — Oct 17, Oakland, Cali-

fornia. Information: Stephanie

Ross. Merritt Peralta Institute. 435

Hawthorne Ave, Oakland. CA
94609,

115th Annual Meeting American
Public Health Association — Oct

18-22. New Orleans, Louisiana. In-

formation: APHA, 1015 15th St,

NW. Washington, DC 20005.

Freedom 87: Geisinger National

Conference on Addiction — Oct 28-

Nov 1, Philadelphia, Pennsylva-
nia. Information: Alan D.

Hulsman. Freedom 87. c/o Mar-
worth. Waverly, PA

Family Therapy Works: 45th

AAMFT Annual Conference — Oct

29-Nov 1, Chicago. Illinois. Infor-

mation: American Association for

Marriage and Family Therapy.

1717 K St NW. Ste 407. Washington.

DC 20006.

Public Forum: Mixed Reactions—
Seniors, Alcohol, and Drugs — Oct

8. Toronto, Ontario. Information:

Donna Heughan, special events.

Addiction Research Foundation, 33

Russell St. Toronto, ON M5S 2S1.

AIDS: A Holistic Response — Oct

15-16. Edmonton. Alberta; Oct 22-

23. Montreal. Quebec; Nov 12-13,

Toronto. Ontario; Nov 19-20, Hal-

ifax. Nova Scotia. Information:

Freda Fraser, director of commu-
nications. Catholic Health Associa-

tion of Canada. 1247 Kilb'orn. Otta-

wa. ON K1H6K9.

Different Groups/Different Needs
— Oct 17, Toronto, Ontario. Infor-

mation: M. Hughes, inservice edu-

cation. The Donwood Institute, 175

Brentcliffe Rd, Toronto, ON M4G
3Z1.

Counselling Communication Skills

Course— Oct 19-23, and July 11-15,

1988. Toronto, Ontario. Informa-

tion: School for Addiction Studies,

Addiction Research Foundation. 8

May St, Toronto. ON M4W 2Y1.

12th Annual Canadian Intravenous

Nurses Association Convention —
Oct 22-23. Scarborough, Ontario.

Information: Pam Smith. CINA,

4433 Sheppard Ave E #200, Agin-

court. ON MIS 1V3.

Aging with Excellence: Social,

Mental. Physical, and Spiritual

Fitness — Oct 22-25, Calgary, Al-

berta. Information: Canadian As-

sociation on Gerontology. 1080-167

Lombard Ave. Winnipeg, Manito-

ba R3B0V3.

Respiratory Care Update: Plan-

ning for a Smoke-free Future—Oct

23, Toronto, Ontario. Information:

The Lung Association, 573 King St

E. Ste 201, Toronto, ON M5A 1M5.

Input 87: 7th Biennial Educational

Symposium on Employee
Assistance Programs in the Work-
place— Oct 25-28, Ottawa, Ontario.

Information: Input 87, conference

and seminar services. 205 Humber
College Blvd. Etobicoke, ON M9W
5L7.

Addiction Intervention Associa-

tion: Minimizing Barriers to Ac-

cessing Treatment — Oct 26. Sud-

bury, Ontario. Information: Kath-

ryn Irwin-Seguin. Box 1360, Stn B,

Sudbury, ON P3E5K4,

Critical Risk/Quality Care: Adoles-

cents in Secure Settings — Oct
27-30. Toronto. Ontario. Informa-

tion: Roberta Roberts, Thistletown

Regional Centre. 51 Panorama Crt.

Rexdale.ON M9V4L8.

Productivity 87: Employee Assis-

tance as a Benefit and Productivi-

ty Tool — Oct 28-29, Saskatoon.

Saskatchewan. Information: Per-

sonnel Performance Consultants.

Box 7811, Saskatoon. SK S7K 4RS.

2nd Annual Ruth Cooperstock Me-
morial Lecture: Nuclear Addiction
— Oct 29, Toronto, Ontario. Infor-

mation; Patricia Erickson, head,
drug policy research. Addiction
Research Foundation, 33 Russell
St. Toronto. ON M5S 2S1.

Alcohol Policy Conference — Com-
munity Applications to the Preven-

tion of Alcohol Problems — Oct 31-

Nov 4, Charleston, South Carolina.

Information: Jim Neal or John

Bond, South Carolina Commission
on Alcohol and Drug Abuse, 3700

Forest Dr, Columbia, SC 29204.

2nd Annual Teen Institute Training

Conference — Nov 1-4, Charleston.

South Carolina. Information: John
King. National Association of Teen
Institutes, 8790 Manchester. St

Louis, Missouri 63144.

Chemically Dependent Women in

the Workplace: Identification and
Intervention — Nov 4, New York,

New York. Information: Educa-
tion training dept. International

Center for the Disabled, 340 E 24th

St, New York, NY, 10010.

AIDS and Chemical Dependency:
Multidisciplinary Approaches —
Nov 7-8, San Francisco, California.

Information: Mim Landry, Haight-

Ashbury education group, 409

Clayton St, San Francisco. CA
94117.

Association for Medical Education
and Research in Substance

Abuse Annual Meeting — Nov 10-

13, Rockville, Maryland. Informa-

tion: AMERSA conference coordi-

nator. Brown University Center for

Alcohol and Addiction Studies, Box
G. Providence. Rhode Island 02912.

Second Western Regional Confer-

ence — Nov 11-13, San Francisco.

California. Information; National

Association of Student Assistance

Programs and Professionals, Box
3148, Oakton, Virginia 22124.

Association for the Advancement
of Behavior Therapy Annual Meet-
ing — Nov 12-15, Boston, Massa-
chusetts. Information: Mary Jane
Eimer, executive director, 15 W
36th St, New York, NY 10018.

Southeastern Conference on Alco-

hol and Drugs 1987 — Dec 2-6, At-

lanta. Georgia. Information: Char-

ter Medical Corporation, Addictive

Disease division. Box 209. Ste 701,

Macon. GA 31298.

Abroad

Sucht 87 — Nov 2-5, Osnabruck,
Federal Republic of Germany. In-

formation; Deutsche Haupstelle

gegen die Suchtgefahren, E. Gock-
e/DHS, Postfach 1369, D-4700

Hamm 1, Fed Rep Germany.

International Symposium on Alco-

holism and Drug Addictions

Among Seafarers — Nov 4-6, Vigo,

Spain. Information: Xose Teixeiro.

coordinator scientifico, Casa del

Mar/Orillamar, 51, E-36202 Vigo

( Pontevedra ) . Spain.

6th World Conference on Smoking
and Health — Nov 9-12, Tokyo. Ja-

pan. Information: Japan Conven-
tion Services Inc, Nippon Press
Center Bldg, 2-2-1 Uchisaiwai-cho,

Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan.

Alcoholism and Other Dependen-
cies— Nov 22-25, Warsaw, Poland.

Information; C. Godwod-Sikorska.

Institute of Psychiatry and Neurol-

ogy. Sobieskiego 1-9, PL-02-957

Warsaw, Poland.

9th International Conference of the

Non-Governmental Organizations

for the Prevention of Drug and
Substance Abuse — Nov 23-27,

Hong Kong. Information: Confer-

ence secretary. 9th NGO confer-

ence, c/o Hong Kong Council of So-

cial Service. GPO Box 474. Hong
Kong.

International Conference on Alco-

hol and Industry — Dec 3-5. Medel-

lin, Colombia. Information: SUR-
GIR and ICAA, Apdo. Aereo 10199,

Medellin. Colombia.

It keeps getting

better-
„

year after year. .

.

For over a decade, SECAD® conference registrants

have been telling us the things we like to hear.

“The best conference I know of—educates and

recharges at the same time," and “1 thoroughly enjoyed

the conference. . .especially the networking

opportunities” are typical of the comments we get.

“The program was exceptionally well planned and the

speakers were outstanding. . and “The warmth and

sharing are ju.st as important as the material presented"

are just a few of the many of the praises we receive.

Over the years we have tried to do just one thing

—

make your experience at SECAD® the most important

thing you do all year.

We know we're on the right track.

As one registrant put it
—

“This is my first

SECAD""—but it won’t be my last!"

Our conferences like SECAD"; The Western

Conference on Addiction and The World Conference on

SECAD®»1986
Conference Registrant

Alcoholism have long been the standard the others

measure themselves by.

We would like to send you the next issues of

Conference Update—complete with details about

SECAD* and the other fine Charter Medical

conferences.

Call us at 1-800-845-1567 (912-742-1161 in GA) or

mail in the attached coupon.

Come share the

Experience.

The Southeastern Conference on

Alcohol and Drug Abuse

December 2-6, 1987 -Atlanta

Call III .send fur your fret copy of Conffrcnct Updalc

lion about Cliarltr Medical con(crcncc’.s.

NAMK

conlaininK llic latest informa
n

CJou-7

CITY.STATK.ZIP - _

Call I -800-845- I.S67 (912-742-1181 in GA) Or send In

Charier .Medical Corporahon. I^at Kield.s. MO. Box 209. Macon. GA .'J1298
j

Charter McdKal conferences are an educalional service

of Charter .Medical Corporation. Macon GA .11298
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Workforce shifts, information swamp EAPs
SEATTLE — Much of the education, liter-

ature, and standard wisdom about employ-

ee assistance programs (EAPs) is geared

to the past, when a blue-collar, male,

unskilled laborforce dominated industry.

Today, as skilled women match their

male counterparts in numbers at work,

and as union membership dwindles, EAPs
are being newly challenged to provide help

to a workforce in transition. One of the

problems is information overload, says

Keith McClellan, PhD. He is a former oc-

cupational expertfor the United States Na-
tional Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alco-

holism and director. Health Interventions,

for the Council on Health Costs, Inc, Char-

lotte, North Carolina.

Dr McClellan, in an address to the North

American Congress on EAPs here, said

fundamental changes in society since 1940

require like changes in employee assis-

tance. And he suggests some “points to

consider” in looking at EAPs.
His comments, condensed for The Jour-

nal by Contributing Editor Karin Maltby,
follow.
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In 1940, 75% of the workforce in the

United States were male, 50% were

unskilled, most were blue-collar,

only one in 22 had attended collef»e at all,

and large industrial plants could have as

many as .‘1,000 employees on a single as-

•semhly line.

The heavy concentration of employees
made it possible for the trade-union

movement to form and organize rapidly —
in 1940, 40% of the workl'orce belonged to

labor utiions.

I'roduelion ((uotas were set at places ol

work t)y time-management studies, atid

you could tell the level of .seniority of man
agers by the size of their desks.

Most women were out of the workforce

l)y the time they were 22 years old, divorce

was rare, and |)eo|)le were ‘rooted' to the

same homes for many years.

In lt)40, recovering alcoholics mem
tiers of Alcoholics Anonymous ( AA i he

came 'two halters,' as they joined compa
iiics to help idciilify alcoholic employees.

It was an appropriate move hccaiisc the

principle form of joh impairment was <alco

iiolism It was the hcgiiiiiiiig ol the IsAI’

movemcnl
111 I!II15, for the lirsi lime. Ilicrc were as

BiKk

many women as men at work. Now, vir-

tually everyone must have some skill. If

you don’t, in this new era, you become a

bypassed worker. Jobs are filled by what
people have in their heads and not what
they can do with their hands.

That creates a problem for EAPs; it’s no

longer possible to measure job perfor-

mance with a stop-watch. Because skill is

difficult to measure, it’s difficult to use im-

paired job performance as the primary in-

dicator of impairment. How do you know
when a teacher is not doing her job? A lot

of that measurement is subjective— it has

to do with the values you have and the va-

lues held by the teacher. The same is true

of all occupations.

By 1985, the major employers were
schools, hospitals, information centres,

and institutions. While a corporation may
still have thousands of employees, they are

scattered in small clusters across the

country. For example, one of the largest

employers in the US is Domino Pizza, with

160,000 workers across the country. They
drive more miles in a single day than the

Chicago transit authority.

Fewer and fewer workers are organized.

It’s silly to say that union participation is

an essential part of an EAP, when in 83U
of cases, there’s no union to be rep-

resented.

There have also been dramatic changes

in family life. Today, divorce is far more
common than it was in 1940, and we are

getting many different types of family

structures. The point is, we’re experienc-

ing different types of problems and these

changes need to bc' rellected in the kinds of

.services we provide in the EAP
movement.

Industrial and of-

fice automation are

creating new i)i’oh-

lems as well. If

your job is itilerael-

ing with a video dis

|)lay terminal,

mueh of the social

interact ion yon find

pleasurable about work is gone. You'ri'

going to find social isolation and li'chno

stress

Twenty years ;igo. inforin.il ion was pow
er; today, we have so much information

we don't know what to do with it Theri' are

hundreds of publications m the I'lAP fii'ld

We don't know what to lielieve and wh.il

not to beli(‘ve Inliirmalioii is not IIk' proli

Icm It 's m.iking sense of surplus inidrm.i

I ion .111(1 a shortage of knowledge of how to

u.sc it

Decenir.di/.alion ol economic activities

IS le.ading to an ine\ ilablc loss of emplo\ I'c

henefils If yon don't have colh’clive bar

gaming skill, what Idrces the employer to

give yon the lieni'lils
’

There is also ;in erosion of health care

bi'iiefils, which will aflecl the way we de

liver EAP services It's not simpl\ a mat
ter of delernnning a person's probh'in. but

‘It’s no longer
possible to measure
job performance
with a stop-watch’

of getting the resources to solve it. And, if

employees don’t have health benefits,

they’re out of luck.

Chronic health-care problems such as

mental illness, alcoholism, diabe-

tes .. . mean that our clients with these

problems will inevitably be affected by
health-care rationing. We're going to have
to think of new
ways of reaching

people whom we
haven’t been able

to reach before.

New technolo-

gies, like comput-
ers, have created

great opportunities

not only for good, but also for bad. There
are now ways to steal railroad box cars by
computer.

People electronically transfer millions

of dollars, and they steal it without going to

the bank. There is no way of stopping these

transfers without an invasion of privacy

for the employee.

Drug testing has many implications, in-

cluding loss of privacy. We now have the

technology to identify people who are us-

ing drugs, and that is not going to go away.

If you had billions of dollars tied up in an

oil rig and a handful of employees working

on that rig, would you drug test? I would.

But there is even more frightening tech-

nology: a single drop of blood can deter-

mine genetic predisposition to organie dis-

orders. If we test to screen out those who
are health risks, they become unemploy-

able and uninsurable.

In the early 197()s. EAPs determined that

if they focused only on alcohol, they would

be mi.ssing people

who had other prob-

lems. Hut. when
they reluct ant ly

clianged their focus

from alcohol to oth-

er types of work im
pairmenl. more
prolilcms were gen-

erated. necessilal

ing (lifferenlial diagnoses When yon start

that, you need li'chnical skills not rec)nired

lii'foriv

With this broad brush or compri'hcnsive

I'lAP conci'pl came the con.sorinim, with

cfforls to reach not just the largi' but llu'

sm.ill ('inployers through ('\lcrnal and m
Icrnal programs

In the early tllllOs, we thought . We're al

ways dealing with .i dead soldier We'ri' al

ways dealing v\ilh the iirohicms .iflcr

they've' b('cn gi'iu'r.ilcd \\'h> don't \\('

sl.irl doing prc\ cnlivc work"
Hill. Ihi're is .i problem with jiri'vi'iitivc

work Education is not prcvi'iilion. .d

though main people assnnu' so Yon can

cdnc.ilc someoiu' so he bccomi's an cn

lighli'iied drug usi'r Hut. it doi'sn'l changi'

hehavior Health promotion hasn't been

really sncci'ssinl .it rc.iclnng al risk pop

Illations It has ki'))! wi'll pi'oplc well

‘Health promotion
has kept well

people weir

Y’ou can't achieve early intervention if

work impairment is a criterion. Work im-

pairment. in every case, is a late-stage in-

dicator of problems. Behavior change is

the key.

To achieve successful early interven-

tion. focus on assistance rather than penal-

,

ties and on problem avoidance not simply

problem manage-
ment : focus on
problems people

are willing to solve,

and use that moti-

vation to reach oth-

er areas.

Some other

points to consider

:

• Since education does not yield behavior

change, employee assistance staffcan pro-

vide the missing link of behavior motiva-

tion. If we don't provide that missing link,

then we don't have any purpose.

• Occupational alcoholism programming
is becoming inappropriate in most work-

places. About five years ago. 1 tried to get

ALM.ACA (Association of Labor-Manage-

ment Administrators and Consultants on

Alcoholism ) to change their name i to in-

clude other drugs). They wouldn't do it

then and they still won't. They are fighting

the battle of years ago.

• Health care costs for chronic health

problems have moved the emphasis to ear-

ly intervention. Improved technology has

made many problems manageable that

weren't before. Hut. it has al.so driven

costs up.

• Inpatient treatment for alcohol, mental

health, and other drug problems has be-

come more widespread, expensive, and

relatively inefficient, because it's essen-

tially a single-episode treatment for a

chronic health problem,

• Holistic health care has replaced frag-

mented approaches. It's not good enough

now simplv’ to dry a drunk out. We need to

deal with familv problems We need to

deal w ith children of alcoholics, with other

lifestyle issues that inevilablv grow out of

dysfimclion.

Finally, a lot of counselling by EAl’s is

self-centri'd. and these counselling tech

nujiies rcllcct society The altitude is to

lake care of the .self first and not the fami-

ly This loo needs to he reassessed Indi

vidiial self inicresi, .separated from the

continuity of the family, religion, and mor
al tradition has civaled a society in which

the traditional concept of friendship has

lit'i'ii changed

The iH'ndiilum li'iids to go both diivc-

lions. and I think coun.selhng l('chnuiues

that only emphasi/.i' sell interest nei'd to

lie ('xamined

AA couldn't have startl'd in the 1970s It

had to start in llu' lOJOs wlu'ii I'vcrybody

was going through the Dejn ession Nobody

had anything, so they depc'iidi'd on

each other. That tradition made it

a great movement 5 J
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Drop supply/demand barriers

or strategy fails—Archibald
By Joan Hollobon

WINNIPEG — Encouragement,
warnings, and reminders marked
a forthright keynote address by H.

David Archibald to the National

Forum on Drug Awareness here:

• encouragement to delegates to

work together to make a success of

Canada’s national drug strategy—
if it fails, “we can forget the issue

for another decade;
’’

• warnings that such endeavors
can give “full flight” to egos and
self-interest; and,

• reminders “we have a common
goal . . . our goal is, at the very
least, to try to help people who are

being hurt, directly or indirectly

by alcohol and drugs. At best, our

goal is to try to protect people —
especially the young — from be-

coming harmed by alcohol and
drugs in the future.”

Mr Archibald, founder of Onta-

rio's Addiction Research Founda-
tion ( ARF )

,
president of the Inter-

national Council on Alcohol and
Addictions, an international con-

sultant to United Nations’ organi-

zations, and senior adviser to the

federal government in developing

the national strategy, is respected

worldwide in the addictions field;

his influence was evident through-

out the intensive two-day forum
here sponsored by Health and Wel-
fare Canada.

Traditionally, he said, the two
main avenues to contain drug
problems have been demand re-

duction — research, treatment,

prevention — and supply reduction
— regulation, development pro-

grams in drug-producing coun-

tries, border control, and law en-

forcement. (He gave alcohol prohi-

bition as a classic example of this

strategy.)

In Canada, most of the knowl-

edge, experience, and expertise in

demand reduction rests in provin-

cial centres, including non-govern-

mental organizations, because
provinces and territories have
been working on such programs
much longer than the federal gov-

ernment.

Supply side

Until now, national governments
have concentrated almost exclu-

sively on the supply side of the

equation. Almost all human and fi-

nancial resources, nationally and
internationally, have been allo-

cated to police action against drug

traffickers. “But this model hasn’t

worked,” Mr Archibald said.

Among those in Canada who now
recognize this are the Royal Ca-

nadian Mounted Police and other

police forces across the country,

who are now encouraging drug

squad officers, numbering more
than 1,000, to get involved in public

education.

“I think it is terribly important

for each member of this powerful

group to become a partner with
community action groups. . .we
should welcome them as part of

our community scene,” Mr Ar-
chibald said.

Everyone, in demand- and in

supply-reduction, must stretch be-

yond traditional roles to work to-

gether at local, provincial, nation-

al, and international levels: no
unique model will succeed.

“In the face of the smooth-run-

ning, multi-national (drug) indus-

try, I am sorry to note that our

field of addictions is disorganized

and riddled with territoriality.

“Researchers cannot, or some-
times will not, communicate with

community workers.

Turf protection

“Federal and provincial officials

compete for status. We behave as a

team on which each person wants
to be, and strives to be, the cap-

tain.

“We in demand-reduction pro-

grams— research, treatment, pre-

vention — scoff at the police and
vice versa. The fundamental oper-

ating philosophy is ‘protect your

(See Archibald, p3)

ness
NATIONAL FORUM

.. .US targets demand too
By Harvey McConnell

ST LOUIS — No amount of law en-

forcement will stop drugs from en-

tering the United States, so the

goal must be to remove people’s

need for drugs, not to remove
drugs from the country.

Experiences with the police in

Washington, customs officials on

the Mexican border, and the Coast
Guard in the Gulf of Mexico, have
convinced Ian Macdonald, MD, di-

rector, White House Office on Drug
Abuse Policy. “While the supply

side is important, we aren’t going

to win the war that way.”
A shift in focus would be to the

user and non-user of drugs, he told

the annual conference here of the

Alcohol and Drug Problems Asso-

ciation of North America.
If one asks if education and pre-

vention efforts have changed
knowledge, attitudes, and behav-

ior, he said, “for ail three, there is

a dramatic ‘Yes,’ any way you
want to measure it.” A majority of

people know cocaine is dangerous,

marijuana is not harmless, and al-

cohol and tobacco use increase

risks.

Dr Macdonald said a start should

also be made on holding the user

more responsible for his or her be-

havior. Those who treat alcoholics,

for example, hear myriad reasons

why people drink.

While the reasons may be true,

“recovery cannot occur as long as

they don’t focus on the fact these

chemicals, for them, produce loss

of control and change in behav-

ior.”

There are some who say fear of

Macdonald: off fence

punishment does not work; that is

simply not true, said Dr Macdon-
ald. Studies have shown W'c of

adults polled do not or have not

tried illicit drugs for fear of discov-

ery, the same fear. Dr Macdonald
added, that always stopped him
from trying marijuana in the 1970s

when it was chic among his con-

temporaries.

Fear of punishment does not

mean sending young people to jail.

A number of US states, for exam-
ple, have recently passed laws that

minors caught in possession of al-

cohol or other drugs automatically

lose their driving licence for a

year.

Dr Macdonald declared Missou-

ri’s current. ‘Mo Says No’ cam-
paign makes it clear only one posi-

tion can be taken about alcohol and

drug use among young people: it is

wrong.

Dr Macdonald said Nancy Rea-

gan is often criticized for her ‘Just

Say No’ message and its simplici-

ty. It is not an attempt to solve all

the problems, “but what it does

more than anything is represent a

society that is willing to get off the

fence. Either you take an active,

hostile position, or you give tacit

approval; there is no middle
ground.”

Epp: cost sharing

Funding
for local

projects
a priority
WINNIPEG — New grants for

community groups with innovative

addiction prevention and treat-

ment ideas were announced here

by Jake Epp, minister of Health

and Welfare, at the National Fo-

rum on Drug Awareness,

Funding guidelines for commu-
nity-based projects, developed in

cooperation with provincial and
territorial addictions agencies,

will be available early in Novem-
ber, he said.

“For the balance of this year, we
have allocated $500,000 for commu-
nity action, with two-thirds allo-

cated to prevention projects and

one-third to treatment. Next year,

that budget will be increased to

$1.8 million, and it will reach a

peak of $4.5 million in the fourth

year of a five-year program."
Mr Epp said the funding is de-

signed to encourage “the type of

activity you are discussing during

this national forum: the active in-

volvement of individuals, families,

and volunteer and community
groups to identify and prevent

drug abuse and to treat drug abus-

ers."

Priority will be given to volun-

tary, non-governmental, non-profit

organizations.

While prevention should be the

ultimate goal, the minister said he

is “fully committed to federal sup-

port of the treatment of victims of

alcohol and other drug abuse for as

long as this need exists."

Currently, about $23 million a

year is distributed to the provinces

and territories for treatment under

the Vocational Rehabilitation of

Disabled Persons and the Canada

Assistance Plan.

“We are currently reviewing a

cost-sharing plan with the prov-

inces and territories whereby my
department will contribute an ad-

ditional $10 million in 1988/89 and

$20 million over each of the follow-

ing three years.

“It will support expanded treat-

ment and rehabilitation services

which reach those who are current-

ly under-served and provide for in-

novative approaches in working

with chemically dependent individ-

uals."

Sponsored by Health and Wel-

fare Canada, the forum brought to-

gether people from across Canada

to discuss planning and implemen-

tation of drug awareness pro-

grams.
“Networking” was a popular

buzz-word, as people from commu-
nities as far apart as Coppermine

and Iqualuit in the Arctic and Van-

couver and Montreal, shared ex-

periences and made new contacts.

Youth Minister Jean Charest

told the forum he consid^fs the fed-

eral government's longterm, rnul-

(See Partnerships, p3j
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Flying high
OTTAWA — Canadian birds

may be singing a different

tune following a federal drug

regulation that allows bird-

seed to contain non-viable can-

nabis seed. The Toronto Star

reports the seeds must he

treated so they won’t grow
marijuana. Sale of untreated

seed, even for birds, is in vio-

lation of the Narcotic Control

Act.

Drug games
BIG RAPIDS, Michigan — A
Monopoly-style board game
designed to reach young peo-

ple when traditional counsel-

ling methods fail is being pro-

moted in the United States.

“The game simulates the

events and feelings you would

experience on the streets as a

user of crack, cocaine, and

other addictive substances,”

says Tom Rundquist, a devel-

oper of the game and a former

drug rehabilitation counsellor.

Players draw cards that may
send them to hospital with

drug overdoses, take Wc of

their earnings for drug buys,

or land them in jail.

Primrose plan
GUELPH — Evening prim-

rose is being touted as the

“logical” replacement for to-

bacco crops in Southwestern

Ontario’s tobacco belt, reports

Smoking or health, the news-

letter of the Canadian Council

on Smoking and Health. The
tlower, which grows along the

province’s roadsides, is suited

to the climate and soil condi-

tions and, says the newsletter,

can bring revenues compara-

ble to the once-lucrative to-

bacco. The oil is Vitamin E-

rich.

Workplace ban
BUDAPEST — Hungary has

banned drinking in work-

places and some public-

places. Sales and consumption
in offices and factories have

been prohibited, and violators

will face fines of about $200 —
more than the average month-

ly income, reports The Globe,

a magazine published by the

International Organization of

Good Templars.

Sea ‘weed’
RIO DE .JANEIRO — Beach-

combers here have been find-

ing more than just shells in re-

cent weeks, as thousands of

unlahelled cans I'ilh-d with

compressed marijuana have
been washing up on Hu- bea<'h.

The Toronto Star reports po-

lice suspect a Panamanian-
registered yacht that broke

down off the Brazilian coast

en route from Australia to the

United .Stales.

Cocaine/hepatitis
SYRACUSE, NY - More than

half the 7r> victims of an out-

break hen- of infectious hepa-

titis (hepatitis A I are cocaine

users. Offieials are alarmed,

says The Drug /Mnise Iteport,

because until now, iutra-

venoiis (IV) drug users, in-

cluding users of IV eoeaiiie,

hav«- typh-ally eontraeted he-

patitis B. And, officials are un-

sure of llu- source of tin- virus.

Besearehers spi-eulatt- trace

amounts may he on the users'

hands or other surfaces the us-

ers contact, and passed

through hand shaking; or, the

cocaine itself may he infected

1 with the virus.

Clearing the air

—

in smoke-filled cars

Puffing driver: carbon monoxide, distractions, visibiiity

By Betty Lou Lee

WINNIPEG — Smoking may be a

factor in traffic accidents— even if

the driver doesn’t smoke.

The carbon monoxide level in a

car with one cigarette burning and

the windows closed can reduce vi-

sual acuity by 20Gr in half an hour.

Slowed reaction times and im-

paired time discrimination can

also occur with subacute carbon

monoxide to.xicity, says Rob Bris-

on, MD, department of surgery.

Queen’s University, Kingston, On-

tario.

Other driving risk factors that

may be associated with smoking

include distractions caused by

lighting, extinguishing, or drop-

ping cigarettes, and more risk-tak-

ing behavior by smokers.

While working in Seattle. Dr
Brison compared more than 500

male drivers aged 30 to 39 years

who had at least one motor vehicle

crash (MVC) over a two-year per-

iod with those who had no acci-

dents.

Each group filled out mailed

questionnaires about their use of

alcohol, tobacco, and seat-belts;

miles driven per year, and acci-

dent histories.

“Smokers who were at fault for

their accidents had a 50''f increase

in risk of MVC over non-smokers.”
he concluded.

One problem in assigning cause
and effect is that “alcoholics are
more likely to be smokers than the

general population, and drinking

drivers are more likely to have ac-

cidents.” Dr Brison noted. “Our
results suggest there is an associa-

tion between cigarette smoking
and auto accidents and one that is

independent of alcohol use.”

Other factors could be eye irrita-

tion from smoke, coughing spells,

and reduced visibility through
smoke deposits on windshield in-

teriors — a factor especially risky

at night.

At the annual meeting of the

Royal College of Physicians and
Surgeons of Canada, Dr Brison told

The Journal more direct studies of

the risks involved in smoking in

cars are needed for firm conclu-

sions.

“These results would support a

move by auto insurers to provide

reduced rates for auto insurance to

non-smokers. However, the evi-

dence is not yet sufficient to pro-

pose legislation that would ban
smoking in automobiles.” he told

the meeting.

Prevention , intervention , discipline

Guide helps schools build drug policy
By Joan Hollobon

TORONTO — A guide to assist

school boards concerned about stu-

dent use of alcohol and other drugs

has been prepared by Ontario’s

Addiction Research Foundation.

The guide addresses prevention,

early intervention, and discipli-

nary procedures and provides a

model policy.

Accompanying it is a detailed

appendix examining the legal

rights, powers, and obligations of

educators as laid out in common
law and various statutes, including

the Education Act, the Trespass to

Property Act, and the Criminal

Code.

It also examines the impact of

the Charter of Rights and P'ree-

doms through a court case in which

a student unsuccessfully appealed

a conviction of possession of a nar-

cotic on the grounds his rights un-

der the (’harter had been violated.

The guide is designed as a start-

ing point for boards, wliich can

adapt it to local needs.

"The ne('d to develop a eomiu'e-

hensive alcohol atid drug i)oliey

cannot b(' easily dismis.sed by

boards, nor should they hi' satis-

fied with ill considei'ed or token ef-

forts," says the introduction to the

guide,

"Throughout Ont.ii’io, they

(bo.irdsi ;ire recognizing that ;i sc

nous problem exists and that a

considered :ind compri'liensive re

spouse is the only responsible

course of :icl ion
"

The guide suggests educators

should appreciate the general pat-

terns of student consumption, in

order to assess priorities. Many
trustees and board employees, for

example, consider cannabis and
other illicit drugs the most serious

threat to students; the facts show
the drugs used most are alcohol

and tobacco. Taken as a whole, al-

cohol and drug use are more harm-
ful to Ontario students than any

other “health-related” behavior,

the guide says.

Four kinds of problems —
health, social, personal, and legal

— befall students who use alcohol

and other drugs.

Students: running the risk

UK anti-AIDS ads blunt

but on target: defender
LONDON — A new series of

iidverlisemenls wiirning in-

triivenoiis drug users of the

(lungers of spreudiiig (he lilV

virus with the sliigun; "It only

tiiki's one prick to give you

AIDS," bus lieeu liiuiiehed by

the Britisb governnieiit.

Sei'retury of Stiite for Siu'iul

Services .lobii Moori' bus

brusbi'd iiside eompluints by

some memluM's (d' bis Coiiser-

vutive puiiy tbut the sloguu

could offend some people.

"We buve to concern our-

selves Mitb using tlu' most ef-

fective messuge for those «e
ure trying to eontuet."

Not only do students run the risk

of experiencing any or all of these

problems, but also school boards
risk being perceived as condoning
illegal consumption, the guide sug-

gests.

A model policy provides "an il-

lustrative example" which boards
can use "as a template, introduc-

ing modifications wherever their

perspective differs, and retaining

the text where there is concur-

rence."

The appendix. The Legal Rights.

Powers and Obligations of Educa-

tors. says it is important for educa-

tors to realize that separate rights,

powers, and obligations exist un-

der the Education Act. the Tres-

pass to Property Act. and the

Criminal Code. Authority for a spe-

cific action lacking under one Act

may be granted under one of the

others.
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NATIONAL FORUM
)

Strategy agenda is ‘very Canadian’
By Anne MacLennan

WINNIPEG — The national drug

strategy and program— Action on

Drug AbuselContre les drogues —
“is not an agenda that can be im-

plemented by governments

alone,” says Joan Marshman,

PhD.
It is one that “should engage all

of us as parents, as professionals,

as volunteers, as Canadians,” she

told the National Drug Awareness

Forum here.

“It’s fair to say we’re setting out

to change Canada’s social environ-

ment in respect to alcohol and oth-

er drugs. It’s our society, and it’s

our challenge.”

Dr Marshman, president of On-

tario’s Addiction Research Foun-

dation, is also chairman of the fed-

eral/provincial advisory commit-

tee working with the federal gov-

ernment to implement the

strategy.

Reviewing the strategy and pro-

gram from her personal perspec-

tive as chairman, she said the

agenda is both "very Canadian”

and "very ambitious.”

Unlike those of some other coun-

tries, the Canadian approach "rec-

ognizes the importance of addres-

sing both alcohol and other drugs,

and it recognizes the importance of

both treatment and prevention.

“It is Canadian because, in these

and in many other respects, it re-

flects the needs identified to the

government of Canada by provin-

cial and territorial governments
and by professionals and volun-

teers in various community sys-

tems.”

She reminded the approximately
160 delegates from across Canada
at the forum that “though it may
be new to you,” the committee she

chairs — which includes a rep-

resentative of each provincial or

territorial agency or government
department responsible for addic-

tions affairs— has existed in vary-

ing forms since the early 1970s.

It is one of several advisory com-

mittees in the health field— cover-

ing mental, community, and occu-

pational health, as well as other

areas. They were set up to ensure
each jurisdiction a mechanism for

contributing to national health pol-

icy through advice to the confer-

ence of deputy ministers of health

and, through them, to the min-
isters.

“It is through this mechanism
that the provincial and territorial

governments have a working part-

nership with the government of

Canada ... in the development
and implementation of the Action

on Drug Abuse program.”
Focusing on the demand-reduc-

tion side of the national program,
she said the advisory committee
has set up working groups for each

of five key areas identified in the

strategy; public awareness and in-

formation, community action, edu-

cation and training, research and
data needs, and cost-sharing (The
Journal, June),

The groups have developed some
short-term plans for the deputy
ministers’ conference and have be-

gun to shape longer-term plans.

For the longer term. Dr Marsh-
man anticipates some changes
across the board, among them

:

• an increasingly wide range of

public awareness and information

vehicles, including newsletters,

newspapers and magazines, radio

and television programs, video-

tapes, promotion tied to sporting

and entertainment events, tele-

phone information services, and
hands-on exhibits and displays;

• education and training for

health and social service personnel
focusing on clinical assessment of

young drug users, as a basis for se-

lecting appropriate treatments

;

parent education materials and
services; and, funding assistance

for professionals and volunteers

for specialized training

;

• community-based program
funding soon in a modest way, but

increasing in future for a total of

$15.6 million over five years, which

Marshman: ‘It’s fair to say
we’re setting out to

change Canada’s social
environment’

should yield some innovative and
cost-effective programs which can
be adapted in other parts of the

country (see page 1);

• expanded research, which will

lead to a “better understanding of

many important issues” and a bet-

ter basis for designing treatment
and prevention approaches; and,
• development of a national infor-

mation system on drug use to serve
the ongoing information needs of

governments, the addictions com-
munity, the broader health and so-

cial services sector, law enforce-

ment professionals, and voluntary

organizations involved.

Archibald advises workers.

hear what others are saying
( from page 1

)

own turf.’ That may be good for a

person’s ego. but it doesn’t do

much for our communities, for the

people we’re trying to help, or for

our country."

He said the exciting part of the

planning process, described in bur-

eaucratic terms as coordination,

collaboration, and communication,
"is people — people of many back-

grounds, learning together

and working — struggling when
necessary — toward a common
goal.

”

This is the essence of an effective

program whether it is local, na-

tional. or international. Mr Ar-

chibald said.

“Find out what has been the ex-

perience in other communities,
and build on it. . . . Ask others and
listen — some people are so full of

what they are doing, they talk.

talk. talk. It is important to be en-

thusiastic, but we must take time

to listen. Communication occurs

only when one hears what others

are saying," Mr Archibald said.

He said the federal government
showed vision in recognizing that

any program, to be successful,

must be comprehensive and bal-

anced, must recognize the roles of

demand and supply reduction, and
must be coordinated among feder-

al and provincial governments and
local communities.

A colleague abroad, after ob-

serving a national campaign in his

own country, told Mr Archibald a

national strategy should be treated

“with extreme caution ... the

main winners in our campaign
have been able to give full flight to

their egos and self-interest; the

real workers, the victims, and the

community generally, just go bat-

tling on.”

While this concern should be

kept in mind— “like it or not, there

will be egos and self-interest in full

flight here in Canada as well”

— Mr Archibald said he is confi-

dent Canada can do a better job.

“We are off to a better start, and

Canadian human resources are

better than in many countries.”

Program development difficul-

ties in the addictions field are com-
pounded by the complexity of the

phenomenon, powerful economic
considerations, different culturally

shaped concepts and behaviors,

and formidable ideological confu-

sion, he said.

Many conflicting statements are

advanced about drugs and alcohol

that complicate the situation but

can also be useful in developing es-

sential dialogue to reach a com-
mon understanding and to agree on

a course of action.

Drug awareness plans depend on cooperation
WINNIPEG — Action by local

communities is the key to the effec-

tiveness and the survival of drug
awareness programs, says Marvin
Burke, executive director of the

Nova Scotia Commission on Drug
Dependency ( NSCDD )

.

In a paper to the National Drug
Awareness Forum here, Mr Burke
outlined various ways to make con-

tact with others who have the en-

ergy. time, ideas, and commit-
ment to work on drug awareness
projects, from knocking on doors
to contacting social service and
health agencies and health-care

professionals in the community.

( Mr Burke’s speech was read in

his absence by Kevin MacPherson
of the NSCDD).

Also important are self-help or-

ganizations. such as Alcoholics

Anonymous, Al-Anon, Alateen. and
Narcotics Anonymous, whose
members work every day to main-
tain their own health and to help

others do the same, he said.

Essential for community groups

is what Mr Burke describes as “co-

ownership; ” when people feel they

have a stake in a program, drive

and enthusiasm follow.

Mr Burke said the central office

of the NSCDD began Drug Aware-
ness Week but quickly turned over

special projects to towns and vil-

lages across Nova Scotia. The pro-

vincial media, too, became active-

ly involved.

“The level of activity was tre-

mendous . . . because the commis-
sion realized the importance of the

local community.” he said.

(from page 1

)

ti-dimensional approach a realistic

strategy to combat alcohol and oth-

er drug dependency, which are a

particular threat to the young.

A balanced approach is essential

for an effective strategy, said Mr
Charest.

Mr Epp: “We cannot beat drug

abuse by working alone, by apply-

ing only one approach, or by as-

suming that all Canadians have the

knowledge or understanding to act

in their own best interests."

He expressed particular concern

about adolescent drug use. includ-

ing solvent abuse in the inner cities

Partnership — co-ownership —
between the NSCDD and the com-
munities has continued. Drug
Awareness Week is now a year-

long program. Once the annual

special week is over, the program
is evaluated and the planning be-

gun for the following year.

and in northern communities. Two
television advertisements directed

to parents will be shown on the

French and English language net-

works beginning this month as part

of a media campaign that will also

include transit and mall poster ad-

vertising.

Partnership, a basic principle of

the strategy, must include like-

minded groups and individuals, not

ignoring the private sector "as an

agent for positive social change."
Hilroy Incorporated, the major Ca-

nadian manufacturer of school

supplies. Safeway supermarkets,
and the International Council of

Mr Burke said the concept of

Drug Awareness Week began in

Nova Scotia, .soon spread to New
Brunswick, and, within a year, all

four Atlantic provinces were work-

ing together. They have continued

to do so and to share ideas and

materials.

success
Shopping Malls have all com-

mitted themselves to promoting

public awareness of drug abuse is-

sues, he said.

Although provincial govern-

ments pioneered the concept of

drug awareness week, Mr Epp said

the federal government joins their

“long-standing initiative,” with

the first National Drug Awareness

Week. November 15 to 21.

Next month:
More from

the National Forum

Partnerships basic to
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Input on nicotine-laced gum
While nicotine gum can be useful in helping smokers quit in spe-

cialized clinics, it’s of questionable value when prescribed by
general practitioners. Researchers at Mount Sinai School of

Medicine, City University of New York, statistically analyzed

all published randomized, controlled trials (14) that have eval-

uated the efficacy of nicotine gum in stopping patients’ smoking.

The analysis shows in specialized smoking cessation clinics, the

success rate of nicotine gum at one year is 23%, significantly

higher than the 13% reported with placebo gum. In contrast, in

general medical practices, the success rate for the nicotine gum
was 9% at one year, compared with 5% for control subjects who
did not use gum. There was variation in the protocols of the tri-

als analyzed, but the researchers say pooling the data is possible

and provides evidence that proper use of nicotine gum in spe-

cialized clinics for a short period of time will increase the rate of

stopping patients’ smoking. But, they conclude: “We believe

that there is not yet convincing evidence to justify widespread

use of the gum in general medical practices.” They say the dif-

ference in results could be attributed to the fact that people who
attend smoking cessation clinics are likely to be more motivated

to quit.

The Lancet, July 4, 1987, no.8549: 27-30.

Athletes cough up passive smoking data
Even young, healthy athletes can show the effects of passive

smoking. New York researchers have shown. A study evaluated

the exposure to passive smoking in a group of 12- to 17-year-old,

New 'York high school athletes who were non-smokers. Re-
searchers from a variety of medical centres in New York as-

sessed the passive-smoke exposure and any pulmonary symp-
toms of 193 subjects and conducted tests to measure pulmonary
function. Almost 75% of the total group were exposed to passive

smoking; the study found that athletes with a history of cough
and who showed abnormal pulmonary function were four times
more likely to have been exposed to passive smoking. “Our
group of overall healthy, athletic teenagers— a group we would
least expect to show manifestations from passive smoking —
showed clear evidence of its effects,” the study concludes. The
researchers suggest pediatricians should consider passive

smoking if they see an adolescent patient with a chronic cough
or decreasing pulmonary function.

Pediatrics, July, 1987, v.80: 32-35.

Australian research on women and cirrhosis
Australian researchers have shown that women who drink more
than 40 grams of alcohol daily have a significantly increased

risk of developing cirrhosis of the liver. Four researchers from
Sydney evaluated 41 women with a first diagnosis of cirrhosis

admitted to the eight main hospitals in the Sydney-area over a

20-month period. The women had no evidence of non-alcohol re-

lated disease. Controls were selected from women admitted to

the same hospitals who were not lifelong abstainers from alco-

hol but who were admitted for conditions not alcohol-related. All

subjects were interviewed, and their level of alcohol consump-
tion determined. The study found the risk of cirrhosis due to al-

cohol consumption significantly increased in women who con-

sumed between 41 g and 60 g of alcohol daily, independent of nu-

trition, drug u,se, and medical history. The re.searchers note (hat

while only I'l of the Australian female po|)ulation consumes this

quantity of alcohol daily, OO'f of women identified with cirrhosis

in the study did. Preventive measures aimed at the small group
of women who drink at these levels could result in a substantial

reduction in the incidence' of alcohol-related cirrhosis in fe-

males, the study concludes.

liriltsh Medical Journal. .Jidy 1 1 , 1987, v.295: 80-82.

Respiratory tract damage from marijuana
Dire'ct examination of the rcs|)ii'atory tract in heavy marijuana
smokers reveals evidence ol iiinammation and other abnoianal

findings. In the first pulilished report of a direct examination,

researeliers described using a flexible fibi'idplie bronchoscope

to evaluate systematically the gross and histopatliologie tea

lures of the traelieobronelnal tree in haliiliial, heavy (at least 10

joints weekly for at least five years) marijuana smokers hi'

tween 25 and 45 years old, with orwithout eoneonniani lohaeeo

use The lindings were eomiiarcd with those from a group of

age nialehed smokers of toh.aeeo alone, and non smokers ol sun
liar ag.e Hesearehers Irom the deparinieni of medicine, llniver

sily ot ('ahlorni;i .School of Medicine, I,os Angeles, and the pa

Ihology deparlmeni, Wayne Sl.ite tlinversily, Michig.iii. said

llie examin;il ion reve.iled .airway hyperenn.i nnfl.nnmalion of

the wall ot llie .lirw.iy mucos.i i and other visilile .ihiioi in.ihlies

III virlnally all ol the smoking groups, with no sig.nilic.ini find

nigs III the non smoking, g.idiiji Siihjecls who smoked holli m.iri

jii.aiia and lohacco showed si|u.imous melapl.asi.a to a degree sij;

nilic.'inlly hig.her Ilian any ol the olhi'r groujis, and mai i|n.ina

smokers had a hig.her degree ol cellular disorgani/al ion No
relationship helween lilelime m.'iri|u.ina use and liislolojpe re

suits w;is seen Overall, the rese.irchers s.ay, the high pre\ .a

leiice ol .airway lesion:, in llie rel.ilively younggidtip ol he. ivy

mari|u.ana ;,mokers is similar to llial '.een with older, long leian

toh.aeeo smokers and i.iiggesls a possilile link, yet unproM'ii.

with III onchojjenic cancer

.\iiieneau lli-rieii'ol /ie,spn'o(orn /);,veo.sa’,s. .hil\
,
ItHlV \ l.lii I I'.’.

Ill)

I’iil Kieh

Double-doctoring cut dramatically

by triple ’script control system
By Paul Szabo

CALGARY— A program designed

to reduce prescription drug abuse
in Alberta appears to be working,

and officials in charge of licensing

physicians are ecstatic.

In its first year, the triple pre-

scription program (The Journal,

May, 1986) has led to a 53% reduc-

tion in the number of narcotic

drugs being prescribed, said Roy
LeRiche, MD, registrar of the pro-

vincial college of physicians and
surgeons.

In addition, he said, the number
of patients ‘doctor-shopping’ for

drugs has dropped to fewer than

1,000 from 3,000.

“It has been the greatest success

story ever imagined,” Dr LeRiche
told the annual meeting of the Ca-

nadian Medical Association in

Charlottetown. Doctors at the an-

nual meeting of the Alberta Col-

lege of Physicians and Surgeons

here were given a detailed account

of the program.

The triple prescription program
aims at tracking prescriptions of
certain drugs, such as Ritalin

( methylphenidate ) and Percodan
(oxycodone), which are subject to

abuse.

In addition to the doctor and
pharmacist having prescription

copies, a third is sent to the col-

lege, which monitors prescribing

patterns and identifies patients

who are double-doctoring or physi-

cians who are improperly giving

out the drugs.

At the Alberta meeting, college

President Martin Atkinson, MD,
said in the first year, 20 doctors

were identified as prescribing inor-

dinate numbers of the listed drugs.

None was treating terminal cancer

patients or had other reasons to

prescribe such large quantities, he

said.

“Some may just be very naive or

cavalier in how they prescribe.” he

said. “Some of them are just stupid

and get conned.”

However, two of the physicians

were also independently monitored

and charged by the Royal Canadi-
an Mounted Police. All of the doc-
tors identified are being investi-

gated further by the college.

Despite mammoth publicity
,

US cocaine use still rising
By Harvey McConnell

ST LOUIS — Cocaine dependence

continues to escalate in the United

States despite the mammoth pub-

licity it has received in the past

year.

Charles Schuster, PhD, director

of the US National Institute on

Drug Abuse (NIDA), said the lat-

est quarterly report for the Drug
Abuse Warning Network (DAWN)
shows “the number of emergency-
room mentions for cocaine exceed-

ed that of alcohol and other drugs

for the first time.

“This is not to say that the prob-

lems of cocaine are having more
public health consequences than

alcohol. I am simply saying they

are clearly continuing to increase,

despite our best efforts to publicize

the dangers of cocaine.”

Dr Schuster, speaking here at

the annual conference of the Alco-

hol and Drug Problems Associa-

tion of North America, later com-
mented that the rise may be due to

more people smoking rather than

By Betty Lou Lee

WINNIPEG Ammonia m the

br.nn is probably the cause of he

palic enci'ph.ilopalhy that accom
panics cirrhosis of the liver in alco

holies, a Univi'isily of Monire.il

l('am has found in both human an

topsy and animal sliidit's.

Itoger E Hnllerworih, MD. as.so

cialc iirofessor of medicine, pre

si'iited lh(' findings at tiu' annnal

meeting hi're of llu' Hoyal ('olh'ge

of I Miysiei.ins .and Siirgi'ons ol (
'.an

ada

Till' prodtielion of .ammom.a in

(he i;.aslro inle.slin.al Ir.ael is part of

the hreakdinvn ol protein, he told

The .loiiiaial

''Norm.ill\
,
this .annnoni.a is re

mined by the liver, but with eir

rhosis. Ibis .ainhiv is eompronnsed,
.and the annnoni.i gel- .across the

blood hr.am and I ellnlai h.aiaaei '.

In the earh slagc-,, hepatic eii

cephalopalhv cansc-, contusion.

|tei".on,ahly changes .ind eh.anges

sniffing cocaine. Most emergency-
room mentions are in the 20- to 40-

year age group.

The only positive note is that

‘The only positive

note is that the over-

all incidence in the
12- to 17-year age
group is going down
... a little.’

"the overall incidence (of cocaine

use) in the 12- to 17-year age group

is going down, not much, but a

little," Dr Schuster added.

"But, we are concerned because
cocaine continues to be a tremen-

dous public health problem, and it

has affected a broad range of our

society.

"Segments which are ab.solutely

imperative for our future are hav

ing their lives adver.sely affected."

in sleep jiatlerns. Dr lUitlerworth

said It is steadily jirogressive to a

stuporous stale and, ultimately,

deep coma. While the timing of the

progression depends on the degree

of liver damage, it can he speeded

up by conslijialion and or gasiro

micsimal bleeding

Once in the brain, the ammonia
apiiears to tie up or interfere with

the nenrolransmillers with which
cells commnnicale with one an

other There is some evidence it

mav deplete glut.imale. an excila

lorv ammo ,ieid. so that inhibilorv

neurolransimllers predominate,
he s.iid

"In the l.ist lour or five vears.

our uiiderslanding ol (he nenronie

aelion h.is grown bv leaps and

bounds,' I h Hutterworlh s.iid

Melhods being tried by some eh

niei.ins to reduce the ammonia
lo.id include low protein diets .nid

snir.i.inces to alter the pll in Ihe

g.ciro inleslinal Ir.iel lo reduce

production ol .mmioni.i

He said intravenous (IV) use of

heroin is being discussed in rela-

tion to spread of the human immu-
nodeficiency (HIV) virus, but

pointed out the latest figures show
between 25% and 30% of cocaine

users take the drug intravenously.

Dr Schuster said NID.\ is study-

ing the methods to treat cocaine

dependence.

"There are many private sector

treatment groups out there who
are espousing a variety of different

approaches to the treatment of co-

caine dependence, and. frankly,

there is very little in the way of

good treatment-outcome studies to

justify the claim for effectiveness

of these approaches.

"Therefore, it is incumbent on

NID.A to evaluate these as quickly

as possible so that we can deter-

mine. as quickly as possible, if

they are as effective as some
plesay they are."

Turning lo the problem of heroin

abuse. Dr Schuster said the blithe

comment that Ihe US has "around

500,000 addicts." should Ih'

phrased. "Good (.lod, we have

500,000 people dependent on her-

oin." The AIDS crisis adds new im-

petus to Ihe search for ways to deal

with this problem, he said.

The aim is to gel more people

into treatment at the moment,
only about 20'( of addicts are in

treatment.

Dr Schusler said man> ai)-

proaches are needv'd. including the

use of buprenorphme (eg. Temges-

ic) and methadone Buprenorphme

"has a major impact on some jia-

lienls " who will not take the antag-

onist naltrexone The drug gives

some of the subjective etTeets ot

heroin but then acts as an antago-

nist like naltrexone

Dr Schuster said this year NIDA
IS funding Ihe training of local

teams m Uhicago, New N'ork. I'hil-

adeljihia, Miami, and San Francis

CO lo go out among 1\ drug users lo

try lo gel them into treatment

including methadone mainie

ii.ince NIDA hopes lo fund work m
another 15 cilu's next year, "so we
can gel Ihe word out and gel every

oiu' into treatment that we can
"

'l'r('.ilnu'nl apjvroaches for both

cocaine and heroin arc now being

ev .ilu.iled bv four v't'iiln's around

Ihe US

Cirrhotic liver complication
linked to brain-ammonia load
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Hospitals fear addiction among anesthetists

Medical cocaine use drops
CHICAGO — Anesthetists' prob-

lems with cocaine have prompted

many United States hospitals to

stop using the drug, long a favorite

anesthetic for nasal surgery.

That’s the message given to oto-

laryngologists here for the annual

meeting of the American Academy
of Otolaryngology - Head and Neck

Surgery. The conference was at-

tended by more than 5,000 ear.

nose, and throat surgeons.

“There are many centres around

this country where cocaine is not

permitted to be used by anesthesio-

logists. We just don’t use it,” said

Mervyn Maze, MD, assistant pro-

fessor of anesthesiology at Stan-

ford University in California.

Dr Maze said the main reason is

not the potential toxicity of the

drug, but the “serious problem" of

addiction among anesthetists.

With less and less cocaine used

in anesthetic practice. Dr Maze
said, physicians are turning to oth-

er vasoconstrictive drugs such as

phenylephrine (eg, Neo-Syneph-

rine) for use in surgery.

Other doctors on the anesthesia

panel made it clear while cocaine

has been used for decades in nasal

surgery, the exact safe dosage of

the drug has never been estab-

lished.

David Fairbanks, MD, professor

of otolaryngology, George Wash-
ington University, Washington,

DC, called cocaine “probably the

most valuable anesthetic ever de-

veloped." But. he added; “Despite

cocaine’s 100 years of serving the

nasal surgeon, the maximum safe

dose has never been established."

A decade-old survey of US oto-

laryngologists shows few surgical

fatalities due to the drug, but Dr
Fairbanks pointed out many oc-

curred at "extremely and mys-
teriously low doses."

While doctors 100 years ago were
aware of cocaine’s dangers, he

said, "tragically, we forgot."

Still, Dr Fairbanks maintained,

in the medical setting, cocaine is a

safe drug to use as long as precau-

tionary measures are taken.

In contrast. Dr Maze said: “I

think cocaine is a very dangerous
drug. I can’t think of a single virtue

other than that it is a vasoconstric-

tor; I would decry the use of co-

caine in our setting.”

Children of alcoholics: III

Part 3 of 3
Last month, I left unanswered the ques-

tion as to whether the experience of grow-

ing up with an alcoholic leaves a legacy of

damage distinct enough to justify sepa-

rate treatment or even treatment at all.

Here, I’ll suggest that although the ex-

perience may be disabling for the child,

the legacy of harm is small and over-

rated. I’ll suggest too that involvement in

one or another of the many therapy and

self-help groups for adult children of alco-

holics (ACOAs) may be counterproduc-

tive for the ACOAs and for society.

Clinicians report that children brought

up in a family with an alcoholic experi-

ence one or more of the following:

• gross inconsistencies in parental affec-

tion, physical care, and discipline;

• physical deprivation caused by pover-

ty or neglect;

• sexual and other physical abuse

;

• chronic deception about drinking and
its effects, within the family and toward

the outside world;

• excessive responsibility for the fami-

ly’s problems, both real and imagined,

and for maintaining the family; and,

• shame about some or all of the above.

Clinicians report too that as a result of

these experiences, ACOAs tend to have
the following traits: low self-esteem, ex-

cessive feelings of responsibility, difficul-

ties reaching out, and depression. The
United States National Association of

Children of Alcoholics reports that, in ad-

dition, ACOAs tend to be afraid of authori-

ty figures, frightened by angry people and
personal criticism, and terrified of aban-

donment. They seek and help victims,

confuse love with pity, and feel guilt about

self-assertion. They crave excitement.

Degree of exposure
Little formal work has been done on the

relation between childhood experience of

an alcoholic parent and adult disability.

The only prospective longitudinal study I

could find concluded that:

“Degree of exposure to alcoholism in the

childhoodfamily environment was highly

correlated in later life with increased al-

cohol use, alcoholism, time in jail, socio-

pathy, and death, but not with increased

rates of unemployment, poor physical

health, or measures of adult ego func-

tioning. Most of the impairments ob-

served occurred in those subjects who ac-

tually developed alcoholism.” (W.R.

Beardslee et al, British Journal of Psy-

chiatry, 1986.

)

This study, which compared 176 men
who had grown up with an alcoholic par-

ent with 230 men without such exposure,

was itself flawed in that delinquent ado-

lescents were excluded from both groups

of subjects. Other studies have shown that

delinquent adolescents frequently come

from families with an alcoholic. Thus the

generalizability of the results may be lim-

ited.

Nevertheless, the findings that ACOAs
who do not become alcoholic are hardly

different from others, and that even alco-

-holic ACOAs do not differ from controls on

measures of ego functioning, should not

be undervalued: they are the only solid

pieces of evidence we have on the matter.

The propensity of ACOAs to alcoholism

was discussed in the two previous col-

umns. Additional evidence, found in many
studies, is that ACOAs who become alco-

holic tend to do so earlier and with greater

severity than alcoholics who were not

reared with an alcoholic. (See, for exam-
ple, E.C. Penick et al, Journal of Studies

on Alcohol, 1987.

)

’Why ACOAs become more severely al-

coholic may be partly genetic and partly a

product of childhood learning about the

customs and practices of alcohol use.

However, the primary concern of therapy

and self-help groups for ACOAs is not with

incipient or actual alcohol abuse but with

the personality disorders of the partici-

pants.

ACOAs often find their way to such

^

groups after hearing or reading about the

experience of children in an alcoholic

family and experiencing what has been

called a “startled shock of recognition.”

Alcoholism researcher Sharon Wegs-
cheider-Cruse reported one woman as

saying, “When my sister first showed me
a pamphlet describing the family constel-

lation, 1 was amazed. It was as eye-open-

ing as my first awakening to feminism.

All of a sudden, everything fell into place,

and I understood why 1 behaved the way I

did. 1 also knew I wasn’t alone in that be-

havior.” The process has some of the el-

ements of religious conversion.

In their groups, ACOAs are encouraged

to go through a process of recovery. In a

1985 book with the title. Guide to Recov-

ery, Herbert Gravitz and Julie Bowden
describe the process as having these

stages:

• emergent awareness, in which ACOAs
“begin to become aware of the psycholog-

ical, physiological, and genetic vulnerabi-

lities that they acquired as a result of be-

ing reared in a home where there is an al-

coholic,”

• transformations, in which ACOAs
“take the characteristics they developed

to survive as children and discover how to

use them to better suit the circumstances

oftheir adult life.”

• integration, in which ACOAs “put to-

gether the various aspects of their own ex-

perience — mental, emotional, spiritual.

and behavioral — (so that) they can re-

spond to the environment in a more effec-

tive way and have a stronger sense of

well-being,”

• genesis, in which ACOAs become
aware of “a spiritual connection which
unites us all in the sense of being one with

the universe.”

The therapeutic journeys undertaken

by ACOAs in their groups are similar to

the processes developed by Freud and
other psychoanalysts for achieving emo-
tional maturity through coming to terms
with childhood experiences. Are the jour-

neys necessary?

Gravitz and Bowden suggest that

ACOAs need to experience recovery to en-

joy life to the full, that ACOAs have been

damaged by their childhoods in a way un-

like others, that they are “survivors” who
have stayed alive in a war zone and are

like shell-shocked war veterans.

Shock of recognition

I tried hard to understand just how
ACOAs are different from people not

reared in alcoholic families, apart from

their relation to alcohol. The reported sa-

lient traits— low self-esteem, etc— seem
widely shared. The only clear difference

is the “shock of recognition” phenomenon
noted in many ACOAs when they learn

about alcoholic families. But, this is little

different from other kinds of sudden

awareness about one’s place in the world

— as women, blacks, gays, and factory

workers have experienced from time to

time — and not obviously a basis for the-

rapy.

The preface to the 1987 printing of Guide

to Recovery (now titled Recovery: A
Guide for Adult Children of Alcoholics) as

much as reverses the book’s position on

the singularity ofACOAs;

“.
. . Children of alcoholics are but the

visible tip of a much larger social iceberg

which cast an invisible shadow over as

much as 96% of the population (of the

US). These-are the other ‘children of trau-

ma.’ Surviving their childhoods rather

than experiencing them, these children of

trauma have also had to surrender a part

ofthemselves very early in life. Not know-
ing what hit them, and suffering a source-

less sense of pain in childhood, they per-

petuate the denial and minimization

which encase them in dysfunctional roles,

rules and behaviors. . . .

“Over 200 million of us are denying our

past. . . .

“Perhaps 230 million abused children of
all ages in our country! All are children of

trauma, the children ofour time. . . .

“Without abandoning our commitment
to the more than 30 million children of al-

coholics, we would like to open our hearts

to the other children of trauma, and ac-

knowledge that they too have been hurt,

and they too have a road map to recov-

ery.”

Destructive position

Gravitz and Bowden have thus arrived

at the destructive position taken by the

British psychiatrist R.D. Laing, most elo-

quently in his 1967 essay. The Politics of

Experience

:

“From the moment of birth, when the

stone-age baby confronts the 20th-century

mother, the baby is subjected to these

forces of violence, called love, as its moth-

er andfather have been, and their parents

and their parents before them. These

forces are mainly concerned with de-

stroying most of its potentialities. This en-

terprise is on the whole successful. By the

time the new human being is 15 or so. we
are left with a being like ourselves. A half-

crazed creature, more or less adjusted to

a mad world. This is normality in the pre-

sent age.”

The position is destructive because its

claim that all children are damaged fos-

ters rejection of parents, parenting, and

the family. The proposition that all adults

are war veterans encourages narcissism

and acceptance of therapy as normal hu-

man discourse. The view that society is

sick is contemptuous of the achievements

of human civilizations and the actual pre-

dicaments of people in society. If we took

Gravitz, Bowden, and Laing literally, we

would all be in therapy. No one would be

minding the store.

9j( 91:

I showed the draft to my wife, a partici-

pant in ACOA groups, with some trepida-

tion. She found the perspective intriguing

and challenging, but could not agree with

most of the conclusions. ACOA groups,

she said, are an expression of the natural

human urge to understand the world and

one’s place in it and to develop that under-

standing in the company of people

with similar experiences. They provide a

sense of belonging and a non-threatening

setting where issues of personal signifi-

cance can be raised.

The proposition that all adults are war veterans

encourages narcissism and acceptance of therapy as
normal human discourse
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Collaboration of professionals

New TJ board members
TORONTO — The Journal is

pleased to announce the appoint-

ment of three new members to its

Editorial Advisory Board.

Joining the Board this autumn
are Ottawa lawyer Maureen Mc-
Teer, Toronto pediatrician Diane

Sacks, and Chief Superintendent

Rodney T. Stamler of the Royal

Canadian Mounted Police

(RCMP). Recently retired from
the board are Lionel Solursh. MD.
formerly of Toronto, now profes-

sor, Medical College of Georgia,

Veterans Administration Medical

Center, Augusta, Georgia, and
Hugh Segal, president, Advance
Planning Consultants, Toronto.

Ms McTeer is known across Can-

ada as a lawyer, political activist,

and author. Her second book. Par-

liament: Canada’s Democracy and
How it Works, was published in

September. Ms McTeer is a mem-
ber of the board of the Northern Al-

berta Children’s Hospital Founda-
tion, the Toronto Planned Parent-

hood Association, an honorary di-

rector of CARAL (Canadian Abor-

tion Rights Action League), and a

former member of the Board of

Governors, University of Ottawa.

Dr Sacks is staff pediatrician.

Substance Abuse Clinic, Adoles-

cent Clinic, Hospital for Sick Chil-

dren, Toronto; assistant professor

of pediatrics. University of Toron-

to; and, in private practice. She is

a member of the Canadian Pediat-

ric Society committee on adoles-

cents and the United States Society

for Adolescent Medicine. She has

ABVS /n abusb

McTeer Sacks Stamler

served on many special boards and
committees in Canada and the

United States and has written ex-

tensively on teen pregnancy and
sexually transmitted diseases and
youth. Dr Sacks is also a member
of the editorial board of the Univer-

sity of Toronto Health News.
Chief Supt Stamler is director.

Drug Enforcement Directorate.

RCMP, and a noted authority in

Canada and abroad on drug law.

He has served the international

community for several years as a

member of Canada's delegation to

the United Nations Commission on

Narcotic Drugs and participated in

a range of related international ac-

tivities. He is currently playing a

leading role in development of a

new international convention

aimed at reducing the profits of

drug trafficking (The Journal,

April )

.

Senator Lorna Marsden, chair-

man of The Journal’s Editorial

Board welcomed the new mem-
bers; “We are very pleased to wel-

come these new members to the

board, which is composed of an ar-

ray of opinion-shapers in educa-

tion, research, treatment, and me-
dia here and abroad.

“With a lawyer, a physician with

particular interest in young peo-

ple. and a senior law enforcement
officer, the board mirrors the new
spirit of cooperation in this field

in Canada and the new national,

and international, efforts to reduce
harm caused by drugs through col-

laboration between people in both

demand and supply reduction pro-

grams."

SADAC’s northern
program expanding

- The Je»urnal

We were most pleased Harvey Mc-
Connell was able to come to our

province and write extensively

(August) about the programs and
services available through the Sas-

katchewan Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Commission ( SADAC )

.

SADAC is excited about our new
programming across the province

and finds The Journal an excellent

way to share our new initiatives

with others across Canada.
However, we are concerned

about some of Mr McConnell's im-

pressions of northern Saskatche-

wan.

SADAC finds the progress being

made in northern Saskatchewan

very inspiring. The S.VDAC staff

are there to work with the commu-
nities and do not hide from north-

ern problems. The staff have

grown to understand and help

northern communities develop

community commitment to reduc-

ing the detrimental effects of alco-

hol and drugs. SADAC staff have a

commitment to change in tlie

north.

Four new outpatient centres, a

nortliern mini-course, addictions

training for nortliern healtli and so-

cial workers, and an empliasis on

working with the young people —
including the summer youth

camps — are all new. positive ap
proaches SAD.\C uses in the north.

We are not trying to gloss over

the .severity of the problems, but

the expansion of programs and

services are beginning to coun-

terbalance addiction problems.

Mr McConnell may appreciate

knowing the Chippewa he referred

to are actually another Indian tribe

located in the United States; the

correct name is Chipewyan, They
are one of the tribes of the Dene na-

tion. which encompasses many
northern Native people; Dene

means ‘People of the Land.'

The Chipewyan are wanderers

and. as Mr McConnell stated, vil-

lage life may prove difficult. When
you change the physical commu-
nity. the social structure changes,

and the rules and sanctions for siv

cial interaction change. .Adding al-

cohol to this environment has had

serious social consequences.

Our northern staff is concerned

that the problems in the north were

emphasized while our growing re-

sources to combat them were not

also identified.

1 hope this gives The Journal

readers a further understanding of

S.\D.\C's role in north Saskatche-

wan.

Thank you again for Mr McCon-

nell's special etTorts to cover our

Saskatchewan story.

Danni Boyd
.\ssoeiate executive director

Saskatchewan .Vleohol and Drug

.Abuse Commission
Kegina. Saskatchew an
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Swiss in ‘aii-fronts war’ on HiV

AIDS in Europe
Reporting this month from Switzerland and Den-

mark, The Journal's Contributing Editor Harvey
McConnell continues his series on AIDS in Eu-

rope (The Journal, October). Many countries

there are moving ahead with frank and vigorous

prevention programs promoting an end to needle sharing among in-

travenous drug users, use of condoms, and more methadone main-

tenance programs to contain the spread of the human immunodefi-

ciency virus (HIV).

McConnell

Zurich
Most foreigners associate Switzer-

land with the obvious: banks

stuffed with money and gold, mar-

velous scenery, trains that run

with the precision of the clocks,

chocolate, cheese. Few associate it

with the highest number of AIDS
cases in Western Europe and a se-

rious intravenous (IV) drug use

problem.

Switzerland is steeped in reli-

gious history — John Calvin and

the Pope’s Swiss Guard— but that

is no hindrance at all to very sharp,

very public, and very forth-

right campaigns to contain spread

of the HIV virus.

On the evening television news

earlier this year, for example, the

country’s top news anchor, the

avuncular Charles Clerc, pulled

out a foil packet, unrolled a con-

dom down his fingers, and said:

“Ladies and gentlemen, this little

thing could save your life.’’

Not a single letter of protest was
received by Swiss television.

Aline Janett, MD, of the Swiss

Federal Office of Public Health in

Berne, and Roger Staub of the

Swiss AIDS Foundation in Zurich,

talk with Mr McConnell.

ZURICH — There are 226 cases of

AIDS in Switzerland in a popula-

tion of 6.6 million. Anonymous
blood tests show that among those

HIV-positive, 73% are men and

27% women. By 1991, it is esti-

mated there will be 3,500 people

with AIDS and 25,000 will be HIV-

positive.

Aline Janett says the majority of

AIDS cases are still among homo-

sexual men, followed by IV drug

users.

It is also obviously in the hetero-

sexual population; at least a dozen

cases involving men and women
report heterosexual transmission

as the sole risk factor.

It is impossible to know how
many of the HIV-positive women
are sexual companions of IV drug

users. But, Dr Janett considers “it

is a good supposition that many
are."

There is now a major effort to

make methadone maintenance
more available and in favor of pro-

viding free needles and syringes.

Dr Janett says the individual

cantons in Switzerland may differ

in how they want to distribute free

needles and “we say give them out

as you like, but give them. If some
cantons only want the exchange
(done) by a doctor or a pharma-
cist, we say that is only second-

ary.”

Dr Janett and her colleagues

work closely with the Swiss AIDS
Foundation — which is financed,

for now, mainly by the government

but seeks private funds — and are

in constant contact with Roger

Staub. who is on secondment to the

foundation from the federal office.

The foundation may operate

from modest offices in a quiet Zu-

rich street, but in 18 months, it has

developed a dazzling compendi-

um: slick television and movie
commercials; imaginative con-

dom packaging; factual pamph-
lets, posters, booklets, and infor-

mation aimed at specific audi-

ences from readers of womens'
magazines, to IV drug users; and,

a Heavy Metal “Stop AIDS” pop-

chart hit.

And Mr Staub, a dynamo of ideas

and activity, and his colleagues

are not afraid to hit the streets and
enter the murky world of junkies

and prostitutes: passing out sterile

needles and condoms to IV drug
users; and advising and cajoling

as best as possible the prostitutes

who flit in and out of the shadows of

the main railroad stations.

One of Mr Staub’s most frustrat-

ing moments was early in the cam-
paign and his first contacts with

drug abuse experts who told him in

effect, “It is our field, you don't

work in it, and it is our problem."

Naturally, he ignored them.

Timing their visits with military

precision, Mr Staub and volunteers

went into the streets and parks in

Zurich, the city with the largest

problem, where addicts congre-

gate.

“If you are there before, say, 10

am, while the junkies are waiting

for the dealers, you have plenty of

time to talk to them. But you have

to time it, because the moment the

dealers arrive, they are away to

buy their drugs and to shoot up.

“We found that the IV drug users

(See Next, p8)

Liberated Danes: efforts extend to women
Copenhagen
Denmark has for years had a liber-

al attitude to sexual matters and
non-opiate drug use. Neighboring
countries have seen Copenhagen,
especially, as the conduit in the

past for drugs into Scandinavia.

Today, Denmark has been galva-

nized by the threat of AIDS, and
some of the old ideas are falling

away, as Mr McConnell found in

conversations with Lone De Nee-
gaard, MD, national AIDS coordi-

nator for the Danish Board of

Health, and Daniel Folke Larsen,
MD. medical officer of health for

the county of Storstrom, a large

area south of Copenhagen.

COPENHAGEN— At one stroke, a

late-summer announcement in the

Danish parliament by Social Af-

fairs Minister Mini Stilling Jacob-

sen that intravenous ( IV ) drug us-

ers here must be offered the oppor-

tunity of methadone maintenance
removed a major stumbling block

for action against spread of the

HIV virus.

It ended a debate that has divid-

ed the chemical dependency field

for years: whatever the negatives

of methadone maintenance, the

threat of AIDS overrides them.

It was a relief to Lone De Nee-

gaard. “Until that announcement,

it had been very difficult to get the

Ministry of Social Affairs to say it.

and it has been difficult for a lot of

people in the system to use it.

“There was the old policy with

the philosophy that you don't give

alcohol to a drunk, and methadone
would seem the same. We say,

'that might be right, but now we
have a different situation and we
have to do it because AIDS is such

a great threat.'

“We worked constantly within

different ministries and the nation-

al commission and kept saying if

the minister would clearly send out

the signal that we do need to think

in these terms, this would give the

ones who would use it the reason to

do so.

“Methadone must be offered, we
must be able to have it for long-

term use. It is not the only thing to

do. of course, but we must have it.”

Dr De Neegaard. who was new to

the field of intravenous l IV ) drug

use when she became coordinator,

has found that the decision to make
methadone freely available has up-

set many doctors and police offi-

cials. who say it means street sales

of methadone. “And. while this is

not untrue, it is secondary.

“It is as important to prevent the

next one from becoming HIV-posi-

tive as it is to maintain the addicts

who are already positive.”

The debate over supplying IV

drug users with clean needles has

not been as fierce. For some time,

users have been able to get free

needles from pharmacists in Co-

penhagen. and slot machines with

two needles and two syringes are

placed around the city where drug

users congregate.

The methadone debate helped

Danish society focus on a problem
to which they had paid little atten-

tion — IV drug users. And it ex-

tends to women who are users and

resort to prostitution to help sus-

tain their drug habit.

“One of the first things we did

was to make the general public

aware of the problems of prostitu-

tion.” says Dr De Neegaard.

The point was made with an ad-

vertisement which ran on tele-

( .See Methadone, p8

)

De Neegaard: street sales

Multi-language brochure:

targeting young tourists
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Next? A ‘safe shooting-up pack’ for
(from page?)

are conscious about needle shar-

ing, and they would read our leaf-

lets. We gave out free needles and

condoms.”

Lo and behold, “this changed the

mentality of the drug abuse ex-

perts. They were completely

against giving out free needles

when we started, but now there are

street workers who go out to dis-

tribute them, and there is cooper-

ation with pharmacists to supply

them as well.”

The barriers have dropped in

many minds against methadone
maintenance as well.

Mr Staub works with a team of

brilliant designers on the entire

range of prevention materials and

not just on print material. One of

their most imaginative leaps, now
coming to fruition, is a two-condom
pack which looks the same as a

pack of 20 cigarettes.

Swiss restaurateurs and bar

owners have been sold on the idea

of putting the pale blue and beige

packs into vending machines: by

the end of the year, condom packs

, . . never with used ones

\

ST6P
AIDS

will be side-by-side with cigarettes

in some 4,000 outlets around the

country.

“This means men and women
can buy them discreetly without

anyone else knowing."

One good idea leads to another,

and the team is now working on a

similar idea for IV drug users.

“We would like to develop a kind of

‘safe shooting-up’ pack containing

a sterile needle, cotton, condom,
information leaflet, and even a

way to dispose of a dirty nee-

dle. We will be selective and put

these packs only in machines in

areas where junkies congregate.

We have to do everything we can to

stop HIV spread.”

Earlier this year, in a direct

campaign to Swiss homosexuals,

thousands of packs containing two
condoms, a lubricant, and a sym-
bolic “safe sex” safety pin were
passed out one weekend in bars

and saunas. This has lead the foun-

dation to supply mail-order con-

doms made by a reputable man-
ufacturer specifically for gay male
sex.

Mr Staub finds that most prosti-

tutes who are also drug users are

aware of the problem of HIV infec-

tion. But, they still subject preven-

tion workers to a recurrent theme

:

“They tell us they do want to use

condoms, but the problem is many
men do not want to use them.

“If a prostitute asks a man to use

a condom and he refuses, then I

agree with the prostitute: it is the

man’s problem. A man can protect

himself if he wants to do so.”

Like his counterparts in the Ne-

therlands (The Journal, October)

and Denmark (see below), efforts

by Mr Staub and his organization

exist in the sea of commercial sex.

“We have designed a poster which

shows a condom as if it were a

painting. We are trying to get it put

up in every sex shop, and it will

also run in the sex magazines.”

The team has also persuaded

makers of pornographic videos to

insert a graphic “safe sex” mes-
sage in the lead-in portion.

Readers of sex-contact mag-
azines may have been shocked re-

cently when they received a ques-

tionnaire from the foundation.

However, of the 5,000 sent out 600

readers replied, and a follow-up is

planned.

Mr Staub is repeatedly struck by
the enormous amount of cooper-

ation he has received: television

stations have been pleased to run

the foundation’s artistic but direct

advertisements, which are aimed
at heterosexual couples and IV

drug users. The stations’ only re-

quest has been for new ones which

are now being produced.

One of the most effective ads for

IV drug users, or those who might

be tempted to try, is of a shadowy
figure spray-painting a syringe

and needle on a wall and then in

addicts
German, French, Italian, or En-

glish. the slogan “One hit is all it

takes.”

The billboard industry sees to it

that foundation posters are placed
in prime sites, such as entrances to

railroad and subway stations.

Newspapers carry large display

ads featuring questions about
AIDS for parents and children:

commercials are produced espe-

cially for teenagers who go to the

movies, and more than 6.000 packs
with written material and slides on

sex education and AIDS have been
sold to doctors and teachers.

All of this has been done with

modest funding.

Mr Staub has two problems:

“The first is that I am only 30. and
this is a very conservative coun-

try
; I do not have the contacts with

business and industry. And, the

idea of volunteerism is just not Eu-
ropean : a walkathon to raise funds

would be impossible — noboby
would come or donate money.”
None of this, of course, will dis-

suade Mr Staub from approaching
industry, especially the super-rich.

Swiss pharmaceutical companies
which have yet to make any large
donations.

Mr Staub smiles, but does not

hedge, when asked, obviously for

the umpteenth time, why a rich

country like Switzerland has the

highest number of AIDS cases of

any Western European country.

Because it is rich.

“I think it was introduced quite

early into this country by many,
many people travelling abroad, es-

pecially gay men. many of whom
have good jobs and earn the sala-

ries of family men. The early cases

are probably among older ga> men
who went to San Francisco in the

late 1970s and to Africa.
”

That is history.

Today, the focus is on containing

as far as possible the spread of the

HIV virus.

Methadone may help drug-using prostitutes
( from page 7

)

vision and in newspapers: it pro-

duced enormous repercussions but

not in the way one might expect. A
night-time shot of a street in Co-

penhagen’s red-light district car-

ried the caption: “You can get

more than a quick fuck.” And it

bluntly warned people to be aware
of the risks of AIDS and to take

precautions with condoms,
"We didn’t expect an immediale

effeel, but we heard immediately

from girls in ‘massage parlors’

who said Hu* ad had ruined theii'

business. Taxi drivers reported

that tralTic in those streets

had dropped dramatically.”

'I’tiis ad was folhtwed soon afler

by broadcast o( a television docu

menlary produced by a leading (!o

penhagen tabloid newspaper The
program followed an AIDS patient

Ibrougb his last three days of life

and iiieliided an interview with a

prosliliile

The prosliliile was direel . “I gel

twice as mueli willioul a eoiidom
"

Her feeling was: ”1 know I’m not

going to be here much longer, it

may be drugs, or it may be AIDS.
But, I don’t understand the men, as

I know they go home to their

wives.”

Dr De Neegaard: “One of the

things we are saying is that you

have a responsibility for your own
life. We have a slogan: ‘It takes

two to get AIDS.’ You decide, your-

self. if you want to be the one.”

She is under no illusions that

reaching IV drug u.sers is an easy
task. “We havi' to think in different

terms,”

While the current focus is on the

IV use of heroin. Dr l•’olk(‘ Larsen
is worried there may be a new
wave of IV amphelamine use in the

eouiitry.

“Our po|)ulalioii of drug addicts

has not eliaiiged iiiiieh in tli(‘ past

five years or so, ;ind most ot them
;ire older. Only a few younger oiii's

;ire being seen .it llii- momeiil

’Hut. bi'e.ause of ampliel.imiiie

use and solvent sniftiiig .imong

some young peo|)le, we are expect

ing some of tliimi to turn to IV am

phetamine use. These young peo-

ple are not starting with the nee-

dle; but, we fear many old-time

amphetamine abusers will try to

get them to use the needle.”

Dr Folke Larsen said the em-
phasis in Denmark must now shift

from treatment of addicts by indi-

vidual doctors to clinical care for

addicts. Methadone-maintenance
programs can provide the impetus,

he said.

"The main goal now. from the

public health point of view, is lo see

that we are not spreading disease,

and one way lo keep drug addicts

out of the area of prostitution is lo

give them ('nougli methadone .so

lli.il they won't lus'd extra moiu'y

for drugs,” Dr b'olke Larsen

lidded

There is a possibility that tiolh

male and female drug using prosli

lutes may find methadone can sla

bibze Itieir lives They may even

become more hi'allby and belter

dressed and revert lo a higher

el.iss Ibrm ol proslilulion

Dr Folke Larsi'ii is s.inguiiu'.

"W(' don't Hunk we can gel them lo

proli'cl llu'ir elienis, so we liavi' lo

do it III oilier ways ;iiid keep llu'm

off t lie sirei'is"

I’rostilulion is ilU'gal m Den
mark, but pen.illu's are so mild it

IS (Ir legal TIk' eodi> word is

"mass.'ige,” and newspapers carry

m.iny ads for such services

'I’o find out bow ni.iiiy prostitutes

miglil be Hl\’ posilivi'. the govern

meiil offered free lesliiig, none ol

lliosi' who respondi'd was positive

The llip sidi*'’ Maii> ol Ilii’ worn
en wanted a staleiiK’iil llie\ were

not infected. “Of course that was
refused: there is not going to be

any government seal of approval.”

Dr Folke Larsen says “many
drug addicts don't care about their

own lives and even less about ours.

So we have to compromise and

work with police and others and

use street workers with the aim of

saving lives.”

He actively promotes condom
use whenever possible, attending

pop and jazz festivals whore he and

his colleagues sot up “counselling”

tents, distribute free condoms, and
talk to anyone about any aspect of

AIDS. Hl\' infection, and condom
u.se.

"We have cartoons for kids We
go on loc.al r.idio stations with

(lueslions and answers. We show
people how lo use condoms prop

Folko Larsen cartoons tor kids

erly. We advise teenage boys and

girls to carry condoms with them
at all times. Our message is that

this is the only way we can protect

each other from .MDS,”
One encouraging feature of (lie

drug-.scene Dr Folke Larsen has

observed in recent years is the de-

crease in use of drugs (except alco-

hol beer remains part of daily

life heret by young llanes. Even

marijuana is simply not cool.

"1 definitely feel that for a lot of

young people the idea you can’t go

through this world without trying

(drugs I is in fact changing: it is

not ill to think about using drugs
'

>
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New videos

fromARF

New funding for youth treatment
TORONTO — The Ontario govern-

ment announced in September that it

will spend an additional $5 million dol-

lars annually to reduce drug and alco-

hol addiction among young people.

A further $750,000 a year is ear-

marked to hire and train full-time

health promotion and prevention work-

ers for the same target group.

The government is allocating the $5

million to the development and expan-

sion of community-based services.

Community groups were asked to sub-

mit program proposals through their

district health councils.

Joan Marshman, PhD, president of

the Addiction Research Foundation

(ARF), welcomed this news: “We've
recognized, in our foundation's goals

and objectives, that we must give atten-

tion to the unique needs of this age

group. The announcement is entirely

consistent with our own analysis of cur-

rent needs.

“We look forward," Dr Marshman
added, “to sharing our experience, par-

ticularly in the treatment of young peo-

ple, with community groups and dis-

trict health councils as they develop

new proposals for the target group."

The planned expenditure on youth

workers also holds promise, says Dr

Marshman.

“We've long recognized at ARF that

treatment services alone are not a suffi-

cient answer to drug-use problems. So,

it's exciting to see a program which will

link workers engaged in outreach pre-

vention activities to existing, local ad-

diction programs.

“We see this as a major step forward

in the development and support of pre-

vention programs in Ontario," Dr

Marshman said.

Information

line gains

in popularity
TORONTO — Telephones are ringing

more often at the Addiction Research

Foundation's Drug and Alcohol Informa-

tion Line.

Calls increased by 36% this summer,
compared with the same period last year.

Ron Ffall, head of Information and Pro-

motion, Addiction Research Foundation

(ARF), credits ARF's new promotional

campaign for the increase.

Always a popular service with Ontario

students and parents, the information line

is steadily expanding:

• Liquor stores in Ontario featured It's

For You counter-top displays this summer
to advertise the telephone line.

• Schools and libraries across Ontario

are now receiving promotional materials

on it.

• Subways and buses already feature the

It's for You message.

• The information line is taking an active

role in the federal-provincical Really Me
campaign on alcohol and drug use,

aimed at young people and their families

(see page 2).

It’s ForYou...
DRUG AND ALCOHOL
INFORMATION LINE

DO YOU KNOW WHAT VOUNI CO o'

KNOW ABOUT Al CC' OL C

DRUGS-

k
595-6111
in Metro Toronto

1 -800 -387-2916
Ontario Toll-Free

Ontario awareness week events set to go
TORONTO — Drug/Addiction Aware-
ness Week arrives this month, and it's

bigger than ever before. Community
groups and professional associations are

strongly supporting the event and Addic-

tion Research Foundation (ARF) staffers

have been leaders in planning and orga-

nizing a wide range of activities around
the province.

This year the event, taking place from

November 15-21, is tied into the federal

government's National Drug Strategy.

ARF's slogan. Try Hugs, Not Drugs,

will be a familiar sight throughout the

week.

Other highlights will include:

• ARF's Community Achievement
Awards, recognizing local and province-

wide achievement in the field of alcohol

and other drug addiction;

• two drunk-driving mexk trials in Peel

region high schools, with local lawyers

and judges participating;

• no-smoking, no-drinking challenges

on university and ccjllege campuses

around Ontario;

• newsletter updates for physicians and

lawyers; and,

• electronic subway signs flashing mes-

sages about the week's activities.

I
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Awareness is not enough

Social climate sets the stage for change. Working

in the addiction field, we know the truth of this

statement first-hand. Public opinion and society's

attitudes can help shape, or erode, our efforts.

Today's social climate is certainly encouraging

for those of us committed to reducing the abuse of

alcohol and other drugs in Ontario. There are defi-

nite signs that our message is getting through.

ARF's research indicates that Ontarians are very

concerned about these problems. They are taking

these issues more seriously than perhaps ever be-

fore. Confronted with the consequences of addic-

tion among their friends and families, they person-

ally recognize the need for solutions.

From our perspective, this awareness about ad-

diction problems is good news. But on its own it

will not be a remedy. Awareness alone is not

enough. We have to take the next step — and

transform awareness into action.

We have an unprecedented opportunity at this

moment to make real progress. Community aware-

ness can become community support for our work
— and community action in response to our con-

cerns. If we can follow up with the information,

advice, and programs that answer the province's

needs, we will be the catalysts for significant

change in Ontario.

A challenge such as this demands leadership. It

demands a firms sense of direction. And it de-

mands a close-knit collaborative network, so that

the community initiatives are in the right place, at

the right time.

Drug/Addiction Awareness Week 1987 arrives

in this atmosphere of dynamic potential. The pub-

lic awareness and information efforts of the Na-

tional Drug Strategy are reinforcing provincial ini-

tiatives. A media campaign, the National Forum,

an information booklet and increased business/go-

vernment collaboration all point to a higher (profile

for Awareness Week 1 987 — and for the issues.

Now it's time to use our resources — new and

old to l)uild on our |)revious gains in growing

|)ubli( <iw<ireness.

loan A. Marshman
President, ARF
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Campaign focuses on youth
and their parents r
TORONTO— Canadian young people
are the targets of a multi-million-dollar

media campaign promoting the bene-

fits of a drug-free lifestyle.

The Really Me campaign, part of the

National Drug Strategy, is broadcasting

its message in television and radio ad-

vertisements, billboards, videos, and a

host of resource materials. Dialogue

between parents and children is a key

theme in the program.

The TV and radio ads started airing

across Canada in June, and other seg-

ments of the campaign are on their

way. Four million parents received a

coupon for a brochure about drug use

in their family allowance cheques last

month, and National Drug Awareness

Week will extend the campaign's reach

further.

Provincial and territorial addiction

agencies are collaborating with the fed-

eral government on this project, and

the Addiction Research Foundation

(ARF) is an active player.

ARF took part in creating the tele-

vision ads and is identified in them as a

provincial resource. The summer TV
ads feature young people thinking and
talking about factors that influence

drug-related decisions. New English-

French TV ads will centre on the par-

ents of pre-teens.

ARF's Drug and Alcohol Information

Line (see page 1) will also boost the

campaign, by providing information on

drugs to Ontario young people and

their families. The government guide

on drug use will be available through

the ARF telephone line later this month.

Federal resource materials such as this

will be distributed through ARF, along

with the foundation's own publica-

tions.

The campaign's aim is to encourage

communication between parents and

children. In drawing attention to drug

issues and increasing public aware-

ness, Really Me hopes to make a pow-
erful impact on both young people and

their families.

A significant portion of that impact

will flow from community resources.

By plugging into the network of addic-

tion organizations across Ontario, par-

ents and kids will gain access to reli-

able drug information and counselling

services.

Self-esteem is widely recognized as

the key to reducing drug use among
young people, says Henry Schankula,

ARF director of Inter-Organizational

Affairs. As a member of Action on Drug
Abuse, an arm of the National Drug
Strategy, Mr Schankula is closely in-

volved with the Really Me campaign.

"We have to build self-esteem and

reinforce positive decision-making,"

says Mr Schankula. "Young people us-

ing drugs need to understand the con-

sequences of this decision-making, on

employment, on economic decisions,

and on social interaction.

"With youth, if you provide genuine.

factual information, in

use, in terms of effects, t

alternatives, you can di

more positive goals."

Mr Schankula is enth

ARF's role in the public

"We want to be as respo

ble to the information

needs of the people in tr

through the telephone

public forums, and thr<

tions like The lournal ani

port.

Caplan appointed
health minister
TORONTO — Elinor Caplan has

been appointed Minister of

Health in the new Ontario pro-

vincial government.

Ms Caplan is the first woman
to be formally appointed to this

portfolio. She took her place in

the Legislature on November 3.

The former health minister was
Murray Elston.

Dr |ohn B. Macdonald, chair-

man of the Addiction Research

Foundation (ARF), praises Ms
Caplan's appointment:

"Elinor Caplan comes to the

Ministry of Health with a reputa-

tion as one of the ablest ministers

of the new government. She

brings with her a personal com-
mitment and a mandate from the

premier to encourage innovation

in the Onlario lu'allh system.

"This commitment," adds Dr
Macdonald, "is consistent with

the foundation's emphasis on the

development of c oorclinalc'd

c ommcinily servic es and its prior-

ity for health promotion. We
wish her well in her new chal-

lenge."

Cross-country networli

at the national forum
WINNIPEG — Addiction Research

Foundation (ARF) staff took part in a

Winnipeg conference on the National

Drug Strategy last month.
The National Forum, held in Winni-

peg October 7 and 8, attracted more
than 150 delegates from across Cana-

da. They came to discuss planning and
implementing drug awareness pro-

grams under the federal government's

National Drug Strategy.

The conference's theme was Flead-

ing for the Future, with the emphasis on
practical courses of action.

Highlights of the conference includ-

ed:

sor\ Committee on Alcoi

Drug Problems.

The Forum providei

u ith an unusual opportuti

with addiction worker

Canada. During the twi

ence, workshops sparkt'*

exchange of ideas and inn

L')r loan Marshman: i

strong sense of the |.HnM

nitv-based action. The'

knew the importance

public awareness in ordi

public support."

Henry Schankula chai

Forum, noticed "an excij

• an opening address by H. ITavid Ar-

c hiliald, [)resiilent of the International

Council on Akohol and Aildiitions

and founder of the ARF;
• a luncheon speet h l)y Health anil

Wellare Minister lake proc laimitig

National Drug Awareness Week, the

third week in Ncwemlier; and
• an address by loan Marshman, Phi),

ARI president, discussing the National

Dtug Strategy aiul Action on Drug
Alnisi' irom her pi'isptuiiw as i hair-

person ol the I erleral Pro\inual Advi-

ing of cooperation, itxj.

togetherness that is rareli

meetings. We had people

es communicating w ith e

the trenches."

"What was most en|(

l onlerence partii ifiant kl

ARI lommumlN consul

ton, was the r hance to'

acn)ss the i ountr\ .
Althij

in di\erse grou|)s, we I

problems in r ommon i

of goals.
"
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ARF's school drug-policy

LaRocque: basis for action

TORONTO — A new policy from the

Addiction Research Foundation (ARF)

promises to be an important tool for

Ontario educators who are confronting

student alcohol and other drug use.

Under development for the last two

years, the model policy was created by

the ARF for school boards throughout

the province. Entitled Alcohol and
Drug Use by Students: Policy Devel-

opment for School Boards, the docu-

ment provides educators with straight-

forward strategies on coping with drug

problems in schools.

The policy is the first of its kind- in

Ontario. Until now, schools have had

to rely on their own resources to handle

the issue of drug use. No generic

guidelines have been available.

“This policy will

ease the load on

boards of education,"

says Kathy Barry,

chairperson of the

working group that de-

vised it. Ms Barry is

ARF's health promo-

tion coordinator for the

Eastern Region.

Other committee

members are Gloria

Silverman, community
consultant, West/Cen-

tral Metro Centre; An-

drea Stevens-Lavigne,

health promotion pro-

gram consultant, Metro

Toronto Region; Rob
Simpson, executive di-

rector, Wellington-

Dufferin District

Health Council; and

Robert Solomon, law

professor. University of

Western Ontario. The

committee worked un-

der the direction of

John LaRocque, divi-

sional director, ARE's

Community Services

division.

"We wanted to save the boards some
time," says Ms Barry, "and provide

them with expertise that they frequently

don't have. Instead of taking a year to

develop a comprehensive policy, they

can use ours as a starting point and cut

down their time by six or eight

months."

The top three drugs in Ontario

schools —- alcohol, tobacco and can-

nabis — are the primary focus for the

new ARE policy, although all drugs are

included. Alcohol continues easily to

outdistance the other two drugs in its

popularity among students (Ontario

Report, September).

The model policy is accompanied by

a detailed guide, to give educators an

overview of drug issues and illustrate

how they can address them. Their legal

rights, powers, and obligations are also

outlined. Schools will be able to cus-

tomize the model policy to suit their

own needs.

To combat drug use, the policy rec-

ommends a three-pronged program:

• prevention

• intervention

• disciplinary action

The prevention segment of the policy

emphasises the importance of drug ed-

ucation. According to the ARE guide,

the best preventative measure is a com-
prehensive curriculum that starts in kin-

dergarten and continues through Grade
13. The ideal curriculum would inte-

Barry: springboard

grate drug education into other subject

areas.

"Prevention is a key component of

the overall program," says Mr LaRoc-

que. "Kids don't start school with drug

problems. They develop them while

they are students. So, schools can be a

big influence in terms of preventing the

problems in the first place."

Intervention is the second stage of

the policy. Despite a school's best ef-

forts, some alcohol and drug problems

are bound to occur. The ARE guide

urges early intervention — a system

that will identify problems and estab-

lish appropriate responses. Educators

are provided with clear direction on the

steps they can take to address various

levels of drug use.

Confidential coun-

selling on drug- and al-

cohol-related concerns

is a vital part of such

intervention. Students,

themselves, may ask

for this help, or parents

or employers may re-

quest help on a stu-

dent's behalf.

A school's interven-

tion program will de-

pend on its particular

resources and the

needs of the individual

student. Where prob-

lems are mild, only

brief intervention tac-

tics will be necessary.

If an initial assessment

indicates there is a se-

rious drug use prob-

lem, the school may be

able to provide its own
counsellor for the stu-

dent. When these re-

sources are not avail-

able, the school can

turn to appropriate

community services

that offer addiction

programs, such as a

mental health centre or a youth clinic.

The third prong of the strategy

centres on disciplinary action schools

can take to discourage drug use. A
drunk student, for example, may be

reprimanded, if it is a first offence, and

the student's parents will be told about

the incident. Penalties are stiffer for a

second episode.

The ARE policy is a prototype for On-
tario schools, representing the ideal

game plan for a drug-free school envi-

ronment. But, it is expected that a num-
ber of school boards may choose to use

the policy as a springboard to develop

or refine their own policies.

"We'd like the boards to take our

model, strike a policy development

working group, and tailor the ARF pol-

icy to meet their demands," says Ms
Barry. "They can ask themselves,

'What is missing in the policy we have

now? What new information does the

ARF policy have that we can use in our

own?"
"We want it to be the basis for ac-

tion," says Mr LaRocque. "It sets out

the values and principles that a board

can adopt. Most boards already have

some kind of programming. They

should see this policy as a way to im-

prove what they are now doing."

In February, a conference jointly

sponsored by the ARF and the Ontario

Council for Leadership in Education

Administration (OCLEA) will introduce

Prevention: kids don't start school with drug problems

the document to an audience of ap-

proximately 100 school trustees and

administrators. The conference, to be

held at ARE's Toronto headquarters,

will focus on student alcohol and drug

use, reviewing ARE's policy and its rel-

evance to school boards in detail.

After the conference, the policy will

be distributed to boards of education

throughout the province.

The ARE initiative comes at a time

when a number of school boards are

showing a growing awareness of alco-

hol and other drug use and its implica-

tions for student welfare.

"Progressive boards are catching on

to the fact that health and education are

inter-related," says Mr LaRocque. "The

first responsibility of school boards is

the student's education. The student's

well-being comes next.

"Where educational and health con-

cerns intersect, the effects are power-

ful," says Mr LaRocque. "And, we tell

the boards, drugs have the biggest im-

pact on student health."

The policy's architects have high

hopes for its future.

"We'd like to see a modified version

in every school, tempered by the

school's own philosophy and its re-

sources," said Ms Barry.

"I'd like to see a representative from

every school board at the OCLEA con-

ference," adds Mr Larocque.

"If there is any significant gain to be

realized in curbing alcohol and drug

use, school boards have to get in-

volved. They could be the most impor-

tant force in this effort."

Facts on the law
for educators

TORONTO — Educators don't realize how much power they have to stop

school drug use, says an ARF consultant.

"Schools have more than ample authority to act on alcohol and drug

use," says Robert Solomon, a law professor at the University of Western

Ontario. "To some extent, there is a lot of misinformation — even a mor-

bid fear— about the law in this area."

Professor Solomon is a member of the ARF committee that formulated a

model school policy to curb alcohol and drug problems among students.

Fie co-authored two appendices to the guide which explain the legal rights,

powers, and obligations of educators and summarize Canadian alcohol and

drug laws.

School boards face thorny decisions on the issue of student drug use.

Does a school have the right, for example, to search a student's locker for

drugs or alcohol? What kind of action can a principal take when a student

arrives on school grounds drunk?

The new ARF document clarifies the legal position of educators when

such cases arise. School boards will discover that the law is often squarely

on their side.

Mr Solomon: "According to the Trespass Act under Canada's Criminal

Code, the school board owns the school property. Therefore, the board has

the authority to say students cannot bring alcohol nr drugs onto school

grounds."

Other legal points raised in the ARF guide may
surprise some educators. If is a federal criminal

offence, for example, for a person less than 16

years old to smoke in public.

"The bottom line," says Mr Solomon, "is that

the law is not an obstacle for school boards

which want to implement alcohol or drug poli-

cies. It provides them with more ammunition

than they will ever need." Solomon: bottom line

I
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Building bridges to reduce drug use
'We have to change the

climate in our society so

that alcohol and drug use

are not seen as a way of
escape/

Schankula

TORONTO — Partnerships be-

tween community organizations

and the Addiction Research

Foundation (ARF) are expected

to strengthen with the an-

nouncement of a new staff ap-

pointment at ARF.

In September, Joan Marsh-

man, PhD, president of ARF, ap-

pointed Henry Schankula to the

newly created post of director of

Inter-Organizational Affairs. The
position underscores the foun-

dation's commitment to closer

community ties.

Mr Schankula, a 25-year vet-

eran of ARF, will be responsible

for developing and enhancing

ARF's links with provincial, ter-

ritorial and governmental orga-

nizations. In particular, he is

spearheading ARF's contribu-

tions to the National Drug Strat-

egy (Ontario Report, Septem-

ber).

Mr Schankula is clear-eyed

about his goals in this new posi-

tion at ARF. "We want to build

excellent relationships with oth-

er organizations," he says. "It

was evident to us that we
needed to work on improving

our partnerships. We are recog-

nizing now that we work syner-

gistically, and that we have the

same objective — to reduce the

hazardous consequences of al-

cohol and drug use in Ontario."

ARF's bridge-building holds

enormous potential, says Mr
Schankula. "It produces a cost-

effective network that can signif-

icantly reduce or eliminate alco-

hol and drug abuse in Ontario.

Private-sector organizations, for

example, are a lever for change.

They can influence environ-

mental and social areas and act

as advocates. They have access

to political bodies.

Some of the community orga-

nizations Mr Schankula is in-

volved with on ARF's behalf are

the Drug Education Coordinat-

ing Council (DECC), the Ontario

chapter of People to Reduce Im-

paired Driving Everywhere
(PRIDE), and the Parent-Teacher

Association. For example, ARF
helped present a Toronto con-

ference on drug abuse last

month with the DECC.

The Choice Is Yours
This 29-minute video is for use

with students in Grades 8, 9,

and 10, and includes segments

on cocaine and crack, cannabis,

solvent abuse, and alcohol. Pro-

duced by the ARF in cooper-

ation with the (Ontario Associa-

tion of Chiefs of Police, The

Cho/ce is Yours will be used by

the police in c lassrooms across

(Ontaritj. Following this initial

use, the video will be made
available to Ontario [)urchasers.

Currently, it is available in both

French and English to purchas-

ers cjutside Ontario.

For more information: Market-

ing Services, DepI OR, Addic-

tion Rc-sc'arc 1) lounclalion, 'H

Assessment Training hegin

nin); November, the Kite henei

ARI ( l•nl^e is ollerm); a piogiam
ol on site, prac lie e liaming, loi

new assessmeni workers. I he

program will help new workc'is
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call collect (416) 595-6059.

$1 50 outside Ontario.

Inhalant Abuse
Developed for teachers, parents,

and health professionals, this

26-minute video documentary
describes the issues of solvent

and inhalant abuse (sniffing

glue, gasoline, etc) and provides

recent information on the health

hazards. ARF scientist Luis For-

nazzari outlines permament
brain damage caused by inha-

lant abuse. Produced by the ARF
and the National Native Alcohol

and Drug Abuse Program.

Order from Marketing Services,

Dept OR, Addiction Research

Foundation, 33 Russell St, To-

ronto, M5S 2S1. Call collect

(416) 595-6059. $75 in Canada,

$150 elsewhere.

Cannabis and You
Facts and misconceptions about

cannabis are dealt with in this

12-minute video aimed at stu-

dents in Grades 8, 9, and 10.

Students interviewed express

concerns about peer pressure to

try cannabis. The video encour-

ages positive attitudes to help

young people avoid cannabis

use. Available in French and En-

glish.

Order from Marketing Services,

Dept OR, Addiction Research

FoLindation, .13 Russell St, To-

ARF's Ken White: in the studio (416) 595-6059. $95.
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A recent project with the On-
tario Association of Chiefs of Po-

lice offers another illustration of

Mr Schankula's outreach efforts.

Later this fall, the association

will launch a new educational

program police officers can take

into classrooms across the prov-

ince. Accompanied by a video

and back-up resources, the pro-

gram teaches the consequences

of alcohol and other drug use to

Grade 7 and 8 students. The
project is a joint collaborative

effort for the association and

ARF.

The National Drug Strategy

(NDS), a five-year federal plan

to help curb, drug abuse in Can-

ada, is the focus of much of Mr
Schankula's liaison activities. In

his role in Action on Drug
Abuse, a component of the

NDS, he is chairperson of the

national working group on com-
munity action funding pro-

grams. The committee is assist-

ing Ontario groups seeking gov-

ernment funding for program

development.

Mr Schankula also chaired

the National Forum in Winnipeg
(see page 2), a conference orga-

nized to explore the National

Drug Strategy in depth.

His 25 years of experience at

ARF are likely to serve Mr
Schankula well in his new'est

role. Formerly director of Educa-

tion Resources, he had also held

the post of director of adminis-

tration as well as other adminis-

trative positions.

"He has a good working
knowledge, not only of the

foundation, but also of the field

throughout Ontario, Canada,
and also internationally," says

Dr Marshman.
"For some time now, he has

been a very energetic and effec-

tive contributor to other addic-

tion-related organizations in the

province, particularly in those

emphasizing prevention pro-

gramming."
Mr Schankula w'elcomes the

opportunity to extend his exper-

tise. "I'm comfortable with the

issues. I know what questions to

ask. I'll be able to help organiza-

tions by utilizing what I've seen,

what I know, and what I can
do."

He believes the current col-

laborative emphasis at ARF is in

line with society's new' ap-

proach to alcohol and drug use.

"It's an age of partnerships," he

observes. "We have to w'ork to-

gether in order to be cost-effec-

tive."

Intensive work lies ahead for

these networks, Mr Schankula

believes. "We have to change
the climate in our society so that

alcohol and drug use are not

seen as w'ays of escape. It will

be a long-range effort and our

effectiveness will Lie measured
by how' much these problems

are reduced."
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EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE

Drug screening: misplaced crusade?

Workplace drug testing: corporate responsibility or invasion of privacy?

By Karin Maltby

SEATTLE — Random urine

screening to detect employees us-

ing drugs is a misplaced “cru-

sade” that does not prove impair-

ment and invades the privacy of

responsible citizens.

Elaine Kaplan, a Washington,

DC, lawyer who is challenging

United States President Ronald

Reagan’s drug-testing program for

federal employees, says scepti-

cism is but one necessary defence

against mass screening.

But, Peter Bensinger, a former

chief of the US Drug Enforcement
Administration, maintains the

tests are necessary for public safe-

ty, as a deterrent against drug
abuse, and as a treatment and re-

habilitation tool.

Nonetheless, Mr Bensinger,

president of Bensinger, DuPont
and Associates, who provide drug

policy and testing consulting serv-

ices. acknowledges screening is

not a substitute for a corporate

drug policy. Furthermore, the

tests must be witnessed to avoid

adulteration of specimens and be

verified by technology such as

mass spectrometry and/or gas
chromatography ( The Journal,

May )

.

Ms Kaplan and Mr Bensinger de-

bated drug testing in the work-
place at the North American Con-

gress on Employee Assistance

Programs (EAPs) here.

Mr Bensinger: “Drug testing is

one tool that needs to be added to

implementation of education, su-

pervisory training, employee as-

sistance, and treatment. It’s a de-

terrent. Its value is not who you

can catch, but to reduce the likeli-

hood of people using drugs on the

job.

“I think you can establish com-
pelling reasons to do random test-

ing .... It doesn’t document im-

pairment (but) will show the pres-

ence of an illegal or prohibited sub-

stance, or a prescription sub-

stance, in somebody’s body fluid.

If a company takes the position

they don’t want somebody to work

Kaplan: skepticism

with those potential risks in the

person’s system, the test is valu-

able.”

Mr Bensinger says that in the in-

terests of other employees, of

tested employees, and of the gener-

al public, a company has a “signif-

icant responsiblity” to intervene

against “the potential threats of a

drug abuser.”

Ms Kaplan emphasized urine

tests only indicate the presence of

a drug in a person’s system. She

sees no reason for testing under
any circumstances, except for peo-

ple in positions where public safety

is at risk and only then if there is

reasonable suspicion of impair-

ment.

“Keep in perspective the num-

Bensinger: potential

ber of employees who have no drug
problem: people who are not in

safety-sensitive positions, who are

being asked to reveal personal in-

formation, consent to an embar-
rassing procedure, (inaccurate re-

sults!. and possibly losing their

jobs in the name of a crusade

against illegal drugs that ignores

the abuse of prescription drugs.

"Think sceptically, and think

about whether you really need this

at your workplace. Is there that

kind of a problem there and is

there an alternative?”

In another presentation. David
Smith, MD, founder and medical
director of the Haight-Ashbury
Free Medical Clinics, San Francis-

co, California, said mass screening

is not a panacea for drug abuse.

“If you try to solve your compa-
ny’s drug problem by spending bil-

lions of dollars urine screening

millions of people, forgetting about

education, prevention, and treat-

ment, it’s going to make a lot of

companies rich.

“But, it’s not going to have a sig-

nificant, major impact on the drug
abuse situation.”

Dr Smith, also medical director

of Merritt Peralta Institute Chemi-
cal Dependency Recovery Hospi-

tal, said it is clear the answer to

addiction is not going to be found in

laboratories. Although technology

can be of great benefit to under-

standing addictive disease, in

terms of new pharmacologic ad-

juncts to treatment, for example, it

must be put into an appropriate

context.

Smith: no panacea

AIDS info

needed
at work

SEATTLE — Fear of AIDS in the

workplace can only be addressed

after employee assistance pro-

gram (EAP) counsellors confront

their own personal anxieties about

the disease.

This process is vital for counsel-

lors. Many people with AIDS are in

the workforce, and organizations

must take responsibility for hand-

ling the impact of the disease on

both patients and their co-workers

to ensure organizational stability,

employee well-being and safety,

and compliance with the law.

Alan Emery, PhD, told delegates

here at the North American Con-

gress on EAPs: “You can't talk

about AIDS (to employees) unless

you can talk about sex, drugs, and
homosexuality ... not to change
your moral values, but to be clear

on what they are and what
relationship they have to this is-

sue.”

How AIDS is and is not trans-

mitted is the most important mes-
sage EAPs can convey in the work-

place, he said.

“It’s legitimate to say you can’t

get AIDS at work unless you’re

doing something you’re not being

paid to do,” said Dr Emery, an

AIDS consultant to many United

States corporations and principal

author of AIDS in the Workplace:

An Educational Guide for Manag-
ers.

And, top management must be

behind the message that AIDS pa-

tients have the right to continue to

work if they choose to do so.

EAP staff and senior managers
must expect fear of AIDS from co-

workers and “address it in ad-

vance of it occurring to stop dis-

ruption.’' Employees at all levels

need basic but comprehensive in-

formation to work through their

concerns.

Dr Emery: “You have to provide

the specific information about how
(AIDS) is contracted and how it's

not and about the dangers implicit

in certain workplace settings."
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PIONEERS

Addiction: fighting a joint enemy

Soviet/US drug efforts lauded
WASHINGTON — Mikhail Gorba-

chev will be the first Soviet recipi-

ent of a Pioneer of the Year Award
to honor his efforts to create an

“alcohol-free” country.

The award, sponsored by the So-

viet-United States Joint Confer-

ence on Alcoholism and Drug Ad-

diction, will be presented in Mos-

cow on November 7, the Soviet na-

tional holiday.

Also named Pioneers of the

Year, on July 4, were US recipients

Betty Ford and Long Island philan-

thropist R. Brinkley Smithers.

Mrs Ford, wife of former US
president Gerald Ford, is presi-

dent of the Betty Ford alcoholism

centre in Rancho Mirage, Califor-

nia.

Mr Smithers is president of the

Christopher D. Smithers Founda-
tion and president emeritus of the

US National Council on Alcohol-

ism. He has devoted four decades

and tens of millions of dollars to

fight alcoholism, including dona-

tions to the Switzerland-based In-

ternational Council on Alcohol and
Addictions.

J.W. Canty, founder and chair-

man of the Joint Conference, a non-

profit, non-political organization,

said the awards and a summer stu-

dy visit to the US by four Soviet ad-

dictions specialists, are aimed at

helping the two countries “swap
treatment methods to save lives

and fight our joint enemy of alco-

holism and addiction.”

Mr Canty, an Episcopalian min-
ister, founded the conference in

Moscow in 1986 with Soviet vice-

chairman Nickolay Tchernykh,
who heads the All-Union Volunteer

Temperance Promotion Society. Ford: US recipient Gorbachev: alcohol-free

US begins drug testing federal workers
WASHINGTON — Employees in

four agencies under the United

States Department of Justice will

soon be subject to random urine

drug-screening.

Who will be tested will be decid-

ed by chiefs of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation, Drug Enforce-

ment Administration, Immigra-
tion and Naturalization Service,

and Bureau of Prisons.

Employees will be tested for am-

phetamines, cocaine, marijuana,

opiates, and phencyclidine (PCP).

Most of those tested will be in po-

sitions considered sensitive.

Glib preventionism
Don’t get me wrong, I’m all in favor of

‘prevention.’

Like everyone else, I want to prevent

AIDS and acid rain, overpopulation and

ozone layer depletion, alcohol and other

drug abuse, starvation and thermonu-

clear war. But I sometimes get annoyed

at “glib preventionism.”

There is a glib preventionist at just

about every public forum these days. Af-

ter the subject matter ( overcrowded hos-

pitals, youth and drugs, illiteracy, you

name it) has been thoroughly hashed-over

by the principals on the podium, the glib

preventer rises to announce that (a) the

answer is simple, and (b) it lies in pre-

venting the problem in the first place.

(Cheers, applause).

At this point, the moderator points out

that it is questions not statements that are

being solicited from the floor; does the

glib preventer have a question? Of course

he does, you bet he does. Why have the au-

thorities been so stupid as to ignore pre-

vention in the past? ( More cheers and ap-

plau.se.

)

The glib preventer sits down feeling de-

lightfully superior and enjoys the specta-

cle of the people on the podium struggling

to get onside by professing their own un-

dying admiration for prevention as well.

1 wish preventers were a little less glib

and a littie more honest, a little more will-

ing to admit that if prevention programs

are going to have any real effect, they are

going to require fundamental changes in

the way we do things, not incremental

changes.

For instance, the glib preventers would

have us believe that if we would only fund

enough alternative community clinics

staffed with public health nurses, nutri-

tionists, lifestyle counsellors, and what
have you, then so-called lifestyle-asso-

ciated diseases would be a thing of the

past. Bye-bye heart disease, bye-bye liver

disease, bye-bye pulmonary problems.

Would that it were so.

The facts of the matter are that when
John Q. Typical-citizen is suffering from a

hangover and a bad case of tobacco-in-

duced bronchitis, he doesn’t want some
sanctimonious Samaritan lecturing him
about the deleterious effects of his junk-

food diet and his self-destructive habits:

he wants to see the Doc, get the Shot, and

get the hell out of there. So he goes to the

emergency room. He is not going to go

down the hard path of Prevention as long

as he can waltz down the street of Easy
Cure.

That being the case, the only way you

are going to influence his behavior — and

hence his morbidity from behavior-re-

lated diseases — is to limit the available

paths: that is, force him down the preven-

tion path again and again for as long as it

takes. Because, in the real world, an

ounce of prevention isn’t worth a pound of

cure: you need to hit people over the head
with a kilogram of prevention just to get

their attention.

That's something the glib preventers

tend to ignore. Just as they tend to ignore

the fact that we could not develop truly ef-

fective prevention-oriented health-care

institutions without structural changes in

our health-care delivery system —
changes so radical and so fundamental it

is unlikely they would be politically palat-

able. For instance, if you’re going to

make prevention the main path, you have

to close up the easy streets. At some point,

you are going to have to tell people who
persist in smoking that the state is not

going to fund their heart by-pass opera-

tion when the time comes; and, you’re

going to have to tell the obese that they

cannot get disability pensions as a reward

for eating themselves immobile. And so

on, and so forth.

Consider, for instance, the problem of

the young drug user/abuser. It has been

suggested that a teenager who is likely to

develop a problem with drugs already

has: (a) a parent with an alcohol or drug

problem, (b) behavioral problems, (c)

family contlicts. (di low self-esteem, and

(ei a record of poor school performance.

If we are going to prevent drug abuse,

then we have to prevent these things.

In practice, you cannot do that through

the school system [where you could the-

oretically affect (d), (e), and possibly

( b ) ] ,
and you cannot do that through com-

munity clinics [where you could theoreti-

cally affect ( a )

,

(

c

I . and possibly ( b ) ]

.

In practice, if you hope to affect the in-

cidence of teenage drug abuse you have to

look at structural changes in our society;

changes of such a radical nature they

would be unacceptable to the vast majori-

ty of citizens. Change number one; a per-

son with an alcohol or drug problem wall

not be permitted to become a parent.

Change number two : married people w'ho

cannot demonstrate harmony and a lack

of family conflict will not be permitted to

become parents. And so on.

If we really want to make prevention

more than a handy-dandy, all-purpose

platitude, we are going to have to deal

with issues such as these.

Needless to say, it isn’t going to be as

easy as the glib preventers would have us

believe.

By

Wayne

Howell
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Extradition treaty vital tool

in fighting cocaine criminals
By Thomas Land

GENEVA — Drug enforcement of-

ficials from the United States and

Colombia are involved in a high-

level, diplomatic initiative aimed

at restoring a recently suspended

extradition treaty between the two

countries.

The initiative is followed with

great interest by many countries

experiencing an upsurge in co-

caine abuse. The treaty, which was
recently declared unconstitutional

and therefore invalid by the Co-

lombian Supreme Court, is widely

considered an essential legal

weapon in the global war against

the drug syndicates.

Colombia is one of the principal

sources of cocaine flooding the

black markets of North America
and Western Europe.

The suspension of the treaty

“represents a victory for the Co-

lombian drug bosses in their

continuing intimidation of legal

and political figures at the highest

levels," comments a diplomatic

observer here. "It also illustrates

the difficulties faced by both the

Colombian and US officials in their

fight against the drug trade."

The legality of the treaty was

Britain saying no go to ads
urging drivers to ‘Stay low’

challenged on the grounds it was
originally signed in 1980 not by the

Colombian president — who was
out of the country at that time —
but by his deputy. To resolve the is-

sue. President Birgilio Barco has
signed the treaty again.

However, the court upheld the

complaint, and the treaty provi-

sions must now be approved by the

Colombian Congress, where their

passage may be blocked.

But, the treaty is vital, says a

diplomatic report. Reprisals in the

form of violent intimidation and
the assassinations of key legal and
political figures have marked at-

tempts by Colombian authorities to

deal with the issue.

In fact, the assassination of Jus-

tice Minister Rodrigo Lara in 1984

prompted the Colombian govern-
ment to apply the treaty terms
more vigorously. The first Colom-
bians were extradited for trial in

the US in January. 1985, under an
order signed by Enrique Parejo
Gonzalez, the next justice minister
— who eventually survived an as-

sassination attempt while serving

as his country's ambassador to

Hungary ( The Journal, April )

.

The treaty proved useful in at-

tacking the drug trade at its roots.

Its effectiveness is assessed in

terms of an offer made by Colom-
bia’s drug bosses in November,
1985, to repay the national debt of

$13 billion in exchange for a revi-

sion of the treaty, as well as some
related concessions.

Mr Parejo refused the offer. He
told The Journal earlier this year:

“There is not any possibility the

government of Colombia can talk

with narcotic drug traffickers.

When I was minister of Justice, the

government received a paper

where the narco-traffickers said

more or less the same thing."

Parejo: refusing the offer

A prominent newspaper and a

political party have been estab-

lished solely to fight the treaty. At-

tempts have been made to play on
nationalist sentiments by describ-

ing the crime-fighting measure as
an instrument providing for for-

eign interference in Colombian in-

ternal affairs.

LONDON — Britain is scrapping

its drinking/driving advertising

campaign and will use the money,

about £10 million (Cdn $23 million)

annually, on other measures more
likely to save lives.

The move to end the decade-old

ad campaign followed a report

from the Department of Transport

saying there is no proven link be-

tween the campaign and saving

lives. The now-familiar slogans:

"Think before you drink before you

drive” and “Stay low” have failed

to deter the hardened drunk-driv-

ing offenders, the report says.

OrYDU MIGHT LIVE TO REGRET IT

The government has adopted the

report’s strategy. Transport Secre-

tary Paul Channon said: "The im-

mediate priority is to shift re-

sources to actions which will save

lives.”

Safer roads and safer drivers

will be the thrust. Transport offi-

cials believe one casualty a year

can be saved for every £10,000

spent on road improvements. The
same amount spent on advertising

produces no measurable results.

New publicity efforts will aim at

promoting editorial coverage of

safety in newspapers and mag-
azines.

Reaction to the announcement
has been mixed. A spokesman for

Alcohol Concern told the London
Sunday Times the group was
against the phasing out of the ads.

“Publicity for drinking/driving is

essential to educate the public,” he

said.

Medical campaigners, however,

have welcomed the move. James
Dunbar, MD, told Doctor efforts

would be better spent on more ran-

dom breath-testing and lifetime li-

cence suspension for repeat offend-

ers.

Students use fewer drugs,

Australian research shows
ROZELLE. Australia — High
school students are using fewer
drugs — both licit and illicit — say
researchers for the New South
Wales Drug and Alcohol Authority.

"Large and significant” de-

creases were reported for use of li-

cit drugs (alcohol, tobacco, anal-

gesics, solvents, and aerosols) by
the 6,168 students surveyed. Small-
er. but still significant, declines

were reported for opioids, stimu-

lants. and illicit sedatives.

Marijuana was the only drug
that did not show a significant de-

cline, although there was a minor
decrease, reports Connexions, pub-

Ad in ‘bad taste’
running anyway
AUCKLAND, NZ — A drink-in-

moderation advertisement show-
ing young drinkers at a urinal is

appearing on New Zealand tele-

vision after being initially reject-

ed.

The state-owned NZ television

service had refused to show the ad
because it was considered to be in

bad taste.

The 30-second commercial, pro-

duced by the government-appoint-
ed Alcoholic Liquor Advisory

Council, shows young men lament-
ing the money they had spent and
the things they had missed out on
in life through drinking.

lished by the authority.

Highlights of the survey include

:

• Tobacco — declines were most
significant among female smok-
ers. Now, at most ages, the smok-
ing rates for both sexes are equiva-

lent.

• Alcohol — although significant

decreases were found in teen

drinking, authorities are still con-

cerned. Some 29% of 15 year olds

reported drinking five or more
drinks per occasion at least once in

the two weeks prior to the survey.

• Analgesics — between 1% and
2% of students report daily use of

analgesics.

• Marijuana — no major change
was reported, but use appears to

be “levelling off.” It remains the

most commonly used illicit drug,

with 45% of 16-year-old males and
30% of 16-year-old females report-

ing having ever used marijuana.
• Solvents — the levels of report-

ed use of solvents and aerosols

were about half the 1983 survey fig-

ures, both in terms of those using

and those who were experiment-
ing.

• Other illicit drugs — only a

small number of students report

using heroin, cocaine, ampheta-
mines, or illicit sedatives. But, up
to 7% of 15- to 16-year-old students

say they might try heroin if offered

it by a trusted friend; as many as
15% said they might try cocaine in

similar circumstances.
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REWARDING READING IN
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Through the fire
This is the end of the line, I thought, as I

looked out over the river at the blinking

night lights.

rd been walking around the block, over

and over again, because I was early. Td
also been walking because I was nervous

about the upcoming event and excited and

grateful I'd made it this far, safely, to the

end of a long journey.

I had come through a blur of train rides

and flights and a boat trip. I'd stayed in

half-a-dozen hotels, a farmhouse, a splen-

did home in a bustling Swiss city, at a

friend’s apartment: I’d voyaged thou-

sands of miles.

Like a kid again I was, a wanderer lost

in a confusion of times and days and sud-

den lonelinesses, followed by the euphoria

that comes from being stuffed with the

contentment of pure freedom.

And here I was now. The time had

come. I went upstairs in the church near

the river in Paris, and I was overcome as

I stepped inside.

The room was lovely, with windows
looking out over the loveliest of cities. It

was large and old with wooden
bookshelves hugging the walls, and my
first thought was: This feels like home.
What was loveliest of all, of course, was
the people sitting on the chairs — my
brothers and sisters.

I’d wanted, before I came on this jour-

ney, to be part of a meeting somewhere at

some time in Europe.

Sometimes, whenever I thought of AA
(Alcoholics Anonymous), I had wondered
about how its grand plan was being car-

ried out around the globe, in places I’d

never heard of, in languages too strange

for my leaden mind to get a handle on.

The astounding fact of AA’s near-uni-

versality had been reassuring to me
somehow, when I planned the journey. I

had read with wonder of a small AA group
who’d gone to the Soviet Union, for the

first time, to talk in a Moscow hotel room
with Volodya, a 35-year-old alcoholic,

about how to take one day at a time.

It wasn’t that I was scared of the trip,

scared I would fall down again because all

the props of my life in Canada would be

gone: I know that a falling down can hap-
pen anywhere, any time. But still it was
good to know that even on faraway turf,

there’d be someone to talk to. And the
truth was that I had had a few scary mo-
ments anyhow ....

The meeting — it was for anglophones
— was called to order.

This chapter, I learned, had been going
on for decades in the City of Lights. One
woman, astoundingly beautiful, spoke of

her experiences to me. She was from the

United States, living in Paris for more
than three decades. She’d been coming to

this chapter meeting since the mid-1950s.

Another man, a Scot, had been coming for

11 years, I think he said.

But the chairman had just arrived a

week ago, and the rest of us came from
New York, from California, from all over
the map.
We shared no common history, except

for one major thing. Many of us would
never see each other again, after this

night.

Perhaps that explained the urgency:

- again
one young man walked out because of

what he thought was a stupid bit of time-

wasting protocol. He had come, he said

fiercely, to get help to stay sober; if he
couldn’t get it. he was going to go.

But that flurry ended quickly as others

stood up to speak of their despairs and
their triumphs, and I had never been to a
meeting like it. It was so naked, so pas-

sionate.

When the meeting ended and the people

left to get their suitcases and their travel

schedules, I walked around the block

again, for good luck, before I went back to

my hotel.

Tomorrow, I would be leaving to come
home, and I thanked God for bringing me
through the fire again.

Volodya and I— well, maybe we ’ll meet
one of these days, and we won’t need an
interpreter.

This column, exploring addictions from
the “'inside out,” is by a freelance. Ca-

nadian journalist.

CHARTER MEDICAL

DEPENDS ON THE JOURNAL

FOR MAKING
IMPORTANT NEW CONTACTS

‘^The Journal helps me contact many ofmy
prospective conference registrants that Ijust

don’t reach with any ofmy other promotions.”

Pat Fields

Charter Medical Corporation
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Charter Medical has built up extensive contacts with professionals in addictions-related fields.

With more than 80 hospitals nationwide and abroad, Charter Medical frequently participates in

exhibitions attended by addictions professionals. And the company sponsors SECAD Atlanta and

SECAD West conferences each year.

All of these activities mean that Charter Medical must be in constant touch with the alcohol and

drug abu.se treatment community.

Even so, Pat Fields, conference administrator for Charter Medical, gives credit to The Journal for

making important new contacts for her.

“My target market is the broad range of professionals who work in addictions-related fields —
liAPs, counsellors, treatment staff, nurses, doctors So, The Jourmil' .s broad circulation suits me
perfectly.

“But, equally important, the publication’s depth of coverage of its markets is vital to me. It means

that my advertising in The Journal reaches people I just would not otherwise get through to— even

with the major direct mail promotions I do.”

Every month. The Journal can help you to contact over 2{),(XX) of the professionals who work in

addiclion.s-rclated fields: counsellors and treatment .staff; .social workers; mental health workers;

doctors, nunses and pharmacists; EAP staff, personnel officers and occupational healtli nurses in business

and industry; directors of health boards, health care services, hospitals and institutes; legislators, judges

and policy makers; police, pamie and probation officers and staff in correctional institutes; teachers; the

media and the professional staff of ARI* itself.

Like (’barter Medical, you too will find new customers amongst our readers.

l or infonnation on how you can u.se The Journal to enhance your direct mail and other promotion

pmgrams call us today.

I'or (ulvcrti\in}{ details just contact:

Heather Uiloiule

The Journal

Addiction Research l-'oiindation

33 Russell .Street

Toronto, (’anada M.SS 2.S I

or phone (-f lb) y)5-bl23
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ple in institutions and organiza-

tions who hire personnel.

You can tell these people about

your skills and qualifications

in addictions-related work and
about the sort of job you are

seeking.

And, you can do this with the

complete confidentiality pro-

vided by our Box Number serv-

ice.
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dividuals like you can advertise

in the Careers section, please
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Heather Lalonde
Sales Representative
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CUMCAL & RESEARCH PERSPFCTIVES

PROVIDING

o^^coholics

DAVID C. LEWIS, M.D.

CAROL N. WILLIAMS, Ph.D

. . . edited by David C. Lewis and

Carol N. Williams

Issues surrounding children of al-

coholics have recently received

considerable attention. Treatment

and prevention programs are now
beginning to address the needs of

this special population. This is a

timely book, taking clinical and re-

search approaches to the problem.

This collection of papers rep-

resents diverse viewpoints. The

multidisciplinary treatment of the

topic covers; social and cultural

factors in families with alcohol-re-

lated problems; child development

and alcoholism; fetal alcohol syn-

drome; familial patterns of alco-

holism : children of alcoholic fami-

lies; clinical interventions; and,

public policy issues.

A monograph is included from

the Center of Alcohol Studies,

Brown University, Providence,

Rhode Island.

Health Communications. Pompano
Beach. Florida. 112p. ISBN 0-

932194-34-6.

. . . edited by David Allen

This book is based on the proceed-

ings of the 1st International Co-

caine Symposium, November,
1985, in the Bahamas and co-spon-

sored by the United States embas-

The Journal

It lets you reach and talk to more
than 20,000 professionals who
work in addictions fields in

Canada.
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Heather Lalonde, Sales Represen-
tative: (41 6) 595-6123
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sy and the Bahamian government.

The goal of the conference was to

share experiences and knowledge

to improve the management and
treatment of cocaine addicts.

Experts from South America,

the Caribbean, and the US pre-

sented different aspects of the

problem found in their countries.

The book begins with a general

introduction of the problem and

overview of major issues. The sec-

tion on US experiences focuses on

those problems associated with a

large, consumer society. The Ca-

ribbean countries, as trans-ship-

ment centres between South and
North America, also have prob-

lems. The South American pre-

senters, as representatives of pro-

ducer-countries, focus on experi-

ences with coca-paste addiction.

The book concludes with a socio-

ethical perspective of the problem.

Plenum Publishing, New York. NY
1987. 235p. $49.50. ISBN 0-306-42482-

7
_

Books Received

The Success Syndrome: Hitting

Bottom When You Reach the Top
— Steven Berglas. Plenum Press,

New York, 1980. 289p. $18.95. ISBN
0-306-42349-9.

Living Hungry in America — by J.

Larry Brown and H.F. Pizer. Mac-
Millan Publishing Companv, New
York. 1987. 212p. $18.95. ISBN 0-02-

517290-5.

*Margy Chan is manager of the

Addiction Research Foundation's
library, the leading library in the

field worldwide. A graduate of the

University ofHong Kong, she holds

a master’s in library science from
the University of Toronto.

DISTANCE EDUCATION

Home study addictions courses now
available to everyone
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Participants in the School for Addiction

Studies’ distance education courses will

receive a set of reference materials plus

weekly units to guide them through the

readings and assignments. A tutor will

provide assistance and regular feedback.

These courses will be of interest to

professionals in the alcohol and drug

related fields and to concerned members

of the general public. Choose the course

which best meets your requirements.

Register now for Winter 1988

PHARMACOLOGY
AND DRUG ABUSE

January 20 to April 20, 1988

This course focuses on the

pharmacology of psychoactive drugs.

The curriculum covers;

• BASIC PHARMACOLOGY

• PRESCRIPTION DRUGS

• LEGAL DRUGS

• ILLICIT DRUGS

Registration Fee:
Ontario residents $250.00
Non-Ontario residents $425.00

FUNDAMENTAL
CONCEPTS

January 26 to April 19, 1988

This course features audiotapes of

lectures and interviews with prominent

authorities in the field. Topics include:

• PHARMACOLOGY
• THEORIES OF ADDICTION
• CONSEQUENCES OF ABUSE
• DRINKING AND DRIVING
• HEALTH PROMOTION
• TREATMENT
• FAMILY ISSUES

Registration Fee:
Ontario residents $325.00
Non-Ontario residents $500.00

For more information and

registration forms, contact:
Addiction Research Foundation

School for Addiction Studies

8 May Street

Toronto, Canada M4W2Y1 Tcl; (416) 964-9311

An agency of the Province of Ontario
y
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r ON SCREEN

The following selected evaluations of audio-visual materials have been made
by the Audio-Visual Assessment Group of the Addiction Research Founda-
tion in Ontario. The ratings are based on a six-point scale. Projections are

available in both video and 16mm film unless otherwise specified. For fur-

ther information, contact Margaret Sheppard at ( 416 ) 595-6000, ext 7384.

Just Another
Friday Night

Number: 808.

Subject heading: Impaired driv-

ing; trigger film.

Time: 15 min.

Synopsis: John, an 18 year old, is

er^ sitting in a courtroom as his law-

yer and the prosecution present

final arguments and sentencing

recommendations to the judge.

John’s lawyer asks for leniency in

the form of a drinking-driving

course; the prosecutor asks for a

lengthy jail sentence. While the

judge considers the case, events

leading up to the accident are re-

enacted. John left work, bought

beer, and went to pick up friends.

They piled into John’s truck head-

ing for a party. Everyone was
drinking and urging John to drive

faster. John lost control of the

truck, and eight friends were
killed. Back in court, the judge de-

mands that John tell him what
judgment should be rendered.

General evaluation: Good to very

good (4.5). This contemporary,

well-produced film could lead to

good discussion about culpability

for accidents and everyone’s re-

sponsibility for the prevention of

drinking and driving. Allowing the

audience to decide the sentence is

an excellent way to spark dis-

cussion. General broadcast is rec-

ommended.
Recommended use: With a re-

source person, this film would ben-

efit general audiences, especially

those 12 to 18 years of age.

Inside EAP
Number: 811.

Subject heading: Employee assis-

tance programs ( EAPs )

.

Time: 18 min.

NOW AVAILABLE IN ENGLISH-HANS MAIER’S

CLASSIC BOOK ON COCAINE DEPENDENCE

“Der Kokainismus, by Hans Meier, published in 1926,

is still the best book to consult with regard to the

history and development of cocaine dependence.”

B. Holmstedt and A. Fredga, 1981

Translated, edited, and with a new introduction by

ORIANA JOSSEAU KALANT

In the late 1970s cocaine use in North Amer-

ica began attracting the attention of the press and
health officials, and serious adverse effects were
being reported; it was assumed very little was
known about this "new" drug.

Although sound and detailed clinical observa-

tions of heavy cocaine use had been published

many decades earlier in German, French, and
Italian, they were not readily accessible to read-

ers on this side of the Atlantic.

Maier's monograph, perhaps the best from

that earlier period, will be of immediate value to

researchers and clinicians who are working on

this problem.

Paperbound, 320 pages, illustrated. $25.00

Orderfrom:

Marketing Services, Dept. KJ

Addiction Research Foundation

33 Russell Street

Toronto, Canada MSS 2St

ii'lephone (HO) 50,5 ArJ5rt

Synopsis: A woman is having trou-

ble on the job; she is often late or

absent. Her husband, who works in

the same hospital, is also having
trouble. The woman realizes she

needs to do something and goes to

the hospital EAP counsellor. Her
husband has an alcohol problem,

but she needs help just as much as

he does. Hospital staff role-play

different scenarios that could lead

to EAP referrals. Both husband
and wife get help and return to

work.
General evaluation: Good (4.0).

This film shows many good aspects

of the use of EAPs
; however, there

appears to be a breach of confiden-

tiality by an EAP worker in the

film.

Recommended use: With a re-

source person, this film would be of

benefit in supervisor training.

Don’t Drive
Drunk

Number: 809.

Subject heading: Impaired driv-

ing; rock video.

Time: 5 min.

Synopsis: Stevie Wonder performs

a song about not driving drunk.

Mark goes into the nightclub and
drinks heavily; when he decides to

drive home, his friends try to dis-

suade him. Mr Wonder comes out

of the club and tells Mark to give

the car keys to his friends.

General evaluation: Good to very

good (4.5). This is a good trigger

film which could spark discussion

on ways to deal with drinking driv-

The Journal
is indexed in

The Canadian
Periodical Index

CFi
Subscribe to

Film Reviews

Eliminate costly pre-

viewfees. Know what
films to borrow or buy
without pre-screening.

Projection is mailed ten

times a year by the

ARE Audio visual As-

sessment Croup. About

50films a year are as

scssedfor scientific

accuracy, interest, pro

duction value, age
level, and suilabilily.

Ono-yoar subscription $16.

5 binders of 741 reviews

since 1971 $21

1

.

Empty Binders $7.
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Marketing Sorvicaa

Addiction Reaaarch Foundation
33 Ruaaell Stroot

Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1

ers. General broadcast is recom-
mended.
Recommended use: With a re-

source person, this video would
benefit those 12 to 18 years of age.

Cocaine and
the Brain

Number: 812.

Subject heading: Cocaine.

Time: 30 min.

Synopsis: After several years of

treating cocaine abusers and to im-
prove treatment, a therapy centre

interviews patients and develops a

“biological” theory to explain the

‘out of control’ feeling commonly
expressed by cocaine-using pa-

tients. Understanding the specific

stages of cocaine addiction and the

accompanying neurophysiological

processes aids understanding of

patients and their effective treat-

ment.

General evaluation: Poor (2.4).

This lecture is boring and repeti-

tive. It is also difficult to see the

visuals.

Recommended use: With an ex-

pert resource person, this film

could be used by health profession-

als.

Recovery from
Cocaine Addiction

Nurnber: 813.

Subject heading: Cocaine; treat-

ment/rehabilitation.

Time: 30 min.

Synopsis: Early treatment of co-

caine users relied on medication,

but a study shows the majority re-

lapse. It is important to under-

stand the brain chemistry to un-

derstand cocaine addiction and
thus know the best treatment

method. Many cocaine users also

use alcohol; this must be consid-

ered in treatment. The lecturer

outlines stages of recovery and
how to handle patients at each.

General evaluation: Poor (2.0).

This film is too long and boring.

Recommended use: With a re-

source person, this film could be

used with health professionals.

Just a

Little Problem

Number: 810.

Subject heading: Employee assis-

tance programs ( EAPs ).

Time: 8 min.

Synopsis: In this animated film,

everything goes along fine for Joe
until, one day. he feels a little

"nudge." This little nudge goes ev-

erywhere with him and occupies
his thoughts. He doesn't want any-
one to know about the nudge and
spends more time trying to hide it

than doing his job. The nudge gets

bigger and bigger until one day Joe
realizes it's not going to go away on
its own ; he needs help. He goes to a

counsellor and, with others, dis-

cusses the problem, works at un-

derstanding it, and slowly the

nudge begins to shrink.

General evaluation: Fair (3.3).

This short film effectively and
briefly conveys the concept of

EAPs and could lead to discussion

about the need for one and the use
of a self-referral system.

Recommended use: With a re-

source person, this film could be
used with workers and manage-
ment to introduce the EAP con-

cept.

What Everyone
Should Know
About Alcohol

Number: 802.

Subject heading: .AlcohoTalcoho-

lism overview.

Time: 19 min.

Synopsis: The audience is asked a

series of questions about alcohol;

animated characters illustrate

each question, and people on the

street give answers. Three alcohol

experts explain the correct re-

sponses.

General evaluation: Good to very

good (4.6). The film is a light-

hearted way to give good informa-

tion that can be easily understood

by general audiences. Animation

sequences are especially well

done. The discussion of alcohol ef-

fects makes no distinction between

men and women, however, and
there is some confusion over the

definition of a standard drink. Gen-
eral broadcast is recommended.
Recommended use: With a re-

source person who could discuss

gender differences associated with

alcoliol, the film could benefit gen-

eral audiences.

The Alberta Alcohol and Drug Abuse Commission offers

a range of alcohol drug prevention and treatment materials

which focus on skill development to enhance healthy

functioning.

AADAC Resources Catalogue includes description of

materials for:

• Teens

• Parents

• Schools

• Educational Theatre

• Workplace

• Adolescent — Oriented

Prevention Programs

• Impaired Driving Programs

• Treatment Programs

Lifelines — Action Programs for Healthy Living - are a

series of comprehensive program packages which contain

all the resources required by the user to implement

addictions prevention or treatment programs.

To obtain an AADAC Resources Catalogue contact:

AADAC Production and Distribution

2nd Floor, 10909 Jasper Avenue

Edmonton, Allxirta T5J 3M9
(403)427-7319
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Coming Events
Coming Events is a free service. While all notices are considered, publication can-
not be guaranteed. Deadline is eight weeks in advance of publication. Contact:
The Journal, Coming Events, 33 Russell St, Toronto, Canada M5S 2S1.

Canada

Covenant House 2nd Symposium

on Street Youth — Nov 2-4, Toron-

to, Ontario. Information: Covenant

House Toronto, symposium office,

70 Gerrard St E, Toronto, ON MSB
1G6.

Children of Alcoholics: Turning

the Corner— Nov 5, Toronto, Onta-

rio. Information: School for Addic-

tion Studies, Addiction Research

Foundation, 8 May St, Toronto, ON
M4W2Y1.

Tomorrow’s Youth Today — Nov
11-13, Collingwood, Ontario. Infor-

mation: Lise Labrecque, confer-

ence coordinator, 74 Hurontario St,

Unit 1, Collingwood, ON L9Y 2L8.

Public Forum: Drug Use and AIDS
— Nov 12, Toronto, Ontario. Infor-

mation: Addiction Research Foun-

dation, 33 Russell St, Toronto, ON
M5S2S1.

Canadian Conference on AIDS Ed-

ucation— Nov 12-13, Cornwall, On-

tario. Information: John

Darbyshire, Eastern Ontario

Health Unit, 1000 Pitt St, Cornwall,

ON K6J 3S5.

Drug, Alcohol, and Stress Prob-

lems in the Health Professions —
Nov 13, Toronto, Ontario. Informa-

tion: Michel Chevalier, executive

director, Ontario Health Profes-

sionals Assistance Program Inc,

133 Richmond St W, Ste 501, Toron-

to, ON M5H2L3.

The Psychiatric Patient in Crisis:

Strategies for Intervention — Nov
19. Toronto. Ontario. Information:

Nancy Forbes, Education Serv-

ices, Queen Street Mental Health
Centre, 1001 Queen St. W, Toronto,

ON M6J 1H4.

Alcoholics Anonymous Workshop:
How to Use the Self-Help Process
— Nov 23-24, Toronto, Ontario. In-

formation: School for Addiction

Studies, Addiction Research Foun-
dation, 8 May St, Toronto, ON M4W
2Y1.

From Addiction to Addiction-Free

Lifestyle — Nov 27, Toronto, Onta-

rio. Information: Linda Sanders,

Humber Memorial Hospital alco-

hol unit, 200 Church St, Weston, ON
M9N 1N8.

Countermeasures 87— Dec 6-8, To-

ronto, Ontario. Information: Coun-
termeasures 87 conference, Drink-

ing/Driving Countermeasures of-

fice, Ministry of the Attorney-Gen-

eral, 10 King St E, 8th fl, Toronto
ON M5C 1C3.

Toe Alpha’s 31st Annual Christmas
Conference — Dec 27-30, Toronto,

Ontario. Information: Michelle

Amez and Michael DeGagne, Toe
Alpha/ Alcohol and Drug Concerns,
11 Progress Ave, Scarborough, ON
M1P4S7.

Pharmacology and Drug Abuse —
Jan-April, 1988, Toronto, Ontario.

Information: School for Addiction

Studies, Addiction Research Foun-
dation, 8 May St, Toronto, ON M4W
2Y1.

Fundamental Concepts Distance
Education Course — Jan 26-April

19, 1988, Toronto, Ontario. Infor-

mation : School for Addiction Stud-

ies, Addiction Research Founda-
tion, 8 May St, Toronto, ON M4W
2Y1.

Canadian Society of Hospital Phar-
macists, Professional Practice
Conference — Feb 1-5, 1988, Toron-
to, Ontario. Information: Barbara
Cole, 123 Edward St, Ste 603, To-
ronto, ON M5G 1E2.

Connections 88 — Feb 8-10, 1988,

Saskatoon, Saskachewan. Infor-

mation: Saskatchewan Health Re-
search Board, #5, 3002 Louise St,

Saskatoon, SK S7J 3L8.

41st Annual Meeting Ontario Psy-

chological Association — Feb 11-

13, 1988, Toronto, Ontario. Infor-

mation: Yonet Schroder, executive

assistant OPA, 730 Yonge St, Ste

221, Toronto, ON M4X 2B7.

Cocaine Abuse: Clinical Issues —
April 25-26, 1988, Toronto, Ontario.

Information: School for Addiction

Studies, Addiction Research Foun-
dation, 8 May St, Toronto, ON M4W
2Y1,

88th Annual Conference Canadian
Lung Association — June 2-5, 1988,

St John’s, Newfoundland. Informa-

tion: A. Les McDonald, director,

health education and program
services, Canadian Lung Associa-

tion, 75 Albert St, Ste 908, Ottawa,

Ontario KIP 5E7.

108th Annual Meeting Ontario

Medical Association — June 6-10,

Toronto, Ontario. Information:

Erna Walker or Heather L. Smith,

Ste 600, 250 Bloor St E, Toronto,

ON.

Institute on Addictions — Bridging

the Gaps: Law Enforcement, Com-
munities, Helping Agencies— July

3-6, 1988, Calgary, Alberta. Infor-

mation: Tom Wispinski, institute

chairman, Alberta Alcohol and
Drug Abuse Commission, 7th fl,

10909 Jasper Ave, Edmonton, AB
T5J 3M9.

United States

Florida Association of Alcoholism

and Drug Abuse Counsellors 1st

Statewide Conference — Nov 6-8,

West Palm Beach, Florida. Infor-

mation: FAADAC, president Lar-

ry Osmonson, c/o ANABASIS, 1045

S Briggs, Sarasota, FL 33577.

AIDS and Chemical Dependency:
Multidisciplinary Approaches —
Nov 7-8, San Francisco, California.

Information: Mim Landry, Haight-

Ashbury education group, 409

Clayton St, San Francisco, CA
94117.

Association for Medical Education
and Research in Substance Abuse
Annual Meeting — Nov 10-13,

Washington, DC. Information:
AMERSA conference coordinator.

Center for Alcohol and Addiction
Studies, Brown University, Box G,
Providence, Rhode Island 02912.

University of California, San Diego
(UCSD) Extension Program on Al-

cohol Issues — Nov 10-13, San Die-

go, California. Information: Tom
Colthurst, program on alcohol is-

sues, UCSD X-001, La Jolla, CA
92093.

2nd Western Regional Conference
— Nov 11-13, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia. Information: National As-
sociation of Student Assistance
Programs and Professionals, Box
3148, Oakton, Virginia 22124.

Association for the Advancement
of Behavior Therapy Annual Meet-
ing — Nov 12-15, Boston, Massa-
chusetts. Information: Mary Jane
Eimer, executive director, 15 W
36th St, New York, NY 10018.

Triple Threat: Alcohol, Other
Drugs, and Post Traumatic Stress

Disorder — Nov 13-14, La Jolla,

California. Information: Alcohol

and Other Drug Studies, Universi-

ty of California, San Diego X-001,

La Jolla, CA 92093.

Young Children of Alcoholics:

From Neglect to Discovery, Inter-

vention to Recovery — Nov 14,

Oakland, California. Information:

Stephanie Ross, Merritt Peralta

Institute, 435 Hawthorne Ave, Oak-
land, CA 94609.

Recovery Workshop for Adult Chil-

dren of Alcoholics and Other Adult

Children of Trauma— Nov 16, San-

ta Barbara, California. Informa-

tion: Herb Gravitz, 5266 Hollister

Ave, Ste 220, Santa Barbara, CA
93111.

Alcohol and Drug Abuse Preven-

tion Symposium: Create the Spirit

of Family— Nov 16-18, Anchorage,

Alaska. Information: Marcia
Michel, symposium coordinator.

Alaska Council on Prevention of

Alcohol and Drug Abuse, 7521 Old
Seward Hwy, Ste B, Anchorage,
AK 99518.

2nd Annual Southeastern US Re-
gional Conference on Adult Chil-

dren of Alcoholics — Nov 19-22, At-

lanta, Georgia. Information: US
Journal Training, 1721 Blount Rd,

Ste 1, Pompano Beach, Florida

33069.

Southeastern Conference on Alco-

hol and Drugs 1987 — Dec 2-6, At-

lanta, Georgia. Information: Char-

ter Medical Corporation, Addictive

Disease division. Box 209, Ste 701,

Macon, GA 31298.

Pacific Institute of Chemical De-
pendency— Jan 4-16, 1988, Honolu-

lu, Hawaii. Information: Joyce In-

gram-Chinn, Alcohol and Drug
Abuse branch, Box 3378, Honolulu,

HI 96801.

Treatment of Addictive Disorders:

14th Annual Advanced Internation-
al Winter Symposium — Jan 31-

Feb 5, 1988, Colorado Springs, Col-

orado. Information: Gary G. For-
rest, Psychotherapy Associates,

3208 N Academy Blvd, Ste 160, Col-

orado Springs, CO 80917.

9th Annual Training Institute on

Addictions — Feb 4-9, 1988, Clear-

water Beach, Florida. Informa-

tion: Institute for Integral Devel-

opment, Box 2172, Colorado

Springs, Colorado 80901.

2nd National Forum on AIDS and
Chemical Dependency — Feb 18-

20, 1988, Phoenix, Arizona. Infor-

mation: Conference information.

Box 81691, Atlanta, Georgia 30366.

American Orthopsychiatric Asso-

ciation (ORTHO): Adapting to So-

cial Change, Therapy, Technology,

and Services — March 27-31, 1988,

San Francisco, California. Infor-

mation: ORTHO, 19 W 44th St, Ste

1616, New York, NY 10036.

National Association of Student As-

sistance Programs and Profession-

als 3rd Annual Conference — May
1-4, 1988, Chicago, Illinois. Infor-

mation: US National Association

of Student Assistance Programs

and Professionals, Box 3148. Oak-
ton, Virginia 22124.

Abroad

6th World Conference on Smoking
and Health — Nov 9-12, Tokyo, Ja-

pan. Information: Japan Conven-
tion Services Inc, Nippon Press
Center Bldg, 2-2-1 Uchisaiwai-cho,

Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan.

Alcoholism and Other Dependen-
cies — Nov 22-25, Warsaw. Poland.

Information: C. Godwod-Sikorska,
Institute of Psychiatry and Neurol-

ogy, Sobieskiego 1-9, PL-02-957

Warsaw, Poland.

9th International Conference of

Non-Governmental Organizations

for the Prevention of Drug and
Substance Abuse — Nov 23-27,

Hong Kong. Information: Confer-

ence secretary, 9th NGO confer-

ence, c/o Hong Kong Council of So-

cial Service. GPO Box 474, Hong
Kong.

International Conference on Alco-

hol and Industry — Dec 3-5, Medel-
lin, Colombia. Information: SUR-
GIR and International Council on

Alcohol and Addictions, Apdo. Aer-

eo 10199, Medellin. Colombia.

11th World Conference of Thera-
peutic Communities — Feb 21-26,

1988, Bangkok, Thailand. Informa-

tion: Justice Amnuay Intuputi,

chairman, organizing committee,

Non-Government Organization.

Anti-Narcotics Coordinating

Centre, National Council on Social

Welfare of Thailand, 257 Rajvithi

Rd, Bangkok, 10400, Thailand.

1st International Conference on the

Global Impact of AIDS — March 8-

10, 1988, London, England. Infor-

mation: Conf ZZ, Emap Maclaren

Exhibitions Ltd, Box 138, Token

House. 79-81 High St, Croyden CR9
3SS, England.

35th International Congress on Al-

coholism and Drug Dependence —
July 31-Aug 6, 1988. Oslo, Norway.
Information: International Council

on Alcohol and Addictions, case

postale 189, 1001 Lausanne, Swit-

zerland.

AUSTRALIA 1988

WORLD PREVENTION CONGRESS
Up to date professionals know that prevention is the road

just ahead. To meet alcohol and other drug issues, discov-

er principles, policies, and programs from the prevention

specialists ICPA at the Seventh ICPA World Prevention

Congress, City Hall in

BRISBANE, AUSTRALIA, SEPTEMBER 4 TO 8, 1 988

Brisbane is the city for

Expo ’88, Australia’s Bi-

centennial year. The Con-
gress is an accredited

Bicentennial event. You
have always wanted to

visit Australia. This is

the time. The Congress
in Plenary Session,

Workshops, Seminars,
fellowship tours to Expo
’88 and wildlife sanctuary

visit, plus an award ban-

quet — all this to give you
the best prevention con-

gress ever.

Congress chairman will be Dr.

Ernest P. Noble, former NIAAA
Director in Washington, DC. Other

notable speakers will include the

Executive Director of the U.S. Na-

tional Council on Alcoholism, T.

Seessel; Keynote Speaker, Rob-
ert Dupont; Japanese Research-

er, T. Hayashi; French

Oceanographer, Jacques Cous-
teau; Singapore SANA Chief,

Baey Peck; World Health Organi-

zation and United Nations person-

alities; Youth for Youth in special

sessions; and Australian authori-

ties at workshops and exhibitions.

ICPA

International Commission for

the Prevention of Alcoholism
and Drug Dependency

a non-government organization

of the World Health Organization

and the United Nations

Register Now!
Please send (act sheet, registration (orm, and all

details of travel and accommodation urgently to:

NAME.

ADDRESS.

Mail today to: ICPA Executive Director

6830 Laurel Street NW . ,ji,

Washington. DC 20012
Telephone: (202) 722-67^ - '

Telex: 440 186
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Motherisk— fighting the misconceptions
‘ Their perception of risk is

often what is told them by
their doctors or mothers-in-law’

By Betty Lou Lee

TORONTO — It was the tragedy of

the decade : babies born with tiny flip-

pers instead of arms, with stumps of

legs, without ears. The name thalido-

mide was not only acid-etched in the

minds of women, but so was the real-

ization that they could affect the de-

velopment of their babies by sub-

stances they took during pregnancy.

That has been reinforced by subse-

quent headlines: fetal alcohol syn-

drome, smaller babies from smoking
mothers, addicted babies from heroin

addicts, as well as congenital malfor-

mations from a variety of medica-

tions.

The result has been that many
women now overestimate the chances

of damage to their babies from some-

thing they have taken, often before

they realized they were pregnant, and

are unnecessarily choosing abortion.

Motherisk, a service of the division

of clinical pharmacology, Hospital for

Sick Children, Toronto, is now fielding

100 phone calls a week from worried

women wondering what effect medi-

cation, alcohol, illicit drugs, or work-

place situations may have on their ba-

bies. Some queries are as uncompli-

cated as whether it’s safe for the baby
if the mother exposes herself to paint

fumes by painting the nursery. (The

answer is yes.)

Up to 15 women will attend the clin-

ic the same week for a personalized

assessment of their risks.

“We believe a large number of

pregnancy terminations are based on

misinformation. It’s a large public

health problem,’’ says Gideon Koren,

MD, director of Motherisk and an as-

sistant professor of pediatrics and

pharmacology, University of Toronto.

“Their perception of risk is often

based on what was told them by their

doctors or their mothers-in-law, and
most assign a risk that is unrealisti-

cally high — often 10 times the actual

risk. Some women exposed to a non-

teratogen ( an agent that poses no risk

to the embryo) assign a risk of 25%,
which was the risk of thalidomide. No
wonder many of them think of abor-

tion.

“Cocaine is a very big public issue.

But all the studies ( of its effect on the

baby) have been done with addicts

who took it throughout pregnancy.

Many of them were intravenous users

with poor nutrition, repeated infec-

tions, and were smoking and drinking

a lot.

“Of more than 15 studies with ad-

dicts, none showed an increased risk

for major malformations,’’ although

the children may have developmental

problems, he added.

'I’hese data can’t be extrapolated lo

women who u.sed the drug occasional-

ly and sto|)ped as .soon as they knew
they were pregnani. Dr Koren said,

yet these women are “|)rone lo termi-

nate their pregnancies”

A similar situation ('xists with lelal

alcohol syndrome ( I'’AS).

"'I’he real adverse effects of h’AS

have be(‘n found oidy in heavy drink-

ers, lliose who had five lo seven

drinks a day in lh(> first Irimesler.

Uven then the risk is lO'/r, not 5()7f as

.some Ihiuk. Soim* casual drinkers are

horrified because they didn’t know
they were pregnant. 1 know in some
cases we avoided terminations (abor-

tions.)’’

To say, as many scientists do, that

“it’s better for the baby if the mother

doesn’t drink,” is “a safe statement,

but not scientifically valid,” says Dr

Koren.

“We can’t say any do.se will cause

sotnelhing. We don't know if there are

effects at lower levels. No one has

proven yet that less than one drink a

day is capable of causing fetal alcohol

.syndrome or any other defecl. Bui I

don’t say llu're isn't .some effect.”

Beu/.odiaz('pines are another big

worry for pregnani women
“In lh(‘ l!)7()s, IIkmc w('re .some stud-

ies that linked them lo cleft palate,

and .sonu' wonu'ii think the risk is lO' f

to .507f . The risk (of cleft mg) in the

geiKM'al population is oiu' in I. ()()(). and

evim if you believe lhe.se studies, the

risk is Ihri'e ill l.OOO and that’s for a

treatable deh'cl that doesn’t affect

the brain W(' don't believi' it causes

clefts, ha.si'd on the available data”
The Molhi'iisk team that mei'Is

wei'kly lo discuss patients and new
scientific data mcludi's medical ex

pi'i'ls in toxicology, geni'lics. pharma
cology, pediatrics, and obstetrics

They crystallize a clinical approach

afli'r assi'ssing the hundn'ds of ani-

mal studies, case reports, and human
studies that are published every year

and have drawn up statements on

about 300 drugs and chemicals.

About half the women who call on

their own or are referred by their doc-

tors are worried about some inadver-

tent exposure to drugs, usually before

they knew they were pregnant. Anoth-

er quarter have questions about ther-

apeutic use of drugs in pregnancy for

conditions such as migraine or epilep-

sy.

The rest are concerned about radia-

tion or chemical exposure, are .seek-

ing possible cau.ses of an abnormality

in a child already horn, or are consid-

ering pregnancy and want advice.

Those who are already pregnani

are seen In the Uriday clinic the same
week they call, but in ca.se of emer-

gencies. even holiday .service is avail-

able

All possible factors are a.ssessed:

obsli'lrical history, genetic back-

ground, medical problems, and all

drug and clu'inical I'xposures during

pregnancy, including smoking and

drinking p.illerns

The women are then told about the

available data, how this l an be inter-

preted 111 terms of llu'lr pm sonal risk,

and how this relates lo haschiu' risk in

the general population "We try lo pul

things in perspective, not create

fear,” explains Dr Koren.

“We never recommend abortion.

We tell people what is known. We
have no estimate of the terminations

we’ve prevented, but we know the

percentage isn't negligible. At least

one woman a week we see has already
booked one, or is seriously consid-

ering it.”

Of the 320 women seen in the clinic’s

first year, only four ( 1.3% ) decided on
an abortion based on information

given them. Of the 601 drugs and/or

chemicals they had been exposed to.

163 (27%) were known or suspected

teratogens.

Two women chose abortion because
of exposure to Accutane (isotreti-

noin), a drug for severe acne which
carries a 40% risk of malformation,
significantly higher than the 25% risk

for thalidomide.

“The same risk may be perceived

differently by different women.” Dr
Koren notes.

An epileptic taking the anti-convul-

sive drug Dilantin i phenytoin

)

throughout pregnancy, for example,
runs about a 10% chance of a major
malformation in her baby — three

times the risk of the general popula-

tion. Some are willing to accept any-

thing under a 50% chance; others

won’t take any chance.

“It's not up to us to decide what's

too high.” says Dr Koren. Sometimes
alterations in medications can be sug-

gested, such as a different drug or dif-

ferent dosage.

If additional tests like ultrasound or

amniocentesis are indicated, they are

arranged during the clinic visit. A let-

ter is sent to the patient’s doctor even

if she referred herself to the clinic.

Smokers are referred to stop-smok-

ing programs if they are interested.

Dr Koren says smoking has been

shown to increase the risk of prema-
ture birth and smaller babies, and an-

imal studies have shown that carbon

monoxide levels that don’t affect the

mother may affect the fetal brain.

Satellite clinics have been estab-

lished with genetics nurses in North

Bay. Sudbury, and Peterborough,

who can use telephone consultations

I with Toronto. Clinics are also being

I established in London and Ottawa by

I two former graduate students who re-

I ceived training at Motherisk.

Assessments of all children born to

mothers seen at the clinic or served

by its satellites are now being done in

the child’s first year by team pediatri-

cians.

In the case of some new drugs or

chemicals on which little information

exists, a more detailed developmental

assessment is done.

The congenital malformation rate

among patients is running at 5‘< lo

6‘
( . compared lo 3* < lo 5' < for the gen-

eral population.

Dr Koren says that although about

20 hot-line telephone information

.services exist in the United Stales, he

knows of only one, in Utah, that pro-

vides a personalized a.ssessment in a

clinic He knows of none outside Dnla-

rio in Canada.

In future, he hopes lo conduct a .sci-

entific study among non-pregnant

women on what they believe to be the

fetal risks of various drugs and chem-

icals and the .sources of their informa-

tion or misinformation.

"We know in many cases it was the

lay press. But also in many ca.ses.

doctors have advi.sed women to termi-

nate There’s a huge misconception in

the general public.

‘ The approach seems lo be that ev-

erything IS dangerous until proven

that It's not. when the real situation is

lusi the opposite
’
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Drug crime networks ext^^^Mo^pzismis
By Joan Hollobon

TORONTO — Major criminals are

running illicit drug operations

from their jail cells, and the Ca-

nadian system is powerless to pre-

vent that until the law allows sei-

zures of the proceeds of crime,

says Chief Superintendent Rodney
T. Stamler.

Drug Enforcement Directorate

chief. Royal Canadian Mounted
Police ( RCMP ) , Chief Supt Staml-

er was speaking here to the 5th an-

nual conference of the Drug Edu-

cation Coordinating Council.

His remarks came in response to

the question; is organized crime
running the prison system?

"I won't say every prison is run

by organized criminals. I would

say that certainly it ( the system ) is

influenced greatly, and the activ-

ities are influenced. . . .

"I think in Canada from time to

time, major organized criminals

go to jail, and they continue to run

their operations from that partic-

ular jail.

“You can’t stop their interac-

tions with the community through

visitors and so on; our system
won't permit it. And so they have
influence from the outside, they

have power and money, and that

translates into power inside. They
can extort situations from both

guards and other prisoners."

He said the only effective control

is to deprive the criminal of his

power by confiscating the profits

from criminal activity; "As long

as he has the money, he has the

power; he can control no matter
where he is.”

Superintendent Sefrin Ginther,

RCMP officer-in-charge of the On-
tario drug enforcement branch, re-

called an incident in which a jailed

crime figure, acting through his

family, actually expanded his busi-

ness, particularly in heroin, while

serving a 17-year prison sentence.

The criminal gave his orders
through his son, who visited him
four times a year.

Chief Supt Stamler described the

worldwide networks involved in

production and distribution of illic-

(See Cash, p2)
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Study monitors 115 sero-positive IV users and partners

HIV infectivity hiatus uncovered
By Harvey McConnell

EDINBURGH— Intravenous drug

users infected with HIV virus go

through a phase during which they

apparently do not pass on the virus

by either sexual contact or needle

sharing.

This is the profound conclusion

being drawn by Roy Robertson,

MD, and colleagues, who are con-

tinuously monitoring 115 sero-posi-

tive patients, their sexual part-

ners, and many of their family

members who live in the Muir-

house housing estate here.

Dr Robertson was besieged by
the media in February, 1986, when
he announced that the 51% HIV-
positive rate among more than 200

intravenous ( IV ) drug users on the

estate was the highest in Western
Europe and approached levels be-

ing found in New York City.

Muirhouse allows for a unique

case-controlled study of the natu-

ral history of AIDS among IV drug
users. Almost all of the 17,000 resi-

dents of the estate are patients of

Dr Robertson and 10 fellow gener-

al practitioners, who. from their

large clinic, offer a complete spec-

trum of medical services under
Britain's National Health Service.

Almost all of the drug users were
born on the estate or are long-time

residents; their medical histories

are on file.

Heroin use suddenly exploded on

the estate, and in other parts of

Edinburgh and Dundee, in the ear-

ly 1980s: by 1984, the first case of

HIV infection was discovered at

Muirhouse. Doctors believe they

can identify the index patient who
introduced the virus.

In the past year, there has been

a dramatic drop in needle-sharing,

but little change in unprotected

sexual intercourse as shown by the

high pregnancy rate and the cult-

ural disdain for condoms.

Dr Robertson and psychologist

Carol Skidmce, who directs the

study, constantly update their

computerized data bank and work
closely with virologists at Edin-

burgh City Hospital and Edin-

burgh University, who use the ELI-
SA and Western Blot assays

for detecting the HIV virus.

Sexual contacts of the HlV-posi-

tive patients are monitored every

three months for presence of the

virus. In many cases, dates of

sero-conversion can be pinpointed

within weeks.

In one family, four siblings are

all IV drug users and share nee-

dles; one female and one male are

HIV-positive, and two males are

HIV-negative. One of the HlV-neg-

ative siblings, however, displays

some of the symptoms of AIDS re-

lated complex (ARC); enlarged

glands, thrush infection, and low

AIDS: a community case study p7

T4 killer cell counts. His wife is

also sero-negative.

In another family, two brothers

are IV drug users and share their

needles; one is HIV-positive and
one HIV-negative.

A 16-year-old girl who is sero-

negative lives with her boyfriend

who is a sero-positive IV drug

user. She has given birth to a sero-

negative infant and is pregnant

again.

The first case of AIDS on the es-

tate was diagnosed in October, and

doctors believe up to 40 people

there are now displaying ARC
symptoms.
Dr Robertson has been in con-

tact with leading virologists in

Britain and North America for

their opinions of why so many peo-

ple in intimate contact witli IlIV-

positive patients have not sero-

converted. "and they just don't

know. 1 don't think anybody

knows."

The pattern at Muirhouse proba-

bly tics in with the natural history

of AIDS; 'i think the people who
have got it sexually and through

needle sharing got it at a time

from people who w'ere highly infec-

tious — before they went through a

phase when they arc less infec-

tious.

“We are beginning to acceih now
(See HIV, p2)

Med students admit drug problems
It is incumbent
on all schools
to offer help

By Harvey McConnell

WASHINGTON — Eight per cent

of students at a leading United
States medical school report they
have a major alcohol or other drug
problem.

Two of the students have used co-

caine at least 100 times while in

medical school, and one is using

cocaine while taking care of pa-

tients, says Richard Schwartz.

MD. clinical professor at the Chil-

drens Hospital National Medical
Center.

The findings emerged from a

study of attitudes and drug use

among 270 medical students. Re-

sults were presented by Nicholas

Kyriazi, a final-year medical stu-

dent, and Dr Schwartz, study di-

rector. at the Association for Medi-

cal Education and Research in

Substance Abuse conference here.

Dr Schwartz said the study guar-

anteed complete anonymity, had
no direct involvement of the school

administration, used a question-

naire devised with David Lewis.

MD. Brown University, and was
analyzed independently by Nor-

man Hoffmann. F^hD, of the Chem-
ical Abuse/Addiction Treatment
Outcome Registry in Minneapolis.

Dr Schwartz commented that

findings that around 8G of students

reported alcohol and other drug

problems correlates with studies in

the general population. “However,
because of the clinical decision-

making (future! doctors are going

to need, and split-second decision-

making when a patient's life could

be at stake, there should be a high-

er level of accountability."

He believes the problems found

by the study exist in most other

large medical schools. He said

there is a responsibility for medi-

cal schools to accept there are

problems with some students and

to put in place student assistance

programs to identify, intervene,

and manage .students "w'ithout

sweeping the problem under the

carpet or sending the students

away."
It is incumbent on medical

schools “not to send impaired doc-

tors out into the community.
"

There was a statistically signifi-

cant association between students'

drug use and attitudes supporting

legalization of marijuana and pri-

vate occasional adult use of co-

caine. Among all students, 67%

rated the department of pharma-

cology as excellent to very good in

teaching about substance abu.se,

compared with a 28% rating for the

department of psychiatry.

Britain
to extend
pub
hours
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Fair comment
TORONTO— Tobacco compa-
nies make good sponsors and
should stay, says a staff report

from the Canadian National

Exhibition. In fact, “they’ve

acted as good corporate citi-

zens,” giving more than

$150,000 for events last year

and operating information

kiosks at the fair, worth anoth-

er $100,000, says a report in

The Toronto Star.

Dog days
LANSING, Michigan — Some
United States companies have
turned away from urinalysis

drug screening and are now
using canine-search tech-

niques. Drug-sniffing dogs are

a less invasive, more reliable

method of detecting drug us-

ing employees, says Monday
Morning Report. Critics call

canine searches a Rambo-
style invasion of privacy and
warn dogs too can make mis-

takes, reacting to cough syrup

as marijuana and to birth con-

trol pills as other contraband.

Candy controversy
BRIDGETON, Missouri — A
United States volunteer agen-

cy hopes to halt the sale of li-

quor-filled candy to children.

An article in The American Is-

sue, newsletter of the Ameri-

can Council on Alcohol Prob-

lems, says the candy, wrap-

ped in foil and molded to re-

semble either a barrel or

liquor bottle, costs as little as

50 cents a piece. It can contain

up to 13.6% alcohol by volume,

more than three times as po-

tent as US beer and stronger

than most table wines. John
Jay, chairman of the US Na-
tional Organization Against

Liquor in Candy for Children

(NO-ALCC), says the candy
should be sold only in outlets

where other alcoholic prod-

ucts are sold and should be

regulated by the state.

Welsh thirst
LONDON — Alcohol consump-
tion in Wales is 2.5% higher

than in England, and one in

four men more than 18 years

old drink at hazardous levels,

reports the newly formed
Welsh Health Promotion Au-
thority. F’rotesting a plan to

extend pub hours (see page 3),

the authority also reports the

Welsh liver cirrhosis death

rate is 23% higher than in En-
gland and one in live II- to 12-

year-old boys in Wales have
been drunk at least twice.

Doctor says an Authority sur-

vey found .51% of the popula-

tion is opposed to extended
pul) hours.

Grandfatherly advice
WASIIING'I'DN — Senior-citi-

zen volunteers will be teamed
with young drug users and oth-

er troubled teens in a $2.5 mil-

lion pilot program aimed at

giving individual attention to

at-risk youth. AC'I'IDN, a

United Slates federal do-

mestic volunteer agency, has

received endorseimml from
Mrs NaiK'V Reagan and funil

ing from the US government
to Increase servii'i's to youth

through their I' ostiu' Grandpa-
rents Program, the Retired

Senior Volunteer Program,
and the ACTION Drug Alli-

ance tirants will also sponsor

training conferences and

r
drug pri'veiilion education

programs.

Needle exchange
needed in Canada

By Peter Unwin

TORONTO — Aggressive, street-

level counselling about needle-

cleaning is essential if Canada is to

escape the high rates of HIV infec-

tion found among intravenous ( IV

)

drug users in other parts of the

world.

And, Canada must either accept,

or have a very good reason for re-

jecting, promotion of needle and
syringe exchanges.

“I don’t think we can ignore it

any longer,” James Rankin, head
of medicine and physician-in-chief

of Ontario’s Addiction Research

Foundation (ARF), told an ARF-
sponsored public forum here on

AIDS and drug use.

He said Canadian IV drug users

are already very knowledgeable

about the dangers of sharing nee-

dles, but they still continue to

share. “If they had gone through

an education program, they would
have gotten an honors pass in

terms of their knowledge of AIDS
and its transmission,” Dr Rankin
said.

“All we have to do is wait long

enough and we can also have 80%
or 90% infection among IV drug us-

ers. It really is a question of how
long we wait.”

Dr Rankin said needle and sy-

ringe exchanges have now been ac-

cepted by some governments

“
. . . even in conservative Austra-

lia. Not all of these programs are

government-sponsored, but they

are certainly accepted by govern-

ment.

“The evidence would indicate

this sort of program does not in-

crease syringe or needle use; it

seems to relate to more people

coming into treatment. It also ap-

pears to be related to a decrease in

drug-taking behavior.

“I don’t think if we make sy-

ringes and needles available on ex-

change. the drug problem will

grow,” Dr Rankin said.

While the percentage of Canadi-

an IV drug users with AIDS is

small compared to other countries

(0.4% in Canada, compared to 16%
in the United States), “we know
there are at least 1,000 people in

Canada on methadone for treat-

ment of heroin dependence. If we
speculate ( that ) at best only one in

10 heroin-dependent people is in

methadone treatment, that would

extrapolate to 10.000 people who
are heroin dependent.”

The federal Bureau of Danger-
ous Drugs estimates there are

17.700 chronic narcotic users in

Canada. Many inject not only hero-

in, but also other drugs, including

cocaine.

Dr Rankin: "We do have shoot-

ing galleries (where addicts meet
to inject drugs ) in Toronto

;
we do

have shooting galleries elsewhere

in Canada. We know from dis-

cussion with our patients here they

do share needles and syringes, and
they do it fairly commonly. ... We
also know they are involved with

multiple sexual partners.”

Dr Rankin urged that attention

also be paid to other special

groups: prison inmates: homeless

youth, particularly in large

centres; and. those who experi-

ence barriers to treatment because

of their language problems or low

levels of literacy.

HIV: women playing ‘Russian roulette’
( from page 1

)

that during the middle phase, after

sero-conversion and before people

get ill, they appear to be non-infec-

tious, and they can't pass the virus

sexually. Later on, when they be-

gin to express antigen again, when
their lymphocyte cultures become
positive, they are obviously again

infectious, and they are going to

pass it on.

“Thus, we may have a bi-phasic

illness. In Edinburgh, we have

seen the first phase, and we are

now in the middle phase where we
have a lot of non-infectious people,

and therefore we don’t have many
sero-conversions by others.

“But, we may well get another

wave of infection in six months’

time.”

Additional evidence for the

theory was provided in late Octo-

ber when a virologist-collaborator

isolated the HIV virus from a

woman whose boyfriend had just

developed the symptoms of ARC.
Ms Skidmore: “She has not yet

developed antibodies which can be

picked up by the usual tests, but it

is most likely she is about to sero-

convert, and it is too late to do any-

thing for her.

“We have a series of female sex-

Robertson: T4 cell status

ual contacts who do not seem to be

catching the virus, but we think

there is a limit to how long they

can continue to be negative. They
are playing Russian roulette.”

Dr Robertson says the clinical

findings do not support the conten-

tion by some that heroin might be

an immunosuppressive: “We are

finding that T4 cell status in the

sero-positives is the same whether
they are still injecting heroin or

whether they have been abstinent

Cash for distribution plan
arrives with marijuana load
( from page I

)

it drugs and in tlie highly sopliisti-

cated laundering of profits througli

Hie inti'fn.’itional lianking system.

There are now ;m estimated

10(1, ()()() to .500, ()()() cocaine users in

Canada, and cocaine is lieeoming

the second most iioiiular drug .irti'i'

eannaliis, lie said. There ;iri' moi’c

than 500.000 chemical users, and

possibly two million cannabis us

CIS Billions of (loll.irs m profits

are going Ihrough multi eulliiral

networks to fuel production in

Thailand, I’akistan, .South West

Asia, and South Amerie.i

l‘]ight tons of 'I'hai marijuana
th.it entered (’an.id.i recently

would have been worth $8 million

on the stri'et Seized with d liom a

ship III V.ineouvi-r harbor was $1

million III cash, si'iil along to gel

the shijimeni (hsirihuled here

“This was all liielled by peojile

paying $;(5 or $10 on the sirei'l m
Caiiad.i lor ;t shot of heroin or eo

came or wli.ilever, ' Cliiel Siipl

Slander s.iid

Fiii.'uieiers, lawyers, aeeoun
laiils, lr;uis|)orlalion speeiahsts,

and other exjierls are used to move
pridds Ihrough mternalional hank
ing systems so skdlliilB' that d is

extremely diflieidl to eonneel the

money with drugs. From Canada,
money is laundered Ihrough Grand
Cayman, the Bahamas, or .some-

times Switzerland.
Ill' believes Bill (' (il will help by

allowing seizure of assets. Howev-
er, enforcement h;is been made
more difficult and time consuming
by stringent controls over wire tap

ping and .search warrants.

“I would say police work costs

twice as niueh as it did in 1979. To
gel a scsireh warrant, we may lake

five hours, in 1979. d look one

hour , We .are now doing hall the

street work we weri' doing before
'

Chief Siijil Slamler told a (jiies

I loner l('g.dizmg drugs would in

deed ehmin.de the huge piad'ds hut

would not ehniin,ili' tlii' social

jirohlems I >rugs would he ehe.ijier

,111(1 Iherelore more wideh' used,

with alleiidaiil increases in jiroh

Icms such as mijiaircd driMiig. and

wdhoiil inc.ins of measuring im
|)airnienl diu' to cocaine and heroin

use, or a mixliirc of drugs, such as

MDA and lu'roin or .dcohol

The mam reason, he said, is d

Canada look such action in isola

lion Irom the rest of the world.

Culled .Sl.ali's heroin addicts would
!)(’ up “huying a( the ('orner sloia',

as has hajipened m Holland
"

for a long period of time.”

The next step is to administer

AZT ( azidothymidine, also called

zidovudine [The Journal, July]) to

sero-positive patients to see if it re-

tards or prevents their conversion

to ARC.
"For a long time we have been

trying to pressure the United

States National Institute on Drug
Abuse and the Centers for Disease

Control to include us in their sero-

positive studies: that really has

come to nothing. However, there is

a United Kingdom initiative coor-

dinated by the Medical Research
Council and Oxford University,

which hopes to enroll 2,000 sero-

positive patients in the next 12

months.

“It's going to be enormously dif-

ficult. of course, to know when peo-

ple sero-converted, and thus, to

know whether or not AZT is work-

ing.”

The index patient thought to

have introduced the virus to Muir-

house is a young w^oman IV drug

user tested at the clinic in June,

1983 for hepatitis and tested again

in Newcastle in September. 1983.

Both samples were stored: retests

in 1984 found she was HIV-negative

in June, but HIV-positive in Sep-

tember.

Ironically, during the same peri-

od. her brother had moved to Ox-
ford and shared needles with a

large group of IV drug users, in-

cluding a number of students at

the university, one of whom was a

homosexual hemophiliac.

Kids, drugs
— use down
TORONTO — .A study by Onta-

rio’s Addiction Research Foun-

dation of 4,267 Ontario students

has found that use of 17 drugs

continues to drop, especially

use of cannabis, barbiturates,

and stimulants.

Reginald Smart. PhD. direc-

tor of prevention studies, said

significant declines in cannabis

use in Metropolitan Toronto and

Western Ontario indicate an im-

portant trend as cannabis is the

most widely used illicit sub-

stance.

Full report in The Journal

next month.
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NEWS
House of Commons health committee sa vs:

Canada needs national drug institute
By Elda Hauschildt

TORONTO — Canada needs a "na-

tional centre on substance abuse.”

says an all-party House of Com-
mons committee after studying al-

cohol and other drug issues for a

year.

Creation of a national centre is

one of the major recommendations

among 39 made by the Standing

Committee on National Health and

Welfare in its recent report. Booze.

Pills & Dope: Reducing Substance

Abuse in Canada.

The federal government has ap-

proximately five months — 150

Commons working days — to re-

spond to the report, says commit-

tee chairman Bruce Halliday. MD.
Because alcohol and other drug

issues, and the Commons commit-
tee’s recommendations, involve

several federal ministries — health

and welfare, solicitor-general, jus-

tice, revenue, external affairs —
“if there is to be any substantive

response from the government, it

will have to have Cabinet appro-

val,” Dr Halliday told The Journal.

The proposed national centre,

the committee says in its report,

should have a governing body of

representatives from federal and

provincial governments, the pri-

vate sector, labor, and voluntary

organizations.

“The experience, special skills,

and the expertise of Canadians

should be regarded as a national

resource. There is a pressing need

to disseminate the best informa-

tion possible and to develop a per-

manent forum for addressing sub-

stance abuse issues.

“Our efforts in this area should

be formed into a cohesive whole to

be seen and used nationally.”

Before preparing its report, the

committee spent months hearing

witnesses from all areas of the ad-

dictions field: leaders of provincial

addiction agencies; experts in pre-

vention, research, and treatment:

representatives of community
groups; employee assistance pro-

gram providers; and, both work-
ers and former clients of treatment
centres ( The Journal, July )

.

Government (Progressive Con-
servative! representatives on the

committee include Dr Halliday;

Barry Turner, vice-chairman;

Moe Mantha; Paul McCrossan;
and, Barry White. Sheila Copps is

the Liberal party member, and
Howard McCurdy represents the

New Democratic Party.

The committee proposes the na-

tional centre “develop a national,

substance abuse data base,” and
“establish a clearinghouse for the

dissemination of national and in-

ternational information on alcohol

and other substance abuse."

“BOOZE, PILLS

& DOPE”
Reducing Substance
/Ibuse in Canada.

Further, it suggests the centre
should ; conduct and promote basic

and applied research, disseminate

information, engage in public edu-

cation and prevention, and encour-

Economic recession couid iead to EAR cuts
By Terri Etherington

OTTAWA — Employee assistance

programs (EAPs) could be a cas-

ualty of the economic recession ex-

pected to follow October’s stock

market crash.

Speakers at Input 87. the 7th

Biennial Symposium on EAPs,
touched on the issue of the future of

EAPs in the event of an economic
downturn.

While some expressed strong

concern that management could

see worker-help programs as fat to

be trimmed from budgets, others

saw a time of opportunity to re-

trench, to deal with basic employ-
ee problems such as alcohol and
other drug abuse, or to gain

strength by broadening the support

base to all corporate Jevels.

Planning. anticipation. and

strong marketing could prevent an

EAP from hitting the chopping

block in a recession, keynote

speaker Linda Tarrant told The

Journal.

“If the EAP people have market-

ed it well, and that means they

have senior people in the company
who helped create the program,

then it’s my guess they'll still be

there.”

Ms Tarrant, a psychologist with

the Percy Group, a Vancouver-
based consulting firm, said experi-

ence with organizations for the

handicapped in the United States

taught her a valuable lesson. “We
never anticipated that programs
would be stopped or cut. because
we thought they were right. We be-

lieved in them and sold them, and

so we figured they'd keep going.

Well, they're cut now.

“If we'd planned better, if we'd

anticipated better, if we'd market-

ed ourselves better ... but we
didn't feel we needed to.”

EAP practitioners, she said,

should not just create programs
and ask others to buy into them,

but should open the process up. let

people from senior levels — boards

of directors as well as senior man-
agement— help plan programs.

Jim Stimson. EAP coordinator

for Macmillan Bloedel Limited,

Vancouver, believes union partici-

pation. particularly financial par-

ticipation. is the key to longevity

even in a recession.

Mr Stimson told a workshop his

company has gone through “every
kind of disaster you can think of

from downsizing, to mergers, to

union raids,” over the years.

Twice in the past, the company
eliminated the EAP: “Why? Be-

cause it paid for it— it had full au-

thority.”

Now, the unions participate in

funding and the EAP is a joint

union/management venture.

“We lost a million or a billion

bucks the other day in the stock

market issue. But, even when the

unions participate only finan-

cially, the likelihood of manage-
ment ever trying to uproot that —
they may shake a little dirt off —
they will never uproot it. There is a

tremendous impact when they see

unions in a non-negotiating, non-

bargaining-table situation put up
W/( or 15G of the cost of that serv-

ice. There’s longevity in that."

age the application of new knowl-

edge in clinical and prevention pro-

grams. and research.

“Duplication of effort must be

avoided,” says the report. Existing

Canadian resources for training,

research, program evaluation,

prevention, and public information

should be brought together.

“A process should be developed

in which the various centres of dis-

tinction can serve all Canadians.”

Under the national drug strategy

announced last May, Health Min-

ister Jake Epp appointed H. David
Archibald a one-man task force to

identify drug demand-reduction

programs in Canada that could

serve the government’s national

strategy (The Journal, October).

Dr Halliday points out that some
of the Commons committee’s rec-

ommendations have been initiated

within the national strategy, devel-

opment of which overlapped with

the committee’s study.

The committee’s other recom-
mendations include:

• a new 50/50 cost-sharing pro-

gram with the provinces, with in-

creased funding for prevention

programs, and development of a

similar program for treatment and
rehabilitation services;

• identification of children as first

priority for treatment funding;

• provincial consideration of a

probationary licence system for

new drivers, making it an offence

to drive with any measurable alco-

hol in the body;

• maintenance of a level of federal

taxation to ensure that prices of

beverage alcohol do not decline

relative to real personal income:

• provision by beverage alcohol

advertisers of public education

messages equal to 15G of the total

dollar value of their advertising;

• legislation requiring Canadian
financial institutions to facilitate

the tracing of proceeds of crime;
• legislation to close head shops;

and,

• warning labels on all alcoholic

beverages.

Quebec employee programs report increase in cocaine problems
By Terri Etherington

OTTAWA — Quebec has been hit

first and hardest with cocaine

problems in the workplace sug-

gests a “quick, unscientific” sur-

vey of employee assistance pro-

gram (EAP) practitioners across

Canada.

The survey, by Don Baran for In-

put 87, the 7th Biennial Symposium
of Employee Assistance Pro-

grams, polled selected EAP pro-

viders in all provinces.

Quebec EAPs report an increase

of between 40% and 70% in cocaine

abuse in their caseloads since Jan-

uary, 1985; the cases are spread

throughout corporate levels but

most evident in the middle- to up-

per-income groups.

They also report a substantial in-

crease in staffitime costs to treat

cocaine users and provide inten-

sive, sustained follow-up.

Manitoba EAPs report a 50% in-

crease in cocaine use among cli-

ents, with 80% of those in the sala-

ried group.

In British Columbia, a 3% to 5%
increase has been seen, primarily

in hourly-rated workers and

among those 20 to 30 years old. In

Alberta, the 5% to 6% increase

since 1985 has been fairly evenly

split between the hourly and sala-

ried groups.

Mr Baran told an Input

workshop that Saskatchewan re-

ports no increase since 1985, with

incidents limited to the “odd

case.” And, Atlantic Canada is “lo-

tus land east . . . with little if any

evidence of cocaine in the em-
ployed population.”

Statistics for Ontario came from

the Addiction Research Founda-

tion’s study of adult drug use from

1984 to 1987, which shows an in-

crease of 2.5% in cocaine use by

males and 1.5% by females.

Mr Baran, a member of the In-

put planning committee, is presi-

dent of Baran, Inc, an internation-

al EAP consulting firm, and a di-

rector of two Montreal addiction

treatment centres, Maison Jean

Lapointe and Phoenix Centre.

EAPs that are seeing more co-

caine-clients are beginning also to

see increased costs, Mr Baran

said. “The potential for draining

both staff time and company treat-

ment budgets is significant.”

Also, he said. EAP staff need

more training in identifying and

dealing with cocaine users.

Statistics from the Royal Ca-

nadian Mounted Police (RCMP)
confirm cocaine use is on the rise

across Canada, said Constable

Shelley Baker, RCMP, drug sec-

tion, Ottawa. Cocaine-related of-

fences have increased to 6.500 in

1986 from 2,100 in 1981, or 11.6% of

all drug charges in 1986 compared

to4.37f of offences in 1981.

Mr Baran urged EAPs to begin

tracking cocaine use among cli-

ents, which is not generally being

done now. and to return to Input 89

with hard figures and a clearer pic-

ture of the impact on EAP costs.

Britain set to extend
pub-opening hours

Serving more suds: fight moves to Commons

By Alan Massam

LONDON — Despite angry opposi-

tion from the medical establish-

ment. England and Wales have

moved a step nearer to all-day pub

opening with a massive parliamen-

tary vote in favor of a new law to

liberalize licensing hours.

By a majority of 297 votes to 87.

the House of Commons favored the

second reading of a bill which will

allow licensed premi.ses to remain

open all afternoon except on .Sun-

days. All-day opening already ex-

ists in Scotland.

The fight to oppose the extended

hours now moves into the working

committees of the House, where

details of the new bill will be

worked out. However, opponents

fear they will not be able to make
significant changes before it be-

comes law at third reading by next

spring.

Prime Minister Margaret

Thatcher and Home Secretary

Douglas Hurd are known to be in

favor of all-day pub opening, pre-

sumably because the government

has won many votes by increasing

what it describes as the freedom of

the individual.

It is believed, however, that Mr
Hurd is prepared to accept random
breath testing to curb the worst

consequences of increased drink-

ing carnage on the roads.

The new bill propo.ses 12-hour

opening from 11 am to 11 pm and

contains a number of other impor-

tant provisions.

Opposition is particularly con-

centrated on concern about alcohol

consumption by young people. A
spokesman for Action on Alcohol

Abuse said a recent national sur-

vey had shown that .50% of boys

and .30% of girls aged 11 years

drink alcohol at least once a week
It also revealed that .32% of 1.5-

year-old boys and 26% of girls of

that age report regular drinking in

public houses. By age 17, this has

increased to 91% of boys and 35%

of girls.

The spokesman added 80 'y of

British teens report they have ex-

perienced adverse consequences of

alcohol consumption, and drink is

implicated in 45% of all fatal road

accidents involving young people.

In the last 30 years, drunkenness

convictions for those under 18

years in Britain have increased by

740' Y

.

Derek Rutherford, director of

the Institute of Alcohol .Studies,

told The .Journal that he found the

vote in favor of all-day opening

"astonishing.”

Me says the measure would cer-

tainly increase consumption, yet

the immense harm caused by alco-

hol abu.se is now widely accepted.

“It seems the governme'Yi is in-

fluenced by the fact thaU alcohol

damage is greater eLewhere in

F'urope so it feels we can afford to

drink more. " he said.
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Smoking linked to hearing loss
Workers employed in noisy environments are more likely to suf-

fer hearing loss if they are smokers. This relationship was found

in a study of 2,348 white males between the ages of 18 and 59

years, employed by an aerospace company and participating in

a hearing conservation program. All of the participants worked

in an area where the average noise level was 85 decibels. When
the employees joined the company, researchers from the divi-

sion of occupational health at the University of Southern Califor-

nia School of Medicine and the Northrop Corporation gave them

a medical questionnaire and a pure-tone audiometry test, which

was repeated annually. To compare risk factors, 845 of the sub-

jects with the worst hearing losses were compared with 817 sub-

jects in the same age categories with the lowest degree of hear-

ing loss. Statistical analysis showed smoking was one indepen-

dent factor responsible for hearing loss. Subjects were at more
risk as the reported number of pack-years of smoking and cur-

rent packs-per-day consumption increased. The researchers

speculate smoking could contribute to hearing loss by adversely

affecting the microcirculation of blood in the ear and signifi-

cantly worsening an already compromised metabolism.

Journal of Occupational Medicine, September, 1987, v.29:741-

745.

Drug use: part of a teen behavior syndrome
For many purposes, adolescent use of various drugs can be con-

sidered a single type of behavior regardless of the specific drug

being used, Californian researchers suggest. They had 1,447

Grade 10 students in four North California high schools complete

a survey and undergo basic physical assessment in September,

1985. The researchers, from the Center for Research in Disease

Prevention, Stanford University School of Medicine, say their

findings also suggest alcohol and other drug use may exist as

part of a syndrome of adolescent problem behaviors. The study

population, who averaged 15 years of age, reported that alcohol

was the most commonly used drug by both sexes, followed by to-

bacco and marijuana. Multiple regression statistical analysis

showed an increased level of use in both boys and girls is most

strongly predicted by whether they think their friends use mari-

juana or not. Other variables include school performance, per-

ceived safety of cigarette smoking, and use of diet pills, laxa-

tives, or diuretics for weight control. The results, the research-

ers say. indicate “adolescents at risk for involvement with sub-

stance use might also be at risk for participating in other

problem behaviors.’’ The finding that increased alcohol and oth-

er drug use is linked with the use of drugs for weight control

could represent a significant new risk factor in identifying these

adole.scents, the study concludes.

Journal of the American Medical Association. October 16, 1987,

V.258: 2072-2076.

Crack users report psychoses, violence
Crack users are more likely to report psychotic or violent feel-

ings than users of other forms of cocaine. Three New York phy-

sicians reviewed 80 consecutive cases of cocaine use presenting

to an emergency room over seven months in 1985/86. The physi-

cians. from the College of Physicians and Surgeons at Columbia
University, .separated the patients into four groups depending on

their most recent form of cocaine use. They then conducted

mental status examinations as well as recording psychotic

symptoms, finding crack u.sers reported significantly more p.sy-

chotic symptoms and thoughts or acts ol' violence. Crack u.sers

al.so had an increased rate of admi.ssion to the emergency ward
in contrast to freebasiiig patients or those using the drug intra-

venously or intranasally. 'I’he researchers conclude that in the

emergency room, crack-using patients should receive carelul

evaluation and comprehensive treatment.

The Lancel, August 22, 2987, No:8556:451.

Alcohol death rate underestimated
Death certificates grossly underestimati' the involvement ofal

cohot m mortality, an evaluation of more than 41)0 siudi certdi

cates ill the I liiited .States eouehides The study at the Center of

Fiivironmeutal Health, (Centers for Disisase Control, Atlanta,

was part of a large-scale study to assess jiust service morhidity

and mortality of US ,sol(hers who entered the service hetween
196.5 and 1971 Death certitieates and other avail.ihle medical
and legal records were olitamed tor 425 of 446 post service

deaths that oeeiirred up to the end of 1983, among mon* than

ttl.titit) subjects I'laidi death certificate was coded according to

the reason for death, a medical jiaiiel then assigned underlying

and coni rihii lory causes oldeath liased on review ol the medical
and legal records While 21 deaths were seen as lieiiig alcohol re

laled on the basis ol miormalion on the death cerlilicales, the

two physicians on the panel said 1.33 i more than six limes as

many) wen* alcohol related l''or example, with the most lie

(|neiil cause of death m lhesnli|ecls motor vehicle ininries

the medical paiiid, delining “excessive blood alcohol levels" as

greater than 1) ID'i
,
liinnd the drug to he mvolvi'd m seven limes

as many cases as the original cerliliers The researchers say Ihi'

drscrepaney in reporting is largely allrihiilahle to the omission

of data on blood alcohol levels li'om death cerlilicales m deaths

due to m|nry To enhance the accuracy ol sue h vital statistics,

the study concludes, all available ante mortem and post nior

lem inliirmalion should lu- considered before death cerlilic.iles

are linali/.ed

The Jniinidl of the Ainenraii Hledieiil Assoeiiilioii. .Inlv 17, 1987.

v '2.58 345 348

I’al Ki< h

Detox workers are censured
Patient’s death
prompts action
VANCOUVER — A coroner’s jury

here has recommended greater at-

tention be paid to the physical sta-

tus of intoxicated people admitted

to detoxification centres.

Three workers at a local detox

centre were disciplined for failing

to administer cardio-pulmonary

resuscitation (CPR) to a 49-year-

old man who had stopped breath-

ing. Police found the man con-

scious, but in an extreme state of

intoxication on a downtown street;

he died of alcohol poisoning four

hours after admission.

At an inquest, detox workers

stated they had difficulty assessing

the extent of the man’s intoxication

because the centre had no blood-al-

cohol-level (BAL) testing appara-

tus.

The employee who found the

man dead admitted she went for

help rather than attempt to admin-
ister CPR. “The first thing I

needed was assistance, and the

concurrent thought was that he

had been dead for some time," she

said.

The employee said she was disci-

plined by superiors for not immedi-
ately initiating CPR. As well, a

centre nurse and acting supervisor

testified they were censured for

the subsequent group decision not

to use CPR.

A former centre worker said pre-

vious requests for equipment had
been denied, and visual checks of

the man had been made every 15

minutes. The last person to see the

man alive said there had been no

indication his condition was wors-

ening: “I used a pain stimulus, and
he moved his hand and foot. He
was breathing: he grunted but

didn't speak."

The inquest decided the man's
death was accidental and made
several recommendations:
• lights should be left on in pa-

tients' rooms at all times.

• patients' vital signs should be

taken on admission,

• a policy review should be imple-

mented to teach staff when special

attention is required, noting the

level of care on the patient's chart.

• key-operated alarms in each

room for staff emergency use

should be considered, and

• patient room checks by staff

should include physical assess-

ment of clients' conditions.

NIAAA undertaking evaluation

Alcohol field must show efficacy
By Harvey McConnell

ST LOUIS Evaluating and docu-

menting the efficacy of ak'oholism

IrealmenI is Hk' only way to pro-

tect the (4icmical dependency field

from Its current legion ol' doublers.

This is why the United Stales Na-

lioii.il liisliluli' on Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism i NIAAA) is uiider-

lakmg an evaluation, said l•’,noeh

Gordis, Ml). NIAAA director “We
w.inl to he siiri' in the el.iims we
make

“

Dr (iordis ".Meohol IrealmenI

is something all of us have given a

large piece of our hl'o do), and yet

we know very well in the commu-
nity at lai'ge and some places in

Congress, there is a kind of distrust

of alcohol, and 1 think substance

abuse. Ii'calmenl
'

He told the annual eoni'erenee

here of the .Alcohol and Drug I’rob

Umus Association of North .Anu'n

ea. the way to disarm douhtens is

to produce evidence of el'l'ieaey. as

the lu'arl disea.se and eaneer fields

ha\ (' doiuv

“It is important for the security

of our field to document the effica-

cy of our claims and tell which

population derives the best benefit

from the .settings and modalities

we ha\e the two things are not

the same, " he eonimued
“Even if it means eventually

surrendering .some of our elaiins, if

we are secure about the rest of

them. 1 think our future is .seeure.

vSo, treatment evaluation is impor-

tant, and the future and seeurity of

our field ultimatelx will have to be

ba.sed on doeumenimg what our a.s-

serlions art'
"

Impaired physicians resisting help
By I'aiil .S/.abo

.ST ANDItKWS Apathy pi,agues

,iny .illempi to deal with the proli

lem ol imp.iired ph\ sieians m New
Hriinswiek, s.iys llie he.id of the

phvsKa.iiis at risk ennumllee ol

the pro\ inei.il medic, il soeielx

llis.iii K.ipkin, Ml), a Saint .lohn

ps\ehialrisl
.
s.iid the prov ince has

polenliallv lllll impaired plivsi

Clans, lull onl\ eight came lorw.ird

lor IrealmenI l.isl ye.ir

Dr Ixapkin told the annual mei'l

mg ol the New Hriinswiek Medical

Society that a telephone hotline t's

lalihshed 29 months ago has not

bt'en list'd onct', anti fewt'r than 18

til '200 mvilt'tl tioelors allt'ntled a

It'elui't' on prtifessional atliht'litin

givt'ii t)y an mlt'i nalional expt'rl

111 ' said lilt' ph\ sii'i.ans at 1 isk

commilli'i', I'slabhshed four vt'ars

.ago, li.as idi'iililii'il 2.'t imp.aireti

jihv sici.ans most ol w lioiii alnisi'

alcohol

Wliili' Hus IS .1 l.airlv siicct'ssful

numbi'r to uli'nlily. lit' s.aid, it rt'p

resi'iils thi' “lip of lilt' ici'lii'ig
'

Dr K.apkin “Dur commillt'i' is

si'iaouslv conci'inetl with the ap

parent silence and near impo.ssibil

ity to reach out to our im|)aired eol

li'agues The mtiral responsibility

for tins appalling apalby and the

lack of involvement of our sick eol-

le.agut's should be on the con-

.science of every physician m this

province
"

Fe.ar of fm.anci.al rum is one re.a

son tioelors are afraid to report the

problem, so Dr Kapkm proposed

the mt'theal sociel.v establish a

lunil to proMile interest Irei' lo.ans

to physicians undergoing treat-

ment anti ri'habililalion 1'he idi'.a

was .accepted by Hit' meeting

Ear/nose symptoms plague
pregnant smokers

By Paul Szabo

CHICAGO— Pregnant women who
smoke can make their pregnancies
miserable for themselves as well

as endanger the health of their un-

born.

Pregnant smokers are more at

risk of developing stuffy noses and
blocked ears often associated with

pregnancy, says a report pre-

sented here at the annual meeting
of the American Academy of Oto-

laryngology— Head and Neck Sur-

gery.

Craig Derkay, MD, a resident in

the department of otolaryngology.

University of Pittsburgh School of

Medicine, said new, non-invasive

methods of measuring the function

of the eustachian tube allow re-

searchers to prove that "rhinitis of

pregnancy” really does exist as a

clinical entity.

While clinicians have long known
that pregnant women often com-
plain of ear and nasal symptoms

associated with disrupted eusta-

chian tube function, the study was
the first to show eustachian tube

dysfunction associated with preg-

nancy.

Dr Derkay compared a group of

20 symptomatic, pregnant women
with a matched group of pregnant
women who were asymptomatic
and with a non-pregnant control

group. A significantly higher pro-

portion of symptomatic women
were shown to be dysfunctional.

The only risk factors found to be

associated with the condition were
a past history of otologic symp-
toms and current cigarette smok-
ing.

He said eight of 11 women who
smoked during pregnancy had
symptoms associated with eusta-

chian tube dysfunction.

As for the condition of “rhinitis

of pregnancy’' itself Dr Derkay
said the most probable cause is cir-

culating hormones. The condition

almost always disappears follow-

ing birth of the child. Pregnancy: circulating hormones
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Spuds Mackenzie no ‘party animal

Youth-targeted beer ads draw fire
ST LOUIS— A stuffed dog with an

advertisement on its bottom and a

television commercial which di-

rectly links relief of stress with a

bottle of beer are under attack by

leaders of the United States chemi-

cal dependency field.

Resolutions have been passed by

the Alcohol and Drug Problems As-

sociation of North America

( ADPA) and the US National Asso-

ciation of State Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Directors in protest, calling

for Congressional action against

the Anheuser-Busch and Genesee

Brewing companies.

Anheuser-Busch has licensed its

popular “Spuds Mackenzie”

stuffed dog which is now being sold

in toy stores with a “Bud Light”

tag on its bottom. Posters and T-

shirts aimed at the college market
label the dog “a party animal.”

Genesee has produced two hu-

morous commercials — one of a

Gary Hart-like politician under

fire from reporters and another of

a camper who is verbally as-

saulted by his wife, unseen in a

tent, for bringing her along— with

the tag-line both men could use a

“Genny” now.

The resolution adopted during

the ADPA annual conference here

pointed out that the dog is market-

ed to an audience below the legal

drinking age, and the Genesee com-

mercials violate restrictions on us-

ing alcohol as an answer to stress.

"Childhood product-identifica-

tion with substances that have se-

ductive and addicting properties

and the connection of alcohol to al-

ter one’s mood clearly do not have
any part in the marketing of alco-

hol,” ADPA executive director

Karst Besteman told The Journal.

The camping commercial is es-

pecially offensive because the man
jumps into his motorboat and
speeds away to buy beer. “One of

the big problems we have with

pleasure-boat operators, as the

Coast Guard will tell you, is the in-

appropriate use of alcohol,” Mr
Besteman added.

Older alcoholics are ‘well hidden’
TORONTO— A segment of the old-

er population shows signs of mem-
ory loss, unsteady gait, and bad nu-

trition. even if they don’t use alco-

hol. At the same time, the older

have lots of leisure time for drink-

ing; traditional treatment pro-

grams are not designed for them

when they run into problems; and,

often, they do not seek help.

There are no easy solutions to

these problems; “These people are

very well hidden,” says Sarah

Saunders, MD, of the Hospital Out-

reach Service at Ontario’s Addic-

tion Research Foundation (ARF)
here. “It’s very difficult to diag-

nose them.
”

Dr Saunders says treating older

alcohol or other drug users neces-

sitates an approach that considers

a variety of lifestyle problems of-

ten accompanying old age.

In many cases, older people have

other ailments, and very little alco-

hol produces the same effect as

heavier drinking by someone
younger. Many older people were

also raised to believe drinking is

not acceptable and feel guilty they

are using it.

“The average age for an alcohol-

ic in treatment programs is 35, not

75. and programs are geared to

those 35.” Dr Saunders said here at

a public forum. Mixed Reactions;

Seniors. Alcohol, and Drugs, spon-

sored by the ARF and the Mayor's

Committee on Aging.

“Consequently, the elderly have

been perceived to be few in num-
ber and almost untreatable.”

Margaret Flower, executive di-

rector of the Community Older

Persons Alcohol Program
( COPA ) ,

said adult children of old-

er drinkers feel guilty if they don’t

buy their parents alcohol and cut

off from family events because of

the stigma of having a parent or

relative with an abuse problem.

Amy Thomson of the Mayor’s
Committee on Aging says the med-
ical profession tries too often

to solve health problems by pre-

scribing drugs. Many older people

use several prescription and over-

the-counter drugs daily; mixing

them with alcohol can result in se-

rious health consequences.

Saskatchewan updates liquor laws
By Deana Driver

REGINA — The new Alcohol Con-

trol Act proposed by the Saskat-

chewan government would place

larger penalties on infractions

such as alcohol consumption in a

vehicle, bootlegging, or providing

alcohol to minors.

The act. expected to become law
in the spring, would replace the Li-

quor Act of 1925 and the Liquor Li-

censing Act of 1959.

It offers greater opportunities

for the tourism and hospitality in-

dustries, while addressing alcohol

abuse, said Graham Taylor, the

provincial minister responsible for

the Saskatchewan Liquor Board.

Local governments would have

more say in the days and hours of

operation of licensed establish-

ments, and special occasion per-

mits.

Food service would be required

in all establishments that serve al-

cohol, and brew-pubs and bed-and-

breakfast outlets may be licensed

in some communities.
The definition of alcoholic bever-

ages would change to include

drinks containing more than 0.5G-

alcohol by volume rather than the

present 1.13'“'f alcohol by weight,

and penalties for abuse would in-

crease.

Fines for serving minors, for

example, would range from $200 to

$2,500, with a possible two months
in jail. The present fine is $50 to

$ 100 .
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Tell Someone
This poster and a four-minute music video that "speaks to teen-

agers in a language they can understand" are centrepieces of a

new campaign launched during Drug Awareness Week in Novem-
ber by the Alcohol and Drug Recovery Association of Ontario”, a

non-profit, province-wide organization of more than 80 treatment

facilities, recovery homes, and detoxification units. The campaign,

whose theme is Tell Someone, is aimed at teenagers — from 12

through 17 years — with parents with alcohol or other drug prob-

lems; it conveys the message: "If your parent's drinking is interfer-

ing with your life, talk to someone about it. You're not alone: there

are people who care .
..." As well as practical information for

teens, it includes a 24-page booklet and other resources lor

schools and social agencies. Association officials believe the

campaign is the first of its kind in Canada. ('PO Box 971, Stn B.

Willowdale, Ontario, M2K 2T6.)

A disease or not a disease
Well, well. I’m going on trial.

This month. The New York Times re-

ports. the United States Supreme Court
will be faced with an interesting and pro-

found philosophical conundrum; is alco-

holism. as a majority of the medical es-

tablishment and hordes of laymen now be-

lieve, really a disease, with more and
more evidence coming in daily that it’s

genetically based?

Or is it, rather, a behavioral problem in

which one of the major components is the

moral factor?

The justices have agreed to debate this

issue following a challenge against the US
Veterans Administration, which still ex-

cludes alcoholism from the disabilities

and illnesses that permit veterans more
time to claim education benefits. The
huge veteran’s bureaucracy considers al-

coholism a matter of “wilful misconduct”
— a view that flies in the face of the ac-

cepted theories.

I am happy I’m not one of the arbiters in

this case.

It’s not merely that an anti-disease the-

ory ruling would have potentially heavy

consequences in the addiction treatment

field, particularly, as the Tirnes reports,

in the area of employee assistance pro-

grams ( if alcoholism is not a disease, then

let’s just dismiss the affected worker and

write him off as a bad loss because we
don’t need all this grief)

.

And, it’s not merely that society might
very well decrease substantially its out-

put of compassion toward alcoholics.

No. there’s another side too. There’s

also the impact it would have on the way
alcoholics view themselves. I wonder, for

instance, about the consequences if the

US Supreme Court justices come down
foursquare for the disease theory, and

then everybody pats himself on the back

for being so enlightened.

Because, you see. the disease theory

can also be carried to extremes; in anoth-

er case now before courts in the US. a

man is suing his company to collect disa-

bility payments because his alcoholism

makes it impossible for him to work. Now.

1 don’t know about you. but I think this is

an example of liberalism run amok, a con-

temporary version of "the Di v, il made me
do it.”

So no, no. the justices’ decision, if they

are wise human beings, will not be a sim-

ple fiat ; this is a disease or this is a moral

failure of huge proportions. It should.

properly, come down heavily in the mid-

dle of the road, a centrist view of the issue

that would be. indeed, quite revolution-

ary.

Because if I know anything at all about

this question — and it’s one I’ve thought

about many times, starting when, as a

boy. I would cast a cold, stern, biblically

condemnatory eye on my alcoholic father,

and continuing up to the bitter day I had to

accept my own “disease” — it is this; al-

coholism — any drug addiction — is the

only physical disease that affects the vic-

tim’s moral superstructure, and some-

times it seems to be the only physical dis-

ease cau.sed by one’s moral, or amoral,

superstructure.

It was. it still is. an overwhelming mys-

tery to me — me who had accepted the

disease theory for years— to have experi-

enced the tremendous spiritual implica-

tions of suddenly stopping drinking.

Why. I often wondered in the rehabilita-

tion clinic, did I seem to be undergoing

such wild swings in mood, from an envel-

oping ecstasy triggered finally by seeing

some cause to rejoice, to the endless, cav-

ernous deeps of rock-bottom remorse,

guilt, and hopelessness?

Did all of that come from happening to

be the son of an alcoholic? Did 1 never

have a choice in the matter? Could I have

stopped drinking in my 20s? Could 1 have

changed my “wilful mi.sconduct?” Or.

was il inevitable that 11 days after my
40th birthday I would wake up in a cold

hospital corridor knowing my life had

changed forever?

Even if one knows he’s genetically pre-

disposed to becoming an addict, will that

help him stay away from his drug of no-

choice down the road? Does someone

have a choice — for a while — of stopping

and then, at some mysterious cro.ssroad.

is that choice taken away, physically and

morally?

The simple truth, of cour.se, is that I

don't know the answers to these ques-

tions.

And I'm certain the august US justices

don't know either.

Nonetheless, 1 wish them luck; Solomon
would have scratched his head on this

one.

This column, exploring addictions f'cmi

the ‘‘inside out." is by a freelance, Ca-

nadian journalist

.

There's also the impact the decision

would have on how alcoholics feel about themselves
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Survey of mid-US students

Rural crack use reported
The media have presented docu-

mentaries indicating there are ser-

ious epidemics of crack use in a

few larger United States cities. In

these places, there is apparently

heavy crack use among older drug

users and by children.

How fast is crack spreading to

more isolated areas?

From February to May. 1987, 24

schools in rural areas or small

towns in the mid-US administered

the American Drug and Alcohol

Survey ( TM ) to Grade 8 and Grade

12 students. The schools partici-

pated as part of a small business

project that provides schools with

data on their own local rates of

drug use, a project I headed with

Colorado State University.

The results suggest crack is rap-

idly becoming available every-

where. With one exception, crack

use was reported by students in ev-

ery community. The exception was
a rural location where the entire

school district included only 96 se-

nior students. In every other com-

munity, at least a few seniors had
tried crack ( from 2G to 5''r ).

Use in Grade 8 was rare, al-

though a few had tried crack in

some locations.

The results are likely to be accu-

rate, since the survey includes in-

ternal checks for consistency and

for exaggeration and those surveys

were removed before analysis.

The following table shows what

percentage of students using other

drugs have tried crack.

Drug used trying crack

Multi-dtmg users 18.2

Stimulant users 13.6

Heavy marijuana users 0.0

Heavy alcohol users 1.4

Occasional drug users 9.9

Light marijuana users 3.8

Drug experimenters 1.1

Light alcohol users 0.6

Negligible or no use 0.7

Many of those trying crack are

already heavily drug-involved

multi-drug users or stimulant us-

ers who are involved in a drug life-

style. They use drugs regularly

and take a drug other than mari-
juana at least once a month.

But. crack is also being tried by
youths who only take drugs occa-

sionally (less than once a month i,

or who use marijuana only once or

twice a month (generally at par-

ties).

Crack is already available pretty

much everywhere in the US. even
in rural areas. Its use is likely to

spread rapidly, both in the US and
Canada.
Despite all the negative publici-

ty. there seem to be few barriers to

trying crack. It is being tried not

only by those who are already

heavily into in a drug lifestyle, but

also by young people who only use
drugs occasionally.

Ruth W. Edwards
Executive director

American Drug and

Alcohol Survey

Collins, Colorado

Rural teens: few barriers to trying crack despite negative publicity

Balance needed on COAs
the CD.'V field has ,so many "stars"

that, in my opinion, any focus is be-

coming dangerously blurred

If the CO.\ movement becomes
too dil'fu.se. Its well meaning ef

forts to help I'DAs may founder -

just as theDxford Movement did

Ulease continue to publish both

sides of the CtkV picture

-[The Je»urnal

Referring to Richard Gilbert s fine

article. Children of .Mcoholics: 111

(November). AA (.Mcoholics

Anonymous) has survived and

grown for more than SO >ears be-

cause it IS a program of attraction,

not jiromotion. and bccau.se its

goals and structure arc clcarl> de-

fined and limiti'd to alcoholu's.

Unfortunately, .some people m
the CO.'\ (children of aU'oholics)

movement .seem to feature promo
tion rather than attraction .M.so,
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Conferences
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Treatment of Addictive Disorders 14th

Annual Advanced International Win-

ter Symposium — Jan 31-Feb 5, Colo-

rado Springs, Colorado. Information:

Gary G. Forrest, Psychotherapy As-

sociates, 3208 North Academy Blvd,

Ste 160, Colorado Springs, CO 80917.

February

liam Oltmann. conference executive

deputy director, #726 Jackson Place

NW, Washington, DC 20503.

March

Canadian Society of Hospital Pharma-
cists Professional Practice Confer-

ence — Feb 1-5, Toronto, Ontario.

Information; Barbara Cole, 123 Ed-

ward St, Ste 603, Toronto, ON M5G
1E2.

Connections 88, International Sympo-
sium of Research and Public Policy on

Aging and Health — Feb 8-10, Saska-

toon, Saskachewan. Information: Sas-

katchewan Health Research Board,

Ste 5, 3002 Louise St, Saskatoon, SK
S7J3L8.

Ontario Psychological Association

41st Annual Convention — Feb 11-13,

Toronto, Ontario. Information: Yonet

Schroder, executive assistant, 730

Yonge St, Ste 221, Toronto, ON M4Y
2B7.

4th Annual Children of Alcoholics Con-

vention — Feb 14-17, San Francisco,

California. Information: US Journal

Training Inc, 1721 Blount Rd, Ste 1.

Pompano Beach, Florida 33069,

8th Annual Betty Ford Center Confer-

ence on Alcoholism/Chemical Depen-

dency: Integrating Concerns in

Chemical Dependency — Feb 15-17,

Rancho Mirage, California. Informa-

tion; Jackie Lycett, Annenberg Cen-

ter for Health Sciences, 39000 Bob
Hope Dr, Rancho Mirage, CA 92270-

3298,

12th Annual Conference on Alcoholism

and Drug Abuse— Feb 17-19, El Paso,

Texas. Information: Vicki Hollander,

office of continuing medical educa-

tion, Texas Tech University Health

Sciences Center, 3601 4th St, Lubbock,

TX 79430.

American Medical Society on Alcohol-

i ism and Other Drug Dependencies 2nd

National Forum on AIDS and Chemi-
cal Dependencies — Feb 18-20, Phoe-

nix, Arizona. Information: Barbara
Turner, MTS, 1724 Barkston Ct, NE,
Atlanta, Georgia 30341.

11th World Conference of Therapeutic

Communities — Feb 21-26, Bangkok,
Thailand, Information: Justice Am-
nuay Intuputi, chairman, organizing

committee. Non-Government Organi-

zation, Anti-Narcotics Coordinating

Center, National Council on Social

Welfare, Thailand, 257 Rajvithi Rd,
Bangkok, 10400, Thailand.

Native Conference on Addictions:

Bridges into Tomorrow — Feb 22-25,

Vancouver. BC. Information: Native
Association of Treatment Directors,

Box 1882. Saskatoon, Saskatchewan,

S7K 3S2.

4th Annual National Convention on
Children of Alcoholics — Feb 28-

March 3, New Orleans. Louisiana. In-

formation: Holly Lenz, National Asso-

ciation for Children of Alcoholics,

31706 Coast Hwy, #201, South Laguna,
California 92677.

White House Conference for a Drug-
Free America — Feb 29-March 3,

Washington, DC. Information: Wil-

American College of Physicians 69th

Annual Session — March 3-6, New
York, NY. Information: Registration

services, American College of Physi-

cians, 4200 Pine St, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania 19104.

1st International Conference on the

Global Impact of AIDS— March 8-10,

London. England. Information: Conf

ZZ, Emap Maclaren Exhibitions Ltd,

Box 138, Token House, 79-81 High St,

Croyden CR9 3SS, England.

New York State Substance Abuse Leg-

islative Conference — March 9-10, Al-

bany. New York. Information:

LaZette McCants, Narcotic and Drug
Research, Inc, 1501 Broadway, Ste

1914, New York, NY. 10036.

Alcohol and Other Drug Information

Resources International Symposium
— March 10-12, San Diego, California.

Information; Tom Colthurst. Univer-

sity of California, San Diego X-001, La
Jolla, CA 92093.

American Orthopsychiatric Associa-

tion (ORTHO), Adapting to Social

Change: Therapy, Technology, and
Services — March 27-31, San Francis-

co. California. Information: ORTHO,
19 W 44th St. Ste 1616, New York, NY
10036.

April

New York State Methadone Confer-

ence — April 14-15, Catskills, New
York. Information: Connie Taylor,

Narcotic and Drug Research, Inc, 251

New Karner Road, Albany, NY 12205.

National Parents’ Resource Institute

for Drug Education (PRIDE) 11th An-

nual International Conference on

Youth and Drugs— April 14-16, Atlan-

ta, Georgia. Information. PRIDE, 100

Edgewood Ave NE, Ste 1002, Atlanta,

GA 30303,

National Council on Alcoholism, Na-

tional Alcoholism Forum, — April 21-

24, Arlington (Crystal City), Virginia.

Alcohol and Other Drugs: Recent

KnowledgelState of the Art: Marty
Mann Course for Counsellors : Ruth
Fox Course for Physicians. Informa-

tion: Allen Haveson, NCA. 12 W 21st

St, 7th n. New York, NY 10010.

19th Annual American Medical Socie-

ty on Alcoholism and Other Drug
Dependencies Medical-Scientific Con-

ference — April 21-24, Arlington

(Crystal City i, Virginia. Information:

Louisa Macpherson, conference man-
ager, 21 Half Mile Common, Westport,

Connecticut 06880.

Beyond the Road Less Travelled:

Spirituality and Personal Growth —
April .30. Toronto. Ontario; July 16,

Vancouver. British Columbia. Infor-

mation: Marge Queenan, conference

director. Lifecycle Learning Re-

sources, 53 Langely Rd, Ste .360, New-
ton. Massachusetts 02159.

May

land. Information: Jane Drury,
Edgehill Newport Foundation. Beacon
Hill Rd, Newport, RI 02840.

3rd Annual Conference of the National

Association of Student Assistance Pro-

grams and Professionals — May 1-4,

Chicago. Illinois. Information: NA-
SAPP, Box 3148, Oakton, Virginia

22124.

Anglo-American Congress on Alcohol-

ism and Drug Abuse II — May 6-15,

Brighton. England. Information: Cen-
ters for International Development,
14650 Detroit Ave LL30, Cleveland,

Ohio 44107.

American Psychiatric Association An-
nual Meeting — May 7-12, Montreal,

Quebec. Information: Kathleen Bry-

an, 1400 K St NW, Washington, DC
20005.

The Journey is My Home; 2nd Nation-

al Conference for Children of Alcohol-

ics, Canadian Association of Children

of Alcoholics — May 11-13, Toronto,

Ontario. ACOA treatment workshops

for professionals : member workshops

for personal growth. Information:

Conference coordinator. Box 159, Stn

H, Toronto, ON M4C 5H9.

Forum on Alcohol and Drug Abuse:

Issues in the Black Population—May
11-13, Columbia, South Carolina. In-

formation: Elaine Dowdy, South Car-

olina Commission on Alcohol and
Drug Abuse. 3700 Forest Dr, Colum-
bia, SC.

Healing the Loss of Childhood— May
14, Toronto, Ontario; June 11, Vancou-

ver, British Columbia. Information:

Marge Queenan, conference director.

Lifecycle Learning Resources, 53 Lan-

gely Rd, Ste 360, Newton. Massachu-
setts 02159.

PRIDE CANADA 4th National Confer-

ence on Youth and Drugs— May 26-28,

Ottawa, Ontario. For youth, parents,

and professionals. Plenary and
workshop sessions by national and in-

ternational scientists, health profes-

sionals. and policy makers.

Information: Glenda Klombies, con-

ference coordinator, PRIDE Canada
Inc, Ste 111, Thorvaldsen Bldg, Col-

lege of Pharmacy, University of Sas-

katchewan, Saskatoon, SK S7N OWO.

June

National Association of Alcoholism

and Drug Abuse Counselors National

Conference— June 28-July 1, Orlando.

Florida. The Magic of Recovery. Call

for papers deadline: Dec 18. 1987. In-

formation: Carol Paquin, 3717 Colum-
bia Pike, Ste 300, Arlington, Virginia

22204.

July

AADAC Institute on Addictions,

Bridging the Gaps: Law Enforce-

ment, Communities, Helping Agen-

cies — July 3-6, Calgary. Alberta.

Supply and demand reduction: efforts

and effects. Abstracts for concurrent

sessions being accepted now. Infor-

mation: Tom Wispinski, conference

chairman, Alberta Alcohol and Drug I*

Abuse Commission. 7th fl, 10109 Jas-

per Ave, Edmonton ABT5J 3M9,

International Narcotics Research
i

Conference — July 3-8, Albi, France. .

Information: J. Cros and J. Meunier. 1

Laboratoire de Pharmacologie et de
Toxicologie Fondamentales (CNRS) ' »
Toulouse, France. i ,

5th Annual Plaza House Conference,
|

Treatment and Prevention of Chemi-
'

cal Dependency in Adolescents: Indi-

vidual, Family, and Community
Approaches — July 16-17, Oakland,

California. Information: Stephanie

Ross, Meritt Peralta Institute Chemi-
cal Dependency Recovery Hospital,

435 Hawthorne Ave, Oakland. CA
94609.

35th International Congress on Alco-

holism and Drug Dependence — July

31-Aug 6, Oslo. Norway. Prevention

and Control/Realities and Aspirations.

International Council on Alcohol and
Addictions (ICAAj and National Direc-

torate for the Prevention of Alcohol

and Drug Problems (NDPADP ). Oslo.

Information. R.B. Waahlberg, orO.G.

Aasland, NDPADP, Box 8152, Dept N-

0033 Oslo 1. Norway.

August

Northeastern Conference on Alcohol-

ism and Drug Dependence (NECAD
88) — May 1-4. Newport, Rhode Is-

Canadian Lung Association Annual

Conference — June 2-5, St John's,

Newfoundland. Information: Les Mc-
Donald, 75 Albert St, Ste 908, Ottawa,

Ontario KIP 5E7.

Substance Abuse 88; 10th Annual New
York Substance Abuse Conference —
June 6-9, Rochester, New York. Infor-

mation; LaZette McCants, Narcotic

and Drug Research, Inc. 1501 Broad-

way, Ste 1914, New York, NY 10036.

Ontario Medical Association 108th An-

nual Meeting — June 6-10, Toronto,

Ontario. Information: Erma Walker

or Heather Smith, Ste 600, 250 Bloor St

E, Toronto, ON M4W3P8.

4th International Conference on AIDS
— June 12-16, Stockholm. Sweden In-

formation: Conference on AIDS, c/o

Stockholm Convention Bureau. Box
691

1

, S-102 .39 Stockholm, Sweden.

Committee on Problems of Drug De-

pendence — June 28-.30. North Fal-

mouth, Cape Cod. Massachusetts.

Information; Martin Adler, executive

secretary, CF'DD, department of

pharmacology. Temple University

School of Medicine, 3420 N Broad St,

Philadelphia. Penn.sylvania 19140.

International Doctors in Alcoholics

Anonymous Annual Meeting — Aug 3-

8, Baltimore, Maryland. Information:

Joseph Chambers, 4001 Glenrose Ave,

Kensington, MD 20795.

Australian Medical Society on Alcohol

and Drugs: The Politics of Prevention

— August 10-12, Hobart, Tasmania.

Australia. Information: Jacob

George, John Edis Hospital, Creek

Rd, Newtown, Tasmania, Australia.

North American Congress on Employ-

ee Assistance Programs — Aug 14-17,

Montreal, Quebec. Information: Di-

ane Vella, director of special projects,

2145 Crooks Rd. #103. Troy, Michigan

48084.

Canadian Society of Hospital Pharma-

cists Annual Meeting — Aug 18-20, To-

ronto, Ontario. Information; Barbara

Cole, eSHP, 123 Edward St, Ste 60,3.

Toronto. ON M5G1E2.

1st Canadian National Alcoholics

Anonymous Convention — Aug 18-21.

Halifax, Nova Scotia. Information:

Conference coordinator. Box 1988.

Halifax. Nova Scotia B.3J 3M9.

September

7th International Commission for the

Prevention of Alcoholism and Drug
Dependency World Prevention Con-

gress — Sept 4-8, Brisbane. Queens-

land. Australia. Information: Earnest

( continued on page C4

)
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PRIDE CANADA'S
4th Animal NationalConference onYouth and Drugs

May 26-28, 1988 - Ottawa Congress Centre
• for youth, parents, and professionals

• feaKjring nationally and internationally recognized scientists,

health profession's and policy makers
• separate youth and adult pienaiy, panel and workshop sessions

Thursday & Friday

• upbeat wrap-up session Saturday am. with youth and aduite

together

• gam awareness, information and ideas for action to make our

homes, schools and communitias drug free

• celebrate at the Awards

Banquet
• for more information call

1-800-667-3747

PLAN TO ATTEND

The 29th Annual Institute on
Addiction Studies

July 10-15, 1988

McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario

CmiCtllHS FtOPU"

For more Information, contact

Alcohol and Drug Concerns Inc.

1 1 Progress Ave. Suite 200
Scarborough. ON M1P4S7
(416) 293-3400

American Association
for Marriage
and Family 'Therapy

46th ANNUAL CONFERENCE
“Family 'Therapy and All 'That Jazz”

OCTOBER 27-30,1988, NEW ORLEANS, LA

CONTACT: Diane SoUee,
Conference Director
AAMFT
1717 K St. NW, Suite #407
Washington, DC 20006
(202) 429-1825

A'*? -Si

The Geisinger
NATIONAL CONFERENCE

ON ADDICTION
"The most important conference on
addiction you may ever attend..."

For more information, contact:

Freedom '88, c/o Marworth
Waverley, PA 18471
Attn: Alan Hulsman (717) 563-1112 'k

•^.1

LIFECVCLE COHFERENCES

I
‘‘v- f's

“lieyond the Road Less Travelled:

Spirituality and Personal Growth”
WITH DR. M. SCOTT PECK

April 30 - Toronto
.luly 16 - Vancouver

Topic.s include: Growinff Up Painfully, Con-

sciousness and Problem of Pain, Self-Love and

Self-Eslcem, Sexuality and Spirituality.

“ilealiuK the Loss of Childhood”
WITH CLAUDIA BLACK

May 14 - Toronto
,|unc II - Vancouver

topics include: The Process ofRecovery; Feelings
\

and Control; Needs and Wants; Problem-Solving

Skills; Goals, Expectations and Guidelinesfor

Recoveryfor Children of Alcoholics.

LifeCycle . '.AltNINC RISOURCrS INC.

5.1 l.iniKlcy Kd., Suite .1M), Nrwion, MA 02159

(hi 7) 964-.5050

1988
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Steed. 6830 Laurel St. NW. Washing-

ton. DC 20012.

39th National Conference on Alcohol

and Drug Problems — September 23-

26. Charlotte. North Carolina. Infor-

mation: Alcohol and Drug Problems

Association, 444 N Capitol St NW. Ste

181, Washington, DC 20001.

New York State Council on Alcoholism

Annual Conference— Sept 25-27. Alba-

ny, New York. Information: Pamela
Grant, NYSCA, 155 Washington Ave,

Albany, NY 12210.

Annual Scientific Meeting of the Royal

College of Physicians and Surgeons of

Canada, the Canadian Society for

Clinical Investigation, and Participat-

ing Societies— Sept 27, Ottawa, Onta-

rio. Information: Anna Lee Chabot,

RCPSC, 74 Stanley Ave, Ottawa, ON
KIM 1P4.

Canadian Psychiatric Association

38th Annual Meeting — Sept 28-30,

Halifax, Nova Scotia. Information:

Lea C. Metivier, chief administrative

officer, 294 Albert St, Ste 204, Ottawa.

Ontario KIP 6E6.

American Association for Marriage
and Family Therapy Annual Meeting:

Family Therapy and All That Jazz —
Oct 27-30, New Orleans, Louisiana.

Information: AAMFT, Diane Sollee,

conference director, 1717 K St, NW.
Ste 407. Washington, DC 20006.

November

Challenges — Nov 9-12, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania. Information:

Georgianna Carrington. NASW. 7981

Eastern Ave, Silver Spring, Maryland
20910.

22nd Annual Association for Advance-
ment of Behavior Therapy Convention
— Nov 17-20, New York, New York. In-

formation: Mary Jane Eimer, AABT,
13 W 36th St, New York. NY 10018.

October

International Symposium on Variabil-

ity in Pharmacokinetics and Drug Re-

sponse — Oct 3-5, Gothenburg,

Sweden. Information: Swedish Acade-

my of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Box

1136, S-111 81 Stockholm, Sweden.

Geisinger National Conference on Ad-

diction, Freedom 88 — Nov 2-6, Wash-
ington, DC. Information: Alan D.

Hulsman, Geisinger Foundation and
Marworth Alcoholism Treatment Cen-

ter, Box 36 Lily Lake Rd. Waverly,
Pennsylvania 18471-0036,

National Association of Social Work-
ers Annual Conference : Choices and

December

Southeastern Conference on Alcohol

and Drugs (SECAD 88) — Early De-

cember. Atlanta, Georgia. Informa-

tion: Charter Medical Corporation,

Pat Fields. 577 Mulberry St, Macon.
GA 31298.

A

Workshops/Courses
Editor’s Note: Courses and workshops
listed below are a sample of topics of-

fered throughout the year. For more
listings, watch The Journal’s regular

monthly listings.

Demystifying Treatment of Cocaine

Addiction — Jan 12, April 5, Center

City, Minnesota. Information: Barb
Thorsen, Hazelden, Box 11, Center

City, MN 55012.

Making a Safe Place: Leading Alcohol

and Other Drug Abuse Support

Groups in Schools — Jan 18-22, March
7-11, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Informa-

tion: De Paul Training Institute, 4143

S 13th St, Milwaukee, WI 53221,

Pharmacology and Drug Abuse Dis-

tance (Correspondence) Course —
Jan 20-April 20. Information: Addic-

tion Research Foundation, School for

Addiction Studies, 8 May St, Toronto,

ON M4W2Y1.

Double Jeopardy: Sexual Abuse Is-

sues in Recovery—Ian 22-24, La Jol-

la, California. Information: Alcohol

and Other Drug Studies, University of

California, San Diego X-OOl, La.Iolla,
( 'A 92093.

Fundamental Concepts Distance Edu-

cation Course — .Ian 26-April 19, To-

ronto, Ontario. Information: School

lor Addiction Studies, Addiction Re-

search Foundation, 8 May St, 'foronto,

ON M4W2YI,

Children at Risk : Alcohol and the El-

ementary Student — Jan 28-30, Mil-

waukee, Wisconsin. Information: De
Paul Training Institute, 4143 S 13th St,

Milwaukee, WI 53221.

Addictions Course for Health Profes-

sionals— Feb 5, March 4, and April 8,

Ottawa, Ontario. Information: Betty

Jones, Rideauwood Institute, 44 Ec-

cles St, 2nd fl, Ottawa, ON.

Is It Chemical Dependency? Introduc-

tion to Screening, Diagnosis, and As-

sessment — Feb 11. Nov 28, Center

City, Minnesota. Information: Barb
Thorsen, Hazelden, Box 11 Center City

MN 5.5012.

Practical Psychology for Pastors:

Tools for Recognition of Addiction —
Feb 15-16. Toronto, Ontario. Informa-

tion: School for Addiction Studies, Ad-

diction Research Foundation, 8 May
St, Toronto, ON M4W2Y1.

Effective Intervention Techniques: A
Therapist’s Perspective — Feb 20,

Oakland, California, Information:

Stephanie Ross, Merritt Peralta Insti-

tute, Chemical Dependency Recovery

Hospital, 435 Hawthorne Ave. Oak-

land, CA 946090.

Treating the Addictions: Getting Off

and Staying Off— March 4-5, Boston,

Massachu.setts. Information; Judy
Reiner Platl, 'fhe Cambridge Hospi-

tal. 1493 Cambridge St. Cambridge,
MA 02139.

9th Annual Employee Assistance Pro-

grams (EAP) Training Seminar —
March 16-18. Charlotte, North Caroli-

na, Information: William Cook, direc-

tor, Metrolina Employee Assistance

Programs, 100 Billingley Rd, Char-

lotte, NC 28211,

Implementing Prevention Programs,

a National Workshop — March 22-25.

Lake Arrowhead, California. Informa-

tion: Tom Colthurst, University of

California, San Diego, X-001, La Jolla,

CA 92093.

Community Responses to Alcohol and
Other Drug Problems — Apr 6-June 1,

La Jolla, California. Information: Al-

cohol and Other Drug Studies, Univer-

sity of California. San Diego X-001, La
Joila.CA 92093.

Group Therapy for Adult Children of

Alcoholics: Practical Considerations

and Skill Development — April 21,

Oakland, California. Information;

Stephanie Ross. Merritt Peralta Insti-

tute, Chemical Dependency Recovery

Hospital, 435 Hawthorne Ave, Oak-

land. CA 94609.

Cocaine Abuse: Clinical Issues —
April 25-26, Toronto. Ontario. Infor-

mation; School for Addiction Studies,

Addiction Research Foundation. 8

May St, Toronto. ON M4W 2Y1,

Youth, Alcohol and Drugs Workshop .

— May 5-6. Toronto, Ontario. Informa-

tion : School for Addiction Studies, Ad-

diction Research Foundation. 8 May ^

St. Toronto, ON M4W2Y1.

Alcohol and the Family Workshop: ,

Community Program Approaches — .

May 16-17, Toronto, Ontario. Informa-
'

tion: School for Addiction Studies. Ad-
j

diction Research Foundation. 8 Mav
'

St, Toronto. ON M4W2Y1.
'

i

I

Managing Problem Employees —
(

May 17, Toronto, Ontario. Informa-

tion: Jill Birch, program manager.
|

conference and seminar services,
i

Humber College, 205 Humber College
|

Blvd, Etobicoke, ON M9W 5L7 1

Chemical Dependency and Eating 1,

Disorders: Common Denominators
j

and Differences — June 11. Oakland,
j

California. Information: Stephanie

Ross, Merritt Peralta Institute. Chem-
ical Dependency Recovery Hospital.

435 Hawthorne Ave. Oakland, CA
94609.

How .Alcohol/Drug Dependence .Af- !

fects Families— Aug 22-26. Minneapo- •

lis. Minnesota. Information: Johnson ,

Institute. 7151 Metro Blvd. Minneapo-

lis, MN 5,5435.

Chemically Dependent Women in the
'

Workplace: Identirication and Inter-

vention t)ct 24. Center City. Minne-

sota. Information: Barb Thorsen.

Hazelden. Box 11. Center Citv, MN
55012.

Institutes
Pacillc Institute of Cheiiiieal Depen-
dency — .1.111 4 16, Honolulu. Hawaii

InI'ormalion: ,loyce Ingram (Jiinn, Al

eoliol and Drug, Abuse Br.inch. Box
;i378. Honolulu. HI

9th Annual Training Institute on Ad-

dir'tions — Feb 4 9, Clearwater Beach.

Florida Inlorinalioii; liisliliile lor In

leg.ral Developmenl, Box 2172, ( 'olora

do Springs. ( 'olorado 81)9111

.

I.'lth EAP Instltiile: A Management
Training Institnte for the Employee
Asslstanee Program Speeiallst

Man'll 2(124, Allaiila Georgia liilor

malioii Irene Miller. F.diie.itioli Ex
leiiMon .Services, Allania, GA Jll.'lll?

II.'llll)

Annual Drug and Alcohol Spring

Training Instltiile and Conrereiiee

April 4-8, Pillsbiirgh, IVnnsylvania

liiforinalioii; Nancy Sponeybarger,

division of Irainnig and informalioii

services. Pennsylvania DepI of

lleallli, OITlce of Drug and Alcohol

Programs, Box 911, Harrisburg, P,A

17 1211

2inl Piicific Instilnie on Addiction

Studies — May 8 II. Langley. British

Coliimbia liirormalioii; Karl Burden.

Alcohol and Drug Concerns, II Pro
g.ress Ave. Sle 2IIII, .Scarborough, ( )nl.i

rioMIP4.S7.

Insliliile for Alcohol and Drug Studies

- May 23 27. Isvansville. Indiana In

lormalion: Nadine A t'oiidrel. Uin

veiMly ol F.vansville. IIIIHI l.nieoln

Ave, Evansville, IN 47722,

Behavioral Health Studies May 23-

27. 'I'ucson, Arizona. Information; Su-

san Villae.scusa, program director.

University of Arizona, 351) Wilmot.

Box 12069' Tucson, AZ 8,5732

Rutgers University Summer .Session

May 31 ,lime 24. .lune 27-.luly 22.

.Iiily 25 August 17. New Brunswick.

New .lerscy InI'ormalion The Sum-
mer Session, Butgers University, New
Brunswick, N.l l>8‘K)3

New 5'ork Slate Summer School of Al-

cidiol Studies .lune 20 .lul\ 1, Dg
denshurg. New York information

Carolyn M While. Hiverside Drive,

Dg.denslnirg. NN 13669

Winter ScIumiI in the Sun .lune 27

.Inly 1 Brishane. Queensland. .AusIra

ha Inlormalion Boh Aldred, exec

olive oHieer .Alcohol and Drug
Foundation, Queensland, Box 320

Spring. Hill. AusIrah.i lOO-l

2llth Annual .Southwestern SehiMd for 29lli .Annual Instilule on .Addiction

The Journal, Addiction Research Foundation, 33 Russell St, Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1

* N',

Studies .luly 10-15, Hamilton. Onta
rio. Information Karl Burden. .Alco-

hol and Drug f'oiicerns, 11 Progre.ss

.Ave, Ste 200, Scarborough. DN MIP
4S7

I7lh Annual San Diego Summer
ScluMil of Alcohol and Other Drug
Studies .luly 10 15, La .lolla. f'ahh'r

Ilia Information Tom t’ollhurst,

UCSD \ 001 La .lolla. California. USA.
92093

Summer School for .Vddiction Studies

.lul\ 1 1 2!i. Toronlo, Ontario Infor

Illation .SchiHil for Addiction Studies,

Addiction Research Foundation. 8

May St, foronto. ON M tW 2A'l

The .lolinson Instilule Summer Train-

ing .Sehool on .Mcohol Drug Depen-

dence .luly 1122 I Intership Wis'k

.Inly 25 291. Minnea|>olis. Minnesota

Inlormation .lohnson Institute, 7151

Metro Blvd. Minnea|H)hs MN K5435
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AIDS: a community case study

Skidmore: local ethos

Heads you live. Tails you get AIDS.

In some peris of the country. e$ many as 1 in 2 drug injectors carries the AIDS virus. DON'T INJECT AIDS.

British government campaign poster: high HIV infection rate prompted first needle exchange program

EDINBURGH — Scots explorers, educa-

tors. doctors, lawyers, missionaries, and

colonists laid the foundation for what was

to become the British Empire in Canada,

the United States, and much of the rest of

the world. More than 200 years after beings

forced into a United Kingdom, a fierce

streak of independence remains. Scots nat-

urally assume their systems of education,

the law, and the sciences, especially medi-

cine. retain their superiority.

Although high rates of spirits use are en-

demic, Scotland escaped the excess of

the drug culture of the 1960s and 1970s. But,

the country has been devastated in the

1980s by unemployment and an explosion

of intravenous (IV) drug use. The high

rate of HIV infection there led the central

government in London to start Britain’s

first program of needle exchange to com-
bat the threat.

A centre for the problem is the Muir-
house housing estate in Northwest Edin-

burgh (see also page 1). Muirhouse ac-

quired international attention last year
when Roy Robertson, MD, announced a

5Ff HIV infection rate among IV drug us-

ers, and the media national and interna-

tional — descended. Dr Robertson fears a

repeat in future.

Dr Robertson and Carol Skidmore, a

psychologist who directs their Edinburgh
Drug Abuse Study, and collaborators at

Edinburgh City Hospital and Edinburgh
University, constantly revise their data

and submit reports to international confer-

ences on AIDS and medical journals.

Life at Muirhouse is not easy, as they tell

The Journal’s Contributing Editor Harvey
McConnell in this the third in a series on

AIDS in Europe: Switzerland and Den-
mark (The Journal, November), and the

Netherlands (The Journal, October). Next
month. Mr McConnell will report from
Italy.

The Muirhouse housing estate, built after

World War 11 in a then upmarket sector of

Edinburgh, avoided the architectural

obscenities of postwar high-rises and con-

crete. It has neat green squares, houses,

and apartment blocks no more than three

stories high.

"But. gradually, as the city evolved, it

ended up being the area nobody else

wanted to go to, and there are quite a few

problem families," Ms Skidmore explains.

“Young people using drugs have lived here
all their lives.

"We see kids whose fathers and mothers
smoke 60 cigarettes a day and drink, and
around them is some kind of dependence.
Yet. while there are one or two families t in

which I you can look right down the line

and see exactly what is coming, on the

whole, most are not too problematic."

Because Muirhouse acquired a certain

isolation, now solidified by the high rate of

IV drug use in the 1980s and the rapid

spread of HIV infection. Dr Robertson and
his 10 fellow general practitioners have a

unique community in which to follow the

progression of HIV infection and the con-

version to AIDS related complex lARCt
and AIDS.
The 1986 outburst of international inter-

est in Muirhouse has subsided : but only for

the moment. "Things are going to hot up

again, there is no doubt about it. And, it is

very difficult to know how we are going to

cope with that,” Dr Robertson says. “We
have individual disasters, such as 15-year-

old girls in unprotected sexual

relationships with drug users, and phe-

nomenal problems and potential disas-

ters."

Even so, the first case of AIDS diag-

nosed on the estate this fall came as a real

shock. "Everybody on the estate knows
this girl has AIDS," Ms Skidmore says.

“And it has shocked the drug-using kids,

even though as a group they see members
die quite regularly: there have been three

deaths this year, two girls from overdoses,

and one man from hepatitis.”

Ms Skidmore’s updated statistics show
that among 5.500 patients in the 16- to 30-

year-old age group, 260 have a history of

heroin use, as well as amphetamines, or

“anything which comes to hand.” Other

drug use has risen in wake of police and

customs crackdowns on the heroin supply.

Patients who were heroin addicts were
outside Dr Robertson’s medical reference

when he joined the practice eight years

ago.

“We knew there were only about 50 in-

jectors in Edinburgh in the 1970s. By 1982.

it was estimated there were between 2,000

and 3,000 IV heroin users here.”

By that time. Dr Robertson and his col-

leagues knew, because of hepatitis cases,

there was a lot of needle sharing. Then,

AIDS appeared in the United States.

Dr Robertson recalls that in 1983, “I

gave a lecture to some of my colleagues

and, being rather provocative, said, Tf you

don’t do something about it now, you are

going to have an AIDS problem within two

or three years’ — but not really believing

ourselves we really would.

“Ironically, at that time there was an

AIDS problem: though invisible then, it

was spreading. That is when it landed in

this group and spread rapidly,”

Ms Skidmore adds that in the city. then,

"intravenous drug use was chaotic." ( It is

one of the few activities in Britain to sur-

EDINBURGH — Roy Robertson, MD,
in the tradition of Scots medicine, has

been launched on a path he did not

choose, but down which he now intends

to go much, much further.

Dr Robertson: “My interest is drug
abuse, rather than AIDS ( see above sto-

ry). We now have a study underway
into the natural history of drug addic-

tion; to some, it might sound boring,

and people have said. ‘Oh yes. but what
about AIDS?’
“But it isn’t boring. It has tremen-

dous implications for AIDS, which, af-

ter all, is a manifestation of. among oth-

er things, drug abuse. I still think we
need more information about what hap-

mount the notorious class barriers, with

rich and poor alike shooting, sharing, and
dealing.

)

Although Dr Robertson and Ms Skid-

more do their best to educate, advise, ca-

jole, and counsel, the activity of many pa-

tients can be depressing in the extreme.

Ms Skidmore: “The ethos in this part of

the country is that the girls want to have a

baby so they can get a house of their own.
They won’t use the pill, won’t use con-

doms, won’t use any kind of contraception.

The only thing that has been used with any
kind of success is the injectable contracep-

tive Depo-Provera— which you usually as-

sociate with Third World countries — but

even then, they forget to turn up for their

boosters.

“Many girls are quite content to have a

child by the time they are 16 or 17, to have

three by the time they are 20, and to be

sterilized when they are 25.

"We have women who are sero-positive

who say: ‘You told me the first time I had

a baby it would be sero-positive and devel-

op AIDS and die. Look at her, she’s fine,

she hasn’t even got the virus. I am going to

have another one.’

"A lot of men say: ‘In three years, I

might die of AIDS, .and I want to have a

baby now. Why should I wait?’

"Their behavior is very immediate. Ev-

erything is done for the minute. They will

share needles with somebody w'ho is in-

fected just because they want a shot: they

will have sex with somebody without using

a condom because they want to. They don’t

think about consequences or plan ahead.

“Also very depressing is the thinking of

people who have been HIV-positive for five

years, still show no symptoms of ARC. and

their sexual partners don’t have symp-

toms. Nothing has happened as yet. so they

think they are not infected and don’t have

the virus, and they think things are going

to carry on being as they are now."

The next few years are going to be a try-

ing time for the estates, for the doctors,

and for their staff. "I think there is going

to be an increasing panic among local peo-

ple. There is going to be anxiety, and there

pens to drug users, about what makes
them start, what makes them stop. Be-

cause I don’t think fear of AIILS

changes anything.

“I don’t really believe down inside

that people really are not going to start

using drugs because AIDS is around

now. People are still starting to use."

However, he adds, as morbidity and

mortality of AIDS increase, there will

be an impact on their continued use of

drugs, their stopping using drugs, and

on their social lives and their families.

“I think it is just as fascinating to stu-

dy the sero-negatives as it is to study

the sero-positives.” he adds.

He believes “the people who are most

are going to be people choosing not to come
to this facility any more, which is a great

regret," Dr Robertson declares.

“My view is that we can do nothing

about it: we can’t say we are not going to

treat patients who have AIDS.”
Despite the fact that young people are

still taking drugs, there are changes, and
they have been monitored. Dr Robertson:

“There is no doubt in our minds
that things are changing gradually. The
shooting gallery phenomenon has gone.

People are saying they wouldn’t share

with anyone who is sero-positive. or whom
they thought sero-positive; they wouldn’t

share with anyone they didn’t know: and.

they wouldn’t use works they did know had
been used before. These are gradual

changes on different parameters.
“But they do share with their sexual

partners, and if you really push them, they

will admit, that, well, on occasions they

have shared with somebody else. In a way.

this is inevitable: you are not going to get

it perfect straight away."

Two important other factors in HIV in-

fection and AIDS fortunately don’t compli-

cate the picture in Muirhouse. There are

no hemophiliacs and. if there are any prac-

ticing homosexual males, they are well

hidden. Ms Skidmore was told forcefully

by one addict that he w'ants it inscribed on

his gravestone he was a junkie “because I

don’t want anybody to think 1 was a poof.
”

However, a few addicts are so aggres-

sive. with undertones of violence, that se-

rious consideration is being given to re-

moving them from the practice roster.

Ms Skidmore is blunt: "They won’t ever

find a doctor in Edinburgh so sympathetic

as the doctors in this practice, but having

said that, there is a limit to how much ag-

gression and violence the staff are pre-

pared to put up with”

A footnote: A taxi driver had waited pa-

tiently for more than 20 minutes outside

the clinic. The meter was ?iot running.

"Was that that Dr Robertson with you?"

he burred. Told that it was. he added:

"Aye. he's a good doctor.
"

at risk arc those who have just started

to use drugs, who don’t have any doc-

tors. and don’t have contacts with agen-

cies. I am interested in early interven-

tion."

In a way, “it is a cheap option" just to

throw money around to set up metha-

done maintenance programs, especial-

ly as those who will attend will be long-

time addicts.

“We need large amounts of resources

for drug use and not just for AIDS. At

the moment, a lot of empires are being

built all over the place for AIDS, and

the bottom line is that nothing is being

done about drug abuse.”

The natural history of drug addiction
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Return to Native traditions works
NNADAP encourages dialogue
The theme Keep the Circle Strong

grew out of the Western Arctic

Peer Group, a committee rep-

resenting six communities in the

Western Arctic and one in the

Eastern Arctic.

It was designed into a logo by
the government of the Northwest

Territories (NWT) and the NWT
region of the National Native Al-

cohol and Drug Abuse Program
(NNADAP). This was further

adapted for November’s National

Addiction Awareness Week.

NNADAP director Richard
Jock told The Journal programs
generated within communities,
such as those in the accompany-
ing article, are “excellent illus-

trations of what communities can
accomplish, given the motiva-
tion.” He said the Alkali Lake
Band, for example, “has inspired

people across North America.”

Although NNADAP provides

occasional project-funding assis-

tance, Mr Jock said: “I see our
role as one of promoting models
such as these, and encouraging
interchange among bands and
other groups to further motivate
others.”

By Joan Hollobon

WINNIPEG — Native people in-

creasingly are taking responsibili-

ty for their struggle against alco-

holism and drug abuse, deriving

strength from turning back to their

traditions and culture.

Theresa Strawberry, chief for

eight years of the 400-member
O’Chiese Band at Rocky Mountain

House, Alberta, told a workshop at

the National Forum on Drug
Awareness here, attempts to im-

prove her band’s situation failed

despite improved housing and edu-

cation, and even more money.

Chief Strawberry recognized al-

coholism was the biggest problem.

She also “realized I had to go into

treatment.”

Before the next band council

election, she got council to pass a

resolution that all band leaders

would have to have treatment or

stay sober; she announced this was
to be her major project if re-elect-

ed.

Returned to office with a big ma-
jority, Chief Strawberry and the

council went to Edmonton for alco-

holism treatment, hired a new pro-

gram director and new social

worker, and worked for a year to

bring mobile treatment to the re-

serve: “People with eight kids

can’t go away for treatment.”

Having treatment available on

the reserve turned it into a commu-
nity project that provided mutual

support for participants, both men
and women, ranging in age from
adolescents to people in their 60s.

In some cases, whole families went

through treatment together.

The Alkali Lake Band at Wil-

liams Lake, British Columbia, pi-

oneered community effort to com-
bat alcoholism through initiatives

by band leadership some 15 years

ago.

Charlene Belleau, band program
coordinator, told The Journal a

film on their experience has been

shown at more than 100 confer-

ences and workshops all over

North America and is being used

now as a model to help other Na-

tive groups set up similar pro-

grams.

“The key to our success is that

our leaders are the ones who set

the example, they are the role

models. From there, it spread to

the administration, where we were
required to be sober.”

Ms Belleau has been sober for

eight years now: “Everyone in the

community was affected at one

point or another Once the first few

sobered up, it just had a rippling

effect that caught on with the

whole eommutiity, and w<‘ all

pulled together
“

The most successful of the on

going Native programs still are

those run hy volunteers I’i'ograms

run almost every night Alcohol

ICS Anonymous, Adult ('hildren of

Alcoholics, Survivor groups for

those who have siilTered child or

sexual ahiis(‘, and separate worn

en's and men's Sharing ( 'ireles

Weekend recreational events,

such as hockey games, also are

dry: “We just make sure every-

thing we do does not involve alco-

hol,” Ms Belleau says.

Alcohol is not banned, but none is

sold on the reserve and most of the

community now is dry.

Ms Belleau says education plays

a major role in preventing children

from turning to alcohol — “both

education in the learning sense and

education about alcoholism.”

Right from day care to high school,

children have their own Sharing

Circles and learn about alcohol.

“When they start talking, they

start knowing who is sober and
who is not. They know alcohol is

not a part of Alkali, and when they

recognize it outside of the commu-
nity, they know what it is and that

it is not the way we are.”

The 42!5-mcmber Alkali Band
still has economic [iroblems and

unemployment, but hopes to .set up

a training and treatment centre for

alcoholism to .serve Native people

from Canada and the IJnited

States, 'flu' centre will employ 25 to

;(() |)eo|)le.

“I tliink these things are falling

into place. The key issue is that we
developed people first. All over the

eoimtry, not only with N.’itives, we
hear the prime minister, tiu'

eliiets, ;md leaders saying. If only

we had economic development,

|)eo|)le wouldn't hi' out drinking; if

we had nice houses they wouldn't

he on the streets

"To 11 ... all these are excuses for

not re.'diy dealing with the problem
III aleoliolism

Ms Belleau says the second key

to the Alkali Band’s success is that

the band accepted responsibility

for their community.
“We didn’t wait for the (federal

department of) Indian Affairs or

National Health and Welfare or

anybody to solve our problems. We
found solutions from within the

community, and that is really im-

portant.”

Paul Andrew of Inuvik, North-

west Territories, a broadcaster

with CBC (Canadian Broadcast

Corporation), also told the

workshop of a return to Native cus-

toms. Active in a Friendship

Centre and in rehabilitation pro-

jects at Inuvik, Mr Andrew said his

people are getting back to drum
dancing and are learning the Sla-

vey language again. On weekends,

groups are going out onto the land,

fishing and hunting and “concen-

trating on staying sober.

“We have a good time in the bush

talking about old times and listen-

ing to the elders who are re-intro-

ducing our cultural background.

People had lost the traditional way
of life, hut now we are getting back
to an older lifestyle."

Among other Inuit communities,

too, the emphasis is slowly shifting

to a return to older values and tra-

ditional reliance upon the elders.

Jens Angaangac] Lyberth is own-

er-operator of a travel agency at

Iqualuit (formerly Frobisher

Bay). He heads Tuvvik, the local

alcohol and drug committee, and is

also working to bring the elders

into the fight against ah'ohol,

drugs, solvents, and suieiiUv

“How can a I'omnuinily of J.DDt)

people drink 2,ltl)(l cans ol beer a

day one million cans a year

plus wine and liquor'’" lu' asked

the workshoi).

lie said .$111,000 worth of hashish

enters l(|nahiil every month. ;ind

glue snilTmg is rampant, with

younger and younger children sul

fering withdrawal symptoms from

solvents.

Children form 52% of the Iqua-

luit population, and represent 98%
of suicides there.

The traditionally tight-knit Inuit

community has become disrupted

over the years in Iqualuit, but now
“we are the first group in the East-

ern Arctic to consult the elders

about alcohol."

The drum, with its deep spiritual

significance, is coming back. Sur-

vival depends, he said, on the Inuit

By Deana Driver

REGINA — Eleven years ago.

Freddie Johnson would just as

soon have knocked you down as

said hello to you. He almost killed

his own father during one drunken

binge— one he doesn't remember.
Today, Mr Johnson is principal

of the Sxoxomie school on the .Mka-

li Lake Indian reserve, Williams
Lake, British Columbia.

He spends much of his spare

time talking to groups about the

successful recovery process the W-
kali band used to regain control of

their lives and their pride.

At a recent Native health confer-

ence here, Mr .lohnson said he'd hit

rock bottom, been in accidents and

been near death a few tunes be-

cau.se of Ins drinking, without real

i/ing the effect of the alcohol

Mis story is included in a film

The Honour of All on .Mkali Lake,

a community that went from total

alcoholism to 95'. sobru'tv (see

story above I Ills parents are

shown at the hospital, ama/ed at

the wounds he inllicit'd on his fa

thi'r .M llu' t'lid of the lilm, Mr

“learning these traditions and rec-

ognizing we are spiritual, not just

physical, beings."

Later, Mr Lyberth, who has been
studying the drum for about 10

years, performed for a hushed au-

dience at a plenary session.

Recently, he flew over the now
abandoned Greenland community
where he spent his early years; "it

was a beautiful place. Sometimes
I'd much rather be Joe Blow Eski-

mo who lives in the North — a
peaceful life, like my parents had
— a beautiful life, living off the

land, ’ he told The Journal.

Instead, he is now a vocal leader

in Iqualuit, entering the struggle

against addictions.

Iqualuifs municipal government
is beginning to recognize the role of

the Inuit elders in village life, and
Mr Lybeth says he looks to the day
when similar recognition comes
from the Northwest Territories

legislative assembly.

Some Northern situations sound

remarkably like those of any city

suburb in Canada. Annie Kellogok.

a young woman from Coppermine,
who overcame her own alcohol

problem six years ago. is partic-

ularly concerned with the women
— at home, drinking, and loath to

admit it. Also, there is a great deal

of hidden spousal and child abuse,

she said.

The Native delegates, partic-

ularly. welcomed the conference:

“What I like is the networking
going on." Charlene Belleau told

The Journal. "But I also believe

. . . there has to be follow-through

on the recommendations."

Johnson: through hell

.lohn.son cries when he talks to

band members about that expen-

enee.

“That's the wa\ 1 was when 1

was drinking, and I didn't know
what the hell was going on 1 didn't

know that alcohol was doing that to

me, " he explains

Mr .lohnson learned, from an in-

tensive .Mkali training course, to

ha\i' patience and hope "It was

people w ho helped me. and it's my
turn to help people, " he says

"We use our eulture to heal our

Alkali school principal

— one success story

I yhrith: consiJiting oldors Kollogok. hidden ntnisn SIrnwhony lonli/iilion Andiow tinditionni way Belleau rippivellect

pi'oph' " the swe.illodge. Native

danei's, and regular meetings of

nu'ii's and wonu'ii's groups on the

reservv', I'aeh hell's to build and

maintain a sv-nsi' of pride and iden

titv for the pc'ople

I come from a eommunity that

really went through a lot of lu'll.
"

he savs, and main other North

Ameriean eommunities are going

through the same
Making the film about .Mkali

Laki' and speaking ti' groups has

servi'd an important purpose.

"What the film has done is bring it

out 111 till' opi'ii, and say, 'A on can

lu'lji these peoph', and there is hope

for tiu'si' pi'oph'
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Government leads war on smoke in Singapore
services, a study is being launched

to see what smoking does to a mili-

tary person’s ability to wage war.

The tobacco industry here has

reacted by downplaying the dan-

gers of passive smoking and trying

to raise the spectre of "unwar-
ranted government intrusion into

people's lives.” The Singapore To-

bacco Manufacturers and Import-

ers Association has sent organiza-

tions involved in the anti-smoking

campaign copies of a report crit-

icizing the methodology of passive

smoking studies.

So far, the government has not

indicated stringent laws limiting

smoking will be introduced. Luisa

Lee, education director for the

ministry of health, describes

smoking as "a personal prefer-

ence” and stresses that the em-
phasis will continue to be on dis-

couraging smoking.

"We're trying to create a cli- ing very inconvenient and to ex-

mate not conducive to smoking,” plain that it is not condoned and not

she says. "We want to make smok- normal.”

TOlNftRDs
A NATIO*'

NONSMOI'

On the buses: ‘emphasizing patriotic themes'

Technicalities trip up DWI drive

By Lachlan McQuarrie

SINGAPORE — The anti-smoking

campaign here is in many ways

similar to other Singapore cam-

paigns — to discourage spitting, to

promote cleaner streets, to use

Mandarin in preference to regional

Chinese dialects — with the gov-

ernment leading the way, rather

than reacting to public opinion.

The national non-smoking con-

trol program jvasn’t triggered by

any large scale public concern

about smoking or by the activities

of an anti-smoking lobby.

But in December, 1986, the gov-

ernment took action, with the offi-

cial campaign slogan. Towards a

Nation of Non-Smokers. Health

Minister Richard Hu said the long-

range objective is to "promote
non-smoking as the norm in Singa-

pore.

"We are optimistic that in a de-

cade's time, the rate of smoking

will be half that at present.”

It is estimated that only 12.5'7r of

the total population here, or 19^r of

those more than 15 years old,

smoke. That is approximately

325,000 of 2.6 million people and not

particularly high by Asian stan-

dards.

Songs and slogans used in the

campaign have emphasized patri-

otic themes: "It's unpatriotic to

smoke.” There has also been an at-

tempt to make smokers feel isolat-

ed and ashamed by stressing the

dangers of passive smoking and re-

minders of the Confucian concept

of placing the welfare of society

above the individual.

There is a National Smoking
Control Coordinating Committee
with a budget of $1.7 million dollars

(Cdn $1 million) and representa-

tives from the ministries of health,

communications and information,

defence, education, environment,

labor, and trade and industry. La-

bor and management also partici-

pate through the National Trade
Union Congress and the Singapore

Employers’ Federation.

One of the most intensive anti-

smoking campaigns is being car-

ried out in the Singapore Armed
Forces ( SAF ). In addition to smok-
ing cessation classes, operated

throughout the SAF by doctors and
counsellors from SAF medical

By Karen Birchard

DUBLIN — Irish authorities are

trying to plug a newly discovered

loophole that has allowed thou-

sands of drunk-driving charges to

be dismissed and opened the flood-

gates for appeals by those recently

convicted.

The judicial mess comes at a

time when police have stepped up

the drinking/driving campaign,
and it is the second time in less

than a year that drunk-driving

charges have been thrown out of

court on a technicality.

This time, charges are being dis-

missed because of the wording on

the form describing results of a de-

fendant’s blood or urine test. Irish

law requires this form to be en-

tered as evidence, but, a High
Court Judge recently ruled the

wording on the form did not com-
ply with the law.

The form states that it is “to be

issued” under the Road Traffic Act
when it should read that it “is is-

sued” or “has been issued.”

“It’s ridiculous,” said a cam-
paigner against drinking and driv-

ing, “unbelievable that a simple

grammatical error could result in

drivers whose blood-alcohol con-

tent was well above the limit just

walking out of court.
”

The director of public prosecu-

tions has lodged an appeal with the

Supreme Court to try to salvage

thousands of proceedings for drunk
driving. A ministerial order has
been issued to change the wording.

Earlier this year, thousands of

traffic-offence summonses were
struck out by district justices be-

cause the summonses had been is-

sued by a computer instead of be-

ing considered by district judges.

Emergency legislation was
passed to bring judicial proceed-

ings into line with the new techno-

logies, but many cases, including a

large number of drunk-driving

summonses, are still under appeal.

N

One Singapore anti-smoking song includes these lyrics:

Hey there Singapore, it's time to clear the air.

Come all you smokers, show us that you care.

We know that there's a problem and quitting can be tough.

But, we 're sick of the smoke, sick of the smell.

And, we think you’ve had enough.

We're an independent nation ofpeople on the go,

And we need every one of you to help our nation grow.

^GILBERT
Municipal actions: I

My loose association with Ontario’s Ad-

diction Research Foundation and my
work as a municipal councillor some-
times intersect, most often in matters to

do with smoking. Then I get the chance to

put my vote where my pen is and even to

initiate things.

Occasionally 1 act at City Hall in ways
that the drug abuse community might not

favor. An example was a recent, unsuc-

cessful attempt to replace a resolution

supporting the federal government's pro-

posed Tobacco Products Control Act ( Bill

C-51 ) with one calling for updating and en-

forcement of the Tobacco Restraint Act.

The restraint act forbids the possession

or use of tobacco products in a public

place in Canada by anyone under the age
of 16 years. The maximum penalty on

first conviction is a reprimand: on second
conviction, a fine of $1; on third and sub-

sequent convictions, a fine of $4. No
charge has been laid for decades.

Bill C-51. if enacted, will ban all forms
of tobacco advertising and most promo-
tion of tobacco products. It will also do

sensible things: cigarette packs will car-

ry stronger warnings; manufacturers and
importers of tobacco products will have to

provide more information to government
about the toxicity of their products.

Favored action
Action of mine at City Hall that has met

with more favor concerns smoking in the

workplace. Early in 1984, I proposed to

Toronto's Board of Health (which acts as

a committee of the City Council ) that To-

ronto move to restrict workplace smok-
ing.

The time was ripe. A tortuous four-year

attempt to restrict smoking in restau-

rants was nearing fruition, leaving the

way clear for other action. San Francis-

co's innovative ordinance had just re-

ceived confirmation by plebescite: it

sought to encourage the adoption of work-

place smoking policies satisfactory to

both smokers and non-smokers. Never-

theless, only now is a bylaw about to be

passed that restricts smoking in Toronto’s

workplaces ( see table )

.

The main reason for the delay was the

need to secure approval of the provincial

legislature to pass a bylaw of the kind in

effect in San Francisco.

The San Francisco ordinance requires

each office employer to establish a policy

respecting smoking that is satisfactory to

smokers and non-smokers. If agreement
cannot be reached, smoking must be

banned.

Arbitrary rules
Such legislation involves a degree of

delegation of responsibility for enforce-

ment that is ordinarily beyond the power
of municipalities in Ontario. Moreover, it

involves potential arbitrariness in the rul-

es for smoking and not smoking that is

also beyond municipal authority to pre-

scribe.

The City of Toronto's lawyer advised

that the City had the power only to ban

smoking completely in every workplace

of a particular kind or to require that a

uniform proportion of space be set aside

for smoking. To follow the San Francisco

model, which was considered desirable,

enabling provincial legislation was re-

quired.

Further reasons for the delay were the

need to study the experience of other mu-
nicipalities. particularly San Francisco,

and a change in direction during the pro-

cess that was occasioned by the nature of

the enabling legislation —- it permitted the

City to limit smoking in all workplaces

(except those of the provincial and feder-

al governments), even though the addi-

tional authority had been requested only

in respect of office workplaces.

Except that all workplaces are covered.

the proposed Toronto bylaw follows the

San Francisco ordinance closely. Imple-

mentation will be different, however. The
Toronto public health department has

concluded that the rate of compliance

with the San Francisco ordinance is only

.50' (

.

and that only 30' f to 40' r of workers

are aware of the ordinance.

The Toronto bylaw will be launched

with a large publicity campaign. Four in-

spectors will be hired for a year to ensure

that education and enforcement occur.

The sum of $.530,407 is being budgeted to

cover these additional costs during the

first year of the bylaw. The maximum
fine for employers and employees who
contravene the bylaw will be .$2,000.

Province-wide law
other Ontario cities are moving in the

same direction, including two of Toronto's

neighbors. Etobicoke and York. Recently

announced plans by Ontario's new provin-

cial government may stall further munic-

ipal action in this area. Frovince-wide

legislation is to be introduced during the

next year. Reports of comments by Greg
Sorbora. Ontario labor minister, suggest

that the San Francisco model will not be

followed.

Province-wide action will be a mistake

Ontario-wide action will be a mistake if it impedes use of the

most important requirement— that workplace smoking
policies be developed through negotiation between

smokers and non-smokers

if it impedes use of the most important re-

quirement of the San Francisco ( and To-

ronto I legislation — that workplace smok-

ing policies be developed through negotia-

tion between smokers and non-smokers.

The alternatives — to ban smoking out-

right or to limit it according to a province-

wide formula — could meet with damag-
ing resistance. Legislators should tread

carefully and recognize both the great va-

riation among workplaces and the large

amount of each day that workers spend in

them.

Next month. I'll write about another op-

portunity for municipal action: prevent-

ing sales of cigarettes to children.

Eveitts leading to passage of Toronto

workplace smoking bylaw

.Jan 84 — Proposal made to the Board of

Health.

Apr 85 — Hoard of Health recommends
adoption of the proposal.

May 85 — City Council endorses proposal

and votes to .seek enabling legislation.

Dec 86 — Provincial legislature grants

power to Toronto Council to limit work-

place smoking.

Anticipated

Nov 87 — Board of Health recommends
adoption of a bylaw.

Dec 87 — City Council passes bylaw limit-

ing workplace smoking.

Mar 88 — Bylaw comes into effect.

By

Richard

Gilbert
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Some sins are more deadly
When I dropped by my friend Professor

Bottomsworthy’s office last week, I found

him trying, unsuccessfully, to insert a

copy of the recent House of Commons
Standing Committee on National Health

and Welfare report on alcohol and drug
abuse into the top shelf of his bookcase.

He was attempting to wedge it between a

yellowing copy of the United States Sur-

geon General’s report on smoking and the

Lalonde report on preventive health strat-

egies, and it wouldn’t fit; the shelf was
full.

“Why don’t you just put it on one of the

other shelves,” I suggested, “since the

rest of them are virtually empty,”
“Of course they’re virtually empty,”

growled the professor, as he banged the

Commons Committee report in with his

fist, “and they will remain empty as long

as our governments and social scientists

are obsessed with Gluttony. Look at this

top shelf— it’s filled with fact-filled, sta-

tistics-stuffed reports and publications

that quantify the deleterious effects of

glutting our bodies with legal and illegal

substances.
“I’ve had it up to here with Gluttony.

When do we ever hear about the other

deadly sins that preoccupied the medieval
mind, deadly sins that still cause more
discontent and pain and suffering in a

week than Gluttony does in a year?
“Where are the serious scientific in-

quiries to fill up these six empty shelves?

Has there ever been a Senate inquiry into

Sloth? Has there ever been a Commons
V

Committee report on Avarice? Has there

ever been a Royal Commission on the del-

eterious effects of Pride? When was the

last time you heard of a US Congressional

Committee investigating the social costs

of Envy? Has the World Health Organiza-

tion ever organized an international sym-
posium on Lust? Has the United Nations

ever seriously examined the effects of un-

bridled Wrath?
“Oh no, it’s always Gluttony — we eat

too much, we drink too much, we smoke
too much, we pop too many pills, and so on
and so forth. It’s true of course, but where
is the perspective? Just because these

things are relatively easy to quantify by
way of surveys, questionnaires, mortality

and morbidity statistics, and what not, it

does not necessarily follow that Gluttony

should be the deadly sin that captures the

sole attention of our legislators,

“Consider Pride. Where was the US
Senate Committee on Pride after the Cu-

ban missile crisis almost got us all blown
up in a nuclear holocaust? How come ear-

nest representatives from governments
are always going to Vienna or Geneva or

wherever to discuss Gluttony-associated

problems, when it is Pride that got thou-

sands of young Yanks killed in Vietnam,
that is getting thousands of young Soviets

killed in Afghanistan, and it is Pride that

is wasting a generation of Iraqis and Ira-

nians?
“Consider Avarice, In late October,

1987, the stock market crashed and specu-

lators, investors, pension-funders, and the

proverbial widows and orphans lost mil-
lions. Did we get a Royal Commission?
Did the US Senate look into the delete-
rious effects of Greed? No, w'e got the
usual, if we got anything at all — some
committee on obesity or alcoholism or
some other aspect of Gluttony,
“Consider Envy. Every year more

money is spent on fancy cars, useless
kitchen appliances, designer jeans, Ja-
cuzzi tubs, and video cassette recorders
than is spent on crack and smack and oth-

er uppers and downers. Despite that,

scores of social scientists are working on
ways to document and quantify use of the
latter substances and not one working to

quantify the social cost of Envy, and the
Avarice it inevitably leads to.

“Consider Lust. Lust can collapse fi-

nancial empires and destroy noble aspi-

rations— ask Jim Bakker and Gary Hart.
Preliminary calculations show Lust re-

sults in more time off work and more at-

work goofing-off than all the Gluttonies
put together.

“But until AIDS came along to make
Lust research fashionable, social scien-

tists wouldn’t be caught dead devising
ways and means of calculating the social

costs and consequences of Lust, When
was the last Congressional Committee on
Lust, a committee that might have deter-

mined that while we, with the help of our
European allies, were devising the ulti-

mate, phallic shaped bottle to dispense
over-advertised perfume at over-inflated

prices, the Japanese were perfecting the

ultimate computer microchip?

“Consider Sloth. Sloth results in more
time off w'ork and in more lost productivi-

ty than all the Gluttonies combined.
"Preliminary research shows that for

every worker who does not make it to

work because of an alcohol-induced hang-
over. there are at least five workers who
do not make it because they are too lazy to

get out of bed. It's called, in the vernacu-
lar. a 'mental health day.' but it is Sloth,

pure and simple.
“Why is the Sloth shelf of my bookcase

as empty as the Pride. Avarice, Envy.
Wrath, and Lust shelves? Where is the
Committee on Sloth? The National Forum
on Sloth Awareness?
“Why this obsession with Gluttony? If

our economy goes down the tube, it will go
down because of Avarice and Sloth, not
because of Gluttony : and if we all go up in

a mushroom cloud, it will be because of
Pride and Wrath, not because of Gluttony.
With all due respect to Gluttony, some
sins are more deadly than others."

VISA and MasterCard accepted

NOW AVAILABLE IN ENGLISH-HANS MAIER’S

CLASSIC BOOK ON COCAINE DEPENDENCE

“Der Kokainismus, by Hans Meier, published in 1926,

is still the best book to consult with regard to the

history and development of cocaine dependence.”

B. Holmstedt and A. Fredga, 1981

Translated, edited, and with a new introduction by

ORIANA JOSSEAU KALANT

In the late 1970s cocaine use in North Amer-
ica began attracting the attention of the press and
health officials, and serious adverse effects were
being reported; it was assumed very little was
known about this "new" drug.

Although sound and detailed clinical observa-

tions of heavy cocaine use had been published

many decades earlier in German, French, and
Italian, they were not readily accessible to read-

ers on this side of the Atlantic.

Maior's monograph, perhaps the best from

ttiat earlier period, will bo of immediate value to

researchers and clinicians who are working on

this problem.

Paperbound, 320 pages, illustrated. $25.00

Orderfrom:

Marketing Services, Dept. KJ

Addiction Research Foundation
33 Russell Street

Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1
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New Books by Margy Chan'

The Alcohol

Clinical Index:

Strategies

for Identifying

Patients with

Alcohol Problems

. . . Harvey A. Skinner and Ste-

phen Holt

The Alcohol Clinical Inde.v is a ver-

satile instrument developed for

physicians and allied health care

prolessionals to identify alcohol

problems among patients. It was
derived from a comprehensive

analysis of 18 clinical laboratory

tests that are potential indicators

of alcohol abuse.

The 31-page booklet describes a

practical strategy for using the in-

dex and suggests methods for cor-

roborating it with laboratory tests

and brief alcohol questionnaires.

Addiction Research Foundation.

Toronto, Canada. 1987. 31 p. ISBN
0-88868-144-5

AIDS:
Impact on

Public Policy

. . . edited by Robert F. Hummel.
William F. heavy. Michael Ram-
polla. and Sherry Chorost

Acquired Immune Deficiency Syn-

drome 1 AIDS ) has become a major

New AADAC Materials

Planning for Success is

a comprehensive

package of relapse

prevention program

materials designed to

help treatment clients:

• Maintain abstinence

• Handle high risk situations

• Reduce stress

• Develop a balanced lifestyle

V>T

The package consists of:

• Training and reference materials

lor counsellors

• Client lecture

• Video lor client lectures and

counsellor training

• Small group formal

• Pamphlets

• Overhead materials

• Evaluation and order forms

Cost: $1 50,00 per package

To order contact

AADAC Production and Distribution

2nd Floor, 10909 Jasper Avenue

Edmonton, Alberta T5J 3M9
(403) 427 7319

AADfiC
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w
concern to I'esearch and health

care communities. Initial attention

to the disease focused on its epide-

miology to define the nature and

extent of its threat. .As the disease

spreads into epidemic pi'oportions,

it raises not only medical and re-

search issues, but also social, eco-

nomic. and moral dilemmas.

The impact of .AIDS on public

policy on national as well as intei'-

national levels is now evident.

This volume is the result of an in-

ternational symposium held in

May. 1986 in New York and includ-

es major papers presented there as

well as panel discussions. Social

scientists, researcher's, clinicians,

educators, communitx leaders,

go\ernment officials, and public

policy analysis contribute.

Idenum Publishing. Neie York.

NY. 1986. 169 p. $45. ISBN 0-306-

42540-8.

*Margy Chan is manager of the

.Addiction Research Foundation's

library, the leading library in the

field u'orldwide .A qrndtrnte of the

Vniversity of Hong Kong, she holds

a ma.ster's in library science from
the University of Toronto.
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ON SCREEN

Projections

^ The following selected evaluations of audio-visual materials have been made ^
by the Audio-Visual Assessment Group of the Addiction Research Founda-

tion in Ontario. The ratings are based on a six-point scale. Projections are

available in both video and 16mm film unless otherwise specified. For fur-

^ ther information, contact Margaret Sheppard at 1 416 1 595-6000, ext 7384. ^

Criss Cross

Number: 814.

Subject heading: Alcohol and the

family
:

youth and drugs.

Time: 40 min.

Synopsis: Claudia Black and Scott

Marshall show various situations

commonly occurring in families in

which a teenager uses drugs. A
progression of scenes show the

teen attempting to explain drug

use and the parent responding with

ever increasing confusion, anger,

and fear. The importance of pro-

fessional help in such situations is

stressed.

General evaluation: Very good

(5.0). Although the people in the

film talk quickly, the scenes por-

trayed are believable and could

lead to good discussion about fami-

ly problems. General broadcast is

recommended.
Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the film could bene-

fit parents and health profession-

als.

The Cocaine Epidemic

Number: 815.

Subject heading: Cocaine; drug

use, etiology, and epidemiology.

Time: 30 min.

Coming Events
Ontario. Information: Michelle

For full listings of 1988 confer- and Michael DeGagne. Toe
ences, workshops, and institutes. Alpha, 11 Progress Ave, Scarbo-
see the centre section. rough. ON MIP 4S7.

SECAD 1987 (Southeastern Confer-

ence on Alcohol and Drugs) — Dec
2-6. Atlanta. Georgia. Information:

Charter Medical Corporation, ad-

dictive disease division. Box 209,

Ste 701, Macon, GA 31298.

International Conference on Alco-

hol and Industry — Dec 3-5, Medel-
lin, Colombia. Information; SUR-
GIR and International Council on

Alcohol and Addictions. Apdo. Aer-

eo 10199. Medellin, Colombia.

Countermeasures 87 — Dec 6-8. To-

ronto. Ontario. Information: Coun-
termeasures 87 conference. Drink-
ing Driving Countermeasures Of-

fice. Ministry of the Attorney-Gen-
eral. 10 King St E. 8th fl. Toronto.

OX .M5C 1C3.

Management for Health Care Su-

pervisors — Dec 11-12. Halifax,

Nova Scotia; Dec 15-16. Toronto.

Ontario: Jan 13-14, 1988, Vancou-
ver. British Columbia; Jan 15-16,

Calgary. Alberta. Information;

Conference and seminar services.

Humber College, 205 Humber Col-

lege Blvd. Rexdale. ON M9W 5L7.

Acupuncture in the Treatment of

Alcoholism and Other Drug Depen-
dence — Dec 17-18 (School for Ad-
diction Studies) and Dec 19 (Onta-

rio Institute for Studies in Educa-
tion!. Toronto. Ontario. Informa-
tion: Addiction Research
Foundation. School for Addiction

Studies. 8 Mav St. Toronto. ON.
M.5S2S1.

Toe Alpha's 31st Annual Christmas
Conference — Dec 27 .30. Toronto.

FLORIDA OR CALIFORNIA SUNSHINE
SEMINAR \WORKSHOPS

Orlando, Florida Ontario, California

February 8-1 0, 1 988 April 25-27, 1 988

THEME: "The Word is Prevention in All Dimensions —
Education, Intervention. Rehabilitation, Legislation,

and Law Enforcement"

Sponsored by: U.S. National Committee for the
Prevention of Alcoholism and Drug
Dependency

For registration information and program, write:
Executive Director, NCPADD
Rt, 1. Box 635
Appomattox. VA 24522 or Phone (804) 352-8100

Subscribe to

PROJECTION

Film Reviews

Eliminate costly pre-

viewfees. Know what
films to borrow or buy
without pre-screening.

Projection is mailed ten

times a year by the

ARE Audio-visual As-

sessment Group. About

50films a year are as-

sessedfor scientific

accuracy, interest, pro-

duction value, age
level, and suitability.

One-year subscription $1 6.

5 binders of 741 reviews

since 1971 $211.

Empty Binders $7.

Orderfrom©
Marketing Services

Addiction Research Foundation
33 Russell Street

Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1

Synopsis: To explain today's co-

caine ‘epidemic,' a lecturer tells

about cocaine use throughout the

1800s and 1900s. He attributes use
in the late 1800s to Sigmund Freud,
who used it to treat morphine ad-

dicts. After the passage of the Unit-

ed States Harrison Act, cocaine
practically disappeared; it reap-

peared after the film Easy Rider
came out. At first, there were few
clinical problems; now it is consid-

ered a major drug problem. The
lecturer outlines many social and
physical problems surfacing in the

1980s as supplies of high-quality co-

caine become readily available.

General evaluation: Poor (2.11.

The lecturer is boring, and the vi-

suals are difficult to read.

Recommended use: This film

could be used by someone inter-

ested in a historical perspective on
cocaine.

Too Dangerous
To Work With

Number: 817.

Subject heading: Employee assis-

tance programs ( EAPs i

.

Time: 24 min.

Synopsis: Billy Carter comes to

/ \
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Advertising rates
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Careers advertising section of

The Journal to reach the peo-

ple in (nstitutions and organiza-

tions who hire personnel.

You can tell these people about
your skills and qualifications

in addictions-related work and
about the sort of job you are

seeking.

And, you can do this with the
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vided by our Box Number serv-
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talk to railway yard workers about

using drugs on the job. After he

leaves, several men discuss what
they can do about workers who
drink and smoke marijuana on the

job: they do not want to tell on fel-

low workers, but neither do they

want to get hurt. At work over the

next few days, the men discuss

what they might do about work-

place drug use and talk to the men
involved. They do not seem to get

anywhere. Each day. trains are

shunted around the yard, and each
time there is a possibility of some-
one getting hurt. At the end, the

man most concerned is run over by

a train because a user is too spaced
out to respond to radioed com-
mands.
General evaluation: Very good
(5.2i. This believable, well-pro-

duced film could lead to good dis-

cussion about safety on the job and
the role of EAPs. The tension is

well developed right up to the end.

General broadcast is recommend-
ed.

Recommended use: With a re-

source person, the film would ben-

efit workers, supervisors, and
safety committees.

“I want this man tested for steroids"

Newport in May

NECAD'
NORTHEASTERN CONFERENCE on

ALCOHOLISM and DRUG DEPENDENCE
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Copyright© Edgrhill Nrwpon Foundation. 1987.
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Prevention: are we on track?
‘When we kneel at the altar of feeling good,

I think implicitiy we set kids up’

I

ST LOUIS— Focussing all prevention resources on young people may be

“a strategic public policy mistake,” says the provocative Peter Bell, ex-

ecutive director of the Minnesota Institute on Black Chemical Abuse in

Minneapolis.

“I think sometimes in our prevention programs essentially what we do

is put Little League baseball in competition with cocaine. I think cocaine

feels better.”

Mr Bell reviewed prevention programming theories here at a plenary

session of the Alcohol and Drug Problems Association (ADPA) of North
America. Highlights, edited by Contributing Editor Harvey McConnell,

follow.

The first question is : do we want

to prevent alcohol and other drug

abuse, or do we want to prevent

alcohol and drug abuse problem

events? In reality, I feel most of

us want to prevent both. The strategies to

prevent each, however, might look quite

different.

For example, strategies to eliminate

drunk driving do not necessarily have to

focus on reducing alcoholism. In addition,

we need to understand that there are only

three basic relationships individuals can

have with any psychoactive substance.

They can use it, they can abuse it, or they

can become dependent upon it.

Most of us accept that with alcohol the

goal is to prevent abuse by, and dependen-

cy in, adults; with other drugs, it is to pre-

vent use, abuse, and dependency by every-

one. The strategies to prevent either alco-

hol or drug use, abuse, or dependency
might vary significantly.

I have divided prevention programming
into four separate subgroups: social com-
petency, .social policy, law enforcement,

and nutritional and chemical imbalance.

Social-competency prevention 1 define

as the reduction of alcohol and other drug

use via the development of skills and
knowledge e.s.sential to day-to-day living in

five areas; most prevention programming
endorses one or more oflhe.se strategies in

concerl with one another; clarify values,

build good emotional coping skills, make
good decisions, develop alternative highs,

and develop good communication skills. 1

would add a sixth develop reliisal skills.

A second prevention strategy, one I am
somewhat more attracted to. is social poll

cy prevention II is much more an aiithro

pological or socio ciilliiral view and aj)

proach lo addiction and prevention and an

emerging concept of looking at alcohol and

drug abuse.

A third is law enlbrcemeiil ;iud I'ociissiiig

'oil supply reduction, the theory being that

il' we c;m contract or restrict the supply,

fewer people will use alcohol or drugs

There is a lair amoiml ol Iriilh lo that, par

liciilarly using market mechaiiisms

Studies have iiidic.'iled clearly that when
the price of .ilcoliol increases, I'ven li.ird

eiied alcoholics drink less, and. when the

price of drugs increases, even hardened
addicts use fewer. The biggest impact this

has is on marginal, episodic users of

drugs.

The fourth prevention strategy involves

applying nutritional and chemical im-

balance theories and looking into genetics

and the like.

One of the strengths of the social-compe-

tency model is the assistance it provides to

many other social problems such as teen-

age pregnancy, youth crime, or living with

a chemically dependent parent.

The concern I have about this approach

is, first, and perhaps most significant, the

emphasis on the nation’s youth. I think it is

a strategic public policy mistake to focus

all of our prevention resources exclusively

on young people.

I believe adolescence is but one high-risk

time. At a minimum, there are two others:

the mid-40s and the mid-60s.

I am aware of no longitudinal studies

that indicate this is true : that if I help clar-

ify your values today, that will stop you

from becoming an addict tomorrow. Stud-

ies correlate the two,

but because things

travel in a pack to-

gether, you cannot

necessarily infer a

cause-and-effect re-

lationship.

A third concern 1 have about this model

is its emphasis on alternative highs. 1 think

we are better served, with our young peo-

ple, when we legitimize lows, when we tell

them it is part of the human condition to

feel hurt, lonely, bored, frustrated, inade-

quate, and the like, and that there isn't al-

ways a cure, there isn't always a fix.

When we kneel at the altar of feeling

good, I think implicitly we .set kids up. 1

think sonu'limes in our prevention jiro-

grams what wt' do is put Little League
baseb.'ill iii competition with cocaine. 1

lliiiik cocaine feels belter.

Many kids say lo me: 'Yes. I’eli'r, il

lecls good lo go camping, but it f(‘els belter

lo go c.impiiig stoned ' Wi'll. that's won
dcrfni values clanficalion; now. who's got

the good retort
’

Kids do not necess.irily choose one or the

other. I Ihmk there is a high liki'bhood in

in.'iny instances ofchoosmg both

Digressing, I linnk it's a mislaki' we
m.ikc III llealmcnl. tins emph.isis on .illcr

native highs rather than on legilimi/mg

lows That doesn’t mc.in wallowing in

lows, bill rather s.iyiiig it is ok;i\ lo led

icebngs that arc iiiii'omlorl.iblc

I Ihiiik one ol the kevs lo long term re

coverv li'iim chemical dcpcndcnc>
, li om

my vantage point, is lor a recovering ad

diet or alcoliobe lo look this demon s(|nare

III the eye nollimg ever .ig.im, ever, is

going to leel as good .is the chemic;d .Itig

gnig isn't going to leid as good, rac(|nel

liall isn't going to lei'l ,is good, llier;ip,\

isn't going to leel ;is good. and. sex isn't

going to leel as good Not lllllg e\ er again is

going, to leel .IS good as the clieniic.d

That's the liad news
’file good news is III. it nolhiiig ever .ig.nn

IS going lo cre.ile the havoc and p.nn in

‘The emphasis on alternative highs rather than

on legitimizing lows is a mistake’

your life the chemical caused. I think when
an addict or an alcohplic comes to a very

quiet acceptance of that central fact, that

is a cornerstone of long-term, contented

sobriety.

A final criticism is that this prevention

strategy is essentially borrowed from
treatment and moved to the front-end of

the continuum. That makes about as much
sense to me as saying, ‘Chemotherapy is a

good treatment strategy for cancer, so

let's give everybody in the country chemo-
therapy to prevent them from contracting

it.'

The strategies you use to treat an illness

may be very different, radically different,

from the strategies you use to prevent the

onset of that illness.

Those who hold to this belief face a diffi-

cult question; do communities, families,

groups of people with low rates of addic-

tion have more social

competency than

groups of people with

high rates of addic-

tion?

Social-competency

prevention consumes
an inordinate amount of funds and, while

there is a place for it, it should be balanced
with other approaches to prevention.

The social-policy prevention model can
be defined as ‘the establishment and com-
munication of clear and functional cultural

and community rules, norms, standards,

and consequences regarding alcohol and
drug use and abuse.’

Which chemicals are legitimate, not nec-

essarily legal, for the community, culture,

or family to use? The clearer this gets an-

swered. the fewer drug and alcohol prob-

lems we find. One of the reasons I think we
have a high rate of addiction in (North)

America today is the lack of clarity of this

central question, and the best illustration

of this is marijuana.

It is a quasi-legal, quasi-legitimate sub-

stance that 1 think sends mixed and con-

fusing messages to everyone, including

judges, probation and parole officers, par-

ents, school administrators, teachers, and.

perhaps most importantly, kids.

No one knows if this is a legitimate

chemical or an illegitimate chemical. Fur-

ther, no one knows if this is an illegal

ehemieal or a legal chemical. The neb-

ulous status that it enjoys, 1 think, maxi-

mizes the potential that it will get abu.sed.

Tragically, from my vantage point, co-

caine is becoming a quasi-legitimate sub-

stance. It is not quasi-legal, but it is clearly

quasi-legitimate.

Depiction by the media has a profound

iiilliieiice. ('oi'aiiie has reached a certain

degree of cultural le-

gitimacy. while hero

III has not.

N'ou will see co-

caine usage dcpicli'd

by the media in mov
ICS and television in a

non (iestruclivc sense people using it at a

liai'ly, on a lestivi' oee.'ision, before they

make love

^'oll will not see that in terms ol lu'rom

usage I wiiiild ehallengi' aiuone lo name
any movie or any li'hwision show they

h.ive seen in winch heroin has been in

volvi'd .111(1 It IS not used in a very negative

eoiili'Xl

Heroin has no enltiiral legiinnaev . eo

eaiiie h.is a m('.lsln•e ol eiillnral legilmia

e\

We III I'liileil .Stales soeieix have vah

dated another reason lor the use ol ('hemi

cals— stress medication or escape. This is

not to say that people throughout recorded

history have not used chemicals for stress

medication or escape. What I am saying is

that there haven't been cultural sanctions

for use of chemicals, such as ‘happy hours'

for alcohol use.

Two new strategies of prevention have
developed over the past five years, but

with promising results.

The first is the parents' movement. This

movement started as a grassroots effort

by parents concerned with adolescent al-

cohol or drug abuse ; most of their concern

was a result of problems in their immedi-
ate families.

More recently, they have become the

dominant force in the prevention field,

with the energetic support of the first lady

( Mrs Ronald Reagan )

.

This movement has had a significant im-

pact in a number of areas including high-

lighting the awareness of the general pub-

lic to alcohol and drug abuse problems, en-

couraging more effective school-based

programs, and most importantly, estab-

lishing much needed links among preven-

tion, intervention, and treatment profes-

sionals and moving the US away from the

dangerous libertarian view that drug

abuse is an individual matter in which gov-

ernment has no role.

This movement, however, has been crit-

icized — and I feel legitimately — as being

simplistic in many of its solutions and hav-

ing significant limitations on its ability to

attract a broad cross-section of the popula-

tion.

.Another new prevention strategy is a

nutritional chemical genetic imbalance

approach to both prevention and treat-

ment.

Many people have theorized that there is

a genetic variable for addiction, or that de-

pendency develops as a result of chemical

imbalance or nutritional deficiencies

which also can be passed from one genera-

tion to the next.

1 am particularly concerned about e.irly

diagnosis and intervention. The I'.S spends

a great deal of money on treatment and

significant sums on prevention but very

little on diagnosis and intervention

If w e accept the fact that chemical abuse

is progressively degenerative, like most

other illnes.ses. the prognosis for sueci'ss

increases with earh detection

riie largest gap m our delivery system is

for a large groiqi of kids who are marginal,

episodic usi'i's ol eliemieals, who need

moil' than social ('ompeli'iiex priwention

I don I Ik'Iu'vc llitw lu'cd a struelured

mpalK'iil or outpatient expeneiiee

Looking into a crystal ball. I think the

problem wi' are going lo have increasingly

IS desigiK'i' drugs I Ihmk. m the next five

ye.irs, we will dexi'lop the ('i]Ui\ ah'iit of

liallitub gm III terms of coca me,

opiali's. and the liki'. and that will

enormously eomplieale the role

ol law eiiloreeim'iil

7 believe adolescence is but one high-risk

time. At a minimum, there are two others: the

mid-40s and the mid-60s’

‘You will see cocaine usage depicted . . . in a

non-destructive sense . .
.
you will not see that

in terms of heroin usage'

[ 1

7 think in the next five years, we will be able to develop the equiva-

lent of bathtub gin in terms of cocaine, opiates, and the like, and
that will enormously complicate the role of law enforcement'


